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Material Abstract 

 

Jonathan Kewley 

Variation in the Architecture and Design of Gravemarkers in Great Britain and British 

North America 1600 1800. 

 

This thesis explores how the architecture and design of gravemarkers in its study area (the 

whole of Great Britain and the Thirteen Colonies) varied over the course of the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Based on very extensive fieldwork it first reviews and 

categorises the setting and form of all types of gravemarker, the motifs they bear, and who 

made them, in the process producing the first comprehensive list of those who can be 

proved to have made gravemarkers (some 705 in all). It goes on to set gravemarkers in the 

context of Early Modern material culture through the comparison of the motifs used on 

them with the same motifs found elsewhere. 

Based again on robust fieldwork it then identifies regional styles, largely for the first time, 

and appends case studies of a number. It considers the reasons for regional variation, and 

then looks at other causes of variation, and at factors tending towards uniformity. 

It concludes, first, that gravemarker design was part of the general material culture of the 

period and has few peculiar features, second, that (pace a number of scholars) religion was 

not a very significant factor in design or variation, and third, that there was an overall 

‘grammar’ of design, within which variation was principally regional but also socio-

economic and based on function and personal choice.   
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5.86a John Barker †1772, Blakeney, Norfolk (detail)  

5.86b William Barker †1788, West Tarring, Sussex (detail)  

5.87a Richard Haydon †1729, Cley, Norfolk (detail)  

5.87b EP †1759, Little Dean, Glos. (detail)  

5.88a Robert Norris †1800, Buckland Monachorum, Devon (detail)  

5.88b William Earle †1703 †1741, Barcombe, Sussex (detail)  

5.89a John Skuce †1737, Bibury, Glos.(detail)  

5.89b Ann Watson †1798, Church Langton, Leics.(detail)  

5.90a Sarah Ridge †1789, Billingshurst, Sussex (detail)  

5.90b Patience Haffenden †1733, Biddenden, Kent  

5.91a Hans Sloane †1753, Chelsea Old Church, Middx.(detail)  

5.91b Thomas Tempany †1780, Bibury, Glos. (detail)  

5.92a Elizabeth Russell †1690, Broadway, Worcs. (detail)  

5.92b Mary Tripp †1715, Weston Underwood, Bucks. (detail)  

5.93a Anna Church †1775, Colston Bassett, Notts. (detail)  

5.93b Sarah Austin †1761, Colston Bassett, Notts. (detail)  

5.94a William Tabberer †1769, Brixworth, Northants. (detail)  

5.94b James Smith †1790, Belton, Lincs. (detail)  

5.95a Thomas Carrick †1741 †1755, Blaby, Leics. (detail)  

5.95b Thomas Carrick †1741 †1755, Blaby, Leics. (detail)  

5.96a William Cobley †1770, Church Langton, Leics. (detail)  

5.96b Jane Weston †1782, Brixworth, Northants. (detail)  

5.97a John Nicholls †1597, St Teath, Cornwall  

5.97b Robert Meriam †1681, Hill Burying Ground, Concord, MA. (detail)  
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5.98a Hannah and Mary Shutt †1709, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA  

5.98b Margaret Connachar †1784, Logierait, Perthshire. (detail)  

5.99a John Jervis †1771, Church Langton, Leics. (detail)  

5.99b John Jordan †1771, Bourton-on-the-Water, Glos. (detail)  

5.100a Maria Forbes †1655, Bovey Tracy, Devon (detail)  

5.100b Elizuar Holyoke †1711, the Granary, Boston, MA (detail)  

5.101a Benjamin Hills †1683, the Granary, Boston, MA (detail)  

5.101b John Parmetar †1711, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA (detail)  

5.102a John Hipkins †1741, Cley, Norfolk (detail)  

5.102b Rebekah Carle †1770, Basking Ridge, NJ (detail)  

5.103a John Midlton †1739, Chestnut Level, PA (detail)  

5.103b Sarah Murrell †1763, Bolney, Sussex (detail)  

5.104a IA EM †1726, Tullibody, Clacks. (detail)  

5.104b George Steele †1722, Barthomley, Cheshire (detail)  

5.105a Jonathan Hascall †1784, New Salem, MA. (detail)  

5.105b Benjamin Hills †1683, the Granary, Boston, MA (detail)  

5.106a John Cross †1796, Basking Ridge, NJ (detail)  

5.106b Mary Moore †1749, Michael, IoM (detail)  

5.107a John Watkies †1760, Cardington, Salop (detail)  

5.107b James Waterman †1793 Common Burial Ground, Boston, MA (detail)  

5.108a William White †1789, Bretforton, Worcs. (detail)  

5.108b Manning children †1750-1759, Norwichtown, CT. (detail)  

5.109a John Jervis †1771, Church Langton, Leics. (detail)  

5.109b AW AW 1787, Tulliallan, Perthshire (detail)  
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5.110a Baker Walton †1798, Barningham, Suffolk (detail)  

5.110b John Kelley †1800, Ballaugh Old Church, IoM (detail)  

5.111a William Peacock †1748, Aycliffe, Co. Durham (detail)  

5.111b Eunice Colton †1763, Longmeadow, MA (detail)  

5.112a Richard White †1777, Berkeley, Glos. (detail)  

5.112b Rebecca Gerrish †1743, King’s Chapel, Boston , MA (detail)  

5.113a Thomas Smith †1693, King’s Chapel, Boston, MA (detail)  

5.113b Mary Bliss †1757, Longmeadow , MA (detail)  

5.114a Margaret Kelsall †1729, Barthomley, Cheshire (detail)  

5.114b Martha Fearmsby †1731, Cley, Norfolk (detail)  

5.115a John Higg †1784, Tulliallan, Perthshire (detail)  

5.115b Thomas Seward †1800, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA (detail)  

5.116a John Blackwell †1797, Arnesby, Leics. (detail)  

5.116b James Dwar (sic) †1773, Tulliallan, Perthshire  

5.117a Michael Jackson †1798, Blakeney, Norfolk (detail)  

5.117b Mark Sharp †1747 (footstone) St John-sub-Castro, Lewes, Sussex (detail)  

5.118a Thomas Johnson †1799, Brancepeth, Co. Durham (detail)  

5.118b John Wilson †177?, Pencaitland, East Lothian (detail)  

5.119a John Muirhead †1670, Pencaitland, East Lothian (detail)  

5.119b AS ND 1784, Tulliallan, Perthshire  

5.120a GC CR 1787, Tulliallan, Perthshire (detail)  

5.120b John Sims †1774, Columbia, CT (detail)  

5.121a John Acton †1702, Barthomley, Cheshire (detail)  

5.121b Elizabeth Page †1693, Rosewell Plantation, VA (now at Abingdon, VA) (detail)  
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5.122a John Clarke †1728, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA (detail)  

5.122b Joseph Prigg †1784, Stoke-sub-Hamdon, Somerset (detail)  

5.123a Tawley children †1737 Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA (detail)  

5.123b Ruth Carter †1698, the Granary, Boston (detail)  

5.124a †1714, Sandford St. Martin, Oxon.  

5.124b Mary Dunn †1778  St Mary-de-Crypt, Gloucester, Glos. (detail)  

5.125a John Weston †1787, Brixworth, Northants. (detail)  

5.125b Sarah Smith †1769  Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA (detail)  

5.126a Richard Lyman †1746, Columbia, CT (detail)  

5.126b John Corlett †1788, Ballaugh Old Church, IoM (detail)  

5.127a Ichabod Freeman †1782, Columbia, CT (detail)  

5.127b Joseph Oliver †1775, Worth, Sussex (detail)  

5.128a Robert Jackson †1657, Rushen, IoM (detail)  

5.128b Margery Lace †1675, Andreas, IoM (detail)  

5.129a John Small †1666, Bovey Tracey, Devon  

5.129b Thomas Butler †1671, Greenford, Middx. (detail)  

5.130a Henry Cheesman †1707, East Peckham , Kent (detail)  

5.130b Thomas Hall †1695, Tulliallan, Perthshire (detail)  

5.131a John Hadfeild †1665, Darley Dale, Derbys.  

5.131b John Shewel †1657, Ripple, Worcs.  

5.132a Sarah Miles †1756  South Burying Ground, Concord, MA (detail)  

5.132b Martha Houlbrook †1775, Wellfleet, MA (detaila).  

5.133a Pompey Brenton †1772, Common Burying Ground (African-American Section), 

Newport, RI (detail)  
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5.133b Ruth Conant †1770  South Burying Ground, Concord, MA (detail).  

5.134a Job Brooks †1788  Hill Burying Ground, Concord, MA (detail)  

Illustrations to Chapter 6 

6.1a George Chapman †1634, St Giles’-in-the-Fields, Middx., by Inigo Jones  

6.1b Sir Thomas Cornwallis, Portchester, Hants, 1616 (intramural)  

by Nicholas Stone (detail) (Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 320)  

6.2a Sir Tomas Richardson †1635, Westminster Abbey,  

by Le Sueur (Courtauld Institute)  

6.2b Sarah Hathaway †1700, Kineton, Warks.  

6.3a John Colet †1519, Old St Paul’s, London (intramural, destroyed), from the engraving 

by Hollar.  

(Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.113))  

6.3b Ann Poulson †1713, Hendon, Middx.  

6.4a Thomas Smith †1696, St Peter’s, Cambridge, Cambs. (intramural)  

6.4b Alice Knight †1696, Isleham, Cambs.  

6.5a John Batteley †1708, Canterbury Cathedral , Kent (intramural)  

6.5b Cordelia Denny †1698, Bishop’s Stortford, Herts. (intramural)  

6.6a George Fenwick †1760, Hallaton, Leics.  

6.6b John Chester †1778, Beckermet St Bridget, Cumberland  

6.7 Sir Anthony Browne †1548 but c. 1540 at Battle, Sussex (Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, 

p. 316).  

6.8a Margaret Kaighin †1697, Michael, IoM.  

6.8b Christian Norris †1695, Michael Old Church, IoM (originally intramural)  

6.9 Sir John Constable †1627, Ibsley, Hants. (intramural) (Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 

308).  
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6.10a Joan Deering †1682, Portesham, Dorset (in the church porch).  

6.10b Jone Parkar †1689, Portesham, Dorset. (originally intramural)  

6.11a Valentine Strong †1662, Fairford, Glos.  

6.11b Mary Stangar †1742, Ketton, Rutland  

6.12a Mary Shaw †1742, Crosscanonby, Cumberland.  

6.12b Arthur Gilbert †1683, Swithland, Leics.  

6.13a Henry Barlew †1669, Long Bredy, Dorset (detail0.  

6.13b John Burkinshaw †1774, Atcham, Salop.  

6.14a Henry Nicholson †1795, Bedale, NR  

6.14b John Christian †1768 (but later), Bexhill, Sussex  

6.15a Rachel Sisson †1784, Barnack, Soke of Peterborough  

6.15b George Long †1796, Bisham, Berks.  

6.16a Samuel Sharpe †1799, Beckermet St Bridget, Cumberland  

6.15b George Long †1796, Bisham, Berks.  

6.17a William Cripps †1803, Lamberhurst, Kent (detail)  

6.17b Richard Revis †1807, Olney, Bucks. (detail)  

6.18a Ann Pitt †1782, Hurley, Bucks. (detail)  

6.18b Christiana Hudson †1780, St Mary-de-Castro, Leics. (detail)  

6.19a Thomas Ellis †1798, East Peckham, Kent  

6.19b Sarah Rogers †1794, Llanbister, Rads.(detail)  

6.20a Datestone dated 1729 at Broadclough, Lancs. (Taylor, Rossendale)  

6.20b Datestone dated 1707, south Lancs. (W. F. Price)  

6.21a Plate CXXXVII from Batty Langley’s City and Country Builder’s Treasury of Designs of 

1756, showing an altar tomb.  
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6.22a David Ross †1767, Onchan, IoM  

6.22b Doorway from Alexandria, VA, 1792-93. (From Charles O. Cornelius, ‘Some early 

American Doorways’)  

6.23 Plate VIII in the Rules .. of the Carpenters’ Company ... of Philadelphia 1786  

6.24a Plate XXIX in the Rules .. of the Carpenters’ Company ... of Philadelphia 1786  

6.24b Phillips daughters †1789 at Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA  

6.25a Thomas Williams †1724, Bryngwyn, Rads. (in the church porch).  

6.25b Theodosia Aston †1752 at Chebsey, Staffs.  

6.26a Charles Cooke †1767, Walberton, Sussex (detail)  

6.26b Fireback dated 1772  

from the Principio Furnace, Cecil County, MD (MESDA)  

6.27a Fireback dated 1767  

from the Principio Furnace, Cecil County, MD (MESDA)  

6.27b Eighteenth-century fireback with barleysugar columns (Mainwaring Baines)  

6.28a Fireback dated 1730, probably from the Weald (Hodgkinson)  

6.28b Fireback at Stratford Hall Plantation, Virginia, dated 1745 and  

attributed to the Massaponax Furnace, Spotsylvania County (MESDA)  

6.29a Fireback dated 1758 from Spotsylvania County, PA (fragment).  (MESDA)  

6.29b Stoveplate from Virginia, c.1797. (MESDA)  

6.30a Wealden blacksmith’s forgeback 1655 (Hodgkinson)  

6.30b Wealden fireback, mid-eighteenth century (Hodgkinson)  

6.31a lead cistern from Fenton House, Hampstead, 1723  

6.31b the trade card for Isaac Dalvy, glover in Soho, c.1730 (Lewis, Ephemera)  

6.32a Sign of John Victory, haberdasher, of Cheapside, c. 1700 (Heal, Sign Boards)  
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6.32b Trumpeting angel weathervane, American, 19th century (Bishop and Marx Atkins)  

6.33a The Good Woman, the sign of Joseph Pitcher of St Giles’s, 1764  

(Heal, Sign Boards)  

6.33b The Crown and Slipper, the sign for Ralph Aldersey, boot and  

shoemaker, the Minories, 1733 (Heal, Sign Boards)  

6.34a The Three Plains (sic),  the sign of John Jennion, toolmaker, of Cheapside, c.1730  

(Heal, Sign Boards)  

6.34b The Black Swan and Parrat (sic), the sign of John Short,  

woollen draper of Cannon St., 1654 (Heal, Sign Boards)  

6.35a The Crane & Anchor (the sign of John Sage & John Gopp, haberdashers, of 

Cheapside, 1748  

(Heal, Sign Boards)  

6.35b Sign of the sun (origins unknown) (Kenny, McMillan and Myrone)  

6.36a Joined half-headed bedstead dated 1669 (Chinnery)  

6.36b English armchair, oak, 1580-1630 (Chinnery)  

6.37a Longcase clock by Nathan Cushing, Providence, RI (Nutting)  

6.37b Longcase clock, Rhode Island school (Nutting)  

6.38a Double-arched bureaus, 1720-40 (left Philadelphia, right  

Delaware) (Nutting)  

6.38b Sconce glass, walnut, 1785-95 (Nutting)  

6.39a Thomas Mayhew †1797, Holy Trinity, Bungay, Suffol  

6.39b Looking-glass, moulded pine c. 1720-40,  

stencilling probably 19th century. (Nutting)  

6.40a Marquetry looking-glass 1700-20 (Nutting)  

6.40b Looking-glass1800 – 10 by Nathan Cushing, (Nutting)  
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6.41a Cellaret believed to come from the Guilford-Randolph  

County area of North Carolina (MESDA)  

6.41b Samuel Hartt †1791, Steele Creek, NC (detail)  

6.42a Andrew Churchill †1691 Litton Cheney, Dorset)  

6.42b Wooden panels, probably from a bedhead, in Portesham Church , Dorset  

6.43a Miniature chest c.1700 (Nutting)  

6.43b Jonas Pridham †1678, Bovey Tracey, Devon, from East  

6.44 Dennis family deed box, Essex County, MA, seventeenth  

century (Tashjian and Tashjian)  

6.45a Two-drawer oak chest from Hadley, MA, before 1704 (Nutting)  

6.45b Martha White †1787, Hadley, MA  

6.46 Floral decoration on New England chest and headstones. (Tashjian and Tashjian)  

6.47a Sarah Tilden †1714, Cranbrook, Kent  

6.47b Oak chest with banded imbrications 1670 (Nutting)  

6.48a A Declaration for the certaine Time of Drawing the Great standing Lottery for 

Virginia.......1615  (Lemon)  

6.48b Pewter goblet or chalice  (Museum of Fine Arts, American Pewter in the Museum of Fine 

Arts, Boston [Museum of Fine  

Arts, Boston, 1974])  

6.49a Pewter cups with handles  (Christopher A. Peal, Pewter of Great Britain [John Gifford, 

London, 1983])  

6.49b Sign of the Golden Cup & Crown, the sign of Anthony Blackford of Lombard St., 

1702  (Heal, Sign Boards)  

6.50a Martha Johnson †1783, Warham St Mary, Norfolk (detail)  

6.50b William Hart †1717, Hampstead, Middx.  

6.51 Library ceiling at Balkaskie House, Fife (Beard)  
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6.52a Trade card of John Clark, lamplighter (Heal, London Tradesmen’s Cards)  

6.52b Pin wrapper, c. 1700 (Lewis)  

6.53a embroidered picture of the third quarter of the seventeenth century depicts (framing 

two representations of King Charles the Martyr  

(Nevinson)  

6.53b Hatchment of Edward Weld †1755 at East Lulworth Castle Chapel, Dorset (John C. 

Titterton, ‘Dorset' )  

6.54a Hatchment to the Very Rev:d John Barwick †1664 in Witherslack Church, 

Westmorland  (Robert S. Boumphrey, ‘Cumberland')  

6.54b Hatchment to Catherine Coke †1719 at Trusley, Derbys., (John R. Pierrepont, 

‘Derbyshire' )  

6.55a Funeral invitation, Boston, MA, 1743 (detail) (Tashjian and Tashjian')  

6.55b English Funeral broadside for George Cokayn, 1691 (Tashjian and Tashjian )  

6.56a Title page, Cologne, 1601 (Nesbitt')  

6.56b Title page c. 1614 (detail) (Nesbitt)  

6.57a Title page of the Irish statute book for 1635 (McKerrow and Ferguson)  

6.57b Massachusetts paper 2d 1744 (Storer)  

6.58a Massachusetts paper 6d 1744 (detail) (Storer)  

6.58b Ball ticket, Mile End, 1780s (Lewis)  

6.59a Trade card for Edward Butling, hanging-maker, c. 1720 (Lewis)  

6.59b Trade card for Thomas Tronsdale, cap-maker, c.1740 (Lewis)  

6.60a Trade card for John Hannam, fancy-goods dealer, late 17th century  (Carrington)  

6.60b Trade card for Thomas Collyer, hat-haberdasher, temp. William III (Heal, London 

Tradesmen’s Cards)  

6.61a Trade card for W. Insley, sedan-chairmaker (Heal, London Tradesmen’s Cards)  

6.61b Tea label (Lewis)  
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6.62a Hannah Harrison †1784, St Mary-de-Castro, Leicester  

6.62b Sarah Chater †1783 at Market Harborough (now removed to St Mary’s in Ardern), 

Leics  

6.63a Eunice Freeman †1791, Old Colonial Burying Ground, Metuchen, NJ (detail)  

6.63b Pennsylvania Dutch devotional text with deer (Bishop and Atkins)  

6.64a Joseph Davis †1790, Steele Creek, NC  

6.64b Margaret Connachar †1784, Logierait, Perthshire  

6.65a Adam and Eve, crewel-work, c.1770, Newport, RI (Tashjian and Tashjian)  

6.65b Iron fireback, Massachusett, 1770 (Tashjian and Tashjian)  

Illustrations to Chapter 7 

7.1 The churchyard of St John-sub-Castro, Lewes, Sussex, from Francis Grose’s The 

Antiquities of England, 1787.  

7.2 TABLE 2 How US carvers have been identified  

7.3 TABLE 3 How English carvers have been identified  

7.4 TABLE 4 Carver identification compared  

7.5 TABLE 5 Material used by English carvers identified by signature  

7.6  Mary Cox †1789, Minchinhampton, Glos., signed Cook. 

Illustrations to Chapter 8 

8.1 Sarah Compton †1791, Metuchen Old Colonial Cemetery, NJ.  

8.2a Graveboards at Ardingly, Sussex  

8.2b Mary Luyten †1770, St Michael’s, Charleston, SC  (a replica of the original, lost to a 

late-twentieth-century hurricane)  

8.3a Sarah Gibson †1721, Balcombe, Sussex (one end-post missing)  

8.3b Elizabeth Stedman †1762, Balcombe, Sussex  
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8.4a Henry Cooper †1775, St Mary’s, Little Baddow, Essex  

8.4b John Rolls †1820, Bisham, Berks.  

8.5 Walling Materials: Stone (Brunskill, p. 199)  

8.6 Roofing Materials: Stone Flags and Stone Tiles (Brunskill p. 207)  

8.7 Timber Walling (Brunskill, p. 204)  

8.8a Richard Marchant †1675, Bibury, Glos.  

8.8b Dorithie Pirkin †1678, Swithland, Leics.  

8.9a James Morgan †1694, Linton, Herefs..  

8.9b Jonas Pridham †1678, Bovey Tracey, Devon  

8.10a Thomas Tye †1681, Lowestoft, Suffolk  

8.10b Daniel Teagie †1690, Linton, Herefs.  

8.11 Mary Dickins †1676, Broadway, Worcs.  

Illustrations to Chapter 9 

9.1a Walpole Old Chapel, Suffolk  

9.1b Little Baddow Presbyterian Chapel, Essex  

9.2a God’s Acre, Salem, NC  

9.2b Benjamin Bagge †1792, Salem, NC  

9.3a Quaker Burial Ground (next to the churchyard) Twineham, Sussex  

9.3b Quaker marker †1792, Easton, MD  

9.4a Joan Stringer †1697, Wandsworth Friends’ Meeting House, Surrey.  

9.4b Isaac Teller †1768, Huntersville, NY  

9.5a Walter Brett †1686, St Michael’s, Lewes.  

9.5b Mary Sumner †1762, Colston Bassett, Notts.  

9.6a Moses Cohen †1790 †1800, Beth Elohim Cemetery, Georgetown, SC  
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9.6b St George’s Gardens, Bloomsbury, Middx., formerly the detached churchyards of St 

George the Martyr, Queen Square, and St George’s, Bloomsbury.  

9.7a St Michael’s Churchyard, Workington, Cumberland  

9.7b Loughborough Churchyard  

9.8a Fieldstones at Waxhaw, SC  

9.8b Mary Scott †1757  African-American Section, Common Burial ground, Newport, RI.  

9.9a Pompey Brenton †1772 African-American Section, Common Burial Ground, Newport, 

RI  

9.9b Slaves’ Burial Ground, Drayton Hall, SC The gate is later  

9.10a The Great Stone, Santan, IoM  

9.10b William Procter †1767, Chelmsford, MA  

9.11a Ruth Goold †1785, Chelmsford, MA  

9.11b Hopkins infant †1793, Wellfleet, MA  

9.12a Timothy Walker †1785, Concord, NH  

9.12b Peg, a Negro Servant to Henry Bull †1740, African-American Section, Common 

Burial Ground, Newport, RI  

9.13a Samuel Willard †1752, Old Settlers Burying Ground, Lancaster, MA  

9.13b John Dunsmoor †1756, Old Settlers Burying Ground, Lancaster, MA  

9.14a St Michael’s Churchyard, Lewes, Sussex  

9.14b Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC.  

9.15a Burnham Market Churchyard, Norfolk  

9.15b Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC.  

9.16a Nathaniel Donnell †1780, York, ME.  

9.16b Thomas Smith †1738, Lowestoft, Suffolk.  

Illustrations to Appendix A 
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A.1: Thomas Fargher †1781 at St Mark’s, IoM.  

A.2a Grace Stanford †1772, West Dean, Pevensey Rape, Sussex  

A.2b Richard Norman †1813, Worth, Sussex.  

A.3a Lady Elizabeth Norton†1715, Hampstead, Middx.  

A.3b Valentine Strong †1662, Burford, Oxon.  

A.4a Windrush, Glos. (inscription illegible).  

A.4b Margaret White †1686, Witney, Oxon.  

A.5a Dengie, Essex  

A.5b Joshua Howes †1779  Old South Queen Anne Cemetery, Chatham, MA  

A.6a Roger Poulton †1662, Etchilhampton, Wilts. (right)  

A.6b Julia Dorcas ?Shelley †1782, Epsom, Surrey  

A.7a Thomas Knight †1715, Kingston St. Mary, Somerset  

A.7b Richard Cooke Shergold †1727, Bishop’s Canning, Wilts.  

A.8a Robert Brindle †1776, Bibury, Glos. (left)  

A.8b James Plumer †1751, Chailey Sussex  

A.9a Churchyard cross, Stoke-sub-Hamdon, Somerset  

A.9b Weston Underwood, Bucks. (illegible)  

A.10a Edward Burt †1737, Bolney, Sussex  

A.10b Elizabeth Yeoman †1778, Whitby, NR  

A.11 Walter Allan†1732, Colinton, Midlothian (now wall-mounted)  

A.12 Margery Lace †1675, Andreas, IoM  

A.13a †1696, Durham Cathedral churchyard  

A.13b †1680, Upleatham, NR  

A.14a John Emery †1733, Arundel, Sussex  
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A.14b George Bigham †1782, Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA  

A.15a IP IS dated 1732, Holy Rude, Stirling 1733, obverse  

A.15b IP IS dated 1732, Holy Rude, Stirling (reverse)  

A.16a Anthony Wingfield †1715, Stonham Aspal, Suffolk  

A.16b Corrin burial place, Peel Hill, IoM  

A.17a JD †1795, Abbots Creek, NC  

A.17b John Gerley †1769  Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC  

A.18a Thomas Walch †1705, Tranent, East Lothian (from north-west)  

A.18b Thomas Walch †1705, Tranent, East Lothian (from east)  

A.19: †1735, Beaumaris, Anglesey  

A.20a Ann Neaghells †1672, Weston Underwood, Bucks.  

A.20b †1686, Caldecott, Rutland  

A.21a Windsor, NC.  

A.21b John Cowell †1720, Witney, Oxon.  

A.22a Henry Martin †1798, Ringmer, Sussex  

A.22b Jacob Worner †1711, Hadley, MA.  

A.23a Elizabeth Kirkpatrick, †1781, Basking Ridge, NJ  

A.23b Jacob Shepard †1773, Beaufort, NC  

A.24a IG MG 1753, Tullibody, Clacks.  

A.24b Alice Turner †1705, Barthomley, Cheshire  

A.25a Faith Shaore †1645, Darley Dale, Derbys.  

A.25b James Moore †1792, Malew, IoM  

A.26a William Hemming †1796, Fairford, Glos..  

A.26b Paul Mills †1795 (but earlier), Painswick, Glos.  
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A.27a Georgetown, SC  

A.27b Mary Blackman †1777, Chailey, Sussex  

A.28a Thomas Blackman †1786, Chailey, Sussex  

A.28b Thomas Price †1777, Burwash, Sussex  

A.29a Elizabeth Card †1752, Beckley, Sussex  

A.29b Thomas Harmer †1763, Ardingly, Sussex  

A.30a Frances Scott †1778, St Mary’s, Bungay, Suffolk  

A.30b Mary Brooks †1790, Boreham, Essex  

A.31a Edward Burt †1720, Bolney, Sussex  

A.31b Thomas Falconer †1729, St George’s, Middx.  

A.32a Whitworth family monument, Buckden, Hunts.  

A.32b Jane Wardale †1791, Whitby NR  

A.33a Thomas Smalldridge †1784, Linton, Herefs.  

A.33b GL DL †1621, Darley Dale, Derbys.  

A.34a Sarah Utley †1791, Salem, NC.  

A.34b John Bryan †1787, Painswick, Glos..  

A.35a Edmund Waller †1687, Beaconsfield, Bucks.  

A.35b William Turner †1765, Buckland Monachorum, Devon  

A.36a Wallace vault, St George’s, Douglas, IoM.  

A.36b Rosee Forbes †1800, Great Stanmore, Middx.  

A.37: Edward Hughs †1670, Melton Mowbray, Leics.  

A.38a Henry Wolcott †1655, Windsor, CT  

A.38b Lady Fenwick †1645, Old Saybrook, CT.  

A.39a Maria Forbes †1649, Bovey Tracey, Devon  
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A.39b Sarah Gibson †1721, Balcombe, Sussex  

A.40a Mary Williamson †1774, Bedale, NR.  

A.40b Susanna Ellis †1787, Holy Trinity, Bungay, Suffolk  

A.41a Belton, Lincs.  

A.41b Jane Forster †1721, Brancepeth, Co. Durham  

A.42a Sarah Smith †1714, Painswick, Glos.  

A.42b Andrew Ker †1724, Pencaitland, East Lothian  

A.43a Greyfriars, Perth.  

A.43b Edward Bucknall †1774, Astley, Salop.  

A.44a Fanny Atwood †1802, All Saints’, Lewes, Sussex  

A.44b Matthew Hale †1706 Alderley, Glos.  

A.45 Countess of Deloraine †1720, Sandford St Martin, Oxon.  

A.46a Mary Vaughan †1779, Llanfilo, Brecknockshire  

A.46b George Fenwicke †1760, Hallaton, Leics.  

A.47 Lonan Old Church, IoM  

Illustrations to Appendix F 

F.1a John Quayle †1724, Malew, IoM, attributed to Henry Quayle  

F.1b Edward Moore †1751, Malew, IoM, attributed to Henry Quayle (detail)  

F.2a Mary Moore †1749, Michael, IoM, attributed to Henry Quayle  

F.2b John Riddyard †1738, Michael, IoM, attributed to Henry Quayle  

F.3a ‘Farewell Vain world’ (footstone) †1778 Buckland Monachorum, Devon, signed by 

William Shillibeer.  

F.3b Joan Wyer †1779, Buckland Monachorum, Devon signed by William Shillibeer  

F.4a Richard Corter †1783, Buckland Monachorum, Devon, signed by William Shillibeer.  
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F.4b Richard Corter †1786, Buckland Monachorum, Devon signed by William Shillibeer  

F.5a Mark Blanchard †1787, Buckland Monachorum, Devon, signed by William Shillibeer.  

F.5b Robert Manning †1791, Buckland Monachorum, Devon signed by William Shillibeer  

F.6a ‘Farewell Vain world’ (footstone) †1778 Buckland Monachorum, Devon, signed by 

William Shillibeer (detail).  

F.6b Richard Corter †1783, Buckland Monachorum, Devon, signed by William Shillibeer 

(detail)  

F.7a Robert Manning †1791, Buckland Monachorum, Devon signed by William Shillibeer 

(detail).  

F.7b Mark Blanchard †1787, Buckland Monachorum, Devon, signed by William Shillibeer. 

(detail)  

F.8a ‘Farewell my wife’ (possibly footstone for Richard Corter †1786), Buckland 

Monachorum, Devon,  here attributed to William Shillibeer  

F.8b ‘Weep not...’ (probably the footstone for Richard Corter †1783, Buckland 

Monachorum, Devon,  here attributed to William Shillibeer. (detail)  

F.9a Betty Creber †1759, Walkhampton, Devon  

F.9b Edward Cotton †1717, St Weonard’s, Herefs., signed ‘John Powell, Westbury’.  

F.10a William Rock †1716, Little Dean, Glos., here tentatively attributed to John Powell.  

F.10b Mary Dobbs †1720, Linton, Herefs., here tentatively attributed to John Powell.  

F.11a William ---field †1745, Little Dean, Glos., here tentatively attributed to John Powell.  

F.11b Sarah Pimbley †1726, Linton, Herefs.  

F.12a James White †1774, Fishing Creek, SC, here attributed to the Guilford County 

Unidentified Carver.  

F.12b John Allan †1787, Fishing Creek, SC, attributed to Hugh Kelsey.  

F.13a Samuel McCance †1792, Fishing Creek, SC, attributed to Hugh Kelsey.  

F.13b James Blear †1776, Alamance, NC, attributed to the Guilford County Unidentified 

Carver.  
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F.14a Agnus Drennan †1783, Fishing Creek, SC, (reverse) attributed to Hugh Kelsey.  

F.14b Mary Starrat †1775, Buffalo, NC, attributed to the Guilford County Unidentified 

Carver.  

F.15a Mary Brown †1779, Fishing Creek, SC, attributed to Hugh Kelsey.  

F.15b Mary Stuart †1774, Alamance, NC, attributed to the Guilford County Unidentified 

Carver.  

F.16a Esther Edwards †1770, Edwards Burying Ground, South Windsor, CT attributed to 

Gershom Bartlett.  

F.16b Esther Edwards †1770, Edwards Burying Ground, South Windsor, CT attributed to 

Gershom Bartlett (detail)  .  

F.17a Thomas Welles †1767, Glastonbury, CT attributed to Gershom Bartlett.  

F.17b Thomas Welles †1767, Glastonbury, CT attributed to Gershom Bartlett (detail).  .  .  

F.18a Isaac Holmes †1763,  Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC, by 

William Codner.  

F.18b William Clark †1745, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA, by William Codner  

F.19a Douse children †1752, St Mary-de-Castro, Leicester, Leics., by Hind.  

F.19b William Blunt †1797, Loughborough, Leics., by Hind  

F.20a Hannah Cawrey †1787, Woodhouse, Leics., by Hind.  

F.20b Thomas Carrick †1741 †1755, Blaby, Leics., by Hind  

F.21a William Starling †1787, Newton Linford, Leics., by Hind.  

F.21b William Starling †1787, Newton Linford, Leics., by Hind (detail)  

F.22a Ann Blunt †1797, Loughborough, Leics., by Hind (detail).  

F.22b Ann Simpkin †1793, Sutton-in-the-Elms Baptist Chapelyard, Leics., by Hind (detail)  

F.23a Sarah Ford †1797, Bretforton, Worcs., by Samuel Hobday.  

F.23b Sarah Ford †1797, Bretforton, Worcs., by Samuel Hobday (detail).  

F.24a Eunice Spalding †1792, Moosup, CT, attributed to Jotham Warren.  
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F.24b Eunice Spalding †1792, Moosup, CT, attributed to Jotham Warren (detail)  

F.25a Hannah Montgomery †1797, Oneco, CT, attributed to Jotham Warren.  

F.25b Phinehas Parkhurst †1778, Moosup, CT, attributed to Jotham Warren (detail)  

F.26a Isaac Rugg †1758, Old Settlers’ Burial Ground, Lancaster, MA, attributed to James 

Wilder  

F.26b Lydia Phillips †1760, Old Settlers’ Burial Ground, Lancaster, MA, attributed to 

James Wilder  

F.27a Isaac Rugg †1758, Old Settlers’ Burial Ground, Lancaster, MA, attributed to James 

Wilder  

F.27b Lydia Phillips †1760, Old Settlers’ Burial Ground, Lancaster, MA, attributed to 

James Wilder  

F.28a Anna Wilder †1778, Old Settlers’ Burial Ground, Lancaster, MA, attributed to James 

Wilder  

F.28b Anna Wilder †1778, Old Settlers’ Burial Ground, Lancaster, MA, attributed to James 

Wilder (detail)  

Illustrations to Appendix G 

G.1a Cutler children †1680, Charlestown, MA, attributed to the Old Stonecutter  

G.1b Neal children †1671, the Granary, Boston, MA, attributed to the Old Stonecutter  

G.2a Turrill children †1682 †1687, the Granary, Boston, MA, attributed to the Old 

Stonecutter  

G.2b Joseph Tapping †1678, King’s Chapel, Boston, MA, attributed to the Old Stonecutter  

G.3a Mary Fowle †1676 †1682, Charlestown, MA, attributed to the Old Stonecutter  

G.3b Joseph Tapping †1678, King’s Chapel, Boston, MA, attributed to the Old Stonecutter 

(detail)  

G.4a Nathaniel Blanchard †1749, South Killingly, CT, attributed to the Killingly Egg 

Carver  

F.4b John Huchens †1756, South Killingly, CT, attributed to the Killingly Egg Carver  

G.5a Spaulding son †1745, South Killingly, CT, attributed to the Killingly Egg Carver  
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F.5b Elizabeth Wadsworth †1756, South Killingly, CT, attributed to the Killingly Egg 

Carver  

G.6a Mary Spaulding †1749, South Killingly, CT, attributed to the Killingly Egg Carver  

F.6b Nathaniel Pattin †1757, South Killingly, CT, attributed to the Killingly Egg Carver  

G.7a Modesty Jeness †1718, Morston, Norfolk, attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver  

G.7b Andrew Fiddeman †1720 Cley, Norfolk, attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver  

G.8a Elizabeth Barker †1722, Cley, Norfolk, attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver  

G.8b Martha Seames †1722, Salthouse, Norfolk, attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver  

G.9a Robert Brigham †1721, Warham All Saints, Norfolk, attributed to the Angled-Wing 

Carver  

G.9b Andrew Fiddeman †1717, Cley, Norfolk, attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver  

G.10a Henry Glendenny †1711, Fakenham, Norfolk, attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver  

G.10b Robert Stanforth †1711, Salthouse, Norfolk, attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver  

G.11a Elizabeth Dowell †1717, Cley, Norfolk, attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver  

G.11b Thomas Smith †1725, Wiveton, Norfolk, attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver  

G.12a Richard Crisp †1712, Cley, Norfolk, attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver  

G.12b Catherine Cubit †1710, Holt, Norfolk, possibly attributable to the Angled-Wing 

Carver  

G.13a Elizabeth Morgan †1782, Blakeney, Norfolk, attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver  

G.13b Elizabeth Morgan †1784, Blakeney, Norfolk, possibly attributable to the Trailing-

Cloud Carver (detail)  

G.14a John Spaul †1786, Blakeney, Norfolk, attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver  

G.14b Winn Funell †1794, Blakeney, Norfolk, possibly attributable to the Trailing-Cloud 

Carver (detail)  

G.15a Thomas Bond †1781, Blakeney, Norfolk, attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver  

G.15b Thomas Cooper †1786, Blakeney, Norfolk, attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver 
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(detail)  

G.16a James Hanson †1791, Cley, Norfolk, attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver  

G.16b John Barker †1772, Blakeney, Norfolk, attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver 

(detail)  

G.17a Philip Edmunds †1791, Burnham Deepdene, Norfolk, attributed to the Trailing-

Cloud Carver  

G.17b William Garrett †1782, Langham Episcopi, Norfolk, attributed to the Trailing-Cloud 

Carver (detail)  

G.18a Hannah Funnel †1776 †1785, Morston, Norfolk, attributed to the Trailing-Cloud 

Carver  

G.18b Mary Brown †1776, Burnham Norton, Norfolk, attributed to the Trailing-Cloud 

Carver (detail)  

G.19a Michael Jackson †1798, Blakeney, Norfolk, attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver  

G.19b James Ram †1798, Wiveton, Norfolk, attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver  

G.20a Michael Jackson †1798, Blakeney, Norfolk, attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver  

G.20b Robert Moutain †1772, Blakeney, Norfolk  

G.21a Reginall Hooker †1754, Brasted, Kent, attributed to the West Kent Fleur-de-lys 

Carver  

G.21b John Costidell †1750, Westerham, Kent, attributed to the West Kent Fleur-de-lys 

Carver  

G.22a Mary Ward †1741, Westerham, Kent, attributed to the West Kent Fleur-de-lys 

Carver  

G.22b Jane Allingham (no date visible), Westerham, Kent, attributed to the West Kent 

Fleur-de-lys Carver  

G.23a John Bacon †1714, Pakefield, Suffolk, attributed to the Lowestoft Skull on Heart 

Carver  

G.23b John Sanderson †probably1708, Lowestoft, Suffolk, attributed to the Lowestoft 

Skull on Heart Carver  
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G.24a John Houell †1710, Lowestoft, Suffolk, attributed to the Lowestoft Skull on Heart 

Carver  

G.24b Margery Andick †1714, Lowestoft, Suffolk, attributed to the Lowestoft Skull on 

Heart Carver  

G.25a Francis Bridges †1711, Lowestoft, Suffolk, attributed to the Lowestoft Skull on 

Heart Carver  

G.25b Thomas Tye †1681, Lowestoft, Suffolk,  

G.26a Judith Baker †1728, Lowestoft, Suffolk  

G.26b Ann Manning †1741, Lowestoft, Suffolk,  

G.27a John Smith †1710, Lowestoft, Suffolk  

G.27b Ann Watson †1722, Lowestoft, Suffolk,  

G.28a Sarah Poulton †1791, Cookham, Berks., attributed to the Cookham Ship’s Stern 

Carver  

G.28b James King †1799, Cookham, Berks., attributed to the Cookham Ship’s Stern Carver  

G.29 Richard Holderness †1786, Cookham, Berks., attributed to the Cookham Ship’s Stern 

Carver  

Illustrations to Appendix H 

H.1a Betty Creber †1759, Walkhampton, Devon  

H.1b Mary Giles †1749, Meavy, Devon  

H.2a Elizabeth Dawe †1743, Buckland Monachorum, Devon (detail)  

H.2b Oliver Atwill †1781, Walkhampton, Devon (detail)  

H.3a Betty Creber †1759, Walkhampton, Devon (detail)  

H.3b Richard Light †1763, Walkhampton, Devon  

H.4a Corter children †1745-49, Buckland Monachorum, Devon (detail)  

H.4b Oliver Atwill †1781, Walkhampton, Devon (footstone, detail)  

H.5a Joan Williams †1719, Dartington , Devon  
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H.5b Mary Cleife †1800, West Charleton, Devon  

H.6a Thomas Palmer †1746, Lathbury, Bucks.  

H.6b Mary Tripp †1715, Weston Underwood, Bucks  

H.7a Sarah Brightman †1715, Olney, Bucks.  

H.7b Hester Reynolds †1726, Earl’s Croome, Worcs.  

H.8a Sarah Neale †1777, Bretforton, Worcs. (detail)  

H.8b Samuel Shepard †1760, Bretforton, Worcs.  

H.9a Elizabeth Hunt †1746, Bretforton, Worcs., by John Laughton  

H.9b Richard Abrahill †1671, Linton, Herefs.  

H.10a Sarah Prossor †1712, Linton, Herefs.  

H.10b Mary Dobes †1691, Linton, Herefs.  

H.11a Mary Jacob †1688, Linton, Herefs.  

H.11b Anne Thomas †1717, St Weonard’s, Herefs.  

H.12a John Tayler †1799, Much Marcle, Herefs.  

H.12b Joseph Williams †1759, Upton Bishop, Herefs.  

H.13a Richard Hood †1780, Peterstow, Herefs.  

H.13b Roger Webb †1684, Linton, Herefs.  

H.14a William Trigge †1756, Little Dean, Herefs.  

H.14b John Sibson †1779, Crosscanonby, Cumberland  

H.15a Jeremiah Pattinson †1783, St Nicholas’, Whitehaven, Cumberland (detail)  

H.15b Bridget and Frances Sewell †1777, St Michael’s, Workington Cumberland  

H.16a Clement Mossop †1746, Beckermet St Bridget, Cumberland (detail)  

H.16b John Spencer †1790, St Michael’s, Workington Cumberland (detail)  

H.17a William Harriman †1760, Onchan, IoM (detail)  
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H.17b ffrancis Bartlet †1671, Litton Cheney, Dorset  

H.18a John and Hippolyt Bartlet, nd, Litton Cheney, Dorset  

H.18b Henry Barlew †1669, Long Bredy, Dorset  

H.19a Christian Diker †1699, Long Bredy, Dorset  

H.19b Richard Deavonish †1684, Wyke Regis, Dorset  

H.20a Andrew Churchill †1691, Litton Cheney, Dorset (detail)  

H.20b Jone Parkar †1689, Portesham, Dorset (detail)  

H.21a Joseph Oliver †1775, Worth, Sussex  

H.21b John Allingham †1774, Worth, Sussex (detail)  

H.22a Ann Starley †1782, Balcombe, Sussex (detail)  

H.22b Henry Payne †1766, Worth, Sussex (detail)  

H.23a John Goodwin †1712, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA  

H.23b Nathaniel Bosworth †1690 Congregational Churchyard, Bristol, RI  

H.24a John Foster †1659, Charlestown, MA  

H.24b Ruth Eger †1669, Cambridge, MA  

H.25a Lydia Broun †1680, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA  

H.25b Nathaniel Brown †1759, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA  

H.26a John Stannyarne †1749 Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC  

H.26b Nathan Bassett †1738  Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC  

H.27a Francis LeBaron †1773, Georgetown, SC  

H.27b Isaac Higgins †1775, Wellfleet, MA  

H.28a Charles Jarvis Larkin †1796 Common Burial Ground, Boston, MA (detail)  

H.28b Jemima Proud †1792, St Paul’s, New York (detail)  

H.29a Thomas Rand †1783, Charlestown, MA  
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H.29b Mary Arnold †1690, Common Burial Ground, Newport, RI  

H.30a Susanna Lynde †1685, Old Saybrook, CT  

H.30b Jerusha Edwards †1729 Edwards Burying Ground, South Windsor, CT  

H.31a John Taylor †1787, Park St. Cemetery, West Springfield, MA  

H.31b Anne Churcher †1691, Trinity Churchyard, New York, NY  

H.32a Mary Jones †1693, Piscatawaytown, NJ  

H.32b Mary Peronneau †1741 Circular Congregational Churchyard Charleston, SC  

H.33a Isabella ... †1778, Old Pine St. Presbyterian Churchyard, Philadelphia, PA (detail)  

H.33b William Worlock Green †1794 Trinity Churchyard, Oxford Township, PA (detail)  

H.34a [name illegible] †179-, Old St Mary’s Roman Catholic Churchyard, Philadelphia, PA 

(detail)  

H.34b Thomas Lamboll Thomas †1770 Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, 

SC (detail)  

H.35a John Bowyer †1732, Christ Church New Burial Ground, Philadelphia, PA  

H.35b Gabriel Bunbury †1745, St Philip’s, Charleston, SC  

H.36a John Hodsden Ellis †1761 Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC  

H.36b Catharine Ramsey †1765 Episcopal Churchyard, New Castle, DE  

H.37a Patrick Carson †1767, Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA  

H.37b Charles Edgar †1769, St Peter’s, Philadelphia, PA  

H.38a Rachel Swan †1792, Piscatawaytown, NJ  

H.38b Mary Duff †1757, Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA  

H.39a William Baxter †1760, Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA  

H.39b George Leckey †1784, Great Conewago, PA  

H.40a Hannah Gordon †1764, Great Conewago, PA (detail)  

H.40b Joseph Hart †1773, Thyatira, NC  
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H.41a John Clark †1776, Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA (detail)  

H.41b Uninscribed markers (footstones?), Thyatira, NC  

H.42a McIlroy †1744, Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA (detail)  

H.42b Elizabeth Green †1732  Chestnut Level new burial ground, Quarryville, PA (detail)  

H.43a Vilot Porter †1753  Black’s Graveyard, Upper Marsh Creek, PA(detail)  

H.43b James Carruth Green †1777, Steele Creek, NC (detail)  

H.44a Zaccheus Wilson Calhoun †1781, Steeele Creek, NC (detail)  

H.44b John Midlton †1739, Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA (detail)  

H.45a Mary Orr †1754, Black’s Graveyard, Upper Marsh Creek, PA (detail)  

H.45b John Bingham †1714, Christ Church, Philadelphia, PA  

H.46a Ann Hood †1708, Trinity Churchyard, Oxford Township, PA  

H.46b James Carruth †1775, Steele Creek, NC  

H.47a Jean Hagin †1776, Thyatira, NC  

H.47b John Lock †1764, Thyatira, NC  

H.48a John Knox †1758, Thyatira, NC  

H.48b Robert McNight †1778, Spratt Family Burying Ground, Charlotte, NC (now at 

Steele Creek, NC)  

H.49a Margery Irvin †1788, Hopewell Presbyterian Church, Huntersville, NC  

H.49b Samuel Dunlap †1791, Waxhaw, SC  

H.50a Joseph Davis †1790, Steele Creek, NC  

H.50b Hannah Greer †1788, Steele Creek, NC  

H.51a Moses Bradstreet †1690 (but marker later), Rowley, MA  

H.51b Abigail Dutch †1713, Ipswich, MA  

H.52a Priscilla Huntington †1743, Norwichtown, CT  
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H.52b Samuel Willard †1752,  Old Settlers’ Burying Ground, Lancaster, MA  

H.53a Judah Trumble †1751, Ipswich, MA (detail)  

H.53b Ann West †1757, Bolton, MA  

H.54a Richard Huchen †1793, Arbory, IoM  

H.54b Catherine Corrin †1794, Arbory, IoM  

H.55a Mary Dixon †1779, Rushen, IoM (detail)  

H.55b John Kewley †1781, Marown , IoM (detail)  

H.56a John Quinney †1793, Malew, IoM (detail)  

H.56b Luke Christian †1778, Braddan , IoM (detail)  

H.57a Thomas Clague †1794, Lonan Old Churchyard, IoM (detail)  

H.57b James Clague †1764, Marown , IoM (detail)  

H.58a William Peet †1795, Canaan, CT  

H.58b Benjamin Green †1783, Canaan, CT (detail)  

H.59a William Marsh †1781, Canaan, CT (detail)  

H.59b William Peet †1795, Canaan, CT (detail)  

H.60a Hannah Holcomb †1789, Canaan, CT (detail)  

H.60b Mary Bonser †1729, Colston Bassett , Notts  

H.61a Anne Bryan †1712, Church Langton, Leics.  

H.61b Sarah Rick †1721, Granby , Notts  

H.62a Robert Quinnborough †1708, Grantham, Lincs.  

H.62b Wm Leeson †1700, Denton, Lincs.  

H.63a John Wright †1751, Husbands Bosworth, Leics.  

H.63b Abigail Sleight †1746, Colston Bassett, Notts. (detail)  

H.64a Elizabeth Savidge †1739, Loughborough, Leics.  
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H.64b William Twelch †1787, Denton, Lincs.  

H.65a Thomas Footman †1747, Lutterworth, Leics.  

H.65b Jane Pare †1765, Hickling , Notts.  

H.66a Mary Draper †1799, Colston Bassett, Notts.  

H.66b Ann Blunt †1797, Loughborough, Leics.  

H.67a Sam Yorkton †1666, Cranbrook, Kent  

H.67b George Hurt †1667, Boughton Monchelsea, Kent  

H.68a Triple-humped camel, Wrotham, Kent  

H.68b William French †1733, Luddesdown, Kent  

H.69a Mary Barton †1708, Hadlow, Kent (detail)  

H.69b Thomas Godfrey †1666, Faversham, Kent (detail)  

H.70a Mary Sully †1784, East Peckham, Kent (detail)  

H.70b IS MA 1698, Tullibody, Clacks.  

H.71a Mitchell 1797, Tullibody, Clacks.  

H.71b FK RY 1713, Holy Rude, Stirling  

H.72a RA ID 1767, Tullibody, Clacks.  

H.72b AR IY IB 1725, Tulliallan, Perthshire  

H.73a Thomas Thomson †1698, Holy Rude, Stirling.  

H.73b RK IC IC 1734, Holy Rude, Stirling  

H.74a FK RY 1713, Holy Rude, Stirling .  

H.74b GT IK 1718, Tulliallan, Perthshire  

H.75 IS IC 1728, Holy Rude, Stirling (obverse and reverse)  

H.76a Muddle children, 1739, Culross, Perthshire  

H.76b DE IP 1774, Tulliallan, Perthshire  
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H.77a Thomas Hall †1695, Tulliallan, Perthshire  

H.77b Agnes Guthrie †1791, Tulliallan, Perthshire  

H.78a WM IF 1780, Culross, Perthshire  

H.78b RI BT 1778, Tulliallan, Perthshire  

H.79a John Neasmith †1651, Greyfriars, Perth (detail)  

H.79b William Clement †1788, Greyfriars, Perth  

H.80a McFarland 1782, Logierait, Perthshire  

H.80b Alexander Miller †1616, Greyfriars, Edinburgh  

H.81a John Nicol †1765, Liberton, Midlothian  

H.81b DM ND, Tranent, East Lothian  

H.82 James Smith †1733, Liberton, Midlothian  

H.83a John Nicol †1765, Liberton, Midlothian (detail)  

H.83b William Walker †1748, Corphostine, Midlothian  

H.84a William Ramsay †1729, Pencaitland, East Lothian  

H.84b Andrew Ker †1724, Pencaitland, East Lothian  

H.85 Thomas Hewison †1757, St John Lee, Northumberland  

H.86 John Gibson †171-, Aycliffe, Co. Durham  

H.87a Frances Grover †1736 †1774, Sompting, Sussex  

H.87b John Noakes †1741, Beckley, Sussex  

H.88a John Emery †1733, Arundel, Sussex (detail)  

H.88b Thomas Smart †1728, Petworth, Sussex  

H.89a Mary Gayler †1657, Windsor, CT  

H.89b Abigail Noble †1683, Westfield, MA  

H.90a Richard Smith †1703, Glastonbury, CT  
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H.90b Elisabeth Chedsey †1687, New Haven, MA  

H.91a John Chadsey †1688, New Haven, CT  

H.91b John Heynes †1689, New Haven, CT  

H.92a Samuel Wadsworth †1762, South Killingly, CT  

H.92b Mary Waterman †1736, Norwichtown, CT  

H.93a Simeon Mearitt †1739, Columbia, CT  

H.93b Elizabeth Goodkins †1732, Norwichtown, CT  

H.94a Richard English †1748, Columbia, CT (detail)  

H.94b Benjamin Collins †1749, Columbia, CT  

H.95a Richard Lyman †1746, Columbia, CT (detail)  

H.95b William Blanchard †1749, South Killingly, CT  

H.96a Simon S †1754, Plainfield, CT (detail)  

H.96b Humphrey Emptage †1744, St Martin’s, Canterbury, Kent  

H.97a Daniel Gillett †1738, Faversham, Kent (detail)  

H.97b Thomas Wellard †1709, Cobham, Kent  

H.98a Edmund Goodwin †1757, Framlingham, Suffolk  

H.98b Rose Nurse †1771, Cley, Norfolk (detail)  

H.99a John Fearmsby †1761, Cley, Norfolk  

H.99b Mary Mann †1751, Cley, Norfolk (detail)  

H.100a Elizabeth Russen †1770, Burnham Norton, Norfolk (detail)  

H.100b Ann Gooch †1787, Holy Trinity, Bungay, Suffolk (detail)  

H.101a John Syd... [date illegible] , Warham All Saints, Norfolk (detail)  

H.101b Henry Scarle †1787, Holy Trinity, Bungay, Suffolk  

H.102a Thomas Maddox †1682, Boughton, Monchelsea, Kent  
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H.102b George Worsley †1738, Goudhurst, Kent  

H.103a Parson’s widow †1800, Painswick, Glos.  

H.103b William Strode †1782, East Chinneock, Somerset  

H.104a Margaret Leane †1739, Buckland Monachorum, Devon  

H.104b William Noble †1799, Lismore, Argyllshire  

H.105a Richard Dovell †1793, Parracombe, Devon  

H.105b John Loden †1790, Knutsford, Cheshire  

H.106a Jenny Walker †1787, Ormskirk, Lancs.  

H.106b Henry Portington †1757, Adel, WR  

H.107a Ann Drabble †1768, Bradfield, WR (detail).  

H.107b Mary Skerrett †1721, Barthomley, Cheshire (detail)  

H.108a Robert Pickeren †1720, Barthomley, Cheshire (detail)  

H.108b Robert Goodall †1710, Lightcliffe, WR (detail)  

H.109a Ann Probert †1709, Llanfaredd, Rads. (detail)  

H.109b James Davies †1732, Llanfaredd, Rads.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

The object of this thesis is to explore variation and uniformity in the architecture and 

design of gravemarkers in Britain and North America during the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries. It aims to provide for the first time a framework for understanding 

what is an important but hitherto neglected part both of the material culture of the 

period and of the surviving historic built environment. 

The scope of the thesis is wide. It includes all gravemarkers from tall obelisks down to 

fieldstones with initials rudely scratched on. It does not include structures it is possible 

to enter standing up, as these then become buildings not gravemarkers, and it does not 

include monuments inside churches, which are a separate, subject, quite extensively 

studied, at least comparatively. It is important to stress that it is a thesis on gravemarkers 

not on death or on burial rituals.1 

The period was chosen as one which appeared (and was shown to be) a distinct and 

discrete one, yet also one which was long enough to allow both diachronic and 

synchronic variation to be studied. It starts after the apparent break in monumental 

culture caused by the Reformation (a break which it investigates and finds not perhaps 

so much a clean break as a fracture). It stops just before another very obvious break in 

the 1830s and 1840s, with the arrival of two, often conflicting, impulses: on the one 

hand the move of urban and suburban burials into cemeteries, and on the other the 

changes in the Church of England caused by the successful group known variously as 

the Oxford Movement, the ecclesiologists and the Tractarians.    

The extensive geographical area covered was chosen to test possibilities of variation and 

uniformity as extensively as possible, to see whether the whole British world could be 

seen as one area of monumental culture, and equally to see where regional boundaries 

might lie, and how important the Atlantic was as a cultural boundary as new types of 

memorial developed simultaneously on both sides. The inclusion of the east coast of the 

future United States in the study area has also allowed wider engagement with the 

                                                           
1 Jonathan Finch points out that many studies over the last thirty years which have been quoted in 

monumental scholarship have not in fact had monuments as their principal focus, with implications for 

their relevance (Jonathan Finch, Church Monuments in Norfolk before 1850: An archaeology of commemoration 

[BAR, 2000], p. 3). 
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extensive American gravestone studies scholarship of the last fifty years, and also with 

the burgeoning field of studies of the British Atlantic world.2 Within the British Isles, 

the area includes what in the seventeenth century were two distinct polities, England 

and Scotland. Wales, while politically part of England, brings in somewhere with a 

distinct identity and language, to explore how this affected variation. The Isle of Man, 

not part of the United Kindom, was included to see what the effect of an insular and 

therefore potentially endemic culture might be. Consideration was given to covering the 

whole of the British Atlantic World (thus including the Channel Islands, Ireland, the 

British West Indies and what is now Canada), but to reduce the study area to a 

manageable size it was restricted to the core areas of that world – Great Britain and the 

Thirteen Colonies. Coverage of the latter is restricted to the monumental cultures of the 

Anglophone population3 and does not deal with Native American culture (which so far 

as it survived remained entirely separate) or in detail with the discrete cultures of 

European immigrant communities, other than in how they affected mainstream culture. 

To an extent, therefore, it is a comparative study of the main components of the British 

Atlantic World, but with the very big caveat (which came out in the course of research 

and which is one of its principal conclusions) that the actual units to be compared were 

regions of varying size which would not necessarily have more in common with another 

region in its own hemisphere than one in the other. While it is not itself a comparative 

study between the British Atlantic World and other cultural worlds, it provides a British 

Atlantic component, hitherto lacking, to the framework of any such studies in the 

future. 

Some interpretation of terms is necessary and provides a way of framing the 

investigation.  

There are a number of words used to describe the objects and structures which are the 

subject of this thesis. None is all-embracing. Gravemarker and marker are American 

usage; they make an assumption as to function, but none as to material. Gravestone 

implies something made of stone, and although used by some mediævalists to mean a 

ledgerstone, in popular usage it implies a headstone. Monument and memorial, while 

covering all forms and materials, presuppose a commemorative intent, whereas some 

markers may be purely locative. In these circumstances, marker or gravemarker will be 

                                                           
2 Notably Daniel Maudlin and Bernard L. Herman (eds.), Building the British Atlantic World (University of 

North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill NC, 2016). 

3 African-Americans were of course Anglophone, at least after the first generation, and are included. 
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the principal terms used, but to avoid excessive repetition, monument and memorial will 

be used as synonyms for marker, with no presupposition as to function.  

The makers of stone gravemarkers in the period seem generally to have described 

themselves as stonecutters.4 More recent scholarship has tended, for no good reason, to 

call them masons in Britain and carvers in the United States. They will be considered in 

Chapter 7. 

The location of these markers may (rarely) be in isolation but much more commonly in 

a space dedicated to burials, or at least used principally for that purpose. In England and 

Wales this will usually be called a churchyard, in Scotland a kirkyard, and in much of 

America a burying ground (seventeenth or eighteenth-century usage) or a burial ground 

or cemetery (current usage). There are exceptions: Nonconformist places of sepultre in 

Great Britain are often called burial grounds, while in areas of America where the 

Church of England was established, the word churchyard is used. If an all-embracing 

term is required, burial ground will be used. The setting for gravemarkers is discussed in 

more detail in Chapter 3, and ecclesiastical regulation of monuments in Chapter 7. 

All gravemarkers are artefacts (defined by Jules David Prown as ‘objects made by people 

or modified by people’), and run the gamut from what we might call works of art (which 

may be self-consciously expressive of cultural belief, with aesthetic dimensions) to 

natural objects placed in a way that indicates human activity,5 such as fieldstones 

marking burials. As man-made or man-modified objects they are ‘historical occurrences 

that continue to exist in the present’.6 This thesis avoids making value-judgements on 

the aesthetic quality of the markers studied. 

Unlike many other types of material culture, gravemarkers usually bear inscriptions 

which mean that they can often be dated and identified without recourse to scientific 

analysis or documentary evidence (indeed, as Gaynell Stone has pointed out, 

                                                           
4 Mrs Esdaile says that carver, originally a term covering various materials, came to be restricted to wood-

carvers by the end of the eighteenth century, and that masons, earlier of high status, were demoted to 

mere stonemasons by the rise of the statuary and sculptor (and, one may add, the architect) in the 

eighteenth century. (Katharine A. Esdaile, English Church Monuments 1510 to 1840 [Batsford, London, 

1946]) p. 44).  

5 Jules David Prown, ‘Mind in Matter: An Introduction to Material Culture Theory and Method' in Robert 

Blair St George (ed), Material Life in America: 1600 – 1860 (Northeastern University Press, Boston, 1988), 

pp. 17-37 at p. 19. 

6 Prown p. 20. 
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‘gravestones are original documents’).7 Sarah Tarlow has decried arguments between 

archaeologists as to which evidence should have primacy, the material or the textual; 8 

gravemarkers contain both sorts of evidence (but are thus diminished as usable evidence 

where an inscription has eroded away). 

Care has to be taken over dating, however. Most monuments have an inscription 

including a date of death. This may be the date it was made and erected, but instances 

are known of stones being put up many years after death,9 or even before.10 If two 

people are commemorated on the same stone, it may have been put up on the death of 

the first to die and a second inscription put up on the death of the survivor, or it may all 

have been put up on the latter date; sometimes it is obvious that there are two 

inscriptional events, as Mytum has usefully termed them,11 clearly by different hands, 

but at others it may be less clear, especially if they are not far apart in date. The 

convention among art- and architectural historians is to use the dagger to make clear a 

date is that of death, not necessarily that of the monument.   

There is then the question of survival – both of a legible inscription, for many in softer 

stones have eroded away leaving the memorial undatable, and of the monument as a 

whole; many have fallen victim to sinking into the ground, a rise in the soil level, 

replacement by a commemoration of a more recent burial, or a Victorian municipality or 

twentieth-century parson wanting to make the churchyard into an open space. 12 

                                                           
7 Gaynell Stone, ‘Material Evidence of Ideological and Ethnic Choice in Long Island Gravestones, 1670-

1800’, Material Culture Vol. 23 no. 3 (1991) pp. 1-29 at p. 8. 

8 Sarah Tarlow, Bereavement and commemoration: an archaeology of mortality (Blackwell, Oxford, 1999) p. 3. 

9 The headstone to John Westcarre †1675 at Hadley, Massachusetts, known to have been made in 1737 

(Bob Drinkwater, ‘Carvers in the Old Hadley Cemetery', in Hadley Historical Commission, The Town 

Cemeteries and Graveyards of Hadley, Massachusetts [White River Press, Amherst MA, 2009], pp. 39-46 at p. 

40). John S. Wilson has analysed the work of the Massachusetts stonecutter Ithamar Spauldin in the 1790s 

and concluded that any apparently-early stones by a particular maker should be seen as probably 

backdated if found in much smaller numbers than later (John S. Wilson, ‘Purchase Delay, Pricing Factors, 

and Attribution Elements in Gravestones from the Shop of Ithamar Spauldin', Markers Vol. IX (1992) pp. 

104-31 at p. 124. 

10 For example Patrick Thompson †1689 at Braddan, IoM, stated in the inscription to have been erected 

in 1673. 

11 Harold Mytum, ‘The dating of graveyard memorials: evidence from the stones', Post-medieval Archaeology 

Vol. 36 (2002) pp. 1-38 at p. [   ]. 

12 William Godwin, Essay on Sepulchres: or, a Proposal for erecting Some Memorial of the Illustrious Dead in all Ages 

on the Spot where their Remains have been interred (W Miller, London, 1809); The Rev:d G Montagu Benton, 
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As this thesis is concerned with the architecture and design of markers in a specific 

period (1600 to 1800), it will not consider their careers after 1800, although it will look 

at any changes made to them (for example the addition of extra inscriptions) between 

the date of their creation and the end of the period. Their artefact biography will thus 

contain only the first chapters. 

The structure of this thesis moves from what to where to why. Chapter 2 provides a 

brief chronological survey of the development of gravemarkers in the period. The next 

three chapters look respectively at the setting for the markers (the particularistic 

context), their form, and the symbols or decoration they bear. Chapter 5 puts them in 

the (abstracted) context of the material culture of the period. Chapter 6 moves on to 

those who designed gravemarkers and those who made them, often but perhaps not 

always the same people. From them and their individual œuvres Chapter 7 moves 

upwards to identify and explain regional schools of monumental sculpture and regional 

variation in design. The final chapter looks at non-geographic variation and then turns 

the question the other way and explores the uniformity and grammar which underlie all 

variation.  

Material culture has been described as ‘the track of our collective existence .. [which] 

holds the promise of being more democratic and less self-conscious in its creation than 

any other body of historical material’.13  Overall the thesis will aim to understand these 

                                                                                                                                                                     
‘The recovery of a medieval altar-slab and an XVIIth-century floor-slab in Borley church', Transactions of 

the Essex Archaeological Society Vol. XXIV NS (1944-49) pp. 32-42; L. A. S. Butler, ‘Minor Medieval 

Monumental Sculpture in the East Midlands', Archaeological Journal Vol. CXXI (1964), pp. 111-53 at p. 111; 

Julia A. King, Bruce W Bevan and Robert J Hurry, ‘The Reliability of Geophysical Surveys at Historic-

Period Cemeteries: An Example from the Plains cemetery, Mechanicsville, Maryland', Historical Archaeology 

Vol. 27 Part 3 (1993) pp 4-16;  Ralph Houlbrooke, Death, religion and family in England 1480-1750 

(Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1998) at p. 335 (the clearance of the churchyard of St Margaret’s,  Westminster 

in 1616); D. A. Robinson and R. B. G. Williams, ‘The Weathering of Hastings Beds Sandstone 

Gravestones in South-East England' in M. S. Jones and R. D. Wakefield (eds), Stone Weathering and 

Atmospheric Pollution: Aspects of Stone Weathering, Decay and Conservation (Imperial College Press, London, 

1999) pp. 1-15; Harold Mytum, ‘The Nineteenth-Century Re-use of Gravestones at Cherhill', Wiltshire 

Archaeological and Natural History Magazine Vol. 95 (2002) pp. 27-33; and Brian and Moira Gittos, “The 

English Medieval Churchyard: What Did it Really Look Like?” in Michael Penman (ed.), Monuments and 

Monumentality across Medieval and Early Modern Europe: Proceedings of the 2011 Stirling Conference, pp. 31-44 

(Shaun Tyas, Donington, 2013) at pp. 37-39. 

13 James F. Deetz, ‘Material Culture and Worldview in Colonial Anglo-America' in Mark P. Leone and 

Parker B. Potter Jr, The Recovery of Meaning: Historical Archaeology in the Eastern United States (Smithsonian 

Institution Press, Washington, DC, 1988) pp. 219-33 at p. 219. 
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particular manifestations of material culture in the structure and practice of seventeenth 

and eighteenth- century societies at the local, regional and national levels.14  

The methodology of this study has been first of all to look and then to analyse. The 

reason there has been no comprehensive work on gravemarkers seems principally to be 

that no-one has hitherto looked at enough of them, at least in Great Britain.15 The 

factual basis of this thesis is fieldwork I have carried out on both sides of the Atlantic. I 

have visited some 873 burial grounds in all, 625 in England, 29 in Wales, 20 in Scotland, 

21 in the Isle of Man and 178 in the former Thirteen Colonies (83 in New England, 47 

in the Mid-Atlantic and 48 in the South). They are listed in Appendix E. It has been 

essential to visit in person, even where markers have been illustrated or described in 

print or online, because only by seeing the whole burial ground is it possible to say 

whether examples given are typical or just remarkable (but very untypical); it is the 

‘boring’, plain stones which have tended not to be recorded.16 This is clear when 

comparing a yard on the ground with markers from it illustrated in the Farber 

Collection,17 the principal compendium of gravestone photographs in America; 

decorated stones predominate. For example at Copp’s Hill, one of the two principal 

burial grounds of Boston, Massachusetts, the Farber Collection has photographs of 

eighty stones, of which only one is plain with just an inscription; my fieldwork there 

produced photographs of 188 stones of which thirty-two are entirely plain. Even more 

strikingly, at Chestnut Level, Pennsylvania, the Farber Collection has images of ten 

markers, all bearing some sort of motif; my fieldwork produced images of ninety-seven 

markers, of which eighty-three are entirely plain. Reliance on the Farber photographs 

would have produced an entirely false picture of the monumental culture of the area. 

The methodology adopted has been invented to cover the unique situation of a body of 

art-historical objects scattered all over the study area with few pre-existing clues as to 

where. Those working on intramural monuments at least have Gunnis and Pevsner to 

                                                           
14 Adapted from Finch, Church Monuments, p. 6. 

15 Benes visited some 500 burial grounds in New England and 150 in Kent and East Sussex (Peter Benes, 

The Masks of Orthodoxy: Folk Gravestone Carving in Plymouth County, Massachusetts 1689-1805 [University of 

Massachussetts Press, Amherst MA, 1977] p. 216 n. 1). 

16 Tarlow argues correctly that art historians have neglected the vast majority of markers (Tarlow, 

Bereavement, p. 108). 

17 http://luna.davidrumsey.com:8280/luna/servlet/view/all?sort=Name%2CName%2CDates%2CDates 
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help them locate what they are looking for (although neither is comprehensive, and only 

East Sussex18 has had the benefit of a full survey).  

The burial grounds visited were selected to try to ensure that as much regional and 

chronological variation as possible was captured, given the physical impossibility of 

seeing every burial ground in Britain and the eastern seaboard. Where written accounts 

(either academic or otherwise) exist, they were used to select a representative sample, 

the best example being eastern Connecticut, where James Slater’s The Colonial Burying 

Grounds of Eastern Connecticut and the Men Who Made Them19 provides a comprehensive 

gazeteer including a listing of the carvers represented in each burial ground. Other visits 

were made on the basis of mentions in local and other studies, including Frederick 

Burgess’ book and articles.20 In England the listed building lists21 provided some 

information, although often very vague in their descriptions and concentrating almost 

exclusively on unusual and high-status markers.22 There is virtually nothing in the 

Pevsner Buildings of England, Wales and Scotland. For Massachusetts, Lambert 

provides a complete listing of all burial grounds, but no description beyond the date of 

establishment;23 it can be used at least to work out which were operative within the 

study period. I refer to all these methodologically as the ‘sourced burial grounds’. 

The remainder of the grounds visited were chosen to balance and test patterns emerging 

from the sourced burial grounds, and to fill gaps;24 I will call them the ‘control burial 

grounds’. In areas where there were plentiful sourced burial grounds, the control burial 

grounds served the purpose of checking that the sources which gave rise to the sourced 

burial grounds had not been in any way biased in their selection and thus 

                                                           
18 Nigel Llewellyn, East Sussex Church Monuments 1530-1830 (Sussex Record Society Vol. XCIII for 2009 

and 2010). 

19 James A. Slater, The Colonial Burying Grounds of Eastern Connecticut and the Men Who Made Them 

(Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences Vol. XXI, Archon Books, Hamden, CT, 1987 

20 Which are legion; they are set out in full in the Bibliography.  

21 See the beginning of the Bibliography for the lists for the various areas the subject of this thesis. 

22 Except some mentions in volumes edited by Bridget Cherry. 

23 David Allen Lambert, A Guide to Massachusetts Cemeteries (New England Historic Genealogical Society, 

Boston, 2002). 

24 It is interesting to note Johnson’s comment that prehistoric archaeologists may view a statistically 

random sampling technique as essential whilst ‘traditional documentary historians’ may find the technique 

of doubtful value (Matthew Johnson, Housing Culture: Traditional architecture in an English landscape [UCL 

Press, London, 1993] at p. ix); my approach lies between the two. 
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unrepresentative of their areas. In areas with no or few sourced burial grounds, the 

control burial grounds plugged geographical gaps, so as to achieve as representative a 

sample as possible over the whole of the study area. Care was also taken to balance 

different denominations and between town and country (although urban burial grounds 

have suffered more from destruction and closure). In a few areas, attempts were made 

to see all the burial grounds in a locality to see if any patterns could emerge and to test 

the range of makers; examples include Lewes, Sussex (a rare instance of virtually all the 

burial grounds in a town surviving) (see Chapters 8 and 9), the north Norfolk coast (see 

Chapter 8) and the Isle of Man (see Chapter 8). 

Within each burial ground, all markers were inspected visually, and all unusual ones and  

a representative selection of common types photographed, with at least one photograph 

showing the whole marker, and if appropriate others showing details. The images were 

subsequently labelled with place, name of first burial and date of first death (and of later 

deaths if it appeared one might be the date of erection). In some cases, if an inscription 

of a potentially-important marker could not be read, it was checked against existing 

monumental inscription transcriptions (principally in the library of the Society of 

Genealogists). The images were then gone through to create databases of particular 

features which informed especially Chapters 3 (on Form) and 4 (on Iconography). A 

database of signed stones fed into Appendix D, the list of all persons known to have 

made gravemarkers in the period. 

Consideration was given to photographing all markers in each burial ground to allow 

more statistical analysis, but this was rejected on the grounds that it would so greatly 

increase the time taken at each ground that far fewer could be visited, and that it was 

more important to obtain a representative sample of monumental variation throughout 

the study area; this was all the more the case since, to be sufficiently accurate for 

detailed statistical analysis, plans would often need to be prepared of a yard to ensure no 

markers had been missed (indeed it is probably because of its time-consuming 

methodology of total recordal that the graveyard-recording school of archaeologists has 

not been able to build up a significant corpus of material).  

I have also, with caution, used images in published or online works; a number of 

collections in the United States are especially good, notably the Farber Collection.25 

However, unless stated otherwise all gravemarkers referred to or illustrated in this thesis 

are ones I have seen personally. 

                                                           
25 http://luna.davidrumsey.com:8280/luna/servlet/view/all?sort=Name%2CName%2CDates%2CDates 
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Analysis requires, in Prown’s words, ‘resolving questions of stylistic and iconographic 

influence, of dating and authorship, of quality and authenticity’;26 he proposes that the 

analysis of material culture progresses through three stages, ‘from description, recording 

the internal evidence of the object itself; to deduction, interpreting the interaction between 

the object and the perceiver; to speculation, framing hypotheses and questions that lead 

out from the object to external evidence for testing and resolution.’27 Chapters 3 and 4 

describe, respectively, the setting and form of the markers, and Chapter 5 describes 

what Prown calls ‘content’, the iconography or decoration of the marker.28 Chapter 6 

looks at the relationship between markers on the one hand and the rest of 

contemporary material culture and its makers and users on the other. Chapter 7 looks at 

those who actually made the markers, while Chapters 8 and 9 combine description of 

variation and uniformity with speculation as to the reasons for it.  

It is important to make clear that, unlike for intramural monuments, where numbers are 

much smaller, it is unlikely ever to be possible to do a detailed analysis involving every 

surviving marker from the period in the study area. Nigel Llewellyn estimates about 

4,000 extant sculpted intramural funeral monuments in England from the 1530s to 

1660.29 Kain and Oliver come up with a total of 18, 598 parishes and other units in 

England and Wales likely to possess, or to have possessed a churchyard;30 at a 

conservative estimate of two dozen surviving markers from the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries per burial ground, this implies a total of some half a million in 

England and Wales alone. 

Llewellyn uses four discourses or ‘different classes of visual sign or motif’ to study Early 

Modern intramural monuments: ‘architectural members; sculpted forms; painted and 

carved heraldry; and the inscribed word’.31 Jean Wilson has devised a five-part approach 

to understanding such monuments; it is to consider first its (original) position, second 

                                                           
26 Prown p. 23. 

27 Prown p. 24. 

28 Prown p. 24. 

29 Nigel Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments in Post-Reformation England (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 

2000) p. 7. 

30 Roger J. P. Kain and Richard R. Oliver, Historic Parishes of England & Wales: An Electronic Map of 

Boundaries before 1850 with a Gazetteer and Metadata (electronic resource, History Data Service, Colchester, 

2001). 

31 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 364. 
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‘what it represents: the sculptural’, third its heraldry, fourth ‘the factual’ (names and 

dates on the inscription), and fifth the deceased’s credo.32 

When analysing individual markers, I have adopted a combination of these two 

approaches, informed by Prown’s three stages. I have started by following Wilson and 

looked first at the setting and positioning of the marker; this is Chapter 3: The Setting. I 

have then used Llewellyn’s ‘architectural members’ or ‘architectural frame’,33 in other 

words the overall shape and character of the marker, often more significant in an 

extramural monument than one inside a church; this is Chapter 4: Form. The third 

aspect is shared by both approaches, Llewellyn as ‘sculpted forms’ and Wilson as ‘what 

it represents: the sculptural’; elsewhere Llewellyn calls it ‘the effigial body’,34 and this 

covers the main sculptural feature of the marker; in the churchyard it is rarely a body as 

such, although the superstructure of so-called bale tombs probably represents one; more 

commonly it is a head only (a skull, a cherub or a portrait) or something vaguely head-

shaped which takes the customary place of a head (a winged hourglass, an urn or an urn 

and willow). The fourth aspect is again one which both writers use and which at first 

sight is rarely present outdoors, but if one takes ‘the heraldic sign’35 as including all non-

effigial charges (the heraldic term is useful) or symbols, the discourse is a valid one, and 

a useful way of dealing with the many such charges which, in conjunction with the 

effigial, comprise the iconography of the marker.  Chapter 5 will include both the effigial 

body and heraldic signs. 

Llewellyn’s fourth discourse, ‘the inscribed word’, is divided by Wilson into two aspects, 

the factual information and the ‘credo’. In an extramural context, one might prefer a 

division between the factual and the epitaph, usually a verse but not necessarily religious. 

The value of content of inscriptions as sources of information has already been 

mentioned, and their visual qualities are dealt with at the end of Chapter 5. However, as 

this thesis is concerned with the architecture and design of markers, other aspects of 

inscriptions are not so relevant as they would be to genealogists or to scholars of 

literature or language. 

                                                           
32 Jean L. Wilson, ‘Speaking Stones: The use of text in the design of early modern funerary monuments', 

Church Monuments Vol. XXX (2015) pp. 124-67 at p.133-34 . 

33 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, at pp. 364-67. 

34 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, at pp. 368-73. 

35 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, at p. 373. 
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The variety of scholars who have worked on gravemarkers or in related fields, especially 

in the United States, has the happy result of allowing in the insights of many disciplines, 

not just architectural history (from the standpoint of which this study is primarily 

written), but the history of art,36 material culture,37 folk studies,38 archaeology,39 social40 

and economic history,41 anthropology,42 and even linguistic theory.43 These insights will 

inform this study generally but will be considered in more detail in Chapter 9 and the 

Conclusion. Little has remarked on (but seeks to overcome) the division between what 

she calls the New England art historical approach to gravemarker study and the cultural 

geography model which looks at gravemarkers as part of material culture.44 The study of 

regional variation in burial customs generally has been called necrogeography,45 and the 

existence of an Association for Gravestone Studies with its own scholarly journal, 

Markers, suggests an incipient new discipline. 

However, architectural history (the history of buildings and those who design and use 

them) seems the discipline best able to analyse gravemarkers, which are essentially very 

small buildings – outdoors, made of stone or wood, and constructed by men whose 

principal occupation was more often than not in the building trade; unlike most subjects 

studied as material culture, they lack portability once installed – or rather, they are 

usually not easily portable physically, and there are strong taboos against moving them 

anyway. The great majority of gravemarkers are by unknown makers and designers, and 

                                                           
36 Allan I. Ludwig, Graven Images: New England Stonecarving and its Symbols 1650-1815 (Wesleyan University 

Press, Middletown, CT, 3rd ed. 1999). 

37 Robert Blair St George, ‘Artifacts of Regional Consciousness in the Connecticut River Valley, 1700-

1780' in Robert Blair St George (ed), Material Life in America: 1600 – 1860 (Northeastern University Press, 

Boston, 1988) pp.335-56. 

38 Henry Glassie, Pattern in the material Folk Culture of the Eastern United States (University of Pennsylvania 

Press, Philadelphia, 1968). 

39 Richard F. Veit, ‘"Resolved to Strike out a New Path": Consumerism and Iconographic Change in New 

Jersey Gravestones, 1680-1820', Historical Archaeology Vol. 43 no. 1 (2009) pp. 115-141. 

40 Peter Borsay, ‘The English Urban Renaissance: The Development of a Provincial Urban Culture c. 

1680 - c. 1760’, Social History Vol. 2, no. 5 (May 1977), pp. 581-603. 

41 W. G. Hoskins, Provincial England: Essays in Social and Economic History (Macmillan & Co, London, 1965) 

42 Edwin S. Dethlefsen, ‘Colonial Gravestones and Demography', American Journal of Physical Anthropology 

Vol. 31 (1969) pp. 321-34. 

43 Henry Glassie, Folk Housing in Middle Virginia: A Structural Analysis of Historical Artefacts (University of 

Tennessee Press, Knoxville, 1975) cites Chomsky at p. 13 and elsewhere.. 

44 M. Ruth Little, Sticks and Stones: Three Centuries of North Carolina Gravemarkers (University of North 

Carolina Press, Chapel Hill NC, 1998) p. x. 

45 Fred Kniffen, ‘Necrogeography in the United States', Geographical Review Vol. 57 (1967) pp. 426-27. 
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so often it is the vernacular end of architectural history which has the most apposite 

methodology.46  

Gravemarkers may, by virtue of their size and their liminality between two and three 

dimensions be seen as spanning the divide Judi Loach describes between architecture 

and literature, between ‘the three dimensional continuity inherent within any single built 

space ... [and] ... the intrinsic frame of the page’.47 

It may be useful to review the current state of scholarship. There is no all-embracing 

academic work on British or American gravemarkers in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries, and this thesis is the first full academic study of them.  

Gravemarkers were scarcely noticed in print before the publication of W. T. Vincent’s 

largely-descriptive although perceptive In Search of Gravestones Old and Curious in 1896.48 

Little followed in England other than a couple of antiquarian works dealing principally 

with the grander monuments.49 In America, however, Harriet Merrifield Forbes’ 

Gravestones of early New England and the men who made them50 introduced for the first time a 

high standard of scholarship in identifying early gravestone makers, principally from 

probate records, although there is no detailed analysis of the markers themselves. 

Forbes’ work was not built upon until in the 1950s Ernest Caulfield began identifying 

makers in Connecticut.51  

In England there came one useful but certainly non-academic book, English Churchyard 

Memorials, by Frederick Burgess, published in 1963. It is a relatively antiquarian work, 

useful and perceptive, but lacking much analysis and indeed struggling to know how to 

deal with the mass of material the author, an art teacher, had amassed in a quarter of a 

century of fieldwork and first published in innumerable articles in a journal for 

                                                           
46 R. W. Brunskill, Vernacular Architecture: An Illustrated Handbook (Faber and Faber, London, 2nd ed. 2000); 

Henry Glassie in Folk Housing in Middle Virginia. 

47 Judi Loach, ‘Architecture and Emblematics: issues in Interpretation' in Alison Adams (ed), Emblems and 

Art History (Glasgow Emblem Studies Vol. I, Glasgow, 1996) pp. 1-21 at p. 2. 

48 W. T. Vincent, In Search of Gravestones Old and Curious (Mitchell and Hughes, London, 1896). 

49 Lawrence Weaver, Memorials and Monuments, Old and New: Two hundred subjects chosen from seven centuries 

(Country Life, London, 1915); Herbert E. Batsford and Walter H. Godfrey, English mural monuments and 

tombstones (Batsford, London, 1916). 

50 Harriet Merrifield Forbes, Gravestones of Early New England and the Men Who Made Them (Houghton 

Mifflin, Boston, 1927). 

51 See the Bibliography, infra, for a full list of his works. 
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monumental masons over some two decades52. A work of the same name by Hillary 

Lees53 is in spirit a more modern edition of it. The English archæologist Harold Mytum 

has written Mortuary Monuments and Burial Grounds of the Historic Period 54 which deals fairly 

superficially with Britain and North America in the study period. His main practical 

work in burial grounds seems to have been in Ireland, but he has concentrated perhaps 

more on burials and layout than on monuments.55 Sarah Tarlow sought to view 

gravemarkers in terms of emotional response.56 

There eventually followed in Caulfield’s wake a plethora of studies of individual 

American carvers (as they are called in them), and three important multi-carver studies, 

James Slater’s The Colonial Burying Grounds of Eastern Connecticut and the Men Who Made 

Them,57 James Blachowicz’s  From Slate to Marble,58 and Vincent Luti’s  Mallet and Chisel.59 

Some of these studies may be like those in Ireland which Mytum describes as 

emphasising ‘the objects as products of an individual or craft school...., the objects being 

largely a passive by-product, though one which could be aesthetically appreciated in the 

present’;60 that is not, however, the case with the highly perceptive essays on 

Massachusetts markers by Laurel Gabel.61 There appears to be only one study of any 

sort of a named British carver.62 A full list of carver studies forms Appendix C. The 

concentration on biography, or at least on studies of individual œuvres, is attributed by 

                                                           
52 See the Bibliography, infra, for the full list. 

53 Hilary Lees, English Churchyard Memorials (Tempus, Stroud, 2000).  

54 Harold Mytum, Mortuary Monuments and Burial Grounds of the Historic Period (Kluwer Academic Publishing, 

New York, 2004). 

55 For instance Harold Mytum, ‘A Long and Complex Plot: patterns of family burial in Irish graveyards 

from the 18th century', Church Archaeology Vols. 5 & 6 (2004) pp.31-41. Finch argues that this is the case 

with archaeological study more generally (Finch, Church Monuments, p. 4). 

56 Tarlow, Bereavement, passim but especially pp. 20-25. 

57 Slater, Colonial Burying Grounds. 

58 James Blachowicz, From Slate to Marble: Gravestone Carving Traditions in Eastern Massachusetts 1770-1870 

(Graver Press, Evanston, IL, 2006) and From Slate to Marble: Gravestone Carving Traditions in Eastern 

Massachusetts 1750-1850, Volume II (Graver Press, Evanston, IL, 2015). 

59 Vincent F. Luti, Mallet and Chisel: Gravestone Carvers of Newport, Rhode Island, in the 18th Century (New 

England Historic Genealogical Society, Boston, 2002). 

60 Harold Mytum, ‘Artefact Biography as an Approach to Material Culture: Irish Gravestones as a Material 

Form of Genealogy', Journal of Irish Archaeology Vol. 12/13 (2003/2004), pp. 111-27 at p. 112. 

61 Some written in collaboration with Theodore Chase and collected as Theodore Chase and Laurel K. 

Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles  (2 vols., New England Historic Genealogical Society, Boston, 1997). 

62 Jonathan Kewley, ‘Henry Quayle: a Georgian "Stonecutter" and his Work', Georgian Group Journal Vol. 

XIX (2011) pp. 94-105.  
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Matthew Craske to the conditioning of readers since Vasari to thinking in terms of the 

lives of artists,63 and he describes the problem as ‘giving preference to the narratives of 

supply over those of demand.’64  

There are a number of local studies on both sides of the Atlantic, in England more 

often in the antiquarian tradition of county archæological societies but some in America 

academic monographs; they are listed in Appendix B, but one might note particularly 

Diana Williams Combs on Georgia and South Carolina,65 M. Ruth Little on North 

Carolina,66 and Richard Veit and Mark Nonstied on New Jersey.67 All these studies tend 

to look at their respective study areas in isolation; this thesis will look at them all and 

anaylyse and evaluate the degree of regional variation and uniformity. 

In the 1960s and 1970s a number of works appeared in the United States seeking to 

ascribe meanings, usually religious, to the principal iconography of many New England 

markers (a winged skull or a cherub). One study, by James Deetz and Edwin 

Dethlefsen,68 became celebrated as an example of archaeological method, disseminated 

by Deetz’s In Small Things Forgotten,69 although its substantive conclusions have recently 

been challenged by Adam Heinrich, who persuasively debunks the religious 

connotations, even if his description of cherubs as a rococo feature is less convincing.70 

                                                           
63 Matthew Craske, The Silent Rhetoric of the Body: A History of Monumental Sculpture and Commemorative Art in 

England, 1720-1770 (Yale University Press, New Haven and London, 2007), p. viii. 

64 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. xiii. 

65 Diana Williams Combs, Early Gravestone Art in Georgia and South Carolina (University of Georgia Press, 

Athens GA, 1986). 

66 Little. 

67 Richard F. Veit and Mark Nonestied, New Jersey Cemeteries and Tombstones (Rivergate Books [Rutgers UP], 

New Brunswick NJ, 2008). 

68 Published in the form of a number of articles: James Deetz and Edwin Dethlefsen, ‘The Doppler Effect 

and Archaeology: A Consideration of the Spatial Aspects of Seriation’, Southwestern Journal of Anthroplogy 

Vol. 21 no. 3 (1965) pp. 196-206; Edwin Dethlefsen and James Deetz, ‘Death's Heads, Cherubs, and 

Willow Trees: Experimental Archaeology in Colonial Cemeteries', American Antiquity Vol. 31 no. 4 (1966) 

pp. 502-510; and James Deetz  and Edwin S. Dethlefsen, ‘Death's Heads, Cherub, Urn and Willow', 

Natural History  Vol. 76 (3) (1967) pp. 29-37. The final form is James F. Deetz and Edwin S. Dethlefsen, 

‘Death's Head, Cherub, Urn and Willow' in R. L.  Schuyler (ed), Historical Archaeology: A Guide to Substantive 

and Theoretical Contributions (Baywood Publishing, Farmingdale, NY, 1978) pp. 83-90. 

69 James Deetz, In Small Things Forgotten: The Archaeology of Early American Life (Anchor-Doubleday, Garden 

City NY, 1977). 

70 Adam R. Heinrich, ‘Cherubs or Putti? Gravemarkers Demonstrating Conspicuous Consumption and 

the Rococo Fashion in the Eighteenth Century', International Journal of Historical Archaeology Vol. 18, Issue 1, 
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The most comprehensive of these works, which also considered the position in England 

based on limited fieldwork, was Allan I. Ludwig’s Graven Images,71 which championed the 

idea of the winged soul; it will be considered in more detail in Chapter 5, but now seems 

very much a period piece, as its author has admitted,72 albeit with very useful 

photographs. Peter Benes has produced important works on Massachusetts markers 

(among other subjects) over the last nearly fifty years, and twice convened Dublin 

Seminars on gravemarkers (in 197673 and 197874); however, his Masks of Orthodoxy75 

shares to a degree some of the problems of Graven Images. 

Gravestone scholarship has advanced markedly less in the British Isles than in North 

America, for reasons which are not entirely clear. It has, however, been possible to build 

on the extensive scholarship which exists on intramural monuments, which historically 

concentrated on the Middle Ages but has over the last seventy years covered the post-

Renaissance period, too, notably work by Mrs Esdaile76 and more recently Nigel 

Llewellyn77 and Matthew Craske.78  

The next chapter will give a chronological overview of the development of 

gravemarkers from just before to just after the study period, and then Chapters 3, 4 and 

5 will focus in on respectively the markers’ setting, form, and effigial and iconographic 

detail. Chapter 6 will look at the parallels those forms and iconography have with other 

contemporary material culture, and Chapter 7 will consider who designed, made and 

gave permission for the monuments. Chapters 8 and 9 will then be able to look at the 

key question of variation (regional and non-regional) versus uniformity – key because 

                                                                                                                                                                     
pp. 37-64. Tarlow points out that Deetz’s work was celebrated as much for his theoretical and 

methodological approaches (using the burial ground with its dated markers as a laboratory to test the 

methodologies of prehistoric archaeology) as for his substantive conclusions (Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 15). 

71 Allan I. Ludwig, Graven Images: New England Stonecarving and its Symbols 1650-1815 (Wesleyan University 

Press, Middletown, CT, 3rd ed, 1999). 

72 In the preface to the third edition (it was ‘part of the cultural ferment of the late 1950s and 1960s’; 

Ludwig, Graven Images, p. xxv). 

73 Peter Benes (ed), Puritan Gravestone Art, the Dublin Seminar for New England Folklife: Annual Proceedings Vol. 

I (1976) (Boston University and The Dublin Seminar for New England Folklife, Dublin NH, 1976). 

74 Peter Benes (ed), Puritan Gravestone Art II: the Dublin Seminar for New England Folklife: Annual Proceedings 

Vol. III (1978) (Boston University, Boston, 1979). 

75 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy. 

76 Esdaile, English Church Monuments. 

77 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments. 

78 Craske, Silent Rhetoric. 
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how and why markers vary or do not vary, and for what reason, explains how, why and 

within what parameters they were allowed by contemporary society to develop. This in 

turn will increase our understanding of the material culture of the British Atlantic Word 

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries more generally. 
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Chapter 2: Chronology  

This thesis covers the period from 1600 to 1800 – from when memorial culture began 

to recover from the Reformation to just before the arrival of railways, cemeteries and 

national standardisation. However, to understand what happened in this period, it is 

necessary to go back a little, to look at the position in the Middle Ages, and, after 

describing the development of gravemarkers in the study period, to come forward to 

explain how the monumental culture here described met its end.  

It may be useful first briefly to mention the religious history of the period, given that, as 

we shall see in the next chapter, most gravemarkers were in the vicinity of a religious 

building, and many previous scholars have suggested that religion has been the reason 

for their iconography and iconographic variation. Great Britain was of course an integral 

part of Western Christendom throughout the Middle Ages and into the sixteenth 

century. In England the Henrician Reformation of the 1530s dissolved the religious 

houses and broke with Rome but remained Catholic theologically. The Edwardian 

Reformation of the 1540s and early 1550s transformed the theology and liturgy of the 

national church which became unambiguously Protestant. Many images in churches 

were destroyed and praying for the souls of the dead was proscribed as implying belief 

in the reformers’ bugbear, the doctrine of purgatory - the idea of a holding-pen to which 

souls went pending ascent to Heaven, a journey which could be expedited by the prayers 

of the living; this was seen as contrary to the all-important Protestant principle that 

salvation was by faith alone, and that the faith of the individual who had died, not those 

left behind. As we shall see, this was crucial monumentally, as the inscriptions on many 

memorials had invited the reader ‘orate pro nobis’. 

Under Mary I there was a return to Rome and to images, but under Elizabeth I there 

was a more or less uneasy compromise, with the church national and doctrinally 

Protestant but retaining some practices to which stricter Reformers objected. This 

continued under James VI and I, who had been born amidst the religious turmoil in 

Scotland which had led to the triumph of Protestantism there, too. During his reign in 

England there was increasing conflict between High Church (Arminians, later Laudians) 

and Low Church (Puritans), as the former tried to revive ceremony which the latter saw 

as the path back to Rome. This got mixed up with the politics of Charles I’s reign, with 

Archbishop Laud executed and the eventual triumph of the Great Rebellion by the 

Puritan-inclined Parliament. During the 1640s episcopacy and the ecclesiastical courts 
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were abolished, leading to the emergence of all sorts of Protestant sects, from the 

Independents and Presbyterians favoured by most of Parliament and the Army to 

Anabaptists and Fifth Monarchy Men. After the Restoration the Church of England was 

re-established with its bishops and courts; those clergy who could not accept the new 

settlement, the ‘Bartholomew men’, left the Church in 1662; this was effectively the end 

of any idea of a comprehensive national church. Protestants who did not conform were 

thereafter called Dissenters. Episcopacy was also restored in Scotland, but New England 

remained ‘Puritan’.   

Recusants remained persecuted until the accession of James II in 1685. He tried to 

introduce toleration which would benefit them but also Dissenters. The Glorious 

Revolution put paid to toleration for papists, which would come only slowly over the 

next century and a quarter until Catholic Emancipation in 1829, but it shored up the 

position of Dissenters who began to build more prominent chapels; as the eighteenth 

century went on, they began to be called Nonconformists, their numbers swelled by 

various religious revivals creating new sects such as the Countess of Huntingdon’s 

Connection and, later, the Methodists, who officially remained part of the Church of 

England.  In Scotland, 1689 saw the final end of established episcopacy, with the 

presbyterian Church of Scotland established. In all parts of Great Britain, there was 

small-scale separation from Establishment by those of higher churchmanship and/or 

higher Tory politics in the form of Episcopalians in Scotland and Non-Jurors in 

England, but the eighteenth-century Church of England still covered a broad range of 

religious views and temperaments.   

How far this was all paralleled in British North America is complicated by sharp 

differences between the various colonies, as set out in more detail in the next chapter, 

but essentially New England was dominated by different strands of a generally-

conservative Puritanism which, apart from the jolt of the mid-eighteenth-century Great 

Awakening, became quite fossilised, while the South and Mid-Atlantic tended towards a 

more or less notional Anglican Establishment masking a wide range of denominations, 

in places strongly affected by mid-eighteenth-century revivals. How all these religious 

developments may have affected the existence and design of gravemarkers will be 

considered through the rest of this thesis, and especially in Chapter 3, in trelation to 

burial ground provision, Chapter 5, looking at iconography, and Chapter 9, discussing 

possible denominationally- or theologically-inspired variation.  
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First, however, this chapter will look at the material culture of the churchyard before the 

Reformation. Gravemarkers existed in the Middle Ages and the important pioneering 

work of Brian and Moira Gittos has shown that far more have survived than was 

thought;1 Vanessa Harding’s studies of wills in London have produced many which 

request a stone over the grave.2  

From Gittos and Gittos, Badham, Butler3, Ryder4 and Burgess5 one can draw up a list of 

the principal categories of mediæval gravemarker; where the term used by mediævalists 

is different from the Early Modern or later equivalent which will be used in this thesis, it 

is in italics (see also the Glossary, Appendix A):  

1. tomb-chests (chest tombs) with effigies or semi-effigies on top 

2. tomb-chests with flat tops6 (altar tombs) 

                                                           
1 Gittos and Gittos, ‘The English Medieval Churchyard’. Sally Badham comes to the same conclusions 

(Sally Badham, Medieval Church and Churchyard Monuments, [Shire Publications, Oxford, 2011] and Sally 

Badham, Seeking Salvation: commemorating the dead in the late-medieval English parish [Shaun Tyas, Donington, 

2015]). Vanessa Harding refers to testators’ requests for stone monuments (Vanessa Harding, ‘Burial 

choice and burial location in later medieval London' in Steven Bassett (ed), Death in Towns: Urban Responses 

to the Dying and the Dead, 100-1600 [Leicester University Press, Leicester, 1992] pp. 119-35 at p. 129). 

2 Harding, ‘Burial Choice’, p. 129 

3 L. A. S. Butler, ‘Minor Medieval Monumental Sculpture in the East Midlands', Archaeological Journal Vol. 

CXXI (1964), pp. 111-53; L.  A.  S. Butler, ‘Medieval Gravestones of Cambridgeshire, Huntingdonshire 

and the Soke of Peterborough', Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society Vol. L for 1956, pp. 89-100. 

4 Peter F. Ryder, The Medieval Cross Slab Grave Cover in County Durham (Architectural and Archaeological 

Society of Durham and Northumberland, Research Report 1, Durham, 1985); Peter Ryder, ‘The Medieval 

Cross Slab Grave Covers in Cumbria’, Cumberland & Westmorland Extra Series Vol. XXXII (2005). 

5 Gittos and Gittos, ‘The English Medieval Churchyard’ at pp. 39-42; Badham, Monuments, at pp. 20-25; 

Badham, Seeking Salvation, at pp. 234-37; Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, at pp. 99-112; Frederick 

Burgess, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: Some recently discovered Mediaeval Monuments and others 

not previously published', Monumental Journal Vol. XV no. 3 (1948) pp. 135-40; Frederick Burgess, ‘English 

Sepulchral Monuments' [from Palaeolithic to C16], Monumental & Architectural Journal Vol. VIII (1941) no. 

5 pp. 141-43; no. 6 pp. 173-75; no. 7 pp 207-10; no. 8 pp 237-40; no. 9 pp. 271-74; no. 10 pp. 299-301; 

no. 11 pp. 327-29; no. 12 pp. 355-58; vol. IX (1942) no. 2 pp. 35-37; no. 3 pp. 59-61; no. 4 pp. 83-85; no. 

5 pp. 107-08; no. 6 pp. 131-33; no. 7 pp. 155-58; no. 8 pp. 193-96; no. 9 pp 227-31; no. 10 pp. 265-68; no. 

11 pp. 299-302; no. 12 pp 337-39; vol. X (1943) no. 1 pp. 11-14; no. 2 pp. 49-52; no. 4 pp 123-25; no. 5 

pp. 155-58; no. 6 pp. 191-94; no. 7 pp. 227-36; no. 8 pp. 263-66; no. 9 pp. 299-302; no. 10 pp. 335-38; no. 

12 pp. 413-15; vol. XI (1944) no. 1 pp. 13-17; no. 2 pp. 47-50; no. 3 pp. 85-88; no. 4 pp. 119-21; no. 5 pp. 

155-58; no. 6 pp. 193-95; no. 7 pp. 227-31; no. 8 pp. 265-68; no. 9 pp. 301-02; no. 10 pp. 335-38; no. 11 

pp. 373-4.  

6 What would in the Early Modern period be altar tombs; confusingly, Gittos and Gittos call them table 

tombs. 
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3. grave-slabs (ledgerstones), either plain, bearing incised or false-relief crosses, or 

with a brass  

4. grave-slabs (ledgerstones) bearing effigies or demi-effigies 

5. mural monuments 

6. head- or footstones in the form of discoids7 or small peg-like stone markers; the 

discoids bore a cross, but generally neither form had an inscription8   

7. composite graves, consisting of a grave-slab (ledgerstone) with either a headstone, 

a footstone or both 

8. coped tombs 

9. crosses (principally wooden) 

There were however no headstones as such.  

The later sixteenth century and the whole of the seventeenth have tended to be the 

closed book of grave monument history. The standard view was that markers 

disappeared at the Reformation only to emerge late in the seventeenth century. One 

English archaeologist, Harold Mytum, has suggested that 

 ‘the use of permanent markers remained a minority commemorative tradition 

that only expanded rapidly in the later 18th and early 19th centuries…. Most … 

16th- and 17th-century headstones were inscribed only with initials and the year 

[although] ……..  a few exceptions can be identified…’9  

The problem is that fieldwork has not hitherto been done on a sufficiently-extensive 

scale to ascertain what is out there, but I am satisfied that Mytum’s last sentence is 

incorrect. Over the past three years I have visited some 600 churchyards in England; I 

have found some 375 gravemarkers of the seventeenth century in 157 of these 

churchyards, and there must be a lot more in yards I have not seen.10 A very useful 

                                                           
7 Sixty-six were found in a survey of Kentish churchyards (Ben Stocker, ‘Medieval Grave Markers in 

Kent', Church Monuments Vol. 1, Part 2 [1986], pp 106-14). 

8 Ann Davis †1516 at Broadway, Worcs, is an exception. 

9 Harold Mytum, “Popular attitudes to memory, the body and social identity: the rise of external 

commemoration in Britain, Ireland and New England”, Post-Medieval Archaeology, Vol 40 Part I (2006), pp. 

96-110 at p. 97.  

10 My total is of those I have seen personally, and excludes others mentioned by Burgess or listed by 

Connor. 
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recent local study of south Somerset and west Dorset by T. P. Connor found 205 

seventeenth-century altar tombs in ninety-nine burial grounds.11   

But is there a thread from before the Reformation to the seventeenth century, or was 

there a break and then a conscious revival of the idea of extramural mortuary 

commemoration? It is now becoming clear that the Reformation was not such a sharp 

break as had been thought. 

There seems to have been a degree of destruction of some exterior monuments in the 

mid-sixteenth century, not because they were memorials but because they either bore a 

cross (popish and potentially-idolatrous) or invited the viewer to pray for the soul of the 

deceased (thus upholding the now-banned doctrine of purgatory). In other words, the 

problem was not commemoration per se but the fact that the iconography or 

inscriptions, or both, on pre-Reformation markers were unacceptable in the new state-

controlled religious environment, and it took a while for makers and patrons to come up 

with an alternative, acceptable iconography; as we shall see, many adopted a holding 

solution of aniconic memorials. 

Most mediæval markers were, or bore, crosses, which made them unacceptably popish. 

One often-cited will of 1502 from Bury St Edmunds directed the erection of crosses at 

the testator’s head and feet with ‘a writing’ to invite passers-by to pray for his soul;12 if 

many monuments did this, it may have tarred the whole class with association with the 

forbidden doctrine of purgatory.  Patrick Collinson cites the prosecution of wardens of 

a Yorkshire parish in 1571 for not having demolished a churchyard cross.13 In Sussex it 

was recorded that in 1568 crosses which still stood on many graves were removed 

(people then chalked them on church walls nearby).14 However, it is likely that many 

more markers from the Middle Ages or sixteenth century survived at the beginning of 

the seventeenth century than do now.                                            

                                                           
11 T. P. Connor, ‘"A Standing Tombe Of Stone": Early modern chest tombs in churchyards of west 

Dorset and south Somerset', Church Monuments Vol. XXIX (2014) pp. 72-111. 

12 Burgess, Churchyard Memorials, p. 147 n. 41, where the name is given as Cook; Robert Dinn, 

‘”Monuments Answerable to Mens Worth”: Burial Patterns, Social Status and Gender in Late Medieval 

Bury St Edmunds’, Journal of Ecclesiastical History Vol. 46 no. 2 (April 1995) pp. 237-55 at p. 245; 

Houlbrooke, Death Religion and the Family p. 361. 

13 Patrick Collinson, The Birthpangs of Protestant England: Religion and Cultural Change in the Sixteenth and 

Seventeenth Centuries (London, 1988), p. 51 

14 H. N. Birt, The Elizabethan Religious Settlement (1907), pp. 427-30, quoted in Eamon Duffy, The Stripping of 

the Altars: Traditional Religion in England c. 1400 – c. 1580 (New Haven and London, 1992), p. 577. 
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In addition, although nowhere near as commonly as earlier or later, some extramural 

memorialisation continued beneath the radar through the second half of the sixteenth 

century. Connor’s study has found ten sixteenth-century altar tombs in nine churchyards 

in south Somerset and west Dorset with dates ranging from 1570 to 1599.15 Altar tombs 

were perhaps better-placed to continue than other forms of monument as they did not 

generally bear crosses or theologically-objectionable wording. Some headstones are 

recorded, however; one has two dates of death, for a father and son, 1525 and 1562.16 

As a further sign of continuity across the Reformation, it is worth noting Butler’s 

narrative of the development of the typical mediæval cross-slab, with a cross either 

incised or in false relief, into the carving in ‘a circular panel at the head or centre of a 

slab’ of either a cross-head or heraldic roundels17 – the form of the ubiquitous 

intramural heraldic ledgerstone of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.  

Given that the Gothic style in architecture did not suddenly come to an end at 

Bosworth or the Reformation,18 it is very possible that a number of altar tombs in the 

Perpendicular Gothic style with no, or no surviving, inscription may date from the reign 

of Elizabeth I (for instance the altar tomb at Little Barrington, Glos.) (Plate 2.1a) which 

on stylistic grounds seem to belong to the sixteenth century,19 and allowing for rural 

conservatism could as easily be after as before the Reformation. Two coped monuments 

in Suffolk to a father and son straddle the change of religion (Plate 2.1b).20 It is quite 

possible that a low level of chest-tomb production continued throughout the sixteenth 

century. 

Fieldwork shows that the markers being erected at the start of the study period were not 

dissimilar in basic form to those before the Reformation, but in a culture still recovering 

from the iconographic disruption of the Reformation, they were largely devoid of 

decoration. What was happening were what Alexandra Walsham has called ‘the 

                                                           
15 My interpretation of his data. 

16 L. H. Chambers, ‘16th Century Memorials in Churchyards', Monumental Journal Vol. XII no. 2 (1945) p. 

60. 

17 Butler, ‘Minor Medieval Monumental Sculpture’, p. 151. 

18 ‘Gothic Survival and Gothic Revival' in Howard Colvin, Essays in English Architectural History (Yale 

University Press, New Haven and London, 1999) pp. 217-44. 

19 David Verey and Alan Brooks, The Buildings of England: Gloucestershire1: The Cotswolds (London, 1970) p. 

449. 

20 John Bacon †1513 and Robert Bacon †1548 at Hessett, Suffolk. 
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strategies by which early modern people adjusted to the loss of key elements of the old 

religious culture.’21 

Of the nine mediæval forms listed above, two seem to have died out altogether: 

1. ledgerstones (grave-slabs) bearing effigies or demi-effigies 

2. composite graves, consisting of a grave-slab (ledgerstone) with either a headstone, 

a footstone or both, although they re-emerge in some areas in the eighteenth 

century22 

The remaining seven survived, sometimes in a modified form: 

1. chest tombs (tomb-chests) with effigies or semi-effigies on top; I do not know any 

seventeenth-century examples with effigies, but the superstructure of some chest 

tombs probably reflect them. 

2. altar tombs (tomb-chests with flat tops). 

3. ledgerstones (grave-slabs), now usually plain but sometimes carved, although not 

with a cross  

4. mural monuments 

5. head- or footstones in the form of discoids or small peg-like stone markers 

6. coped tombs (very rare, but Burgess illustrates one)23 

7. wooden crosses; nothing survives from the seventeenth century, but 

extrapolation back from later survivals24 suggests that flat or squared wooden 

posts were erected which probably represent a cross with the cross-bar removed 

to make it theologically unobjectionable.   

A further form, which may be mediæval too, is the graveboard, a plank between two 

posts, running from the head to the foot of the grave. In the 1630s a new type appeared, 

the headstone, sometimes with a footstone as well, and, for reasons discussed in 

Chapter 4, it soon became the dominant form. All these forms are described in more 

detail in that chapter. The position in churchyards is consistent with Llewellyn’s finding 

that intramural ‘monuments were built in a range of forms, a range which 

                                                           
21 Alexandra Walsham, ‘The Parochial Roots of Laudianism Revisited: Catholics, Anti-Calvinists and 

'Parish Anglicans' in Early Stuart England'’, Journal of Ecclesiastical History Vol. 49 no. 4 (Oct 1998), pp. 620-

651 at p. 631. 

22 Principally in the south-east quarter of England; an example is Edward Burt †1720 at Bolney, Sussex. 

23 John Butterwicke †1617 at Yarm, NR (Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 129). 

24 Such as those at Mundon, Essex. 
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accommodated new types and possibilities as well as allowing for the continuation of 

certain traditional poses and shapes.’25 

The numbers of all markers were small to start with, but increase over the century after 

the emergence of the headstone. Table 1 shows this growth (Plate 2.2); there seems to 

have been reasonably incremental growth in numbers at least from the 1650s onwards. 

Sarah Tarlow has written of a ‘graveyard boom’ in Orkney in the later eighteenth 

century,26 and Veit reports something similar in New Jersey,27 but numbers started 

increasing in England much earlier. As numbers do get greater, so measuring becomes 

less manageable, but empirical evidence suggests continuous growth over the eighteenth 

century and into the nineteenth. The number of gravemarkers erected as a proportion of 

the total number of burials varied not just by date but also by location; Benes’ figures 

show that there were markers in the mid-eighteenth century for half of all burials in 

Plympton Common Burial Ground, Massachusetts, but only for a third in Rowley in the 

same colony, for no currently-ascertainable reason.28 

Very little, it should be noted, was written by contemporaries to explain the growth in 

the number of churchyard markers as the seventeenth century went on. John Weever in 

1631 acknowledged that change was occurring, but was unhappy at it, and tried to 

reinforce a very socially-conservative view of the hierarchy of what memorials were 

appropriate for different social classes29.  

One interpretation is that commemoration was forbidden by Protestant doctrine at the 

Reformation but that it returns as this doctrine is relaxed. In the terms Patrick Collinson 

set out, while the Reformation was iconoclastic, removing images it saw as 

objectionable, many Puritans in the last two or three decades of the sixteenth century 

were iconophobic, objecting to images of anything at all. However, many early head- or 

footstones have no decoration, and would thus have been acceptable on this score. 

                                                           
25 Nigel Llewellyn, ‘‘Honour in life, death and in the memory: funeral monuments in early modern 

England', Transactions of the Royal Historical Society 6th Series, Vol 6 (1996) pp. 179-200 at p. 187. 

26 Sarah Tarlow, ‘Romancing the stones: the graveyard boom of the later 18th century' in Margaret Cox 

(ed), Grave concerns: death and burial in England 1700-1850 (CBA Research Reports 113, 1998), pp. 33-

43, and Tarlow, Bereavement, pp. 50-75. 

27 Richard F. Veit, ‘"Resolved to Strike out a New Path": Consumerism and Iconographic Change in New 

Jersey Gravestones, 1680-1820', Historical Archaeology Vol. 43 no. 1 (2009) pp. 115-141 at p. 117. 

28 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p.225, n. 46. The two towns had, Benes says, a comparable number of 

makers; in towns in Essex County with no resident makers, the proportion was only one tenth (ibid.). 

29 John Weever, Ancient Funerall Monuments (London, 1631), cap. III p. 10. 
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What a committed Puritan would have found odd was the idea of marking a burial; the 

doctrine of predestination meant the soul had on death gone to heaven or hell and the 

body was mere ‘carrion’;30 the Long Parliament prohibited the funeral service in 1645.31 

Could the headstones of the 1650s be a reaction to this, replacing the ceremony of the 

funeral with the erection of a modest memorial? Another interpretation is that Puritans 

forbade burial inside churches, and so those who would formerly have been interred 

inside were buried outside, with the memorials they would have expected inside.  

The Laudians had two important attitudes which, taken together, may well have been 

responsible for the growth in chest tombs in the 1620s and 1630s. First, their stress on 

the necessity for the consecration of churchyards, and the ceremonial used when 

consecrating a new one, made them seem important and therefore attractive burial 

places. Second, they (like the Victorian ecclesiologists) were determined that the altar 

should be given due reverence, cleared of surrounding clutter and visible from afar. As 

George Yule has pointed out,32 they therefore objected to the tombs of the gentry and 

nobility which had been colonising post-Reformation chancels.33 When Matthew Wren 

was Bishop of Norwich, he tried to remove the monuments of the Withypool family 

from St Margaret’s, Ipswich, as they obstructed the view of the altar.34  

This may therefore have driven tomb-builders into the churchyard; whether they there 

received a warm welcome from the Laudians is less certain; in 1638 Matthew Wren, 

then Bishop of Ely, sent out a visitation question, ‘Is your churchyard pestered and 

cloyed with frames of wood …..or stones laid over the grave?’35 This may suggest that 

only when the Laudians were out of the way, by the 1650s, was the churchyard safe for 

monuments. 

                                                           
30 See Andrew Spicer, ‘“Defyle not Christ’s kirk with your carrion”: burial and the development of burial 

aisles in post-Reformation Scotland’, in Bruce Gordon and Peter Marshall (eds), The Place of the Dead: 

Death and Remembrance in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe (Cambridge 2000) p 149 

31 David E. Stannard, The Puritan Way of Death: A Study in Religion, Culture and Social Change (Oxford 

University Press, New York, 1977) p. 101. 

32 George Yule, ‘James VI and I: furnishing the churches in his two kingdoms’, in Anthony Fletcher and 

Peter Roberts (eds), Religion, culture and society in early modern Britain (Cambridge, 1994), p. 201 

33 Parry, p. 185 

34 Parry, p. 187 

35 David Cressy, Birth, Marriage and Death: Ritual, Religion and the Life-Cycle in Tudor and Stuart England 

(Oxford, 1997) p 470. 
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A third interpretation is that the growth of churchyard commemoration has nothing 

particularly to do with religion per se, but is part of a general commemorative culture 

seen in secular non-funerary contexts as well. Philippe Ariès talks (in a wider European 

context) of ‘a more pronounced concern [from the seventeenth century] for marking the 

site of the tomb, a good indication of a new feeling which was increasingly being 

expressed’.36 Those who marked the building of their new house with a plaque or who 

commissioned a piece of commemorative metalware or ceramics to mark a marriage or 

christening may also have wanted to mark death in the most appropriate location; it was 

part of the material culture of the lifecycle. Those of higher status had for many 

generations been commemorated on graveslabs or tombchests, and indeed brasses had 

become affordable for the middling sorts in the fifteenth century;37 is a small marker of 

1516 at Broadway, Worcs, (Plate 2.3) thought by Houlbrooke to be the first upright 

stone to bear the name of the person buried,38 a sign that this was beginning to spread 

further, or into a different form, only to be delayed by the Reformation? Growing 

literacy must also have increased the desire for a marker bearing an inscription rather 

than just a cross. 

A fourth interpretation is that it was part of the privatisation of the churchyard, the 

division of what was formerly a communal parish space into discrete areas for the burial 

of individual families. Finbar McCormick suggests that the rise of the churchyard 

monument was ‘a reaction to the commonality of burial in the medieval graveyard, 

precipitated by the Reformation.’39 The difficulty with this interpretation, as McCormick 

presents it, as a product of the Reformation, is how to square it with the date of extant 

memorials which do not come in any significant numbers until nearly a century after the 

change of religion. The answer may be that the privatisation process began at the 

Reformation, or even before it, but did not bear monumental fruit until the seventeenth 

century.   

We should also explore the possibility that the rise of the churchyard chest tomb from 

the 1620s, which seems to have been a phenomenon of the gentry and richer tradesmen, 

may not necessarily have all the same causes as the emergence in the 1650s of the 

                                                           
36 Philippe Ariès, Western Attitudes toward Death: From the Middle Ages to the Present (London, 1976), p. 69. 

37 Sally Badham with Martin Stuchfield, Monumental Brasses (Shire Publications, Oxford, 2009) p. 19. 

38 Houlbrooke, Death, religion and family, p. 361, and first published by Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, 

p 108; she was Ann Davis. 

39 Houlbrooke, Death, religion and family, p. 367. 
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headstone, which by the end of our period had become a part of the normal material 

culture of a wide range of the population.  

Certainly, however, far more people commissioned churchyard memorials at the end of 

the eighteenth century than at the beginning, and this increase was out of proportion to 

the growth in the population.40 It is not unreasonable to credit this partly to increased 

availability, both availability of stone – because of better transport – and availability of 

stonecutters with experience of carving, even mass-production. However there must 

also be societal factors – a willingness to spend money, an expectation that it was the 

correct thing to do, and an understanding that it would not be seen as the wrong thing 

to do; these will be explored in Chapter 9. Transport may (as will be seen in Chapter 8) 

affect what markers were erected, whether of local materials or ones brought from a 

distance, but it cannot affect whether they were erected at all; something, whether wood, 

or fieldstones, would surely always have been available.41  

Gravemarker design was not static. The plainness of the early seventeenth century soon 

gave way to more elaborate designs. There was much regional variation (see Chapter 8), 

but also changes over time which applied in most places. Headstones got taller, from 

under a foot in the 1650s (Plate 2.4a)42 to five feet in some places by the end of the 

eighteenth century (Plate 2.4b).43 Lettering developed from all majuscule, usually deeply 

cut (Plate 2.5a),44 through cursive at the turn of the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries (Plate 2.5b),45 to much shallower and more varied lettering a century later 

(Plate 2.6a).46  

Some markers remained plain and astylar (Plate 2.6b),47 and some regional styles were 

sui generis,48 but overall design followed the principal architectural styles of the period, 

albeit in a fairly vague way, from an English Baroque up until some way into the 

eighteenth century (Plate 2.7a),49 later occasionally verging on Rococo (Plate 2.7b),50 to 

                                                           
40 Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 115. 

41 Tarlow makes this point for Orkney (Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 116). 

42 For example those at Ripple, Worcs.  

43 For example Lina Mirrick †1799, Park St. Cemetery, West Springfield, MA. 

44 For example Mikel Foxe †1659, Chadshunt, Warks. 

45 For example Alice Turner †1705, Barthomley, Cheshire. 

46 For example John Watson †1799, Long Sutton, Lincs. 

47 For example Sarah Firth †1775, Loversall, WR. 

48 See Chapter 8. 

49 For example John Noakes †1741, Beckley, Sussex 
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Neoclassical in the last quarter of the century (Plate 2.8a),51 and Greek Revival (Plate 

2.8b)52 and later Gothic (Plate 2.9a)53 in the nineteenth. It can be difficult to pinpoint 

many markers which are particularly Palladian, but that may be part of the ongoing 

debate as to the difference, if any, between English Baroque and Palladian.  

This established monumental culture was challenged in the early nineteenth century, 

after the end of our period, by three factors.  

The first was the improved transport of the canal (and later railway) age, which allowed 

markers to be brought in from further away and thus encouraged uniformity at the 

expense of local tradition; its principal manifestation was as one factor in the rise of 

white marble, previously a local material in parts of Pennsylvania, Vermont and western 

Massachusetts, to a virtual monopoly position throughout North America.54  

The second, in the context of a rising population, was the opening of cemeteries, in 

Great Britain to replace overcrowded churchyards and in the United States as part of 

the rural cemetery movement. These again encouraged uniformity but also, because of 

the greater space available, encouraged more expansive styles.  

The third factor was the Anglo-Catholic religious revival known variously as the Oxford 

Movement, Tractarianism or Ecclesiology. Its significance monumentally was its vitriolic 

attacks on most aspects of early-Victorian monumental culture, from materials used (it 

abhorred slate) to iconography, which it described as pagan. In the 1840s both the 

architect A. W. N. Pugin, from a Roman Catholic standpoint, and the Tractarians, 

within the Church of England, published strong objections to most contemporary grave 

monuments. This was partly because of the absence of Christian symbolism within a 

consecrated (Christian) churchyard; Pugin complained in 1841 that: 

‘The inverted torch, the club of Hercules, the owl of Minerva, and the cinerary 

urn, are carved in lieu of saints and angels, on the tombs of popes, bishops, 

kings, ecclesiastics, statesmen and warriors, frequently accompanied by Pagan 

divinities, in Pagan nudity; the pious supplication for a prayer for the soul of the 

                                                                                                                                                                     
50For example  Sarah Rogers †1794, Llanbister, Rads., signed E. Pritchard 

51 For example William Lonsdale †1798, Hartburn, Northumberland. 

52 For example William Monks †1823, Eccleshall, Staffs. 

53 For example William Stephens †1836, Fotheringhay, Nhants. 

54 Although Blachowicz, From Slate to Marble, Vol. I, pp. 344-45, sees other factors at work as well. 
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deceased, is changed into a long and pompous inscription detailing his virtues 

and exploits’.55 

‘Not only has this mania of employing heathen emblems filled the churches with 

incongruities, but they are universally employed about the sepulchral 

monuments of persons professing to be Christians, and of which many have 

been erected at the expense of a nominally Christian country. 

Let any candid person survey the monuments erected, during the last and 

present century, in those great edifices, St Paul’s and Westminster Abbey, and 

then pronounce, whether there is one sign or symbol by which he could have 

supposed that the persons, to whom they are erected, professed the Christian 

faith’.56 

The Rev:d Francis Paget, a well-connected Staffordshire clergyman, wrote 

(anonymously) in A Tract upon Tomb-Stones of ‘that most offensive class of 

ornaments………reversed or extinguished torches’, which he felt contrary to the 

Church’s teaching that life is not extinguished by death. Urns he called, ‘memorials of 

the abominable usage which the heathens in their ignorance inflicted on the bodies of 

the dead.’57 

Pugin’s and Paget’s objections were also, however, anti-Erastian; their view of church 

and priestly superiority baulked at private grave plots or burial grounds just as it did at 

private ‘pues’. Paget points out that no church or churchyard monument can be erected 

without the incumbent’s consent.58 

Under Tractarian influence, most new markers in English churchyards quickly took on a 

new form, initially usually cruciform (Plate 2.9b),59 later (and more practically) with the 

outline of a Gothic arch (Plate 2.10).60 This transformation is much less evident in 

British cemeteries (where the clergy had little influence) or in the United States outside 

                                                           
55 A Welby Pugin, Contrasts, or a parallel between the architecture of the 15th and 19th centuries (London 1841) p. 12. 

56 Pugin, Contrasts, p. 72 (Appendix U). 

57 A Member of the Lichfield Society for the Encouragement of Ecclesiastical Architecture [The Rev:d 

Francis Edward Paget], A Tract upon Tomb-Stones or, Suggestions for the Consideration of Persons Intending to set up 

that kind of monument to the memory of deceased friends (Rugely, London and Oxford 1843) p. 21. 

58 Paget p. 23. . 

59 For example Richard Kitching †1857, Aldwark, WR 

60 For example John Clinton †1884, German, IoM. 
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Episcopalian churchyards, where classically-inspired markers continued through the 

nineteenth century.   

Thus while in some ways three centuries saw monumental culture come full circle, from 

pre-Reformation crosses to those of the Victorian churchyard, the full position, as we 

have seen in this chapter, is more complicated. A flourishing mediæval monumental 

culture was suddenly decapitated at the Reformation. Slowly – and in plain, often 

aniconic form – it regrouped in the early seventeenth century and, growing in 

confidence with a new weapon, the headstone, it increased in numbers as part of the 

wider commemorative material culture of the Early Modern period, before, as we will 

see in later chapters, it emerged in the full variety of late-seventeenth- and eighteenth-

century burial ground practice, a practice which would last until unseated by the twin 

onslaughts of the cemetery movement and the Tractarians.  
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Chapter 3: Setting 

Almost all gravemarkers in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were set up in a 

communal space called a churchyard or burying-ground. The majority of those which 

survive are still in their original positions. Because of this, Prown has described the 

gravestone as ‘the optimum object’ for the study of material culture as ‘it is 

geographically rooted and attended by a great deal of primary data [and so] we are quite 

secure in attaching it to a particular cultural complex[, there having been] little or no 

faking ... and only a limited amount of recurving or relocating.’1  As Loach put it for 

full-scale buildings, ‘relationships can be set up between them with a greater guarantee 

of their endurance than is the case with smaller, more portable art objects.’2 What makes 

gravemarkers especially complex (and perhaps especially interesting) is that usually these 

relationships are not created in one go but evolve as new markers are erected and others 

may decay. 

In the early and high Middle Ages everyone had been buried in churchyards.3 

Subsequently it became fashionable for higher-status individuals to be buried within a 

church, often a monastic one.4 This continued in England after the Reformation, with a 

parish church often replacing the dissolved monastery.5 The high point of this in terms 

of numbers seems to have been the beginning of the seventeenth century,6 although 

Julian Litten suggests that the temporary disappearance of the faculty jurisdiction during 

the Interregnum was also a factor in increasing intramural burial,7 and Finch has 

suggested that, in Norfolk at least, the number of monuments erected inside churches 

(which of course is not the same as the number of burials) was at its height in the 

1720s.8 Despite objections from many, it carried on into the nineteenth century, very 

profitably for those entitled to the requisite fees.9 Thus throughout the study period in 

                                                           
1 Prown p. 30. 

2 Loach p. 4. 

3 Badham, Seeking Salvation, p. 208. 

4 Badham, Seeking Salvation, p. 208. 

5 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 151 

6 Peter Marshall, Beliefs and the Dead in Reformation England (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), p.289. 

7 Julian Litten, ‘Tombs Fit for Kings: Some Burial Vaults of the English Aristocracy and Landed Gentry 

of the Period 1650-1850', Church Monuments Vol. XIV (1999) pp.104-128 at p. 105. 

8 Finch, Church Monuments, p. 145. 

9 Terry Friedman, The Eighteenth-century Church in Britain (Yale UP, New Haven and London, 2011) pp. 91-

95; Houlbrooke, Death Religion and the Family, p. 337; Clare Gittings, Death, Burial and the Individual in Early 
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England all or much of the local elite were not buried in the churchyard, as was 

recognised by contemporaries: 

‘The corpse is interred in the chancel, if it was the body of a rich and 

honourable man, or churchyard if it was the body of a mean and ordinary 

person’.10  

Two of the questions which will be explored in Chapter 9 are first how accurate this 

statement is, and second how strict the social demarcation was. There is the further 

possibility that, at least in the century after the Reformation, when there was a measure 

of tomb-destruction by iconoclasts, being buried outside might have been, in Margaret 

Aston’s words, ‘inherently safer’ than being inside.11  

In the Thirteen Colonies, intramural burial was very rare, although it does occur in some 

Anglican churches such as Bruton, Virginia.12 In Scotland, it was officially forbidden at 

the Reformation, although because of pressures from high-status individuals, that 

prohibition was not always observed.13 One way of achieving burial inside, short of 

outright defiance, was for a laird to build a structure called a burial aisle on to the 

church, accessible only from outside, and bury his family in that. Often there was a roof 

above, known as a loft, which was open to the interior of the kirk and functioned as a 

private pew.14  

Sometimes a person was buried in the churchyard but commemorated inside the 

church. This might be a relatively high-status burial, where the monument might be on 

the inside wall with the burial outside just on the other side of the wall; this can be seen 

as a way of obtaining intramural commemoration even if unable to obtain intramural 

                                                                                                                                                                     
Modern England (London 1984, p 241). Tarlow is wrong to say that Orkney persisted with intramural burial 

when the rest of Britain had ‘moved outside’ (Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 111); it had not. 

10 John Dunton, A Mourning-Ring, In Memory of Your Departed Friend (London, 2nd ed. 1692) pp. 103-04 

(cited in Cressy, Birth, Marriage and Death, p. 464). 

11 Margaret Aston, ‘Art and Idolatry: Reformed Funeral Monuments?' in Tara Hambling and Richard L 

Williams (eds), Art Re-formed: Re-assessing the Impact of the Reformation on the Visual Arts (Cambridge Scholars 

Publishing, Newcastle, 2007), p. 254. 

12 W. A. R. Goodwin, Historical Sketch of Bruton Church, Williamsburg, Virginia (Petersburg VA, 1903), 

Appendix B.  A more surprising example is Lady Anne Murray †1768 at the First Scots Presbyterian 

Church, Charleston, SC, illustrated in Morrison H. Heckscher, American Rococo, 1750-1775: Elegance in 

Ornament (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 1992) at p. 173. 

13 Spicer, ‘“Defyle not...”’, p 149; Tarlow, ‘Romancing the stones’; Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 90. 

14 Howard Colvin, Architecture and the After-Life (Yale UP, London, 1991) pp. 295-326 at pp. 297-300.  
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burial, although one example, of an Essex parson, states that ‘ceu Pastor, agnos inter 

obdormit suos’.15 However, Matthew Champion has recently pointed to the number of 

very modest memorials in the form of graffiti in church interiors where presumably the 

family could not afford a proper gravemarker and the burial itself was outside.16 

The whole of Britain was divided into parishes, and each had a churchyard in which the 

whole population of the parish had the right to be buried,17 although there was also an 

option to be buried wherever else one chose, subject to agreement by the selected 

parish, an option which seems to have been exercised more commonly in towns than in 

the country.18 Almost always the churchyard surrounded the church, but in City of 

London parishes detached overflow churchyards were acquired from the sixteenth 

century onwards when the original filled up; examples include St Bride’s, Fleet St., in 

1610,19 and St Botolph’s Aldgate five years later.20 Similar problems later arose in the 

West End, with similar solutions; the first overflow yard here was for St George the 

Martyr, Queen Square, on a site half a mile north of the church, in 1713.21 Some larger 

rural parishes containing several or non-nucleated settlements, especially in the north of 

England, had one or more chapels of ease which often had their own chapelyards, the 

use of which could save a long journey to bury a body at the parish churchyard.  

Pre-Reformation churchyards had been consecrated. The practice fell into disuse after 

the Reformation, and although revived by the Arminian Lancelot Andrewes, Bishop of 

Winchester, there remained no prescribed liturgy for it. The form used in the eighteenth 

century was devised by Thomas Wilson (Bishop of Sodor and Man 1697-1755) who, 

outside the United Kingdom, was not bound by the Act of Uniformity and could make 

                                                           
15 Aston, ‘Art and Idolatry’, p. 248 (the parson was Edmund Chapman †1602 at Dedham, Essex). 

16 Matthew Champion, Medieval Graffiti: The Lost Voices of England's Churches  (Ebury Press, London, 2015) 

at p. 209. 

17 N. J. G. Pounds, A History of the English Parish (CUP, Cambridge, 1999). 

18 Vanessa Harding, ‘ "And one more may be laid there": the Location of Burials in Early Modern 

London', London Journal Vol. 14 no. 2 (1989) pp. 112-29 at pp. 113 and 122. 

19 Off Shoe Lane (Harding, ‘“And one more”’, p. 118. 

20 Harding, ‘“And one more”’, p. 118. 

21 Roger Bowdler, ‘Wisdom's School: London's pre-Victorian Cemeteries', The London Gardener Vol. 

I(1995), pp. 28-33 at p. 29. 
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up his own liturgies.22 Anglicans and Roman Catholics were the only denominations 

requiring burial in consecrated land.23 

In those parts of North America where the Church of England was established 

(Georgia,24 Maryland,25 New York,26 North Carolina,27 South Carolina28 and Virginia), 29 

there were churches and churchyards in each parish, but this neat statement belies the 

much more confusing position on the ground. Except in Virginia, establishment 

occurred only gradually, and nowhere was there ever, it seems, an Anglican majority.30 

There were always, therefore, churches and burying grounds of other denominations.  

In Virginia, at least, probably because of the distances involved, the yards were used 

only by the poorer parishioners, and the gentry were buried on their own land, in a way 

the equally-high-status equivalent of intramural burial in England; many of these 

plantation burying-grounds have since disappeared.31 They are described in one 

contemporary account: 

It is customary to bury in gardens or orchards, where whole families lye interred 

together, in a spot generally handsomely enclosed, planted with evergreens, and 

the graves kept decently.32 

Most of the gravemarkers now to be seen in Virginian churchyards have been moved 

there in the twentieth century from plantations.33 

                                                           
22 It was printed among his works appended to John Keble, Life of ...Thomas Wilson (John Henry Parker, 

Oxford, 1863). 

23 R. W. Muncey, A History of the Consecration of Churches and Churchyards (W. Heffer & Sons, 

Cambridge,1930), p. 146; Cressy, Birth, Marriage and Death, p. 465. 

24 In 1758 (Patricia U. Bonomi, Under the Cope of Heaven: Religion, Society and Politics in Colonial America 

[Oxford University Press, New York and Oxford, 1986], p. 33). 

25 In 1692, having previously been tolerant of all Trinitarians (Bonomi pp. 21, 24). 

26 In 1693, although effectively only to the extent that some clergymen were paid from taxation (Bonomi 

pp. 51-52). 

27 But not until 1765 (Bonomi p. 32). 

28 Formally in 1706 (Bonomi p. 32). 

29 Where the Church of England was established by the Virginia Company’s charter of 1606 (Bonomi, p. 

16). 

30 Bonomi pp. 31-32. 

31 Dell Upton, Holy Things and Profane: Anglican Parish Churches in Colonial Virginia (The MIT Press, 

Cambridge MA, 1986) pp. 199-205. 

32 Hugh Jones, The Present State of Virginia..... (London, 1724), quoted in Rhys Isaac, The Transformation of 

Virginia 1740-1790 (University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill NC, 1982) p. 69. 
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In New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware, there was no established church,34 and 

different denominations established their own burying grounds, often around their 

church. The position was similar in Rhode Island35 except that there were also some 

large public grounds (the antecedents of public cemeteries) in which most at least of the 

urban population was buried.  

In Massachusetts, Connecticut and New Hampshire a non-Anglican church was 

established,36 but burying grounds were the responsibility of the town, not the religious 

authorities.37 In the early days of settlement, in accordance with Puritan practice, they 

were placed well away from settlements, as Puritan doctrine placed no importance on 

the dead body which was to be disposed of out of sight and mind, but later more 

centrally-positioned grounds replaced them.38 As they were the property of the town, 

they did not include or adjoin a meeting-house, although in many cases one or more 

denominations have subsequently built one on adjoining land, thus giving the effect of 

church and churchyard.39 The evangelical movements from about 1730 onwards, which 

some twentieth-century historians called the Great Awakening, led many to leave the 

established churches in both New England and Virginia and become Separatists and 

often Baptists40. They seem to have rejected what had by then become traditional burial 

– and especially gravestone – practice, and were buried in their own private cemeteries, 

usually with much less elaborate headstones41.  

In fact throughout the Thirteen Colonies there do seem to have been far more small, 

private family burial grounds than is now obvious. Those interred in them will not 

appear in the register of any public burial ground, and even if there were markers 

erected, they may have decayed or now be invisible in woodland or out of sight of a 

public right of way. Lynn Rainville recognises the problem in her analysis of Hanover, 

                                                                                                                                                                     
33 Upton, p. 256, footnote 3. 

34 Bonomi p. 34. 

35 Where there was complete freedom of conscience by the late seventeenth century, which remained 

throughout the eighteenth (Bonomi, pp. 21, 23, 34). 

36 Bonomi, pp. 29, 54. 

37 Ludwig, p. 54. 

38 John L. Brooke, ‘"For Honour and Civil Worship to Any Worthy Person": Burial, Baptism and 

Community on the Massachussetts Near Frontier, 1730 - 1790' in Robert Blair St George (ed), Material 

Life in America: 1600 – 1860 (Northeastern University Press, Boston, 1988) pp. 463-85 at p. 466. 

39 Ludwig, Graven Images, p. 54. 

40 Bonomi p. 29. 

41 John L. Brooke, pp. 473-74. 
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New Hampshire,42 but does not manage to separate out those who were buried in family 

burial grounds (and thus will appear in no register, but may have markers) from those 

buried in public burial grounds without any, or any surviving, marker. Some research in 

the Isle of Man has found substantial discrepancies between burials appearing in the 

church registers and the longer lists of ‘defuncts’ made at sittings of local ecclesiastical 

courts;43 were those who appear on the latter but not the former buried on private land 

or by early mediæval field chapels?     

In England there were also a few purely-denominational burying grounds. The best 

survivals tend to be among Quakers (Plate 3.1a)44 (although with no, or only very 

simple, markers) and Jews,45 but there were also some for other 

Dissenting/Nonconformist congregations, and at Bunhill Fields in London something 

which functioned almost as a national Dissenting cemetery (Plate 3.1b).46 A few 

Methodist yards are known,47 although the sect’s members remained officially within the 

Church of England until the last quarter of the eighteenth century. It is unclear why 

some Dissenters created their own burying grounds while others (the great majority) did 

not.48 That they did not suggests that they continued, despite the schism created by the 

Act of Uniformity, to see the churchyard, if not the church, as a communal space in 

which they had as much entitlement as conforming Anglicans 

There were also denominational burying-grounds in those colonies where the Church of 

England was established; in Charleston, perhaps an extreme example because of its size 

and cosmopolitan population, there were, as well as the churchyards of St Michael’s and 

St Philip’s parish churches, Baptist, Congregational, Huguenot, Jewish, Lutheran, 

Methodist, Presbyterian, Roman Catholic and Unitarian yards.49  

                                                           
42 Lynn Rainville, ‘Hanover deathscapes: mortuary variability in New Hampshire, 1770-1920’, Ethnohistory 

Vol. 46 (1999), pp. 541-597 at p. 563. 

43 These were first noticed, I think, by Dr Jennifer Platten. 

44 Duncan Sayer, ‘The Organisation of Post-Medieval Churchyards, Cemeteries and Grave Plots: 

Variation and Religoius Identity as Seen in Protestant Burial Provision' in Chris King and Duncan Sayer 

(eds.), The Archaeology of Post-Medieval Religion (Boydell, Woodbridge, 2011) pp. 199-214 at p. 206. 

45 Notably on the outskirts of London (Bowdler, ‘Wisdom’s School’ p. 28). 

46 Alfred W. Light, Bunhill Fields (2 vols) (C. J. Farncombe & Sons, London, 2nd ed. 1915). 

47 Such as that behind the Centenary Wesleyan Chapel in Atholl Street, Peel, IoM, dating from the second 

quarter of the nineteenth century. 

48 Sayer, ‘Organisation’, p. 201. 

49 Combs, p. xi; David R. Mould and Missy Loewe, Historic Gravestone Art of Charleston, South Carolina, 1695-

1802 (McFarland & Co, Jefferson NC, 2006) p. 9.  
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Roman Catholics were in a different position from Dissenters as their theology required 

burial in consecrated ground. A pre-Reformation parish churchyard was therefore ideal, 

and their preference unless not available.50 The best-documented recusant burying-

ground, the Harkirk in Lancashire, was created in the first quarter of the seventeenth 

century because the Anglican incumbent refused to bury Roman Catholics.51 There are 

instances of recusants using the still-consecrated yards of ruined pre-Reformation 

churches and chapels,52 or the curtilage of roadside crosses.53 

In London at least there were also in the later eighteenth century some private 

commercial cemeteries which charged lower fees than parochial churchyards.54 

Throughout the study area very occasional burials occurred outside churchyards or 

burying-grounds, usually either because the deceased did not want to be buried on 

consecrated land because of his religious beliefs, or because the church authorities 

would not allow it, if he was a suicide or excommunicate.55 Especially in the eighteenth 

century, some noblemen built mausolea in their parks or gardens and were buried in 

them.56 Good surviving examples are the Earl of Carlisle’s at Castle Howard, Yorkshire 

(never in fact used) and the Middleton Mausoleum at Middleton Place, South Carolina. 

It is clear from visitation records that best practice was for a churchyard to be well-

fenced and clear of brambles and other overgrowth; it is equally clear from the same 

                                                           
50 The law in fact assumed that they would be buried there (3 James I cap. 5 s. 10, quoted in Muncy, pp. 

134-35). 

51 Frank Tyrer, “The Harkirk, Little Crosby”, Transactions of the Historical Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, 

Vol. 104, pp. 153-57, 1953; Frank Tyrer, “A Star Chamber Case: Assheton v Blundell, 1624-31”, 

Transactions of the Historical Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, Vol. 118 for 1966, pp. 19-37, at pp. 23-24; Linda 

O'Halloran  and Andrew Spicer, “Catholic Burial and Commemoration in Seventeenth-Century 

Lancashire” in Elizabeth Tingle and Jonathan Willis (eds), Dying, Death, Burial and Commemoration in 

Reformation Europe (Ashgate, Farnham, 2015), pp. 89-114. 

52 Such as St Michael’s Chapel on Fort Island, IoM. 

53 Tyrer, ‘A Star Chamber Case’, pp. 32-33. 

54 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.39. 

55 Muncy pp. 135-40; Duncan Sayer, ‘Organisation’, p. 200 (an army officer buried on a hillside); Peter 

Clark, English Provincial Society from the reformation to the Revolution: religion, Politics and Society in Kent 1500 – 

1640 (Harvester Press, Hassocks, 1977) p. 175, cited in Aston, ‘Art and Idolatry’, p. 247 (an Elizabethan 

Kentish landowner erecting a tombstone in his own house as church burials glorified man, not God). 

56 Colvin, Architecture and the After-Life, pp. 295-326. 
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records that many fell short57. By the end of the eighteenth century most seem to have 

had walls surrounding them, but earlier on many seem to have been fenced58; the 

maintenance of particular sections might be the responsibility of named individuals or 

parts of the parish.59  In the Middle Ages and into the Early Modern period, 

churchyards in Britain were used for many purposes, including recreation and the 

grazing of the incumbent’s stock;60 some, such as cockpits, imply at least semi-

permanent structures.61 The increasing number of gravemarkers must have made this 

more difficult, and there were tensions: a stool-ball player in Shropshire in 1621 ‘in 

leaping ... doth break the graves’.62 We have already seen, in Chapter 2, Matthew Wren’s 

Ely visitation questions about churchyards ‘pestered’ with markers. Similarly in 1640 the 

Kirk Session in Stirling ordered the removal of unlicenced ‘little stones, ane at the head, 

and uther at the fute of the graiffes, some with their names ingraven thairon’.63 

There is little evidence for any deliberate planting of trees or shrubs in burial grounds in 

the study period, although some is recorded in urban settings, notably at Greyfriars in 

Edinburgh in 164764 and at St Anne’s, Limehouse on Rocque’s Plan of 1747, with a 

semi-circle of trees around the west end and a tree-lined walk heading north-west.65 This 

suggests that burial ground were not seen as primarily ornamental places, or even places 

which needed ornamenting, but rather as a working place. 

                                                           
57 For example in Essex: The Rev:d W. J. Pressey, ‘Visitations held in the Archdeaconry of Essex in 1683', 

Transactions of the Essex Archaeological Society Vol. XIX NS (1930) pp. 260-76; Vol. XX NS (1933) pp. 216-

42; Vol. XXI NS (1937) pp. 100-19, pp. 306-26; Vol XXII NS (1940) pp. 113-25, pp. 316-29, passim. 

 

58 For example Eaton churchyard, Norfolk in 1663 (NRO DCN 59/12/11) and Ingoldisthorpe in the 

same county in 1780 (NRO PD 691/50/1). 

59 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 23. 

60 Muncy pp. 127-34. 

61 Burgess reports them at three yards, Alsop-le-Dale, Derbys., and Pennant Melangell and Llanfichan, 

(both Montg.) (Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.14 n. 14). 

62 Marshall p. 300. 

63 Michael Bath and Betty Willsher, ‘Emblems from Quarles on Scottish Gravestones' in Alison Adams 

(ed), Emblems and Art History (Glasgow Emblem Studies Vol. I, Glasgow, 1996) pp. 169-201 at p. 177. 

64 Cristina Gonzalez-Longo, ‘Robert Mylne and the first Baroque mural monument in Greyfriars Kirkyard 

1675’, paper delivered at Death and Identity in Scotland: From the Medieval to the Modern conference, New College, 

University of Edinburgh, 29- 31 January 2016.  

65 Bowdler, ‘Wisdom’s School‘ p. 30. 
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Nineteenth-century churchyard additions, and many cemeteries, were laid out in a grid 

pattern; other cemeteries were landscaped in a Picturesque manner.66 Many American 

burial grounds tend towards formal rows, especially on flat ground (Plate 3.2a). 

Traditional churchyards were arranged in a much more random way, perhaps because 

before the emergence or re-emergence of the gravemarker it was much less visually 

obvious how burials were laid out, and new burials with gravemarkers had to respect 

existing interments (Plate 3.2b).  

Fieldwork suggests that burials were nucleated, with clusters of the same family or 

related families in the same place;67 in less full grounds, this can still be very obvious 

(Plate 3.3a),68 as Parker Pearson points out.69 Llewellyn refers to this as reincorporating 

the bodies of the dead among those of their ancestors.70 Where the headstone was the 

marker used, there was in England and America generally only one per person in the 

period,71 so burial places of a husband, wife and children could involve quite a number 

of stones, except in parts of England where the headstone inscription area would be 

bifurcated vertically or horizontally, with the husband one side and the wife the other. 

Where the marker was a chest tomb or a ledgerstone, several family members might be 

commemorated on the same one. Towards the end of the eighteenth century in a few 

areas more than one name began to be included on headstones, too;72 that it was this 

way round gives the lie to Deetz’s idea that gravemarkers were part of a trend in that 

period towards individualism.73 Families seem to have wanted to be buried with each 

other, although Harding’s study of London wills over the century from 1560 shows that 

it was rarely put in writing, at least in a formal will;74 it may well just have been assumed. 

It occasionally led to a body’s being transported some considerable distance back 

‘home’. Dethlefsen and Jensen suggest (I think, from my fieldwork, correctly) that what 

                                                           
66 James Stevens Curl, ‘The Historical Background' in James Stevens Curl (ed.), Kensal Green Cemetery: The 

Origins and Development of the General Cemetery of All Souls, Kensal Green, London, 1824-2001 (Phillimore, 

Chichester, 2001) pp. 1-20. 

67 Burgess came to the same conclusion (Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.30). 

68 For example at Eastbury, CT, where there remain obvious gaps between clusters of burials. 

69 Mike Parker Pearson, The Archaeology of Death and Burial (Sutton Publishing, Stroud, 1999) p. 14.  

70 Nigel Llewellyn, ‘Honour in life’, p. 183 (in the context of intramural monuments). 

71 Rainville found the same in New Hampshire (Rainville, ‘Hanover Deathscapes’, p. 570) as did Tarlow 

on Orkney (Tarlow, Bereavement, pp. 60-61). 

72 For example Mary Berry †1797 at Ringmer, Sussex. 

73 Deetz, ‘Material Culture’, p. 228. 

74 Harding, ‘“And one more”’, pp. 113-14. 
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was important in the period was to be buried in ‘a friendly neighbourhood’, among 

one’s family, but not necessarily in a formal arrangement with each husband and wife 

next to each other.75 Cressy suggests that being buried with one’s family was seen as 

more important than being buried in a socially-desirable position.76 

Quite why a particular spot within a burial ground was chosen by a family is unclear, but 

it may, at least sometimes, relate to where they lived, with their estate or hamlet being 

seen as entitled to bury in a particular area – thus if a farm was sold, the purchaser took 

the farm’s burial place just as he would also take the farm’s pew inside the church. A list 

of interments in a Derbyshire parish made in 1722 shows a number of families 

described as ‘of Lea’ being buried in the same area.77 This cannot have been the case in a 

burying ground created de novo in America; perhaps he who buried there first established 

the right. 

Finbar McCormick argues that what was actually happening in Ireland was that the 

previously-communal churchyard was being privatised, with sections appropriated to 

particular people or families, and this appropriation marked with a monument.78 He 

quotes A treatise of mens rights to dispose of tombes which themselves have made and dedicated 

written in about 1700 by William Montgomery of Rosemount, Co. Down. Traditionally 

gravediggers had cut into old burials when digging new ones. Montgomery wants his 

own vault to be sacrosanct for ‘my dear wives[’] and my own’ bones, and he uses some 

rather dubious theology to try to justify it.79 However, McCormick’s argument assumes 

that pre-Reformation burials had not been family or locality groups, which is difficult to 

prove or disprove given that most are now anonymous, but it seems a bold assumption.  

In Scotland the situation was different. Family plots, called lairs, had to be bought and, 

in some areas, the marker erected on it was seen as marking the lair, not any particular 

burial, and the date will be the date of its erection rather than that of any death, and 

                                                           
75 Edwin S. Dethlefsen and Kenneth Jensen, 'Social Commentary from the Cemetery', Natural History Vol. 

LXXXVI no.6 (June- July 1977) pp. 32-39 at p. 35. 

76 Cressy, Birth, Marriage and Death, p. 461. 

77 Allens, Westons and Wilsons, and (perhaps in a different area) Bowlers and Buxtons (Charles Kerry, 

‘Burial Places, Ashover, shewing the relative position of the graves in Ashover Church and Churchyard, 

1722', Journal of the Derbyshire Archaeological and Natural History Society Vol. XIX (1897) pp 30-44). 

78 Finbar McCormick, ‘Reformation, Privatisation and the Rise of the Headstone' in Audrey J Horning & 

ors (eds.), The Post-Medieval Archaeology of Ireland 1550-1850 (Wordwell, Dublin, 2007) pp.355-70 at p. 362. 

79 He cites I Corinthians 6:19, St Paul’s reference to the body as ‘the temple of the Holy Ghost’  
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similarly it will be inscribed with the initials of the purchasers and not necessarily those 

of subsequent interments (Plate 3.3b).80 

The northern part of a churchyard (north of the church) was seen as less desirable as a 

burial location, and seventeenth- and eighteenth-century burials there are often sparser 

or absent altogether. At the other extreme, the south side of the chancel seems to have 

been the most desirable. In both these cases religious or superstitious factors (proximity 

to the altar or evil coming from the north) are presumably the root.81 Before the 

Reformation a site by the porch or the path to the church had the advantage that those 

entering or leaving would see it and pray for the soul of the person buried there.82 After 

the Reformation, such a position might be seen as socially-advantageous. In at least one 

urban churchyard, spots near the church cost more in burial fees.83 In crowded urban 

churchyards, there was less scope for choice, and burials (and thus markers) had to be 

fitted in close together.84 Parts of churchyards might be appropriated for particular 

purposes other than for a particular family or estate, such as for still-born children.85  

Considerations of visibility probably affected the choice of gravemarker. In an 

otherwise-empty burying ground, any marker will show up well. If all the markers are 

ledgerstones, all are equally prominent. Once headstones start to appear, the view of 

ledgerstones is obstructed, and this probably explains why they became less common as 

the seventeenth century went on. Once there is a large number of headstones, the way 

to achieve prominence is by a chest tomb or a more elaborate marker still (Plate 3.4a).86 

For those of higher status who had the option of intramural burial but not, for various 

reasons, the possibility of a large or highly-visible church monument, the prominence of 

a chest tomb in a fairly empty churchyard may have been attractive.87 

                                                           
80 Betty Willsher, ‘Scottish Churchyard Memorials in the Eighteenth Century', The Local Historian Vol. 23 

no. 2 (May 1993), pp. 66-84 at pp. 73-75. 

81 Muncy pp. 135-40; Cressy, p. 470.. 

82 Judith Middleton-Stewart, Inward Purity and Outward Splendour: Death and Remembrance in the Deanery of 

Dunwich, Suffolk 1370-1547 (Boydell Press/Centre of East Anglian Studies, Woodbridge, 2001) p. 266. 

83 Harding, ‘“And one more”’, p. 122 (St Bride’s, Fleet St.). 

84 Harding, ‘“And one more”’, p. 116 

85 Jean Wilson, ‘Dead Fruit: The Commemoration of Still-Born and Unbaptized Children in Early 

Modern England', Church Monuments Vol. XVII (2002) pp. 89-106 at p. 91. 

86 Such as Thomas Gardiner †1738 at Kew, Surrey. 

87 Finch, Church Monuments, p. 179. 
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Where there was more than one gravemarker-maker available in an area, a burying 

ground may have served as showroom from which the bereaved could choose whose 

work they liked. This probably explains why, in North America, signatures are more 

common on markers erected some distance from the maker’s home.88 

A question is to what extent permission was needed before a gravemarker was erected. 

There seems no evidence in the extensive literature on American gravemarkers of any 

requirement to obtain permission before erecting a gravemarker. In Scotland grave sites 

or lairs generally had to be bought,89 but there is no evidence of control on the erection 

of markers. In England, where virtually all burials were in churchyards under the control 

of the Established Church, conventional wisdom is that it was necessary to obtain either 

the permission of the incumbent or, if that was denied, a faculty (an order from the 

bishop or an ecclesiastical court). That is certainly the case today,90 but I can find no 

evidence for it in the seventeenth or eighteenth centuries,91 and it may have been a 

Tractarian innovation; Paget points out that no church or churchyard monument can be 

erected without the incumbent’s consent,92 and the movement’s literature suggests 

discussing monumental design with the clergy.93 

It is apparent from my study of Norfolk faculty records that it was necessary to obtain 

either a faculty or the consent of the incumbent to excavate a vault in a churchyard,94 

but this was not related to design; the perceived problem was that a vault effectively 

alienated to one family’s use part of the churchyard which could otherwise be used over 

time for multiple burials – as one Norfolk parson put it, ‘every Vault is a Lessening the 

Churchyard and a Detriment to the Parishioners in general, as leaving less Room for 

                                                           
88 Sue Kelly  and Anne Williams, ‘"And the Men who made them": The Signed Gravestones of New 

England', Markers Vol. II (1982) pp. 1-104 at p. 3. 

89 Willsher, ‘Scottish Churchyard Memorials’, pp. 73-75. 

90 G. H. Newsom and G. L. Newsom, Faculty Jurisdiction of the Church of England: The Care of Churches and 

Churchyards (Sweet & Maxwell, London, 2nd ed. 1993) pp. 7, 157. 

91 As Burgess points out, many incumbents were absentees and so would not have seen what was 

happening in their churchyard (Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.54 n. 22). 

92 Paget, p. 23. 

93 Paget p. 23. 

94 NRO Y/D 22/31c (Faculty confirming a vault in South Walsham churchyard). 
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their Burials’.95 It seems an over-nice distinction, based perhaps on the position before 

gravemarkers became widespread.  

Christian tradition was to bury with the feet pointing towards the east so that on 

Judgment Day the resurrected person would sit up and face the risen Christ or a 

trumpeting angel, and, while the number of archaeological investigations which have 

been permitted to take place is limited, this tradition seems to have been observed in the 

period. There is limited evidence that clergymen were sometimes buried the other way 

round, to face their risen flock at the Resurrection.96 Similarly, Anglican (and Roman 

Catholic) churches had their longest axis east-west so the altar was at the east end. West-

east can in fact cover quite a range of alignments from north-east/south-west to north-

west/south-east. Generally burials will follow the example of the church, and so if it is 

off-axis a bit, they will be, too.  

As very few churchyards have been excavated, burial alignment has to be deduced from 

surviving memorials. The terms headstone and footstone imply, it seems correctly, that 

the former is at the head end of a burial and the latter is at the foot end. Where both are 

present the location of the body is thus obvious. Where only a headstone is present, it 

seems that it will generally be at the head end, which for a traditionally-aligned burial 

means the west end, but it is possible that in some cases it may have been placed at the 

foot, for instance where headstones face each other on either side of a path up to a 

church; Butler found this at Deerhurst, Glos.97  

However, the inscription may be on either the west-facing or the east-facing surface; 

except in Scotland and north-east England, all headstones and footstones are inscribed 

and decorated on one side only. From fieldwork it is apparent that which depends on 

tradition in different areas. Very broadly, inscriptions in England south of the Trent face 

west, and north of it face east, but there are exceptions (they face west in Holderness 

and east in Presbyterian burying grounds in areas of Scottish settlement in Pennyslvania 

and the Carolina Piedmont98 and also in Upland western North Carolina).99 Under 

Tractarian influence, almost all Victorian headstones in Anglican churchyards face east.  

                                                           
95 The Rev:d J. Tanner, Vicar of Lowestoft, writing to Robert Hayward, churchwarden, 21st November 

1796 (NRO PD 589/86). 

96 Philip Rahtz, ‘Grave Orientation', Archaeological Journal, Vol. 135 for 1978, pp. 1-14, especially at pp. 4-5. 

97 Rahtz, ‘Grave Orientation' p. 11. 

98 Fieldwork; such burial grounds include Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA and Thyatira, NC.    
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In New England, where most burying grounds did not originally surround a church, and 

where meeting-houses do not necessarily have an east-west alignment, the position is 

more varied, but the predominant position is that they face west; Slater’s survey of 

colonial burying grounds in the eastern half of Connecticut shows the following 

majority alignments: 187 west-facing, eight east-facing, two south-facing, five north-, 

north-west- or north-east-facing, six facing both east and west and one with no 

dominant alignment;100 in the sixty burying grounds in the former Plymouth Colony 

Benes found that the headstones face west in about fifty).101 Love says that east-west 

alignment was generally ignored in north-west Scotland.102 

Chest tombs and ledgerstones generally share the alignment of headstones, so in most 

places the long sides of chests face north and south. Generally the principal inscriptions 

were on these faces, where there is more room, but whether the first and/or principal 

wording is on north or south seems to depend on which is the more visible; thus one 

only just south of a church wall will have it on the south-facing side as the north-facing 

would not be generally visible. Intramural ledgerstones are generally placed so the 

inscription can be read when standing with one’s back to the altar.103 The position is 

generally the same outside104 (and the same applies where there is an inscription on the 

top of an altar tomb).105 As with chests, graveboards seem almost always to have run the 

length of the grave, so the inscriptions were on the north and south sides; an exception 

seems to have been a few Devonshire parishes where they were placed like a 

headstone.106 

                                                                                                                                                                     
99 Alan Jabbour and Karen Singer Jabbour, Decoration Day in the Mountains: Traditions of Cemetery Decoration in 

the Southern Appalachians (University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill NC, 2010) at pp. 64 and 70. 

100 Slater, Colonial Burying Grounds, passim; my figures are from his gazeteer entries (the majority [157] of 

entries state no alignment, which seems [p. 122] to mean they face west, which is correct where I have 

been able to check). 

101 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 226 n. 65. 

102 Dane Love, Scottish Kirkyards (Robert Hale, London, 1989) at p. 52. 

103 Which might be seen as disrespectful of the altar, but seats in post-Reformation churches were 

frequently arranged so the occupants, looking at the pulpit, indeed had their backs to the holy table. It 

may be that it was assumed that at the Resurrection the ledgerstone would end up behind the risen 

inhabitant of the grave as a sort of label. 

104 For instance at Barthomley, Cheshire, and Lightcliffe, WR, where most markers are ledgerstones. 

105 For example Walter Brett †1686 at St Michael’s, Lewes, Sussex; William Mann †1774 at Cley, Norfolk. 

106 Hilary Lees, English Churchyard Memorials (Tempus, Stroud, 2000) p..55. 
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There is no obvious reason for the regional variation in the side of a headstone used for 

an inscription. It seems never previously to have been remarked upon in academic 

literature. It may possibly suggest that headstones arose separately in different areas, and 

thus initial practice was different, but this would suggest more random regional variation 

than the very broad-brush north-south division in Britain (with America following 

southern England, as one would expect from the places of origin of most of the earliest 

settlers). 

A burying ground cannot be seen in isolation, and a study based on architectural history 

must not ignore its wider setting. Many were in the centre of towns or villages, 

surrounded by buildings, the architecture of which may well have influenced their 

design and materials. Sometimes the yard is separate from nearby buildings, at others 

they circle round it like spectators at a cricket-ground, and become very much part of 

the scene (Plate 3.4b). Often nearby buildings may have been built by the same masons 

or stonecutters who carved gravemarkers. There may be great similarity between a 

datestone on a village house107 and a headstone in the churchyard. The burying ground 

should be seen as an architectural whole with its surroundings, not as something 

discrete and divorced from them.  

A burying ground may have contained structures other than gravemarkers. High-status 

families sometimes erected mausolea, enterable buildings containing burials either above 

or below ground.108 During the period of greatest danger from bodysnatchers, there 

might be a watch-house for a night-watchman (Plate 3.5a).109 Alternatively a metal 

mortsafe could be placed over a grave until the body was sufficiently decomposed no 

longer to be of interest;110 it is therefore temporary rather than permanent architecture, 

but was permanently in the churchyard, just not permanently in the same place (Plate 

3.5b).111 A variant, or really a hybrid between a mortsafe and iron railings, was a 

structure erected permanently over a particular grave and railed not just around all the 

                                                           
107 See Chapter 6. 

108 There is a gazetteer of mausolea in the British Isles at 

http://www.mmtrust.org.uk/gazetteer_search/page (accessed 4th April 2016), maintained by the 

Mausolea and Monuments Trust. 

109 As at Bradfield, WR . 

110 Harold Mytum, ‘Combating Dublin Body-snatchers: The Drumcondra Mortsafe', Archaeology Ireland, 

Vol. 27, no. 4 (Winter 2013), pp. 23-25 at p. 25 

111 There are examples at Logierait, Perthshire, in the form of a cage, and at Colinton, Midlothian, in the 

form of a metal coffin. 

http://www.mmtrust.org.uk/gazetteer_search/page
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sides but also over the top, creating a cage. There are examples at Old Calton in 

Edinburgh and Ramshorn in Glasgow.112 

Sundials were usually on the church,113 but might be freestanding;114 they are sometimes 

very clearly made by the same maker as gravestones in the same yard (Plate 3.6).115 

Some headstones, ledgerstones and chest tombs had brick-lined vaults underneath in 

which the coffins were placed, but occasionally more substantial vaults were excavated 

which might rise above ground (but not enough to become a mausoleum).116  

Many higher-status gravemarkers were surrounded by iron railings (then often called 

palisadoes or palisades),117 which were often part of the original design. They protected 

the monument from people and animals. In England they seem to have been generally 

of iron (Plate 3.7a), but in the American South wooden palings were also used to 

enclose graves,118 and brick walls two or three feet high to demarcate family enclosures 

(Plate 3.7b).119 Many have been lost over the years, in Britain especially during the 

Second World War when they were taken for scrap metal, allegedly to make aeroplanes 

or munitions. They might enclose not just one marker but a whole family enclosure.120 

This was not uncontroversial, as it could reduce the space available for the burial of 

ordinary parishioners (as, even more so, did vaults). As a result some clergy were, as 

mentioned above, reluctant to give permission.  

Many, perhaps most, mediæval churchyards were dominated by one tall churchyard 

cross which was not the memorial of any one burial but in some sense commemorated 

all those who lay there.121 A lot seem to have been destroyed or mutilated at the 

Reformation or later, and one would not expect any to have been erected in the 

crucophobic three centuries after the 1540s, but some survived (Plate 3.8), and in many 

                                                           
112 Mytum, ‘Combating Dublin Body-snatchers’, p. 25. 

113 As at St Cuthbert’s, Edinburgh, dated 1774.  

114 As at Coughton, Warks, in the form of a column. 

115 As at Newton Linford, Leics.; cf. the sundial, dated 1706, with the headstone to Susanna Burbridge 

†1700. 

116 See Chapter 4. 

117 The term is widely used in contemporary documents, e.g. a faculty for the Lacon vault in South 

Walsham churchyard (NRO Y/D 22/31c) 

118 Little, p. 289; Upton p. 200. 

119 For example at Hillsborough, NC. 

120 Upton p. 202. 

121 Muncy p. 145. 
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other yards the base and some of the shaft remained to give a scale to smaller, newer 

monuments, none of which, however, copied their form. 

Graves without gravemarkers (the clear majority in the seventeenth century) were not as 

anonymous as we might think. The spoil from digging a grave was put back on top, 

forming a mound, which often (depending on the soil and the way the yard was 

maintained) lasted decades or even centuries.122 In North Carolina this is termed 

‘mounding’.123 It was, at least in some areas, the custom to cover mounds with osiers or 

brambles, as can be seen in topographical prints of the period;124 it survived in one 

churchyard well into the twentieth century.125 In ‘Lines written in Wilford Churchyard 

on Recovery from Sickness’ by Henry Kirk White (1785 – 1806),126 the poet hopes he: 

“......... would lie 

Beneath a little hillock, grass o'ergrown, 

Swath'd down with osiers, just as sleep the cotters” 

 

and Thomas Parnell’s ‘A Night-piece on death’ refers to ‘Those Graves, with bending 

Osier bound, / That nameless heave the crumbled Ground’.127 When repeated, the 

effect will have been that of Donne’s ‘churchyard swelling with the waves and billows of 

graves’.128 This was the cheapest method of marking a grave and so the only option for 

the poorest, but in the time before gravemarkers became universal, it must have been a 

conscious choice for many of the middling sort (variation in gravemarker provision by 

status is looked at in more detail in Chapter 9). 

                                                           
122 These are illustrated, with crosses at either end, on a woodcut epitaph of 1580, illustrated in Robert 

Lemon (ed.), Catalogue of a Collection of Printed Broadsides in the possession of the Society of Antiquaries of London 

(Society of Antiquaries, London, 1866) p. 25. When the recusant burial place at the Harkirk in Lancashire 

was condemned, the order was that the ‘Walls and Mounds’ were to be pulled down (O’Halloran and 

Spicer, p. 96). When a coffin was used (which was not general until the end of the eighteenth century; 

Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials p. 151 n.59), its eventual decay left a space into which the mound 

would fall, but if there was no coffin, the mound had nowhere to go. 

123 Jabbour and Jabbour, p. 66. 

124 For instance an engraving of The South-East Prospect of the Parish Church of St John’s at Wapping by Cole. 

125 Country Life 9th January 1937 p. 355, cited in Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 51, n. 11. 

126 The Poetical Works and Remains of Henry Kirke White  (G. Routledge, London, 1835). 

127 The Posthumous Works of ... Thomas Parnell ... containing poems moral and divine; and on various other subjects 

(London, 1758). 

128George R. Potter and Evelyn M. Simpson (eds), The Sermons of John Donne (10 vols, University of 

California Press, Berkeley, 1962) Vol. I at p. 266 (cited by Cressy, Birth, Marriage and Death p. 265). 
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The full geography of the churchyard is hidden to us now as we see only the 

gravemarkers (and only the survivors of those). Contemporaries had a fuller picture.129 

The families of those buried in graves without gravemarkers surely knew where their 

relatives were laid, as they would have to if, as happened where a burying ground did 

not have a sexton, they buried the body themselves. Before the Reformation many 

testators asked to be buried near someone else,130 which presupposes that whoever dug 

the grave would know where that was. Where there was a sexton, it seems that he had 

detailed records, perhaps in the form of a register, although very few survive; some 

recording may also have been done by parish clerks, and Harding points out how the 

quality and quantity varied form clerk to clerk.131 One list of interments dating from 

1722 for Ashover, Derbyshire has been published.132 Others, hitherto unrecognised, 

survive for two Lewes parishes;133 some location descriptions are very descriptive:  

he was Buried ten yards from a litell dore that coms oute of Jones Waights 

stabell or washous the feet of the Grave rise against that dore and the Head of 

ye Grave six yards from ye wall and his father and mother at ye south sied of 

him134  

It is noteworthy that the relatively-sparse gravemarkers were used as marks, to locate 

other, unmarked burials: ‘On the right hand of Will. Rhode’s stone above ye church 

yates’,135 and ‘she was buried between the to Rails of John Mills and George Bond’.136  

Similarly in the United States in some burial grounds, where modern plaques have been 

laid on the ground in front of old markers of dubious or declining legibility, some lie 

before an uninscribed fieldstone, suggesting that oral tradition has preserved the identity 

                                                           
129 Tarlow is over-hasty in saying that ‘the absence of a memorial implies that recording the location of 

the actual physical remains was not important’ (Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 124). 

130 Vanessa Harding, ‘Burial choice and burial location in later medieval London’ in Steven Bassett (ed), 

Death in Towns: Urban Responses to the Dying and the Dead, 100-1600 (Leicester, 1992), p 126. 

131 Harding, ‘“And one more”’, pp. 116, 117 and 126 (note 23). 

132  Kerry, ‘Burial Places’. 

133 M. J. Bucknall (transcriber), Parish Registers of St John-sub-Castro, Lewes, Sussex, Baptisms, Marriages and 

Burials 1602-1812 (typescript) (Society of Genealogists, London, 1973) pp. 11-40; M. J. Bucknall, 

(transcriber), Parish Registers of St Michael, Lewes, and St Anne’s (formerly SS Peter and Mary Westout), Sussex, 

Baptisms 1579-1812, Marriages 1653-1812, Burials 1653-1812 (typescript) (Society of Genealogists, London, 

1974) pp. 17-50.  

134 Bucknall, St Michael, p. 17. 

135 Kerry, ‘Burail Places’, p. 43. 

136 Bucknall, St Michael, p. 18. 
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of the burial.137 Where a person buried in a churchyard had a marker, it does seem that it 

was on the spot, unlike with intramural interment, where it might well not be.138  

In urban churchyards of limited size, pressure of numbers meant burials took place right 

on top of other quite recent ones, leading to many horror stories published not only by 

the cemetery reformers of the mid-nineteenth century139 but by earlier writers as well.140 

Here the geography was a changing one; if markers were erected, they must have been 

taken down when a new burial was intruded on the same spot. There are instances of 

churchwardens selling superceded gravestones141. Mediæval graveslabs were used in the 

construction of the clerestory at Brancepeth, Co. Durham, in the 1630s, and an 

eighteenth-century headstone was built into the top of the tower of Onchan Church, 

Isle of Man, in the 1830s. It may not always have been church officials who replaced 

stones; families with a limited plot at their disposal sometimes replaced an older marker 

with a newer one, to a more recent generation.142  

In the Middle Ages the answer to overcrowding had been to clear all bones from a 

churchyard every so often and place them in a charnel-house or ossuary, either a 

freestanding building or part of the crypt of the church; it was not seen as impeding the 

eventual resurrection of the body, which was important, as only bodily continuity could 

ensure eternal life.143 The practice seems to have continued, at least to a limited extent, 

after the Reformation; one assemblage of bones, at Rothwell, Northamptonshire, has 

been dated to the late sixteenth century, and Gustav Milne suggests that the bone-house 

at St Bride’s, Fleet Street, may be the result of ‘the wholesale clearance of vaults of their 

medieval burials to make room for more paying customers in the post-medieval 

                                                           
137 For example to an infant stillborn child †1779 of William and Margaret Lewis at Fishing Creek, SC. 

138 Ariès, The Hour of our Death, p. 207. Tarlow reproduces an interesting plan of St Magnus’ Cathedral, 

Kirkwall, in 1769 showing where families or estates had rights of intramural burial (Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 

92). 

139 Catharine Arnold, Necropolis: London and its Dead (Simon & Schuster, London, 2006) pp. 94-122. 

140 Such as John Evelyn in Norwich in 1671 (W. Bray (ed), The Diary of John Evelyn (2 vols) (Letchworth, 

1973), Vol II p. 70, cited in Finch, Church Monuments, pp. 177-78.  

141 Harding, ‘Burial choice’, p 129. 

142 Such as the headstone to Edward Moore †1751 and a fragment of that to Thomas Taubman †1790, 

both found during fieldwork below the disintegrating paving surrounding the altar tomb of John 

Taubman †1824 at Malew, IoM. 

143 Paul Badham, Christian Beliefs about Life after Death (SPCK, London, 1976) pp. 47-48. 
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period.’144 The three surviving English examples of ossuaries cited by Koudonaris are all 

in church crypts and thus not separate churchyard structures.145 Many church crypts may 

have been used for this purpose.146 Some family vaults contain charnel cisterns into 

which the contents of decayed coffins were placed.147 

This chapter has shown that we must be conscious of the setting of the gravemarker, 

and ensure that it is not, like a museum exhibit, divorced from its context; it needs, as 

Loach says of architecture more generally, to be read within the context of its 

location.148 Equally, however, we must recognise that, while it is an immobile work of 

art or craft, it may well not have been made for a specific context; it may have been 

ordered from a long distance, or the decorative part carved and the inscription added 

(either by the maker or someone else) after it had been purchased by or for a family. In 

those circumstances, it is not a sculpture commissioned for a particular spot but one 

bought, ready-made, for an existing context.  

In turn, that context may have changed since the marker was erected, and in many cases 

those setting it up will have no or little control over how it is seen in the future – will it 

stand impressively alone, or will it be crowded out by newer, taller markers? Will it be 

seen by a congregation going up a path next to it every Sunday, or will it be hidden in 

long grass since the church closed or the entrance was moved to the other side? 

This hints that the setting of a marker may, whether made for it or bought for it, 

influence its form. The next chapter will explore what forms markers took. 

 

                                                           
144 Gustav Milne, St Bride's Church, London: Archaeological research 1952-60 and 1992-5 (Archaeological Report 

11, English Heritage, London, 1997) at p. 107. 

145 Paul Koudounaris, The Empire of Death: A Cultural History of Ossuaries and Charnel Houses (Thames & 

Hudson, London, 2011): St Leonard’s, Hythe, Kent (pp. 161-62), St Bride’s, Fleet St., (p. 194) and Holy 

Trinity, Rothwell, Northants (p. 195) 

146 Julian Litten, The English Way of Death: The Common Funeral since 1450 (London, 1991) at p. 199 

147 Litten, The English Way of Death,  p. 217, illustrated on p.218. 

148 Loach, p. 6. 
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Chapter 4: Form 

 

Craske saw ‘funerary monuments en masse as an architectural expression of the history of 

the nation’, as an ‘archaeology of ideal types’.1 He was writing about high-status 

intramural memorials. What form was taken by the quotidian marker, surely even more 

so the architectural expression of the history of the nations as being the history of all the 

people and not just of the elite? 

One of the consequences of the lack of a standard work on grave monuments is that 

there is no accepted classification or nomenclature;2 this chapter will attempt one, using 

existing photographic collections and the results of extensive fieldwork to ascertain 

what types exist, and then analyse their forms and associations. The vocabulary will to 

be that of architectural/art history, contextualised by the knowledge (from research in 

contemporary accounts) of what they were called by those who created them. The 

chapter will also examine what materials were used (stone, wood, metal, brick), and to 

what extent they or any elements of them were originally coloured. 

A number of terms are used for different things in different places or in different 

traditions. ‘Tomb’, for example, is used in Great Britain rather loosely for anything 

three-dimensional (a table tomb, for example), but according to Sprague is reserved in 

North America for the place actually holding the body,3 although generally seeming to 

mean what is otherwise called a vault tomb4. 

This chapter therefore seeks to come up with a classification of those monuments 

which are within the scope of this thesis. In some cases this means choosing between 

competing names for the same form (but noting as synonyms those not chosen), while 

in others it will mean coining a name for a hitherto-anonymous form. It will aim to be 

not just taxonomy but classification in a quasi-Linnæan sense, trying to group 

monuments with similar affinities and origins. Unlike plants or animals, however, 

gravemarkers do not have DNA, and so one needs to be on the alert for forms which, 

                                                           
1 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. 1. 

2 Despite the best efforts of Nancy Adgent at successive conferences of the Association for Gravestone 

Studies, most recently Nancy Adgent, ‘What do we call it?’ (workshop at the Association for Gravestone 

Studies Annual Conference at Franklin, Indiana, 2014). 

3 Roderick Sprague, Burial Terminology: a Guide for Researchers (AltaMira Press, Lanham MD, 2005) at p. 146. 

4 V. the entry in the Glossary, Appendix A. 
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out of context, appear identical but which may possibly come from completely different 

sources. 

If this classification can adopt the vocabulary of the intramural monument to fill gaps in 

terminology, it will do so, although interior and exterior memorials in the period are, 

unlike the position before the Reformation, markedly distinct. It must be remembered 

that, as Badham puts it, ‘not all monuments in churchyards were originally placed 

outside and some external monuments have been brought inside for better 

preservation’.5  

Appendix A contains an illustrated glossary which includes some more recondite types 

of monument not mentioned in this chapter. 

An obvious distinction is between markers which are two-dimensional only and those 

which are three-dimensional, but it proves problematic; one has to divide double-sided 

headstones from single-sided, and indeed headstones which stand alone from those with 

footstones, or even more so those with footstones and middlestones. It is not, 

therefore, a realistic basis for classification. 

Another possible classification would be by the method of disposal of the body, 

whether by burial directly in the ground in a shroud, burial directly in the ground in a 

coffin, burial in a vault of some sort in a graveyard but insulated from the earth, burial 

above ground in a mausoleum or similar structure, or burial in a vault of some sort 

inside a church. There were, as Matthew Craske has shown, clear social distinctions 

between these, with vault burial, with much less risk of disturbance, being of much 

higher status than burial in the graveyard earth.6 However, they are not distinctions 

which are always visually obvious and therefore not a valid way of classifying 

gravemarkers.  

A better initial distinction, which I will adopt, is between those whose principal axis is 

horizontal and those in which it is vertical; it is made by the anthropologist David Mayer 

Gradwohl in an important study of one burial ground.7 Those the principal axis of 

                                                           
5 Badham, Medieval Church and Churchyard Monuments at p. 22. 

6 Matthew Craske, ‘Entombed Like an Egyptian: An Eighteenth Century Surgeon's Extravagant 

Mausoleum to Preserve his Mortal Remains', Church Monuments Vol. XV (2000) pp. 71-88 at pp. 8—83. 

7 David Mayer Gradwohl, Like Tablets of the Law Thrown Down: The Colonial Jewish Burying Ground in Newport, 

Rhode Island (Sigler Printing, Ames, 2007), pp. 25-43. Llewellyn makes a similar distinction for intramural 

memorials between those set on the floor and those wall-mounted (Llewellyn, ‘Honour in Life’, p. 187). 
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which is horizontal are based on the slab, whether flush with the ground (a ledgerstone) 

or raised as a chest, and include variants with something standing on the chest, or 

standing on a pedestal, which for these purposes can be best read as a truncated chest. 

Vertical forms include crosses, posts, pegs, headstones and footstones. A third category 

is for those which fit into neither of the others, principally subterranean and enclosure-

based forms.  

Classification by form is only one way of analysing monuments. Two others are by 

material and by colour, and these form the second and third parts of this chapter. It also 

needs to be remembered that what we see now are only the survivors of those originally 

erected. Burial registers do not indicate whether or not a marker was set up above the 

burial, and so the only way of gauging the level of attrition is to compare the number of 

markers recorded today with any previous recording, which will generally be one done 

for the purposes of collecting monumental inscriptions (with the caution that imposes 

as to the omission of markers without any visible inscriptions, and sometimes a lack of 

clarity as to whether each person is commemorated on a separate stone or not). Adam 

Heinrich compares the thirty-nine markers he found in Topanemus Burial Ground in 

Marlboro, New Jersey, with seventy-four recorded as recently as 1967.8 Some types of 

marker may be more prone than others to be discarded (such as if plain and therefore 

‘uninteresting’)9 or to suffer from erosional taphonomy.10 Certainly Ludwig was over-

optimistic in suggesting that ‘the losses from the original body of work have been 

historically negligible’.11 

 

Classification by Form 

 

Slab-based markers 

Slab-based monuments may lie directly at ground level or be raised up on side walls to 

become a chest.  

                                                           
8 Adam R. Heinrich, ‘ "Remember me…" but "be mindfull of death": the artistic, social and personal 

choice expressions observed on the gravemarkers of eighteenth century Monmouth County, New Jersey’, 

New Jersey History  Vol. 126:1 (2011) pp. 26-57 at p. 29. 

9 Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 14. 

10 Heinrich’s expression (Heinrich, ‘Cherubs or Putti?’, 9th page). 

11 Ludwig, Graven Images, p. xliv. 
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Ground-level slab-based markers 

The most basic slab is the wolf stone, a flat, uninscribed and largely unshaped stone 

about the size of a ledgerstone, laid on the grave surface, presumably to prevent 

disturbance by animals (or gravediggers) (Plate 4.1a).12 A breast stone is the same thing, 

according to Chase and Gabel.13  

A more sophisticated version is the ledgerstone. This is a rectangular stone the size of 

an average grave, laid flat at ground level (Plate 4.2a). Ledgerstones were of what was 

termed broadstone, that is, stone ‘raised broad and thin out of the Quarries viz. not 

above two or three Inches in Thickness’, as also used for paving.14 

A few ledgerstones have an inscribed, chamfered edge like the top of a mediæval 

intramural tomb-chest.15 Other early ledgerstones transferred onto the flat top of the 

stone the idea of an inscription all round the edge, sometimes with a further, usually 

‘landscape’, inscription in the middle. This form survived in Devonshire into the 

eighteenth century (Plate 4.2a).16 Generally, however, ledgerstones inside and out from 

the early seventeenth century onwards had the inscription parallel to the shorter sides 

(Davidson finds the first such in Angus in 1616).17 Day describes them well as ‘large 

stones .... of a size suited to the long inscription of the time, and having at their upper 

ends oval, circular or lozenge spaces containing the arms of the person 

commemorated.’18 

Intramural ledgerstones are, in Litten’s words, ‘nothing more than incised capping-off 

stones to brick-lined shafts with many chips showing around the edges, the results of 

crowbars having been used to facilitate the opening of the shaft for the reception of 

further deposits.’19 Sometimes they bear only initials and a date while a mural monument 

                                                           
12 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles, Vol. I , p. 5. Examples survive at Lonan Old Church, IoM. 

13 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles, Vol. I, p. 261. 

14 Richard Neve, The City and Country Purchaser's, and Builder's Dictionary: or, the Complete Builder's Guide (3rd 

ed., London, 1736 [1st ed. 1703]). 

15 Such as that to John Rogers †1636 at Dedham, Essex (Canon Gerald H. Randall, ‘Dedham 

Tombstones', Transactions of the Essex Archaeological Society, Vol XVIII NS (1928) pp 245-53, at pp.248, 251). 

16  Such as Margaret Leane †1739 at Buckland Monachorum. 

17 Flora Davidson, An Inventory of the Seventeenth Century Tombstones of Angus (Arbroath, 1977) at pp. ii-iii. 

18 Rev. E Hermitage Day, Monuments and Memorials (A. R. Mowbray & Sons, London & Oxford, 1915) p. 

130. 

19 Litten, The English Way of Death, p. 198. Not all intramural burials had ledgerstones on top, though 

(Litten, The English Way of Death, p. 199). 
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nearby (often beginning ‘Near this spot lieth.....’) commemorates the deceased. Very 

occasionally the ledgerstone is outside, hard by the church wall, and the memorial is on 

the inside of the wall.20 

Little describes them in North Carolina as being ‘supported on a low masonry base’,21 

but some examples in Great Britain lie directly on the ground. It can be difficult to 

distinguish the tops of dismantled altar or table tombs from ledgerstones. Mytum 

suggests that the former can be recognised by moulded edges,22 but this is by no means 

infallible; the tops of a minority of altar tombs are unmoulded,23 while external 

ledgerstones, unlike intramural ones, do seem sometimes to have had moulded edges.24  

Jabbour and Jabbour record grave covers and ledger gravestones as alternative names in 

western North Carolina,25 Wassermann refers to them as slabstones,26 and Davidson in 

Angus, Scotland, calls them recumbent slabs.27 To mediævalists they are gravestones or 

graveslabs or recumbent slabs or recumbent grave slabs28 or incised slabs,29 and with a 

cross on them, they become cross slabs.30 

The following are variants of ledgerstones.  

The coped stone is a mediæval form, rare in the study period but successfully revived by 

the Tractarians. It is effectively a steeply-roofed half-width ledgerstone, sometimes 

hipped but generally gabled.31 It has some affinities with the early-mediæval hogback. 

Some less clearly-shaped examples probably also belong here, such as one32 at 

                                                           
20 As with Edmund Chapman †1602 and John Rogers †1636 at Dedham, Essex (Randall, passim) and the 

Campbell family at Barking, Essex, in the 1650s (Litten, The English Way of Death,  pp. 215-16). 

21 Little, p. 289. 

22 Harold Mytum, Recording and Analysing Gravestones (Council for British Archaeology, 2000) at p. 23. 

23 Such as Jane Kirkpatrick †1766 at Lezayre, IoM. 

24 Such as Benjamin Newson †1785 at Adel, WR. 

25  Jabbour and Jabbour, p. 66. 

26 Emily Wasserman, Gravestone Designs: Rubbings and Photographs from early New York and New Jersey (Dover 

Publications, New York, 1972) at p. 2. 

27 Flora Davidson, p. ii. 

28 Gittos and Gittos, ‘English Medieval Churchyard’, p. 39. 

29 Badham, Medieval Church and Churchyard Monuments, p. 13. 

30 Brian and Moira Gittos, ‘Abused, neglected and forgotten: the story of the medieval cross slab', 

Ecclesiology Today, Issue 43 (2010), pp. 29-44, passim. 

31 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 129. 

32  Grace Palmer †1690. 
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Wequetequok Burying Ground, Stonington, Connecticut, which is hipped at one end 

and boat-shaped (that of an upturned hull) at the other (Plate 4.2b). 

Raised ledgers are ledgerstones raised on a few inches of stone (often rubblestone) or 

brick (Plate 4.3a).33 It is a matter of degree when they become tall enough to be 

tabletop tombs.   

I suggest the name coped ledger for a Scottish speciality which has been called a coped 

stone although distinct from that monument as here defined. It is effectively a full-width 

ledgerstone with a low, often slightly rounded, hipped roof, sometimes with a flat 

surface at the ridge, creating five planes in all (Plate 4.3b). The whole is usually carved 

in high relief. Some (perhaps many) may be throughstanes which have lost their legs.34 

Love suggests that they had practical advantages over ordinary ledgerstones in that 

rainwater would run off and they would be less likely to be shattered by frost.35 

Ledger tablets are stones, generally early-seventeenth-century, which are designed to lie 

flat on the surface of the grave but which are significantly smaller than ledgerstones 

(Plate 4.4a).36 In a contemporary account of the Roman Catholic burial ground known 

as the Harkirk at Little Crosby, Lancashire, some markers are described as ‘lesser 

stone[s]’.37 

I suggest the name ledger tomb for a structure consisting of one or more ledgerstones 

within a kerb or on an ashlar step.38 Usually it can be seen that there were originally 

railings around it, giving significant height and presence in the burial ground (the lack 

being one significant disadvantage of ordinary ledgerstones) (Plate 4.4b).  

Little describes as plaques the identical small, rectangular, briefly-inscribed stones laid 

directly on the ground and favoured by the Moravians39 who placed them in orderly 

ranks in their large cemeteries, such as God’s Acre at New Salem, North Carolina, 

                                                           
33 Mytum refers to them as ‘ledger on a base’ (Mytum, Recording and Analysing Gravestones, p.104). 

34 Flora Davidson, p. ii. 

35 Love, p. 47 

36 Jonathan Kewley, ‘Behind the Bedheads: The earliest American gravemarkers and the question of 

English roots’, Markers Vol. XXXI (2016) pp.64-95. 

37 Frank Tyrer, ‘A Star Chamber Case: Assheton v Blundell, 1624-31’, Transactions of the Historical Society of 

Lancashire and Cheshire, Vol. 118 for 1966 (1967), pp. 19-37 at pp. 27-28. 

38 Mytum refers to the latter as ‘Ledger on a base or step’ (Mytum, Recording and Analysing Gravestones, p. 

103). 

39 Little, p. 289. 
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where they are ‘landscape’ in orientation, and Staten Island, where they are ‘portrait’ 

(Plate 4.5a).40 

Often capped by a ledgerstone is the vault, a subterranean chamber used for burial. In 

principle, as it is not visible above ground, it does not come within the scope of this 

thesis, but some understanding of it as often literally the basis of other monuments 

informs the classification exercise. In common usage, the whole structure is called a 

vault, but Riordan and Mitchell correctly separate out the components so that the base 

and side walls are the crypt and the vaulted roof is the vault proper, usually barrel-

vaulted. Their study of a family cemetery in Maryland dating from the 1730s found that 

sometimes an open rectangle of brick- or stonework will project above the vault but no 

higher than the surface of the ground; they call it the superstructure.41 In all cases the 

grave was topped with a ledgerstone which did not seal the grave as the vault 

underneath did that. However, in England the barrel-vault itself is frequently visible 

from the surface, sometimes perhaps as a result of slight erosion of the soil, but 

generally only where the monument is a chest tomb (Plate 4.5b). This may be because 

an English ledgerstone would directly cap the vault whereas with a chest tomb, there 

would be a barrel vault underneath, supporting the tomb. The whole subject has been 

little-studied and one wonders if some superstructures in other places in fact rise up 

several courses above ground to become tabletop tombs; this seems to be what is 

envisaged by a faculty in Norfolk in 1791 which recited that the petitioner had ‘sunk a 

brick grave or burial place arched over’ and ‘built thereon a brick tomb covered with a 

black marble stone’.42  

Some churchyard ledgerstones may be the entrance to a vault, for instance that of the 

Turners at South Creake, Norfolk, built c. 1811,43 but vaults beneath chest tombs were 

generally entered down steps44 (which might be covered in with earth and dug out when 

needed). Where a private vault formed the crypt of a side chapel, as with the Sackville 

Chapel and Vault at Withyham, Sussex, remodelled in 1673-80, access for burials might 

                                                           
40 Fieldwork. 

41 Timothy B. Riordan and Ruth M Mitchell, ‘Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century Brick-Lined Graves: 

Their Construction and Chronology', Historical Archaeology Vol. 45 no. 4 (2011), pp, 91-101 at p. 94. 

42 NRO PD 626/36 (at North Creake). 

43 Litten, The English Way, p. 208. 

44 A faculty in 1766 at Great Plumstead, Norfolk, allowed steps ‘if necesssary’ (NRO DCN 77/4 fol. 4) 
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be down steps and through a door, but memorialisation would be restricted to the 

chapel above with nothing visible from the churchyard.45 

For intramural burials, Litten makes a distinction between a burial vault (‘a subterranean 

chamber of stone or brick capable of housing a minimum of two coffins side by side, 

and with an internal height of not less than 1.74 metres [5’7”]’), 46  and ‘the single-width 

brick grave, capped off by a ledger stone, being a superior version of an earth grave’.47 

He then divides vaults into three categories, first, ‘large dynastic vaults’ (‘beneath [either] 

a sidechapel or [an] aisle’) second, ‘family vaults’ (‘often not much more than a double- 

or triple-width brick-lined grave with its own barrelled roof’), and third, ‘extensive 

private and parochial vaults, specially constructed beneath some large town and city 

churches, generally erected between c. 1725 to 1850’.48 

Raised slab-based markers 

The second category of slab-based marker is that of slabs raised up on a base. Box tomb 

is a confusing term. Burgess uses it to mean an altar tomb. Chase and Gabel consider it 

a synonym of chest tomb.49 Little defines it as ‘a ledger resting on a high, solid base of 

brick or stone’,50 which is best described as a tabletop tomb.  It seems best to retire it 

from the nomenclature. 

Chest Tombs 

What inside a church would be called a tomb chest is described outside as a chest tomb. 

The name is best used as a generic one for all monuments consisting of a tablestone 

supported on a substructure which may read as a solid mass or as four walls. Some are 

hollow and others are solid, but in the latter case generally of emplection-work (with 

dressed stones on the surface but a brick or rubble-stone core).51 The term false crypt is 

                                                           
45 Litten, The English Way, pp. 208 and 223. 

46 Litten, The English Way, p. 207. 

47 Litten, ‘Tombs Fit for Kings’, p. 115. 

48 Litten, The English Way,  pp. 211-12. 

49 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I, p. 261. 

50 Little, p. 287. 

51 Neve. 
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sometimes used in the United States on the basis that the tomb gives the erroneous 

impression that the body is actually within, rather than beneath, the chest.52  

Sometimes chest tombs of all sorts rest directly on the ground, at others they have 

continuous steps all round them; ‘To make [them] truly grand’, said Batty Langley’s The 

City and Country Builder’s and Workman’s Treasury of Designs, ‘they should be ascended by 

three steps, giving to the upper Step a breadth, at least double that of the others.’53  

The author of an eighteenth-century description of some contemporary Lewes 

memorials calls chests ‘raised monuments’, and their tops ‘table stones’.54 Curl describes 

the sort of chest tomb called an altar tomb as being a type of high tomb, which he does 

not define,55 but which is presumably a synonym for a chest tomb. 

Chest tombs can be divided into a number of sub-forms based first on whether they 

have a flat top or alternatively a superstructure or ‘lid’, and second on any variations on 

their general shape. 

Flat-topped chest tombs 

An altar tomb is a chest tomb with solid sides and a flat top (rather than with the 

superstructure found in some other types). Langley pointed out that ‘these Kindes of 

Tombs are nothing more than regular Pedestals, crowned with large Tables for 

Inscriptions’.56 The commonest eighteenth-century form was the baluster-cornered altar 

tomb (Plate 4.6a)57  

A few brick altar tombs in Massachusetts have what looks like a headstone attached to 

the side (for example the Leverett tomb at Cambridge, where ‘headstones’ to Margaret 

Leverett †1720 and Sarah Wigglesworth †1727 are on opposite long sides, with an 

inscription on the top to John Leverett †1724) (Plate 4.6b).  

                                                           
52 Jabbour and Jabbour, p. 68. It is always assumed that chest tombs were empty, although Craske has 

found some intramural ones containing the body (Craske, Silent Rhetoric, pp. 430-31, n. 23). 

53 Batty Langley, The City and Country Builder's and Workman's Treasury of Designs (John & Francis Rivington 

and ors, London, 1770 [1st ed 1740]) at p. 23. 

54 J. Elliot, Monuments and Inscriptions etc within the Church and Church Yard of St John under the Castle of Lewes 

Anno 1778, MS, bound, ESRO. 

55 James Stevens Curl, Dictionary of Architecture and Landscape Architecture (OUP, Oxford, 2nd ed 2006) at p. 

20. 

56 Langley, p. 23. 

57 Fieldwork. 
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Weaver refers to ‘a “table” or, as generally but less accurately called, “altar” type’ tomb;58 

a contemporary contract says that the tomb is to be ‘in manner of an altar’.59 Harvey 

calls them box tombs,60 and Chase and Gabel just tombs.61 

Coffin tombs are shaped like plain altar tombs, but in the shape of a six-sided coffin. 

They are recorded full-size from Tennessee in the 1860s,62 but smaller versions, 

seemingly solid stone, exist at Weston Underwood, Buckinghamshire (Plate 4.7a),63 and 

Billinge, Lancashire.64 

I suggest the name mansard chest for a form found in the American South, which looks 

like a brick tabletop tomb but instead of having a tablestone on top, has the upper 

surface rendered, sloping back round the edge like a mansard roof (Plate 4.7b). There 

are usually projecting corner piers, also of brick. Where the render has come off, there 

appears to be brick underneath, suggesting that they are either solid or, more likely, 

vaulted. Examples (all without any inscription) are at Georgetown, South Carolina. 

A table tomb consists of a tablestone on supports; the edge is usually moulded. There 

are usually four, five, six or eight legs, but occasionally only two (Plate 4.8a).65 They are 

often baluster-shaped,66 although they may be columns (Plate 4.8b).67 They are found 

principally although locally in the north of England,68 in Scotland and in Connecticut. 

They are very vulnerable to collapse or to the removal of their legs, appearing then as a 

ledgerstone on a base, as with one recorded by Burgess69 as supported on four posts but 

                                                           
58 Lawrence Weaver, Memorials and Monuments, Old and New: Two hundred subjects chosen from seven centuries 

(Country Life, London, 1915), p. 412 

59 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.120 (for an intramural monument, 1628). 

60 A. D. Harvey, ‘Baluster-Cornered Box Tombs', Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, Vol. 62 

(1999) pp. 287-95 .  

61 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I, p. 5. 

62 Brent Cantrell, ‘Traditional Grave Structures of the Eastern Highland Rim', Tennessee Folklore Society 

Bulletin, Vol. XLVII no 3, Sept 1981, pp. 93-103 at p. 94 

63 They are largely illegible although one appears to say ‘Anthony’; Burgess mentions other examples 

(Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.130). 

64 Abra--- †1720. I am indebted to Charlie Guy for knowledge of this stone. 

65 Such as Frances Armitage †1791 at Bradfield, WR. 

66 Such as Mary Williamson †1774 at Bedale, NR. 

67 As in that to the Wilkinson family at Upleatham, NR. 

68 Brian Bailey, Churchyards of England and Wales (Hale, London, 1987) p. 123. 

69 Henry Rice †1687 at Upleatham, NR. (Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 137). 
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now flat on the ground. The Jabbours use the term table gravestone,70 Chase and Gabel, 

and also Love, call them tablestones,71 and Little puts forward tomb-table.72 

Confusingly, table tomb is sometimes used to mean an altar tomb.73 

Tabletop tomb is the expression used by Givens and Richardson to describe a 

tablestone74 placed on top of four walls, in their case of four courses of brick, which 

bear no decoration or shaping.75  It seems a useful one for any form consisting of a 

tablestone above brick or rubblestone which is taller than a raised ledgerstone but which 

differs from an altar tomb in not having any ashlar, decoration or shaping on the sides 

(Plate 4.9a). 

Trestle tomb seems the most appropriate name for table tombs which, instead of having 

legs, have two or three transverse supports.76 

Tapering chests seem to be a very localised speciality of Kesteven and surrounding areas 

(Plate 4.9b). The chest tapers in width from head to foot. The top is usually much 

thicker than normal, although in illegible examples at Averham, Nottinghamshire, the 

top appears to fit inside the sides, as though it were a stone coffin. The top is often, 

although not always, curved, giving a segmental profile from head on. This end of the 

top may project and is sometimes decorated, as in illegible examples at Belton, 

Lincolnshire, which have a scroll pediment and drapery. In other cases the head end is 

bowed. Sometimes the foot end is lower than the head end.77 The origin of the tapering 

                                                           
70  Jabbour and Jabbour, p. 68. 

71 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I, p. 47. 

72 Little, p. 290. 

73 For instance by Gittos and Gittos, ‘English Medieval Churchyard’ at p. 41. 

74 Of Elizabeth Drummond †1699. 

75 David Givens and Mary Anna Richardson, ‘19th and 20th Century Features' in William M. Kelso, 

Beverly Straube and Daniel Schmidt (eds), 2007-2010 Interim Report on the Preservation Virginia Excavations at 

Jamestown, Virginia, pp. 78-80 http://www.apva.org/rediscovery/pdf/2007_2010report_high.pdf, accessed 

18th September 2015 (2012) pp. 79-80. It is now in Jamestown Churchyard but was originally at Green 

Spring; presumably the base was at the least rebuilt when the structure was moved in 1905 and when it 

was relocated in the churchyard in or after 1924. 

76 Such as Edward Bucknall †1774 at Astley, Salop. 

77 Burgess (English Churchyard Memorials) gives a description of tapering chests and tapering table tombs at 

p. 129, although he does not name them. 
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is presumably based on the shape of coffins; cross slabs were of tapering form from the 

twelfth century.78 

Tapering table tombs are like tapering chests but with legs; the effect is rather like that 

of a grand piano (Plate 4.10a).79 A variant at Brancepeth, Co. Durham has a hipped top 

with a large central flat area. 80 

A raised vault is a vault for several bodies with a stone, metal or wooden door at ground 

level, side walls and a roof usually but not always flat.81 It differs from a mausoleum in 

being too low to enter standing up, and from a wedding-cake tomb in having only one 

tier. It tends to be plain and cement-rendered, but may be more ornamental.  

Chest tombs with superstructures 

Lidded chests, barrel-topped tombs and cassones are similar. A lidded chest is a chest 

tomb with what looks like a casket lid, generally slightly smaller than the top surface of 

the chest (Plate 4.11a).82 A chest with a tall, hipped lid, more complex than that on a 

lidded chest, is a cassone, like the Italian article of furniture;83 it is most common in the 

Cotswolds, where altar tombs form a lower proportion of chest tombs than elsewhere.  

Barrel-topped tombs are chest tombs with a semi-cylinder lying the whole length of the 

top.84 (Curl defines barrel in an architectural sense as ‘a form ... like a half-cylinder or 

extruded semi-circular arch with a smooth underside’).85 This semi-cylinder may be 

completely plain, or may be ribbed transversely or diagonally, and in either case it may 

have plain or decorated bands at each end and halfway down (Plate 4.11a).86 Some have 

no hoops but diagonal ridges, giving the effect of a roll of carpet (Plate 4.11b).87 Others 

have rounded hoop-like projections all along the barrel, giving the effect of an iron 

                                                           
78 Gittos and Gittos, ‘English Medieval Churchyard’, p. 39. 

79 There are a number at Belton, Lincs. 

80 To Jane Forster †1721. 

81 For instance Ann Quiggin †1821 at St George’s, Douglas, IoM. 

82 An example is William Hemming †1796 at Fairford, Glos. Lees uses the term lidded chest (Lees, English 

Churchyard Memorials, pp. 70-71) but seems to include what is here described as a cassone. 

83 An example is Martha Smith †1780 at Beaconsfield, Bucks. 

84 The term is used for an illustration in Sacheverell Sitwell, ‘Introduction', in Katharine A. Esdaile, English 

Church Monuments 1510 to 1840 (B. T. Batsford, London, 1946) pp. 1-43 at p. 41. 

85 Curl, Dictionary, p.65. 

86 Such as Thomas Irm-- †1731 at Burford, Oxon. 

87 For example Richard Marchant †1675 at Bibury, Glos. and Andrew White †1704 at Witney, Oxon. 
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pergola (Plate 4.12a).88 The hoops may be further apart,89 in which case they may have 

panels between them (Plate 4.12b).90 A few have a plain barrel with rounded ends rather 

than the usual shells (Plate 4.13a).91 A variant has gadrooning projecting out beyond the 

four sides of the chest, echoing but not precisely continuing the line of the ribbing on 

the barrel; the effect is of a street-car.92 

Some of the plainer examples have in the past been interpreted as bales of wool 

commemorating Cotswold wool merchants, and thus the name bale tomb has been 

used, but the tombs all date from no later than the seventeenth century, when that 

industry was in decline, and most are not monuments to wool merchants. Lees suggests 

that the shape represents the pall draped over the hearse during the funeral service, and 

that the finials which (rarely) appear on the cross-bands represent candle-holders on the 

hearse.93 Surely a more likely explanation is that the shape represents the effigy which 

would have been expected on an intramural chest, but without requiring the expense, 

skill or social pretension to be carved into full effigial form.  

Intramural tomb chests usually bore recumbent effigies. This was rare in the churchyard, 

but a few examples of effigial chests are known, a number listed by Lees.94 The most 

striking, not recumbent but sprawling in approved early-eighteenth-century fashion, is 

Anthony Wingfield †1715 at Stonham Aspal, Suffolk, of whom Pevsner wrote, ‘...one 

feels a monument in Westminster Abbey may be taking a country holiday.’ (Plate 

4.13b)95  

Frame tomb is suggested as a neutral term for a rare construction consisting of a chest 

or table tomb with an open arch of half-hoops stretching from head to foot over it.96 It 

may represent the funeral superstructure called the hearse. Gabled chests have the 

                                                           
88 Such as Robert Pankridge †1725 at Bibury, Glos., and John Kempster †1756 at Burford, Oxon. 

89 Such as Margaret White †1686 at Witney, Oxon. 

90 Such as Jasper Warren †1684 at Bibury, Glos. 

91 For example Elizabeth Minchin †1712 at Burford, Oxon. 

92 An example is Valentine Strong †1662 at Fairford, Glos. 

93 Lees, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 61. 

94 Lees, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 55. 

95 Nikolaus Pevsner, The Buildings of England: Suffolk  (Penguin Books, London, 2nd ed. 1974) at p. 441. 

96 An example is dated 1735 (the name illegible) with a later plaque to Hugh Jones †1770 at Beaumaris, 

Anglesey. Other examples at Dyserth are illustrated in James Walton, ‘The craft of the seventeenth and 

eighteenth century monumental mason', Monumental and Architectural Journal Vol. VII no. 12 (1940) pp. 

379-81 at p. 379. 
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gables on the shorter sides. They may be single (Plate 4.14a)97 or double.98 Burgess gives 

other examples.99 Throughstanes are a Scottish form, like a coped ledger on trestle-like 

stone supports at each end (and sometimes a central support as well) (Plate 4.14b).100  

The urn-topped chest is a high-status variant of a lidded chest tomb with an urn on the 

middle of the top. An example (with a breakfront chest) is the monument to John 

Townsend the mason †1728 in St Giles’ churchyard, Oxford, illustrated by Colvin.101 

There is another at Alderley, Gloucestershire,102 with a much smaller urn on a complex 

lid, pagoda-esque with a gadrooned frill half-way down.  Although not topped by an urn 

but by something which seems half way between a wheatsheaf and a bunch of 

asparagus, the monument at Cobham, Kent, to Elizabeth Hayes †1764 belongs here 

(Plate 4.15a).  

A pedestal is ‘a square Body, with a Base and Cornice, serving as a Foot for the 

Columns to stand upon’.103 It may also be circular or polygonal. As a pedestal tomb, it 

may be complete in itself or support an urn, obelisk or occasionally a column. With an 

urn on pedestal, the urn is generally smaller than the pedestal, although mourning 

pictures might reverse this for effect.104 It is perhaps surprisingly rare for a pedestal to 

bear a statue of the deceased.105 

I suggest the name tent-pedestal tomb for pedestal tombs that appear in some mourning 

pictures with tent-like superstructures of round section at the top, changing to square on 

the pedestal (Plate 4.15b).106 

                                                           
97 As for Ann Neaghells †1672 at Weston Underwood, Bucks., and John Baxter †1675 at Laxton, 

Northants. 

98 Such as one at Caldecott, Rutland †1686. 

99 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials,p.129. 

100 An example is Andrew Ker †1724 at Pencaitland, East Lothian. 

101 Howard Colvin, ‘The Townesends of Oxford: A Firm of Georgian Master-Masons and its Accounts', 

Georgian Group Journal, Vol 10 (2000) pp. 43-60 at p. 52. 

102 To Matthew Hale †1706. 

103 Neve. 

104 For example that illustrated as Fig. 145 in Robert Bishop and Jacqueline Marx Atkins, Folk Art in 

American Life (Viking Studio Books, New York, 1995). 

105 An example is that of the sculptor Nathaniel Ireson (a self-portrait) in Wincanton churchyard, 

Somerset (James Ayres, Art, Artisans & Apprentices: Apprentice Painters and Sculptors in the Early Modern British 

Tradition [Oxbow Books, Oxford and Philadelphia, 2014] p. 373). 

106 For example that illustrated as Fig. 61 in Bishop and Atkins. 
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Tea caddy is the name given to upright circular, hexagonal or octagonal tombs with 

domes or lids,107 found principally in the Cotswolds.108 

The name wedding-cake tomb is suggested for some monuments which are as large as 

mausolea but cannot be entered. They consist of two or more square or rectangular 

levels, the top sometimes a normal, but skied, altar tomb (Plate 4.16a). The inscription 

is often on a relatively small, plain stone plaque. The sides and top surfaces of the 

monument may be stone but may equally be rendered brick or rubble-stone. Burgess 

illustrates an urn-topped example †1741 at South Mimms, Hertfordshire.109  

The only example I have found of a shrine tomb, in the form of a mediæval shrine with 

a steeply-sloping lid, is that to Maria Forbes †1649 at Bovey Tracey, Devon (Plate 

4.16b).110 

True Roman sarcophagi were above-ground stone coffins which actually contained the 

body. They were copied in England from the eighteenth century onwards but were 

decorative only, the corpse being buried in the ground. In form they differ from other 

chests tombs in having a base much smaller than their widest part. Sometimes they have 

a flat top, at others a raised lid. They may also be on feet. A sarcophagus on chest may 

be full-size or smaller. An elaborate example at Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire,111 has a 

heavy, urn-topped sarcophagus standing between two urns on a breakfront chest. 

A recessed wall tomb is the same as a recessed mediæval tomb inside a church but on 

the outside of the walls. It consists of an arched recess with a lifesize full-length effigy, 

often now missing112. (Gittos and Gittos refer to mediæval examples as external tomb 

recesses).113 

Other variations in the form of chest tombs 

                                                           
107 Such as Sarah Smith †1714 at Painswick, Glos. An out-of-area example is Edward Lawrence †1789 at 

Atcham, Salop. 

108 Lees, English Churchyard Memorials, pp. 69-70. 

109 Frederick Burgess, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: [Large Churchyard Monuments]', Monumental 

Journal, Vol XV no. 2 (1948) pp. 83-8 at p. 83. 

110 Mentioned, although not given a name, by Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.129. 

111 To Edward Hughs †1670. 

112 As in examples at St Michael’s, St Alban’s, and All Saints’, Willian, referred to in  Jeffery W. Whitelaw, 

Hertfordshire Churches and other places of worship (Oldcastle Books, Harpenden, 1990) p. 64. 

113 Gittos and Gittos, ‘English Medieval Churchyard’, p.41. 
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Most chest tombs have straight sides. Very occasionally one finds bombé chests with 

more Baroque or Rococo curved sides.114 A predominantly-West Country variant is the 

bow-ended chest in which each end is curved (Plate 4.17a).115 Where the centre part of 

the long sides of a chest tomb breaks forward, like a breakfront bookcase, it can be 

described as a breakfront chest tomb (or any other form).116   

Lyre-ended chests have lyre-shaped ends (Plate 4.17a);117 the sides sometimes follow 

the end shape, and so are bombé, or may be straight as in a conventional altar tomb. 

They are a Cotswold speciality, and presumably evolved from the corner balusters of 

many altar tombs. Lees calls them flamboyant tombs.118 

In concave-sided chest tombs (Plate 4.18a), in Burgess’ words, ‘the supporting convex 

[sic – he means concave] ends are joined together by a central slab, giving the illusion of 

a chest-tomb with deeply recessed sides’.119 Burgess felt they were a local speciality of 

parts of the coast of the North Riding, although there are in fact also nineteenth-century 

examples at Braddan, Isle of Man, suggesting a wider distribution.  

The oval chest is a late Georgian form, either flat-topped or with a superstructure, as 

with one at Whitby in a gadrooned truncated tent-shape (Plate 4.18b).120 

Different variables may of course be combined; for example a lyre-ended barrel tomb; 

Lees reports two †1677 and †1685 from Quenington, Gloucestershire.121 

Less formally-shaped chest-type tombs 

Mention has already been made (sub vault, supra) of the brick barrel vault which may be 

visible underneath chest tombs. Sometimes, however, the barrel vault is intentionally 

                                                           
114 For example that (gadrooned and with an effigy on top) to Anthony Wingfield †1715 at Stonham 

Aspal, Suffolk, and on a smaller scale that to Julia Dorcas ?Shelley †1782 at Epsom, Surrey. 

115 An example is Thomas Knight †1715 at Kingston St Mary, Somerset. 

116 One such (urn-topped) is the monument to John Townsend the mason †1728 in St Giles’ churchyard, 

Oxford, illustrated by Colvin (H. M. Colvin, ‘The Townesends of Oxford: A Firm of Georgian Master-

Masons and its Accounts', Georgian Group Journal, Vol. 10 (2000) pp. 43-60 at p. 52), another Richard 

Cooke Shergold †1727 at Bishop’s Canning, Wilts. 

117 For example Paul Mills †1795, Painswick, Glos. (probably earlier). 

118 Lees, English Churchyard Memorials, pp. 63-66. 

119 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.137. Examples include Elizabeth Yeoman †1778 at Whitby and 

Christopher Leak †1799 at Scarborough, both NR. 

120 For Jane Wardale †1791- not necessarily the earliest commemoration; others are illegible. 

121 Lees, English Churchyard Memorials, p.68. 
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above ground and is either the only gravemarker or is combined with another form; 

Gover illustrates one below a graveboard at an unidentified location in England.122 One 

at Beaufort, North Carolina, with no inscription, is cement-rendered and has rendered 

brick head- and footstones attached at each end (Plate 4.19a).  

A cairn grave is a pile of stones, without mortar, recorded by Little in Lee County, 

North Carolina, an area settled by Scottish Highlanders.123 They are presumably of late 

eighteenth-century date. 

In some cases, rather than a rectangular chest, there is a form like that of a shrouded 

body. In the early Christian West, some graves were covered with terracotta amphoræ; 

Ariès illustrates some.124 The amphora give a very similar effect to a bodystone which is 

a monument in shape rather like a shrouded body; Little defines it as ‘a body-shaped 

stone mound’.125 Bodystones are most commonly found as middlestones in combination 

graves (q.v., infra), and may survive if the other elements have been lost. Sometimes, 

however, they do seem to be self-contained gravemarkers,126 in which case they will have 

an inscription carved on them (Plate 4.19b)127  

Combination graves 

I suggest the term combination grave to describe those monuments which consist of a 

headstone in combination with other features. The simplest is a headstone and 

footstone; more complex forms are a headstone combined with a middlestone, with or 

without a footstone. It is an ancient form, relatively common in the Middle Ages128 but 

then, except as a simple headstone with footstone, rare until the nineteenth century. 

Badham illustrates part of a group surviving in Carmarthenshire; in one the stone 

joining head- and footstone is shallowly gabled, in another it is a tapering ledger and in 

the third it is a ledger with an effigy in relatively low relief.129 

                                                           
122 Pamela Gover, ‘Country Churchyards: The development of the memorial', Commemorative Art, Vol. 

XXXIII, no. 7 (July 1966), p. 224. 

123 Little, p. 65. 

124 Philippe Ariès, Images of Man and Death (transl. Janet Lloyd, originally Images de l'homme devant la mort, 

1983) (Harvard Uinversity Press, Cambridge MA, 1985) Fig. 6. 

125 Little, p. 287. 

126 As Burgess surmises (English Churchyard Memorials, p. 128). 

127 Early examples are at Etchilhampton, Wilts, such as Roger Poulton †1662. 

128 Gittos and Gittos, ‘English Medieval Churchyard’, p.39. 

129 Badham, Medieval Church and Churchyard Monuments, p. 21. 
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Middlestone is the term used by the complier of the transcription of monuments in the 

churchyard of St John-sub-Castro, Lewes, in 1778130 for the stone element connecting 

headstone and footstone. He does not specify types, but the following are found: 

a ledgerstone, sometimes full width, but often only the width of the 

headstone.131  

a tapering ledgerstone.132  

a raised ledgerstone, full width,133 or narrower.134  

a coffinstone, i.e a ledgerstone shaped like a traditional hexagonal coffin.135 

a coffin-shaped plain altar tomb (again sometimes very low).136 

a bodystone,137 i.e. one like the shape of a shrouded body, more or less 

stylised.138 Burgess describes the shape as ‘coped or semi-cylindrical’, making a 

permanent feature of the grave-mound.139 It might be ribbed, to look like either 

a shrouded corpse or a brambled or withied mound.140 

a rail, i.e. a vertical member like a wooden graveboard, running lengthways 

between headstone and footstone.141 

A unified structure consisting of headstone, footstone and linking kerbs is in the United 

States called a cradle.142 Examples probably all post-date our period. 

 

                                                           
130 Elliot, pp. 18, 29 and 31. 

131 As with Mary Blackman †1777 at Chailey, Sussex. 

132 As for Thomas Blackman †1786 at Chailey, Sussex. 

133 As for Thomas Price †1777 at Burwash, Sussex. 

134 As for Elizabeth Card †1752 at Beckley, Sussex. 

135 An instance is Thomas Harmer †1763 at Ardingly, Sussex. 

136 As for Frances Scott †1778 at St Mary’s, Bungay, Suffolk. 

137 Mytum seems to use the term for any broadly horizontal form lying in front of a headstone (Mytum, 

Recording and Analysing Gravestones, pp. 118-19) 

138 An example is Mary Brooks †1790 at Boreham, Essex. 

139 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 128. 

140 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials p.148 n.47. 

141 As for Edward Burt †1720 at Bolney, Sussex. 

142 Adgent. 
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Upright Forms 

The second main category consists of upright forms.  

Peg-based forms 

The principal upright form of marker to survive the Reformation was, as described in 

Chapter 2, a small stone peg, perhaps eight or ten inches high, half that in width, and 

rather less in depth (Plate 4.20a). Because of their size, there was no room for a full 

inscription, and so they bear only initials and a date (although this was an advance on 

the sometimes-anonymous mediæval marker).143 Pegs generally died out with the rise of 

the headstone, or perhaps more accurately morphed into footstones, although some 

later examples are probably still memorials in their own right (Plate 4.20b).144    

A fieldstone is the simplest, and probably earliest, form of memorial, consisting of an 

unshaped stone placed to mark a grave; Glassie calls it a silent chunk of rock, as it is 

mute as to date and identity (Plate 4.21a).145 One stage on, initials and a date may be 

carved on it (Plate 4.21b). In well-settled areas, this was a very early (and indeed 

mediæval) stage, but in more remote or newly-settled areas it could occur very late.146 

The carving may be on a side surface or on the top (and indeed some fully-developed 

pegs and discoids have inscriptions on the top surface).147 

Modern graves often have a metal or wooden identification marker put in place by the 

undertaker/funeral home and serving to identify the grave until permanent memorial is 

erected.148 If no permanent memorial materialises, the identification marker may remain 

for many decades. It is possible that something similar may have been done in the study 

period, although not surviving. 

 

 

                                                           
143 An example is GL DL †1621 at Darley Dale, Derbys. A list of extant markers made in 1722 in another 

Derbyshire parish shows that many bore only initials (Kerry, ‘Burial Places’, passim). 

144 Such as RF †1704 at Windrush, Glos. 

145 Glassie, Folk Housing in Middle Virginia, p.179. 

146 For example a stone to JD †1795 at Abbots Creek, NC. 

147 For example several discoids in Durham Cathedral churchyard. Burgess identifies it as a speciality of 

Northumberland and Co. Durham (Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials p.120), and it is in fact part of 

the cultural continuum with Lowland Scotland manifested in double-sided headstones. 

148 Jabbour and Jabbour, p. 65. 
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Cross-based forms 

Churchyard crosses have been mentioned in Chapter 3. Crosses to mark individual 

graves are almost unknown between the Reformation and the Oxford Movement. A 

rare surviving example (perhaps partly disguised by the shortness of the arms and its 

generally rude form) is at Andreas, Isle of Man, with a death date of 1675 (Plate 

4.22a).149 A woodcut epitaph of 1580 includes representations of mounded graves with 

Latin crosses at each end (Plate 4.22b),150 which suggests a measure of survival a 

generation into Elizabeth I’s reign. 

A discoid consists of a circle on a stalk. Before the Reformation, the circle usually 

contained a cross. Post-Reformation examples are uncommon, and disappear totally 

with the rise of the headstone. They are rare in Scotland (Thomson knows of only 

seven)151 and there seems to be only one in North America, at Ipswich, Massachusetts 

(Plate 4.23a).152 Some of the latest are three †1696, †1697 and †1706 in Durham 

cathedral churchyard. Ariès illustrates what is clearly a discoid but calls it a ‘stela’.153 

Little calls a discoid-headed headstone a discoid.154 

A discoid-headed headstone is a normal headstone with a discoid head, the overall 

effect that of a head and shoulders. An example is one †1680 at Upleatham in the North 

Riding, but it was also a form used in the American South, perhaps originally in wood 

(Plate 4.23b). 

Graveposts are wooden posts which probably represent pre-Reformation wooden 

crosses with the cross-bar removed to avoid popish connotations (Plate 4.24a). None 

seems to survive from the seventeenth or eighteenth centuries, although Pace suggests 

that three nineteenth-century examples at Carshalton, Surrey, are of similar design; two 

are plain (one with a blunt point, the other with a segmental top), while the third has a 

more elaborate finial. The initials and dates of death are on the west side of all three.155 

                                                           
149 To Margery Lace. 

150 Lemon, p. 25. 

151 George Thomson, ‘A Discoid Marker from Collace, Perthshire', Scottish Archaeological Journal, Vol 31 no. 

1/2 (2009), pp. 107-14 at p. 111.  

152 Kewley, ‘Behind the Bedheads’.] 

153 Ariès, Images of Man and Death, p. 218. 

154 Little, p. 288. 

155 George G. Pace, ‘Bed-head memorials of the Home Counties', Monumental and Architectural Journal, Vol. 

VIII no. 3 (1941) pp. 79-82 at p. 79. 
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Benes and Forman respectively quote references in schedules of expenses for burials in 

Massachusetts, the former ‘For ... posts’ in 1657156 and the latter ‘posts for the graves’ in 

1669.157 Benes argues that as there was a substantial variation in the cost of graveposts 

as given in probate accounts, there must have been considerable variation in the degree 

of carving or painting on them.  

One stone example is known,158 presumably a skeuomorph, at Hadley, Massachusetts,159 

with writing up each side of a post of square section (Plate 4.24b).  

Graveboard-based forms 

Graveboards consist of two more or less square posts with a long, flat board between 

them, positioned so that one post is at the head of the grave and the other at the foot.160 

Sometimes the posts have finials, sometimes not. The board may be flat-topped, or flat 

but crowned by a capping board or some sort of cresting,161 or it may have the outline 

of a very shallow triangular pediment162 or of a hipped roof with the corners rounded 

(Plate 4.25a).163 It bears an inscription on one or both faces, either painted on or 

incised.164 The tops of the posts generally have some sort of finial; Pace illustrates a 

selection.165 There are generally brackets supporting each end of the inscription board.  

                                                           
156 Peter Benes, ‘Additional Light on Wooden Grave Markers', Essex Institute Historical Collections, Vol. 111, 

no. 1 (1975) pp. 53-64 at p. 55 (the date in the text is given as 1675 but from the context it appears that 

this is a misprint for 1657). 

157 In Salem, MA (Benno M. Forman, ‘A New Light on Early Grave Markers', Essex Institute Historical 

Collections, Vol. CIV no. 2 [1968] pp. 127-9 at p. 129). 

158 Benes refers to it (Peter Benes, ‘Additional Light’ pp. 57-58). 

159 To Jacob Worner †1711. 

160 Although Lees refers to examples in Devon where the board is across the head of the grave (Lees, 

English Churchyard Memorials, p. 55).  

161 Like that to Henry Martin †1798 at Ringmer, Sussex. 

162 Like an undated one from St James, Santee, SC, now at the Charleston Museum; photograph at 

MESDA # S-13808. A similar shape appears in a painting of 1818 (recte 1799) reproduced in Bradford L. 

Rauschenberg, ‘Coffin-making and Undertaking in Charleston and its Environs, 1705-1820', Journal of 

Early Southern Decorative Arts, Vol. XVI no. 1 (1990) pp. 19-63, at pp.49-52. 

163 Like Mary Luyten †1770 at St Michael’s, Charleston, South Carolina, now a modern copy; the 

destroyed original is illustrated in  Jennie Haskell Rose, ‘Pre-Revolution Cabinetmakers of Charles Town', 

Antiques, Vol. XXIII no. 4 (April 1933) pp. 126-28; no. 5 (May 1933) pp 184-85, at p. 127. 

164 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 28 (quoting a description from 1673). 

165 Pace ‘Bed-head memorials of the Home Counties', passim. 
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The only detailed contemporary record there seems to be of a graveboard is a drawing 

of one (no longer in existence)166 at St John-sub-Castro, Lewes, Sussex, one of a 

selection done by a barrister in 1778, primarily to preserve them as legal evidence (Plate 

4.25b).167 

Graveboards are almost always of wood, although some skeuomorphic examples in 

stone exist in Sussex (Plate 4.26a).168 Weaver illustrates one169 with well-turned urn-

finials on the posts and what may be metal cresting on the top of the board;170one in 

Charleston may have had lead in the same place.171 The stone examples have posts of 

greater section, often topped with polyhedrons rather like a Scottish sundial.  

Mytum suggests that as stone skeuomorphs appear only in Sussex, wooden graveboards 

might have been restricted to southern England.172 Certainly surviving examples are 

mainly in the south-east quadrant of the British Isles, but many are even then a long way 

from Sussex, and it may be noted that no skeuomorphs are known in those parts of 

North America where we have evidence that there were wooden graveboards.173  

Gover uses the term leaping-board,174 while Pace calls them bed-head memorials.175 An 

account book from Topsfield, Massachusetts, has an entry from 1710 referring to ‘two 

fram[e]s set on fathers and mothers grave’, which Forman thinks is another name for a 

graveboard.176 Cressy finds a reference in 1606 to a son ‘lay[ing] a plank upon his 

father’s grave’,177 which presumably means erecting a graveboard. 

A variant of the graveboard was the grave-rail. Benes cites a number of references to 

‘rails’ (variously spelt) from 1658 to 1675;178 Forman finds a 1680 reference to a ‘coffin 

                                                           
166 To Thomas Dutnall †1757. 

167 Elliot.  

168  Notably at Bolney (Henry Haslegrove †1748) and Balcombe (Sarah Gibson †1721). 

169  At Wing, Bucks. †1797. 

170 Weaver, Memorials and Monuments, p. 437. 

171 Rauschenberg, ‘Coffin-making’, p. 49. 

172 Mytum, Mortuary Monuments, p. 26. 

173 Unless of course one accepts Benes’ contention that Boston Bedheads are derived from graveboards. 

174 Gover, ‘Country Churchyards’, p. 224. 

175 Pace, ‘Bed-head memorials’, passim. 

176 Forman, p. 127. 

177 Cressy, Birth, Marriage and Death, p. 470. 

178  Benes, ‘Additional Light’ p. 55. 
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rail’.179 These were presumably those seen in contemporary prints which have, rather 

than an upright plank between the posts, what looks like the rail of a post and rail fence, 

in other words a length of 2” by 2” or similar timber set lozengewise. Benes suggests, 

from references to ‘rails’ in the plural that there were sometimes two rails rather than 

one as in all surviving examples and most illustrations180.  

Mural monuments 

A mural monument is one fixed to the wall of a building; the term was in use by the 

1630s.181 In England they are usually on the external wall of the church, but in Scotland 

may be on the interior face of the kirkyard wall; they are very rare in America. I have not 

seen any actually inscribed directly on the church wall, although this occasionally 

happened in the Middle Ages.182 The actual burial will be in the churchyard, either below 

the monument or nearby.183 There are two types, wall tablets and wall tombs. 

Some wall tablets are simple, often rectangular,184 or oval, or basic variants, such as one 

with an apron below and projecting moulding above (Plate 4.26b).185 Others are 

pedimented (Plate 4.27a).186 They are called mural tablets by Davidson.187 A separate 

category, more common inside churches, is the pillar tablet,188 attached to a column (and 

thus especially hated by Victorian ‘restorers’). 

A wall tomb is rarer than a wall tablet. It is full height and stands on the ground. It may 

be an aedicule monument or it may have a pyramid or urn on a chest-base. An example, 

with an obelisk flanked with burning lamps, and a double-breakfront chest with flaming 

urns on the two front corners, is at Hallaton, Leicestershire.189 

                                                           
179 Forman, p. 129. 

180 Peter Benes, ‘Additional Light’ p.58. 

181 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.221. 

182  Gittos and Gittos, ‘English Medieval Churchyard’, p. 41. 

183 Ludwig is confused and seems to think the burial will be within the church (Ludwig, Graven Images, 

p.56). 

184 Such as Mary Vaughan †1779 at Llanfilo, Brecknockshire. 

185 John Griffiths †1799 at Bryngwyn, Rads. 

186 Such as Sarah Gamble †1735 at Bishop’s Canning, Wilts. 

187 Davidson, p. i. 

188 So called by Sitwell, p. 34. 

189 To George Fenwicke †1760. It is illustrated in Frederick Burgess, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: 

[Large Churchyard Monuments]', Monumental Journal, Vol XV no. 2 (1948) pp. 83-8 at p. 83. 
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An aedicule monument is floor-standing and consists of an aedicule (that is, a pair of 

columns topped by a pediment, with within them an inscription tablet), one-sided and 

usually, but not always, against a wall (Plate 4.27b).190 They are mainly found in 

Scotland and the northernmost counties of England. If double-sided, they would 

become a tall double- or four-sided headstone. 

Headstone-based forms 

The term headstone is used in a 1778 account from Sussex191. It means an upright stone 

marker of varying shape, carved usually on one side only. Burgess argues that in the late 

seventeenth century many Midland masons 

...began to stabilize the arrangement of text and ornament, producing a great 

many small boldly-cut stones of compact design, which can be divided into two 

categories. 

An architectural arrangement (similar to contemporary doorcases) in which a 

hood-mould or entablature, supported either by pilasters, columns or by 

flanking scrolls, encloses a letter-tablet with moulded rectangular frame. 

An ornamental arrangement (similar to interior wall-tablets) in which the text is 

cut upon a cartouche, shield, oval, circle or heart, surrounded by scroll-work, 

curtain-swags and fruit and flowers spilling from vegetable sheaths or 

cornucopias. 

Both these devices were used separately or in combination...192 

This, as so often with Burgess, begs many questions, and, as will be seen, there were 

many styles of headstone, in fact diverging rather than converging at this time, but the 

broad distinction between what one may call the Architectural Type and the Cartouche 

Type may have some utility. It is important to see that both types frame the inscription 

and that this is the point, not some idea of a headstone as a triumphal arch leading to 

the next world.193 

                                                           
190 A freestanding example is Thomas Fargher †1781 at St Mark’s, Isle of Man. 

191 Elliot, passim. 

192 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 120. 

193 As suggested by Laura Byers, ‘Till Death Do Us Part': Design Sources of Eighteenth Century New England 

Tombstones [exhibition catalogue] (Yale Center for American Art and Material Culture, New Haven, 1978), 

p. 9 (following Ludwig, Graven Images). 
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The ‘graveyard recording’ school of archaeology puts great stress on headstone shape, 

giving its volunteers or students tick-sheets with different codes for different outlines.194 

In fact fieldwork suggests that shape is by no means always important, and markers of 

different outline may be closely related stylistically, while ones of the same outline may 

otherwise be radically different.  

The great majority of headstones are carved on only one face. The backs are either left 

relatively rough (as they were riven at the quarry), dressed to a smooth finish, or given 

some sort of milled finish. Deetz notices an increase in smooth backs against rough 

ones in New England over the decades,195 and fieldwork suggests that this is the general 

although not exclusive pattern more widely.196 In much of Scotland and in 

Northumberland and Co. Durham, however, it was common, at least up until the 

middle of the eighteenth century, to carve both faces to produce a double-sided 

headstone (Plate 4.28).197 Sometimes the amount of decoration is equal,198 but at others, 

only one side is carved in relief while the other contains just an inscription (Plate 

4.29).199 The four-sided headstone is a Scottish speciality, where the sides of the 

headstone are carved with figures or other motifs (Plate 4.30).200 Top-carved 

headstones are very rare, but occasionally a thick headstone will have carving on top; an 

instance is a stone at Greyfriars, Perth, carved on the top with two cherubs and a 

sundial, but with no legible inscription except a later number 138 (Plate 4.31a). 

The headstone is a form which arises during the study period and is not a mediæval 

carry-over. Some seem to derive from ledgerstones; one of the earliest is low and very 

long, and can easily be imagined as an old-fashioned ledgerstone, with an inscription all 

round the edge, turned on its side and stuck in the earth, leaving the inscription running 

lengthways on the exposed upper half (Plate 4.31b).201 One possibly-unique headstone 

has wording round the edge in a tight semi-circle, as though one of the old-type 

                                                           
194 Mytum, Recording and Analysing Gravestones, passim. 

195 Deetz, ‘Material Culture’, p. 227. 

196 Burgess agrees with regard to Swithland slate (Burgess, Churchyard Memorials, p.261). 

197 For Scotland, W. T. Vincent, In Search of Gravestones Old and Curious (Mitchell and Hughes, London, 

1896) p. 89; for north-east England, fieldwork. Also Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.118. 

198 As with IP IS dated 1732 at Holy Rude, Stirling. 

199 Such as John McFarland dated 1744 at Tulliallan, Perthshire. 

200 Examples include Thomas Walch †1705 at Tranent, East Lothian and James Baxter †1737 at Liberton, 

Midlothian. 

201 To Margaret Cheal †1609 at South Malling, Sussex. Of course it is possibly that it is actually a 

ledgerstone which has subsequently been set on its side. 
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ledgerstones had been planted vertically in the ground (Plate 4.32a).202 More like what 

subsequently became the common form of headstone would be a ledgerstone with an 

inscription parallel to the shorter side raised up vertically, and planted in the soil. 

Examples seem to occur, but often they may have been true ledgerstones set upright 

many years later (Plate 4.32b).203  

Generally, though, early headstones are closer in size and shape to stone pegs or 

discoids, and they probably represent a flattening out of those forms to allow more 

space for an inscription in line with the developing commemorative culture. The two 

earliest I have found which can truly be called headstones are John Thomas †1633 at 

Warmington, Warwickshire (Plate 4.33a), and John Alcock †1634 at Boughton 

Monchelsea, Kent (Plate 4.33b).   

These two in fact represent two types of these first headstones. One type, like the 

Alcock marker, is entirely plain, and either round-topped, segmental-topped, or flat-

topped (Plate 4.34).204 The other type, represented by the Thomas marker, has a 

pedimented frame and a recessed inscription tablet (Plate 4.35a), although some 

examples may be rather more primitive (Plate 4.35b).205 Their dates are important in 

that they are contemporary with or earlier than the monument to George Chapman 

†1634 at St Giles’-in-the-Fields discussed in Chapter 6, and so seem unlikely to have 

been influenced by it.                  

Mostly these early headstones are roughly square, and they start getting larger from the 

1660s onwards. Not until the 1670s do more plastic forms appear, with the tops being 

moulded more definitely in three dimensions.  

                                                           
202 At St Michael’s, Lewes, Sussex, to Marie Buckland †1631. 

203 Such as one at Maughold, Isle of Man, to Edward Christian †1660, evicted from the church during a 

Victorian restoration. 

204 For an example of a segmental top, see John Small †1663 at Bovey Tracey, Devon, segmental-topped 

with just a simple quirk as a border. For a flat-topped example, see Nathaniel Newington †1638 and 

Thomas Page †1657 both at South Malling, Sussex. 

205 For examples of a pedimented frame and recessed inscription, see Alexander Courcy †1640 also at 

Warmington, and Mikel Foxe †1659 at Chadshunt, Warks. For a more primitive example, see Margaret 

Jackson †1656 at Westerham, Kent. 
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A headboard is a wooden headstone, according to Little,206 although Rauschenberg calls 

it a flat grave board,207 an estate receipt of 1813 in Shenandoah County, Virginia says 

tomb boards,208 and mortboard is the Scottish term.209  

Unlike graveboards, few if any headboards have survived with inscriptions dating to 

before the mid-nineteenth century,210 but some from which writing has faded could 

conceivably be older. There are good examples at Mundon, Essex (Plate 4.36a), and 

Beaufort, North Carolina. Frantom refers to geometric wood markers in nineteenth-

century north Louisiana, meaning that they had circular or lozenge-shaped tops.211 An 

image in the MESDA collection of a marker from Beaufort is catalogued by 

Rauschenberg as ‘figure 8 shape’212 but in fact it seems to be a circular head on a 

rounded-shouldered headboard, the part below the shoulders having been lost.  

A much more elaborate version from the Lutheran Churchyard in Charleston survives 

in a watercolour sketch dated 1835; it has a shaped Baroque chief with a basket of 

flowers, and is fully polychrome. What is odd is that the inscription, dated 1784, makes 

little sense, starting ‘Here Lieth the Body/of/’ and then going into a verse. 

Rauschenberg assumes it was carved, although could it have been trompe l’oeuil?213 A 

description of the public burial ground in Columbia, South Carolina, in 1805-08 refers 

to wooden monuments ‘carved and painted in resemblance of stone’.214 In 1773 St 

Michael’s, Charleston, banned graveboards but allowed headstones and footstones, and 

headboards and footboards.215   An 1802 city ordinance in Charleston gave different 

burial charges for markers of wood or ‘of any other materials than wood’.216    

                                                           
206 Little, p. 288. Ball uses the same term (Donald B. Ball, ‘Wooden Gravemarkers: Neglected Items of 

Material Culture', Tennessee Folklore Society Bulletin Vol. XLIII, no. 4 [Dec 1977] pp 167-185 at p. 167). 

207 Rauschenberg, ‘Coffin-making’, p. 52. 

208 Rauschenberg, ‘Coffin-making’, p.55. 

209 Love, p. 51. 

210 Rauschenberg illustrates one from Spotswood, Virginia, which he dates to 1793, although on what 

basis is unclear (Rauschenberg, ‘Coffin-making’, p.55). 

211 Marcy Frantom, ‘Gravehouses of Northern Louisiana: Culture, History and Typology', Material Culture, 

Vol. 27, no. 2 (summer 1995) pp 21-48 at p. 28-29. 

212 MESDA Photo #S-14222. 

213 Rauschenberg, ‘Coffin-making’, p. 53. 

214 Rauschenberg, ‘Coffin-making’, p.54. 

215 Rauschenberg, ‘Coffin-making’, p. 52. 

216 Rauschenberg, ‘Coffin-making’, p. 54. 
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A footstone is a smaller version of a headstone, marking the foot of the grave. The 

inscription, which is generally no more than name or initials and date, usually faces 

outwards. Most footstones match the headstone, but if they are entirely different 

(Plates 4.36b and 4.37a)217 the suspicion must be that they were erected immediately 

on death, while awaiting the arrival of the headstone, although John S. Wilson’s 

investigation of the work of the Massachusetts stonecutter Ithamar Spauldin, whose day 

and account book survives, found that in 49% of cases his headstones and footstones 

do not match; he concludes that on receiving an order for a headstone and footstone, 

Spauldin simply used whatever footstones he had to hand, pre-carved.218 They may have 

developed from pegs (q.v.) with which they share a format. A footboard is a wooden 

footstone, according to Little.219 

A double-header is any headstone or footstone with a distinct division of its top into 

two parts. There may be separate inscription panels for each half (Plate 4.37b), or one 

running the full width of the stone (Plate 4.38a). Rarely the stone may be triple-, 

quadruple- or more extensively multi-headed (Plate 4.38b). Most types of gravemarker 

are susceptible to doubling, including chests and even gravehouses.220 

I suggest lair stone as the name for a Scottish speciality which Willsher describes as ‘a 

long low stone like the headstone of a double bed’ (Plate 4.39a).221 They are in fact like 

ledgerstones turned on their side and half buried; an early marker at South Malling, 

Sussex,222 previously mentioned, is exactly the same thing. Some have a shaped top.223 

The stele is a form of ancient Greek tombstone (literally a pillar) which influenced 

Greek Revival headstones of the 1820s and 1830s. It is of course not headstone-based 

as such as it is a much older form. It is variable in form but has a generally-figurative 

relief on the area where we would expect the inscription, with the inscription right at the 

bottom, and some form of perhaps anthemion cresting at the top. Examples, real or 

drawn, appeared in England after Stuart’s and Revitt’s visit to Greece in the 1750s. 

                                                           
217 For example John Decoster †1773 at the Granary, Boston. 

218 Wilson, ‘Purchase Delay', p. 107. 

219 Little, p. 288. 

220 Frantom, p. 34. 

221 Betty Willsher, ‘Scottish Churchyard Memorials in the Eighteenth Century', The Local Historian Vol. 23 

No. 2 (May 1993) pp. 66-84 at p. 75. 

222 To Margaret Cheal †1609. 

223 There are good examples at Tullibody, Clackmannanshire, such as IG MG 1753 and at Tulliallan, 

Perthshire, such as Thomas Hutchison (undated). 
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Graham Oliver describes ‘the mixture of ancient Greek image and functioning 

tombstone’ as a powerful cocktail’,224 but there are few pre-1800 examples; an exception 

is Inigo Jones’s marker for George Chapman †1634 at St Giles’-in-the-Fields.225 An 

archaeologically-incorrect variant is square in section (Plate 4.39b).226 

Hybrid Forms 

Certain forms straddle the divide between slab and uprights. 

Obelisks, Pyramids and Columns 

Three classically-derived forms are themselves upright, but are frequently found atop 

chests or pedestals. 

An obelisk is ‘A four-square Stone diminishing from the Basis to the Top. It differs 

from a Pyramid, in that ‘tis made of one Stone, and much narrower at the Base’.227 By 

the eighteenth century, there was a further difference, that a pyramid had a completely 

triangular section while an obelisk was shaped as though the top had been cut off and 

replaced by a much shorter, shallower hipped capping.  

Very occasionally an obelisk may bear carved decoration, as in the false-relief figures of 

James I and James II of Scots on either side of an obelisk of 1794 at Dryburgh Abbey, 

Berwickshire.228 Seventeenth- and eighteenth-century obelisks tend to be taller than the 

miniatures commonly found in the mid-nineteenth century; the tallest may be that 

formerly standing 50ft over the Earl of Cromartie’s vault in Dingwall churchyard, Ross-

shire.229   

In the study period the obelisk is more commonly found as an obelisk on pedestal than 

directly on the ground,230 often mediated by a ball on each corner, in Burgess’ phrase 

                                                           
224 Graham Oliver, ‘Images of Death: inscribed funerary monuments from fourth-century Athens to Neo-

classical England' in Alison E Cooley (ed), The Afterlife of Inscriptions: reusing, rediscovering, reinventing and 

revitalising ancient inscriptions, (Institute of Classical Studies, London, 2000), pp. 125-41. 

225 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p. 82. 

226 Examples include Thomas Peacock †1745 at Liberton, Midlothian, and P. H. Klinck †1797 in the 

Lutheran churchyard at Charleston, SC. 

227 Neve. 

228 Anon, ‘Curious Scottish Obelisk', Monumental Journal, Vol. XIV, no. 4 (1947) p. 192. 

229 Colvin, Architecture and the After-Life, p. 342. 

230 Arthur William Hakewill, Modern Tombs, Gleaned from the Public Cemeteries of London (Longman, London, 

1851) at p. 8. 
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‘tempting gravity’.231 An example is at Buckden, Huntingdonshire, where the sides of the 

pedestal, rather than bearing the inscription, are decorated and the wording transferred 

to two oval plaques hanging halfway up the obelisk itself.232 A variant is at Black Notley, 

Essex, where a monument233 has, on a small chest on top of a pedestal, an obelisk on 

which the pyramidal cap has been replaced by a moulding from which flames rise (Plate 

4.40a). 

Burgess notes that pyramids ‘are usually sharply pointed, following the Roman 

prototype of Caius Cestius’;234 the Egyptian taste does not generally reach the cemetery 

until after the study period closes.235 Very large pyramids are probably mausolea; smaller 

ones are purely gravemarkers.236 

More common is a pyramid on chest or pyramid on pedestal (Plate 4.40b). The 

pyramid often stands on balls or skulls, the latter being the case with one by William 

Stanton at Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire237; it is very steep, but the top comes straight 

to a point, without altering pitch, and so is a pyramid not an obelisk. Burgess illustrates a 

monument at Burton Lazars, Leicestershire, consisting of a concave pyramid raised on 

balls above a gadrooned sarcophagus, the whole on a chest with attached columns at 

each end.238 Unusually, the pyramid is hollow and pierced half way up to reveal an urn. 

Taller still could be the sepulchral column, defined as ‘One erected on a Tomb or 

Sepulchre with an Inscription on its Base.’239 The architect Robert Taylor erected a 

probably-Antique column to the memory of the family which had sponsored his 

career.240 

 

                                                           
231 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.135. 

232 The Whitworth family monument; the earliest death date appears to be 1799. 

233 To John Ray †1706. 

234 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.135. 

235 An exception, at least in claiming to be based on Egyptian precedent, was that to Francis Douce, 

erected 1748 at Lower Wallop, Hants.; the burial was above ground. (Craske, ‘Entombed’). 

236 Such as John Bryan †1787 at Painswick, Glos. 

237 To Edmund Waller (the poet) †1687. 

238 Frederick Burgess, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: [Large Churchyard Monuments]', Monumental 

Journal, Vol XV no. 2 (1948) pp. 83-8 at p. 86. 

239 Neve. 

240 The Godfrey Family at Woodford, Essex, c. 1772 (Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p. 81; Craske, 

Silent Rhetoric, pp. 187-88). 
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Enclosure-based forms 

Some forms are based on the idea of an enclosure – individually upright but forming a 

horizontal composition. An enclosure itself is an area for burial defined by stone walls 

which are themselves the only gravemarker. It might be a discrete area within a 

churchyard for use by a family or the proprietors of a particular estate, or an area for a 

non-churchyard burial (Plate 4.41a).241 It may or may not have an inscription tablet.  

House tombs are enclosures with walls six or more feet high, sometimes empty but 

sometimes with another smaller form of marker within. They are a speciality of  

Greyfriars, Edinburgh; Craske considers them to be based on the ruins of house tombs 

outside Rome (Plate 4.41b).242 

Grave houses are pitched-roofed, gable-ended structures erected over a grave (Plate 

4.42a). Sometimes they have solid brick or wooden walls, but perhaps more typically 

they are open at the sides and ends save for a picket fence. They are usually about 4-5ft 

high although some are tall enough at the ridge to walk in, in which case they may be 

thought of as mausolea. Only in some cases are there gravemarkers inside or outside 

which makes dating difficult. Ball’s study of nails in surviving Middle Tennessee 

examples concluded that the earliest there are from the 1830s.243 Cantrell suggests that 

they were built to shelter graves from the rain where stone was not available to erect a 

comb grave or box grave.244 Frantom suggests they protected the gravesite from animals 

in days before burying grounds were fenced.245 Little differentiates between a 

gravehouse (‘a gable-roofed, wood-framed structure that shelters and protects the 

grave’) and a grave shelter (‘a wooden structure consisting of a roof supported on four 

posts that shelters one or several graves. Usually enclosed with fencing or 

latticework’).246 Other names include graveshelters and grave sheds,247 lattice huts, grave-

boxes, board mausolea, shelter houses and spirit houses. They are primarily a feature of 

                                                           
241 An example is the Corrin burial place on Peel Hill, German, IoM. 

242 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. 11. 

243 Donald B. Ball, ‘Observations on the Form and Function of Middle Tennessee Gravehouses', Tennessee 

Anthropologist, Vol. II no. 1 (Spring 1977), pp 29-62 at p.51. 

244 Brent Cantrell, ‘Traditional Grave Structures’, p. 95. 

245 Frantom, p. 38. 

246 Little, p. 288. 

247 Jabbour and Jabbour, p.72. 
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the Upland South but outliers have been found as far north as Maine.248  Little describes 

them as common in eighteenth-century North Carolina.249 

I suggest the term high kerbs for a brick or stone wall of rectangular shape, demarcating 

the size of the grave, and containing a headstone at one end and perhaps a footstone at 

the other; some cover two graves, with a dividing wall and separate head- and 

footstones (Plate 4.42b).250 In some instances the principal feature may be a headboard, 

at Beaufort little more than a gravepost. A structure illustrated by the Jabbours and 

described by them as a box crypt251 seems to be an example of high kerbs.  

Vault tombs 

One final form, principally subterranean but with an upright façade, is the vault tomb, as 

Chase and Gabel252 describe the relatively common North American burial-place which, 

confusingly, is there generally called just a tomb.253. It appears as a large mound of earth, 

on one side of which is a stone or metal door surrounded by massive masonry. It may 

take advantage of a natural hillside or be entirely artificially-created, and there may be 

just one, or several in a row (Plate 4.43a). There is usually a brief rather petroglyphic 

inscription, often just the family name. The vault inside will be large enough to contain a 

number of burials.254 It is very rare in Great Britain although one example exists at 

Sandford St. Martin, Oxfordshire.255   

Some urban vaults, principally in the Boston area, have elaborate stone plaques, much 

like headstones, affixed to the brick fronts (Plate 4.43b),256 but like many monuments in 

Scotland, they mark the ownership of the tomb rather than any particular burial and so, 

rather than a name and date of death, they have only the surname or family arms. 

                                                           
248  Ball, ‘Observations’, p. 30, citing authorities. 

249  Little, p. 288.  

250  Such as Jacob Shepard †1773 at Beaufort, NC. 

251  Jabbour and Jabbour, pp. 67-68 and pl. 21. 

252  Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I  p.6. 

253  As by Little, p. 290. 

254  Little, p. 290. There are extensive examples at Chelmsford, MA. 

255 To the Countess of Deloraine †1720. The entrance in the retaining wall of the churchyard of St 

Bride’s, Fleet St., to the family vault of a Mr Holden, with a square door for coffins with a plain surround 

and a full achievement above, dated 1657, belongs here, too; it is illustrated in J. T. Smith, Antiquities of 

London and Environs (J. Sewell & ors, London, 1791 [- 1800]). It has something in common, too, with the 

vaults in the Boston, MA, burying grounds. 

256 For instance Ezekiel Cheever †1744, Charlestown, MA. 
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Classification by Material 

Most churchyard monuments are of course made of stone. A very small number were 

made of metal, but rather more were wooden. Brick was used principally in a 

subordinate capacity.257 

Stone 

Most churchyard monuments in our period were made either with local materials (stone 

or wood) or with stone from further afield which was easily available on established 

trade routes. As transport improved as the eighteenth century went on, one can see the 

spread of good-quality monumental stone, replacing what was seen as an inferior local 

product. The slate quarried around Swithland, north-west of Leicester, was used there, 

as the local stone, in the mid-seventeenth century, but over the next 150 years gradually 

spread to cover the whole of Leicestershire and parts of Northamptonshire, 

Nottinghamshire and Lincolnshire. In many yards one can see earlier stones of local 

freestone and later ones of slate, the proportions and dates depending on when it 

became possible and economic to bring the new material – and no doubt also, when 

taste decided it preferred it.  Similarly one can see the spread of Portland stone, quarried 

on the Dorset coast and popularised by its use in the rebuilding of the City after the 

Fire. In Sussex, it was already dominant in the west by the time of the first surviving 

memorials, but local stone hung on in the eastern Weald until the middle of the 

eighteenth century.  

By then Portland stone was the principal material for monuments throughout the south-

eastern quarter of England, south of a line from the Wash to the Chilterns and thence to 

the Dorset coast, except for parts of coastal Suffolk where it was easier to ship in York 

stone. This or other sandstones dominated the North, and later in the eighteenth 

century infiltrated other areas as well. Other materials which held their own in the study 

period in their own area but did not spread beyond it include the red or brown 

sandstones running down from west Cumberland to the Marches, the darker or lighter 

golden limestones of the Cotswolds, the brown sandstones of Northumberland, the 

slates of Cornwall and south Devon, and granites on Dartmoor.258  

                                                           
257 Llewellyn describes a similar range of materials for intramural monuments (Llewellyn, ‘Honour in Life’, 

p. 181). 

258 These two paragraphs are based on my fieldwork. 
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Stone affects style because of what it does or does not allow masons to do, most 

notably in whether they could carve in the round, as with Cotswold stone, or were 

restricted to two dimensions, as on slate. This may sometimes be a question of no more 

than how a style is interpreted, as examples of the same basic design in different types 

of stone illustrate (Plate 4.44).259  

Artificial stone, in the form of powdered waste stone or marble in a hardening medium, 

may have been used occasionally, although it can be difficult to recognise unless broken. 

Henry Cheere, who made some churchyard monuments, used a type in the 1750s and 

1760s,260 but whether on any outdoor work is uncertain. Coade stone was used for some 

decorative plaques set into markers.261 

Brick 

Brick was used to build the bases of some tabletop tombs and raised ledgers, and for 

vaults (sometimes exposed), high kerbs and the fronts of some vaulted tombs; 

occasionally it was used for full-fledged chest tombs. (Plate 4.45a)262 Some examples of 

tabletop tombs with more elaborate brickwork really amount to fully-fledged altar 

tombs (Plate 4.45b).263 Heinrich notes a brick inscribed with initials and a date, which 

he sees as a brick used as a fieldstone marker.264 Terracotta does not seem to have been 

used for entire monuments, but small terracotta plaques made by a stonecutter called 

Jonathan Harmer were fixed to a number of markers in eastern Sussex;265 there were a 

dozen different designs, typical of contemporary material culture such as china, 

including a basket of flowers, urns and figures of Faith and Hope (Plate 4.46).266 

                                                           
259 For instance ‘Vale of Belvoir angels’ in slate (Mary Riley †1724 at Granby, Notts) and in freestone 

(Mary Bonser †1729 at Colston Bassett, Notts).  The expression comes from Pauline F. Heathcote and 

Bernard V. Heathcote, Vale of Belvoir Angels: A Survey of a Group of Early Slate Headstones with characteristic 

features which are to be found in the churchyards of the Vale and some surrounding parishes of Leicestershire, Lincolnshire 

and Nottinghamshire 1681 – 1759 (B V Heathcote, Lowdham, Notts, 2008). 

260 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. 165. 

261 For example the lunette on the headstone to Ann Davy †1786 at Yoxford, Suffolk, signed by Richard 

Brettingham De Carle (Burgess, Churchyard Memorials, p. 287 n. 28). 

262 Such as a wedding-cake tomb at St George’s, Bloomsbury. 

263 For instance that to David White, bricklayer, †1723 at Epsom, Surrey. 

264 Heinrich, ‘”Remember me”’, p. 30. 

265 For example Elizabeth Newington †1829 at Burwash, Sussex (a rare example with a fully-legible 

inscription). 

266 Burgess, Churchyard Memorials, p. 278. 
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Wood 

Whereas metal monuments generally imitated the form of stone ones, wooden ones had 

two distinct forms, already described, the graveboard and the gravepost, which come 

from a separate mediæval tradition from that of stone markers; indeed any imitation was 

the other way round.  Of wooden monumental forms, only the headboard and 

footboard may have imitated stone forms. Little needs to be added here save to consider 

the type of wood used. Most wooden graveposts (and the posts of graveboards) seems 

to be oak in the English Home Counties and Sussex, although the inscription panels on 

some graveboards are deal. Cypress and cedar were used in South Carolina;267 none has 

survived in New England and the wood used is not known.  

Metal 

Metal was used in three ways – brass and copper in the form of small plaques attached 

to a stone monument, cast iron forming the whole (or the top) of a memorial, and lead 

used to fill in incised letters. 

Brass and copper 

Figurative monumental brasses were of course a common feature inside mediæval 

churches, affixed to ledgerstones or tombchests, but pre-Reformation ledgerstones in 

churchyards sometimes contained brass indents as well.268 Some of the more elaborately 

(but shallowly) incised ledgerstones of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries 

may perhaps be skeuomorphs of earlier monumental brasses.269 Two mid-eighteenth 

century brass mural tablets survive on the outside walls of churches in the Marches, one 

in a stone frame270 and the other in a wooden one.271  

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries small, non-figurative inscription tablets of 

brass or copper were attached to stone gravemarkers, but only in certain discrete areas. 

                                                           
267 Rose, pp. 184-85, at p. 127; Rauschenberg, ‘Coffin-making’, pp. 45-46. 

268 Gittos and Gittos, ‘English Medieval Churchyard’, p. 39, giving examples at Muchelney in Somerset 

and Wescot Barton in Oxfordshire, the latter first published in Jerome Bertram, Minor Mediaeval Monuments 

in Oxfordshire (Oxford, 2008) p. 11. 

269 Mrs Esdaile notes how closely allied in technique to a great brass is a Suffolk ledgerstone †1629 

(Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p. 48). 

270 To William Griffin †1764 at Eastham, Worcs.. 

271 To Samuel Hammond †1763 at Munslow, Salop. 
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The best-known is the vicinity of Painswick in Gloucestershire (Plate 4.47a),272 but the 

practice was also common at Scarborough in the North Riding (where they have all 

been removed and erected inside the church) (Plate 4.47b).273 More isolated 

occurrences are at Middleton Tyas in the North Riding,274 at Wroxeter in Shropshire,275 

and at Beaumaris on Anglesey (Plate 4.48),276 while at Rothwell in the West Riding two 

altar tombs have palimpsests for rectangular metal plates.  

Iron 

Not surprisingly, iron gravemarkers are commonest in areas with an iron industry. 

Willats’ study of iron graveslabs (i.e. ledgers) refers to most as being in Sussex, the best 

known being some thirty-three iron ledgers at Wadhurst, but a few as well in Surrey and 

Kent, with others being found in Herefordshire, Shropshire and Yorkshire. However, 

none seems to have ever been outside.277 

Eight iron headstones at Brightling, Sussex, do seem to have been made for external use 

(Plate 4.49a). Most have weathered badly but the inscription to Nicholas Russel †1744 

is still legible and gives an idea of their date. They bear garlands and drops around the 

inscription like a stone marker of the period, but at the top there is a pronounced ledge 

and above it four flower pateræ, a scroll saying NOVOMIIS MORTAR and vaguely 

scallop-like ribbing, the whole looking rather like a hat and like no contemporary 

gravestone.278 There is a crude upright headstone at Wadhurst (the date of death is 

buried but according to Willats it is probably mid-eighteenth century) and there are 

three iron tops to altar tombs, one at Wadhurst, on a stone structure (Plate 4.49b),279 

and two at Cowden, Kent, †1726 and †1730.280 

                                                           
272 For example heart- and lozenge-shaped plaques on a ledgerstone to Sarah Wake †1725. 

273 Examples include Daniel Foord †1682 and John Tindall †1778. 

274 A vertical rectangular plaque on the altar tomb of Leonard Spence †1738. 

275 Thomas Bennett †1795. 

276 An oval plaque on a ledgerstone to Thomas Owen †1763. 

277 Rosalind M. Willats, ‘Iron Graveslabs: A Sideline of the Early Iron Industry', Sussex Archaeological 

Collections, Vol. 125 (1987) pp 99-113 at p. 97. See also Llewellyn, East Sussex Church Monuments, p. xxii. 

278 These are referred to by Willats at p.107. 

279 To Elizabeth Playstead †1799. 

280 Willats, p.108. 
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Another iron marker, not it seems previously recorded, is at Barthomley, Cheshire 

(Plate 4.50a).281 It is now lying flat and corroding, but appears to have been shaped at 

the top, suggesting that it was originally a headstone. 

An iron lintel spanned the entrance to the vault tomb of Col. John Spotswood †1758 at 

Massaponax Creek, near Fredericksburg, Virginia, made of iron from the Tubal iron 

works nearby, owned by Alexander Spotswood, Lieutenant-Governor of the colony and 

probably grandfather of Col. John.282  

A number of iron graveboards are known from the nineteenth century, but none seems 

to have survived from earlier and there is no evidence of their existence. 

Lead 

Many late Victorian and early-twentieth-century memorials have their inscription made 

up of small lead letters which stick on to the stone with pins on their backs. A rather 

different technique appears in some places in the seventeenth century. Lettering was 

fully incised and lead poured into the incisions until it was up to the surface of the stone 

(Plate 4.50b).283 No gravemarkers actually made of lead are known.284 

Classification by Colour  

Colour in burial grounds comes from two sources; the natural colour of the materials 

used to make gravemarkers, and any artificial colour which has been applied to them. 

Little notice has been taken of the natural colour of gravestones, but LaFountain has 

recently argued that we should look at the varying colours they take on at different times 

of the day and year and in different weather conditions. He argues that the decision by 

Farber to take the photographs which now form his eponymous collection entirely in 

                                                           
281 To William Wright †1722. 

282 Image and information at MESDA, Photo #S-6033. 

283 Examples include John Hadfeild †1665 at Darley Dale, Derbyshire. The practice is mentioned by 

Lawrence Weaver, English Leadwork: Its Art and History (B. T. Batsford, London, 1909) p. 210, and in a 

contemporary account of a Lancashire recusant burial ground (Tyrer, ‘A Star Chamber Case’, p. 27). 

Burgess refers to (but gives no source for) the sale of ‘tombs and gravestones with metal in them’ at 

Darley Dale, presumably during the Civil War (Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 54 n. 21). 

284 The one mentioned in Weaver, English Leadwork, p. 211, is presumably indoors. 
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black and white means that the images are sealed off from their environment.285 

LaFountain does not produce any evidence that anyone in the seventeenth or eighteenth 

centuries was interested in gravestone colour in the way he is, but he does prompt us to 

realise what a range of colour there is – from black (some slates, for instance at 

Chestnut Level, Quarryville, Pennsylvania) to white (white marble, for instance in 

southern Vermont and parts of north-west Massachusetts), and from red (the red 

sandstone running from Dumfries-shire down to Herefordshire, and up the Connecticut 

Valley) to green (a minority of the Swithland slates from Leicestershire). Colour may of 

course change on prolonged exposure to the elements.286  

To what extent artificial colour was applied to gravemarkers of all materials, in whole or 

in part, is a difficult question, as there is little surviving evidence. Polychrome was in 

decline for much three-dimensional material culture by the late seventeenth century,287 

although carriages and warships continued being painted in multiple colours throughout 

the eighteenth century,288 and Michael Snodin points out Sir Henry Cheere’s plaster bust 

of Colley Cibber c. 1740, with delicately-applied colour.289 Deetz suggests that towards 

the end of the eighteenth century gravemarkers increasingly became white290 (by which 

he means were made of white marble), but fieldwork in fact shows that the American 

ubiquity of that material occurred only a couple of decades into the nineteenth 

century;291 the only areas where it was at all common before 1800 were around 

Philadelphia and in parts of Vermont and western Massachusetts where it was the local 

stone. In terms of the setting of gravemarkers, the movement may have been towards 

                                                           
285 Jason LaFountain, ‘Colorizing New England's Burying Grounds' in Andrea Feeser, Maureen Daly 

Goggin and Beth Fowkes Tobin (eds), The Materiality of Color: The Production, Circulation, and Application of 

Dyes and Pigments, 1400-1800 (Ashgate, Farnham, 2012) pp. 13-27 and pl. 1-3. 

286 Anon., ‘Durability of Colour in Stone', Monumental Journal Vol. XXII no. 10 (1955) pp. 659-60.  

287 Mrs Esdaile says that coloured intramural tombs were seen as mere ‘City taste’ by the reign of Charles I 

(Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p.60), although this does suggest that there were many of them. 

288 Ayres, pp. 361-62. 

289 Michael Snodin (ed), Horace Walpole's Strawberry Hill (Yale UP, New Haven and London, 2010) p.337.

  

290 Deetz, ‘Material Culture’, pp. 222-23. 

291 It became widespread in British cemeteries a little later, but with nowhere near the dominance it had in 

the United States. 
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colour; Peter Benes has shown that during the mid-eighteenth century the exteriors of 

many New England meeting-houses began to be painted in often vibrant colours.292 

Wood and iron are the most likely materials to have been painted, to preserve them. 

Surviving graveboards fall into two categories: first ones which are unpainted and with 

no visible inscription or decoration, such as at Ardingly, Sussex; second, those which are 

unpainted and have an incised inscription; and third those which have painted 

inscriptions, although all appear to postdate our period or at least to have been 

repainted.293 The first category must be assumed to have originally been painted,294 while 

the second (like contemporary incised stones) may or may not have been. Pace found 

that deal was painted while oak was often not (or just the actual letters were).295  

The question is then how those that were painted were painted; was it just black 

lettering on white, or were there more elaborate designs? The former is suggested by the 

only detailed eighteenth-century drawing of a graveboard I have found.296. However, 

Benes refers to a graveboard to John Brooks †1708 which has lost its boards and in fact 

owes its survival to having been used as a shelf in the cellar of Trinity Hospital, 

Guildford, Surrey, but the lower part of which ‘is painted with a scattering of skulls and 

bones’,297 Unfortunately this has now been mislaid in the collection of Guildford 

Museum, but it suggests there was iconography on wooden graveboards which matched 

that on stones. What is unfortunate is not knowing whether the painting was 

monochrome or in colour. 

As far as stone is concerned, there seems a reasonable amount of evidence to show that 

the lettering and decoration on slate gravestones, at least in Cornwall and the areas 

served by the Swithland quarries, were gilt. Wetherley in 1919 says that the ornament in 

                                                           
292 Peter Benes, ‘The New England Meetinghouse: an Atlantic perspective' in Daniel Maudlin and Bernard 

L. Herman, Building the British Atlantic World ( University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, NC, 

2016), pp. 119-41 at pp. 134-35. 

293 As with John Brooks †1708, referred to below, according to a description in a letter dated 8 th June 

1978 from the assistant Curator of Local History to Peter Benes (now in the archives of Guildford 

Museum), and, it would appear from inspection, as with Henry Martin †1798 at Ringmer, Sussex. 

294 That to Mary Luyten †1770 at St Michael’s, Charleston, South Carolina (in fact a replica of one blown 

away in 1986) was originally painted, but the inscription lasted longer than the background paint, thus 

giving the effect of a raised inscription (Rauschenberg, ‘Coffin-making’, p. 49).  

295 Pace, ‘Bed-head memorials of the Home Counties', pp. 79 and 81. 

296 Elliot, p.10. 

297 Letter dated 28th February 1978 from Peter Benes to the Curator, Guildford Museum (in the archives 

of Guildford Museum). 
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Swithland country ‘is in most cases picked out and emphasised in gold leaf, and it 

remains after a hundred and fifty or two hundred years astonishingly fresh and rich’.298 

Herbert describes the method as ‘gild[ing] the vee cut edges’299 The Rev:d Francis Paget, 

author of one of the Oxford Movement’s Tracts, wrote (disapprovingly) of cherubs 

with ‘gilt hair and wings’.300 There is reference from 1942 to the lettering on a 

‘tombstone’ of Cornish Delabole slate built into cottages and found still gilt when 

discovered during the demolition of the cottages ‘many years ago’.301 A writer in 

Blackwell’s Magazine ‘about 1820’, quoted by Vincent, described the situation when 

Swithland slate had extended its range westwards: 

In parts of Warwickshire and some of the adjacent counties, more especially in 

the churchyards of the larger towns, the frightful fashion of black tombstones is 

almost universal – black tombstones, tall and slim, and lettered in gold, looking 

for all the world like upright coffin-lids...302  

Herbert, writing about Swithland slates, refers to stopping of white or ivory cement, 

which he found to have been used only internally.   

It seems that on stone (as opposed to slate) the shallowly-incised lettering of the 

eighteenth century was often blacked in to make it legible (seventeenth-century lettering, 

being more deeply cut, did not need this so much and may not have had it, although 

Connor cites one late seventeenth-century instance,303 and Mrs Esdaile refers to Midland 

ledgerstones, probably pre-seventeenth-century, having effigies outlined in pitch).304 A 

few examples survive (Plate 4.51a),305 although the blacking may well have been re-

applied over the years. There are records of an estimate for the repair of a chest tomb 

less than thirty years old in 1833 which included ‘painting and re-lettering... viz. the 

                                                           
298 W. Samuel Weatherley, ‘A Description of the Tombs and Monuments having Sculptured Effigies up to 

the close of the Seventeenth Century. With a Digression upon the Swithland Local Headstones of the 

Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries' in Alice Dryden (ed), Memorials of Old Leicestershire (Geo. Allen & 

Sons, London, 1911) at p. 276. 

299 Albert Herbert, ‘Swithland Slate Headstones', Transactions of the Leicestershire Archaeological Society Vol. 

XXII Part 3 (1944) pp. 215-240.  

300 Paget, p. 20. 

301 Anon, ['Gilt Delabole slate'], Monumental Journal Vol IX no 5 May 1942, p 110.  

302 Vincent, In Search, p. 75. 

303 Connor, p. 74. 

304 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p. 48. 

305 Including William Moss †1765 at Walsoken, Norfolk, Joseph Marshall †1790 at Upwell, Norfolk and 

Ann Stone †1797 at Westbury-on-Severn, Glos. 
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inscriptions to be repainted black and the lettering on the top part to be gilt as 

before...’306 This suggests that the ‘top part’ was black, or at least dark; there is evidence 

for the gilding of an inscription on a polished black ‘marble’ intramural tablet made by a 

gravestone-maker in the Isle of Man in the 1750s.307 One Berkshire headstone has the 

lettering painted white, possibly because it is a relatively dark stone.308 

Evidence for the painting of whole stone gravemarkers is more elusive, although there 

are instances of other stone structures being painted, as the re-erected Bristol High 

Cross was in 1743, the main structure in imitation of grey marble, the ‘ornaments’ gilt, 

and the figures in proper colours.309 The writer of a patternbook for Victorian 

monuments in 1852 regretted that ‘In .... the Churchyard and Cemetery ........ we find too 

often .... painted and gilded gravestones’. 310 Burgess found evidence in the 1940s of gilt 

or colour on headstones at seven neighbouring churches in Rutland, with background 

colours of brown, indigo, Indian red and black. He also cites colour on monuments at 

nine other places ranging from 1760 to 1860 (presumably the dates of death).311  Traces 

of red and black pigment have been found on stones at Chester and Hollis, 

Massachusetts.312 At Great Bedwyn in Wiltshire, a late-twentieth-century stonemason set 

up a stone museum including a number of headstones which he painted in what he said 

was the customary local way (Plate 4.51b). The effect is like that of barges or gipsy 

caravans.  The stones in Great Bedwyn churchyard, however, are not painted this way, 

although the front surfaces of a number have had a coppery-brown wash painted on; 

Burgess also refers to a custom in Glamorgan c. 1804 of limewashing headstones.313 It 

                                                           
306 Hallmarke monument  NRO Y/TC 85/40. 

307 It was gilt when seen in 1797 (John Feltham, A Tour through the Island of Mann, Manx Society Vol. VI 

[Douglas 1861] p. 224).  

308 Mary Venables †1796 at Cookham, Berks. 

309 Ayres, p. 371. 

310 John Gibbs, A Series of Designs for Gothic Monuments, Churchyard Crosses, Sepulchral Slabs and Head Crosses, 

together with Remarks on some modern erections, and their assumed connection with ecclesiastical buildings - Pagan 

symbolism - unChristian character - position - inscriptions etc etc (London, 1852) at pp. 9-11. 

311 Frederick Burgess, ‘Painted tombs: Some historical precedents', Commemorative Art Vol. XXXIII, no 7 

(July 1966), pp. 238-42 at pp. 240-41. 

312 James L. and Donna-Belle Garvin, ‘Stephen Webster, Gravestone Maker', Historical New Hampshire Vol. 

XXIX, no. 2 (Summer 1974) pp. 93-104 at p. 102, cited in Theodore Chase, ‘Addendum – Painted 

Gravestones’, an addendum to Eloise Sibley West, ‘The John Dwight Workshop in Shirley, 

Massachusetts, 1770-1816', Markers Vol. VI (1989) pp. 1-32 at p. 28. 

313 Frederick Burgess, ‘Painted tombs’, p. 241; Burgess, Churchyard Memorials, p.275.  Headstones in some 

parts of Ireland were given a ‘periodical coat of paint’ in the 1890s (Vincent, In Search, p. 80). 
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may be relevant that sometimes masons or stonecutters were also painters and so could 

do colouring in-house.314 

A recipe for gravestone paint was found in the papers of the Dwight family of 

gravestone carvers who worked in Shirley, Massachusetts. It was as follows: 

To one quart of oile boile it with red led thirely then put in resin the bigness of 

an ounce Leatherage gold    an ounce apeace of white viteral    white led the 

bigness of an egg ground and stird in    after cool mix your paint thick and paint 

but once     draw your brush up and down the stone  keep your stones in the 

shop turn the back out and if you boil it well they will dry in 2 or 3 days fit for 

use and you may see your face in them  it will not do to dry them in the sun   

have your paint warm when you put it on.315 

The reference to drawing the brush up and down the stone suggests the whole of a 

stone is being painted the same colour, and the reference to keeping the stones in the 

shop suggests they are being painted before they are erected in the burying ground. That 

one should be able to see one’s face in them implies a level of polish; was the aim to 

paint slate a shining white to look like white marble? (The same thing may have been 

intended when a Surrey stonemason charged for ‘painting in White Color’ existing head- 

and foot-stones).316 

There is also in the same papers an undated recipe for ‘Liquid Blacking’: 

Take one fourth of an ounce of Oil of Vitriol, one fourth of a pound of Ivory 

black, one gill of sweet oil, one ditto of molasses, one quart of vinegar. Mix the 

first four articles together into a consistency, then add the vinegar which will 

cause high fomentation and in twelve hours it will be fit for use317. 

This was presumably for lettering. 

It is possible that those of the headstones of the Pennsylvania Dutch which have much 

carved ornament but a blank inscription area may originally have had lettering painted 

on; Herman illustrates one at St John’s Evangelical Lutheran Church, Lancaster County, 

                                                           
314 For example John Coles of Thrapston, Northants, described himself in 1794 as a ‘mason, stone-cutter 

and painter’ (Northampton Mercury, 20th September 1794). 

315 Chase, ‘Addendum’, p. 27. 

316 Burgess, Churchyard Memorials, p. 274. 

317 Chase, ‘Addendum’, p. 31 (n. 24). 
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Pennsylvania, which has traces of an inscription in Fraktur, and another at 

Alleghaneyville Lutheran Church, Lancaster County,  with what he calls ‘delicate 

calligraphic tracery’, and he refers to ‘numerous examples’ in York County, 

Pennsylvania, recorded by Barry Rauhauser but not published.318 O’Halloran and Spicer 

interpret a statement that seventeenth-century inscriptions not much more than a 

decade old were ‘with long continuance ... worne out’ to mean that they were just 

painted on the stone.319 

It is worth noting that intramural monuments were often made of different coloured 

marbles until they became monochrome at the end of the eighteenth century as a result 

both of fashion and of difficulties in obtaining coloured Italian marble in wartime.320 

However, it seems incredible that all gravestones could have been routinely painted 

without more references in contemporary descriptions and more at least partial 

survivals. Given the rarity of applied colour, markers should be assumed to be 

uncoloured unless specifically described as coloured. 

 

 

This chapter has classified gravemarkers in three ways, by form, by material and by 

colour. This is the first time the exercise has been successfully carried out in such depth, 

and was possible only because of my extensive fieldwork combined with a 

comprehensive review of what has been written by others. Only once such a robust 

framework is in place can markers be properly described and their designs, and 

variations in design, be considered. Form, material and colour are only the outline of the 

design, however. The next chapter will look at them more closely and consider the 

motifs and decoration they bore. 

 

                                                           
318 Bernard L. Herman, ‘On Being German in British America', Winterthur Portfolio, Vol. 45, no. 2/3 

(Summer/Autumn 2011), pp. 195-208 at pp. 200-02. Some Irish headstones also appear to have been 

painted without being carved (Vincent, In Search, p. 80). 

319 O’Halloran and Spicer, p. 107 (a recusant burial ground in Lancashire). Llewellyn suggests that some 

intramural monuments originally had inscriptions just painted, not incised (Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, 

p.268). 

320 Nicholas Penny, Church Monuments in Romantic England (Yale University Press, New Haven and London, 

1977) pp. 6-8. 
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Chapter 5: Motif - Iconography and Semiotics 

 

Introduction 

This chapter moves down the scale again from the setting and form of gravemarkers to 

look at the motifs they bear. Based on my fieldwork, it will start factually with 

iconography, by setting out what motifs are found, and then move on to semiotics, by 

analysing them to consider whether they are purely decorative or whether they have 

some symbolic meaning. The exercise will be one of ‘the interpretation of cultural 

signals transmitted by artifacts’.1 It will show that the choice of motifs did not depend 

not on meaning but was a matter of regional variation. 

Section 1: Iconography 

This section will argue that these motifs fall into two categories which are consistent 

both with Llewellyn’s and Wilson’s analyses of intramural monuments2 and with 

Glassie’s idea of a grammar.3 The first category is of what I will call effigies and pseudo-

effigies, and the second of all other motifs or (to use the very useful heraldic term) 

charges, which I will call non-dominant charges; a contemporary name was ‘anticks’.4  

I will show that these non-dominant charges on gravemarkers are subject to a grammar 

which gives the maker a reasonable amount of freedom as to choice of motif and 

placement on the marker, but within certain grammatical parameters. There are distinct 

similarities with the heraldry found on higher-status intramural monuments, which make 

it logical to refer to these parameters as a pseudo-heraldic grammar.5 Heraldic language 

is useful to describe them and their placement, and they may indeed be seen as a rude 

churchyard heraldry; the big difference from real heraldry is the need for an inscription 

area which displaces the charges to the edges of the marker. These motifs are the 

outdoor equivalent of what Llewellyn calls ‘the heraldic sign’6, and they will be the 

                                                           
1 Prown p. 28. 

2 See Chapter 1. 

3 See Chapter 9. 

4 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p. 90. 

5 Benes refers to an ‘informal folk heraldry’ of mortality and other images (Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 

45). 

6 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, at p. 373. 
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subject of the second part of this section. Some are found principally on borders, where 

they may be repeated along the lines Glassie sets out, either continual repetition of one 

motif or more complicated, usually symmetrical, arrangements.7  

The first part of this section, however, will introduce the idea that on many headstones, 

but by no means all, there was a rather different grammar, sometimes replacing and 

sometimes accompanying the pseudo-heraldic grammar. This was for there to be, at the 

centre of the chief or tympanum, a head (or head-substitute) representing the full-length 

effigy which would have been found on higher-status pre-Reformation monuments. I 

will call this the effigial grammar, and I will adopt effigy to refer to these heads, and 

pseudo-effigy to refer to head-substitutes; numismatic scholarship sanctions the use of 

the word effigy to mean only a head or bust,8 and seventeenth-century usage did not 

assume that effigies were three-dimensional.9 These effigies and pseudo-effigies are 

consistent with Llewellyn’s ‘effigial body’. 

In separating effigies from non-dominant charges, I do not intend to suggest that either 

was necessarily more important than the other, and I take note of Finch’s view that 

Llewellyn ‘continues the art-historical bias towards the monumental effigy, and pays 

little attention to the other elements of monuments, or indeed, to other types of 

monument.’10 This echoes on the one hand Dethlefsen and Jensen, who remind us that 

‘there is more to a gravestone than the design at the top’,11 and on the other Loach, who 

complains that ‘too often art historians have examined paintings designed as parts of 

larger decorative schemes in isolation, or at least as if they were conceived as flat 

objects, rather than as surfaces enclosing a three-dimensional space.’ 12 She also points 

out that there were two ways of dealing with decoration: the ‘tradition of dividing ... [it] 

... into discreet panels (often quite separate emblems, or other symbolic images)’ and the 

Baroque treatment of ‘walls and ceilings together as a single canvas, effectively 

enveloping the spectator, and devoted to a unitary topos’.13 

                                                           
7 Glassie, ‘Folk Art’, pp. 272 and 278. 

8 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, at pp. 368-73. 

9 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, pp. 222-23. 

10 Finch, Church Monuments, p. 2. 

11 Dethlefsen and Jensen, p. 35. 

12 Loach, p. 2. Glassie, too, points out that Western art has given higher standing to its successive 

priorities: in order of priority, the figure, vegetable forms, geometry and finally pure surface and colour 

(Glassie, ‘Folk Art’, p. 271). 

13 Loach, p. 10. 
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The effigial body: effigies 

Full-sized effigies are very rare outside, no doubt partly because of the expense of 

carving them. However, that does not seem an adequate explanation, for an effigy 

would not have cost more than some of the most elaborate churchyard monuments. 

Instead, effigial grammar seems to have frowned on an overt, full- or half-length three-

dimensional representation of the deceased. Possibly it was seen as pretentious or 

impertinent in someone who did not warrant higher-status intramural burial.  

There do exist a very few genuine effigies (in the intramural sense of a full-length 

figure), including a grand reclining one at Stonham Aspal, Suffolk, 14 and an upright 

statue at Wincanton, Somerset15. As discussed,16 the superstructure of some chest tombs 

may represent the memory of an effigy on an intramural tomb-chest. 

However, many gravemarkers, usually headstones, have a dominant motif which is 

either an effigy (the representation of a human head - dead or alive) or a pseudo-effigy 

(the representation of something visually analogous to a human head), although they do 

not seem hitherto to have been recognised as such. They are almost always found at the 

top of a headstone or footstone, either in what heraldically would be a chief, or in the 

tympanum of a round- or segmental-topped marker. In some areas, principally in New 

England, they comprise the great majority of gravemarkers, while in others (for instance 

Yorkshire and Scotland), they are very rare. A distinction needs to be drawn between 

the effigial use of these motifs (as the principal charge, in the centre of the chief) and 

their use as one of many available charges anywhere on the headstone, which will be 

considered in the second part of this chapter.  

The three commonest types of effigy on gravemarkers are the skull, the cherub and the 

portrait, and the commonest pseudo-effigies are the hourglass and the urn.  

In North America the skull is almost always winged and affronty, and the wings are 

feathered like those of a bird or, presumably more relevantly, an angel (Plate 5.1a); in 

England, where there are wings (and this is much commoner on intramural monuments, 

where Mrs Esdaile refers to them as death’s head cherubs17), they are bats’ wings,18 and 

                                                           
14 To the Rev:d Anthony Wingfield †1715 by Francis Bird. 

15 To Nathaniel Ireson, its sculptor (Ayres, Art, Artisans & Apprentices, p. 373); Ludwig (Graven Images, p. 

85) illustrates a demi-effigy, to an infant Latimer †1789 at Bloomfield, CT. 

16 See Chapter 4, above. 

17 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p. 75. 
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they may not be flying directly at the viewer (Plate 5.1b).19 Skulls are rarely in a 

dominant position in Scotland and instead form just one of a selection of mortality 

images (see below).  

In England, the skull may be affront (Plate 5.2a), in profile (Plate 5.2b) or three-

quarter face, and it is almost always unwinged. Attempts at three-quarter face sometimes 

amount to a skull affronty with a bulge to one side (Plate 5.3a).20 Sometimes the skull is 

entire, sometimes the lower jaw is missing (Plate 5.3b).21 The whole skull may be tilted 

backwards (Plate 5.4a)22 or be completely on its side (Plate 5.4b).23 Some may be so 

cartoon-like as to be scarcely recognisable as skulls if it was not for what is clearly a 

septum not a nose (Plate 5.5a).24 Skulls in profile are never as common as other angles, 

but do occur (Plate 5.5b),25 and occasionally acquire a nose (Plate 5.6a)26. Skulls may be 

crowned with either an open crown (Plate 5.6b)27 or a laurel wreath (Plate 5.7a).28 

Where the stone allows, fully three-dimensional skulls may form the top of a headstone, 

not only more realistic but more tactile, too (Plate 5.7b).29 

On both sides of the Atlantic, the effigial entity may, rather than just a skull, be a skull 

and crossbones. Generally it is the skull which will be dominant, and it will be either 

three-quarter-face (Plate 5.8a)30 or affronty (Plate 5.8b).31 

It is, perhaps surprisingly, almost unknown for a full skeleton to take the effigial 

position on a gravemarker, and there is no equivalent of the transi tomb. Skeletons are 

                                                                                                                                                                     
18 For example Thomas Smith †1738 at Lowestoft, Suffolk. A very rare example of an English feathered-

winged skull, although not on a gravemarker, appears on a memento mori broadside of c.1640, illustrated in  

Tessa Watt, Cheap Print and Popular Piety, 1550-1640 (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1991), p. 

252. 

19 For example Nathaniel Desborough †1724 at Buckden, Hunts. 

20 For example Elizabeth Nash †1760 at Cley, Norfolk. 

21 For example Lucy Pearson †1707 at Clifton Reynes, Bucks. 

22 For example the skull on the sinister half of John Noakes †1741 at Beckley, Sussex. 

23 For example Ann Curtis †1694 at Chipping Camden, Glos. 

24 For example Elizabeth Lomas †1721 at Beckley, Sussex. 

25 For example Laurence Hearne †1703 at St Martin’s, Canterbury, Kent. 

26 For example Elizabeth Sears †1764 at Old South Queen Anne Cemetery, Chatham, MA. 

27 For example Ann Mendham †1739 at Cley, Norfolk. 

28 For example Henry Ridgley †1700 at Annapolis, MD. 

29 For example Sarah Atkinson †1703 at Potton, Beds.. 

30 For example Benjamin Parker †1769, the Granary, Boston, MA. 

31 For example Nathaniel Brown †1761 at Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA. 
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more common as subsidiary actors than as the main effigial component. One rare 

example of an effigial skeleton is lying down (Plate 5.9a),32 and this may be the reason 

for its rarity; upright, it is simply the wrong shape for the available, very horizontal, 

space, although one well-known marker gets round this by heightening the tympanum 

to take a half-length upright skeleton (Plate 5.9b).33 This makes an important point, 

however – motifs are chosen to fit the available space, rather than some deep meaning 

dictating a particular symbol which the marker is then designed to fit.  

There are a number of effigies, principally in New England, which seem half-way 

between a skull and a cherub in that they have some features of living beings, for 

example a mouth, eyes or hair. So-called Medusas34 have the shape, eye-sockets and 

septum of a skull but a mass of wild hair and a neck (Plate 5.10a),35 or have more-

improbable hair like typewriter keys (Plate 5.10b).36 Others are skulls in all save 

possession of a heart-shaped mouth below the septum, and with the lower jaw looking 

more like a neck (Plate 5.11a).37 An early example in Kent has hair and what seem to be 

upper and lower teeth but no lower jaw (Plate 5.11b). 38  

The cherub as known to art history is rather different from the biblical creature of the 

same name which was represented in various ways on the basis of rather complicated 

scriptural descriptions, including as a four-headed fusion of the symbols of the four 

evangelists, with downward-pointing wings39. Art-historical cherubs originate not in 

                                                           
32 Thomas Pool †1754, St Philip’s, Charleston, SC (attributed to Henry Emmes). 

33 Susanna Jayne †1776 at the Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA. 

34 Called this by Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy p. 48. 

35 For example Annice Pratt †1760 at Plympton, MA. 

36 For example Samuel Hopkins †1761 at Brewster, MA. 

37 For example Mercy Cushman †1738 at Plympton MA. 

38 For example William Page †1672 at Boughton Monchelsea, Kent. 

39 Ezekiel cap 10:  

1.  Then I looked, and, behold, in the firmament that was above the head of the cherubims there appeared 

over them as it were a sapphire stone, as the appearance of the likeness of a throne.  

2 And he spake unto the man clothed with linen, and said, Go in between the wheels, even under the 

cherub, and fill thine hand with coals of fire from between the cherubims, and scatter them over the city. 

And he went in in my sight. 

3 Now the cherubims stood on the right side of the house, when the man went in; and the cloud filled the 

inner court. 

4 Then the glory of the Lord went up from the cherub, and stood over the threshold of the house; and 

the house was filled with the cloud, and the court was full of the brightness of the Lord's glory. 
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specifically-Christian iconography but represent the head and wings of the putto or 

spiritello made popular by Donatello. Charles Dempsey has demonstrated that they were 

used in Italy from the Quattrocento to decorate churches and in religious paintings.40 The 

use of the name cherub in England may be an attempt to depaganise them (they were 

                                                                                                                                                                     
5 And the sound of the cherubims' wings was heard even to the outer court, as the voice of the Almighty 

God when he speaketh. 

6 And it came to pass, that when he had commanded the man clothed with linen, saying, Take fire from 

between the wheels, from between the cherubims; then he went in, and stood beside the wheels. 

7 And one cherub stretched forth his hand from between the cherubims unto the fire that was between 

the cherubims, and took thereof, and put it into the hands of him that was clothed with linen: who took 

it, and went out. 

8 And there appeared in the cherubims the form of a man's hand under their wings. 

9 And when I looked, behold the four wheels by the cherubims, one wheel by one cherub, and another 

wheel by another cherub: and the appearance of the wheels was as the colour of a beryl stone. 

10 And as for their appearances, they four had one likeness, as if a wheel had been in the midst of a 

wheel. 

11 When they went, they went upon their four sides; they turned not as they went, but to the place 

whither the head looked they followed it; they turned not as they went. 

12 And their whole body, and their backs, and their hands, and their wings, and the wheels, were full of 

eyes round about, even the wheels that they four had. 

13 As for the wheels, it was cried unto them in my hearing, O wheel. 

14 And every one had four faces: the first face was the face of a cherub, and the second face was the face 

of a man, and the third the face of a lion, and the fourth the face of an eagle. 

15 And the cherubims were lifted up. This is the living creature that I saw by the river of Chebar. 

16 And when the cherubims went, the wheels went by them: and when the cherubims lifted up their 

wings to mount up from the earth, the same wheels also turned not from beside them. 

17 When they stood, these stood; and when they were lifted up, these lifted up themselves also: for the 

spirit of the living creature was in them. 

18 Then the glory of the Lord departed from off the threshold of the house, and stood over the 

cherubims. 

19 And the cherubims lifted up their wings, and mounted up from the earth in my sight: when they went 

out, the wheels also were beside them, and every one stood at the door of the east gate of the Lord's 

house; and the glory of the God of Israel was over them above. 

20 This is the living creature that I saw under the God of Israel by the river of Chebar; and I knew that 

they were the cherubims. 

21 Every one had four faces apiece, and every one four wings; and the likeness of the hands of a man was 

under their wings. 

22 And the likeness of their faces was the same faces which I saw by the river of Chebar, their 

appearances and themselves: they went every one straight forward. 

40 Charles Dempsey, Inventing the Renaissance Putto (University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill NC and 

London,  2001) pp. 1-61. 
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sometimes called cupids),41 or perhaps simply recognition that they lacked a proper 

English name; Llewellyn quotes descriptions in contracts for English church 

monuments of putti as ‘the similitudes of a little boy’ and of ‘cherubines heads’,42 and 

the latter term is used in the records of the John Stevens shop in Newport from 1727.43 

They were (as will be seen in the next chapter) near-ubiquitous in the material culture of 

the day; in the form which they took in popular usage, Glassie sees them as ‘a 

characteristic piece of Western folk design: a bilaterally symmetrical whole, composed of 

three distinct units, the outside two being mirror images of each other, the central one – 

the focus of attention – being different but internally symmetrical.’44 

Cherubs on ‘polite’ monuments took the form of a winged putto’s head, one of the 

staples of post-Renaissance Western art; they are toddlers, with puffy cheeks and 

tousled hair (Plate 5.12a).45 The cherub may sometimes, however, be an older child, 

looking sweet-natured and undoubtedly privately-educated (Plate 5.12b)46 – or, in the 

hands of a country stonecutter, a stocky farm-boy (Plate 5.13a).47 In more vernacular 

extramural examples, the head was just as often that of an adult, and it may be 

significant that the Puritan divine Thomas Wilson had in his Complete Christian Dictionary 

defined cherubs as ‘images of men with wings and comely faces, such as young men 

have’48. Adult-headed cherubs tend to show greater variation in character. While many 

are well-carved, both young adults (Plate 5.13b)49 and the more mature (Plate 5.14a)50 

others are more two-dimensional. (Plate 5.14b)51 A third group are so stylised they are 

impossible to age (Plate 5.15a).52 

The earliest examples of cherubs on gravemarkers are as subsidiary features of chest 

tombs; the first in the effigial position on headstones date from the 1670s, and are 

                                                           
41 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p. 74. 

42 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 223 

43 ‘Cutting two Cherobims heads’ (Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p.215, n. 26). 

44 Glassie, ‘Folk Art’, p. 266. 

45 For example Rebecca Riches †1766 at Holt, Norfolk. 

46 For example Joseph Hepple †1754 at Hartburn, Northumberland. 

47 For example Robert Curtis †1747 at Michelmarsh, Hants. 

48 Thomas Wilson, A Christian Dictionary (London, 2 ed 1616), p. 67, quoted in part in Tashjian and 

Tashjian, Memorials, p. 83. 

49 For example John Littell †1778 at Simonburn, Northumberland. 

50 For example James Halkerston †1721 at the Granary, Boston, MA. 

51 For example Thomas McIllroie †1747 at Chestnut Level, PA. 

52 For example Ann Curtis †1694 at Chipping Camden, Glos. 
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distinctly vernacular, such as the rather feline face incised on Mary Dickins’s stone at 

Broadway (Plate 5.15b).53 They fall into two categories: first those which are simply 

badly-carved copies of the polite (Plate 5.16a),54 and second those which take the 

concept in a different, vernacular direction. These latter may have straight wings, like an 

aeroplane (Plate 5.16b),55 or consist of a circular face set on a semi-circle of wavy lines 

(Plate 5.17a).56 The fact that any category of figurative art is not a physical likeness does 

not mean it should be seen as in some way inappropriate, any more than one would 

condemn much twentieth-century art for the same reason; as Llewellyn writes, ‘It is 

unhelpful simply to condemn effigies as bad art, when the terms of such a 

condemnation are so markedly out of keeping with the original historical conditions.’57 

Indeed, an unrealistic image of a person or divine being might have been more 

acceptable to those whom one might call iconosceptics.58 It is, however, true that there 

was some contemporary condescension if not condemnation, such as Gray’s reference 

to ‘shapeless sculpture’.59 

Wings vary as much as faces do. A few, especially when not constricted by a position at 

the top of a headstone, have downward-pointing wings like biblical cherubim (Plate 

5.17b).60 A sense of movement can be achieved by one wing pointing upwards and one 

down (Plate 5.18a).61 Voluminous wings can give the effect of a vulture (Plate 5.18b).62 

Others point straight out horizontally like an aeroplane (Plate 5.19a),63 or rise vertically 

like hands (Plate 5.19b),64  or form a semi-circle, giving the effect of an edging-iron 

(Plate 5.20a).65 Some cherubs hover above wings to which they are not attached (Plate 

                                                           
53 Mary Dickins †1676 at Broadway. Worcs. 

54 For example Sarah Worton †1698 at Bury St Edmunds. 

55 For example Sari Beel †1725 at Allexton, Leics. 

56 For example Elizabeth Gager †1730 at Columbia, CT. 

57 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.35; Ludwig refers to much English carving having been ‘barbarous’ 

(Ludwig, Graven Images, p. 249). 

58 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 246. 

59 Gray, Elegy. 

60 For example Dorothy Parkin †1759, Middleton Tyas, NR. 

61 For example Mary White †1783, Colston Bassett, Notts. 

62 Forvexample Jane Callow †1763, Maughold, IoM. 

63 For example Sari Beel †1725, Allexton, Leics., and Sarah Poulton †1758, Cookham, Berks. 

64 For instance William Bennett †1776 at Linton, Herefs. 

65 For example George Stephenson †1789 at St John Lee, Northumberland. 
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5.20b).66 The wings are always feathered – cherubs never have bats’ wings as winged 

skulls do.  

A few heads have the wings transformed into heraldic mantling (Plate 5.21a).67 

Occasionally wings may be so stylised as to make it uncertain whether they are actually 

wings, and very rarely a cherub will have arms (Plate 5.21b)68 (as some biblical cherubs 

do).  

A minority are completely bald, most notably many of the products of the Stevens Shop 

in Newport, RI, but also from other parts of the North Atlantic world (Plate 5.22a).69 

There is no particularly obvious reason. While upper and middle-class Georgian men 

shaved their heads, this cannot explain the earliest examples, and in any event, 

convention was that a wigless man appeared in art wearing a turban, not bald. At least 

one Scottish cherub is bearded (Plate 5.22b);70 if it did not have wings, one would 

categorise it as a green man. 

Most frequently there is only one cherub per stone, but more than one is far from 

uncommon in England, although very rare in America. Two can take up the whole chief 

of the stone (Plate 5.23a), 71 or there can be a pair in the middle, perhaps turning 

towards each other72 (Plate 5.23b)(as biblical cherubim did, according to the revisers of 

Wilson’s Christian Dictionary)73, or slightly away from each other.74  

While angels were traditionally ungendered, cherubs, taking after putti, were male. 

However, a handful appear female. One at Simonburn, Northumberland,75 may in fact 

                                                           
66 For instance Rose Musset †1781 at Cley, Norfolk. 

67 For example Elizabeth Edwards †1799 at Peterstow, Herefs., and Jane Daniell †1719 (footstone) at the 

Granary, Boston. 

68 For example William Rock †1716 (wings and arms) and Thomas Hobbs †1752 (hands but no wings), 

both at Little Dean, Glos. 

69 For example Ann Wilson†1692 at Broadway, Worcs., Hannah Massingham †1706 at Cley, Norfolk, 

William Colin †1744 at the Arnold Burying-Ground, Newport, RI, Andrew Finlay †1749 at Colinton, 

Midlothian and Jane Callow †1764 at Maughold, IoM. 

70 James Baxter †1737. A bearded, unwinged head appears above a winged skull on the tympanum of one 

New England marker (John Marshall †1719 at the Granary, Boston, MA). 

71 For example Susanna Howell †1781 at Cley, Norfolk. 

72 For example Nathaniel Band †1773 at the King’s Chapel, Boston, MA. 

73 A Christian Dictionary… by Mr Thomas Wison, continued by Mr John Bagwell…augmented....by 

Andrew Simson, minister of the Gospel (Thomas Williams and Mary Clark, London, 1678).  

74 For example Miles Alburgh †1787 at Holy Trinity, Bungay, Suffolk. 

75 Sarah Clark †1754. 
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be an effeminate-looking child (Plate 5.24a). One at Liberton, Midlothian, has what 

appear to be breasts, although the hairstyle is, in the eighteenth-century context, a male 

one (and, for what it is worth, it commemorates a man) (Plate 5.24b).76 A pair of 

cherubs on a Sussex marker consist of a conventional adult male cherub on the sinister 

half (with the husband’s inscription) but a face with a female hairstyle on the dexter half 

with the wife’s inscription (Plate 5.25a).77 A marker in Herefordshire to a father, 

mother and son has three cherubs which appear, from the hairstyles, to be two male and 

one female (Plate 5.25b).78 

The third category of effigies are unwinged heads, which may or may not be portraits. 

This last term needs to be used with care. Some may well be actual likenesses of the 

deceased but others, like indeed many mediæval intramural monuments, are 

representations of the deceased but not intended to be a physical likeness. Llewellyn 

suggests that for intramural monuments, like painted portraiture, ‘the fundamental 

principle.... was to record the position of the sitter within society’, and he argues that 

until iconoclasts had disappeared from the scene, tomb-patrons ‘demand correct social 

detail – clothing and heraldry – but not realistic portraiture,’79 although Mrs Esdaile 

records family portraits being sent to London sculptors in the seventeenth century,80 

and also instructions to achieve likenesses.81 Many on gravemarkers, however, are no 

more than outline sketches, well (Plate 5.26a)82 or badly done; one unusual example has 

the heads facing downwards (Plate 5.26b).83 The best are done in relief and could 

convincingly be a likeness, for example a fine full-face bust-length of a four year-old girl 

in New York (Plate 5.27a).84  

There are a very few possible portraits in Britain (and it should be noted that there were 

equally few on intramural monuments in the eighteenth century),85 but they are much 

commoner in America. The poses are generally taken from contemporary painted 

portraiture, without any suggestion that the subject has died; one in Norfolk, depicting 

                                                           
76 James Ivory †1767. 

77 Mary Warnet †17?? and Thomas Warnet †1770 at Horsted Keynes, Sussex. 

78 John Roberts †1800 †1814 †1816 at St Weonard’s, Herefs. 

79 Llewellyn, ‘English Renaissance Tombs’, pp. 151-52; see also his Funeral Monuments, p.33. 

80 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, pp. 48, 88. 

81 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p.90. 

82 For example Elizabeth Mackers †1768 at Belton, Lincs. 

83 John Neve †1751 at Catsfield, Sussex. 

84 Margaret Barron †1772 at Trinity Churchyard, New York, NY. 

85 Finch, Church Monuments, p. 148, discussing Norfolk.  
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the deceased reclining in a shroud, is unusual (Plate 5.27b).86 Portraits are nowhere the 

majority type of effigy; the only area where they are at all common is Charleston, South 

Carolina, from the late 1730s onwards,87 and there they were all made in Boston or 

Newport, Rhode Island, and were thus carved from rather unforgiving slate. Some are 

direct images of a bust- (Plate 5.28a)88 or half-length (Plate 5.28b)89 figure, while others 

are images of a bust on a socle, full-face (Plate 5.29a)90 or profile (Plate 5.29b).91 A 

number have weeping putti (Plate 5.30a)92 or female figures (Plate 5.30b)93 on either 

side. Diana Williams Combs has analysed them at length,94 and their sources will be 

discussed further in the next chapter. There are also a notable number of unwinged 

heads in parts of rural eastern Massachusetts in the second half of the eighteenth 

century. An unexpected variant to a cherub or portrait is one Sussex marker which has 

what is clearly an image of Christ in Heaven, with a nimbus and holding a sword and 

book.95 

In some cases an unwinged head cannot be a portrait of the deceased because it is the 

wrong gender (Plate 5.31),96 and in others exactly the same head is used on markers to 

different people (Plate 5.32).97 One female head on a Kentish marker98 seems to be 

                                                           
86 Henry Graham †1772, Upwell, Norfolk.  

87 Nathan Bassett †1738  at the Circular Congregational Church Burial Ground, Charleston, SC, seems to 

be the first. 

88 For example Isaac Holmes †1763 at the Circular Congregational Church Burial Ground, Charleston, 

SC. 

89 For example Alexander Peronneau †1747 at the Circular Congregational Church Burial Ground, 

Charleston, SC. 

90 For example Henry Peronneau †1743 at the Circular Congregational Church Burial Ground, 

Charleston, SC. 

91 For example Solomon Milner †1757 at the Circular Congregational Church Burial Ground, Charleston, 

SC. 

92 For example William Hutson †1761 at the Circular Congregational Church Burial Ground, Charleston, 

SC. 

93 For example Elizabeth Simmons †1740 at the Circular Congregational Church Burial Ground, 

Charleston, SC. 

94 Combs, cap. 4. 

95 Charles Cook †1767 at Walberton, Sussex (it looks as though it could have been taken from a mediæval 

seal or some such source). 

96 For example the Thomas children (both boys) †1776 †1786 at Hope Bowdler, Salop, and Sarah Wier 

†1793 at Eastbury, CT, attributed by Slater to the Eastbury Profile Carver. 

97 Such as Priscilla Adams †1734, Mary Melven †1754 and Rebecca Bond †1767, all at the Old Hill 

Burying Ground, Concord, MA. 
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wearing Tudor dress and thus to have been copied from a random image (Plate 5.33a), 

just as Burgess has identified some profile heads as based on coins.99 One Leicestershire 

gravestone to a sixteen-year-old girl has a bust atop the columns on each side, one 

young and female and the other male, wearing a nightcap; these are possibly generic 

figures although equally could be the dead girl and her sorrowing father (Plate 5.33b).100 

An unwinged head is a feature of one school of gravemarker sculpture in Herefordshire 

and the Forest of Dean (Plate 5.34a).101 There and elsewhere the shape of the top of a 

headstone may imply wings, even though having a different surface treatment (Plate 

5.34b).102  

A further complication is where a head is winged, and so prima facie a cherub, but has a 

face of such distinctiveness as to suggest it may be a portrait.103 This must not be 

confused with examples which to the modern (or traditional polite art-historical) eye do 

not look like cherubs because they have adult faces, but are simply part of the tradition 

of adult-faced cherubs.  

In addition, some later-eighteenth-century Massachusetts stonecutters put cherubs (or 

winged faces) on markers to males but on female markers had a rather imprisoned-

looking female head and shoulders within a niche (Plate 5.35a).104 Perhaps similarly, one 

doubleheader marker in Charleston, clearly of New England manufacture, has on the 

dexter an inscription to the wife, with a fashionable portrait in the tympanum, and on 

the sinister an inscription to an infant son, with a conventional cherub (Plate 5.35b).105 

The effigial body: the pseudo-effigy 

Hourglasses are more common on gravemarkers in Great Britain than in America, 

where the winged skull was the ubiquitous mortality image effigy. Most (but not all – 

                                                                                                                                                                     
98 Elizabeth Musgrove †1738 at Boughton Monchelsea, Kent. 

99 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, Fig. 59 p. 207.  

100 Frances Drake†1755 at Church Langton, Leics.  

101 For example to Sarah Pimble †1726 at Linton, Herefs. 

102 For example Hannah Parish †1713 at Clifton Reynes, Bucks, where the wing-shapes are incised with 

sprigs of plant material. 

103 An intramural example is the Sidney monument at Penshurst, Kent, 1704, with names against cherubs, 

the facial features of which are portraits (Esdaile, English Funeral Monuments, p. 126). 

104 For example Betty Temple†1778 at the Old Hill Burying Ground, Concord, MA.  

105 Thomas Prue †1747 and Frances Prue †1769, St Philip’s Churchyard, Charleston, SC. 
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Plate 5.36a)106 hourglasses were winged (Plate 5.36b),107 presumably to show that time 

flies (and brings death). They are found early on, more or less as soon as effigies start 

appearing on headstones (Plate 5.37a).108 In the eighteenth century a very few 

gravestone makers updated their work by carving clocks rather than hourglasses (Plate 

5.37b).109 

Towards the end of the eighteenth century, on both sides of the Atlantic but more 

consistently in America, the effigy (skull, cherub or unwinged head) began to be 

replaced by a feature of similar size, shape and general effect which was not, however, a 

head of any sort. Most commonly it was an urn, in Great Britain usually by itself (Plate 

5.38a)110 but in America more commonly accompanied by a weeping willow (Plate 

5.38b).111 Weeping willows are, by virtue of their name, symbols of mourning, but, 

especially when looked at at an angle, are very reminiscent of the feathered wings of a 

cherub or skull. In intramural monuments, Romantic-period urns were often 

accompanied by a mourning female figure. This was rare on gravemarkers, but instances 

do occur (Plate 5.39a),112 although the focus remains on the urn which is large 

compared to the figure.  

Urns varied in design. They could be tall and slim (Plate 5.39b),113 or squat (Plate 

5.40a),114 with handles (Plate 5.40b)115 or without (Plate 5.41a),116 with a little drapery 

(Plate 5.41b) 117 or flaming (Plate 5.42a),118 and plain (Plate 5.42b)119 or gadrooned 

                                                           
106 For example William Christian †1756 at Andreas, Isle of Man and Hannah Fitzhugh †1722 at the 

Common Burial Ground, Newport, RI. 

107 For example Philip Cooke †1719 at Cley, Norfolk. 

108 For example Jonathan Ordway †1680 at Kineton, Warks.   

109 For example Abigail Williams †1754 at Deerfield, MA 

110 For example John Frissell †1787 at Ballure, Isle of Man. 

111 For example James Abbott †1799 at Columbia, CT. 

112 For example James Oldershaw †1789 at Rothley, Leics., and Ann Blunt †1797 at Loughborough, Leics. 

(signed Hind). 

113 For example Henry Mossop †1783 at Beckerton, Cumberland. 

114 For example Mary Gregory †1781 at Arundel, Sussex. 

115 For example Mary Rhodes †1797 at Church Langton, Leics. 

116 For example Thomas Lamboll †1774 at the Circular Congregational Church Burial Ground, 

Charleston, SC. 

117 For example Thomas Moore †1794 at St Philip’s, Charleston, SC. – but very rarely fully draped as on 

so many intramural monuments. 

118 For example Mary Smith†1787 at Bishop’s Canning, Wilts.  

119 For example the Gorham children †1790 †1793 at the Granary, Boston, MA. 
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(Plate 5.43a)120 or otherwise decorated (Plate 5.43b).121 They might occasionally 

contain flowers or boughs (Plate 5.44a).122 Willows sometimes looked like full-sized 

weeping willow trees (Plate 5.44b),123 but were often just a few strands like a half-

hearted combover (Plate 5.45a).124 

Hourglasses and urns were not the only pseudo-effigies; other objects fulfilling the role 

include fans (Plate 5.45b),125 suns (Plate 5.46a)126 ciphers (Plate 5.46b),127 hearts (Plate 

5.47a),128 scallop-shells (Plate 5.47b),129 hexfoils (Plate 5.48a),130 birds (Plate 5.48b)131 

and tulips (Plate 5.49a),132 but these are all rare and often local (ciphers in New Jersey, 

for example)133. A double-headed marker with pseudo-effigies in the form of a sheaf of 

corn for the husband and a basket of flowers for the wife suggests some consideration 

as to what was appropriate for each (Plate 5.49b).134 

With cherubs, wingless heads and skulls, there may be more than one in the effigial 

position, and the number may relate to the number of people commemorated by the 

marker. This is especially the case with children’s headstones where there may be two 

(Plate 5.50a),135 three (Plate 5.50b),136 four (Plate 5.51a),137 five (Plate 5.51b)138 or 

                                                           
120 For example Asaph Elliott†1685 at the Granary, Boston, MA.  

121 For example Benjamin Hills †1683 at the Granary, Boston, MA. 

122 For example Nathaniel Lawrence †1800 at Canaan, CT. 

123 For example Erastus Wolcott †1797 at the Edwards Burial Ground, South Windsor, CT. 

124 Abigail Morton †1791 at the Granary, Boston, MA. 

125 For example Phebe Woodruff †1766 at the First Presbyterian Churchyard, Elizabeth, NJ. 

126 For example Mary Barber †1788 at the Common Burial Ground, Newport, RI. 

127 For example Daniel Cooper †1795 at Basking Ridge, NJ. 

128 For example Elias Dunritch †1759 at Buckland Monachorum, Devon. 

129 For example George Lettin  †1747 at Lowick, Northants. 

130 For example John Kelley †1800 at Ballaugh Old Church, IoM. 

131 For example Nehemiah Wade†1776 (a dove) at the First Presbyterian Churchyard, Elizabeth, NJ, and 

Anna Ladew †1795 (a bird with a nest full of young) at Sparta, NY.  

132 For example Mary Alleson †1772 at the First Presbyterian Churchyard, Elizabeth, NJ. 

133 Heinrich, ‘“Remember me”’, pp. 36-37. 

134 William Lellyett †1767 and Sarah Lellyett †1778 at West Tarring, Sussex. 

135 For example the Brewster children †1784 at Becket, MA (two wingless heads). 

136 For example the Wood children †1703 at Broadway, Worcs (three cherubs). 

137 For example the Corter children †1745-1759 at Buckland Monachorum, Devon (four skulls) or the 

Hobbs children †1739 at Little Dean, Glos (four cherubs). 

138 For example the Phelps brothers and sisters †1792-1794 at the Edwatds Burial Ground, South 

Windsor, CT (five wingless heads). 
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more (Plate 5.52a)139 effigies. The same applies to pseudo-effigies such as urns (Plate 

5.52b),140 fans (Plate 5.53a),141 ciphers (Plate 5.53b),142 scallop-shells (Plate 5.54a)143or  

hexfoils (Plate 5.54b).144 The marker may be divided into separate vertical 

compartments, each topped by the effigy (Plate 5.55a),145 or they may be in a row along 

the top of a stone with one inscription panel (Plate 5.55b).146 There may occasionally be 

different features for each person, such as one at Charlestown divided into three with a 

winged skull in the centre tympanum and an acanthus leaf in the two outer ones (Plate 

5.56a).147 One marker to a mother and her four children has her, as the adult, on a 

higher level than the children (Plate 5.56b),148 and on another, to a boy and a girl, the 

son’s half is taller than his sister’s (Plate 5.57a).149 There are very few cases where a 

burial of two or more children is marked by only one effigy,150 although many of course 

where the marker is plain and there is none (Plate 5.57b).151  

Normally in the period each headstone marked an individual burial, and so husbands 

and wives each had their own, with their own effigy if there was one. Towards the end 

of the eighteenth century, it became the custom in some areas for couples and perhaps 

their infant children to share the same marker. Sometimes, in some areas, the marker 

was divided per pale like a marshalled shield with an effigy in each half (this was 

especially common in Sussex) (Plate 5.58),152 but equally a marker to two people, with 

two effigies, might have a single inscription tablet.153 In many cases, however, only one 

                                                           
139 For example the Langley children †1771-1785 in the Common Burial Ground, Newport, RI (six 

cherubs). 

140 For example the Huntington children †1796-1798 at Norwichtown, CT. 

141 For example the Arnett children †1758-1770, First Presbyterian Burial Ground, Elizabeth, NJ.. 

142 For example the Bond children †1798 at the First Presbyterian Burial Ground, Elizabeth, NJ. 

143 A rare example is Alice Cornford †1757 at Battle, Sussex. 

144 For example the Birchard children †1789-1792 at Becket, MA. 

145 For example the Gove children †1721-1723 at Cambridge, MA. 

146 For example the Frothingham children †1772-1783 at Charlestown, MA. 

147 The Cutler children †1680 at Charlestown, MA. 

148 Hannah Fletcher †1778 at Chelmsford, MA (five heads in niches). 

149 Seymore children †1736 at the King’s Chapel, Boston, MA. 

150 For example the Lothrop children †1732 at Norwichtown, CT. 

151 The Muter children †1788-1793, Wilmington, NC. 

152 For example John Noakes †1741 (the dexter half to a man, the sinister blank) at Beckley, Sussex, or 

Sarah Illenden †1739 (the dexter half to the wife – who died first – and the sinister to the husband) at 

Brookland, Kent. 

153 For example Thomas Noakes †1750 and Ann his wife at Battle, Sussex. 
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effigy served for the couple or family, rarely still with the inscription tablet per pale 

(Plate 5.59a)154 but usually with a single inscription tablet (Plate 5.59b).155 There are 

also instances of a stone with two effigies commemorating only one person (Plate 

5.60a).156 

Anticks: non-dominant charges 

The non-effigial charges on gravemarkers can be divided into ten categories:157 

 Mortality images 

 Heavenly symbols 

 Other religious symbols 

 Human or semi-human beings and parts of the body 

 Flora and Fauna 

 Man-made objects, including tools of a trade 

 Purely-heraldic charges 

 Emotions 

 Geometric and miscellaneous charges 

 Lettering 

While these are non-dominant in the sense of not occupying the effigial position, some, 

mainly towards the end of the eighteenth century, might be very large and act as the 

inscription tablet;158 they were mainly urns (Plate 5.60b),159 with hearts more common 

earlier (Plate 5.61a).160 Inscription panels might also take the form of drapery (Plate 

5.61b),161 or of oval plaques attached to the front of a low-relief pyramid (the backdrop 

to so many intramural monuments) (Plate 5.62a).162 

                                                           
154 For example Nicolas Fox †1730 at Wroxeter, Salop. 

155 For example Daniel Dickinson †1770 and Deborah his wife †1786 at St Margaret’s, King’s Lynn, 

Norfolk. 

156 For example John Lothrop †1716 at the Granary, Boston, MA, and Robert Cacket †1750 at Brasted, 

Kent. 

157 Glassie breaks folk ornamentation down into four kinds, in order of commonness surface treatment, 

geometric forms, vegetable forms and human and animal forms (Glassie, ‘Folk Art’, p. 271). 

158 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials p. 122. 

159 For example Alex Henderson †1783 at Portsmouth, NH. 

160 For example Rachel Meeker †1760 at the First Presbyterian Church, Elizabeth, NJ. 

161 For example Alexander Attwooll †1770 at Reforne, Dorset. 

162 For example Henry Rugeley †1796 at Potton, Beds. 
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Mortality images163 

Mortality images were widespread on intramural monuments from the sixteenth 

century.164 Their source is the later mediæval visual imagery of death, shorn of 

specifically Christian iconography.165 They are very rare on gravemarkers before the rise 

of the headstone (Plate 5.62b),166 but became popular on these new forms (Plate 

5.63a),167 although less widespread as the eighteenth century went on.  

Craske sees them as replaced (as being ‘ghastly’) on intramural monuments from the 

1720s168 but to an extent reintroduced in the 1740s with an evangelical revival in 

England.169 This conflicts with the Benes/Ludwig school who see such a revival as 

overturning mortality symbols. Fieldwork finds them less common overall from about 

the 1720s, but subject to much regional variation (see Chapter 8), so that in some areas 

mortality symbols never occurred, while in others they continued in use until the end of 

our period. 

The principal mortality images were skulls (Plate 5.63b),170 winged skulls (Plate 

5.64a),171 bones (Plate 5.64b),172 crossbones (Plate 5.65a),173 skeletons (Plate 5.65b),174 

hourglasses (Plate 5.66a),175 winged hourglasses (Plate 5.66b)176 and gravediggers’ tools 

(Plate 5.67a),177 with much less commonly clocks (Plate 5.67b),178 coffins closed (Plate 

5.68a),179 opening (Plate 5.68b)180and open (Plate 5.69a),181 graveyards with bones on 

                                                           
163 Tarlow uses the term vanities (Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 70). 

164 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p. 75; Stannard, The Puritan Way of Death, p. 107. 

165 Watt, p. 163. 

166 An example is Henry Wood †1630 at Wateringbury, Kent. 

167 For example Samuel Gill †1683 at Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA. 

168 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. 48. 

169 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. 53. 

170 For example Ann Pitt †1782 at Hurley, Berks. (two skulls at the base of a headstone). 

171 For example Joseph Selman †1761 at Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA. 

172 For example Jane Cooper †1772 at Blakeney, Norfolk (two horizontal bones). 

173 For example Rebekah Carle †1770 at Basking Ridge Presbyterian Burial Ground, NJ. 

174 For example Christey Biset †1747 at Greyfriars, Perth. 

175 For example Samuel Winslow †1680 at Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA. 

176 For example William Clarke †1741 at Blaby, Leics. 

177 For example John Bell †1774, Bellingham, Northumberland (pick and spade). 

178 For example what is probably a footstone to Richard Corter †1786, Buckland Monachorum, Devon. 

179 For example Elizabeth Boardman†1782 at Blakeney, Norfolk, with good coffin-plates.  

180  For example Sarah Wells †1774 at Blakeney, Norfolk (with a skeleton inside). 

181 For example Mary Upchurch †1735 at Arundel, Sussex (looking rather like mussel-shells). 
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the surface,182 ‘deid bells’ (Plate 5.69b)183, darts (Plate 5.70a),184 scythes (Plate 5.70b), 

185 bats (Plate 5.71a),186 felled trees (Plate 5.71b),187 reversed and/or extinguished 

torches (Plate 5.72a),188 and candles (Plate 5.72b)189 (sometimes being snuffed out) 

(Plate 5.73a),190 together with representations of Death (a skeleton with a dart)(Plate 

5.73b)191 and Time (an old, bearded man with a distinctive pointed forelock, usually 

carrying an hourglass [Plate 5.74a]192 or scythe [Plate 5.74b]193 or both [Plate 5.75a])194 

or both figures together.195 There may be the words ‘Memento Mori’ (Plate 5.75b)196 or 

other texts such as ‘Time flies, our glory fades, and Death at hand’ (Plate 5.76a).197 

Skulls may be crowned,198 wreathed199or even wearing military head-dress (Plate 

5.76b)200 to show the triumph of death. Often gravemarkers contain several mortality 

images (Plate 5.77a).201 Perhaps not quite a mortality image, but certainly one of a life 

extinguished, is the broken column (Plate 5.77b).202  

                                                           
182 For example Elizabeth Boardman †1782 at Blakeney, Norfolk. 

183 For example William Mowat †1770 at Warebeth, Orkney. 

184 For example John Weekes †1768 at Northiam, Sussex, and William Rogers †1772 at the Common 

Burying Ground, Newport, RI.  

185 For example Abigail Sleight †1746 at Colston Bassett, Notts., and a local style in Rhode Island with the 

scythe about to behead an effigy (for example Isaac Peckham †1767 at the Common Burial Ground, 

Newport). 

186 For example Susanna Jayne †1776 at the Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA. 

187 For example James Waterman †1793, Boston Common Burial Ground, Boston, MA. 

188 For example Ann Fison †1773 at Barningham, Suffolk (reversed but not extinguished). 

189 For example William Cobley †1770 at Church Langton, Leics. 

190 For example Rebecca Gerrish †1743 at the King’s Chapel, Boston, MA. 

191 For example Anthony Green †1786 at Brixworth, Northants. 

192 For example Rebecca Sanders †1745 at the King’s Chapel, Boston, MA 

193 For example Edward Elliott †1786 at Boughton Monchelsea, Kent. An instance of its use on a high-

status intramural monument is Roubiliac’s to General Wade in Westminster Abbey, 1752 (illustrated in 

Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. 102). 

194 For example Ann Anthony †1753 at Beaconsfield, Bucks. 

195 For example Mary Latter †1768 at West Tarring, Sussex. 

196 For example William Storkes †1761 at Belton, Lincs. 

197 For example Anthony Green †1786, Brixworth, Northants. 

198 For example Ann Mendham †1739 at Cley, Norfolk. 

199 For example Henry Ridgley †1700 at Annapolis, MD. 

200 For example Richard Marchant †1675 at Bibury, Glos. (a sort of grenadier’s cap). 

201 For example Amie Balston †1695 at Martinstown, Dorset (skull and crossbones) or John Drake †1735 

at Buckland Monachorum, Devon (a winged skull and two hourglasses). 

202 For example Sarah Tuck †1798 at Lacock, Wilts. 
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Heavenly images 

Heavenly images, including the ubiquitous cherub, appear on gravemarkers at much the 

same time as mortality images, but were less common to start with; as the eighteenth 

century went on, they became more popular. Cherubs in this non-effigial context may 

frame something else, as though they were heraldic supporters (Plate 5.78a),203 or be on 

the outer corners of the stone (Plate 5.78b).204 There may be three (Plate 5.79a),205 or 

rarely a multitude as in one example from Berkshire (Plate 5.79b).206 They may 

occasionally have bodies like putti (Plate 5.80a).207 Other heavenly symbols are crowns 

(Plate 5.80b),208 palms (Plate 5.81a),209 laurel wreaths (Plate 5.81b)210 and sunbursts 

(Plate 5.82a).211 Less common are a sun ‘in his splendour’ (Plate 5.82b),212 a sun and 

moon (Plate 5.83a),213 clouds, with (Plate 5.83b)214 or without (Plate 5.84a)215 a divine 

arm issuing from them, the eye of God (Plate 5.84b),216 thunderbolts (Plate 5.85a),217 

trumpets (Plate 5.85b),218 angels trumpeting (Plate 5.86a)219  or holding a book (Plate 

5.86b),220 and ouroboruses either alone (Plate 5.87a)221 or coiled around an hourglass 

(Plate 5.87b).222 As with mortality images, they often appear in combination, for 

instance two angels holding a crown with a rising sun in the background (Plate 

                                                           
203 For example Mark Linskill †1790 at Bedale, NR (supporting a shield which bears an ouroboros and is 

framed with laurel and palm branches) 

204 For example Robert Curtis †1747 at Michelmarsh, Hants.  

205 For example John Hood †1747 at Peterstow, Herefs. 

206 Thomas Stratton †1747 at Hurley, Berks. 

207 For example Ann Phipps †1714 at Potton, Beds. 

208 For example Thomas Deudney †1795 at Bexhill, Sussex. 

209 For example Sarah Knight †1785 at Berkeley, Glos. 

210  For example Mary Grant †1732 at Brightling, Sussex. 

211 For example William Sisson †1796 at Barnack, Soke of Peterborough. 

212 For example JS TH 1764 at Tulliallan, Perthshire. 

213 For example Susanna Jayne †1776 at the Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA. 

214 For example Betsey Tracy †1792 at Norwichtown, CT. 

215 For example Elizabeth Patterson †1774 at the Presbyterian Burial Ground, Basking Ridge, NJ. 

216 For example William Mann †1771 at Cley, Norfolk. 

217 For example Thomas Carrick †1741 †1755 at Blaby, Leics. 

218 For example Mary Carr †1787 at Aylsham, Norfolk. 

219 For example John Barker †1772 at Blakeney, Norfolk. 

220 For example William Barker †1788 at West Tarring, Sussex. 

221 For example Richard Haydon †1729 at Cley, Norfolk. 

222 For example EP 1759 at Little Dean, Glos. 
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5.88a).223 Related are Resurrection scenes, either general or showing just one body 

climbing out of its grave, either as a skeleton or with its body already restored to it 

(Plate 5.88b);224 it seems to have been theologically acceptable to show the resurrection 

of ordinary people but not that of Christ.225 An unusual marker has the sun blowing a 

trumpet and smaller suns bobbing up around it under the wording ‘saint arising’, 

confirming the link between heavenly motifs and Resurrection.226 A book on 

gravemarkers is presumably a bible, with its hope of salvation (Plate 5.89a);227 

occasionally it is en soleil (Plate 5.89b)228 

Some gravemarkers juxtapose mortality and celestial images, mixed on a headstone 

(Plate 5.90a)229 or on opposite ends of a chest tomb (Plate 5.90b).230 It is not clear 

which side of the divide an urn is on; if a cinerary urn (Plate 5.91a),231 or one containing 

a heart or other body part from a split burial,232 it is presumably a mortality image, but if 

flaming (Plate 5.91b),233 it suggests eternal life. Similarly a sun may be rising or setting 

(Plate 5.92a),234 but a sun and moon must mean night and day or death and life.235 By 

the end of the eighteenth century a neoclassical urn might be added into the mix, 

producing results such as one Sussex stone containing a tall urn, a sunburst, two angels, 

one trumpeting, the other holding a crown, and two skulls and stray bones projecting 

from earth.236 

Other religious images 

                                                           
223 For example Robert Norris †1800 at Buckland Monachorum, Devon. 

224 For example William Earle †1703 †1741 at Barcombe, Sussex. 

225 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 132. 

226 Benes, Meetinghouses, p. 271, where it is illustrated.. 

227 For example John Skuce †1727 at Bibury, Glos. 

228 For example Ann Watson †1798 at Church Langton, Leics. 

229 For example Sarah Ridge †1789 at Billingshurst, Sussex. 

230 For example Richard Marchant †1675 at Bibury, Glos, Patience Haffenden †1733 at Biddenden, Kent 

(at each end of the south side of an altar tomb) Peter Mortimer †1773 at Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA (cherub 

on headstone, winged skull on footstone). 

231 For example Hans Sloane †1753 at Chelsea Old Church, Middx. 

232 Llewellyn points out this function (Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.44). 

233 For example Thomas Tempany †1780 at Bibury, Glos 

234 For example Elizabeth Russell †1690 at Broadway, Worcs. 

235 For example Susanna Jayne †1776 at the Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA. 

236 Sarah Ridge †1789 at Billingshurst, Sussex. 
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Apart from the heavenly charges just discussed, overtly Christian symbols were rare, 

presumably through fear of being thought papist. Traditional Catholic and Counter-

Reformation symbols do appear in some villages where there was a recusant squire and 

also in the Swithland slate areas of Leicestershire. These are principally crosses, usually 

Latin (Plate 5.92b)237 but sometimes more elaborate forms: a cross formy charged with 

a cross patonce (Plate 5.93a),238 a cross crosslet on three grades (Plate 5.93b),239 or a 

crowned Latin cross being held aloft by an angel (Plate 5.94a)240. However, other 

passion symbols are also very rarely found, including the sacred monogram (IHS), with 

(Plate 5.94b)241 or without242 a cross, chalices (Plate 5.95a),243 thurifers (Plate 5.95b),244 

sponges (Plate 5.96a),245 spears (Plate 5.96b)246 and flaming hearts.247 Crosses may in 

other areas be simply the result of conservatism, perhaps especially in following the pre-

Reformation form of cross-slab with a Latin cross on grades (Plate 5.97a).248  

Human and semi-human beings and parts of the body 

Representations of men and women as portrait-effigies have already been discussed. 

Smaller figures can occur, notably a series of heads on markers in late seventeenth- and 

early-eighteenth century eastern Massachusetts. There are generally two male heads per 

headstone (Plate 5.97b),249 which makes it unlikely they are portraits of the one person 

(male or female) interred there. However, the two female half-length figures on one 

double-headed marker to two women (Plate 5.98a)250 do suggest some sense of 

representing the persons buried.  

                                                           
237 For example Mary Tripp †1715 (and a number of others now illegible) at Weston Underwood, Bucks. 

238 Anna Church †1775 at Colston Bassett, Notts. 

239 Sarah Austin †1761 at Colston Bassett, Notts. 

240 William Tabberer †1769, Brixworth, Notts. 

241 For example James Smith †1790 at Belton, Lincs. 

242 For example Elizabeth Weston †1765 at Brixworth, Northants. 

243 For example Thomas Carrick †1741 †1755 at Blaby, Leics.  

244 For example Thomas Carrick †1741 †1755 at Blaby, Leics.  

245 For example William Cobley †1770 at Church Langton, Leics. 

246 For example Jane Weston †1782 at Brixworth, Northants. 

247 For example William Cobley †1770 at Church Langton, Leics. 

248 For example John Nicholls †1597 at St Teath, Cornwall. 

249 For example Robert Meriam †1681 at the Hill Burying Ground, Concord, MA. 

250 Hannah Shutt and Mary Shutt both †1709 at Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA.  
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Biblical scenes occur rarely, Adam and Eve being perhaps the most popular (Plate 

5.98b).251 There is at least one representation of the Devil (or a devil), his head poking 

up from underground and his arm holding a firebrand (Plate 5.99a).252 Some human 

figures on chest-tombs seem to be weepers in the mediæval tradition (Plate 5.99b).253 

Mythical creatures include mermaids (Plates 5.100a),254 sometimes winged (Plate 

5.100b),255 and mermen (Plate 5.101a).256 Here belong also the imps found on a few 

markers from the Boston area in the late-seventeenth century (Plate 5.101b),257 busy, 

small creatures who, despite the name they have been given, seem industrious rather 

than infernal. 

Parts of the body are rarer than the whole. Heads have already been mentioned. Hands 

are generally holding a book (Plate 5.102a),258 but sometimes pointing, possibly 

heavenwards or alternatively to something on the marker such as the maker’s signature 

(Plate 5.102b).259 An arm holding something may emerge from clouds in the chief or 

from the side (Plate 5.103a).260 

Flaming hearts have been mentioned under passion symbols. Ordinary hearts are 

relatively uncommon (Plate 5.103b).261 An inverted heart may be a mortality image 

(Plate 5.104a).262 Does a heart in conjunction with lozenges relate in some way to suits 

of playing cards? (Plate 5.104b)263 Sometimes it is unclear (perhaps deliberately so) 

whether a motif is a bulbous hourglass or a heart on top of an inverted heart (Plate 

5.105a).264 

Flora and fauna 

                                                           
251 For example Margaret Connachar †1784 at Logierait, Perthshire. 

252 John Jervis †1771 at Church Langton, Leics. 

253 For example John Jordan †1771 at Bourton-on-the-Water, Glos. See Burgess, English Churchyard 

Memorials p.131. 

254 For example Maria Forbes †1655 at Bovey Tracey, Devon. 

255 For example Elizuar Holyoke †1711 at the Granary, Boston, MA. 

256 For example Benjamin Hills †1683 at the Granary, Boston, MA. 

257 For example John Parmetar †1711 at Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA. 

258 For example John Hipkins †1741 at Cley, Norfolk 

259 For example Rebekah Carle †1770 at Basking Ridge, NJ. 

260 For example John Midlton †1739 at Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA (holding flowers) 

261 For example Sarah Murrell †1763 at Bolney, Sussex. 

262 For example IA EM †1726 at Tullibody, Clacks., where it is associated with a skull and crossbones. 

263 George Steele †1722 at Barthomley, Cheshire. 

264 For example Jonathan Hascall †1784, New Salem, MA (another is illustrated in Byers, p. 15). 
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Creatures are surprisingly rare on gravemarkers, considering how common they are in 

heraldry. Mammals are exceptionally uncommon, although there are squirrels on one 

Massachusetts marker (Plate 5.105b).265 Birds are most commonly doves, volant (Plate 

5.106a)266 or descending (Plate 5.106b),267 but also peacocks268 - or just generic birds 

(Plate 5.107a).269 There are also butterflies, with (Plate 5.107b)270 or without271 a 

chrysalis, and dragons (Plate 5.108a).272 

The commonest plant is probably the weeping willow, found as a pseudo-effigy, as 

discussed. Trees (Plate 5.108b)273 are otherwise rare; if behind Adam and Eve, they 

must be the Tree of Life (Plate 5.109a),274 or they may be being cut down (Plate 

5.109b).275 Flowers may be identifiable, for instance as roses (Plate 5.110a)276 or pinks 

(Plate 5.110b),277 or they may just be a more general daisy or rose type (Plate 5.111a);278 

occasionally they are on long stalks, which on each side of the marker are almost like 

heraldic supporters.279 They may also very rarely be cut down (Plate 5.111b).280 The 

most common type of leaves are acanthus (Plate 5.112a).281 There is often fruit and 

foliage in the borders of the type of eastern Massachusetts marker known as ‘Boston 

bedheads’,282 one good example having roses, grapes, gourds, sweetcorn, olives, apples, 

pears and barley (Plate 5.112b);283 another has tobacco leaves accompanying squashes 

                                                           
265 Benjamin Hills †1683 at the Granary, Boston, MA. 

266 For example John Cross †1796 at the Presbyterian Burying Ground, Basking Ridge, NJ (two, facing 

each other, beak to beak). 

267 For example †Mary Moore 1749 at Michael, IoM. 

268 For example John Cleverly †1703 at Quincy, MA, illustrated in Ludwig, p. 134. 

269 For example John Watkies †1760 at Cardington, Salop 

270 For example James Waterman †1793 at the Common Burial Ground, Boston, MA. 

271 TM †1727 at Bretforton, Worcs., is probably a stylised butterfly. 

272 For example a fire-breathing pair: William White †1789 at Bretforton, Worcs. 

273 For example on each side of the marker to the Manning children †1750-1759, Norwichtown, CT (with 

peacocks perched on top). 

274 For example John Jervis †1771 at Church Langton, Leics. 

275 For example AW AW 1787 at Tulliallan, Perthshire. 

276 For example Baker Walton †1798 at Barningham, Suffolk. 

277 For example John Kelley †1800 at Ballaugh, IoM. 

278 For example William Peacock †1748, Aycliffe, Co. Durham. 

279 For example Mary Dobes †1691 at Linton, Herefs. 

280 For example Eunice Colton †1763 at Longmeadow, MA. 

281 For example Richard White †1777 at Berkeley, Glos (with, unusually, a flower as well as leaves). 

282 Kewley, ‘Behind the Bedheads’. 

283 Rebecca Gerrish †1743 at the King’s Chapel, Boston, MA. 
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(Plate 5.113a).284 Thistles may suggest Scottish connections (Plate 5.113b).285 Tulips 

have already been mentioned as pseudo-effigies, but they are also found in subsidiary 

contexts (Plate 5.114a).286 

Man-made objects, including tools of a trade 

Some charges seem to relate to the occupation of the person commemorated; this is 

quite common in Scotland but rare elsewhere. In coastal districts there are anchors 

(Plate 5.114b)287 or ships (Plate 5.115a).288 One military man gets a canon with a pile of 

cannonballs (Plate 5.115b),289 while a crossed pike and shepherd’s crook during the 

French Revolutionary wars suggests militia service (Plate 5.116a).290 Other trades and 

professions found include a baker (Plate 5.116b),291 bricklayer (Plate 5.117a),292 a 

carpenter (Plate 5.117b),293 a medical man (Plate 5.118a),294 a ‘spooner’ (Plate 5.118b)295 

and a tailor (Plate 5.119a).296 Some of these are more emblems of a trade than the actual 

tools, for example the blacksmith’s hammer ensigned by a large closed crown (Plate 

5.119b). 297 Heal lists the emblems found on trade signs.298 In the same category are the 

symbols of freemasonry (Plate 5.120a).299 

Heraldic charges 

                                                           
284 Thomas Smith †1693 at the King’s Chapel, Boston, MA. 

285 For example Mary Bliss †1757 at Longmeadow, MA. 

286 For example Margaret Kelsall †1729 at Barthomley, Cheshire. 

287 For example Martha Fearmsby †1731 at Cley, Norfolk. 

288 For example John Higg †1784 at Tulliallan, Perthshire. 

289 Thomas Seward †1800 at Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA. 

290 John Blackwell †1797 at Arnesby, Leics. 

291 James Dwar (sic) †1773 at Tulliallan, Perthshire. 

292 Michael Jackson †1798 at Blakeney, Norfolk. 

293 The footstone for Mark Sharp †1747, St John-sub-Castro, Lewes, Sussex. 

294 Thomas Johnson †1799 at Brancepeth, Co. Durham (complete with the basket he carried them in). 

295 John Wilson 177?, Pencaitland, East Lothian. 

296 John Muirhead †1670 at Pencaitland, East Lothian. 

297 For example AS ND 1784, Tulliallan, Perthshire.  

298 Ambrose Heal, London Tradesmen's Cards of the XVII Century: An Account of their Origin and Use (Dover 

Publications, New York, 1968; originally Batsford 1925), pp. 21-25. 

299 For example GC CR 1787 at Tulliallan, Perthshire; for a comparison in another type of material 

culture, see the Masonic master’s chair, c. 1767-75, illustrated in Morrison H. Heckscher, , American Rococo, 

1750-1775: Elegance in Ornament (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 1992) at p. 181. 
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The foregoing objects are all, of course, capable of being heraldic charges. A very few 

others may be seen as purely heraldic such as fleur-de-lys (Plate 5.120b),300 (although 

they are common motifs on much contemporary decoration - see Chapter 6), and some 

usages of the thistle. 301 Some actual heraldry (real or fake) appears, usually on higher-

status memorials, either just a shield (Plate 5.121)302 or a full achievement (Plate 

5.122a),303 but heraldic influence is more commonly apparent in the layout especially of 

headstones, with charges usually in a top section which compares to a chief on a shield 

(Plate 5.122b),304 or full-length standing figures on either side of the face of the marker 

acting as supporters (Plate 5.123).305 There is also much general scrollwork (Plate 

5.124a)306 which often looks very much like heraldic mantling (Plate 5.124b).307 

Emotions 

Epitaphs might relate survivors’ loss or grief, but unlike on intramural monuments, 

symbolic representations of emotions are very rare. There are some conventional 

depictions of female mourning figures, especially on Swithland slates (Plate 5.125a).308 

A pair of intertwined trees on a Massachusetts marker is an almost unique 

representation of marital love (Plate 5.125b).309 

Geometric and miscellaneous forms 

Finally there are the simplest motifs of all, those the roots of which lie not in high art 

but in doodles and graffiti. Many of the forms Champion describes in his study of 

mediæval graffiti can be found as part of the design of seventeenth- and eighteenth-

century gravemarkers, notably compass-drawn hexfoils (Plate 5.126),310 explained by 

                                                           
300 For example John Sims †1774, Columbia, CT. 

301 For example Jonas Pridham †1678 at Bovey Tracey, Devon. 

302 For example John Acton†1702 at Barthomley, Cheshire (a normal shield) and Elizabeth Page †1693 at 

Rosewell Plantation, VA (now at Abingdon, VA) (a lozenge for a woman) 

303 For example John Clarke †1728 at Copp’s Hill Burial Ground, Boston, MA. 

304 For example Joseph Prigg †1784 at Stoke-sub-Hamdon, Somerset. 

305 For example the Tawley children †1737 at the Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA (Death and Father 

Time), and Ruth Carter †1698 at the Granary, Boston, MA (two skeletons, one walking away). 

306 For example a headstone with the name illegible, †1714 at Sandford St Martin, Oxon. 

307 For example Mary Dunn †1778 at St Mary de Crypt, Gloucester, Glos. 

308 For example John Weston †1787 at Brixworth, Northants. 

309 Sarah Smith †1769 at the Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA. 

310 For example Richard Lyman †1746 at Columbia, CT, and John Corlett †1788 at Ballaugh, IoM. 
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Champion as ritual protection marks.311 They are often mixed with other geometrical or 

simple motifs such as flowers or hearts (Plate 5.127a).312  

Looking beyond heraldic charges at the field, the surface treatment of markers is 

generally plain, but occasionally it is stippled or hatched (Plate 5.127b).313 

Lettering 

Lettering is of course an important feature of all memorials. Archaic Roman capitals are 

used earlier in the century and in the more remote areas, sometimes good (Plate 

5.128a),314 sometimes less so; in some remoter areas, inscriptions were scratched on slate 

(Plate 5.128b).315 In most of the country Roman upper and lower case (Plate 5.129a)316 

or large and small capitals (Plate 5.129b)317 are in use well before 1700;318 there is also a 

fair amount of cursive script (Plate 5.130a).319 The vast majority of lettering was incised, 

raised lettering being, except in Scotland, a rare survival from the previous century 

(Plate 5.130b).320 In some areas at least incised lettering was filled with lead (Plate 

5.131a).321  Numerals are almost invariably Hindu-Arabic,322 unlike on intramural 

monuments, where Roman numerals had higher-status connotations. 

The content of inscriptions on gravemarkers is beyond the scope of this thesis, save as a 

source of information on the burial beneath. However, Jean Wilson has shown in the 

context of intramural monuments that the layout of text must be seen as part of the 

overall design; ‘the text is an element in the design, but it may be the design itself’323 and 

                                                           
311 Champion pp. 31-44. 

312 For example Ichabod Freeman †1782 at Columbia, CT. 

313For example Joseph Oliver †1775 at Worth, Sussex. 

314 For example Robert Jackson †1657 at Rushen, IoM. 

315 For example Margery Lace or Crayne †1675 at Andreas, IoM. 

316 For example John Small †1666 at Bovey Tracey, Devon. 

317 For example Thomas Butler †1671 at Greenford, Middx. 

318 George Thomson, Lettering on Gravemarkers in Britain and Ireland (Dublin 2011) 

319 For example Henry Cheesman †1707 at East Peckham, Kent. 

320 For example Thomas Hall †1695 at Tulliallan, Perthshire. 

321 For example John Hadfeild †1665 at Darley Dale, Derbys. 

322 David Cullam and Peter Wardlet, ‘The Diffusion of the Hindu-Arabic Numerical System: Numeracy, 

Literacy and Historical Analysis of Writing Skills in Seventeenth-century West Cornwall’, Cornish Studies 

Second Series, Two (1984) pp 3-31. 

323 Wilson, ‘Speaking Stones’ p. 128. 
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this insight must apply equally to outdoor markers. She has pointed out that having an 

aniconic monument (one plain but for an inscription) may be a deliberate choice.324 

Different fonts may be used for different parts of an inscription, and some may be in 

capitals or italics. As Wilson puts it, ‘the presentation of the verbal element is used to 

distinguish types of information and to render a large space more visually interesting 

and its contents more intellectually accessible’.325 At its most basic, some early 

headstones, still in transition from stone pegs (which bore only initials and a date), have 

the date at the top in larger figures as a heading (Plate 5.131b).326  

Section 2: Semiotics 

At one level, the meaning of all these motifs is straightforward: what we call mortality 

images indicate death, which is the reason the marker is there; what we call heavenly 

symbols suggest, in artistic convention, the desirable place where those left behind 

hoped the deceased would be going; heraldry has of course its own internal meanings 

but also, because of its widespread intramural use, says simply ‘high status’; mourning 

figures indicate sadness at death; birds, flowers and geometric shapes were part of the 

normal repertoire of decoration in most types of material culture (as we will see in the 

next chapter).  

There seems to have been no problem in the repetition of a small range of images, so 

that many burial grounds will have dozen of winged skulls, or cherubs, or whatever was 

the local thing. This repetition can perhaps be compared with the ‘concerted repetition’ 

of heraldry in early Tudor architecture and decoration.327 

One might pause to ask why there are any motifs at all; why are all markers not, as many 

were, entirely plain apart from name and date? Bishop and Marx suggest that, certainly 

in America, ‘members of the colonial society often considered the most functional 

object to be the most beautiful [, and] embellishments of utilitarian objects’ (in which 

                                                           
324 Wilson, ‘Speaking Stones’, p. 162, note 21. 

325 Wilson, ‘Speaking Stones’, pp. 147-49. 

326 For example John Shewel †1657 at Ripple, Worcs. 

327 For which see Maurice Howard, The early Tudor country house : architecture and politics 1490-1550 (George 

Philip, London,1987). 
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category we can include gravemarkers) ‘were among the early attempts at creating a 

domestic sculpture’.328 

We also have to consider whether motifs on markers might, like those on buildings 

proper, have to be multivalent, as Loach puts it, ‘operat[ing] at several levels of 

sophistication, to meet all sectors of ... [a] mixed audience, the citizenry at large.’329 

However, much American scholarship since the mid-1960s has sought to ascribe 

complex religious meanings to certain motifs on seventeenth- and eighteenth-century 

gravemarkers in a way which has not been done for markers elsewhere. This scholarship 

seems to expect to find religious meaning in monumental sculpture whereas in fact 

commemoration, not religious sentiment, had begun to dominate as Renaissance values 

spread from the early fourteenth century onwards,330 part of humanist ideas of the 

importance of the individual and of the fame he leaves behind.331 

The first scholars by date of publication to write on the meaning of gravemarker effigies 

were James Deetz and Edwin Dethlefsen.332 They concentrate on the seriation they 

claim to have found in the tympanum design of eighteenth-century gravestones, from all 

winged skulls to mainly cherubs to all urns and willow. Their statistical results are now 

discredited,333 but they also gave an interpretation of the reason for the change from 

skull to cherub; they saw it as a departure from an original, strict Puritan religion: death’s 

heads symbolised mortality but cherubs were emblems of hope of an afterlife, and the 

reason, they submitted, for the change was the religious revival known in the twentieth 

century as the Great Awakening.334 They saw cherubs as having ‘idolatrous and heretical 

aspects’ to a strict Puritan and thus being suited only to ‘the more liberal views 

concerning symbolism and personal involvement’335 of the Awakening. 

The second scholar was Allan Ludwig in Graven Images, who in the preface to the 1999 

third edition recounts his discovery of New England gravestones as a young 

                                                           
328Robert Bishop and Jacqueline Marx Atkins, Folk Art in American Life (Viking Studio Books, New York, 

1995) at p. 154.  

329 Loach p. 19. 

330 Erwin Panofsky, Tomb Sculpture: Four Lectures on its changing aspects from Ancient Egypt to Bernini, ed. H. W. 

Jansen (Phaidon, London, 1992) pp. 69-70. 

331 Marshall pp. 270-71. 

332 Deetz and Dethlefsen 1965; Deetz and Dethlefsen 1966; Deetz and Dethlefsen 1967; Deetz 1978. 

333 Heinrich, ‘Cherubs or Putti’, passim. 
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postgraduate student. He says he now realises ‘that the book was part of the cultural 

ferment of the late 1950s and 1960s’.336 His work had, before publication, been 

unknown to Deetz and Dethlefsen, and vice versa. It has been influential in American 

gravestone studies, and therefore needs to be quoted at some length, however odd it 

may sound. 

It has a long chapter337 which discusses Puritan symbolism generally, but does not refer 

to gravemarkers. Ludwig then goes on to look at New England markers, and describes 

his methodology: 

I shall follow the traditional iconographer’s method and attempt to connect a 

pictorial device with a contemporary literary source; by a contemporary literary 

source will be meant any work of Puritan letters written between 1650 and 

1815......on occasions when symbols remain mute I shall turn to the source of all 

Christian metaphor, Scripture itself.338 

It is worth noting that Graven Images is written from a specifically Christian viewpoint.  

The symbols listed first, and the ones to which Ludwig ascribes the most power, are 

‘Symbols of Transformation’: 

During the 18th century New England produced a unique group of stones for 

which there is little historical precedent. Called symbols of transformation, they 

seem to depict the voyage of the soul through death towards new life in terms of 

becoming rather than being. As soul image after soul image voyages through the 

grey voids of becoming on the stones of New England the imagery slowly 

reveals an eschatology of spiritual transition conceived in motion intellectually, 

but pictured statistically in static moments. At the harbors of death and life, the 

beginning and end of the symbolic voyage, the imagery crystallizes first into the 

forms of the winged death’s head and then into the equally clear effigy of the 

glorified soul, but between the two are numerous images which seem to 

represent neither. Taking these puzzling stones in their proper context they 

appear to me to be representations of souls “fossilized” in frozen stillness 

between time and eternity. They seem to me to be nothing less than mystical 

transfigurations in stone. These complex themes are made doubly ambiguous by 

                                                           
336 Ludwig, Graven Images, p. xxv. 

337 Ludwig, Graven Images, pp. 21-64. 

338 Ludwig, Graven Images, p.66. 
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the crude simplicity of their execution which often deceptively suggests an 

equally crude and simple meaning. Such seems not to have been the case, 

although it is impossible to tell if these remarkable representations were 

consciously conceived or not.339 

Ludwig saw a conflict between strict, iconophobic Puritanism and the visual imagery on 

gravestones340. He interpreted the winged heads not as cherubs but as ‘soul effigies’, 

‘glorified souls’ or ‘angelic souls’,341 although at one stage he hesitates (‘The problem is 

indeed a thorny one’) and suggests some might be what he calls ‘created angels’.342 He 

goes on to discuss and illustrate a number of other motifs, but rarely makes it 

sufficiently clear that the great majority are extremely uncommon.343  

The third of the three writers, publishing a decade or so later, was the distinguished 

folk-life scholar Peter Benes. He saw both winged skulls and winged heads as a ‘pictorial 

representation’ of the ‘headstone spirit ….. an illustration or symbol of the spirit 

released from the body by death, and in some manner anticipating its resurrection’344 

‘Each was an ideogram grounded in the common mythological and cosmological 

assumptions of the Puritan imagination.’345  

The problem with the Deetz/Ludwig/Benes interpretation, that winged heads are 

representations of the soul, is that it is entirely supposition. There are no accounts 

anywhere of contemporary makers, patrons or observers ascribing such meanings to 

gravemarkers,346 and also nothing to explain why symbols found throughout the 

Anglophone Atlantic world (and in fact beyond) should have different meanings in New 

England alone.347  The winged heads are surely, as Forbes took it for granted, cherubs, 

                                                           
339 Ludwig, Graven Images, p. 67. 

340 Ludwig, Graven Images, pp. 33 et seqq. 

341 Ludwig Graven Images, pp. 67, 223. Deetz and Dethlefsen had used the term cherub (for example 

Dethlefsen and Deetz p. 503) 

342 Ludwig, Graven Images, p.  225 

343 He does on p. 107. 

344 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 43 

345 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 45 

346 Ludwig admits that it would be foolish to imagine that a layman or even a stonecutter could read all 

what he sees as symbols (Ludwig, Graven Images, p.14). 

347 Ludwig realises that this is an important problem for his thesis and calls it ‘difficult’ (Ludwig, Graven 

Images, p.14). 
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which are what the carvers called them themselves.348  The actual answer to why some 

markers have winged skulls, some cherubs and some portraits seems to be a mundane 

one, given by Theodore Chase and Laurel Gabel – it was down to cost, and how much a 

family wanted to spend. Winged skulls were cheapest (especially in the late eighteenth 

century when they were carved scarcely in relief at all), winged heads dearer, and 

portraits the most expensive of all.349  

It has, however, proved hard to dislodge the idea of the ‘soul effigy’, despite the 

publication as early as 1974 of a revisionist account, Memorials of Children of Change, by 

Dickran and Ann Tashjian.350 This may be because it feeds in to other, equally fallacious, 

popular views of early New England, such as that it was a grim, colourless place, 

unconducive to artistic production, in which gravestones stand out as anomalies. In fact, 

the seventeenth and eighteenth century colonies were full of colour, in clothes, textiles, 

painted furniture, and clapboard houses; in Alan Gowans’ words, ‘Color and pattern and 

ornament r[a]n riot everywhere’. There was a flourishing artistic life, channelled 

principally into crafts such as furniture-making, quilts and of course, and an integral part 

of it, gravestones.351  

Those who see gravemarkers as somehow illicit and non-mainstream cite the Second 

Commandment, ‘Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of 

any thing that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water 

under the earth. Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them…’352 In fact 

both Calvin and his English and American followers made a distinction between 

religious imagery (which was forbidden) and representations of the material world.353 

Samuel Mather, of the family of prominent Massachusetts divines354, wrote that the 

Commandment was not aimed at ‘Images for Civil use….For the Civil use of Images is 

                                                           
348 Dickran and Ann Tashjian, Memorials for Children of Change: the Art of Early New England Stonecarving 

(Wesleyan University Press, Middletown, CT, 1974), p. 85.  

349 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles I, p. 85. 

350 Tashjian and Tashjian, Memorials for Children of Change, p. 85. 

351 Alan Gowans, Images of American Living: Four Centuries of Architecture and Furniture as Cultural Expression (J. 

B. Lippincott, Philadelphia and New York 1964) pp. 64-66; C Kurt Dewhurst, Betty Macdowell and 

Marsha Macdowell, Religious Folk Art in America: Reflections of Faith (E. P. Dutton, New York 1983) pp. 8-
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352 Exodus cap. 20 vv. 4-6. 

353 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 257 

354 Francis J. Bremer, ‘Mather, Samuel (1626–1671)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, (Oxford, 2004) 

[http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/18326, accessed 21 May 2013] 
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lawful for the representation and remembrance of a person absent, for honour and Civil 

worship to any worthy person, as also for ornament, but the scope of the Command is 

against Images in State and use religious…Neither yet is it meant of all Images for 

religious use, but only Images of their own devising, for God doth not forbid his own 

Institutions, but only our inventions…’355 A gravestone was not in fact at this date in 

Massachusetts a religious artefact as burials were, in accordance with the Westminster 

Directory, entirely civil affairs; only after the late 1680s do ministers become involved.356  

The Deetz/Ludwig/Benes theory argues that changes in iconography occurred because 

of religious change; Benes relates a temporary change of design (the addition of a heart 

to a winged skull) in the output of one workshop in Plymouth County, Massachusetts 

between 1740 and 1742 to a religious revival there and greater optimism about 

salvation.357 David D. Hall, a church historian, argues persuasively that if different 

designs had different religious meanings, there would be evidence of patrons specifying 

the design they wanted, and no such evidence is there.358 That is not to say that religious 

factors did not affect changes in iconography more generally; Penny has attributed the 

growth in visible grief on intramural monuments in the late eighteenth century to less 

certainty, in a sceptical age, that the soul was immortal or that the body would be 

resurrected.359 

In 1981 Gorman and DiBlasi published an article which sought to compare ‘published 

aspects of mortuary ideology in Massachusetts to those which we derive from the 

iconography of colonial cemeteries in South Carolina and Georgia.’360 Two problems 

                                                           
355 Samuel Mather, A Testimony from the Scripture against Idolatry and Superstition (Cambridge MA, 

posthumously, 1672), quoted in Dickran Tashjian, ‘Puritan Attitudes toward Iconoclasm’ in Peter Benes 

(ed), Puritan Gravestone Art II (Dublin Seminar for New England Folklife Annual Proceedings 1978; 

Boston 1978) 

356 John L. Brooke, ‘ “For Honour and Civil Worship to Any Worthy Person”: Burial, Baptism and 

Community on the Massachusetts Near Frontier, 1730-1790’ in Robert Blair St. George (ed), Material Life 

in America 1600-1860 (Boston 1988), p. 468. 

357 Peter Benes, ‘The Caricature Hypothesis Re-examined: The Animated Skull as a Puritan Folk Image' in 

Peter Benes (ed), Puritan Gravestone Art (Dublin Seminar for New England Folklife Annual Proceedings 

1976; Dublin NH 1977) pp. 57-67 at p. 64. 

358 David D. Hall, ‘The Gravestone Image as a Puritan Cultural Code’ in Peter Benes (ed), Puritan 

Gravestone Art (Dublin Seminar for New England Folklife Annual Proceedings 1976; Dublin NH 1977) 

pp. 23-32. 
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360 Frederick J. E. Gorman and Michael DiBlasi, ‘Gravestone iconography and mortuary ideology', 

Ethnohistory Vol. 28 (1981) pp.79-98 at p. 80. 
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immediately become apparent. One is their very sparse selection of only six burial 

grounds in Georgia and South Carolina containing only 311 markers between them, 

partly because ‘coastal cemeteries are characterized by greater longevity due to the 

earlier settlement of the seaboard and their iconography is more likely to have been 

perceptibly affected by religious, social and economic factors than were contemporary 

cemeteries in the backcountry’361; it is thus self-selecting. The second problem is their 

unquestioning reliance on the now largely-discredited work of Deetz and Dethlefsen 

Cherubs on gravemarkers are primarily decorative not symbolic. While the Biblical 

cherub is in angelology part of the angelic hierarchy, monumental cherubs seem never 

to have been seen in the same category as images of saints or indeed persons of the 

Trinity; Mrs Esdaile suggests that this is because they arrived in England only just before 

the Reformation and thus were never associated with popery.362 They were thus 

acceptable to Protestants and were used as decoration not only in Anglican churches but 

in New England meeting-houses, even in significant places such as above the pulpit. 

They were religiously-associated but not popishly-idolatrous artwork, rather like Moses 

and Aaron framing the Decalogue above an English post-Restoration altar; indeed a 

large and accomplished statue of the Archangel Gabriel stood in the meetinghouse at 

Royalston, Massachusetts.363 As we shall see in the next chapter, they are also found in 

New England in secular contexts on samplers, quilts, school art, gateposts, border 

decoration in printed matter and even on exposed ceiling beams of a house in Little 

Compton, Rhode Island.364  

A portrait on a memorial is something we think of as entirely normal. What, however, 

of the instances mentioned when what appears to be a portrait head has wings? (Plate 

5.132a)365 Is this a case of a soul effigy? European neoclassical deceadants were 

sometimes helped to Heaven by angels, but they were not themselves portrayed with 

wings. What seems especially bizarre (though perhaps this is looking at it from a purely 

modern perspective) is when the wings are attached to a severe, no-nonsense Yankee 

                                                           
361 Gorman and DiBlasi, p. 82. 

362 Esdaile, English Church Monuments 1510-1840,  p. 90. 

363 Peter Benes and Phillip D Zimmerman, New England Meeting House and Church: 1630-1850 (Dublin NH, 

1979). 

364 Dewhurst et al., p. 13; Peter Benes, Meetinghouses of Early New England (Amherst and Boston 2012), pp. 

267-70; Tashjian and Tashjian, Memorials for Children of Change, p. 85. 

365 For example Sarah Miles †1756 at the South Burying Ground, Concord, MA. 
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face (Plate 5.132b).366 In some cases, as we have seen, the wings are joined to a 

disembodied head, like a cherub, in others they are attached to the shoulders of a 

costumed figure. There are some cases where the head is clearly not that of the person 

commemorated as it is the wrong gender. In most stones to two or more people there is 

only one head, although in the fairly rare cases where, say, three heads appear and three 

children are commemorated, they must represent the children in some way. The same is 

the case where the person buried is African-American and the face has African features 

(Plate 5.133a).367  

What is intriguing, though, is the way some carvers in some areas seem to have reserved 

wings largely for men, and shown images of women and children in niches or 

demispheres, as though looking out on the world from confinement, unable to fly away 

like their husbands or fathers (Plate 5.133b).368 As there is no contemporary written 

evidence for the design of any of these stones, we can only speculate from the 

memorials themselves. Was it that a cherub was seen as male (perhaps by conflation 

with a putto, which is generally very evidently so) and so a woman could not be given 

the form of one? Traditional monumental gender roles survived in the New World, and 

on divided headstones the man is usually on the dexter and the woman on the sinister. 

Was there a feeling that a man should have more trappings, as for instance heraldically, 

including on hatchments, he would often have helmet, crest and mantling while a 

woman would have just a shield? Those who contend that winged figures are soul 

images do not suggest that women or children were seen as not having souls, but that 

would seem to be the logic of their position. 

There are also a small number of examples where what is winged is not a head but 

rather an oval containing a portrait (Plate 5.134).369 These are surely images of the 

heavenward-bound deceased helped on his way by wings, just as his counterparts on 

European church monuments (and the very occasional gravemarker)370 were by angels.  

                                                           
366 For example James Russell †1773, Hill Burying Ground, Concord, MA (a male head) and Martha 

Houlbrook †1775, Wellfleet, MA (a female head). 

367 For example Pompey Brenton †1772 in the African-American section of the Common Burying 

Ground, Newport, RI. 

368 For example Ruth Conant †1770 at the  South Burying Ground, Concord, MA. 

369 For example Job Brooks †1788,  Hill Burying Ground, Concord, MA. 

370 For example Agnus [sic] Drennan †1783 at Fishing Creek Graveyard, Chester County, SC (photograph 

at MESDA, S-113260. 
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One can certainly see how all these winged portraits might raise the possibility that they 

were images of the soul. What seems more accurate is to say that they are the dead 

person portrayed as a cherub, and whatever a cherub is, it has never been suggested it is 

a man’s soul. In a similar way, Reynolds portrayed the daughter of one of his patrons as 

an angel,371 and saints in Victorian stained glass windows might have the faces of a 

person commemorated.  

John L. Brooke makes the point that the move in New England from a majority of 

effigies being winged skulls to a good number being cherubs or portraits amounts in 

some ways to a reversion from ‘an early modern emblem of death toward a late 

medieval effigy of the dead’.372 The move, to a greater or lesser degree, happens in many 

places, and so the point might be more widely applicable, but the flaw in it is that early 

modern commemorative culture frequently (intramurally and, as we shall see in Chapter 

6, in other forms of material culture) incorporates an image of the person 

commemorated.     

There is certainly a link between an effigy and the fact that a person is buried there; the 

number of effigies in multiple burials shows this. It appears to be a matter of custom 

(that is, grammar) in some areas that a burial is marked by an effigy or pseudo-effigy. 

Otherwise what was carved on gravemarkers other than lettering was surely essentially 

decoration. It had to comply with ideas of what was thought proper, and, as we shall see 

in chapter 8, this varied from region to region. The amount of decoration and the 

materials used also varied with how much the patron was prepared to pay; Chase and 

Gabel have shown that in mid-eighteenth-century Boston, one stonecutter, Nathaniel 

Emmes, simultaneously produced two main types of headstone, a ‘common skull-with-

wings’ and a ‘premium-priced’ cherub in bas relief, 373 just as Llewellyn, in an intramural 

context, shows the head of the family specifying alabaster for his own effigy and inferior 

                                                           
371 Sir Joshua Reynolds, Angels’ Heads 1786/7  (Tate Britain). 

372 John L. Brooke, p. 467. 

373 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I pp. 85-86. 
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stone for others.374  Decoration can also explain the rather fanciful effigies which 

transition over some decades from skulls to cherubs.375  

This regional variation gives the lie to any suggestion of deep meaning: if so, all those 

wishing to convey such meaning would have used the same symbol, or range of 

symbols, whereas in fact what appeared was determined by the region in which the 

marker was made. As this thesis shows, it is regional variation which is the key to 

gravemarker design. 

 

 

                                                           
374 Nigel Llewellyn, ‘English Renaissance Tombs: Commemoration in Society' in Beatriz de la Fuente 

(ed.), Arte Funerario - Coloquio Internacional de Historia del Arte Vol. II pp. 143-54 (Universidad Nacional 

Autonoma de Mexico, Mexico, 1987) pp. 143-54 at p. 145. 

375 Ludwig suggests they are symbols of death in the process of being revitalised (Ludwig, Graven Images, 

p.74). 
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Chapter 6: Parallels – the relationship of gravemarker 

design to contemporary material culture 

 

Chapters 4 and 5 have considered the form of gravemarkers and the motifs they bore; 

together, these make up their design. This chapter will look at the sources of these designs 

and their relationship to the general material culture of the period. It will show that the 

correct approach is not to look at gravemarker designs, find something similar in another 

manifestation of material culture, and say ergo, the former is derived from the latter. Instead, 

an evidence-based approach is to find parallels (and differences) and work out how 

gravemarker design relates to the continuum of material culture as a whole.  

This will involve looking at long-term movements within material culture, notably the 

growth of commemorative culture, and recognising that the British Atlantic world was one 

cultural area (what Benes, forty years ago, called a ‘common cultural matrix’).1 Equally we 

must not forget that gravemarkers are, as Prown says about artefacts more generally, ‘the 

products of a particular cultural environment [and that] we, the interpreters, are products of 

a different cultural environment.’2 Markers are particularly important in this study of 

cultural currents as they are some of the most reliably-authentic surviving manifestations of 

contemporary material culture, and in many places the only art form patronised on a mass 

scale by the middling sorts.3 

My methodology has been to ascertain what the designs of gravemarkers were, through the 

extensive fieldwork already mentioned, and then to survey as many types of seventeenth- 

and eighteenth century visual culture as possible, using principally modern published 

sources, and tease out parallels and differences.  

First it has to be asked whether anyone, other than patron and maker, actually specifically 

designed markers. It is hard to find evidence that even the grander markers were designed 

                                                           
1 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p.226 n. 64. 

2 Prown, p. 21. 

3 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p.13. 
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by an architect. There are at first glance a handful by Robert Adam4, but it seems none was 

actually at a burial site or in a churchyard, and they are thus outside the scope of this thesis.5 

Soane designed some markers, but after the end of our period. The lack of involvement by 

architects is perhaps less surprising when one remembers that the vast majority of 

gravemarkers were for the mass market not for high-status individuals; the comparator is a 

farmhouse not a mansion. 

There is, however, one exception, the importance of which has not hitherto been fully 

realised.6 It is a marker to George Chapman †1634 at St Giles’-in-the-Fields, London, now 

inside the church but originally in the churchyard (Plate 6.1a). It is weathered, and the 

inscription has almost certainly been recut. It is upright, wider than it is deep, with the shaft 

forming an inscription tablet. The terminal feature is difficult, in its present condition, to 

understand. Face-on, it appears as a segmental arch between what may be two lugs. In the 

tympanum of the arch is what seems to be a shield with on either side of it branches, bones 

or perhaps trumpets. A print from 1792 does not offer many more clues although it 

suggests that the top of the stone was not a smooth double-pitch roof but more 

complicated, and (as is obvious) that the plinth is modern.7 The whole thing is reminiscent 

of a Roman altar8 or stele, and certainly appears to be a way of making a monument in a 

classical form in opposition to all other forms which were pre-Reformation and, in form, 

pre-Renaissance survivals. The inscription states that it was erected by Inigo Jones. It does 

                                                           
4 I am very grateful to Dr Frances Sands at the Soane Museum for identifying them and letting me see the 

drawings. 

5 Most are listed in David King, The Complete Works of Robert and James Adam and Unbuilt Adam (2nd ed, 

Architectural Press, London, 2001). They are by definition in the Adam style, and they are all quite grand. 

There were several different designs for a monument to the 3rd Earl of Glasgow, outside at the family seat at 

Kelburn. The first scheme (Soane Museum 21/200 (the order of the schemes is a speculative sequencing by 

Sands in the Soane Museum catalogue, 2014) shows a swagged pedestal with caryatids, supporting a wide urn. 

The third scheme, from the same year (Soane Museum 21/177), shows two alternatives, on the left a fairly 

conventional urn on pedestal, on the right what appears to be an adapted chimneypiece. 

6 Although it is mentioned in Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p. 82, [White 1985: 27], the Survey of London 

(Vol. V p. 136), Howard Colvin, A Biographical Dictionary of British Architects 1600-1840 (John Murray, London, 

2nd ed 1978) pp. 472-73,  and Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 282. 

7 Smith, Antiquities (unpaginated). 

8 The description chosen by Colvin, Biographical Dictionary, p. 473. 
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not say designed by him, but that has to be the inference.9 Putting it in chronological 

context is fascinating. Chapman died in 1634, and so we must assume that it was erected 

shortly thereafter. The two earliest headstones I found in my fieldwork were, as set out in 

Chapter 4, for men who had died in 1633 and 1634, in Warwickshire and Kent, 

respectively.10 Both, while quite thin, are tall and narrow and thus of similar proportions to 

the Chapman stone. It seems unlikely that the design idea could travel so far so quickly (and 

St Giles’ was not a hugely prominent church in the way Westminster Abbey, say, was) but 

nevertheless it is a striking coincidence. 

Sculptors of some standing were responsible for three intramural monumental designs 

which, in one case more directly than the others, were adapted and adopted in churchyards. 

The more direct one was the common form of altar tomb with a baluster at each corner. A. 

D. Harvey plausibly suggests that it was popularised by Nicholas Stone who used it as the 

base for the intramural monuments in Westminster Abbey to Sir George Villiers and the 

Countess of Buckingham c. 1631 and the 1st Earl of Middlesex †1645. He had, Harvey 

suggests, adapted it from the tomb-chest to Sir Nicholas (†1624) and Lady Bacon at 

Redgrave, Suffolk, by Bernard Janssen, to which he (Stone) had added the effigies,11 

although one might make a case for Stone as its sole originator, as his wall monument to Sir 

Thomas Cornwallis at Portchester, Hants, includes an inscription tablet which looks 

remarkably like the side view of a baluster-cornered altar tomb.12  

The second,  less directly-influential design was Le Sueur’s Sir Thomas Richardson †1635 in 

Westminster Abbey (Plate 6.2a),13 which seems to have influenced not just a line of similar 

mural monuments with a circular frame around an effigy, but also the use of a circular 

frame for inscription panels on headstones (Plate 6.2b). 14  Sitwell credits the idea of the 

                                                           
9 Colvin accepts it as a fully-authenticated work (Colvin, Biographical Dictionary, p. 472). 

10 John Thomas †1633 at Warmington, Warks, and John Alcock †1634 at Boughton Monchelsea, Kent. 

11 Harvey, p. 287.   

12 It is illustrated in Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 320. 

13 Illustrated in Adam White, ‘Westminster Abbey in the Early Seventeenth Century: A Powerhouse of Ideas', 

Church Monuments Vol. IV (1989) pp. 16-53 at p. 39; similar monuments in the Abbey, presumably influenced 

by Richardson’s, are illustrated at pp. 42 and 44. 

14 For example Sarah Hathaway †1700 at Kineton, Warks. 
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wall tablet (as opposed to the wall monument, which reaches the ground) to Nicholas Stone 

and Edward Marshall, temp. Inigo Jones.15 

A possible third, even more indirect influence, is Torrigiano’s monument to John Colet 

†1519 in Old St Paul’s, destroyed in the Great Fire but widely disseminated through an 

engaving by Hollar in Dugdale’s History of St Paul’s (Plate 6.3a).16 A flat top is broken at 

either end by a column topped with a skull and in the middle by a segmental-topped 

aedicule containing a forward-facing bust of Colet. The outline, and the location of the 

effigy, is reminiscent particularly of the style known as the Boston Bedhead, but without the 

skull finials of many other headstones. (The outline at least can be traced back to the 

antique).17 

Connor has pointed out that a number of markers in south Dorset (which in Chapter 8 I 

have referred to as Dorset Romanesque) use a nail-head motif which Mark Girouard has 

associated with successors to the Elizabethan mason William Arnold;18 however, this is not 

to suggest that Arnold designed these markers.    

Chapter 2 explored the influence on gravemarkers within our period of their mediæval 

predecessors. Occasionally markers might not be influenced by mediæval examples, they 

might actually be mediæval stones reused.19 Burgess thinks that this is due to poverty, which 

is possible in some cases, but it may also reflect simply a lack of availability of materials or 

perhaps some attempt at stressing continuity with the past. 

The relationship between gravemarkers and intramural monuments is a complicated one. 

They are certainly not a part of the same corpus of artefacts  which just happens to have 

been put up inside rather than outside. Tarlow argues that there were two traditions, ‘the 

professionally cut, highly decorated, often heraldic monuments most frequently found 

inside the church building.... and the roughly-shaped, uninscribed or minimally inscribed 

                                                           
15 Sitwell, p.33. 

16 William Dugdale, The history of St Pauls Cathedral in London from its foundation untill these times (Thomas Warren, 

London, 1658), illustrated in Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 113. 

17 Two examples are illustrated in Panofsky, Tomb Sculpture, as Pl. 88 and Pl. 94. 

18 Connor, p. 76, citing Mark Girouard, Elizabethan architecture: its rise and fall, 1540 – 1640 (Yale University 

Press, New Haven and London, 2009), p. 389. 

19 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.53 n.17. 
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stones from outside’,20 and that the latter were not an evolutionary development from the 

former. This has an element of truth in it but is far too sweeping and too specific to the 

small area of her fieldwork. Certainly there were divisions. As will be shown in the next 

chapter, church monuments were more often than not made by different people from those 

who made gravemarkers. They also differed in several important aspects, notably in 

materials (being generally marble,21 which except in a few areas – eastern Pennsylvania, 

western Massachusetts and parts of Vermont particularly – was rarely used outside in the 

period). Not all the possible functions of a gravemarker, as set out in Chapter 9, could or 

did apply to an intramural memorial, and vice versa.  

However, there were also similarities. The form of intramural monuments can, like 

gravemarkers (see Chapter 4) be divided into the horizontal (‘the altar tomb with or without 

effigies and canopy’ and ‘the plain stone or the heraldic ledger’) and the vertical (mural 

tablets ‘architectural..... or [in] the form of cartouche tablets, often draped and usually 

abounding in flowers and cherub heads’).22 The more ornate type of churchyard chest tomb 

owes much to Renaissance tomb chests in churches.23 The headstones most obviously 

similar to intramural monuments are those which consist of a cartouche surrounded by 

ornament (Plate 6.3b)24 and those with a square tablet within an architectural frame; many 

is the wall tablet of this type which, if taken off the wall and planted in the ground, would 

pass without remark as a headstone, if a superior one. They would also find country 

cousins, markers of the same design but made by ruder hands (Plate 6.4).25  

These replicate two of the three main styles of church monument, the cartouche (Plate 

6.5a)26 and the pedimented (Plate 6.5b),27 but almost never the flattened obelisk and tablet 

                                                           
20 Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 106. 

21 Nicholas Penny, Church Monuments in Romantic England (Yale University Press, New Haven and London, 

1977) p. 3-10. 

22 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, pp. 54-56. 

23 For example that to the third Duke of Norfolk from the mid-1530s or mid-1550s at Framlingham, Suffolk 

(illustrated in Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.30). 

24 For example Ann Poulson †1713 at Hendon, Middx. 

25 Compare Thomas Smith †1696 inside St Peter’s, Cambridge, and Alice Knight †1696 in Isleham 

churchyard, Cambs. 

26 For example John Batteley †1708 in Canterbury Cathedral, Kent. 

27 For example Cordelia Denny †1698 in Bishop’s Stortford church. 
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(Plate 6.6a).28  Some seventeenth-century headstones have a circular or oval frame around 

the inscription,29 which is reminiscent of the line of intramural wall monuments mentioned 

which started with Le Sueur’s Sir Thomas Richardson †1635 in Westminster Abbey.30 More 

generally, these wall tablets can be taken back to Italian Baroque sources.31  Mural 

monuments in burial grounds are not surprisingly often very similar to mural monuments 

inside churches, with a change of materials (Plate 6.6b).32  

There are also some similarities in iconography, notably in the presence of cherubs (one 

Reformation era, Renaissance-influenced intramural chest has arcaded side panels each 

containing a cherub in the tympanum, looking like a row of later headstones)(Plate 6.7).33 

Taken to extremes, copying intramural monuments produced one gravestone where an 

image of a pyramid-topped memorial tablet has been roughly scratched on an unshaped 

slate (Plate 6.8)34. Another example of similarity is the type of classical arch found on some 

North Country ledgerstones, found for instance on the brass to Thomas, second Lord 

Wotton †1630 at Boughton Malherbe, Kent.35 However, Ariès’ statement that the ‘funerary 

décor’ was the same in the church and churchyard, admittedly based, like most of his work, 

on the position in France, is wide of the mark.36 

Depictions of mourning figures are comparatively rare on gravemarkers compared to their 

ubiquity on church monuments of the Romantic era, although urns and willows may be 

read as a stonecutter’s shorthand for the full scene. The idea of the mourning, downcast 

female figure is of course one known since antiquity.37 The multiple effigies or pseudo-

                                                           
28 A rare example is George Fenwick †1760 at Hallaton, Leics. 

29 For example Sarah Hathaway †1700 at Kineton, Warks. (see Plate 6.2b). 

30 (See Plate 6.2a) Illustrated in Adam White, ‘Westminster Abbey in the Early Seventeenth Century: A 

Powerhouse of Ideas', Church Monuments Vol. IV (1989) pp. 16-53 at p. 39; similar monuments in the Abbey, 

presumably influenced by Richardson’s, are illustrated at pp. 42 and 44. 

31 Sitwell, p. 33. 

32 For example John Chester †1778 at Beckermet St Bridget, Cumberland. 

33 To Sir Anthony Browne †1548 but c. 1540 at Battle, Sussex (illustrated in Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 

316). 

34 To Margaret Kaighin †1697, copying the intramural memorial to Christian Norris †1695, both at Michael, 

IoM. 

35 Illustrated in Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.262. 

36 Ariès, The Hour of our Death, p. 268. 

37 Combs, pp. 92-98. 
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effigies for multiple children on gravemarkers, discussed in Chapter 5, parallel the rows of 

usually-conventionalised mourning children on intramural monuments (Plate 6.9).38 

There are some examples where a more rustic monument in a church is very close in design 

to a marker in that church’s yard, suggesting the same maker; a good example is in Dorset, 

where the mural monument in the porch of Portesham church to Joan Deering †1682 is 

almost identical to a number of markers in that and nearby churchyards (Plate 6.10).39 Even 

if the same maker was not involved, monuments inside a church in the locality where either 

patron or maker lived were a very obvious source of inspiration, just as tourists visited 

Westminster Abbey as early as the beginning of the seventeenth century and looked at the 

tombs.40 

It is possible to postulate a three-stage process of influence, whereby first, large intramural 

monuments assume their post-Reformation form, second, they influence the development 

of a new form, the intramural wall tablet,41 and third, these influence the design of 

headstones which are beginning to colonise burial grounds – or are stages two and three 

taking place at the same time? Mrs Esdaile sees stage two as essentially a post-Restoration 

development, and stage three is coming in from the 1670s, so there is certainly overlap.42  

 

During the course of the eighteenth century, the depth of carving on headstones tended to 

decrease. It may not be coincidental that intramural monuments made by the prominent 

statuary workshops which have been called the St Martin’s Lane group featured bas relief by 

mid-century.43 

 

                                                           
38 For which, see Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 284 .An especially striking parallel is an intramural 

monument Llewellyn illustrates (Fig. 192 on p. 308) to Sir John Constable †1627 at Ibsley, Hants, with busts 

of the couple’s children issuing from a vine around the edge of the tympanum; the busts have prominent 

collars which give the effect of cherubs’ wings.  

39 To Henry Barlew †1669 at Long Bredy (an altar tomb), Jone Parkar †1689 at Portesham (a headstone) and 

Andrew Churchill †1691 at Litton Cheney(probably originally an altar tomb). 

40 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 343. 

41 As described by Esdaile, English Church Monuments, pp. 54-56. 

42 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p.55. 

43 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, pp. 168-69. 
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Looking more widely, the most obvious influence on gravemarkers – small, generally 

freestanding structures, usually of stone - is that of contemporary architecture. A few can be 

ascribed to a particular style – the classicism of the seventeenth century once known as 

artisan mannerism (Plate 6.11a),44 the English Baroque (Plate 6.11b),45 Palladian (Plate 

6.12a)46 and (although more obvious in decoration than architecture proper) 

neoclassicism.47 Rococo is local to areas where markers were made by engravers; otherwise 

it may have been thought too frivolous.48 The rejection of the Baroque in architecture in 

favour of the Palladian, however inaccurate a simple dichotomy between the two may now 

be seen to be, can be shown in a reduction (but by no means the elimination) of Baroque 

forms on mid-eighteenth-century markers generally, and their replacement with chaster 

compositions.49 

 

The Gothic style, whether, to use Colvin’s phrase, survival or revival, is surprisingly rare 

(Plate 6.12b);50 perhaps equally surprisingly, there are a few rural instances of what appears 

to be Romanesque (Plate 6.13a),51 which suggests that church buildings may have been a 

source of inspiration for the makers of gravestones. A polite style can generally be 

discerned only on higher-status markers, and for most markers, the architecture is, not 

surprisingly, the vernacular of the region, which will be considered in more detail in Chapter 

8.  

 

The style which it is most interesting to track is the neoclassical, as it arose only after British 

and American monumental culture had assumed its eighteenth-century form, and thus it is a 

useful way of seeing how new influences could permeate that culture. Around the middle of 

                                                           
44 For example Valentine Strong †1662 at Fairford, Glos. 

45 For example Mary Stangar †1742 at Ketton, Rutland. 

46 For example Mary Shaw †1742 at Crosscanonby, Cumberland. 

47 Veit finds this in New Jersey (Veit, ‘Consumerism and Iconographic Change’, p. 138). 

48 Timothy Mowl and Brian Earnshaw, An Insular Rococo - Architecture, Politics and Society in Ireland and England, 

1710 – 1770 (Reaktion Books, London, 1992) see it (generally, not particularly in relation to gravemarkers) as 

a ‘playful revolt’ against preceding architectural solemnities (p. 1). 

49 This parallels the ‘reform’ of London sculpture in the 1720s and 1730s, as described in Craske, Silent 

Rhetoric, pp. 211-12. 

50 An example is Arthur Gilbert †1683 at Swithland, Leics. 

51 For example Henry Barlew †1669 at Long Bredy, Dorset. 
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the eighteenth century, a number of architects and travellers sent back from Italy and 

Greece detailed accounts of classical ruins and excavations, notably Robert Wood’s Ruins of 

Palmyra (1753), James Stuart and Nicholas Revett’s The Antiquities of Athens (1762) and 

Robert Adam’s Ruins of the Palace of the Emperor Diocletian at Spalato in Dalmatia (1764). This 

led to two things – first, the Adam style, which mixed genuine classical with Renaissance 

sources, and second, the Neo-classical style per se, in the hands of architects such as James 

Gandon, the younger Dance, James Wyatt and John Soane, and which in turn developed 

into the Greek Revival.   

 

The larger-scale ramifications of the new style - plans and domes and porticos - is of no 

interest to us here. What is relevant is something at which the new style, especially in its 

Adam incarnation, excelled, and that is the use of small decorative motifs. From the Roman 

Mediterranean and from the grotesques of the Renaissance Adam especially brought a 

whole vocabulary of ornament. Nowhere, though, is there a definitive manifesto, and so 

one has to work out from fieldwork what appear to be the defining features.   

 

The principal features of Neoclassical ornament so far as translated into stone were as 

follows. Swags and drops, usually of husks or bellflowers, were perhaps the commonest 

neoclassical features after urns. They were adopted early on (Plate 6.13b).52 Pateræ came in 

various kinds – in relief (Plate 6.14a),53 oval and vertical,54 or bold and spiral-centred.55 Fans 

could form a lunette at the top of a headstone (Plate 6.14b),56 or decorate corners.57 Some 

fans develop a tongue-like form.58 Bows were popular and often used to suspend oval or 

round inscription tablets (Plate 6.15a).59 Anthemions are surprisingly uncommon on 

gravestones. The key pattern and other running forms are equally rare.60 Scrolling foliage 

                                                           
52 For example John Burkinshaw †1774 at Atcham, Shropshire (a chaste drop of bellflowers) and Susanna 

Howell †1781 at Cley, Norfolk (two bellflowers). 

53 For example Henry Nicholson †1795 at Bedale, NR. 

54 For example Jon Gregory †1781 at Arundel, Sussex. 

55 For example Richard Atkinson †1782 at Adel, WR. 

56 For example  John Christian †1768(but later) at Bexhill, Sussex. 

57 For example Susan Mickleburgh †1778 at St Mary’s, Bungay, Suffolk. 

58 For example John Mumforth †1800 at Bedale, NR. 

59 For example Rachel Sisson 1784 at Barnack, S of P. 

60 One example is on an urn on the headstone to Henry Mossop †1781 at Beckerton, Cumberland. 
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differed from earlier versions (which were more like heraldic mantling) by being thin and 

symmetrical. Ribbing, reeding and fluting were three ways of treating principally frames and 

verticals. Ribbing was most commonly used for framing (Plate 6.15b),61 and less commonly 

for pilasters on altar tombs.62 Altar tombs more commonly had fluted pilasters, sometimes 

with roundels at the corners.63 Sometimes they were reeded.64 Pilasters which were merely 

incised were often etiolated.65 Many markers of course had a selection of motifs, such as 

patera, ribbons and swag of bellflowers,66 a fan and ribbing (Plate 6.16a),67 and husks, an 

urn and palms.68 

 

There was thus by the very end of the eighteenth century a plethora of neoclassical motifs 

in British and American churchyards. If, however, we broaden our focus from individual 

elements to gravemarkers as a whole, the picture is a little different. The first point is that 

the introduction of a new style did not mean the introduction of a new type of monument. 

All the existing forms of gravemarker survived, with their ‘grammar’, the unwritten rules 

within which their makers worked (discussed in detail in Chapter 9), and which said that 

headstones were generally inscribed on only one side, were taller than wide, and had any 

decoration usually in a band at the top. The new neoclassical elements had to fit into this, 

and the results therefore did not necessarily look like any other neoclassical work of art or 

craft. Only after 1800 are there any new shapes: the stele and the widespread use of the 

sarcophagus. 

 

One would expect to find any new style appearing first on higher-status monuments and 

then trickling down to the productions of local artisans.  Certainly chest tombs and pedestal 

tombs (the highest-status) are the first to be affected, and more are fully neoclassical by the 

end of the century than humbler headstones. Most wooden monuments were largely astylar 

and do not seem to have been affected. The ethos of neoclassicism was, according to 

                                                           
61 For example George Long †1796 at Bisham, Berks. 

62 For example Elizabeth Andrews †1805 at Wateringbury, Kent. 

63 For example Jane Gelling †1810 at Malew, Isle of Man. 

64 For example George Sprackett †1806 at Stoke-sub-Hamdon, Somerset. 

65 For example William Hurst †1813 at Rothley, Leics.   

66 Thomas Curwen †1782 at Beckermet St Bridget, Cumberland. 

67 Samuel Sharpe †1799 at Beckermet St Bridget, Cumberland. 

68 Joseph Palmer †1799 at Bourton-on-the-Water, Glos (the palms possibly canting). 
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Irwin,69 that the fine arts were superior to the mechanical – not entirely promising for a 

situation where most gravemarkers were fashioned and almost certainly largely designed by 

local stonecutters. Some markers were chastely architectural and with a definite neoclassical 

feel,70 and others were a rustic but reasonably-correctly neoclassical.71 There are more where 

the maker didn’t quite ‘get’ the idea, such as one in Lincolnshire with an odd patera in the 

centre and two peculiar candlesticks curving with the stone but with neoclassical husk-

drops pendant from their bases.72 

   

It must not be supposed that when Adam returned from Italy, British and American  

gravemarkers turned neoclassical overnight; they did not. Pre-neoclassical styles continued 

to thrive, not just in the early years, such as some which are still entirely Baroque,73 but also 

into the nineteenth century. One in Kent, with its chief containing a winged hourglass and 

trumpets and heavenly crown (Plate 6.17a),74 could easily be from the 1740s, as could 

another in Buckinghamshire, with cherub, skull and book (Plate 6.17b).75    

  

Often, however, we find a mixture of neoclassical and older elements on the same marker. 

A Berkshire headstone looks very neoclassical with its urns and swags in chief, but at the 

bottom are still skulls from the old vocabulary (Plate 6.18a).76 Something similar happens 

with one at Leicester, with urns and husk-drops, but vignettes at the top with a skull and a 

resurrection scene (Plate 6.18b).77 Neoclassical motifs such as husk drops and an oval tablet 

might be inserted within a Baroque frame (Plate 6.19a).78 A headstone from Radnorshire 

                                                           
69 David Irwin, Neoclassicism (Phaidon, London, 1997). 

70 For example Henry Pulleine †1799 at Bedale, NR. 

71 For example John Moughtin †1795 at Jurby, Isle of Man, with a good urn and two pateræ on the chief. 

72 John Eminson †1761 †1775 at Great Gonerby, Lincs. 

73 For example Thomas Harrison †1780 at Morston, Norfolk, and Thomas Paine †1789 at St Margaret’s, 

King’s Lynn, Norfolk. 

74 William Cripps †1803 at Lamberhurst, Kent. 

75 Richard Revis †1807 at Olney, Bucks. 

76 Ann Pitt †1782 at Hurley, Berks. 

77 Christiana Hudson †1780 at St Mary de Castro, Leicester, Leics. 

78 Thomas Ellis †1798 at East Peckham, Kent. 
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has Rococo inscription tablets but neoclassical pateræ, and trumpeting angels who could be 

seventeenth century (Plate 6.19b).79  

 

My conclusions from my fieldwork are that the spread of neoclassical influence was in 

stages. Details came first, and are to be found from the 1760s onwards, especially pateræ 

and drops or festoons of husks, which seem to have been easy to integrate into existing 

designs. Fully-fledged neoclassical gravemarkers are rare until after the turn of the century. 

Then (just after the close of our period) two things happen. First, neoclassical becomes the 

default style for chest tombs throughout the country. Second, with the Greek revival comes 

a more muscular neoclassicism, often of urns alone, which becomes especially popular in 

the North, perhaps because it fits more easily into a tradition of plain stones with, at most, 

limited, bold decoration. At the same time local stonecutters are gradually using neoclassical 

elements more, and pre-neoclassical ones less. The rise of the style was assisted by 

improvements in transport which allowed the two ‘national’ stones, Portland stone and 

York stone, to replace local stones in many areas; this made it easier either to send carved 

blanks longer distances or to copy existing work from urban stonecutters.  

 

Moving on from architectural styles to the wider picture, in the decades after the 

Reformation a commemorative culture developed, under which items of material culture 

were marked usually with their date and the initials of the patron. Houses and barns often 

had datestones marking their building or rebuilding; Nick Hills sees a peak in Rutland in the 

1680s.80 Detailed studies have been made in parts of Lancashire by both William Frederick 

Price81 and John B. Taylor; 82 the datestones normally contain, as well as the year, initials, 

either of the Christian name and surname of the owner or of a husband and wife with the 

initial of the family name on one line and on another (above or below) the initials of their 

                                                           
79 Sarah Rogers †1794 at Llanbister, Rads. 

80 Nick Hills, ‘A Rural Transformation: the 17th-century rebuilding of Rutland’ (unpublished paper delivered at 

the conference The 5th New Insights into 16th-and 17th-Century British Architecture, Society of Antiquaries, 

London, 24th January 2015). 

81 William Frederick Price, Inscribed and Dated Stones on Some Old Lancashire Houses (privately printed, Liverpool, 

1901). 

82 John B. Taylor, Stories in Stone: Datestones in Rossendale (privately printed, Accrington, 1988); John B. Taylor, 

Stories in Stone: Datestones in Ramsbottom (privately printed, Accrington, 1991). 
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Christian names. In addition they sometimes bore a motif such as a fleur-de-lys,83 a 

cherub,84 tulips,85 or a heart.86 They were usually square or rectangular but sometimes 

gabled87 or pedimented, or in the lunette-on-square shape (Plate 6.20a),88 and all but the 

simplest were framed in some way (Plate 6.20b).89  Non-domestic commemoration might 

include those who had commissioned or executed a project.90 Commemoration was not 

necessarily in stone; a plasterwork drawing-room ceiling at Melton Constable, Norfolk, 

includes a small shield inscribed 1687,91 lead rainwater pipe-heads often bore the same 

initials, date and possibly motifs as datestones, 92 and vernacular furniture could be initialled 

and dated, too.93 

 

Architectural pattern books, very influential in the eighteenth century,94 are not relevant so 

far as they illustrate complete buildings, but details may match those on especially more 

elaborate markers. One might expect them to promote uniformity, but as Charles O. 

Cornelius has pointed out: 

 

Some of the plates in builders’ books, which give small line engravings of detail, are 

not sufficiently explained. If the builder were not particularly familiar with the type 

                                                           
83 Such as those on a datestone of 1728 in Rawtenstall (Taylor, Rossendale, p. 156). 

84 Such as that on a datestone dated 1755 (Taylor, Rossendale, p. 164). 

85 Such as that on Horncliffe Wood Farm dated 1718 (Taylor, Rossendale, p. 155). 

86 Such as that at Greasby, Cheshire, dated 1734, illustrated in [Frederick  Burgess], ‘House Tablets', 

Monumental Journal Vol. XII no. 1 (1945) pp. 26-9 at p. 28. 

87 Such as one dated 1746, illustrated by Taylor, Rossendale, p. 23.  

88 Such as that dated 1729 on a porch at Broadclough (Taylor, Rossendale, p. 20) 

89 Such as one dated 1707 over a porch in south Lancs., illustrated in W. F. Price, p.[30].  

90 Such as the names of the surveyor and mason responsible for rebuilding Cliffe River Bridge at Lewes, 

Sussex (L. S. Davey, Inscribed Stones etc. in Lewes (The Friends of Lewes Society, Lewes, 1957) p.[2] no. 41.  

91 George Bankart, The Art of the Plasterer (B. T.  Batsford, London, 2nd ed, c. 1910), p. 257. 

92 Such as a pipe head at Bramall, Cheshire, dated 1698, illustrated in Weaver, English Leadwork, p. 36. 

93 Such as a built-in cupboard from Windermere, Cumberland, illustrated in Ayres, Decoration, Design and 

Construction, p. 205. 

94 See Eileen Harris, British Architectural Books and Writers 1556-1785 (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 

1990). 
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of detail shown, his interpretation of the plate, which presents the detail in straight 

elevation, might lead him into a wrong interpretation.95  

 

He also makes the point that many published designs do not specifically state whether they 

are for interior or exterior work or give any scale.96 

 

Specific patterns for gravemarkers are almost unknown. One wonders why no-one ever 

thought of a pattern-book. It may be that the extent of regional variation (as discussed in 

Chapter 8) would have caused such a book to be rejected in areas where it did not comply 

with local norms. There are no tombs in for example Halfpenny.97 Books of patterns for 

interior work, for use by statuaries, woodcarvers, blacksmiths and others,98 have nothing of 

relevance. In the eighteenth century (unlike in the seventeenth)99  there are more printed 

patterns for intramural monuments, for instance those in Batty Langley’s City and Country 

Builder’s Treasury of Designs of 1756.100 Plates CXVIII -  CXXII illustrate designs for wall 

tablets (which he calls ‘Tables of Renown’), two with cherubs, four with drapery swags, one 

with flaming urns and another with flaming lamps; Combs suggests the crossed laurel 

branches on Plate CXVIII might have influenced Thomas Walker, the Charleston 

stonecutter.101  Plates CXXIII – CXXXVI show full-height mural monuments. Only plate 

CXXXVII shows a gravemarker; it is a plain altar tomb (Plate 6.21).  

 

The higher trades (goldsmiths, jewellers, silk-weavers, upholsterers, cabinetmakers, 

stuccadores and carvers) designed their own patterns and were trained in drawing, 

                                                           
95 Charles O. Cornelius, ‘Some Early American Doorways', Old Time New England Vol. XVIII, no. 3 (1928), pp. 

98-108 at p. 105. 

96 Cornelius, pp. 105-06. 

97 William and John Halfpenny, The Country Gentleman's Pocket Companion, and Builder's Assistant, for Rural 

Decorative Architecture, containing Thirty-two Designs, Plans and Elevations of Alcoves, Floats, Temples, Summer-Houses, 

Lodges, Huts, Grotto's, etc in the Augustine, Gothick and Chinese Taste (Robert Sayer, London, 1753). 

98 Matthew Lock and H. Copland, A New Book of Ornaments with Twelve Leaves consisting of Chimneys, Sconces, 

Tables, Spandle panels, Spring Clock Cases, etc, Stands, A chandelier and Girandole, etc (Lock & Copland, London, nd).  

99 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 364. 

100 Langley p. 23 and plates mentioned. 

101 Combs, pp. 112-15. 
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according to Robert Campbell’s The London Tradesman of 1747;102 lack of survival makes it 

uncertain how far this applied to the makers of gravemarkers – presumably more so the 

more elaborate and sophisticated the marker, but equally a stonecutter making even 

something simple for the first time may have drawn it out on paper; alas nothing seems to 

survive. There is reference to one urban stonecutter working to a drawing of arms made by 

a painter,103 and as most English towns had a herald painter,104 this may have been more 

common than has been realised. Workshops probably had sketches of features or whole 

markers.  

 

Penmanship influenced the lettering on markers; for example, one Lincolnshire engraver of 

slate gravemarkers was also a master at the Free-Writing School in Donington, Holland.105 

Lettering-books were not just for writing-masters; James Moxon’s The Rules of the Three 

Orders of Printed Letters came out in 1676, and included both Roman lettering and cursive 

Italic. It was advertised as for sign-painters, letter-cutters and type-founders.106 Neave and 

Heron found ‘exact parallels between devices on plates in John Seddon’s Penman’s Paradise 

c.1695 and Bickham’s Round Text 1712, and those on Kesteven headstones.’107 

 

Moving from books back to three dimensions and on to architectural joinery, those 

gravemarkers (headstones or mural monuments) which take the form of an aedicule have a 

certain amount in common with contemporary doorcases; compare some eighteenth-

century aedicule monuments108 (Plate 6.22a) with examples of American doorcases 

illustrated by Cornelius.109 The dormer windows illustrated as Plate VIII in the Rules.. of the 

                                                           
102 R. Campbell, The London Tradesman (T. Gardner, London, 1757) p. [   ], cited in Patricia Crown, ‘British 

Rococo as social and political style', Eighteenth-Century Studies Vol. 23(1990) pp.269-282 at, p. 275. 

103 Wiliam Codner to the design of Thomas Johnson for the tomb of William Clark at Copp’s Hill, Boston, 

MA. (Forbes, Gravestones, pp. 59-61; Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles, p. 87). 

104 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 185. 

105 Neave and Heron, p.5. 

106 Ayres, Art, Artisans and Apprentices, p. 214. 

107 Neave and Heron, pp. 4-5 (they do not give examples). 

108 For example David Ross †1767 at Onchan, IoM. 

109 Cornelius, pp. 100, 102, etc. 
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Carpenters’ Company ... of Philadelphia110 could all be headstones if an inscription tablet 

replaced the window. The same book’s pales for a palisade fence111 are remarkably like what 

one would otherwise describe as columns on each side of many very late eighteenth-century 

New England headstones.112 (Plate 6.24b) The regional feature in the Connecticut Valley 

of vine-covered pilasters113 is shared by some headstones in the area.114 

 

In Ayres’ words, ‘Before the second coming of Palladianism in England bolection moulding 

was used around almost everything: windows, pictures and fireplaces’.115 It surrounded very 

few gravemarkers, however.116 (Plate 6.25a) Similarly, fielded panels, popular, indeed 

ubiquitous in all sorts of contexts,117 are not common on gravemarkers.118 (Plate 6.25b) 

 

The standard of carving of different elements on some gravemarkers (judging by the 

standards of polite art history) can vary markedly; it is often the effigy which is less 

accomplished by those standards. Something similar can occur with architectural joinery; 

James Ayres notices that on an overmantel from Coggeshall, Essex, ‘the sections of the 

mouldings are considerably more sophisticated than the carving [of putti]’.119  

 

Most contemporary polite sculpture, at least until 1730 or so, was created for a monumental 

rather than domestic context,120 and therefore non-monumental stone sculpture had less 

influence on material culture generally than might have been expected. The scenes carved in 

                                                           
110 Charles E. Peterson (ed.), The Rules of Work of the Carpenters' Company of the City and County of Philadelphia 1786 

(Bell Publishing Co, [New York?], 1971). 

111 Plate XXIX. 

112 For example the Phillips daughters †1789 at Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA. 

113 Amelia F. Miller, Connecticut River Valley Doorways: An Eighteenth-Century Flowering (Dublin Seminar for New 

England Folklife Occasional Publication) (Boston University, Boston, 1983) p. 15. 

114 For example Eleazar Stratton †1789 at Northfield, MA. 

115 Ayres, Decoration, Design and Construction, pp. 45-46. 

116 An example is Thomas Williams †1724 at Bryngwyn, Rads. 

117 Ayres, Decoration, Design and Construction, pp. 46-47. 

118 An example is Theodosia Aston †1752 at Chebsey, Staffs. 

119 James Ayres, The Shell Book of the Home in Britain: Decoration, Design and Construction of Vernacular Interiors 1500-

1850 (Faber & Faber, London, 1981), Fig, 44 on p. 47.  

120 Katherine H. [recte Katharine A.] Esdaile, ‘The Portrait in our later monumental sculpture', Monumental 

Journal Vol. IX (1942) no. 9 pp 239-46 at p. 239. 
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relief on the chiefs of a number of eighteenth-century headstones, principally in Sussex,121 

(Plate 6.26a) can be put in the context of contemporary sculpture generally, and especially 

what Rupert Gunnis called historic scenic reliefs on intramural monuments (generally of 

similar shape).122 A prohibition in London on hanging signs under the Act for Rebuilding... 

of 1667 led (briefly) to the use of stone signs, and thus an outlet for visible carving;123 some 

are, with their emblems of the trade, very reminiscent of Scottish headstones. Some of the 

very few surviving (and probably very few ever) examples of non-grave-related stonecarving 

in North America in the period incorporates heads and other motifs which suggest a 

common material culture with some contemporary markers.124 

 

Some of the closest parallels with headstones can be seen in cast iron firebacks, and because 

we can date the rise of the headstone to no earlier than the 1630s125 and that of the fireback 

to the sixteenth century,126 we know that the latter came first and that any design influence 

is likely to have been from fireback to marker and not vice-versa. Simpler firebacks were 

presumably the creation of ironmasters alone, but more ornate ones used a wooden 

pattern127 which would have been made by a carver, which could conceivably be the same 

person who made local gravemarkers. 

 

Mainwaring Baines has a useful chart of dated fireback shapes, all of which can be found as 

headstone shapes but generally at much later earliest dates.128 The common marker shape 

                                                           
121 For example Charles Cook †1767 at Walberton, Sussex. 

122 Rupert Gunnis, ‘Historic Scenic Reliefs', Monumental Journal Vol. XXV (1958) no. 3 pp. 153-60; no. 4 pp. 

205-13. 

123 Ayres, Art, Artisans & Apprentices,  p. 203. 

124 Lura Woodside Watkins, ‘The Byfield Stones - Our Earliest American Sculpture?', Magazine Antiques Vol. 

84 (Oct 1963) pp. 420-23. 

125 See Chapter 2. 

126 The earliest dated fireback is 1548, according to J. Mainwaring Baines, Wealden Firebacks (Hastings Museum, 

Hastings, 1958), p. 2, although Margaret Lambert  and Enid Marx, English Popular Art (new ed., Merlin Press, 

London, 1989),  at p. 38 suggest a fifteenth-century origin and Jeremy Hodgkinson, British Cast-Iron Firebacks of 

the 16th to mid 18th Centuries (hodgerbooks, Crawley, 2010) says 1553 (p.47). 

127 One from Ashburnham, Sussex, is illustrated by Mainwaring Baines, Plate 8, and it and another two by 

Hodgkinson, as plates 175-77, p. 140 (one now at Rottingdean and the other, with a Welsh-language 

inscription, in Rotterdam Historical Museum). 

128 Mainwaring Baines, Plate 16.  
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consisting of a square or rectangle with a lunette or chapeau de Napoleon above, and often 

with narrow decorated panels down each side, is the commonest fireback shape, dating 

from the sixteenth century,129 becoming taller as the seventeenth century went on.130 Many 

eighteenth-century examples are plainer, such as one dated 1772 with a semi-circular lunette 

on a rectangular body, plain except for a fielded panel the same shape as the whole object, 

two simple opposed S-scrolls and the date (Plate 6.26b).131 Another example, dated 1765, 

has no panel but just a simple raised moulding all round; it has a larger lunette, a little more 

than a semi-circle.132 Sometimes there are shoulders below the lunette, as on a Wealden one 

of 1720 (Plate 6.27a),133 and on another c.1730-1740 from northern Virginia,134 which tie in 

with contemporary headstones, although a shouldered shape is known on much older 

firebacks.135 Firebacks in a bedhead shape are much rarer, although Hodgkinson illustrates a 

grand example dated 1593.136 

 

Some firebacks had definite artistic pretensions, for instance one with Lord Fairfax’s arms, 

made by the Marlborough Furnace in Frederick County, Virginia, and carved by Nicholas 

Bernard and Martin Jugiez in Philadelphia in 1770, is described in the MESDA catalogue as 

‘one of the finest existing examples of American decorative cast iron’.137 

 

Some firebacks also show signs of experimentation with outline similar to those on 

gravemarkers; one example, dated 1767, has ‘ears’ sticking out from an otherwise-

                                                           
129 See one from Sussex dated 1598 illustrated in Ayres, Decoration, Design and Construction, p. 42 (fig. 35), 

another c.1661, illustrated by Mainwaring Baines, Plate 11, and a third, dated 1588, with good side panels, 

illustrated by Hodgkinson, plate 163, p. 131. 

130 See one, possibly from Sussex, illustrated in Ayres, Decoration, Design and Construction, p. 43 (fig. 36). 

131 From the Principio Furnace, Cecil County, MD; now at MESDA, accession no. 3865.  

132 Made at the Patuxent Furnace, Anne Arundel County, MD, and still in situ in a house in Annapolis, MD; a 

photograph is at MESDA, S-10564. One dated 1738 from the same furnace is very similar (now in a private 

collection, with a photograph at MESDA, S-10533). 

133 Now at Quebec House, Westerham; illustrated by Hodgkinson, Plate 105, p. 101. 

134 From a house in Stafford Co, VA, and now in a private collection; photograph at MESDA S-6207. 

135 For example a late sixteenth-century example with the Trevor arms, illustrated by Mainwaring Baines, Plate 

6. 

136 Formerly at Ewhurst, Surrey; plate 126 on p. 111. 

137 MESDA accession no. 2463. 
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conventional serpentine-topped, shouldered design (Plate 6.27a).138 The complex outline of 

some late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century markers with scrollwork above a semi-

circular or segmental top, is paralleled on firebacks, for example one with barley-sugar 

columns illustrated by Mainwaring Baines (Plate 6.27b).139 

 

There are also some overlaps in iconography between firebacks and gravemarkers. Cherubs 

can be found on some firebacks, for example one dated 1725 from Spotyslvania County, 

Virginia,140 one dated 1730, probably from the Weald (Plate 6.28a),141 another at Stratford 

Hall Plantation, Virginia, dated 1745 and attributed to the Massaponax Furnace, 

Spotsylvania County (Plate 6.28b),142 and another dated 1758 from the same county (Plate 

6.29a).143 A stove plate from Virginia, c.1797, has a trumpeting angel volant which could 

easily be on a marker except that instead of announcing the resurrection he is proclaiming 

‘PEACE & UNITY’ to a cloud containing the thirteen stars of the original United States 

(Plate 6.29b).144  

 

The small male heads or half-length figures found on some early Massachusetts markers can 

be paralleled in, for instance, a Wealden blacksmith’s forgeback dated 1655 (Plate 6.30a).145 

A fireback dated 1775146 is of a horizontal rectangular shape, unlike a gravemarker, but 

bears an urn and scrollwork which could easily be on a contemporary marker. The columns 

found on each side of many very late eighteenth-century American headstones can also be 

found on firebacks in the same position, as on one from the Charleston Iron Foundry, 

c.1805-1820,147 which also has foliage in the tympanum quite close to some representations 

                                                           
138 Made at the Principio Furnace, Cecil County, MD, and now in the collection of the Maryland Historical 

Society, Baltimore, MD, accession no. 1887.1.1; a photograph is at MESDA, S-10134. 

139 As Plate 15; he dates it just as ‘18th century’. 

140 Made by the Tubal Iron Works; now at MESDA, accession no. 3956. This has, apart from two cherubs, the 

initials MP, presumably the owner of the house for which it was made. 

141 Found at Cuckfield, Sussex, and illustrated by Hodgkinson, Plate 63, p. 79. 

142 Photograph at MESDA S-27931. 

143 Now at the Orange County Historical Society, Orange, VA; photograph at mESDA NN-1146. 

144 Location unknown; a photograph is at MESDA, NN-1112. 

145 Illustrated by Hodgkinson, plate 262, p. 179. 

146 Made at the Catoctin Furnace, Frederick County, MD, and now in a private collection, with a photograph 

at MESDA, S-7355. 

147 At MESDA, accession no. 2997. 
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of willows.148 This fireback also shows the main difference between the two forms, which is 

that a marker needed room for a lengthy inscription, while the fireback had no need for 

more than a maker’s name, a date or a place of manufacture. Equally, this left room for an 

overall design which would not have been possible on a single-sided headstone.149 

 

There is one case in the Weald of an iron ledgerstone design being cast several times to use 

as a fireback.150 A Wealden rococo fireback of mid-eighteenth-century date (Plate 6.30b)151 

is not dissimilar to the iron headstones at Brightling, Sussex, mentioned in Chapter 4. 

 

Rather similar to firebacks were the chimneyboards which were used to cover the fireplace 

opening in summer.152 While some were decorated with a landscape or still life (Oudry 

painted some),153 others replicated the layout of a fireplace, with a central upright rectangle 

with a border of ornament around,154 not unlike a headstone in overall effect. 

 

Leadwork could also share similar motifs to gravemarkers, and indeed was sometimes used 

for coffin-plates; one Warwickshire example (from an interior vault) takes up about a third 

of the coffin’s length and has an inscription nearly as long as on a ledgerstone.155 A lead 

cistern at Fenton House, Hampstead, dated 1723, includes a cherub and side borders of 

flowers, fruit and foliage (Plate 6.31a) 

 

The boundaries between sacred and secular use of motifs were not well defined in the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, as witness the ubiquitous cherubs, sometimes used in 

                                                           
148 The MESDA catalogue entry calls them vines, but the leaves are the wrong shape; they could, if not willow, 

be olive or laurel. 

149 For example that depicting Richard Lenard, ironmaster of Brede, Sussex, dated 1636, illustrated in Lambert 

and Marx, p. 39 and Mainwaring Baines, Plate 1.. 

150 That to Ane Forster †1591 at Crowhurst, Sussex (Mainwaring Baines, Plate 3, and Hodgkinson, p.110). 

151 Illustrated by Hodgkinson, Plate 160, p. 128. 

152 Clare Graham, Dummy Boards and Chimney Boards (Shire Publications, Prince's Risborough, 1988), pp. 27-31. 

153 Clare Graham, p. 27. 

154 Such as those illustrated in Clare Graham, pp. 29 (a pot of flowers surrounded by Delft tiles) and 30 (a 

design by Robert Adam with neoclassical ornament). 

155 Rees Price, ‘Report on the Sheldon Chapel, Beoley Church', Birmingham Archaeological Society Transactions & 

Proceedings  Vol. XLIX (1923) pl. XXI. 
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painted decoration in a secular context, such as inside houses156 or on shop signs (Plates 

6.31b and 6.32a).157 Trumpeting angels were used as weathervanes in New England (Plate 

6.32a).158 

 

The top shapes of gravemarkers also had much in common with shapes created in wood 

for other purposes; a deeply yoked top can be found on an inn-sign of 1786 (Plate 

6.32b),159 the side posts of which echo the bas-relief columns or pales at each side of many 

late eighteenth-century New England slate markers. Sign boards of shops were often in the 

ubiquitous lunette-upon-a-rectangle shape,160 sometimes in a plain161 or more elaborate162 

frame, or shouldered163 or double-shouldered (Plate 6.33a)164or with side columns or 

pilasters (Plate 6.33b),165 or could have a pedimented top (Plate 6.34a)166 with corner finials 

                                                           
156 Such as the cherub painted on an exposed upstairs beam of a house in Little Compton, Rhode Island, c. 

1750 – 1780 (Benes, Meetinghouses, pp. 269-70). 

157 One is reproduced on the trade card for Isaac Dalvy, glover in Soho (illustrated in John Lewis, Printed 

Ephemera: The changing use of type and letterforms in English and American printing (Faber & Faber, London, abridged 

ed., 1969) p. 176), and another, (the Black Raven, the sign of John Victory, haberdasher, of Cheapside, c. 

1700), illustrated in Heal, Sign Boards, p. 95, has a cherub in each of the four spandrels of a square sign with an 

oval frame within. 

158 Bishop and Marx Atkins, Fig. 209, p. 160. 

159 Cat. 8 in Susan P. Schoelwer, Lions and Eagles and Bulls: Early American tavern and Inn Signs from the Connecticut 

Historical Society (Connecticut Historical Society, Hartford, 2000) 

160 Such as the Boot (the sign for Jonathan Yeates, boot- and shoemaker of Poultry, 1700), illustrated in Heal, 

Sign Boards, p. 37. 

161 Such as the Elephant, Hand & Comb (the sign of Thomas Hedges, combmaker of St Martin’s-le-Grand, 

c.1730), illustrated in Heal, Sign Boards, p. 56. 

162 Such as the Civet Cat and 3 Herrings (the sign of Stephen Brearcliffe, chemist, of Cloth Fair, c.1760), 

illustrated in Heal, Sign Boards, p. 47.  

163 Such as the Buck (the sign for James Buckland, Paternoster Row, 1736 – 1790), illustrated in Heal, Sign 

Boards, p. 31. 

164 Such as the Good Woman (the sign of Joseph Pitcher of St Giles’s, 1764), illustrated in Heal, Sign Boards, p. 

55. 

165 Such as the Crown and Slipper (the sign for Ralph Aldersey, boot and shoemaker, the Minories, 1733), 

illustrated in Heal, Sign Boards, p. 35. 

166 Such as the Three Plains (sic) (the sign of John Jennion, toolmaker, of Cheapside, c.1730), illustrated in 

Heal, Sign Boards, p. 170. 
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(Plate 6.34b),167 or swags of drapery at the top.168 Another shape common both for 

gravemarkers and for signboards was the simple square or rectangle with a segmental top 

(Plate 6.35a).169A framed circle, which on a gravemarker would contain the inscription, on 

a sign board contains the emblem;170 spare space, as everywhere, could be filled with 

cherubs (Plate 6.35b).171  Ayres has written that ‘In early Georgian Britain street signs were 

the only secular works of art that the broad mass of the population had the chance to 

see.’172 Sign-painting declined in Britain later in the eighteenth century but carried on in 

America.173 

 

The most obvious wooden parallels are furniture. The overall shape of a chairback is similar 

to that of many headstones, although the full chairback shape with corner finials174 did not 

become common in the graveyard until the early nineteenth century. The widespread, 

principally New England Boston Bedhead shape, a rectangular inscription area originally 

wider than high with a central lunette, and side borders topped with segmental-topped 

features American gravestone scholarship calls finials, is very like in outline to an old-

fashioned bed with corner bedposts (Plate 6.36a).175  

 

                                                           
167 Such as the Black Swan and Parrat (sic) (the sign of John Short, woollen draper of Cannon St., 1654), 

illustrated in Heal, Sign Boards, p. 184. 

168 Such as the Nag’s Head (the sign of William Horner, stationer of Leadenhall St., c.1700), illustrated in Heal, 

Sign Boards, p. 159. 

169 Such as the Crane & Anchor (the sign of John Sage & John Gopp, haberdashers, of Cheapside, 1748), 

illustrated in Heal, Sign Boards, p. 93. 

170 Such as the Black Lyon (the sign of Philip Barrett, stationer of Fleet St., 1702), illustrated in Heal, Shop 

Signs, p. 157. 

171 Such as a sign of a sun (its original purpose unknown) now in Norfolk Museums (illustrated in Ruth 

Kenny, Jeff McMillan and Martin Myrone, British Folk Art  [exhibition catalogue], Tate Publishing, London, 

2014, p. 25). 

172 Ayres, Art, Artisans and Apprentices, p. 213. 

173 Ayres, Art, Artisans and Apprentices, p. 212. 

174 See the armchair illustrated by Chinnery, p. 453, (Fig. 4:72 [1580-1630]) and p. 484 (Figs. 4:158 [1680-

1720], 4:159 [1680-1720]) and 4:161 [1680-1720]). 

175 Kewley, ‘Behind the Bedheads’. Such a bed is illustrated by in Victor Chinnery, Oak Furniture in the British 

Tradition: A History of Early Furniture in the British Isles and New England (Antique Collectors' Club, Woodbridge, 

1979) p. 394, Fig. 3:467a (dated 1669). 
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The panel in the shape of a square or upright rectangle with a lunette on top is one of the 

commonest features of Jacobean woodwork, and continued on into the eighteenth century. 

In outline it is the Boston Bedhead without the finials, and the most widespread fireback 

shape. It is found on panelling, on pulpits and on chairbacks (Plate 6.36b).176 It is less 

common for gravemarkers to use this outline as an undifferenced space rather than treating 

the tympanum separately. 

 

The cresting of furniture (chairs, longcase clocks and cabinets) is again similar to that of 

some headstones; it was often based on a broken or entire pediment (Plate 6.37)177 

(triangular, segmental or swan-necked) or on a shape which if articulated in detail consisted 

of two opposed scrolls178 (a scroll pediment without the gap) but in outline read simply as a 

yoke-shape.179 Another very common outline for cresting was a simple serpentine shape).180  

Sometimes, perhaps on a bureau-bookcase, there might be a double-headed cornice (Plate 

6.38a).181 The shape of a scroll pediment on a chairback with something in the gap between 

can be quite close to a three-dimensionally carved cherub on top of a headstone.182 

However, some of the more elaborate rococo tops to looking glasses,183 for example, seem 

to have been too elaborate for rendering in stone, although the increasing height of the 

arched element atop many New England headstones of the later eighteenth century does 

match a strand of looking-glass design (Plate 6.38b),184 and the elaborate cresting of 

some185 was copied only by a few stonecutters in the Carolina Piedmont.186 The idea of 

putting an element (usually segmental) between the scrolls of a scroll pediment or the halves 

                                                           
176 Macquoid and Edwards, Vol. I p. 230; Chinnery p. 453, Fig. 470 (1580-1630). 

177 Macquoid and Edwards Vol. III p. 15; Wallace Nutting, Furniture Treasury (Macmillan, New York, 1928), 

Plates 3298 and 3308 (longcase clocks, where the pediment was usually open). 

178 Macquoid and Edwards, Vol. I p. 230; Chinnery p. 243 (Figs. 3:23 [1631] and 3:24 [c.1620]), p. 251 (Fig. 

3:46 [c.1630]), p. 252 (Fig. 3:48 [dated 1678]). 

179 As in the chair illustrated by Chinnery, p. 252 (c.1700).  

180 Such as that on a clock illustrated by Nutting, Plate 3440 (c.1780-90). 

181 Macquoid and Edwards Vol. I p. 132; Nutting Plates 682 and 683 (both c.1720 – 1740). 

182 See a chair illustrated by Chinnery, p. 455 (Fig. 4:80 [mid-seventeenth century]). 

183 Such as those illustrated by Nutting Plates 2788 (early 18th century), 2804 (c.1720-30) and 2799 (c.1750-70). 

184 Such as those illustrated by Nutting as Plates 2820 (c. 1710-30) and  2819 (c. 1785-95), 3146 (c. 1780-90). 

185 Such as on a tulipwood looking glass illustrated in Nutting, Plate 2836 (c.1710-20). 

186 For example Eliz. Tise †1799 at Bethany Churchyard, Davidson County, NC and William Weer †1800 in 

the same yard (photographs of both are held at MESDA, G-156 and G-157, respectively). 
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of a yoke, common on eighteenth-century markers (Plate 6.39a),187 is common also on 

looking glass frames (Plate 6.39b).188 The lunette on a square or rectangle, a staple of 

gravemarkers, is used for some early looking glass frames, too (Plate 6.40a).189 The square-

topped headstones which became popular in the late eighteenth century are paralleled in the 

class of looking-glass called architectural, of similar date (Plate 6.40b).190 

 

Sometimes local parallels can be found, for instance between the slightly-curved quarter-

fans on a cellaret believed to come from the Guilford-Randolph County area of North 

Carolina191 and the same motifs on local markers (Plate 6.41),192 or between gravemarkers 

in some south Dorset churchyards193 and what is possibly a wooden bedhead now 

preserved in one of the churches (Plate 6.42).194 Royal badges were an inspiration to some 

furniture painters195 as also to some gravestone makers (Plate 6.43).196 The arabesque 

pattern on an early Boston area headstone is reminiscent of woodcarving of the period 

(Plate 6.44),197 and indeed much of the output attributed to the figure known as the Old 

Stonecutter suggests that he may have been a woodcarver. Vine borders on some Hadley 

chests in western Massachusetts198 are very like the rather later vine borders on local 

headstones (Plate 6.45),199 and wooden chests from Essex County, Massachusetts, bear 

hexfoils and other pateræ just as gravemarkers from the area do.200 The floral decoration on 

some New England chests of drawers is like the rare floral elements on some markers from 

                                                           
187 For example Thomas Mayhew †1797 at Holy Trinity, Bungay, Suffolk. 

188 Such as that illustrated by Nutting as Plates 2893 (c.1720-40). 

189 Such as that illustrated by Nutting as Plate 2901 (c.1700-20). 

190 Such as those illustrated by Nutting as Plates 3063 – 3090. 

191 MESDA accession no. 5334.. 

192 For example Samuel Hartt †1791 at Steele Creek, NC. 

193 Andrew Churchill †1691 at Litton Cheney, Dorset. 

194 Portesham, Dorset. 

195 Such as on the miniature chest, c.1700, illustrated as Plate 103 in Nutting. 

196 For example Jonas Pridham †1678 at Bovey Tracey, Devon. 

197 Such as the oak bible box illustrated (and the link made) in Tashjian and Tashjian, Memorials for Children of 

Change pp. 146-47. 

198 For instance that (pre-1704) illustrated as Plate 70 in Nutting. 

199 For example Martha White †1787, Hadley, MA. 

200 Tashjian and Tashjian Memorials for Children of Change p. 194; Byers, p. 8. 
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the Province; Tashjian and Tashjian illustrate a selection (Plate 6.46),201 and although much 

later in date than the chest they show, it is entirely possible that an article of material culture 

can continue to exert influence throughout its lifetime, not just when it is new. Smaller 

items of treen often had similar motifs.202 

 

Sometimes gravemarkers’ copying of furniture may go so far as to be thought 

skeuomorphic, for instance the horizontally-ribbed altar tombs of the late seventeenth- and 

early eighteenth-century Weald203 which seem to copy wooden chests with banded 

imbrications (Plate 6.47).204 Similarly the tops of the headstones in the regional style known 

as camels (described in Chapter 8)205 are remarkably like the tops of traditional fish-tail 

coffins (Plate 6.47a).206  

 

Borders and the backgrounds to chiefs on headstones are often filled with what sometimes 

is scrollwork, sometimes heraldic mantling, and sometimes variations in between. Clearly 

actual mantling was sometimes the inspiration for this, on the multiplicity of types of 

material culture on which heraldry appeared, but scrollwork was also widely found as 

chasing on silver (Plate 6.47b).207 

 

The urns which are so common on many markers, especially later in the eighteenth century, 

may sometimes come from architectural sources, but it seems more likely they were copied 

from objects in use. These would have been silver for some higher-status urban examples, 

such as those on some markers in Boston signed J.N. (whom one theory makes a 

silversmith),208 and as a representation of something costly, as on a notice about the Virginia 

                                                           
201 Tashjian and Tashjian, Memorials for Children of Change pp. 104-05. 

202 Such as the sliding-cover box of 1744 from Monmouth County, New Jersey, decorated with a hexfoil, 

illustrated in Roderic H Blackburn and Ruth Piwonka, Remembrance of Patria: Dutch Arts and Culture in Colonial 

America, 1609 – 1776 (Albany Institute of History and Art, Albany, 1988) p. 205. 

203 For example Sarah Tilden †1713 at Cranbrook, Kent. 

204 Such as that, c.1670,  illustrated as Plate 123 of Nutting. 

205 For example Margaret Hadsoll †1702 at East Peckham, Kent. 

206 For which see Garry Hogg, Country Crafts and Craftsmen (Hutchinson, London, 1959), pp. 143-45. 

207 See for example what looks very like mantling on a gilt tea-caddy hallmarked 1706, illustrated in Charles 

Oman, English Engraved Silver (Faber & Faber, London, 1978), p. 79. 

208 David H. Watters, ‘The JN Carver', Markers Vol. II (1982) pp. 115-32. 
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lottery of 1615 (Plate 6.48a).209 More widely, surely, the examples copied would have been 

pewter, the material which would have been most widespread to copy in taverns, churches 

and ordinary homes. 210 They might be plain (Plate 6.48b)211 or with handles (Plate 

6.49a).212 Also widely visible in urban areas would have been signboards for gold- and 

silversmiths (Plate 6.49b)213 and pewterers; it would have been easier to copy from such an 

existing representation rather than from life. 

 

Plasterwork in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries included motifs which are found in 

many media include arched, shouldered panels with an open tympanum,214 cherubs (Plate 

6.50),215 fleur-de-lys,216 tulips,217 and swags or drops of flowers, fruit or foliage.218 Painted 

plaster might have geometric decoration which can be paralleled on paterae on 

gravemarkers; examples on the back and jambs of a fireplace from Plymouth, Devon, are 

illustrated by Ayres, who sees it, in that context, as a speciality of Devon, Somerset and 

Massachusetts.219 

 

A number of gravemarkers, both headstones (Plate 6.51a)220 and chests (Plate 6.51b)221 

especially, have drapery carved on them. This often takes the form of what were called by 

                                                           
209 Illustrated in Lemon, p. 47. 

210 Jonathan Fairbanks, ‘Introduction' in American Pewter in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (Museum of Fine 

Arts, Boston, 1974), p. viii. 

211 Museum of Fine Arts, American Pewter in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 

1974), p. 76. 

212 Christopher A. Peal, Pewter of Great Britain (John Gifford, London, 1983) at p. 143. 

213 Such as the Golden Cup & Crown (the sign of Anthony Blackford of Lombard St., 1702), illustrated in 

Heal, Sign Boards, p. 71. 

214 Hugh P. Kendall, ‘Seventeenth Century Plasterwork in the Parish of Halifax', Yorkshire Archaeological Journal 

Vol. XXVI (1922) pp. 144-52 at Fig. 17 (New Hall, Elland, Yorks.). 

215 Geoffrey Beard, Decorative Plasterwork in Britain (Phaidon, London, 1975), Plate 126 (the library ceiling at 

Balcaskie House, Fife). 

216 Ayres, Decoration, Design and Construction, p. 77 (Fig. 73). 

217 Ayres, Decoration, Design and Construction, p. 77 (Fig. 73). 

218 Beard, Plate 25 (the saloon ceiling at Coleshill, Berks.). 

219 Ayres, Decoration, Design and Construction, p. 43 (fig. 39). 

220 For example Martha Johnson †1783 at Warham All Saints, Norfolk. 

221 For example William Hart †1717 at Hampstead, Middx. 
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contemporaries drapery curtains,222 but drapery was found in churches, too.223 Sometimes 

the material looks just pinned up, perhaps especially on the side of chest tombs; similar 

effects could be shown on trade cards, for example (Plate 6.52a).224 Valuable works of art 

were often protected by curtains.225 While we associate pavilions and robes of estate more 

with Continental than English heraldry, it was used informally in an heraldic context, such 

as behind the arms of the City of London on a pin wrapper (Plate 6.52b).226 

 

Embroidery could contain a vast range of motifs from all sorts of sources; one late-

sixteenth-century panel includes, as well as a number of motifs not found on gravemarkers, 

cross-bones, an urn, a heart, a rose, the sun and Death with spade and dart.227 Border 

designs on samplers are often similar to the side borders of Boston Bedheads especially.228 

The figures known as boxers do, as Laurel Gabel has pointed out, bear similarities to the 

figures known as imps occasionally found on late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century 

Massachusetts markers, probably from a single shop.229 An embroidered picture of the third 

quarter of the seventeenth century depicts (framing two representations of King Charles the 

Martyr) two arches of an arcade with cherubs in the spandrels (Plate 6.53a).230 Susan 

Schoelwer has pointed out the resemblance between the composition and overall effect of a 

Connecticut sampler of 1783 and some earlier eighteenth-century headstones nearby.231 

                                                           
222 Ayres, Decoration, Design and Construction, p. 105. 

223 There were ‘silk hangings’ behind the pulpit at Brimfield meetinghouse, Massachusetts, completed in 1805 

(Peter Benes, Meetinghouses of Early New England [University of Massachusetts Press, Amherst and Boston, 

2012] p. 265), and curtains to some gentry pews (Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.129). 

224 Such as that to John Clark, lamplighter, illustrated in Heal, London Tradesmen’s Cards, Plate L. 

225 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.129. 

226 Of c.1700, illustrated in Lewis, Printed Ephemera, p. 263. 

227 J. L. Nevinson, English Domestic Embroidery Patterns of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (Walpole Society 

Vol. 28 [1939-40], pp. 2-13 and pl I-VIII, at Pl. 3. 

228 Laurel K. Gabel, ‘A Common Thread: needlework samplers and American gravestones', Markers Vol. XIX 

(2002) pp. 18-49 at pp. 33-35, where a number are illustrated. 

229 Gabel, ‘A Common Thread', pp. 24-27. 

230 Nevinson, Plate VII (b).  

231 Susan P. Schoelwer, Connecticut Needlework: Women, Art and Family 1740-1840 (Connecticut Historical 

Society, Hartford, 2010), Cat. 28. A similar relationship occurs between the embroidered bedspread and 

headstones illustrated in Tashjian and Tashjian, Memorials for Children of Change pp. 222-23, although the motif 

(birds on a tree-like vine) is a very rare one for gravemarkers). 
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There were definite regional styles or schools of pictorial needlework.232 Some early 

embroidery pattern books specifically commend themselves as sources for stonemasons, 

carvers and carpenters.233  

 

Not surprisingly, mourning jewellery shared part of the vocabulary of gravemarkers, 

although one restricted  in the earlier part of the period to mortality images234 and in the 

latter to depictions of mourning and loss.235 This change is much starker than on markers. 

 

What might best be called ecclesiastical art, in other words art or decoration in religious 

buildings, but not necessarily religiously- motivated as the term religious art might suggest, 

again unsurprisingly shares common motifs with gravemarkers. Cherubs were widespread 

not just, as we have seen, on intramural monuments, but decorating other surfaces, such as 

the very polite one painted on the wall of Trinity Church, Boston, c.1755,236 the ‘crude 

paintings’ on either side of the pulpit window at West Haverhill meetinghouse, 

Massachusetts,237  and the possibly more conventional ones in a Baptist meetinghouse in 

Burrillville, Rhode Island.238 These seem to have been becoming more common in New 

England in the 1790s,239 just as they were being replaced on gravemarkers by urns. The 

trumpeting angels found on markers can be paralleled by three-dimensional versions, such 

as the very accomplished wooden statue of the Angel Gabriel in Royalston meeting-house, 

                                                           
232 Gabel, ‘A Common Thread’, p. 39, citing Betty Ring,  

233 Gabel, ‘A Common Thread’, p. 19 and at note 3, p. 43, citing Kim Salazar, The New Carolingian Modelbook: 

Counted Embroidery Patterns from Before 1600 (Outlaw Press, Albuquerque, NM, 1995) p. 17. 

234 Such as a skeleton with a dart and hourglass on a mourning slide, c.1700, illustrated in Arianne Fennetaux, 

‘Fashioning Death/Gendering Sentiment: Mourning Jewelry in Britain in the Eighteenth Century' in Maureen 

Daly Goggins and Beth Fowkes Tobin (eds), Women and the Material Culture of Death (Ashgate, Farnham, 2013) 

pp. 27-50 at p. 34, and others referred to in Stannard, The Puritan Way of Death, p. 113 and illustrated as Fig. 7. 

235 Such as the mourning locket depicting a young woman staring at an urn on a pedestal, late eighteenth 

century, illustrated in Fennetaux, p. 41. 

236 One is illustrated in Peter Benes and Phillip D. Zimmerman, New England Meeting House and Church: 1630-

1850 (Dublin Seminar for New England Folklife, Dublin, NH, 1979), p. 14 and another, attributed to John 

Gibbs Jr., in Benes, Meetinghouses, p. 269. 

237 Benes, Meetinghouses, p. 267. The description is from a parish history written in 1886. The meetinghouse was 

built in 1734. 

238 Built in 1770. The cherubs are recorded in 1812 (Benes, Meetinghouses, pp. 267-68). 

239 Benes, Meetinghouses, p. 267. 
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Massachusetts.240 Five heads (verging on green men) appear on a chair from a Suffolk 

church.241 A chair in Cartmel Priory includes three cherubs as well as a Resurrection 

scene.242 

 

Heraldry was a pervasive presence in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, but was 

perhaps most obvious in the context of those making and designing gravemarkers in the 

hatchments which were part of the mourning and funeral ritual and then often put up in the 

church. They helped familiarise people with heraldry, but also contained non-heraldic 

motifs often found on gravemarkers, such as mortality images (Plate 6.53b)243, cherubs 

(Plate 6.54a),244 or both on the same hatchment (Plate 6.54b).245 

 

Many portrait gravemarkers copy portraits, or portrait styles, from painting or sculpture. In 

this their makers do the same thing as many American folk portraitists, whom Bishop and 

Atkins suggest copy at least the pose and body from engravings with some personalisation 

                                                           
240 Illustrated in Benes and Zimmerman, p. 19. 

241 Francis Bond, Wood Carvings in English Churches: I. Stalls and Tabernacle Work II. Bishops' Thrones and Chancel 

Chairs (Henry Frowde, London, 1910) at pp. 128, 130. It looks seventeenth-century. 

242 Bond, Wood Carvings, pp. 127, 129. 

243 Such as that with two skulls, two hourglasses and four sets of cross-bones, to William James †1666 at 

Avington, Hants, illustrated in Peter Summers, ‘Berkshire' in Peter Summers (ed), Hatchments in Britain: 4. 

Bedfordshire, Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and Wiltshire (Phillimore, London & Chichester, 1983) pp. 24-

40 at p. 24, and the winged skull (with bats’ wings) at the base of the hatchment of Edward Weld †1755 at east 

Lulworth Castle Chapel, Dorset, illustrated in John C. Titterton, ‘Dorset' in Peter Summers and John Titterton 

(eds), Hatchments in Britain: 7 Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Gloucestershire, Hampshire, Isle of Wight and Somerset 

(Phillimore, Chichester, 1988) pp. 39-59.  

244 Such as that to Countess Almeria Brühl (previously Countess of Egremont) †1794 in Harefield Church, 

Middx. (illustrated in J. D. Lee, ‘Middlesex' in Peter Summers (ed), Hatchments in Britain: 6. Cambridgeshire, 

Essex, Hertfordshire, Huntingdonshire and Middlesex [Phillimore, London & Chichester, 1985]  pp. 127-54 at p. 

129) and that, with four cherubs, to the Very Rev:d John Barwick †1664 in Witherslack Church, Westmorland 

(illustrated in Robert S. Boumphrey, ‘Cumberland' in Peter Summers (ed), Hatchments in Britain: 3. The Northern 

Counties (Phillimore, London & Chichester, 1980) pp. 1-10 at p. 2. 

245 Such as that to Catherine Coke †1719 at Trusley, Derbys., illustrated (sideways, presumably in error) in 

John R. Pierrepont, ‘Derbyshire' in Peter Summers and John Titterton (eds), Hatchments in Britain: 8 Cheshire, 

Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire and Staffordshire (Phillimore, Chichester, 1988) pp. 25-54 at p. 

26. 
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of the facial features.246 Combs and Ludwig both suggest some possible origins for the 

poses on a number of portrait markers,247 although it is important to note that they are 

examples of a polite portrait which, if engraved, might have been seen by a stonecutter, 

rather than being able to show a definite copying. Portrait gravemarkers may be paralleled 

by the much less widespread practice of making anthropomorphic, possibly even portrait 

lead coffins.248 

 

Mourning pictures as a genre came into vogue in the late eighteenth century; usually they 

depicted figures in a landscape, often containing a church and a weeping willow, and always 

with a monument to someone who had died. The interesting thing is that this monument 

was not like most real gravemarkers; it was almost always a pedestal with a large urn on 

top.249 

 

Printed matter contains much in common with the decoration of gravemarkers. 

Publications of all sorts multiplied over the period250 and circulated within the anglophone 

world, notably bringing new European ideas as they developed.251 

 

Funeral invitations are replete with mortality images: skulls, winged hourglasses, crossbones, 

the words ‘Memento mori’, and Death and Father Time, all of which of course appear on 

gravemarkers, but also depictions of funerals,252 which do not. Printed epitaphs and funeral 

broadsides have a similar vocabulary.253 One to Anne of Denmark surrounds a royal badge 

with an ouroboros.254 Tashjian and Tashjian point out that some had a frame with 

                                                           
246 Bishop and Atkins, Figs. 2 and 3. 

247 Combs pp. 144-46, 149-51, 156-67, 161-62 and 167-69; Ludwig, Graven Images, pp.276, 278.  

248 Such as the one to Mary Harvey †1677 in the Harvey vault, Hempstead church, Essex, illustrated in Litten, 

‘Tombs Fit for Kings’, p. 119. 

249 Two are illustrated in Dewhurst, Macdowell and Macdowell, p. 55. 

250 Crown, p. 272. 

251 Byers, p. 5. 

252 Lewis, Printed Ephemera, pp. 72-73. 

253 Such as the one, already referred to, dated 1580 and illustrated in Lemon, p. 25. It has skulls, bones, 

gravediggers’ tools, an empty grave and a shrouded body. Others are referred to in Stannard, The Puritan Way 

of Death, p. 117. 

254 Illustrated in Lemon, p. 50. 
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segmental top containing mortality images like on the tympanum of a headstone (although 

the iconography on their first example, from Boston in 1743, has little in common with 

New England gravemarkers, consisting as it does of an unwinged skull with two sets of 

cross-bones and sprays of laurel; it has presumably come from an English printed source) 

(Plate 6.55a).255 The parallel they make between an English funeral broadside of 1691 with 

a reclining skeleton and a Massachusetts tympanum of over sixty years later is plausible 

(Plate 6.55b).256 A broadside about the plague includes a figure of Death as a skeleton 

holding an hourglass and dart.257  

 

One of the most widely-circulated books in New England from 1679 onwards was the New 

England Primer which contains a number of small woodcuts illustrating the couplets.258 

Some are similar to motifs on gravestones, such as an hourglass (‘As runs the Glass/Man’s 

life doth pass’) and a skeleton with an hourglass, a scythe and Father Time’s quiff (Time cuts 

down all/ Both great and small), but equally most do not. Tashjian and Tashjian plausibly 

suggest a woodcut in another popular religious work, The Child’s Body of Divinity, as the 

source of the figurative side panels on an almost-contemporary marker at Rehoboth, 

Massachusetts,259 but it must be remembered that the latter is unique. 

 

In the seventeenth century especially, text was often framed, just as the inscription on a 

gravemarker was, and some of the most evident examples were frontispieces and title pages 

to books. These often took architectural form260 or might be a circular frame, often of 

garland form (Plate 6.56a).261 One example, where the subject matter of the work was 

funereal, takes the form of a cartouche topped with three wreathed skulls and with flaming 

                                                           
255 Tashjian and Tashjian, Memorials for Children of Change, pp. 44-45.  

256 Tashjian and Tashjian, Memorials for Children of Change pp. 169-71. 

257 Illustrated in Lemon, pp. 83-84. 

258 Daniel A. Cole (preface by), New England Primer Enlarged (Garland Publishing Inc, New York and London, 

1977). 

259 Tashjian and Tashjian Memorials for Children of Change pp. 111-13. 

260 Margery Corbett and Ronald Lightbown, The Comely Frontispiece. The Emblematic Title Page in England 1550-

1660 (Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1979) p. 5. 

261 Such as the title page, Cologne 1601, illustrated by Nesbitt, Plate 77.. 
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torches attached, and drapery behind the whole.262 A cherub often appears at the very top 

of title pages from the sixteenth century onwards, and can be found flying in front of the 

tympanum of the inscription tablet on one title-page of c.1614 (Plate 6.56b).263 Putti were 

also a common feature, and the popularity in Massachusetts from 1672 of a book ornament 

by the printer Foster featuring two trumpeting putti (one clearly walking)264 may be not 

unrelated to the busy imps found on Boston gravemarkers of the late seventeenth century. 

Mortality images also appear, sometimes,265 but not necessarily, 266 related to the subject 

matter of the work. The title page of the Irish statute book for 1635 includes opposed 

symbols, as found on some gravemarkers: a cherub above the bottom cartouche and a 

devil’s head below (Plate 6.57a).267  

 

Simon Jervis has argued that the presence in a bound book of engraved ornament of sixteen 

title pages shows that ‘title-pages [were] a channel for the transmission of ornament and an 

inspiration for designers’, and that they circulated and were used in the same way as 

individual plates.268 Some early seventeenth-century designs, with a segmental-topped text 

panel flanked by two columns topped with an obelisk on a ball,269 are reminiscent of late 

eighteenth-century New England headstones. 

                                                           
262 Elizabeth Golding, ‘ "In the cause of his god and true religion': Sir Philip Sidney, the Sequitur celebritas, and 

the cult of the Protestant Martyr' in Tara Hambling and Richard L Williams (eds), Art Re-formed: Re-assessing the 

Impact of the Reformation on the Visual Arts (Cambridge Scholars Publishing, Newcastle, 2007) pp. 227-42 at p. 

242. 

263 Alexander Nesbitt (ed), 200 Decorative Title-Pages: An Anthology of Copyright-free Illustrations for Artists and 

Designers (Dover Publications, New York, 1964) , Plate 88. 

264 Richard B. Holman, ‘Seventeenth-century American Prints' in John D. Morse (ed), Prints in and of America to 

1850 (Winterthur Conference Report 1970) (University Press of Virginia, Charlottesville, 1970), pp. 23-52. 

265 Such as Death (a skeleton with a dart) and Father Time (with a scythe) on the title page of The Crums of 

Comfort with godly Paryers... of 1628, illustrated in R. B. McKerrow and F. S.  Ferguson, Title page borders used in 

England and Scotland 1485-1640 (O.U.P., London, 1932), Plate 287. 

266 For instance a skull at the base of the title page to a 1609 edition of Spenser’s Faerie Queen (McKerrow  and 

Ferguson, Plate 182. 

267 Illustrated in McKerrow and Ferguson, Plate 304. 

268 Simon Jervis ‘A Seventeenth-Century Book of Engraved Ornament', Burlington Magazine Vol. 128 no. 1005 

(Dec 1986) pp. 893-903 at p. 893. 

269 Such as that for The Lieutenant of the Tower his Speech and Repentance...., 1615 (illustrated in McKerrow and 

Ferguson, Plate 269). 
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Other examples which, like gravemarkers, have quite extensive text framed include the 

Massachusetts paper money, such as 2d. of 1744 with vine-encircled, urn-topped columns 

on each side, and 6d. of the same year with two angels at the top holding a basket of 

flowers (Plates 6.57b and 6.58a).270 Other framed printed matter included ball tickets (such 

as one with the text in an oval, surmounted by an urn from which husks depend) (Plate 

6.58b).271 

 

Trade, or tradesmen’s, cards were sheets of paper, up to folio size, and unstiffened, and 

used as an advertisement.272 They tend, at least in the seventeenth and early eighteenth 

centuries, to be quite simple, with a picture above, like an heraldic chief, and lettering 

below, just as was customary on gravemarkers (Plates 6.59 and 6.60a),273 although some 

may also use the ubiquitous rectangle with top lunette shape (Plate 6.60b).274 More 

elaborate designs came in with fast etching techniques in the 1730s.275 Michael Snodin has 

shown that, certainly in the case of the rococo examples he writes about, the same design 

was used by different engravers for cards of different trades and crafts and that the great 

majority come from a relatively small number of prototypes.276 Many of the engravers were 

principally (or had been trained as) silver engravers.277 Swithland gravemarkers go only so 

far along the journey trade cards take; they develop rococo frames, like earlier cards such as 

                                                           
270 Malcolm Storer, ‘Pine Tree Shilings and Other Colonial Money', Old Time New England Vol. XX, no. 1 

(1929)  pp. 65-86. 

271 Lewis, Printed Ephemera p. 144.. 

272 Ambrose Heal, London Tradesmen's Cards of the XVII Century: An Account of their Origin and Use (Dover 

Publications, New York, 1968; originally Batsford 1925) p. 1-3. 

273 Examples are illustrated by Lewis, Printed Ephemera, such as for Edward Butling, hanging-maker, c. 1720 (p. 

174), Thomas Tronsdale, cap-maker, c.1740 (p. 91), and in Noel Carrington, Popular Art in Britain (Penguin, 

London & New York, 1945), for John Hannam, seemingly what would later be called a fancy-goods dealer, 

late 17th century (pp. 20-21).  

274 Such as an anonymous one illustrated in Lewis, Printed Ephemera, p. 92, and one for Thomas Collyer, hat-

haberdasher, temp. William III, illustrated in Heal, London Tradesmen’s Cards, Plate XLV.. 

275 Michael Snodin, ‘Trade Cards and English Rococo' in Charles Hind (ed), The Rococo in England, Symposium 

(VAM, London, 1986) pp. 82-103 at p. 84. 

276 Snodin, ‘Trade Cards’, p. 83. 

277 Snodin, Trade Cards, pp. 83-84. Ludwig refers, more generally, to ‘a hardness of line associated with 

metalwork’ (Ludwig, Graven Images, p. 249). 
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that dated 1738 by Henry Copland,278 but they do not move on to the asymmetry. 

Neoclassical ornament comes in quite early; one from 1774 already has a swag of husks at 

the top,279 and one from 1780 a full complement of paterae as well (Plate 6.61a).280 

 

Heavenly symbols might equally grace secular contexts, such as a tea label with putti 

holding a crown above a tea canister which is supported by two more putti (Plate 6.61b).281 

Here the influence of royal heraldry can be seen; the crown is the British royal crown, and 

the top putti are holding a thistle and a rose respectively. The royal crown, always atop the 

Royal Arms is, pace St George,282 surely the reason for so many crown-topped artefacts 

such as chairs or mirrors. 

 

Etching was popularised in England in the 1730s by foreign engravers who etched in 

imitation of burin engraving using an échoppe; the technique allowed etching to be 

practised more widely and for rococo design to develop.283 Michael Snodin explores the 

relationship between the rococo in trade card design and in furniture, and finds the former 

predating the latter.284 He identifies a dominant school of design linking the engraver Henry 

Copland with the cabinetmaker Matthias Lock, and in particular three design groups. One is 

represented by Plate 5 in Lock’s Six Sconces and the trade card of William Tresilian, mercer. 

The second is represented by the card of James Cox, goldsmith, which has elements of 

Lock’s Plates 4, 1 and 5. The third is represented by the card of Lewis Masquerier, 

goldsmith. In all of them, there is a frame for the whole thing, with a smaller frame forming 

a top central element, containing a trade sign. The frames themselves are rococo, with 

acanthus and bracket-work, and vases of flowers on the two top corners. Many Swithland 

slate headstones adopt this basic pattern, with the inscription in the main frame (like the 

inscription on the trade card) and in the small frame, instead of a trade sign an effigy, either 

an urn (Plate 6.62a)285 or something else (Plate 6.62b).286 These are some of the earliest of 

                                                           
278 For Benjamin Rackstraw, figure-maker, illustrated in Snodin, ‘Trade Cards’, p. 86. 

279 For Pearson, haberdasher; Heal, London Tradesmen’s Cards, p. 78 and Plate XLI. 

280 For W. Insley, sedan-chairmaker, illustrated in Heal, London Tradesmen’s Cards, Plate LXXXIII. 

281 Illustrated in Lewis, Printed Ephemera, p. 230. 

282 St George, ‘Artifacts’, pp. 343-44. 

283 Snodin, ‘Trade Cards’, p. 84. 

284 Snodin, ‘Trade Cards’, p. 88. 

285 Hannah Harrison †1784 at St Mary-de-Castro, Leicester.  
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the Swithland slates to bear effigies, and perhaps were the means of their introduction into 

the local style. They are notably later than the looking-glasses and trade cards Snodin cites, 

and had only a short life before being overtaken by neoclassicism.  

 

As far as the dissemination of new styles is concerned, Snodin writes: 

 

The importance of trade cards and other printed ephemera as ambassadors of the 

rococo style can not [sic], I suggest, be overestimated. The scrap book of [one] 

carver includes a number of cards with their lettering removed... Although they are 

in [his] case greatly outnumbered by cuttings from pattern books, the relative 

expense of the latter must have made engraved ephemera by far the most 

commonly seen evidence of rococo graphic design. Certainly the compositions and 

ornament I have discussed are to be found in a very wide range of objects, ranging 

from tombstones and tablets to all sorts of flat rococo ornament on porcelain, 

wallpaper, maps, metal tickets and many other examples of applied art.287  

 

 

Much has been written about the possible influence of emblem books,288 especially Quarles, 

289 on gravemarkers.290 The best-known is Quarles’ Hieroglyphick VI,291 copied on several 

gravemarkers. In fact the number of gravemarkers involved is extremely small, and 

mainstream gravemarker culture does not seem to have been affected except in Scotland, 

where a small number of markers were carved with emblems.292 Emblem books were the 

                                                                                                                                                                           
286 A book below a crown and sunburst for Sarah Chater †1783 at Market Harborough (now removed to St 

Mary’s in Ardern), Leics 

287 Snodin, ‘Trade Cards’, p. 103. 

288 For which, see Rosemary Freeman, English Emblem Books (London, 1948); Peter M. Daly and ors, The 

English Emblem Tradition (3 vols), (Index Emblematicus Series, University of Toronto Press, Toronto, 1988). 

289 Francis Quarles, Emblems Divine and Moral: together with Hieroglyphics of Man (1635); [Francis Quarles], Francis 

Quarle's Emblems and Hieroglyphics of the Life of Man, modernised in Four Books (J. Cooke, London, 1766). 

290 Lucien L. Agosta, ‘Speaking Stones: New England Grave Carvings and the Emblematic Tradition', Markers 

Vol. III (1985) pp. 47-70; Bath and Willsher. 

291 Quarles, 1766, p. 172. 

292 As explained by Bath & Willsher, the most notable are to John Service †1637 at the Holy Rude, Stirling; 

Judith Nairn †1646 at St Andrew’s Cathedral, Fife; I. C. †1645 at the Howff, Dundee; Gilbert Coupar †1647 at 

Old Scone, Perthshire; P.W. and I. G. (n.d.), Arbroath Abbey, Angus; Robert Campbell †1701, Soulseat 
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source of designs in other facets of material culture; the design of a fireback of 1649 can be 

traced to Geoffrey Whitney’s Book of Emblemes of 1586.293 More generally we should be 

aware of Loach’s warning of the ‘strong contrast between the ways in which architectural 

and printed emblems were perceived’.294 

 

A cultural phenomenon, not of British origin but which influenced the material culture of 

anglophone Americans, was Fraktur, the practice among the Pennsylvania Dutch of 

embellishing writings such as certificates with colourful figurative borders. The motifs used 

come from a variety of sources; tulips are very common, as they are on gravemarkers in 

nearby New Jersey (Plate 6.63a)295 (but nowhere else to the same extent). Deer are also 

found (Plate 6.63b),296 as they are on some Presbyterian markers, pre-migration in 

Pennsylvania and post-migration in the Carolina Piedmont (Plate 6.64a).297  Related is the 

painted furniture of the Pennsylvania Dutch, with tulips as one of the principal motifs.298 

 

At least in the seventeenth and early eighteenth century more items of material culture were 

polychrome than was later the case or appears from faded and worn survivors. Textiles and 

furniture were brightly coloured.299 

 

What this excursion through seventeenth- and eighteenth-century material culture has 

shown is how many motifs can be found in a wide range of situations, including on 

gravemarkers. Perhaps the commonest is the cherub. Glassie illustrates four cherubs on a 

page.300 Two are from gravemarkers, one is from a Friesian clock and the fourth is from a 

Breton chest, and between them they range in date from the first half of the seventeenth 

century to about 1804. There are substantial differences between them but equally clearly 

                                                                                                                                                                           
Abbey, Wigtonshire; another similar at Alloway, Ayrshire; Elizabeth McCrakes †1714 at Girvan, Ayrshire; 

Agnes Meler †1741 at Alloway, Ayrshire; and John Drymen †1748 at Old Inch, Wigtonshire.  

293 Hodgkinson, p. 177. 

294 Loach p. 12. 

295 For example Eunice Freeman †1791 at the Old Colonial Cemetery, Metuchen, NJ. 

296 Such as on a devotional text illustrated by Bishop and Atkins, p. 37. 

297 For example Joseph Davis †1790 at Steele Creek, NC. 

298 Bishop and Atkins p. 72. 

299 Dewhurst, Macdowell and Macdowell, p. 11. 

300 Glassie, ‘Folk Art’, p. 269. 
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they are the same motif expressed in different ways, and the two grave cherubs are no more 

like each other than any one of the four is to any other. There are many others, as we have 

seen; to take just one example, Adam and Eve can be found in the same poses on 

gravestones, embroidery and firebacks (Plates 6.64b and 6.65).301 

 

In discussing the relationship between needlework and gravestones, Laurel Gabel says: 

 

I do not intend to convey the idea that most gravestone iconography came directly 

and unaltered from embroidery pattern books, for in only a few instances do I 

believe this to be true. However, needlework and gravestones, and almost all other 

forms of decorative art, drew inspiration from a common vocabulary of popular 

motifs and themes circulating at the time......302  

 

..... Many gravestone scholars have been tempted to assign complex and often 

contradictory religious meaning to the “Puritan” mermaids.303 Their explanations are 

not always convincing. Is it possible that Boston’s gravestone mermaids, much like 

the contemporaneous “boxer” figures, represent yet another example of a common 

motif whose ancient pagan meanings evolved over centuries to serve a new, 

essentially decorative, function?....304 

 

.... Embroiderers – and gravestone carvers – undoubtedly reproduced many popular 

motifs simply for their design value rather than from any real knowledge of the 

pattern’s original symbolic significance.305 

 

Dewhurst, Macdowell and Macdowell rightly reject Ludwig’s ideas of the ‘uniqueness’ of 

gravestones, even in their time and place; ‘other media in puritan folk arts’, they write, ‘such 

as textiles, furniture, and the decorative arts, also demonstrate traditional images as well as 

                                                           
301 Tashjian and Tashjian Memorials for Children of Change pp. 181-84. 

302 Gabel, ‘A Common Thread’ p. 19. 

303 [My footnote] As Tarlow points out, contemporary people often had inconsistent beliefs (Tarlow, 

Bereavement, p. 47). 

304 Gabel, ‘A Common Thread’, p. 29. 

305 Gabel, ‘A Common Thread’, p. 33. 
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infinite variation’,306 even if attrition rates have been higher in types of item not made of 

stone. Finch argues that, at least by the eighteenth century,  

 

Once a fashionable style was established its use became ‘cross-artefactual’, with the 

result that the artefact and its stylistic content became increasingly arbitrary. By the 

mid-eighteenth century, it could be argued, the cherub had become a disembodied 

and meaningless rococo motif, which adhered itself to all manner of consumer 

goods.307  

 

This chapter suggests that that is not a mid-eighteenth-century development, but a state of 

affairs throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

 

                                                           
306 Dewhurst, Macdowell & Macdowell, p. 10.  

307 Finch, Church Monuments, p. 169 (he then says that this overstates the case).. 
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Chapter 7: Makers 

This thesis has so far established what types of gravemarker were created during the 

period and what motifs, if any, they bore. This chapter will look at the variety of men 

who actually made them – men both named and anonymous. It will not consider to 

what extent their œuvre was the result of their own artistic or commercial autonomy or 

of the dictates of patrons/customers; that will be looked at in Chapter 9.   

 

The Organisation of the Trade 

 

As this chapter will show, gravemarkers were made by a wide variety of manufacturers. 

They may have worked in firms or workshops or alone. They may have worked near 

their sources of materials or imported them from afar. They may have charged for their 

work or done it free for family and neighbours. It may have been their main full-time 

job, or they may have done it in their spare time to make more money or provide a local 

service. They may have made complete gravemarkers, or one man or firm may have 

done the shaping and any decoration, and another filled in the lettering later. 

Unfortunately all this has scarcely been touched on in much gravemarker scholarship, 

dominated as it has been by the cult of the individual craftsman and a perceived need 

for a single attribution.  

 

A good account of how a seventeenth or eighteenth-century gravestone was actually 

made is given by Benes,1 although it assumes that one man carries out the whole 

process. The cutter prised the stone out of the quarry, shaped one end and smoothed 

the front surface using a harder stone. He sketched in his design with compass and 

dividers and carved it out with a chisel and other tools. He again used a hammer and 

chisel for the lettering, carving the serifs first.   

 

The inventory of the estate of one identified stonecutter, Henry Quayle, referred to later 

in this chapter, lists the tools of his trade; he seems to have worked on his own. There 

are ‘9 Chissells, a Cumpers [compass] and 2 Hammers’ and, separately, ‘8 Chissells’. The 

chisels were presumably of different sizes to produce different effects. There are also ‘2 

Iron Crows’ and a ‘Small Stoone at the Quarry’, suggesting that he at least selected his 

                                                           
1 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 40. 
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stones there, and perhaps extracted them as well. The quarry is not identified but it will 

have been one of the limestone quarries near where Quayle lived; the stone used for 

building and for gravestones comes in pronounced layers which were stripped off in 

turn. It could be roughly dressed but was never, it seems, used in the period as ashlar; 

much building with it was random. For his normal work a mason would not therefore 

need to be able to dress or carve stone, and it appears that it was the ability to do this 

that differentiated the stonecutter.2  

 

A taxonomy of the gravemarker trade needs to differentiate in respect of (a) the internal 

organisation of the maker (b) the skill level of the maker and (c) the role of the maker in 

the production process. 

 

Some scholarship seems to have assumed that each gravemarker was made by one 

craftsman, working on his own, and delivered by him to a family member who had 

commissioned it. This is a romantic view and characterises all markers as folk art, 

whereas in reality, if we accept Glassie’s tripartite division of culture into ‘folk 

(conservative), popular (normative), and elite (progressive)’,3 gravemarkers can be 

examples of all three; the extensive work of the last half century on individual makers 

conclusively shows that Dethlefsen and Deetz were wrong in saying that ‘Colonial 

gravestones were not carved by full-time specialists....[and] gravestones are therefore 

true folk products’.4  

 

Many, especially urban, makers were firms or workshops (the word ‘shop’ is also 

sometimes used, meaning a workshop).5 The nature of multi-person monumental work 

has been studied in more detail in relation to intramural work. Sometimes there was co-

operation on a contract by contract basis between independent workmen; Mrs Esdaile 

explains how masons might work together on large intramural monuments with 

different parties to the contract doing different parts.6 Only if there is documentary 

evidence of who did what will this be clear; Llewellyn describes it as ‘notoriously hard to 

                                                           
2 Kewley, ‘Henry Quayle’, p. [   ]. 

3 Henry Glassie, ‘Folk Art' in Richard M. Dorson (ed), Folklore and Folklife, An Introduction (University of 

Chicago Press, Chicago, 1972) pp. 253-79 at p. 258. 

4 Dethlefsen and Deetz, p. 502. 

5 For example the Stevens shop in Newport, RI (Tashjian and Tashjian, Memorials for Children of Change, pp. 

212-30, a chapter entitled ‘The John Stevens Shop of Newport’). 

6 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p.82. 
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attribute sixteenth- and seventeenth-century [intramural] monumental carving to 

individual hands’.7  

However, more often makers worked together either in partnership or in a hierarchical 

model, with a master (whether or not so called) employing journeyman and/or 

apprentices. As so often, it is Chase and Gabel who have realised this in advance of 

other scholarship. They refer to the various ‘shops’ in early-eighteenth-century Boston – 

the Lamsons, the Fosters, and William Mumford’s.8 Some initialled gravestones may be 

apprentice pieces, work by a young carver which has been approved by his master.9 

 

The existence of workshops of those making intramural monuments in the eighteenth 

century, previously ignored or downplayed as inconsistent with ideas of the artist-

sculptor, was proved by an article by Malcolm Baker in 1995. The likelihood that 

something similar occurred with those making churchyard monuments makes it worth 

quoting at some length: 

 

The making of monuments, like the construction of the buildings that house 

them, was quite evidently a collaborative activity. Yet the extent and nature of 

this collaboration, like the operation of sculptors’ workshops and their business 

practices, has received scant attention in most modern histories of eighteenth-

century English sculpture. Such histories, which usually take the form of either 

single or collected monographic studies, are based on earlier biographical 

accounts of individual sculptors, in which the individual achievements of a single 

creative artist are assessed or celebrated. To write about an individual in this way 

necessarily involves the effacement of those collaborative activities, commercial 

strategies and workshop organisation that, together with the inventive processes 

of design and composition, constituted sculptural production. The 

marginalisation of the mechanical, artisanal elements in the making of sculpture 

that is implied here was already evident in later eighteenth-century writing and ... 

the conditions of workshop practice that continued to be necessary for the 

production of sculpture have remained largely hidden.....  

 

                                                           
7 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.20. 

8 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I, p. 41. 

9 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I, pp. 57-58. 
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The model of workshop organisation that has usually been assumed in 

discussions of sculptural production in eighteenth-century England is based on a 

notion of the sculptor’s workshop as a self-contained unit of apprentices and 

assistants, working exclusively for one particular master. But recent work on 

other luxury trades ... has provided us with patterns of business practice that 

allow the organisation of sculptors’ workshops to be thought of in a rather 

different way.... The examination of evidence  ... must not of course assume that 

a single consistent practice was followed in different workshops.10 

 

Some evidence of how larger firms were organised comes from wage records, with 

employees doing different jobs or with different skills being paid different amounts; 

daily rates at May & Parsons in Lewes in 1801 varied from 3s.4d. down to 9d. for the 

boy; stone-sawyers, who seem to have been seen as a separate category, earned 2s.2d. a 

day.11 There is evidence for the organisation of the statuary Henry Cheere’s business, 

which latterly was essentially a mass manufactory for which he was the designer; much 

of his work was intramural but some was outdoors. He used stock components and 

targeted the gentry and middling sorts en masse, possibly as being more likely than the 

nobility to pay on time.12  

 

There may in some areas have been changes over time in the balance between sole 

traders and larger firms; Benes sees gravestone-makers in Plymouth County, 

Massachusetts, as being part-time, with other occupations, at the beginning of the 

eighteenth century, but by the middle of that century probably part of a workshop or 

family firm.13 This rather sweeping statement does not hold good everywhere and, for 

example, James Ford was simultaneously a writing-master, a schoolmaster, a carpenter 

and a gravestone-maker in Salem in the 1760s and 1770s.14 Some makers, especially 

those moving into new areas in America in the later eighteenth century, may be the 

equivalent of the urban-trained ‘village artisans’ , the producers of other types of 

                                                           
10 Malcolm Baker, ‘Roubiliac and Cheere in the 1730s & 40s: Collaboration and Sub-Contracting in 

Eighteenth-Century English Sculptors' Workshops', Church Monuments Vol. X (1995) pp. 90-108 at pp. 90-

91. 

11 Burgess, Churchyard Memorials, p.272 (Burgess had access, on loan, to the firm’s early account books, the 

present whereabouts of which are sadly unknown). 

12 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, pp. 163-67. 

13 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p.39. 

14 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. II, pp. 373-402. 
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material culture David Jaffee finds emerging to meet the demands of the ‘provincial 

gentry’.15 Thomas Brown, an English stonecutter who moved to New York in 1764, 

styled his operation ‘Thomas Brown & Co.’, suggesting, as Welch says, that he 

employed assistants or apprentices16 (or, one might add, wanted people to think he did).  

 

The levels of the makers’ technical skills varied not just in the abilities of individual men 

but according to the type of makers they were. Burgess identifies seven types of 

craftsmen producing carving:  

(a) The town statuary whose repertoire consisted of interior tombs and tablets, 

mantel-pieces and other decorative carving.  

(b) The village craftsman whose main trade was churchyard headstones and 

monuments.  

(c) The master-mason ... who was not only a builder and surveyor, but a minor 

statuary.  

(d) The quarry-owner... who exercised control over the… pits and also made 

monuments.  

(e) The family-contractors ... whose various sons were engaged in some 

building-craft, as painters, plasterers, bricklayers, carpenters, etc., and could pool 

their labour when needed.  

(f) Firms and partnerships, apart from these family groups, which maintained 

more than one workshop, and became in effect general contractors and 

employers of labour.  

(g) Casual work on the part of schoolmasters, parish clerks, signwriters or other 

craftsmen, who engraved a few tombstones mainly for pocket-money or 

recreation.17  

 

However, this seems representative only of lowland England. It ignores the stonecutting 

trade, which was, at least outside the English Stone Belt, separate from that of masons, 

the distinction being that a stonecutter worked in freestone whereas a mason would 

work with whatever was to hand (and in areas without any stone might be replaced by a 

bricklayer or a carpenter). Some stonecutters concentrated on gravestone work, while 

                                                           
15 David Jaffee, A New Nation of Goods: The Material Culture of Early America (University of Pennsylvania 

Press, Philadelphia, 2010) pp. x-xi. 

16 Richard F. Welch, ‘Thomas Brown of New York City', Newsletter of the Association of Gravestone Studies 

Vol. 9 no. 1 (Winter 1984/85) pp.12-13 

17 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 257. 
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others worked in freestone either on whole buildings or on the dressings of brick 

structures.18 

 

It also ignores London, where there was a higher grade still, the metropolitan statuaries. 

They had originally been included in the ranks of the stonemasons’ company or guild in 

the City of London, but its restrictions meant that many, especially those who wished to 

work with Continental immigrants, had by the last quarter of the seventeenth century 

moved to Westminster, and by the mid-eighteenth century virtually no figurative 

monumental work was being done in the City. The statuaries generally dealt directly 

with the public.19 Most of their monumental work was intramural, but some high-status 

churchyard work was by them.20  

 

At the other end of the scale, there seems no clear dividing line between those who 

made markers as their sole or principal livelihood, those who charged for it but who had 

another main occupation, and what Brandon Richards has usefully called non-artisanal 

markers, in other words those made by family or friends. We assume that the most 

primitive fieldstones, with just initials and perhaps a date scratched on, come into the 

last category. Richards also argues that it includes a stage above, where there may be a 

full inscription, badly carved, and more or less shaping of the marker.21  

 

A further layer of variety was added by divisions in the actual manufacturing process. 

Many (presumably most) makers produced a finished, lettered marker from raw 

materials, but some only shaped it and carved any decoration, leaving it to others to 

letter it; these letterers may never have done more than lettering, but it seems likely that 

others sometimes did everything but at others bought in ready-carved stones to letter or 

alternatively themselves supplied ready-carved blanks for others to letter – presumably 

depending on how busy they were and other commercial factors.  

                                                           
18 Such as Nathaniel Emmes, who jointly with a bricklayer built the Old South Meeting House in Boston, 

MA (Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I, p. 74). 

19 This paragraph is based on Craske, Silent Rhetoric, pp. 116-17. 

20 Examples are Henry Cheere’s General Sabine †1740 at St Peter Tewin, Herts. (subsequently brought 

inside the church) (Craske, Silent Rhetoric, pp. 123 and 454, n. 58), and the same sculptor’s Chambers 

pyramid of 1733 in Clapham Churchyard (demolished) (Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. 124). 

21 Brandon Richards, ‘New Netherland's Gravestone Legacy: An Introduction to Early Burial Markers of 

the Upper Mid-Atlantic States', Markers Vol. XXIV (2007) pp. 24-39. Tarlow attributes most of the scanty 

pre-late-eighteenth-century Orcadian markers to such people (Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 56), without it seems 

any evidence except the unskilled appearance of the result. 
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There is certainly evidence that some stonecutters carved markers as blanks, without an 

inscription, and sold these on to another man or firm who sold them to the public, 

carving an inscription at the time of sale.22 The best record of this is the diary of one 

such retailer, Joshua Hempstead (1678 – 1758) of New London, Connecticut. He 

generally bought several (up to thirteen) pairs of markers at a time and kept them in 

stock until needed. He had one main supplier (John Hartshorne) but used others. 23 It 

may be significant that there seems to have been no gravestone maker in New London 

at the time. Hempstead’s diary is a unique survival, but it does not seem unreasonable to 

suppose that there were many such retailers on both sides of the Atlantic. We know of 

an Oxford mason selling both ‘gravestones’ and a complete marble (intramural?) 

monument to a statuary in the nearby market town of Abingdon.24 As a parallel, Helen 

Clifford has studied the goldsmiths’ trade, and accepts Defoe’s statement that the 

London luxury trades were made up just of ‘those who do not actually manufacture the 

goods they sell [i.e. pure retailers], those who only make goods for others to sell [i.e pure 

manufacturers], and those who make the goods they sell though they keep shops [i.e. 

manufacturing retailers]’,25 but a trade depending on the transport of something as heavy 

as stone may not have behaved in quite the same way as other trades. 

 

If the same firm both shaped and decorated a gravestone and inscribed the lettering, 

there are two possible working models. One is for it all to be done at once, to order. 

The other is for the shaping and decoration to be done, perhaps a quantity of stones at 

the same time, and for lettering to be added when an order came in. Much gravestone 

scholarship seems to have assumed the ubiquity of the former, but the latter was 

probably frequently the case; for instance a Connecticut maker advertised that he had 

‘on hand a large assortment of GRAVESTONES which will be lettered for any person 

                                                           
22 Gaynell Stone, ‘Material Evidence of Ideological and Ethnic Choice in Long Island Gravestones, 1670-

1800', Material Culture Vol. 23 no. 3 (1991) pp. 1-29 at p. 9, cited by Heinrich, ‘”Remember me”’, p. 31; 

Heinrich, ‘”Remember me”’, p. 44.. 

23 Ralph L. Tucker, ‘The Joshua Hempstead Diary', Markers Vol. XII (1995) pp. 118-143. 

24 Thomas Knowles I of Oxford (for whom see Roscoe p. 713) and William Godfrey of Abingdon 

(presumably the William Godfrey II who appears in Roscoe, p. 534). (Burgess, Churchyard Memorials, p. 

278). 

25 Helen Clifford, ‘Paul de Lamerie and the organisation of the London goldsmiths' trade in the first half 

of the eighteenth century' in S. Hare (ed), Paul de Lamerie (Goldsmiths’ Company, London, 1990); Daniel 

Defoe, The Complete English Tradesman (1727, p. 7 of the Alan Sutton edition, 1987). 
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on shortest notice’;26 the word assortment suggests a variety of designs or sizes to 

choose from. Similarly, evidence from auctions of the effects of makers who had died or 

got into debt shows that they had a number of (presumably unlettered) stones in stock; 

for example when the indebted John Tatham of Newport Pagnell, Buckinghamshire, 

was sold up in 1790, he had a stock in trade consisting of  ‘15 Grave Stones, carved and 

plain Tablets for Wall or Tomb Inscriptions, the Materials complete for the Body of a 

Tomb, and sundry other Articles’.27 

 

Some gravestone makers owned their own quarries, not just the large firms of masons in 

southern England,28 or the more substantial makers of the Connecticut Valley such as 

the Johnsons,29 but also small-scale stonecutters who were probably sole traders, such as 

James Wilder (see Appendix F). Some quarry-owners supplied stone already finished to 

a degree, such as Thomas Underwood of Weobley, Herefordshire, who advertised in 

1797 that he had re-opened a local quarry from which ‘STONECUTTERS may be 

supplied with GRAVESTONES’.30  

 

An example of different types maker working in the same place and at the same time is 

Lewes. It is one of the few English towns where almost all the urban churchyards have 

escaped Victorian makers of municipal gardens and twentieth-century gravestone-

clearers, and thus is a reliable locus for study (Plate 7.1). Fieldwork shows that the 

gravemarkers of the period fall into three clear categories: wooden graveboards (known 

only from contemporary sources), Portland stone headstones, and altar tombs of 

Portland stone, often including some Sussex marble. The first we must assume were 

made by undertakers or carpenters. The last we know from written evidence were made 

by at least one local firm, May & Parsons, who straddled the line between statuaries, and 

general high-class builders.31 The remaining category, the headstones, form (or are part 

of) a local style unrelated to either of the other categories, and consisting of a plain, 

unframed headstone with a highly-carved chief, sometimes with a scrolled outline, 

                                                           
26 By Phineas Hill in the Farmer’s Journal, Danbury, CT, 1800, quoted in Richard Welch, ‘Careers in 

Stone: Ithuel and Phineas Hill', Long Island Forum, Jan. 1983. 

27 Northampton Mercury, 29th May 1790. 

28 Burgess, Churchyard Memorials, p. 260. 

29 Ernest Caulfield, ‘Connecticut Gravestones V: The Thomas Johnsons', Markers Vol. VIII (1991) pp. 58-

89 

30 Hereford Journal, 19th April 1797. 

31 See the entries in Appendix D for John Morris senior, John Morris junior and Isaac Hargraves. 
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sometimes rectangular.32 At first sight we should by default attribute these to local 

stonecutters whose names have not survived, but the level of the divide with statuaries 

is not altogether clear, and May and Parsons did produce combination graves.33 

 

The financial status of stonecutters varied enormously, depending on the size of their 

business. According to Benes, Nathaniel Fuller made a profit of about £67 in 1738 from 

gravestone work, and perhaps another £40 - £50 from mason’s work. He calculated that 

if a New England gravestone-maker secured a minimum of fifteen to twenty 

commissions a year, he would earn more than a schoolmaster but less than a minister.34 

Burgess comes to a tentative conclusion of a wage of about £40 a year for a master 

mason (only one category of gravestone-makers) in the eighteenth century.35  I estimated 

that Henry Quayle, the Manx stonecutter, would have an annual income from 

gravestones alone, based on a likely production of six headstones a year, of about 

£10.7s.36 Taking Benes’ points of reference, this was a lot less than a minister earned, 

but considerably more than local petty schoolmasters, who received about £3 a year.37 

Further studies in the British Isles may allow more comparisons. However, other 

stonecutters look likely to have earned much less, and not enough to have made 

gravestones as a full-time job. I have attributed to a Norfolk maker called the Angled-

Wing Carver (see Appendix G) twenty-two stones made over made fourteen years, and 

to the later Trailing-Cloud Carver thirty-three made over thirty years. This is thus an 

average of between one and one and a half a year only.38 While many makers no doubt 

earned the rest of their livings doing other types of stonecutting, there is evidence of 

others having unrelated principal occupations, for instance parish clerk in a 

Northamptonshire village.39 

 

                                                           
32 For example Mary Sharp †1753 at St John-sub-Castro, Lewes, Sussex. 

33 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials p. 148 n.47. They seem to have been general upmarket builders 

(ibid., p. 276). 

34 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 40. 

35 Burgess, Churchyard Memorials, p.  272; he expresses it as 2s.6d to 3s. a day for a 5½  day week. 

36 Kewley, ‘Henry Quayle’, p. 103. It is worth noting that stone was, in general terms, free on the Isle of 

Man. 

37 Hinton Bird, An Island That Led – The History of Manx Education I (Port St Mary, n.d.), p. 25 

38 Kewley, ‘Angled Wings’, p.15. 

39 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.54 n.22 (Robert Waddington [1717-91] of Clipston, Northants). 
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Burgess’s world-view was one of masons’ firms going back centuries, in other words a 

largely static one. In fact many makers seem to have moved around, although this is 

easier to see in America, where it has been better studied than in England. Certainly 

some rural makers served only small areas; this shows up especially in eastern 

Connecticut where Slater’s work has illuminated whose work (or attributed work) is 

where.40 Equally, others were more or less itinerant (such as Coomer and Beza Soule 

who lived and worked in Plympton, Deerfield, Northfield, Pittsfield, Bennington, 

Stockbridge and Taunton (Coomer), and Plympton, Deerfield, Bennington, Pittsfield, 

Stockbridge, Middleborough, Brookfield, Brooklyn, Pomfret and Chaplin (Beza);41 they 

give the lie to Deetz and Dethlefsens’ assertion that ‘there is no evidence of itinerant 

stonecutters’.42  

 

There was also movement across the wider Atlantic world; a number of American 

makers are known to have been born in Britain, and one would not be surprised if vice 

versa. This mobility was not unique to gravestone-making; writing of the various trades 

which contributed to buildings and their furnishing, Maudlin and Herman argue that  

 

While regional and subregional craft centers emerged throughout the British 

Atlantic world, craftsmen were also highly mobile, traveling between Atlantic 

regions in pursuit of changing demands for their skills (and were therefore not 

only the producers of Atlantic architecture but also among the few to experience 

it in more than one geographic site).43 

 

A good example is William Park (1705 – 1788) who was born in Glasgow. He arrived in 

Boston in 1756 and may have spent the next few years among the Ulster immigrants in 

the Londonderry area of New Hampshire before settling in Westford, Massachusetts, in 

1760. By the mid-1760s he was settled in Groton, Masschusetts, where he was joined by 

his wife and their grown-up sons, Thomas who served in the Continental Army and 

settled in Harvard, Massachusetts, and John, who remained in Groton. He had worked 

at Inverary as a mason, and in Massachusetts he not only made gravestones but also 

                                                           
40 Slater, Colonial Burying Grounds, passim.  

41 Blachowicz, from Slate to Marble II, p. 331 (all the places mentioned are in Massachusetts except 

Brookfield, Brooklyn, Pomfret and Chaplin in Connecticut and Bennington in Vermont). 

42 Dethlefsen and Deetz, p. 502. 

43 Maudlin and Herman, ‘Introduction’, p. 7. 
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built many of the most important stone structures in the area.44 Another example was 

James Stanclift I who was born and brought up in England, then moved to Nevis for 

four years (we must not forget that the West Indies were the destination of more 

English emigrants than New England) before ending up in Connecticut about 1684.45 

Much American gravestone scholarship has been based on the pernicious premise that 

each marker was the product of one man; Deetz and Dethlefsen say, ‘it is known that 

the carvers of the stones were not full-time specialists, but rather workers at other trades 

who made stones for the immediate population as they were needed. We are dealing, 

then, with folk products....’46 As we have seen, markers might well have lettering and the 

rest of the carving by different men, whether working in the same shop or not. This 

must raise concerns over using lettering as a means of individual attribution, as has been 

done in so many American carver studies. Indeed Veit cautions further, that ‘except in 

the case of signed stones, carver attributions should be treated as probable, not 

absolute....’47  The inscription is as  much part of the finished marker as any decorative 

carving, and so Benes seems unfair in not treating those who bought blanks and lettered 

them as ‘carvers’.48 

 

Identifying makers 

The identity of the makers of most gravemarkers is unknown – as is the case with most 

vernacular material culture. However, it is possible to identify some men as having made 

markers, sometimes specific ones, and then to attribute wider bodies of work to them, 

using normal art-historical techniques. 

 

No list of known makers seems hitherto to have been made. The task is easier in North 

America, where there is so much more scholarship to draw on, than in Great Britain. 

From available (usually secondary) sources, I have, as explained below,  compiled a list 

of over 300 men who have been shown with reasonable probability to have made 

gravemarkers in what is now the United States before 1800. Many of these have been 

studied in some detail, and long lists of works have been attributed to them on the basis 

                                                           
44 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. II, pp. 286-353. 

45 Slater, Colonial Burying Grounds, pp. 53 and 179. 

46 Deetz and Dethlefsen, 1978, p. 83. 

47 Veit, ‘Consumerism and Iconographic Change’, p. 119. 

48 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 7. 
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of similarities to proven markers. In England there has hitherto been little such work. I 

have now, however, managed to name over 350 English gravestone makers.  

 

These names are, almost without exception, those of individual, because that is generally 

how they appear in the records. Some may have worked for, been in partnership with, 

or employed others. 

 

The rest of this chapter will first look at differences and similarities in the identification 

process on both sides of the Atlantic, as a result of different record systems and carving 

customs. It will then explain some case studies of named carvers in both England and 

America which form Appendix F; for America, they will be based on existing published 

work, but for the English carvers, it will have to begin from scratch, and having proved 

some work by them, begin the process of wider attributions. This chapter will go on to 

look at a category which in England at least is much larger, that of carvers whose names 

are unknown but to whom it is possible stylistically to attribute a clear body of work. It 

will again introduce some examples which form Appendix G, and consider the value of 

the process. 

 

It was Harriet Merrifield Forbes who first published a methodology for ascertaining the 

identity of the maker of a gravemarker, in 1927. She actually looked at it initially from 

the point of view of finding out how the stones were bought and sold, rather than from 

whom. ‘Here’, she wrote, ‘we turn to the Probate Registry.... The later records...from 

1693 [onwards] .... show a large number of cases where without any doubt a stonecutter 

was paid “for gravestones”.’49 She entered caveats: ‘we cannot assume that every person 

who was so paid made the gravestone’; the payment may have been a reimbursement to 

a relation who had paid, or it may have been an undertaker. Equally, if the payment does 

not say what it is for, it might be for another stonecutter’s work.50 

 

She went on to discuss the other way of attributing gravestones, by the art-historical 

concept of connoisseurship. ‘As we study the stones in the old burying-grounds, they 

gradually arrange themselves into groups. We can imagine we are entering various 

workshops, each containing the work of one man. It is not hard to distinguish little 

peculiarities, the expression of the death’s head, the shape of the hourglass..., the sweep 

                                                           
49 Forbes, p. 12 

50 Forbes, p. 13. 
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of the wings, and the lettering of the inscription. Each style soon becomes like the 

handwriting of a friend.’51   

And – a tribute to quite how remarkable Mrs Forbes was, and the extent to which 

singlehandedly she founded an academic discipline - this is largely where we are today; 

the most up-to-date explanation of the identification process is by James Blachowicz in 

From Slate to Marble Volume II:  

‘...first determine the county in which [the] stones are located. Then find the 

probate records for this county and, using indexes, see if the individual whose 

stone it is had an estate at death that was probated... Probate records include.... a 

list of ... amounts owed from the estate.... Look at the debit section and search 

line by line to find a payment for gravestones. Usually about 5% or less of a 

carver’s gravestones will be “probated” in this way.  

‘If you simply want to fish for any gravestone carver, you can work backwards: 

search through every probate in a multi-year span, and scan all the 

debit/account sections for payments to individuals for gravestones. Then find 

where the probated individual is buried.(Vital records for Massachusetts, 

available online, will often have a cemetery code....).  

‘Go to the cemetery and try to find the stone. You can then get an idea of the 

carver’s style and find other stones in the same or nearby cemeteries whose 

decorative elements and/or lettering resemble the probated stone. Once you 

have the carver’s name, you can try to locate him in historical records..... 

‘Once you’ve determined a home for a stonecutter, you can begin checking 

cemeteries further away..... I have found [however] that even a substantial set of 

images of gravestones that appear to have been carved by the same man will 

often not be sufficient in establishing his identity. Rather, one must collect 

images of as many gravestones as possible that are at least superficially 

attributable to a specific carver.  .... It [is] only by juxtaposing these images ... 

that the various salient features of a carver’s work began to suggest themselves. 

Then I drew up charts itemizing such features as well as lettering differences. 

....such ... charts allow us to establish fairly accurately when a carver first began 

to carve, or collaborated with another carver on the same stones, or moved to a 

new location or ceased to carve. 

                                                           
51 Forbes, pp. 12-16. 
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‘A carver’s lettering is absolutely indispensable in such research and can reveal 

vital facts such as....: The same lettering on stones with different decorative 

features (faces and urns, for example) can provide evidence that the same carver 

was responsible for both. ... Over a long career, a carver’s lettering will ... evolve. 

Carvers who worked closely together will often evolve very similar lettering 

styles; ... one must analyze individual letter forms as carefully as one examines 

eyes... or urn handles.’52  

Of course the marker may actually say who made it. In 1982 Sue Kelly and Anne 

Williams compiled an extremely useful initial list of gravestones which they were aware 

had signed by a maker - or purported maker;53 it is however possible that the signature is 

that of a retailer not a maker.54  

There are also other means by which makers can be identified. There may be entries in 

diaries, ideally the maker’s own, such as that of Joshua Hempstead of New London, 

Connecticut, with entries saying that he had ‘cut’, ‘markt’ or ‘engraved’ stones; Tucker 

has abstracted a list of some seventy-eight, including one chest.55 Hempstead’s diary also 

provides information as to the identity of those from whom he bought read-carved 

blanks. 56 The diaries of customers or others may also contain relevant information, such 

as that of Elijah Hughs of Cape May County, New Jersey, who had helped arrange a 

neighbour’s funeral c. 1774-75; he mentions that he had bought the gravestones from 

Daniel Hunt of Philadelphia.57 

Account books are also useful, again ideally the maker’s own, such as that of Silas 

Brainard of East Haddam, Connecticut,58 but in addition those of customers or others 

with whom the maker had dealings; in the former category comes the account book of 

William Ellery, the postmaster of Hartford, Connecticut, who recorded in it in 1769 that 

he bought a marker for his wife’s grave from Thomas Ritter, ‘stone cutter’, of East 

                                                           
52 Blachowicz, From Slate to Marble: II, pp. 6-7. 

53 Sue Kelly and Anne Williams, ‘"And the Men who made them": The Signed Gravestones of New 

England', Markers Vol. II (1982) pp. 1-104. 

54 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 7. 

55 Tucker, ‘Hempstead Diary’, p. 143. 

56 Tucker, ‘Hempstead Diary’, p. 142 (that he bought three pairs from Daniel Brewer of Middletown, CT). 

57 Veit and Nonestied, p. 34 

58 Slater, Colonial Burying Grounds, p. 70 (referring to its discovery by Jonathan Twiss and implying that a 

study was forthcoming, but none appears to have materialised yet). 
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Harford,59 while in the latter comes the account book of one Nathaniel Chamberlain, a 

blacksmith of New Salem, Massachusetts, discovered by Robert Drinkwater, which 

contains entries relating to his neighbour Robards Felton, such as ‘to sharpening 

gravestone chisels’ and ‘to oxen to draw gravestones up hill’, which seem to show that 

the latter was a gravestone-maker.60  

Newspapers may provide evidence either in public notices, such as that of an auction 

under an execution obtained against John Tatham, stonecutter of Newport Pagnell, 

Buckinghamshire, where the lots included gravestones,61 or in advertisements, which 

often have details about what the advertiser did, such as Traquair & Miller of 

Philadelphia who in 1778 advertised ‘for sale on the shortest notice, monuments, tombs, 

headstones, chimneypieces, slabs, cellar-door jambs, platforms, steps, window-heads 

and sills’.62. Related to these are directory entries,63 which are less helpful than one might 

think partly because so few date to before 1800 and partly because even when they do 

they tend to be under wide categories such as masons or stonecutters which are not 

evidence in themselves of gravestone-making.  

I have tried to work out the means by which each carver has been shown to be a carver. 

My total of men who have been proved to have carved gravemarkers in what is now the 

United States up to 1800 is 343; I note the caveats entered by Forbes, Blachowicz and 

others, and when I say proved I mean on the balance of probabilities, not beyond 

reasonable doubt. Table 2 (which is Plate 7.2) shows the breakdown of these various 

means – by signature, by being probated, by newspaper advertisements, by diary entries, 

by account books – and in some cases by more than one means. It will be seen that 

signed stones are quite uncommon in America at this period, before the arrival of white 

marble as a national stone in the early nineteenth century.  

The position in Great Britain is rather different. First of all, as stated in the 

Introduction, virtually no academic work had been done on English markers before I 

began this thesis. Second, and more serious, it is not generally possible to ‘probate’ 

                                                           
59 Slater, Colonial Burying Grounds, pp. 77-78. 

60 Robert Drinkwater, ‘The Feltons of New Salem, Massachusetts', Markers Vol. IV (1984) pp. 169-73. 

61 The Northampton Mercury, 29th May 1790. 

62 Alfred Coxe Prime (ed), The Arts and Crafts in Philadelphia, Maryland and South Carolina 1721-1785: 

Gleanings from Newspapers (Walpole Society, New York, 1929), p. 312. 

63 For example Thomas Brown of New York, NY (Richard F. Welch, ‘Thomas Brown of New York City', 

Newsletter of the Association of Gravestone Studies Vol. 9 no. 1 (Winter 1984/85) pp.12-13). 
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stones in England, as probate records do not usually record payments by the estate. 

However, to compensate to a degree, there are more signed markers in England. 

As I did for American carvers, I have compiled a list of reasonably-probable English 

carvers and again analysed how they have been proved. This is based on a combination 

of my own fieldwork and a few published accounts which mention signed or otherwise-

proven stones. My total is 362 reasonably proven carvers. Table 3 (which is Plate 7.3) 

shows the breakdown, and that the vast majority of the carvers have been identified as a 

result of signatures. Table 4 (which is Plate 7.4) compares England and America. The 

combined list of makers in Great Britain and North America forms Appendix D. 

There are, however, two big caveats to enter. First, signatures were not a universal 

custom. In fact they occur with any regularity only in the areas of the East Midlands 

where markers were made of what is called Swithland slate; Table 5 (which is Plate 7.5) 

shows the proportion. Quite why Swithland carvers, who ranged over much of 

Leicestershire and parts of Lincolnshire and Nottinghamshire, did sign so often is 

unclear; the carving technique used was very shallow, really more engraving, and some 

of the makers may have engraved on other media, too, where it was customary to sign. 

It is also very easy to sign on this slate, which remains easily legible.  

The second caveat is that of sources, and more specifically the works of Frederick 

Burgess. He tended to call gravestone makers ‘masons’ rather than stonecutters or 

carvers, and he published long lists of masons all over the country.64 However, on 

reading them carefully they seem to be simply lists of men who are known to have been 

stonemasons, but with no proof that they actually made any gravestones. I have 

therefore excluded them from my lists unless there is any specific evidence that they 

were indeed makers of gravemarkers. 

It is not possible to discuss all these known makers in this thesis; however, Appendix F 

contains short accounts of a representative selection from both sides of the Atlantic. 

Those from America are described largely from published work; in England, they are 

                                                           
64 Notably Frederick Burgess, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: Monumental Masons of East Anglia', 

Monumental Journal Vol. XXI (1954) no. 2 pp. 107-10; no. 3 pp. 168-72; no. 4 pp. 230-34; no. 5 pp. 294-97; 

no. 6 pp. 356-60; no. 7 pp. 419-22; no. 8 pp. 487-90; no. 9 pp. 550-53; no. 10 pp. 612-16, but see the 

Bibliography for other works.. 
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based on primary sources as no individual full studies have been written except one 

article (by me).65  

 

 

 

Anonymous Makers 

Although we know the identities of more makers than we did, the majority of 

gravemarkers are by men who remain anonymous, and who probably always will.66 

However, this does not stop us doing what Forbes suggested, and looking at markers 

and trying to tease out individual, if anonymous, corpora of work. A number have been 

identified in America.  A couple of attempts have been made to do something similar in 

England in the form of Malcolm Barley’s Bingham Craftsman in Nottinghamshire67 and 

J. C. Davies’ Tulip Carvers near Market Harborough.68  

As a result of my fieldwork, I have been able to add a number more. This has raised a 

question of nomenclature. I am a little hesitant to follow Slater onto the wilder shores of 

naming – what price today his Bolton Pudgy Matron Carver?69 – but one has to call 

them something, and a number seems too unmemorable and in any event to require an 

overarching numbering authority. No-one has followed Yvonne Milspaw in using the 

art-historical terminology ‘The Master of’ (in her case) ‘the Little Angels’70. I have 

therefore followed American usage and used the term carver. 

                                                           
65 Kewley, ‘Henry Quayle’, from which the next few paragraphs are adapted. 

66 A great majority (Llewellyn estimates nine out of ten) intramural markers are also anonymous 

(Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.32). 

67 M. W. Barley, ‘Slate Headstones in Nottinghamshire’, Transactions of the Thoroton Society 52 (1948): 69-86 

at p. 76. 

68 J. C. Davies, ‘Harborough Slate Engravers’, Transactions of the Leicestershire Archaeological Society 61 (1987) 

pp. 24-33; Adrian Green (comp), The Harold Jones Collection of Memorial Rubbings: a catalogue (Leics. 

Museums, Arts and Records Service, Market Harborough, 1993 [revised ed.]), passim. 

69 Slater, Colonial Burial Grounds, p.45. 

70 Yvonne J. Milspaw, ‘Plain Walls and Little Angels: Pioneer Churches in Central Pennsylvania', Pioneer 

America Vol. 12 (1980) no. 2 pp. 76-96. 
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Again, it is not possible to include descriptions of all identified anonymous makers, but 

Appendix G contains short assessments of seven; first will come two short American 

case studies, written from published sources and fieldwork inspecting their attributed 

work, to be followed by a more detailed case study I have made ab initio of an 

anonymous English maker, and four shorter British case studies, again compiled largely 

from fieldwork and other primary sources. 

Anonymous makers in materials other than stone 

So far all the makers mentioned in this chapter (and all those of whom accounts are 

given in Appendices F and G) have been makers of gravestones, sensu strictu. It seems 

likely that wooden markers were made by craftsmen whose primary focus was on 

woodworking. Bradford Rauschenberg has identified Henry Hainsdorff, a wood-carver 

and gilder of Charleston, as having made graveboards, and Alexander Crawford of the 

same city as having at least lettered them.71 Records in Massachusetts show payments 

for graveboards to joiners such as Samuel Symonds of Essex County.72 Logically 

coffinmakers and undertakers should also have made wooden markers, but there seems 

to be no proof; the trade card of Robert Green, coffinmaker and undertaker in 

Southwark, Surrey, in 1752 does not include graveboard-making among the long list of 

what he did.73  

Mediæval intramural brasses had been made by specialist latteners but the position 

thereafter is less clear. Mrs Esdaile suggests that by the seventeenth century it was 

masons who made the few grand brasses which were still produced, but that ‘the tiny 

inscription brasses which persist in out-of-the-way places right into the nineteenth 

century were done by local metal-workers’.74 Some of the latter are signed, notably at 

Minchinhampton in Gloucestershire (Plate 7.6).75 

 

As is clear from studying individual (or collaborative) makers, they were not working in 

a vacuum. The style of a particular region was crucial to what they did, even if they may 

                                                           
71 Rauschenberg, ‘Coffin-making’, p. 52. He also, just outside our period, identifies William Wright as 

having been paid for ‘tomb boards’ in Shenandoah County, VA. (p. 55).  

72 Rauschenberg, ‘Coffin-making’, p. 47; Forman, ‘A New Light’, p. 129; Benes, ‘Additional Light’, p. 55.. 

73 Illustrated in Heal, London Tradesmen’ Cards, Plate XCVII. 

74 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p. 46. 

75 For example Mary Cox †1789 at Minchinhampton, Glos, signed ‘Cook’. 
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have influenced its development or its very existence. These regional styles will be 

explored in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 8: Variation I - Regional 

The last chapter looked at the œuvres of individual makers, named and anonymous; this 

chapter considers if these bodies of work can be joined together on a regional basis, to 

establish regional styles, and if so, what sort of factors gave rise to such regional 

variation. The next chapter will look at other ways in which markers may have varied. 

 

Gravemarkers are important evidence of variation in material culture because (subject to 

the caveats previously expressed) they are dated; as Tarlow says, they avoid ‘the 

perennial problem ... in differentiating diachronic from synchronic variation in mortuary 

practice’, and their ‘precise dating ... enables the study of synchronic variation’.1 Deetz is 

perhaps over-optimistic in arguing that a variant form can be ‘explained’ ‘if we know 

enough about the culture of the time and note whose grave’ it is.2 His argument also 

presupposes some standard form from which a variant form is a variant.  

Regional variation is fluid not static. Styles spread, contract and change; they influence 

each other and are influenced (as we saw in Chapter 6) by other forms of material 

culture. Prown saw the possibilities of studying this: 

The search for stylistic influences or sources is a basic art historical procedure. 

Within the broader framework of material culture, tracing stylistic influence has 

considerable potential. For example, New England in the sixteenth century had 

few if any gravestones. With the beginning of European settlement in the 

seventeenth century, gravestones appeared in the coastal towns; subsequently 

their use spread up the river valleys and across the countryside. Since 

gravestones are often inscribed with considerable data regarding the deceased, a 

corpus of subject information can be assembled about age, sex, religion, 

profession and residence. Gravestones also have a formal design component. 

Analysis of the evolution and spread of gravestone styles in New England, 

previously a stylistic tabula rasa, might lead to a significant study of the 

dispersion of style, of how formal information is disseminated in a given culture. 

Like radioactive isotopes injected into the bloodstream of a cancer patient, the 

gravestones would make visible the culture and its pattern of diffusion.’3 

                                                           
1 Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 14. 

2 Deetz, ‘Material Culture’, pp. 220-21. 

3 Prown, p. 28. 
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That this chapter will do. 

The dominance, as we have seen, of plain gravemarkers in the century after the 

Reformation means that it is hard to identify any regional schools before the mid-

seventeenth century; as Butler wrote (parenthetically, in discussing mediæval 

monuments), ‘it is not until a century..[after the Reformation].. that a regional style of 

carving can again be discerned in the churchyard headstones and table tombs.’4 

There are two possible methodologies for investigating regional styles. The first would 

be to choose various regions and carry out fieldwork within each to establish their 

respective styles. This is more or less what Betty Willsher did in surveying the Scottish 

counties and describing the main features of the gravestones of each.5 The problem with 

this approach is that it presupposes that variation is along the lines of the counties, or 

whatever predetermined units one chooses;6 Burgess writes about three styles in 

Buckinghamshire, but without considering how they were parts of wider regions,7 and 

A.O. Chater identifies a number of types of Cardiganshire stones but without putting 

them in a wider context.8 A more finessed approach would be to use more purely 

cultural regions, such as Charles Phythian-Adams’ ‘cultural provinces’ (discussed further 

below), but one would still be preselecting what might turn out to be the wrong units. 

A better methodological approach, and the one I have adopted here, is simply to carry 

out as much fieldwork as possible in the study area (Great Britain and British North 

America) and then to look at the results and see what (if any) regional patterns and 

styles emerge. The same fieldwork also forms the basis for the identification in the next 

chapter of non-regional variation and uniformity. The process of looking is just that, 

using the art-historical tool of connoisseurship. It is supported by Glassie’s definition, 

‘A region is a section of a geographical whole established by an analysis of comparable 

                                                           
4 Butler, ‘Minor Medieval Monumental Sculpture’, p. 152. 

5  Betty Willsher, ‘Scottish Churchyard Memorials in the Eighteenth Century', The Local Historian Vol. 23 

(1993) no. 2 pp. 66-84. 

6 Llewellyn uses this approach for intramural monuments but stresses here that officially-enforced county 

identities were important (Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.60). 

7 Frederick Burgess, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: Churchyard Monuments in Buckinghamshire', 

Monumental Journal Vol. XVII (1950) no. 6 pp. 365-6; no. 7 p. 434. 

8 A. O. Chater, ‘Early Cardiganshire Gravestones. Part I', Archaeologica Cambrensis Vol. CXXV (1976) 

pp.140-161; ‘Early Cardiganshire Gravestones. Part II', Archaeologica Cambrensis Vol. CXXVI (1976) pp. 

116-38. 
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material found throughout the whole.’9 The analysis needs to look at both seriation and 

diffusion.10 

A number of things immediately became apparent. The first was that there was almost 

always a degree of overlap between regional styles, so that in border regions there might 

be markers in more than one style, and there were also often what one might, with 

apologies to geologists, call erratics: odd markers, far from their home area and which 

had reached their location by means about which one can only speculate – perhaps sent 

by a relative who had moved to the home region, or an unsuccessful attempt by a 

distant maker to open up a new market. Two styles might also share the same 

homeland; they are regional in the sense of confined to that region, but not the only 

style so confined (or anyway present in it). 

The second thing was that there was often no one level one could identify as a regional 

style so as to give three levels: individual maker’s œuvre – regional style – national 

grammar. Instead, a recognisable style, including the products of a number of makers, 

might be distinct in itself but equally recognisable as part of a looser style, either of a 

larger region or made up of two or more co-extensive sub-styles (for example the 

various styles on different parts of the East Anglian coast, all clearly, despite their 

differences, part of a general East Anglian coastal style). In addition, the area covered by 

a regional style could vary from a very small local one (for example the Newport 

Hundred Bicorn Style, covering just one Buckinghamshire hundred) to several modern 

US states (the Boston Bedhead).  

There is also the question of the relationship between regional variation and other types 

of variation discussed in the next chapter.  

The Boston Bedhead exemplifies the phenomenon of a style originating in a smaller 

area (in that case, the Boston area) then spreading more widely (there, not only to much 

of the rest of New England but also to New York and New Jersey and [in a much 

altered form] to become the Philadelphia Style).11 This equates to ideas of the culture 

hearth, defined as ‘an area wherein new basic cultural systems and configurations are 

developed and nurtured before spreading vigorously outward to alter the character of 

                                                           
9 Henry Glassie, Pattern in the material Folk Culture of the Eastern United States (University of Pennsylvania 

Press, Philadelphia, 1968), p. 34. 

10 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 5. 

11 See Kewley, ‘Behind the Bedheads’. 
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much larger areas.’12 It has been seen as an American phenomenon (or at least one of a 

virgin land) but in fact, as headstones at least were a new form in the seventeenth 

century, it is not impossible that the phenomenon could occur in Great Britain too. One 

might see areas with early headstones as cultural hearths in headstone terms, the 

concept spreading out all over the country.  

Glassie argues that we must not look for differences at the expense of continuities: ‘The 

region might ... be viewed as an assemblage of distinctive traits, but its true personality 

consists of features that connect as well as separate it from neighbouring spatial 

subdivisions.’13 In this chapter, style (perhaps a problematic term, but what else is 

there?) means a way of designing gravemarkers which is recognisably similar to some 

other gravemarkers (whether or not produced by the same maker) and recognisably 

dissimilar to all others. It relates to the gravemarker as a complete artefact. That 

distinguishes this chapter from some other analyses which look only at the evolution or 

distribution of one feature, as, for instance, Deetz and Dethlefsen do with types of 

winged skull.14  

Surprisingly little work has been done on the subject of regional styles on either side of 

the Atlantic. Appendix B consists of a list of regional studies, but many of these look at 

markers in a particular (generally pre-determined) area in isolation, without putting them 

in context or thus considering how they vary (or do not vary) from others. Scholarship 

in North America has concentrated on the identity and œuvres of the carvers, without 

often considering regional styles. Exceptions are, in England, W. R. Elliott on the 

grander Cotswold styles, with useful maps;15 J. C. Davies on the ‘tulip slates’ of south 

Leicestershire and north-west Northamptonshire;16 three articles on the ‘camel’ markers 

of the eastern Weald; 17 Peter Brears on ‘heart gravestone’ in the West Riding (although 

                                                           
12 Donald H. Meinig, ‘The Colonial Period, 1609 - 1775' in J. R. Thompson (ed.), The Geography of New 

York State (Syracuse University Press, Syracuse, NY, 1975), cited in Stone, ‘Material Evidence’, p. 2. 

13 Henry Glassie, ‘Meaningful Things and Appropriate Myths: The Artifact's Place in American Studies' in 

Robert Blair St George (ed), Material Life in America: 1600 – 1860 (Northeastern University Press, Boston, 

1988) pp. 63-92 at p. 76. 

14 Deetz and Dethlefsen, 1978, pp. 86-88. 

15 W. R. Elliott, ‘Chest-tombs and 'tea caddies' by Cotswold and Severn', Transactions of the Bristol and 

Gloucestershire Archaeological Society Vol. 95 (1977) pp. 68 – 85. 

16 J. C. Davies, ‘The "Tulip Slates" of south Leicestershire and north-west Northamptonshire' , The 

Leicestershire Historian Vol. 4 (1993) no. 1, pp. 10-20. 

17 W. T. Vincent, ‘Curious Gravestones in Kent', The Kent Magazine Vol. I (1896) no. 5(?), pp. 399-408; F. 

J. Bennett, ‘Notes on the carved gravestones in Ightham and other Kentish Churchyards' in F. J. Bennett, 
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lacking context);18 some of the studies (listed in Appendix B) of the Swithland slates; 

and the conclusion of my own study of a Manx stonecutter, which discusses the school 

his work established.19 In Scotland, there are Flora Davidson on Angus,20  John di Folco 

on Moray,21 and D. Christisson on various parts of the Lowlands.22 In North America 

Richard Veit and Mark Nonstied explore regional variation in New Jersey,23 Richard 

Welch considers Long Island (more a theatre of imported styles than a production 

centre),24 and I have discussed the Boston Bedhead, the most important North 

American style.25  

It should be emphasised that these are bespoke regions, identified from the burial 

ground up purely for the purposes of studying gravemarkers, and they are not, 

therefore, necessarily the same as cultural regions created for wider material culture. 

There is the problem of the plethora of different regions suggested for different 

purposes;26 Llewellyn points out that ‘significant regional variations are relevant to all 

types of commemorative art.’27 They may in fact, as Stone has suggested, be the only 

physical evidence of early trade routes.28 Benes makes the useful point that imagery on 

gravemarkers ‘varied from one locality to another like spoken dialects’.29 

Benes argues for four levels of regionality or, as he calls it, isolation; in ascending order 

of size: 

                                                                                                                                                                     
Ightham: The Story of a Kentish Village and its Surroundings (The Homeland Association, London, 1907) pp. 76-

79; Innes Hart, ‘Rude Forefathers', Architectural Review Vol. LXXXVI (July-Dec 1939), pp 185-88. 

18 Peter C. D. Brears, ‘Heart Gravestones in the Calder Valley', Folk-Life: A Journal of Ethnological Studies 

Vol. 19 (1981) pp. 84-93. 

19 Kewley, ‘Henry Quayle’. 

20 Flora Davidson, An Inventory of the Seventeenth Century Tombstones of Angus (Arbroath, 1977). 

21 John di Folco, ‘Kirkyards in the Laich of Moray: An Illustrated Survey', Proceedings of the Society of 

Antiquaries of Scotland Vol. XCIX (1966-67) pp. 211-18. 

22 D. Christisson, ‘The Carvings and Inscriptions on the Kirkyard Monuments of the Scottish Lowlands, 

particularly in Perth, Fife, Angus, Mearns and Lothian', Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, Vol. 

XII 3rd ser (1901-2) pp. 280 et seqq. 

23 Veit and Nonestied. 

24 Welch, Memento Mori, passim. 

25 Kewley, ‘Behind the Bedheads’.  

26 St George, ‘Artifacts’, p. 336. 

27 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 10. 

28 Stone, ‘Material Evidence’, p. 23. 

29 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 45. 
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Among schools of carvers in Plymouth County who drew on different quarries; 

between ...  carvers [in Plymouth County as  a whole] and those in adjacent rural 

areas of New England; between New England rural carvers and those in 

important urban centers such as Boston, Charlestown, Middletown, and 

Newport; and between New England carvers as a whole and those in England.30 

This, however, misunderstands transatlantic relationships. First of all, gravemarkers 

were being made in parts of British North America other than New England, and 

second, the monumental cultures of different regions of England varied from each 

other every bit as much as each of them varied from New England culture. Benes does, 

however, correctly point out that headstones developed pretty much in tandem on each 

side of the Atlantic.31 As we have seen, the earliest English headstones date from the 

1630s, so after the earliest English settlement on the East Coast. Where Benes is in error 

is in trying to separate rural and urban ‘gravestone trades’. On both sides of the ocean 

various regional schools developed as plainness gave way to style after the middle of the 

seventeenth century, and the style of Boston, say, is just as much a regional style as that 

of any rural area anywhere. Principally owing to the continuing phenomenon of high-

status intramural burial in England, there was never something one could see as a single 

urban or metropolitan manner. 

More generally, though, it is important to take from these regional styles an awareness 

that, like most material culture, gravemarkers were articles of cultural hybridity and that, 

for example, the headstones of some English-American people in New Jersey, made by 

English-American stonecutters, nevertheless contain features from other European 

immigrant cultures such as the incised segmental line at the base (Plate 8.1).32 Post-

colonial theory today sees not a one-way influence out from England (or just London) 

to the colonies,33 but rather as a ‘transnational’ model of interrelated networks of 

exchange.34 

What did regional gravemarker culture mean to men and women at the time? St George 

argues that, for material culture generally, we should move on from ‘the descriptive 

                                                           
30 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p.11. 

31 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 226, n. 64. 

32 For example Sarah Compton †1791 at Metuchen Old Colonial Cemetery, NJ. 

33 Deetz and Dethlefsen see their battleship graphs as being the same as ones for England fifty years 

before, although on the basis of no evidence disclosed in their work (Deetz and Dethlefsen, 1978, p. 85). 

34 Maudlin and Herman, p. 4. 
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study of regional culture’ to the ‘analytical exploration of regional consciousness’.35 He 

suggests that in the Connecticut Valley ‘the gentry relied on local craftsmen to produce 

their most public artifacts – houses, doors, gravestones – and in so doing fulfilled their 

moral responsibility to lend visible support to their neighbours’;36 in other words 

variation here is based both on regionality and on socio-economic position. He sees a 

conflict of values: the impressive artefacts created a ‘theater of dominance’ but at the 

same time their design ‘freely indulged the idiosyncratic skills of specific artisans’.37 

Rainville argues that ‘the importance of community relationships was reinforced by 

uniform ... headstones’.38 It is, however, hard to see a great deal of consciousness except 

perhaps the greatest of all – actively using the regional style in preference to any other. 

Appendix H contains case studies of a representative selection of regional styles I have 

identified. As the great majority of markers in the period are headstones, the great 

majority of styles are of headstones, and so these form the majority of the studies, 

followed by case studies of other forms: chests and ledgerstones.  

An aspect of regional variation which is not entirely stylistic is in fact the type of marker 

used. The default from the second half of the seventeenth century onwards was the 

headstone. In many areas, such as New England, the Mid-Atlantic and much of 

southern England each was accompanied by a footstone, but footstones are virtually 

unknown in Scotland, East Anglia, the Midlands and northern and western England. 

Most places in England used some form of chest tomb for high-status burials, but 

where what one might call the altar line kicks in varies in different part of the country. 

The most chest tombs are found in the Cotswolds and in Sussex, although in the former 

they relate stylistically to headstones while in Sussex they do early on but later there is a 

divergence and all altar tombs are ‘polite’ baluster-cornered altar tombs.  

There are twenty-four headstone case studies, which may seem a lot, but is necessary to 

appreciate both the variety and – something which will be looked at in the Conclusion – 

the similarities. This is the very heart of variation, the subject of this thesis, and analysis 

needs substantial factual underpinning if it is to be worthwhile. These studies show the 

variety of styles which exist. Only after immersion in a substantial number of different 

                                                           
35 St George, ‘Artifacts’, p. 337. 

36 St George, ‘Artifacts’, p. 342. 

37 St George, ‘Artefacts’, p. 350. 

38 Rainville, ‘Hanover Deathscapes’, p. 570. 
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regional styles is it possible fully to comprehend the variation between them (and, 

without moving on too fast, some constants).   

Those styles presented here as a representative selection from throughout the area 

covered by this thesis and described in full detail in Appendix H are: 

Headstone Case Studies 

1. the Devon Clock Style 

2. the Newport Hundred Bicorn Style 

3. the Marches Shallow Mantling Style 

4. the Herefordshire High-Relief Style and the South Herefordshire Putto Style 

5. the Allerdale Scroll-Pediment Style 

6. the Dorset Romanesque Style 

7. the Worth Flower Style 

8. the Boston Bedhead 

9. the Philadelphia Style 

10. the Quarryville Plain Style, the Appalachian Decorated Style and the 

Appalachian Romanesque Style 

11. the Merrimack Valley Style 

12. the Manx Crouchback and Swan Styles 

13. the Canaan Slate Chairback Style 

14. Swithland styles (the Early Swithland Square Style, Vale of Belvoir Angels, the 

Swithland Trompe l’Oeuil Style and the Swithland Mummy Style) 

15. Camels 

16. the Scottish Plain Style and the Scottish Plain Architectural Styles 

17. the Clackmannanshire Incised Style 

18. the Central Scottish Bold Mortality Style and the Perthshire Trade Style 

19. the Lothian Architectural Style 

20. the Bernician Double-sided Style and the Sussex Double-header Style 

21. the Griswold Style 

22. the East Connecticut Gabled Style 

23. the North Kent Skull Style 

24. the East Anglian Coastal Style 

Non-headstone styles: 

1. the Wealden Millefeuille Style 
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2. Bale Tombs and the West Cotswold Flamboyant Style 

3. Tea caddies 

4. Somerset Bow-ended Altar Tombs 

5. South Devon Ledger Style 

6. Northern Arched Ledger Style 

7. Calder Valley Heart Style 

So few wooden gravemarkers survive that it is difficult to make out regional variation, 

other than to say that they seem to have been commonest in the south-eastern quarter 

of England and in the American South, and that in some areas they were the dominant 

form, or even the only form (Aubrey wrote in 1673 that in Surrey they ‘use no 

tombstones .. but rayless of wood’.39 It is possible, looking at illustrations and surviving 

examples, that graveboards tended in England to be flat-topped (Plate 8.2a)40 and in 

America to have a depressed serpentine top (Plate 8.2b),41 but this is uncertain.   

A distinct regional style based on them was the skeuomorphic Mid-Sussex Stone Rail 

Style, which is a copy of a flat-topped wooden graveboard in stone. One difference is 

that the finials on the posts have been replaced by giant dice (cubes of stone upright on 

one corner). They occur almost exclusively in the Mid-Sussex Weald and are generally 

made of the local stone which is quite soft, as a result of which many inscriptions are no 

longer legible and thus the markers no longer legible. I have found examples dated 

between 1721 and 1762.42 

One exception (illegible) is further south-east, at Bexhill, and made of Portland stone; 

the posts are topped with onion domes. It is a half-way house between the stone rails 

and another Sussex speciality, the Composite Grave with a stone rail as a middlestone.43 

The growth of a regional style anywhere presupposes that there were makers to develop 

one. Where, for whatever reason, there were not, the area would either have no markers 

(which in a sense is a regional style of sorts) or would import the styles of one or more 

other places; the Maine coast from Kittery to Edgecomb had no makers until the 

                                                           
39 Quoted by Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 28. 

40 Such as those (without legible inscriptions) at Ardingly, Sussex. 

41 Such as Mary Luyten †1770 at St Michael’s, Charleston (now a replica of the original blown away by 

Hurricane Hugo). 

42 Sarah Gibson †1721 and Elizabeth Stedman †1762, both at Balcombe, Sussex. 

43 See the Glossary (Appendix A). 
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1780s.44 At the extreme, in Charleston and other parts of the Carolina Low Country, the 

demand was such that it influenced the style of the place of production, or mandated 

the emergence of an export-only style, like the portrait stones shipped to Charleston 

from Boston or Newport. 

National styles? 

As well as all the regional styles, we must look out for anything wider. The very plain 

headstones of the second quarter of the seventeenth century, before a stylistic repertoire 

emerged for the new form, may perhaps be seen as a brief-flowering national style. 

Thereafter, no style is truly national. However, towards the end of the eighteenth 

century a couple of what one might call superstyles develop, which begin to crush local 

individuality and cover, or at least appear in some if not predominant numbers over 

wide areas. The principal one was a Portland headstone, plain except for a false relief 

chief with cherubs or other motifs, the chief shaped by volutes or S or C scrolls (Plate 

8.4a);45 it is found over much of southern England. The other was a plain headstone 

made of York stone, generally segmental-topped with shoulders, which occurs in small 

numbers in many graveyards in the eastern half of England, but almost always after 

1800 (Plate 8.4b).46 The assumption has to be that these were made as blanks in centres 

of production and lettered by local men. Gaynell Stone defines what he calls ‘the 

popular culture stone’ as ‘the basic types [of gravestone] produced in large numbers by 

the usually multi-generational larger 18th century stone-cutting workshops....[,] often 

carved by formula, and sometimes stockpiled with only the inscription carved to 

order.’47  

They may in some areas have eased out some local styles; Benes sees the decline of the 

most distinctive local styles in most of New England about 1770, the exceptions being 

eastern Connecticut, Vermont and central New Hampshire.48 However, they are never 

national: they would not be found in the Cotswolds or the Vale of Belvoir. National 

styles do occur on both sides of the Atlantic, but not until into the nineteenth century.  

Regions 

                                                           
44 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, pp. 226 n. 55. 

45 For example Henry Cooper †1775 at St Mary’s, Little Baddow, Essex. 

46 For example John Rolls †1820 at Bisham, Berks.. 

47 Stone, ‘Material Evidence’, p. 9. 

48 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 171. 
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Can regional styles, or at least the regions in relation to which they have been identified, 

be seen to relate to regions observed for other types of material culture?  

Some seventy years ago Sitwell identified regional styles in the more minor intramural 

monuments (that is, those not important enough to have been made in London). He 

mentions particularly East Anglia, the West Country, Oxford and Dorset,49 and Mrs 

Esdaile adds Hereford, and breaks the West Country down into Devon, Somerset, 

Gloucester, Bristol and Bath.50 These masons were almost certainly also making the 

highest-status churchyard markers (chest tombs and the like). Amelia F. Miller’s study of 

doorcases in the eighteenth-century Connecticut Valley presents a picture of local 

craftsmen developing a distinct regional style which is very similar to that for 

gravemarkers.51 

Phythian-Adams, as has been mentioned, suggested that England should be seen as 

composed as a number of cultural provinces, which he bases largely on river systems, 

which it might be argued places too much emphasis on water transport. They do not 

generally correlate with the regional styles I have found, although some insights are 

useful, for example his linkage of Kent not with Surrey or Sussex but with Essex.52  

Glassie sees ‘four major centers of folk cultural dispersal on the East Coast: southern 

and eastern New England, southeastern Pennsylvania, the area of the Chesapeake Bay, 

and the coast from southern North Carolina through Georgia.53 Stone argues for the 

addition of ‘New Netherland’ as a further cultural hearth.54 The big problem with 

relating regional gravemarker styles to these is one of materials; of these five, only three 

(New England, Pennsylvania and New Netherland) have workable supplies of stone and 

therefore only they could develop stone gravemarker traditions (although the last really 

followed New England rather than developing its own tradition from scratch). The 

other two solved their lack of stone in two ways, first by using other materials (mainly 

wood) and second by importing finished gravestones, in the case of the Chesapeake 

from England55 and in the case of the Low Country mainly from eastern New England. 

                                                           
49 Sitwell, p. 35. 

50 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p. 45. 

51 Miller, passim and especially pp. 15-17. 

52 Phythian-Adams, Fig. I.4. 

53 Glassie, Pattern, pp. 35-36 and the map (Figure 7) on p. 37. 

54 Stone, ‘Material Evidence’, pp. 1-7. 

55 This could amount to a cultural hearth, but what was imported was a finished product, and no local 

manufacturing tradition resulted. 
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It is difficult to be a cultural hearth if you are actually importing your material culture 

from a rival hearth. Thus a map of gravemarker cultural hearths might show southern 

and eastern New England and southeast Pennsylvania, as Glassie does, and show the 

Low Country in a lighter shade, to show it was a hearth for a wooden marker tradition 

only. Arrows would then run from the New England hearth by sea to the Low Country.  

Glassie also comes up with what are essentially the results of ‘the directions in which 

folk cultures were carried out of the source areas by diffusion and migration’,56 his 

Material Folk Culture Regions.57 Much of the area covered by these was not settled early 

enough to come within the chronological parameters of this thesis; those regions which 

do are the North (New England, New York and northern New Jersey), the Mid-Atlantic 

(Pennsylvania, Maryland and southern New Jersey), the Upland South (the Virginia and 

Carolina Piedmont) and the Lowland South (Tidewater Virginia, the Carolina Low 

Country and Georgia). 

Some mention must be made of the styles Ludwig postulates, in that they are 

geographically- if not as such regionally-based. In his words, they are: 

The “ornamental style” [which] ... charactrerizes rural New England 

stonecarving ... was relatively free from the influences of European art until late 

in the 18th century. The term is traditionally used to signify a condition present 

in all early art which conceives of form in linear rather than in fully modelled 

terms where all lines dissolve in sensuously shifting planes and undulating 

volumes .... See plates 204-225. [These show examples of early Boston 

Bedheads, Medusas and the Merrimack Valley style, Massachusetts branch]. 

The term “provincial baroque” will stand for those highly naturalistic, active, 

illusionistic Italianate and Flemish forms of sculpture and graphic art which 

were often diluted by local craftsmen when they appeared in England after ca. 

1640 and which formed the urban background of both English stonecarving and 

popular art. See plates 126-140. [These show a selection of English polite 

cartouche-type intramural monuments and rustic versions, and also some 

English neoclassical carving]. Having crossed the Atlantic in the form of 

woodcuts and engravings these already popularized European forms were 

further diluted and reduced to cold formulas of frontality and stiffness by local 

                                                           
56 Glassie, Pattern, p. 38. 

57 Glassie, Pattern, Figure 9 p. 39. 
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New England carvers. See plates 150-157. [These show American carving based 

on printed sources].58 

He later in the same book reformulates this as a ‘coastal Provincial tradition ... informed 

by succeeding waves of borrowing from baroque to neoclassical; and a rural inland 

ornamental tradition which, until the last quarter of the 18th century, was relatively free 

from late “Europeanisms”. While the rural carvers were freely inventive, those along the 

coast were bound by conventions established in Europe years before.’59 

It is quite hard to extract recognisable styles from this. Benes goes further, in a way, in 

seeking to set Plymouth County, Massachusetts, and the rest of ‘rural’ New England, 

apart from the middle and southern colonies and the whole of England where, he 

claims, ‘markers followed conventional baroque styles’.60 

It remains to be seen whether regional styles demarcated for gravemarkers would work 

for any other type of material culture; one would be tempted to suggest it might for 

outdoor commemorative culture such as datestones.61 

Factors affecting regional styles 

What, then, can we conclude from this exercise?  

First, that there is much danger in assuming that material culture does not vary 

geographically – or at least that it might not so vary. Deetz and Dethlefsen, keen to find 

religious variation, tend to see regional differences as no more than the length of time it 

took a stylistic change to move across the Atlantic (fifty years) and then out from 

Boston.62 This meant that they did not realise that the figures from their study burial 

grounds just outside Boston showed a very different position from that in the city 

itself.63 

Second, as my fieldwork, and the analysis of it in this chapter, has shown, the crucial 

importance of geology for an artefact which was usually stone. In L. A. S. Butler’s 

                                                           
58 Ludwig, Graven Images, p. xlv. 

59 Ludwig, Graven Images, p. 416. 

60 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 8. 

61 Gaynell Stone points out that no-one has used gravemarkers as identifying data for regional definition 

(Stone, ‘Material Evidence’, pp. 3-4). 

62 Deetz and Dethlefsen 1967, p.32. 

63 Where winged skulls remained the most widespread form until the end of the century, as the cheapest 

of various price-options (Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I, pp. 85-87). 
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words, ‘Geology is of paramount importance in understanding the existence of minor 

schools of sculpture’64. The properties of a particular type of stone affect how it can best 

be carved, and thus styles and stone tend to be married. One may see a stone used to 

make more than one style, but it is unusual, although not unknown, to see a style 

replicated in a different stone; Brunskill’s idea, in relation to vernacular architecture 

generally, that there is on top a polite style made with polite materials, at the bottom a 

vernacular style made with vernacular materials, and between the two a polite style made 

with vernacular materials,65 is not borne out by my fieldwork. Heinrich found that every 

carver represented in his study area used a particular stone only,66 and Gorman and 

DiBlasi found a correlation between motifs and material in coastal Georgia and South 

Carolina.67 Llewellyn points out (in relation to intramural monuments) the effect of what 

stone was available, with ‘comparatively poor materials constraining the hands of the 

carvers but offering a reasonable deal to the patrons’.68 Geology was not an entirely 

inevitable factor, though. A patron or maker might well have more than one source of 

stone available. Geological differences clearly affected both design and cutting 

technique; Benes points to differences in the latter between the nearby towns of 

Middleborough and Scituate.69 

If an area has no quarryable stone, either consideration of stone can be abandoned and 

only wood used, or stone can be brought in from elsewhere and carve, or finished 

gravestones can be imported. Often all three occurred, with wood used for cheaper and 

imported stone for more expensive memorials, as in many parts of the south-eastern 

quarter of England. Some areas which had no quarryable stone did have rough 

fieldstones which could be used, at least in the earlier days of settlement. What stone 

was imported varied with what was available and, of course, what could be transported. 

Thus coastal South Carolina imported its middling and higher-status markers from 

eastern New England but used wood for other markers, and this seems to have been 

                                                           
64 L. A. S. Butler, ‘Minor Medieval Monumental Sculpture in the East Midlands’, Archaeological Journal 

CXXI (1964) pp. 111-53 at p. 112. 

65 ‘Top’ and ‘bottom’ must not be seen as suggesting that one is ‘better’ or more important than the other, 

merely that tabular convention puts the more universal at the top and the more diverse or local at the 

bottom. 

66 Heinrich, ‘”Remember me”’, p. 38. 

67 Gorman and DiBlasi, p. 87. 

68 Llewellyn, ‘Honour in Life’, p. 183. 

69 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 150. 
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easier than importing stone from the Piedmont, where it was widely used for markers.70 

Other areas with little or no quarryable stone included Tidewater Virginia, where higher-

status markers were imported from England or Scotland, Long Island, where Gaynell 

Stone has shown complicated patterns of import from New Jersey, New York, 

Connecticut and even Massachusetts,71 and Monmouth County, New Jersey, where 

Heinrich has analysed imports from the north-east of the state (on brownstone) and 

from Rhode Island (on slate).72 Gorman and DiBlasio suggest that the Non-Importation 

Agreements of 1767 encouraged the beginnings of a local gravestone-making tradition 

in the South,73 but as most imports were from other colonies (in New England) not 

from the mother country, this does not seem relevant. 

For England, it is interesting to compare Brunskill’s maps of the national distribution of 

walling and roofing materials with the materials used regionally for gravemarkers; they 

are useful because, unlike normal geological maps of what stone lies underneath where, 

they are indications of what stone was actually used where for (vernacular) building. His 

first map, of ‘Walling Materials: Stone’ (Plate 8.5),74 correlates in some respects, notably 

the well-known stone belt running south-west from the East Riding to southern Dorset, 

the slates of much of Wales and the sandstones of west Cumberland and from the very 

west of Herefordshire into Radnorshire and Brecknockshire. The most notable 

difference is in how much further stone travelled for gravestone purposes than for 

building: not just Portland stone which came, as we have seen, to dominate much of 

south-east England, but sandstones which were much more widespread as markers in 

Lancashire, Cheshire, Yorkshire, Staffordshire, Worcestershire and Herefordshire. In 

fact gravestones had more in common with roofing than walling stone: the map entitled 

‘Roofing Materials: Stone Flags and Stone Tiles’ (Plate 8.6)75 shows some materials 

familiar from the churchyard, notably Swithland slates (although with much narrower 

distribution than for markers), sandstone flags of the north-west and the stone slates of 

the Cotswolds and south to Dorset; the area shown as Horsham slates is closer to the 

gravestone position than the wispier areas of greensand on the earlier map.  

                                                           
70 See Appendix H. 

71 Stone, ‘Material Evidence’, pp. 12 

72 Heinrich, ‘”Remember me”’, p. 31. 

73 Gorman and DiBlasio p. 91. 

74 Brunskill p. 199. 

75 Brunskill p. 207. 
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The maps are useful as a way of comparing the areas which seem to have had the 

greatest number of wooden markers with areas where timber was used for buildings, to 

see if there is any correlation. There seems to be none with cruck construction.76 There 

is overlap with weatherboarding to the extent that wooden markers were common 

where the weatherboarding is found,77 but over a much wider area as well. The closest 

correlation is with areas with half-timbering in narrow panels, but there is virtually no 

overlap with areas with half-timbering in square panels (Plate 8.7).78 This is all 

surprising as the totality of the areas Brunskill shows as having used timber for building 

shows similarities with Llewellyn’s map of wooden intramural monuments.79 

Geology directly affected the design of gravemarkers. In the Stone Belt, running south-

west to north-east across England from Bath to Lincolnshire, it was possible to carve 

the generally golden stone quite deeply and achieve a strongly three-dimensional effect 

(Plate 8.8a),80 notably in various types of chest tomb. In contrast, the Swithland slates 

quarried north-west of Leicester allowed only shallow carving and limited shaping of the 

stone (Plate 8.8b)81 but by the eighteenth century the makers had realised that fine 

detail was possible. Easily-carvable red sandstone runs down the west of England from 

Cumberland to Herefordshire, and it was used almost exclusively in those areas (Plate 

8.9a).82 The granite of Dartmoor was hard, but with effort and experience could be 

carved quite elaborately (Plate 8.9b).83 

As decoration on memorials increased during the seventeenth century, so, perhaps 

unsurprisingly, did regional variation. It may be significant that the one factor not really 

influenced by geology, the individual motifs used, seem to have been affected by 

regional factors from the start: mortality motifs are very widespread in the east of 

England, and indeed almost the only motifs used there (Plate 8.10a);84 in south 

                                                           
76 Brunskill p. 203. 

77 Brunskill p. 205 (not a well-reproduced map). 

78 Brunskill p. 204. 

79 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 208. 

80 For example Richard Marchant †1675 at Bibury, Glos. 

81 For example Dorithie Pirkin †1687 at Swithland, Leics. 

82 For example James Morgan †1694 at Linton, Herefs. 

83 For example Jonas Pridham †1678 at Bovey Tracey, Devon. 

84 For example Thomas Tye †1681 at Lowestoft, Suffolk. 
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Herefordshire, one school uses mainly plant-based designs and never mortality motifs 

(Plate 8.10b).85 Cherubs seem first to appear in the Cotswolds (Plate 8.11a).86 

Most transport of gravemarkers would, where possible, have been by water, and after 

navigability ran out, by cart or packhorse. London makers of intramural tombs arranged 

carriage as far as they could by water, but thereafter it was the patron’s responsibility.87 

Relatively few areas in England were more than fifteen miles from navigable water.88 

Sudden irruptions of graveyards with good stone from relatively distant sources can 

often be explained by the availability of water transport at their dates of erection, for 

example Midland limestones in the Fenland towns of Wisbech and Long Sutton.89 

However, Neave and Heron believe Swithland slate, ubiquitous in the Grantham area 

from the middle of the eighteenth century, got there by road as ‘rough-cut’ headstones.90  

Transport got better as the seventeenth century went on. Portland limestone was 

imported by sea from Dorset to rebuild London after the Great Fire in 1666; once this 

trade was established, it gradually became the favoured stone for churchyard 

monuments throughout much of the south-eastern quarter of England. One exception 

to Portland dominance was on the East Anglian coast where it was easier to import 

York stone, from ports further north, whence it came on coal ships.91 In some northern 

areas (Cheshire, Lancashire and the West Riding), ledgerstones dominate and 

headstones scarcely developed, probably influenced by the continuing ready availability 

of large slabs of stone.  

New methods of transport might affect gravemarker culture. In the nineteenth century 

(after our period) canals and railways led to the growth of what Burgess saw in the 

Midlands as monopoly firms displacing village workshops.92 It also led to the demise of 

                                                           
85 For example Daniel Teagie †1690 at Linton, Herefs. 

86 For example Mary Dickins †1676 at Broadway, Worcs. 

87 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.180. 

88 See the map in Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.181. 

89 Burgess, Churchyard Memorials, p.263. 

90 David Neave and Vanessa Heron, ‘Kesteven Slate Headstones and their Engravers 1700 – 1825’, 

Lincolnshire History and Archaeology No. 4 (1969), p.3. We do not know enough about routes of road 

transport; I. D. Margary, ‘Traffic Routes in Sussex 1724 as shown by "Milestones" on Richard Budgen's 

Map', Sussex Archaeological Collections Vol. CIX (1971) pp. 20-23, giving contemporarily-recommended 

routes, is a rare exception. 

91 For this trade as recorded in the records of the De Carle family, masons of Bury St Edmunds, see 

Burgess, Churchyard Memorials, pp. 264-65.  

92 Burgess, Churchyard Memorials, p. 270 
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formerly-dominant materials; Welsh slate displaced Swithland in Kesteven from the 

second decade of the nineteenth century.93 

The growth of one regional style at the expense of others, as discussed in the spread of 

Portland stone across Sussex and of Swithland slate in all directions from its eponymous 

quarries, brings together the importance of transport as well as geology. Another 

example was Suffolk County in western Long Island where the proportion of markers 

Stone found to be from New England moved from 76% in the late seventeenth century, 

through 86% in the early eighteenth, 64% in the third quarter and 46% in the last 

quarter, to only 3% in the early nineteenth century; the decline was a result of more 

imports from New York City and the establishment of stonecutting on the island itself 

at Sag Harbor.94  

Poor transport and thus less-developed trade links may have slowed the arrival of newer 

styles in some places; Heinrich postulates that the continued prevalence of winged skulls 

in Monmouth County, New Jersey, throughout the eighteenth century may have been 

because ‘the sparser, agrarian nature of the county ... limited the penetration of the latest 

artistic fashions.’95 For intramural monuments, there was a divide between north 

Hampshire, whither London tombs could be shipped up the Thames, and Wiltshire 

where it was no longer navigable and so local stone was used.96  

An attempt at logging the spread not of a style but of a motif, the effigial cherub, has 

been made by Heinrich, adding his own research to a number of other North American 

studies.97 His table shows popularity of the motif starting in decades varying from the 

1710s to the 1770s, peaking generally during the 1740s to 1790s and ending in decades 

ranging from the 1780s to the 1800s. However, this is a little problematic as some of the 

studies relied on have very small numbers.98  

When regional styles overlapped, various factors may have been at work. Benes found 

that up to 1770, Plymouth, Massachusetts imported twice as many markers from inland 

Plymouth County (Plympton, Bridgewater or Middleborough) as from the metropolitan 

                                                           
93 Neave and Heron, p. 4. 

94 Stone, ‘Material Evidence’, p. 22. 

95 Heinrich, ‘”Remember me”’, p. 34. 

96 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 61. 

97 Heinrich, ‘Cherubs or Putti?’, 16th page. 

98 Notably the three churchyards in Georgia, and St Michael’s and the Huguenot burial ground in 

Charleston. 
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centre of Boston/Charlestown, whereas just east, on Cape Cod, towns were importing 

far more from the metropolis than the back country.99 An even more complicated 

pattern emerges when looking at the distribution of an individual maker’s products. 

Benes found that one stonecutter, Nathaniel Fuller of Plympton, Massachusetts, sold 

well to places fifteen to twenty-five miles away but very little to towns which were closer 

to where he worked but which were also more directly exposed to large-scale makers in 

Boston or Newport.100 

Spread might be from town to country, and the design might evolve in the process. 

Daniel Kurt Ackermann has argued that rural variants of urban styles should not be 

seen as ‘pale reflections of the urban rococo of Boston, Newport, Philadelphia and 

Charleston – naïve furniture produced by backwards, backwoods craftsmen. He argues 

that they are ‘masterful examples of an American vernacular rococo style that absorbed 

and adapted the C-scrolls and S-scrolls, acanthus leaves and floral motifs, mythological 

birds and shell work of the European rococo to include the flora and fauna and icons of 

America. Much like chinoiserie, which rendered Chinese taste “safe” for a European 

audience, this American vernacular rococo created European order out of the American 

wilderness.’101 

One way in which monumental culture was transmitted was by the movement of 

people. There were no gravemarkers as we know them in North America before 

European settlement. Early settlers brought with them memories of how they marked 

graves at home, and so to understand the culture of the new land one must understand 

that of the old. Failure to do so leads Ludwig into error in assuming that immigrants to 

New England ‘brought over a memory of two types of stones..., the upright gravestone, 

which was almost always engraved with a religious emblem. And the flat tombstones 

which were more likely either to have no symbol at all, or if ornament was required it 

was normally a coat of arms’.102 In fact upright gravestones did not exist in England at 

the time of the first pilgrims; the earliest examples, when they came, did not bear 

religious emblems; flat tombstones outside rarely included heraldry. I have elsewhere 

surveyed gravemarker culture in England at the time of the earliest migration and linked 

                                                           
99 Seven times as many for Sandwich, twenty times for Yarmouth (Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 41). 

100 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, pp. 41-42. 

101 Daniel Kurt Ackermann, ‘A long and winding S-curve: American vernacular rococo in the southern 

backcountry', The Magazine Antiques (May/June 2012, pp. 134-43) at p. 135. 

102 Ludwig, Graven Images, p.444, n. 133. 
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it in to what developed in North America.103 Cornelius analysed the process of 

adaptation for domestic architecture: 

‘Although the Renaissance disposition of parts as it was interpreted in England 

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries formed the basis of [the] design [of 

the exteriors of American houses in the eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries], the differences in social usage and economic conditions and the 

variety of available material forced upon the American builders the necessity for 

individual interpretation of the conventional forms. As a result we find exteriors 

which have the double interest of similarity to and divergence from the English 

houses which are the prototypes. There is, in addition, considerable variation of 

treatment along the Atlantic seaboard. The general stylistic influence was 

pervasive but its interpretation in different localities very often took on an 

individual character. In the different centers of settlement and culture special 

preferences quickly showed themselves, particularly in the use of detail.’104 

However, that gravemarkers in the Thirteen Colonies looked in general (we might say in 

grammar) not unlike those in Great Britain was not only no coincidence, it was also a 

definite statement; as Maudlin and Herman put it, ‘British-looking buildings were clear 

signs of a British presence across many different landscapes and climates .... Buildings 

[in which category we can surely include burial grounds and gravemarkers] were an 

important cultural asset for Britain’s Atlantic empire because they gave visual, 

experiential and spatial coherence to a geographically diffused culture.’105 

But variation in gravemarker design was not only regional; Glassie argues that some 

material culture is ‘nonregional by virtue of its being found commonly in all regions’,106 

and that ‘this uniformity occurred when a powerful influence – usually a popular one – 

acted to bring the local traditions into conformity or when the same tradition was 

brought by most of the early settlers’. There was a host of other reasons why their 

design may have varied, and the next chapter will look at them. 

                                                           
103 Kewley, ‘Behind the Bedheads’. 

104 Cornelius, p. 99. 

105 Maudlin and Herman, ‘Introduction’, pp. 2, 5. 

106 Glassie, Pattern, p. 220. 
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Chapter 9: Variation II – Non-Regional Variation 

The last chapter showed the extent and significance of regional variation in gravemarker 

design. This chapter will explore whether there was any variation arising other than 

regionally, and test the significance of such variations compared to regional difference. 

It will then look from the opposite direction, at what uniformity there was, and what 

factors led to this. The Conclusion will draw together variation and uniformity and 

endeavour to explain them. 

The six main types of variation will be explored successively: by religion, by socio-

economic status, by ethnicity, by function, by age and gender, and by the simple 

personal preference of the maker or patron. Finally will come a number of other factors 

which have been suggested as leading to variation in design. These cannot all, in part of 

one chapter, be investigated in huge depth, and to do so, much documentary research 

would be needed on the community context of a large number of markers, but the 

purpose of looking at them here, albeit comparatively briefly, is to relate them to each 

other and to regional variation. 

Within all this thematic variation, there is another variable, and that is chronology. 

Variation may be a fork in the road – Moravian yeomen left, recusant noblewomen right 

– but it may also mean everyone in 1692 having winged skull effigies and everyone in 

1792 having urns and willows. The battleship-shaped curves so elegantly illustrated by 

Deetz and Dethlefsen1 are diagrams of chronology, and as such they may be factually 

valid for the particular area they cover, but they do not of themselves explain the 

reasons for the changes they show, nor do they necessarily hold good for any other 

areas. They seek to explain variation as a result of religious change, but as this chapter 

will show, religion was, with exceptions, a fairly minor factor in gravemarker variation. 

 

Religious variation 

 

It may be best to deal with possible religious variation first, as it has been proposed as 

the main factor explaining variation and much written about, although in fact it may be 

one of the least important. Given that the subject matter is an artefact most commonly 

found in proximity to a place of worship and marking a burial usually carried out after a 

religious service, the suggestion that religion is important is not surprising.  

                                                           
1 Deetz and Dethlefsen, 1967, p. 30.  
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Chapter 2 described the changes to the religious climate of Britain and British North 

America over the period, and Chapter 6 described erroneous attempts by scholars to 

give overweening religious significance to various motifs found on gravemarkers. This 

section will look at whether the religion of the deceased, the maker or the area affected 

the design of a marker. 

  

First we should perhaps say what we mean by religion. It is a belief system, for our 

purposes Christianity or Judaism, divided into different sects or denominations, and 

adhered to more or less formally and more or less voluntarily by all or part of a 

particular population. The main tenet of Christianity is the prospect of salvation, that is, 

that death is not the end and that there will be some sort of life after death, but, 

depending on different factors for different sects, this may be positive (Heaven) or 

negative (Hell). It must be likely that the attitudes to death of its adherents will be 

coloured by this belief, and the uncertainty it produced as to any particular person’s 

destination, although reminding ourselves of Keith Thomas’ doubts as to how far most 

ordinary people seriously believed all this.2 Those who disapprove of particular religious 

beliefs (Christian or pre-Christian) tend to refer to them as superstitions, but for the 

purposes of material culture there is no difference. 

 

Great Britain and the Thirteen Colonies were, in the period, overwhelmingly Protestant, 

but as we have seen in Chapter 3, while most people lived in areas with an established 

church, this was not universal, and there were everywhere more or less tolerated 

religious minorities.3 Equally, though, as we have just seen, Thomas has shown that not 

everyone cared about religion4 and their affiliation to an established church or any other 

denomination may have been cultural rather than confessional. 

 

Throughout our period there were, to a greater or lesser extent, differences in 

churchmanship within the established churches. In England, up until the Interregnum, it 

was assumed that there was a universal national church, and the argument was over 

what form it should take. Traditional ideas of a bifurcation of the Jacobean and Caroline 

                                                           
2 Keith Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic. Studies in Popular Beliefs in Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century 

England (London, 1971), pp. 198-206. 

3 See Bonomi, Under the Cope of Heaven, pp. 13-54 

4 Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic, pp. 198-206. 
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English population into Puritans and Merrie England are supported by David 

Underdown’s studies of the West Country.5  

The non-Puritan groups might be Laudians or merely religious conservatives. Some 

markers which might seem crypto-papist may in fact be the products of religious 

conservatism, for example a slate roughly shaped into a cross in the remote north of the 

Isle of Man in 1676.6 This is the same sort of conservatism represented by Christopher 

Haigh’s ‘parish anglicans’.7 Graham Parry, writing of what he calls the arts of the 

Anglican Counter-Reformation, sees angels and cherubs as (in the context of the 1620s 

and 1630s) indications of High Church leanings,8 although this does not seem to feed 

through to the (rare) churchyard monuments of the day.  

The influence of Puritanism is hard to gauge. The Westminster Directory of 1645 

forbade funerals9 but made no mention of gravemarkers. There does not seem to be any 

connection between this and a lack of gravemarkers, however, as burials remained 

secular and unceremonious in New England and New York,10 at least, into the 1680s, by 

which time markers were commonplace. In general, pre-1661 puritanism (in other 

words English Established Church puritanism, before it became Dissent) is difficult to 

see in the churchyard because of the small number of markers from the period.  

Margaret Aston, looking at intramural monuments, suggests that some non-figurative 

memorials are the results of Puritan belief,11 but cautions both that some high 

churchmen or recusants were also commemorated simply,12 and that plain monuments 

might be the result of financial considerations.13  

                                                           
5 David Underdown, Revel, riot and rebellion: popular politics and culture in England 1603-1660 (Oxford, 1985), 

cap. 3, cited in Walsham, ‘The Parochial Roots of Laudianism’ p. 629. 

6 Margery Crayne †1675 at Andreas, IoM. Madelaine Gray’s as-yet-unpublished work on south-east Wales 

has found crosses on ledgerstones which she attributes to conservatism (pers. comm.). 

7 Christopher Haigh, ‘The Church of England, the Catholics and the people' in Christopher Haigh (ed.), 

The reign of Elizabeth I (Basingstoke, 1984) pp. 195-219, cited in Walsham, ‘The Parochial Roots of 

Laudianism’ at p. 627. 

8 Graham Parry, Glory, Laud and Honour: The Arts of the Anglican Counter-Reformation (Woodbridge, 2006), p. 

95 

9 Stannard, The Puritan Way of Death, p. 101; it was followed in New England (ibid., p. 109). 

10 Stannard, The Puritan Way of Death, p. 129. 

11 Aston, ‘Art and Idolatry’, pp. 247 and 251-52. Llewellyn agrees (Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 246) 

12 Aston, ‘Art and Idolatry’, p. 253. 

13 Aston, ‘Art and Idolatry’, p. 255. 
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The logical methodology would be to look at areas where Puritanism/Dissent was 

strong and, on the basis of fieldwork, compare markers there with ones in areas where 

puritanism was weak. It is easy enough to see New England as one area of Puritan 

strength, but in Great Britain the position is more complicated as there is no simple 

atlas of seventeenth-century religious affiliations to which to turn, and Benes’ attempts 

to see some Kentish markers of the camel style as ‘puritan’14 seems to be based on too 

little evidence. John Spurr has given useful indications of areas with concentrations of 

Puritans,15 which is exceptionally helpful, although weakened by his caveat that (in 

England anyway) they were always a minority. Comparing my fieldwork with the areas 

he describes as having concentrations of Puritans, it is hard to see any pattern. Leaving 

out those areas where too few seventeenth-century markers survive to allow any 

worthwhile study,16 the dominant iconography is as follows: 

 Cheshire and southern Lancashire: generally architectural/geometric motifs. 

 Shropshire and Herefordshire: floral forms with no mortality images. 

 The Weald of Kent: the camel style (as described in Appendix H) with mixed 

imagery including some small mortality images. 

 East Sussex: mortality images 

 Large parts of Cambridgeshire, Huntingdonshire and Bedfordshire: mortality 

images 

 Essex: largely wood which have not survived, so iconography unknown. 

 

It is important to note that much of this iconography is also found in areas not seen as 

Puritan, for example the dominance of mortality images in Norfolk and west Sussex. 

Spurr also sees some urban areas as centres, often islands, of Puritanism, although these 

are very difficult to assess because so many urban graveyards have been destroyed. 

 

In Massachusetts and Connecticut Puritan churches remained established, in possibly-

atrophying forms, until the end of the period; there were doctrinal differences between 

the churches in the two colonies,17 and they were not free of religious dissention among 

themselves. In Massachusetts the so-called Half-way Covenant relaxed the link between 

                                                           
14 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, pp. 185-90. 

15 John Spurr, English Puritanism 1603-1689  (Macmillan, Basingstoke, 1998), pp. 192-95. 

16 Northamptonshire, the Chiltern Hundreds of south Buckinghamshire, and south-west Suffolk. 

17 C. C. Goen, Revivalism and Separatism in New England 1740-1800: Strict Congregationalists and Separate Baptists 

in the Great Awakening (Yale University Press, New Haven and London, 1962), pp. 1-43. 
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church membership and having personally had a conversion experience. John L. Brooke 

suggests that there was a difference in the iconography of towns which had accepted the 

Half-way Covenant and those which held to stricter practice in that winged skulls 

appeared on headstones only after acceptance.18 However, the number of markers from 

the 1670s is small and it is hard to accept his argument without more data. 

Moving on to the eighteenth century, religious revivals shook up the established 

churches in the middle decades, in the form of the Great Awakening in North America, 

and Methodism, which started in England. The latter created what became a separate 

nonconformist denomination; the former is now seen more as what Gary B. Nash has 

called a ‘profound cultural crisis... a convergence of political, social, economic and 

ideological forces... building for several generations’,19 although it also led to the growth 

of a more heterodox religious position, with more Baptists in Philadelphia and New 

Jersey, and more Anglicans in New England.20 

In the 1960s the archaeologist James Deetz, working with Edwin Dethlefsen, 

propounded the theory that there was an orderly progression of gravemarker 

iconography over the eighteenth century from winged skulls to cherubs to urns and 

willows, and that the changes from one to the other were caused by religious change, 

notably the Great Awakening.21 This theory was taken up enthusiastically by Ludwig and 

(more thoughtfully) by Benes. The problem with this theory is that it works only in 

specific places and is not a universal formula as its early proponents thought. Deetz and 

Dethlefsen had simply not done enough fieldwork.22 Chase and Gabel showed that 

winged skulls remained very common in the Boston area up until the end of the 

century,23 and there is no suggestion that Boston differed religiously from the rest of 

                                                           
18 John L. Brooke, p. 469. 

19 Gary B. Nash, The Urban Crucible: The Northern Seaports and the Origins of the American Revolution (Harvard 

University Press, Cambridge, MA, 1986) p. 127. 

20 Alan Heimert, Religion and the American Mind from the Great Awakening to the Revolution (Harvard University 

Press, Cambridge, MA, 1966) pp. 2-3. 

21 Deetz and Dethlefsen 1967 ,passim. 

22 For example they say that ‘associated with [markers with an urn amd willow design] is a marked 

alteration in the shape of the stone. Earlier stones have arched shoulders flanking the arched major-design 

area, while the urn-and-willow design is with a square-shouldered stone’ (Dethlefsen and Deetz p. 503), 

but there are scores of square-shouldered headstones in eastern Massachusetts with either a winged skull 

or a cherub (for instance Hannah Higgins †1770 at Wellfleet, MA [winged skull] and Mary Lawrence 

†1796 at Charter St. Burial Ground, Salem, MA [cherub]).  

23 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I pp. 85-87. 
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Massachusetts (indeed, Gary Nash has suggested the Great Awakening affected it more, 

as it had more poor residents).24 Finch has pointed out that any idea of doctrinal 

continuity from the beginning of the seventeenth century to the first quarter of the 

eighteenth, and its sudden overturning in the 1720s, is nonsense.25 Heinrich has now 

comprehensively demolished the idea that there is a simple progression, based on 

religious change. His study of Monmouth County, New Jersey, shows mortality images 

remaining common, and indeed by far the commonest effigial or pseudo-effigial motif 

until the 1780s when they were overtaken, but only by totally undecorated markers. 

Cherubs (seen by Deetz and Dethlefsen as arriving in the wake of the Great Awakening) 

are present in three distinct peaks in the 1730s, the 1760s and the 1780s.   

After the Restoration, as discussed in Chapter 2, those English non-papists who did not 

conform were called Dissenters in the seventeenth century and Nonconformists in the 

eighteenth. Most were Congregationalist, with smaller groups of Baptists. Methodism 

arose in the mid-eighteenth century but did not finally split from the Church of England 

until the end of that century. They were a heterogenous lot; we must not forget 

Margaret Cox’s lesson, to remember that there was nonconformity among the 

nonconformists,26 and of course in Connecticut, Massachusetts and Scotland, it was 

Anglicans who were the nonconformists to the established church.  

Most English nonconformists were buried in parish churchyards,27 although a limited 

number of dissenting chapels had their own yards (Plate 9.1); it is unclear why some did 

and some did not. Methodists very rarely had graveyards of their own.28 A few religious 

minorities usually did have their own burial grounds, which makes it easier to study how 

they differed from the mainstream; the two principal Christian examples of this are the 

Moravians and Quakers, and their burial grounds have much in common, the main 

features of both being plainness and uniformity in accordance with what the sects 

thought was proper Christian humility.  

                                                           
24 Nash, Gary B., The Urban Crucible: The Northern Seaports and the Origins of the American Revolution (Harvard 

University Press, Cambridge MA, 1986)  p. 137. 

25 Finch, Church Monuments, p. 169. 

26 Margaret Cox (ed.), Grave Concerns: death and burial in England 1700 to 1850 (CBA Research Report 113, 

Council for British Archaeology, York, 1998) at p. 127 (the introduction to Part II). 

27 Sayer, ‘Post-Medieval Churchyards’, p. 201. 

28 In 1871, of 210 chapels in North Wales, only three had graveyards (Sayer, ‘Death and the Dissenter’, p. 

122. 
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Moravian grounds, called God’s Acre, have identical markers for everyone buried there, 

in the form of ledger tablets bearing just names, dates and, often, the place of birth 

(Plate 9.2). The best-known is God’s Acre at Old Salem, North Carolina, although 

there is one at Fairfield in Droylesden, Lancashire,29  and another good survival on 

Staten Island. There is some variation in the material used for the markers, presumably 

based on what was available. 

The Society of Friends enjoined simplicity and equality for its burial grounds. In many 

cases this meant no markers at all.30 Chenoweth argues that the main reason Quakers 

chose to have separate31 grounds was so they were not tainted by what they saw as 

superstitious practices of the Established Church such as aligning burials east-west.32 It 

seems to have been important to wall them in.33 Unlike most burial grounds, Quaker 

cemeteries, it was claimed in 1807, buried people in the next available space rather than 

next to relatives or neighbours;34 in the absence of markers this is impossible to check. 

Opposition to any gravemarkers started early on, in the seventeenth century; Bristol 

Men’s Meeting ordered in 1670, for example, ‘that for the future no burying stones bee 

put at graves of any that may for the future bee buryed in our burying place’ and ‘that 

the gravestones should bee removed out of our graveyard’.35 This was enjoined on a 

national level by ‘Advice’ in the Book of Discipline of 1738: 

That Friends in some places hav[ing] gone to the vain, & empty Custom of 

erecting Monuments over the dead Bodies of Friends, by Stones, Inscriptions, 

Tombstones, &c, and [this Meeting] being very desirous Friends should keep a 

commendable Plainness and Simplicity in this, as well as other Respects .... all 

such Monuments as are already in being over dead Bodies of Friends, should be 

                                                           
29 Gillian Darley, ‘Equal in Death: The Moravian Burial Ground', Chapels Society Newsletter No. 53 (May 

2013), pp. 9-14 

30 As at Rhullick-ny-Quakeryn at Maughold, IoM., and Twineham, Sussex. 

31 Assuming of course that all those buried there belonged to the denomination in question; Heinrich 

cautions as to the misleading effect when, for example, burials from local family plots are moved into a 

larger burial ground (Heinrich, ‘“Remember me”’, p. 29). 

32 John M. Chenoweth, ‘Social identity, material culture and the archaeology of religion: Quaker practices 

in context', Journal of Social Archaeology Vol. 9 no. 3 (October 2009), pp. 319-40 at pp. 331-32. Stock found 

that those at bathford were mainly north-south (Stock, ‘Bathford’, p. 145) 

33 See Rhullick-ny-Quakeryn (above) and Kingsweston, Bristol, illustrated in Stock, ‘Quaker burial’, p. 130. 

34 Stock, ‘Quaker burial’, p. 136. 

35 Quoted in Stock, ‘Quaker burial’, p. 137. 
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removed as much as may be... And that none be any where made, or set up by, 

or over the dead Bodies of Friends, or others in Friends Burying-places for time 

to come.36 

The next year, it was noted that ‘divers’ had been removed, but clearly not all as there 

was a plea for ‘the Removal of them [to] become general’.37  

Some Quaker markers do survive. They are simple headstones with usually only a name 

and date of death – so notably plainer and simpler than the norm. Some at Easton, 

Maryland, are inscribed not on a vertical surface but on the top of a short headstone 

(Plate 9.3b).38 Stock’s survey of a number of grounds in the Bristol area found the 

earliest survival there dated 1756;39 the excavation of Bathford Friends’ Ground found 

one of 1748.40 One late seventeenth-century example with a slightly longer inscription, 

to the donor of the ground, survives on the then-outskirts of London (Plate 9.4a)41. 

One Stone says that Quakers on Long Island used what he calls ‘the usual Colonial 

shape’ (presumably the Boston bedhead) but with the tympanum left blank., although 

the example he illustrates is a simple, small, vertical serpentine-topped headstone.42 

Vincent Luti attributes to the Newport stonecutter William Stevens three headstones in 

the Quaker yard at Shrewsbury, New Jersey, which Heinrich persuasively sees as 

Stevens’ normal plain footstone design used in place of his normal headstone design 

which would have borne a cherub.43 

In areas of New England where effigial winged skulls and/or cherubs were dominant, 

John L. Brooke’s work has shown that Baptists opted out of the whole culture and had 

plain stones in their separate cemeteries, although in other places they seem to have 

followed the mainstream culture (Plate 9.4b).44 

                                                           
36 Cited by Stock, ‘Quaker burial’, p. 132. 

37 Stock, ‘Quaker burial’, p. 133. 

38 For example one dated 1796, the name on which is illegible. 

39 Stock, ‘Quaker burial’, p. 138. 

40 To Elizabeth Spencer †1748, illustrated at p. 146 of Stock, ‘Bathford’. 

41 Joan Stringer †1697 at Wandsworth Friends’ Meeting House, Surrey. 

42 Stone, ‘Material Evidence’, p. 19; the illustration is Fig. 8 on p. 21.. 

43 Vincent F. Luti, Mallet and Chisel: Gravestone Carvers of Newport, Rhode Island, in the 18th Century (New 

England Historic Genealogical Society, Boston, 2002), p. 309; Heinrich, ‘”Remember me”’, pp. 39-40. 

44 Brooke, pp 472-74; an example of a Baptist stone which does follow mainstream culture is Isaac Teller 

†1768. 
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One study of nineteenth century Berkshire and Gloucestershire suggests that 

mainstream nonconformist markers were then simpler than Anglican ones,45 but it is of 

a period with a very different monumental culture, especially in the Established Church. 

My fieldwork suggests that the markers in nonconformist yards in England do not differ 

from those in nearby churchyards.46 It is more difficult to identify dissenters’ markers in 

parish churchyards, but in Lewes, where Dissent was strong and I have been able to 

identify the graves of some prominent dissenters, they do not differ from markers for 

Anglicans, and include higher-status chest tombs (Plate 9.5a).47 

Roman Catholics were persecuted to some degree or at least suffered civil disabilities 

throughout the British Atlantic world in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

Recusant gravemarkers did not generally vary in overall design from mainstream ones, 

but some bore passion symbols. This seems to have been the case where a recusant 

community was sheltered by a recusant squire, for example at Colston Bassett in 

Nottinghamshire, where the Compton Census of 1676 showed twenty-three papists out 

of a total population of 121. No markers as early as this survive there, but a minority of 

eighteenth-century ones bear discreet crosses (Plate 9.5b).48 However, two other 

parishes I have looked at in some detail with early headstones and relatively high 

recusant populations, Peterchurch and St Weonard’s in Herefordshire, with twenty 

recusants out of 295 and nine out of 148, respectively, have no Roman Catholic motifs 

on any surviving markers.  

A very rare example of a purely-recusant burial ground was the Harkirk in Lancashire, 

founded because the local incumbent refused to bury papists.49 Only one marker 

survives (a ledger tablet bearing a cross), and from contemporary descriptions it may be 

                                                           
45 Duncan Sayer, ‘Death and the Dissenter: Group Identity and Stylistic Simplicity as Witnesses in 

Nineteenth-Century Nonconformist Gravestones', Historical Archaeology Vol. 45, no 4 (2011) pp. 115-34 

at p. 115. 

46 An example is Little Baddow, Essex, where there are yards to both the parish church and an old 

Presbyterian chapel. 

47 For example Walter Brett †1686 at St Michael’s, Lewes; he was a prominent Dissenter (Colin Brent, 

Pre-Georgian Lewes c.890-1714: the emergence of a county town [Colin Brent Books, [Lewes], 2004] pp. 

302, 308, 330, etc). 

48 For example Mary Church †1757 and Mary Sumner †1762. 

49 Tyrer, ‘A Star Chamber Case’, pp. 19-37; 
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that all were that discreet.50 Llewellyn suggests that licensed recusants had to be 

especially careful not to arouse the ire of the authorities or their neighbours.51 

Thus far all those denominations we have looked at have been Christian. Unitarians, 

strictly not Christian, copied Christian precedent in their buildings and graveyards, and 

their rare cemeteries, such as that in Charleston, look like any other burial ground.52 

As one might expect, Jews seem always to have been buried in their own yards. The first 

Jews to return to England and the first to settle in North America were Sephardim, 

from Iberia.53 Early cemeteries included one in Manhattan in 1656 (now destroyed) and 

on the Mile End Road in London in 1657;54 the earliest surviving in North America 

seem to be the Colonial Jewish Cemetery at Newport, Rhode Island, opened in 1677,55 

and the Shearith Israel Cemetery in the New Bowery, New York, founded in 1682.56 

The most distinctive feature of these Sephardic burial places is the preponderance of 

ledgerstones, sometimes raised up a little at the head end.57 On the Continent such 

stones could be very intricately carved.58  

In some cases, however, for example the burial ground at Georgetown, South Carolina, 

and in a proportion of those at Newport,59 Sephardic Jewish markers differ not at all 

from Christian equivalents except that many have inscriptions in Hebrew. It helps, of 

course, that contemporary markers rarely bore any specifically-Christian iconography; 

cherubs, which occur at Georgetown and Newport, were clearly seen as suitable 

decoration and not anything Christian. Some specifically-Jewish motifs are found, 

                                                           
50 Tyrer, ‘A Star Chamber Case’, pp. 27-28. 

51 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.255. 

52 My fieldwork. 

53 David Meyer Gradwohl, ‘Benditcha sea vuestra memoria: Sephardic Jewish Cemeteries in the Caribbean and 

eastern North America', Markers Vol. XV (1998) pp. 1-29 at p. 1. 

54 Bernard Susser, Alderney Road Jewish Cemetery, London E1, 1697-1853: Anglo-Jewry's Oldest Ashkenazi 

Cemetery (United Synagogue Publications, London, 1997) p. 13. 

55 Gradwohl, Like Tablets, p. 3. 

56 Gradwohl, ‘Benditcha’, p. 8. 

57 Gradwohl, ‘Benditcha’, p. 3; other examples are the Congregation Mikveh Israel Cemetery, Spruce St., 

Philadelphia (Gradwohl, ‘Benditcha’, p. 17) and the old Jewish Cemetery in Savannah, GA (Gradwohl, 

‘Benditcha’, p. 18). 

58 Rochelle Weinstein, ‘Sepulchral Monuments of the Jews of Amsterdam in the Seventeenth and 

Eighteenth Century' in Beatriz de la Fuente (ed.), Arte Funerario - Coloquio Internacional de Historia del Arte 

Vol. II (Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Mexico, 1987) pp. 159-67. 

59 Gradwohl, Like Tablets, pp. 25-43. 
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notably Stars of David, priestly hands (for members of the Cohen family) (Plate 9.6a),60 

and a tree, or sometimes a sheaf of corn or flowers, being cut down; this latter motif 

implies premature death or the end of a line and is found on markers to those who died 

under the ages of 50 to 60 or those who were childless; after the mid-eighteenth century 

the hand (of God) doing the cutting down is no longer shown.61  

The first Ashkenazi cemetery in England was created in London in 1696. Their markers 

differ little in form from gentile ones, and may be headstones or altar tombs; at 

Alderney Road in London there are a number of conventional baluster-cornered altar-

tombs,62 but also some raised ledgers which seem to be a nod to Sephardic tradition.63 

There are some ledgerstones set at an angle, which seems a uniquely-Jewish form.64 The 

Ashkenazi prohibit figurative imagery, and so their markers tend to be plain,65 although 

some do have figurative motifs, both mainstream (mortality motifs66 and cherubs)67 and 

specifically Jewish (hares,68 hands denoting membership of a priestly caste69, a ewer 

denoting a Levite, 70 a tree being cut down71, or a Star of David).72 

Looking at religion as a whole again, it seems from my fieldwork that there is less 

variation than one would expect if gravemarker iconography had the overriding religious 

component Deetz, Ludwig and Benes have argued for, as discussed in Chapter 6. In 

fact, throughout our period, there is little link between Christian religious denomination 

and design or iconography, save on the one hand the very rare recusant cross or passion 

symbol and on the other the small, unadorned stones of the Quakers and Moravians; 

other Dissenting or Nonconformist burial grounds contain the same monuments as 

nearby Anglican churchyards. Gorman and DiBlasi’s admittedly very limited study of 

                                                           
60 For example Moses Cohen †1790 †1800 at Beth Elohim Cemetery, Georgetown, SC. 

61 Natalie Zeldin, pers. comm.  

62 In none is the inscription legible. 

63 For example Gitlan Mosses †1738 (Susser p. 30). 

64 For example Benjamin Wolf Franklin †1785 at Alderney Road, London (Susser p. 55). 

65 Gradwohl, ‘Benditcha’, p. 3. 

66 For example Joseph ben Jo... †1754 at Alderney Road, London, illustrated in Susser, p. 56 (a skull and 

crossbones). 

67 For example Rebecca Shnof †1763 at Alderney Road, London (illustrated in Susser, p. 65). 

68 For example an illegible altar tomb at Alderney Road, London, illustrated in Sussen, p. 32. 

69 For example Baruch HaCohen †1742 at Alderney Road, London, , illustrated in Susser, p. 49. 

70 For example Isaac ben Shneour †1772 at Alderney Road, London, illustrated in Susser, p. 53. 

71 For example Yettla bat Asher †1782 at Alderney Road, London, illustrated in Susser p. 71. 

72 For example Edel bat David †1781 at Alderney Road, London, illustrated in Susser p. 68. 
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coastal Georgia and South Carolina concluded that ‘there is no significant association ... 

between motif and religious denomination.’73 Llewellyn sees the jury as still out in 

relation to intramural monuments.74 

Related to all this, but not quite the same, are attitudes to death. A huge amount has 

been written in recent decades about death and attitudes to it in the Early Modern 

period. Most is dubiously relevant to this thesis which is a study of the architecture and 

design of markers, not of attitudes to death. However, there is an important point which 

probably belongs here, for it is the attitude of contemporaries, not to death as such, but 

to dead bodies. It is really one of squeamishness or a lack of it. Nowhere in the 

seventeenth or eighteenth centuries do we find the twentieth century’s airbrushing-out 

of the event and immediate consequences of death, but we may possibly see in its 

material culture a growing squeamishness. In the seventeenth century, the mortality 

motifs described in Chapter 6 were widespread, and although not found in some areas 

at all, this does not seem to be the result of greater distaste for them there. Over the 

course of the eighteenth century, while mortality motifs did not disappear altogether, it 

is clear from my fieldwork that they did overall become less common. However, it may 

be a case of post hoc sed non propter hoc; if the total absence of mortality motifs from 

seventeenth-century southern Herefordshire is not because of greater squeamishness 

there than in, say, Kent, why necessarily should fewer skulls nationally in 1790 than 

1690 be because of greater squeamishness rather than whatever reason caused the 

Herefordshire difference, or a third factor entirely? There is a danger that some scholars 

have seen variation here as entirely diachronic and ignored synchronic variety. 

 

A slightly different question is whether members of different religious denominations 

chose not a particular design but a particular gravestone-maker. There seems little 

evidence that they did. Heinrich has shown that Uzal Ward of Newark, New Jersey, is 

known to have made markers for Dutch Reformed, Presbyterian, Baptist and private 

family burial grounds.75 However, Craske has suggested that it was for reasons of his 

own religious background that Henry Cheere, of Huguenot stock and therefore Low 

Church, used certain allegorical figures and not others.76 

                                                           
73 Gorman and DiBlasi, p. 84. 

74 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.279. 

75 Heinrich, ‘”Remember me”’, p. 43. 

76 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. 338.  
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There can be a degree of overlap between religious and ethnic identification. Sometimes 

religion is the determining factor, as in Charleston, where there were two burial grounds 

with large French components, but sharply divided denominationally between 

Huguenots and Roman Catholics. Jews who converted might still self-identify as Jews, 

in which case the label is an ethnic one; Gradwohl has discussed the (quite normal 

gentile) headstone of the convert Judah Monis, the first teacher of Hebrew at Harvard.77  

 

Half way between religious and socio-economic variation is the treatment of 

gravemarkers of ministers of religion. Malloy and Malloy have studied markers of 

ministers of the Established (Congregational) Church in north-east Massachusetts and 

concluded that they were significantly different from those of their flock.78 In many 

burial grounds theirs were the only tombs of a chest type, and this was usually a table 

tomb79 (which makes one wonder if this was purely a matter of a higher status tomb-

type or whether the table was seen as reminiscent of the holy table). Malloy and Malloy 

also found an increased likelihood that, if the marker was not a table tomb, it would be a 

portrait stone;80 it is unclear whether this is significant in itself (qua portrait) or whether 

it was simply the highest-status marker available. It is also noteworthy that, at least 

sometimes, the high-status marker was for the minister alone, and his wife received just 

                                                           
77 David Mayer Gradwohl, ‘Judah Monis's Puzzling Gravestone as a Reflection of his Enigmatic Identity', 

Markers Vol. XXI (2004) pp. 66-97. 

78 Tom and Brenda Malloy, ‘Gravemarkers of the early Congregational Ministers in north central 

Massachusetts', Markers Vol. XIV (1997) pp. 34-85. 

79 For example the Rev:d Samson Stoddart †1740 at Chelmsford, MA, (Malloy and Malloy, 

‘Congregational Ministers’, pp. 43-44), the Rev:d Caleb Trowbridge †1760 at Groton, MA, (Malloy and 

Malloy, ‘Congregational Ministers’, pp. 51-52),  the Rev:d Willard Hall †1779 at Westford, MA, (Malloy 

and Malloy, ‘Congregational Ministers’, pp. 45-46), the Rev:d Daniel Rogers †1782 at Littleton, MA, 

(Malloy and Malloy, ‘Congregational Ministers’, p.47) and, at Lunenburg, MA, three table tombs for, 

respectively, the Rev:d David Stearns †1761, the Rev:d Samuel Payson †1763 and the Rev:d Zabdiel Adams 

†1801. (Malloy and Malloy, ‘Congregational Ministers’, p. 61). At Pepperell, MA, the only table tomb is 

for the Rev:d Joseph Emerson †1775, but there are other chest tombs belonging to laymen (Malloy and 

Malloy, ‘Congregational Ministers’, p. 53). 

80 For example the Rev:d  Samuel Ruggles †1749 and the Rev:d   John Chanler †1762, both at Billerica, MA 

(Malloy and Malloy, ‘Congregational Ministers’, pp. 38-39).   
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a standard headstone.81 No proper study has been made of other areas; in England 

clergy were often buried inside the church, in the chancel.  

Socio-economic variation 

One might, from parallels in other forms of material culture, expect that gravemarkers 

would vary according to the social or economic status of the person commemorated. As 

Heinrich says, ‘Gravemarkers are ... robust, enduring, and public displays of status and 

purchasing power.’82  Parker Pearson reminds us that ‘Tombs are not just somewhere to 

put dead bodies: they are representations of power.....funerary architecture legitimizes 

and extends the hegemonic order.…’83  

 

Some contemporaries certainly thought that gravemarkers should vary according to 

social status. The antiquary John Weever, writing in 1631, advised that 

 

Sepulches should bee made according to the qualitie and degree of the person 

deceased.... therefore it was the use and custom of revered antiquitie, to interre 

persons of the rusticke or plebeian sort, in Christian buriall, without any further 

remembrance of them, either by tombe, gravestone, or epitaph. Persons of the 

meaner sort of Gentrie, were interred with a flat gravestone, comprehending the 

name of the defunct, the yeare and day of his decease, with other particulars, 

which was engraven on the said stone, or upon some plate. And Gentlemen, 

which were of more eminencie, had their effigies or representation, cut or 

carved upon a Terme or Pedestall, as it were of a pillar, raised somewhat above 

the ground, umbelico tenus; .....Noblemen, Princes and Kings had ... their 

Tombes or Sepulchres raised aloft above ground ... and .. their personages 

delineated, carved, and embost, at the full length and bignesse .. as the skill of 

the Artificer could possibly carve.84 

 

                                                           
81 For example the Rev:d Aaron Whitney †1779 and Alice Whitney at Petersham, MA (Malloy and Malloy, 

‘Congregational Ministers’, p. 72) and the Rev:d.Nehemiah Parker †1801 and Mary Parker at 

Hubbardston, MA (Malloy and Malloy, ‘Congregational Ministers’, p. 77). 

82 Heinrich, ‘Cherubs or Putti?’, 3rd page. 

83 Parker Pearson p. 196. 

84 John Weever, Antient Funeral Monuments, of Great Britain, Ireland, and the Islands Adjacent…Whereunto is 

Prefixed, A Discourse on Funeral Monuments (London, 1631) p. 10.  
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It is noteworthy that he uses the past tense, suggesting that this was in the good old 

days, which he would like to see restored, rather than a statement of actual Caroline 

practice. The differentiation of the burial places (as opposed to marker design) of 

different ranks by different types or locations of memorials can be seen to be in parallel 

to the marking of status by type and location of seating inside churches, as described by 

Robert Tittler.85 

 

Social position could be based on official hierarchies, either inherited or based on royal 

creation, but could also reflect social mobility, with someone of humble origins being 

accorded the rank of gentleman by popular consent, even if he had not acquired a 

country estate.86  A useful word to describe bands of people is ‘sorts’, originally coined 

by Wycliffe in the fourteenth century.87  Rank is shown on grave monuments by the 

epithet, if any, given to the person buried. It might be an actual occupation (‘apothecary’ 

or ‘yeoman’) but it might also be an epithet of pure status: at the top Esquire, below that 

Gentleman, and lower again ‘Mr.’, a creation of the seventeenth century.88  

More knowledge of the identity of those monumentalised would help in interpreting 

what they, or their families, were trying to convey. Commissioning a copy of an 

intramural gentry memorial might help aspirations to social advancement, but equally 

might be an admission of the defeat of any attempt to secure burial and memorialisation 

inside. Many of the earliest gravemarkers seem to be to yeomen and tradesmen,89 and 

Burgess describes the former as ‘for generations the mainstay of the country gravestone 

maker’s employment.’90 

Some historians have seen a consumer boom by the third quarter of the eighteenth 

century, in which articles once the preserve of the rich reached further down the social 

                                                           
85 Robert Tittler, ‘Seats of honor, seats of power: the symbolism of public seating in the English urban 

community, c1560-1620', Albion Vol. 24, no. 2 (summer 1992), pp. 205-23 at p. 219. 

86 Stone, ‘Social Mobility’, p. 53. 

87 Keith Wrightson, 'Sorts of People' in Tudor and Stuart England' in Jonathan Barry & Christopher 

Brooks (eds), The Middling Sort of People: Culture, Society and Politics in England 1550-1800 (Macmillan, 

Basingstoke, 1994) pp. 28-51 at p. 31. 

88 Stone (‘Social Mobility’ p. 54) cites P. Styles, ‘The Social Structure of Kineton Hundred in the Reign of 

Charles II’, Birmingham Archaeological Society Transactions, Vol. LXXVIII (1962) pp. 107-08. 

89 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 27 (citing his own extensive fieldwork); Hazel M Wadkin 

(compiler), The Scrapbook of Hickling (Hickling 1982); Mrs Esdaile cites Thomas Peirce †1665 at Berkeley, 

Glos, watchmaker and five times mayor of that town (Esdaile, English Funeral Monuments, p. 111). 

90 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 114. 
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scale as the middling sorts emulated their betters.91 Emulation in a gravemarker context 

is a problematic concept if we accept that, in many parts of the country, the middling 

sorts and the extramurally-interred gentry used fundamentally different artefacts to mark 

the places of their sepultre: headstones and chest-tombs, respectively. Tarlow argues 

that ‘crude grave markers ... are not attempts to claim elite status’,92 but the picture she 

gets from fieldwork in only five kirkyards is an unrepresentatively black and white one. 

However, enough persons of non-gentle rank were buried beneath chest tombs to 

suggest that emulation did occur, and the very act of marking a burial place (whatever 

with) may have been an act of emulation, even if the way it was done was different.   

There may have been differences between the monumental practices of new and old 

money, at least in part because the latter, unless they sold up, retained the right to burial 

inside the church, thus, in Craske’s view, forcing the nouveaux-riches out into the 

churchyard under an altar tomb.93 This would need an extensive study of grander 

markers in an area to come to a definitive conclusion, but certainly a churchyard tomb 

was always available (provided one had the money to pay for it), whereas intramural 

burial and showy commemoration required the clearing of all sorts of social hurdles.  

There were also more higher-status people by the end of our period, certainly in the 

countryside; the numbers of the English squirearchy increased in the century and a half 

after the Reformation, from possibly one village in ten with a resident squire to six or 

seven.94 Similarly Stone saw a rise in numbers of the commercial and professional 

classes between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, and a shift in attitudes to them 

from the looked-down-upon to the respected.95 This not only increased the numbers of 

higher-status individuals requiring burial in either church or churchyard, it also provided 

more models for emulation by the middling sorts.  

 

                                                           
91 Neil McKendrick, ‘Part I: Commercialization and the Economy' in Neil McKendrick, John Brewer and 

J. H. Plumb, The Birth of a Consumer Society: The Commercialization of Eighteenth-century England (Hutchinson, 

London, 1983) pp. 9-11. Veit summarises the variations of this argument among historians 

(‘Consumerism and Iconographic Change’, pp. 117-18) 

92 Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 107. Her argument is that the middle classes would not emulate the aristocracy 

because they had a ‘deep antipathy’ to aristocratic dissoluteness (Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 119). 

93 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. 353. 

94 Lawrence Stone, ‘Social Mobility in England, 1500 - 1700', Past & Present No. 33 (April 1966) pp. 16-55 

at p. 52. 

95 Stone, ‘Social Mobility’, pp. 52-53.  
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The poet Thomas Parnell, writing in 1722, describes a graphic contrast between the 

markers of, respectively, the poor, the middling sorts and the rich: 

  

Those Graves, with bending Osier bound, 

That nameless heave the crumbled Ground, 

Quick to the glancing Thought disclose 

Where Toil and Poverty repose. 

 

The flat smooth Stones that bear a Name, 

The Chissels slender help to Fame, 

(Which e'er our Sett of Friends decay 

Their frequent Steps may wear away.) 

A middle Race of Mortals own, 

Men, half ambitious, all unknown. 

 

The Marble Tombs that rise on high, 

Whose Dead in vaulted Arches lye, 

Whose Pillars swell with sculptur'd Stones, 

Arms, Angels, Epitaphs and Bones, 

These (all the poor Remains of State) 

Adorn the Rich, or praise the Great; 

Who while on Earth in Fame they live, 

Are sensless of the Fame they give.96 

 

The few existing studies do not agree in their conclusions. Wilson found that in the 

Concord area of Massachusetts in the 1790s, there did not appear to be any difference 

in the size (and therefore price) of headstones for those known to be of high or low 

status,97 and Gorman and DiBlasi’s very limited study of coastal Georgia and South 

Carolina concluded that motifs on gravemarkers were not significantly affected by social 

distinction.98 However, Norman Vardney Mackie III studied all surviving gravemarkers 

in certain counties in Tidewater Virginia and concluded that they varied according to 

social status, with the highest-status groups being buried either inside the church or 

                                                           
96 ‘A Night Piece on Death’ in Thomas Parnell, Poems on several occasions (Dublin, 1722). 

97 Wilson, ‘Purchase delay’, p. 108. 

98 Gorman and DiBlasi, p. 86. 
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outside under a chest tomb or a ledgerstone, and lower-status groups either under a 

headstone or no memorial.99 There are problems with this study, primarily that Mackie 

takes no account of attrition and assumes that because no marker exists now for 

someone documented as having been buried, none ever did; this is especially relevant to 

the likely disappearance of wooden markers. His classification of people by status is 

perhaps naïve in that he refers (it seems) to anyone having an heraldic gravemarker as 

‘entitled’ to bear arms, rather than as sporting them on a marker whether entitled or not. 

However, these do not invalidate his basic conclusions, which suggest, not surprisingly, 

that the position in Tidewater Virginia was similar to that in England.  

 

In New Hampshire Rainville did a detailed study of the economic and social position of 

the residents of Hanover to assess what difference these variables made to the type of 

marker they had. She states that she found no correlation between wealth and choice of 

material, but then rows back a little and says that ‘the subtleties of stone hardness, 

quality and color may be better indicators of social status’. 100 Ludwig, as ever, 

misunderstands the position in England and suggests that stone markers were reserved 

for ‘gentlemen’ with ‘lesser gentry’ getting wood.101  

 

My fieldwork suggests that there is a level of correlation between socio-economic status 

and marker design. Certainly chest tombs seem to be the preserve of those of higher 

wealth and status, although where the differentiating line falls varies regionally, perhaps 

lowest in Sussex and the Cotswolds. Rainville and Veit support this conclusion in New 

Hampshire and New Jersey, respectively.102 St George argues that the ‘impressive 

gravestones’ of the Connecticut Valley gentry are explicit marks of status.103 Tarlow on 

Orkney finds ‘badly-cut’ markers to belong to the lower middle classes and 

‘professionally cut’ ones to the middle class.104 Some makers may have served only the 

top of the market, for example William Valentine in New York and New Jersey, all his 

                                                           
99 Norman Vardney Mackie III, ‘The Social Aspects of Funerary Monuments in Colonial Tidewater 

Virginia', Material Culture Vol. 20 (1988) nos. 2-3 pp. 39-55. 

100 Rainville, ‘Hanover Deathscapes’, pp. 576-77 (note however that she omits wood, as none survives, 

although its inclusion might perhaps have given a different result). 

101 Ludwig, Graven Images, p.56. 

102 Rainville, ‘Hanover Deathscapes’, p. 578. She also sees size as a possible indicator of wealth, but the 

value of her findings as she reports them is greatly lessened by their not being broken down by date (her 

period runs from 1770 to 1920); Veit, ‘Consumerism and Iconographic Change’, p. 132. 

103 St George, ‘Artifacts’, p. 340. 

104 Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 114. 
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known markers being to persons of high status, according to the inscriptions.105 In 

Plymouth County, Massachusetts, Benes sees gravestones imported from leading 

makers in Boston as more prestigious than locally-made ones and thus attractive as a 

‘measure of rank’ comparable to a Harvard education.106 Heinrich brings together 

Deetz’s and Dethlefsen’s and Giguere’s research with his own to argue that there was a 

connection between status as shown by indications of rank on a marker and the 

presence of a cherub on the marker.107  As a parallel, intramural monuments varied 

according to the status of the person commemorated.108 While beyond the scope of this 

thesis, inscriptions did generally vary with status in that those of higher rank would be 

accorded that rank on their marker.109 

 

Chase and Gabel show that the price of headstones in the Boston area varied according 

to the work it entailed: a portrait stone was more expensive than a cherub which in turn 

cost more than a near-two-dimensional winged skull.110 This suggests either that the rich 

bought the more expensive markers and the poor the cheapest (in which case they are a 

simple and easy mark of economic status), or alternatively that those who wanted to, 

spent money on an expensive marker, and those who either could not or did not want 

to, acquired a cheaper one (or indeed none at all), which makes it a matter of consumer 

choice; this latter formulation is upheld by, for example, the Leicestershire weaver who 

left half his estate of £600 for the erection of an elaborate churchyard monument 

twenty feet high.111 Heinrich suggests that some makers ‘provided cheaper versions of 

their classic designs in order to widen their consumer base.’112   

 

The best documentation of the cost of markers is from New England, where accounts 

of monies paid into and out of the estates of deceased persons were recorded in probate 

                                                           
105 Heinrich, ‘Cherubs or Putti?’, 13th page. It is of course possible that he or his shop, if he had one, did a 

cheaper line which has not been identified. 

106 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 41. 

107 Heinrich, ‘Cherubs or Putti?’, 10th page, citing Deetz and Dethlefsen, ‘Some social aspects’, p. 31;  Joy 

Giguere, ‘Death and Commemoration on the Frontier: An Archaeological Analysis of Early Gravestones 

in Cumberland County, Maine’, Electronic Theses and Dissertations, 

http://digitalcommons.library.umaine.edu/etd/1041, Paper 1041 (2005) p.44. 

108 Llewellyn, ‘Honour in Life’, p. 187. 

109 As with intramural monuments (Llewellyn, ‘Honour in Life’, p. 192) 

110 Chase and Gabel., Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I pp.85-87. 

111 William Squire †1786 at Burton Lazars, Leics. (Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials pp. 134-35). 

112 Heinrich, ‘Cherubs or Putti?’, 12th page. 

http://digitalcommons.library.umaine.edu/etd/1041
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registries and survive. They have been mined by scholars seeking to identify 

stonecutters, as explained in Chapter 7, but they also serve to illuminate the financial 

side of the process; the cost of markers was £1.5.9 in 1699 Boston,113 but £2-£3 a pair 

or £10-20 for ‘tombstones’ at the Steven shop in mid-eighteenth-century Newport.114. 

Payments are usually for a pair of gravestones, which seems to mean a headstone and a 

footstone. Benes worked out that the average charge for a finished stone in Plymouth 

County, Massachusetts, was £2.115  A gravestone made in Whitehaven, Cumberland, in 

1756, for someone from the Isle of Man, cost £1.1s.8d.116 Burgess has some Sussex 

figures from the reign of George I which are more difficult to interpret as they are per 

square foot, but if that includes the portion below ground and we assume a stone is say 

five feet high and two wide, that would imply somewhere between £1.1s.8d and 

£1.17s.6d. without lettering.117 A table tomb at Windsor, Connecticut, cost £7.11.5 in 

1767;118 one ordered from Philadelphia in 1800 cost $55.10.119 A combination grave with 

a rail as middlestone cost just over £5 in Sussex about 1800.120 These can be compared 

with the cost of eighteenth century wall monuments: £500 or more for a mural tablet 

and £2-£3,000 for an ambitious freestanding monument.121  

 

John S. Wilson has used the account and day book of a Massachusetts stonecutter, 

Ithamar Spauldin, to work out the basis on which one maker calculated his range of 

prices, in other words what the differences were between the cheapest and most 

expensive in his range. He analyses by material, overall shape and size.122 He does not 

find sufficient variation in material to produce worthwhile results for that variable, and 

while he introduces the amount of surface carving and lettering as another possible 

                                                           
113 Laurel K. Gabel, ‘Death, Burial and Memorialization in Colonial New England: The Diary of Samuel 

Sewall', Markers Vol. XXV (2008) pp. 8-43 at p. 27. 

114 According to the account books of the Stevens shop in Newport, RI, (Esther Fisher Benson, ‘The 

History of the John Stevens Shop', Newport Historical Society Bulletin No. 112 (1980) pp. 90-97, cited by 

Veit and Nonestied, p.33) 

115 Ibid. 

116 Manx Museum Library, Episcopal will 1756/1 of Thomas Stole 

117 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials p.272. 

118 St George, ‘Artifacts’, p. 341. 

119 Karl A. Dickinson (compiler), ‘Elijah Hughes Account Book and Diary', Cape May County, New Jersey 

Magazine of History and Genealogy, 1965, pp. 89-104 at p. 99, cited in Heinrich, ‘”Remember me”’, p. 32. 

120 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.148 n.47. 

121 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. 31. 

122 Wilson, ‘Purchas delay’, pp. 105, 108-10. 
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variable he does not in the end use it. He finds that shape (within the relatively restricted 

range Spauldin used) made no difference to price. Owing to difficulties calculating 

height given the propensity for gravestones to sink, he measured size by width. On this 

basis he found ‘a strong linear correlation in which price of stone pairs increases with 

headstone width. Most adult stones are twenty to twenty-five inches wide and sold for 

five to ten dollars a pair. With few exceptions, stones for pre-adolescent children range 

between fifteen and twenty inches in width and sold for two to five dollars a pair.’123 In 

Leicestershire at the end of the eighteenth century, slate from the quarry also increased 

in price the wider it was (1s.8d. per foot at 20 inches wide up to 2s 9d per foot if wider 

than 3 feet).124  

 

Some charging was done on the basis of the number of letters. The amount per letter 

seems to have been about a penny a letter: three farthings a letter in the Isle of Man,125 a 

penny a letter in Sussex,126 a penny or twopence a letter in Massachussetts,127 and a 

halfpenny a letter in New York.128 Heinrich found some markers in New Jersey in which 

the number of letters is lightly inscribed below ground level, strongly suggesting 

charging per letter.129 

 

If expensive markers were erected by a family in order to show off, it presupposes that 

those seeing the markers knew they were expensive and/or fashionable. One imagines 

this to have been reasonably obvious if it was extra large, or more ornate than usual. An 

exotic marker, from far away, may also have had snob value.130 

 

It was not only the cost of the manufacture of the marker which varied, and which 

would be known by contemporaries to have varied; so, too, did the cost of burial. As an 

example, at one Norfolk church, just after the end of our period, fees varied from 

                                                           
123 Wilson, ‘Purchase delay’, pp. 108-09. 

124 Dryden p. 278. 

125 Kewley, ‘Henry Quayle’, p. 102. 

126 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials p. 273 (Shoreham 1714 and 1727) 

127 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 40 

128 Heinrich, ‘”Remember me”’, p. 32, citing Richard Veit, pers. comm. 

129 Heinrich, ‘”Remember me”’, p. 32. 

130 As Heinrich suggests (Heinrich, ‘Cherubs or Putti?’, 14th page). 
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£4.2.6 for a railed chest tomb over a vault of two coffins’ width to a guinea for head and 

footstones over a single grave-plot.131 

 

It must also be borne in mind that rates of attrition may vary. As Prown says, ‘High-

style objects, sometimes of [more] precious materials and fabricated with technical skill 

that elicits admiration, tend to be preserved; ruder objects, which for economic reasons 

sometimes have much less invested in them in terms of the quality of the material or the 

craftsmanship, simply may not last as long or, if they do, tend eventually to be discarded 

as junk.’132 Wooden markers have generally not lasted as long as stone ones, and it has 

been suggested that gaps in the neat rows of headstones in some burial grounds mark 

the sites of lost headboards.133 Equally it is clear from my fieldwork that in many 

English churchyards, chest tombs, presumably seen as more attractive or more 

sculptural, have been preserved while the mass of quotidian headstones have been 

cleared away (Plate 9.6b);134 in others, headstones have been removed from the centre 

of the ground and what appears to be a selection (and therefore someone’s subjective 

selection) placed either around the edge or lying flat ex situ (Plate 9.7)135 In crowded 

London churchyards where burial succeeded burial in quick succession, gravemarkers 

will have lasted only as long as the interment they represented was the top one in that 

particular spot; even Milton’s lasted little more than three decades.136 

 

Of course, economic reasons must often have been behind a decision to erect or not 

erect a marker at all. It would be interesting to know what proportion of people at any 

given time, who could afford markers, actually had them. This really needs detailed 

study by those with sufficiently intimate knowledge of a parish and its inhabitants to 

know who is absent from the graveyard. Even then, there are problems: markers might 

have been destroyed, intramural monuments might have been destroyed, or the decision 

might have been to bury intramurally but not have a memorial (if, for instance, 

                                                           
131 Ringstead, Norfolk, the fees board illustrated in Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 150. 

132 Prown p. 20. 

133 Rauschenberg, ‘Coffin-making’, p.54. 

134 Examples are legion but include St George’s Gardens in Bloomsbury, Middx., and Greyfriars, 

Edinburgh. 

135 Again there are many such; examples include St Michael’s, Workington, Cumberland, and 

Loughborough, Leics. 

136 At St Giles’, Cripplegate; he died in 1671 (Esdaile, English Funeral Monuments, p. 115). 
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interment was beneath the family’s own pew). The best sources are contemporary lists 

of monumental inscriptions, which reduce the possibility of attrition.  

 

Heinrich suggests that the point of acquiring a fashionable or high-status gravemarker 

was its visibility in the burial ground.137 In a churchyard it would be seen by churchgoers 

every Sunday, in an urban yard it would also be seen by passers-by, and everywhere it 

would be seen by those attending subsequent funerals. Of all manifestations of 

fashionable material culture, only urban house exteriors really held the same 

possibilities.     

 

There is a cross-over between regional variation and socio-economic variation, and that 

is that there might be different regional styles at different socio-economic levels (the 

example previously quoted of Lewes is a good one), or there might be a regional style at 

a lower/cheaper level but a more ‘polite’ national style at a higher level. This fits in with 

Maudlin and Herman’s conclusions on building: 

 

The top-down hierarchical model for the dissemination of knowledge and 

design from an aristocratic, architect-and-patron design culture down to the 

everyday builder has been repeatedly challenged and discredited as we find 

vernacular classicism coexisting alongside, and independent of, the small, elite, 

transatlantic world of professional architects and their wealthy patrons... This 

social distinction itself has a regional character as everyday craft traditions were 

based, or took root, in specific geographic contexts while the “high culture” of 

professional design maintained a higher degree of exchange and mobility as 

wealthy patrons maintained cultural, social and economic transatlantic links.138 

 

They quote Elizabeth McKellar that the spread of classicism in the eighteenth century 

‘suggests not a top-down model but rather overlapping spheres of influence between the 

national and the provincial, the classical and the non-classical, the elite and the 

everyday.’139 

 

                                                           
137 Heinrich, ‘Cherubs or Putti?’, 11th page. 

138 Maudlin and Herman, ‘Introduction’, p. 8. 

139 Elizabeth McKellar, ‘Preface' in Elizabeth McKellar and Barbara Arciszewska (eds), Articulating British 

Classicism: New Approaches to Eighteenth-Century Architecture (Reinterpreting Classicism: Culture, Reaction and 

Appropriation) (Ashgate, Oxford, 2004) pp. ix-xxv. 
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A powerful strand in architectural history creates a distinction between the polite and 

the vernacular, and argues that the polite is largely national and the vernacular largely 

regional; R. W. Brunskill describes it thus: 

The difference between the two is a matter of degree. The ultimate in polite 

architecture will have been designed by a professional architect or one who 

acted as such...; it will have been designed to follow a national or even an 

international fashion, style or set of conventions, towards an aesthetically 

satisfying result; and aesthetic considerations will have dominated the designer’s 

thought rather than functional demands. Aesthetically and, probably, 

constructionally the designer will have been adventurous, exploring new ways of 

achieving his conscious wishes; in so doing his materials will have been chosen 

to help achieve the aesthetic or constructional ends and have been obtained 

from whatever source could supply such materials. On the other hand, the 

ultimate in vernacular architecture will have been designed by an amateur, 

possibly the occupier of the intended building, and one without any training in 

design; he will have been guided by a series of conventions built up in his 

locality, paying little attention to what may be fashionable on an international 

scale. The function of his building would be the dominant factor, aesthetic 

considerations, though present to some small degree, being quite minimal; 

tradition would guide constructional as well as aesthetic choice, and local 

materials would be used as a matter of course, other materials being chosen and 

imported quite exceptionally. Between the extremes of the wholly vernacular 

and the completely polite, examples occur which have some vernacular and 

some polite content. Thus even the most sophisticated design in a provincial 

town may be carried out in local materials and so include some slight vernacular 

quality, but a rough distinction can in practice be made between those buildings 

which have vernacular or polite qualities to a greater or lesser degree. If they are 

more polite than vernacular they are assumed to have passed over the polite 

threshold, out of the vernacular zone.140 

If no trace of vernacular buildings of a particular type and date can be found, because 

either they have not survived because of their impermanent nature or they were 

deliberately destroyed, it will be below what is termed the vernacular threshold; the 

                                                           
140 R. W. Brunskill, Vernacular Architecture: An Illustrated Handbook (Faber and Faber, London, 4th ed 2000) 

pp. 27-28. 
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vernacular zone is the conceptual area between it and the polite threshold. This is not all 

easy to relate to gravemarkers. Constructional considerations are less important, 

although do occur for three-dimensional markers such as chest tombs which may, for 

example, be either solid and rubble-filled or hollow and held together with iron cramps. 

The concept of the vernacular threshold below which nothing survives because either of 

deliberate destruction or perishability does not really work; wooden markers may have 

perished in many places, but enough survive either physically or in contemporary images 

for them not to be any sort of terra incognita, and they were made with every bit as much 

skill and design sense as stone markers. Equally the most primitive markers, in the sense 

of being naturally-occurring objects requiring no or minimal artisanal intervention, are 

fieldstones, which have certainly been vulnerable to removal, but do survive in many 

places.141  It may be that the analysis does not work because all gravemarkers lie between 

the polite and vernacular thresholds, within the ‘vernacular zone’. 

Gravemarkers do not fit Brunskill’s idea of a division, with status implications, between 

the regional and the national; while there may be different regional styles at different 

socio-economic levels (for example chest tombs have a different pattern of stylistic 

variation to headstones), there is no level which is so rarefied that there is no regional 

variation – or at least there is none in the churchyard; it may be possible to validate a 

Brunskillian analysis by including intramural monuments as the top, ‘polite’ rank, with 

much less local variation. In this scheme of things the polite threshold would be the 

actual threshold of the church building. It would also fit with developments at the very 

end of our period and beyond (outlined in Chapters 2 and 8) which saw the beginnings 

of national styles in the churchyard; by the end of the eighteenth century it is possible to 

see national styles in a way that is not really possible at the beginning of it, but this may 

be better seen in terms of the replacement of folk by popular culture.  What definitely 

makes gravemarkers very different from Brunskill’s analysis is that, because the reset 

button was pressed at the Reformation and monumental culture, at least 

iconographically, started again, we can see not only the decline of regional culture at the 

end of our period but also the beginning of it in the mid-seventeenth century, as plain 

markers give way to more ornate and more regionally-diverse ones.  

 

 

 

                                                           
141 For example Waxhaw, SC. 
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Ethnic variation 

 

Ethnic variation is where the variation is defined by reference to an ethnic group which 

comprises only part of the population of a region. There is no instance of this in Great 

Britain (where there was no sizeable ethnic minority in the period, if one assumes Jews 

and Huguenots to be religious not ethnic minorities). However, immigration to North 

America led to different ethnic groups occupying the same territory, and here we do 

find a measure of ethnic variation. Markers of non-British ethnicity are outside the 

scope of this thesis, but exist among the Pennsylvania Dutch (who were of course 

actually Germans) and the real Dutch of the former New Netherlands, later New York. 

The main British ethnic minority in the Thirteen Colonies were the Ulster Presbyterians 

who are now referred to in the United States as the Scotch- or Scots-Irish. There were 

also, of course, the Native Americans, who quickly went from an ethnic majority to an 

ethnic minority, but whose burial culture does not seem to have involved gravemarkers 

in any identifiable form.  

 

Gorman and DiBlasi’s study of coastal Georgia and South Carolina, already referred to, 

concluded that motifs on gravemarkers were not significantly affected by differences 

between immigrants and the native-born.142 It may be more the case that different 

groups within the British-descended population patronised different makers, which may 

or may not have meant one working in a different style. Benes found that the Plympton 

stonecutter Nathaniel Fuller was mainly patronised by families descended from the 

Pilgrim founders of the old Plymouth Colony, as he was himself.143 The Scottish Parks 

family who settled in Groton, Massachusetts in the third quarter of the eighteenth 

century seem to have done much of their work for Scottish or Scots-Irish families.144 

David H. Watters has shown that John Wight, who worked in the area around 

Londonderry, New Hampshire, from the 1730s to the 1770s, was the maker of choice 

for much of the Ulster Presbyterian community in the district.145 Some markers Watters 

attributes to him certainly look very Scottish,146 but the majority seem less so, other than 

a propensity for including coffins containing lozenges, which is not as far as can be 

                                                           
142 Gorman and DiBlasi, p. 85. 

143 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 226, n. 63. 

144 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles II, p. 299. 

145 David H. Watters, ‘"Fencing ye tables": Scotch-Irish ethnicity and the gravestones of John Wight', 

Markers Vol. XVI (1999) pp. 174-209. 

146 For example John Reid †1738 at East Derry, NH (Watters, ‘”Fencing ye tables”’, p. 184 [Fig. 6]). 
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ascertained a particularly Scottish symbol. Watters also refers to Scotch crosses, by 

which he seems to mean saltires, although those he illustrates are actually crosses of 

eight points147 with concave ends, presented saltirewise and with a sexfoil in the middle.  

 

Ethnic variation might be not only as to the style of marker but also as to the type of lot 

in which one was interred; the Dutch in seventeenth-century New York were twice as 

likely as the English to be buried in private family burial grounds.148 This has led to 

greater attrition, as might the type of marker chosen; wood or fieldstones (as chosen by 

the New York Dutch) tend to survive less well than headstones.149 

 

The best-studied non-WASP ethnic group in the Thirteen Colonies are African-

Americans, and it is worth remembering that West Africa was as much part of the wider 

Atlantic world as the British Isles or the Eastern Seaboard. African slaves brought some 

burial customs with them from their homeland, which in some areas have survived to 

the present day. It was noted in 1712 that African slaves were buried by their 

compatriots according to ‘Heathenish rites’.150 While slaves came from many parts of 

the continent, Vlach argues that ‘the close agreement among African cultures 

concerning mortuary traditions provides a stable basis for their continued practice on 

this side of the Atlantic’.151 Mounds were favoured by at least some groups.152 Often the 

surface of the grave was decorated with ceramics, often broken, and other objects, 

which is derived from West African practice, although nothing survives (or has been 

excavated) which can definitely be dated to before 1800.153 Vlach cites William Faulkner 

as having been more perceptive in identifying an African-American burial ground than 

many archaeologists.154 In Go Down Moses he describes the graves as 

 

                                                           
147 As defined by Boutell ( J. P. Brooke-Little, Boutell's Heraldry [Frederick Warne, London & New York, 

revised ed. 1978] p. 52). 

148 Stone, ‘Material Evidence’, p. 17. 

149 Stone, ‘Material Evidence’, pp.18-19.  

150 Ross W. Jamieson, ‘Material Culture and Social Death: African-American Burial Practices', Historical 

Archaeology Vol. 29, no. 4 (1995) pp. 39-58 at p. 47. 

151 Vlach, p. 143. 

152 Jamieson p. 29. 

153 Jamieson p. 50. 

154 John Michael Vlach, The Afro-American Tradition in Decorative Arts (Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, 

new ed. 1990) at p. 139. 
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... marked off without order about the barren plot by shards of pottery and 

broken bottles and old brick and other objects insignificant to sight but actually 

of a profound meaning and fatal to touch, which no white man could have read. 

 

Vlach himself describes ‘Black graves [as being] made distinct by the placement of a 

wide variety of offerings on the top of [a] burial mound.’155 

 

Urban free blacks seem to have adopted the majority monumental culture, and their 

memorialisation may have been more widespread than we know, as in that case there is 

often nothing to indicate ethnicity on the marker. The iconography and decoration is 

that of the majority culture.156 One totally unremarkable headstone in Boston is known 

to be that of a Free Black only because her husband was one of the founders of African-

American freemasonry.157 There is thus in such cases no variation in markers owing to 

ethnicity, and  the African-Americans were not buried in any special part of the burying 

ground. 

 

In parts of New England all those of African origin, slaves as well as Free Blacks, 

adopted the majority Euro-American monumental culture. At Newport, Rhode Island, 

where slaves formed over a tenth of the population in 1774,158 they had a reserved 

section of their own.159 The markers seem to have been set up by the slaves’ masters and 

were generally small, cheap ones (Plate 9.8a), until 1770 of similar size to those for 

Euro-American children,160 but later a little bigger, closer to those for Euro-American 

women.161 There are, however, three more elaborate and expensive ones; Garman reads 

them as signs of the status of the masters not the slaves (Plate 9.8b).162 It is noteworthy 

                                                           
155 Vlach p. 139. 

156 See the examples given in Tom and Brenda Malloy, ‘Slavery in Colonial Massachusetts as seen through 

selected Gravestones', Markers Vol. XI (1994) pp. 112-141, especially at pp. 114-15 and 118. 

157 Sarah Ritchery †1769 at Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA. She and others are mentioned in Angelika Krüger-

Kahloula, ‘Tributes in Stone and Lapidary Lapses: Commemorating Black People in Eighteenth and 

Nineteenth-Century America', Markers Vol VI. (1989) pp. 33-100, which is primarily concerned with non-

visual issues. 

158 James C. Garman, ‘Viewing the Color Line Through the Material Culture of Death', Historical 

Archaeology Vol. 28 (1994) no. 3, pp. 74-93 at p. 77. 

159 Stone, ‘Material Evidence’, pp. 17-18. 

160 Garman p. 81; an example is Mary Scott †1757. 

161 Garman p. 86. 

162 Garman pp. 83-84; an example is Pompey Brenton †1772. 
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that at least one stonecutter in Newport, Pompe Stevens, seems to have been African-

American.163  

 

Elsewhere, slave burials were more distinctly racially segregated, with slaves most 

commonly buried in their own areas on plantations (Plate 9.9b), with no headstones in 

our period, and thus substantial variation, although it is not entirely clear whether it was 

as a result of ethnicity per se or of enslaved status. Early on there is a suggestion that in at 

least one place the segregation was one of free or unfree, with ‘servants’ of both African 

and European origin buried together at the Drummond Plantation, near Jamestown, 

Virginia in the period 1650 – 1720,164 although Malloy and Malloy found that in many 

places in Massachusetts both slaves and Free Blacks might be buried in a ‘remote or 

even segregated part of a graveyard,’165 which makes it clear that the segregation there 

was racial not as to free or unfree status. 

 

What was originally a regional style might become a purely ethnic one if a new ethnic 

group settled among an existing one but did not assimilate with it. At least in the 

Piedmont, the Appalachian Plain and Appalachian Romanesque regional styles, 

discussed in Appendix H, started off as a regional style (when the Scots-Irish were the 

only settlers) and became an ethnic one only later, when other groups settled among 

them. This pattern can be seen in places where the Presbyterian churchyards have all 

their headstones with the inscription facing east and their German (Lutheran) and 

English (Baptist) neighbours have them facing west.166  There was a different outcome 

on multi-ethnic Long Island where early on, when the Dutch were at the west end and 

the English at the east, their inscriptions faced east and west respectively, but later, as 

the Dutch moved east, among the English, they adopted a west-facing orientation.167 

However, Stone’s study of that island concluded that ‘there was never similarity in 

design choice between the two culture groups except to a limited extent in the 1750 – 

1774 period.’168 

                                                           
163 Mentioned in Appendix D. 

164 Jamieson p. 52. 

165 Malloy and Malloy, ‘Slavery’, p. 116.. 

166 For example, north-west of Charlotte, NC, Alamance Presbyterian Churchyard (east-facing), Old St 

Paul’s Lutheran Church, Newton, NC (west-facing) and the Baptist Burial Ground, Jersey, NC (west-

facing).  

167 Stone, ‘Material Evidence’, p. 21. 

168 Stone, ‘Material Evidence’, p. 22. 
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Variation by function 

An important variation is as to function. In the Introduction mention was made of the 

problem of terms for burial ground artefacts presupposing function – call it a 

monument or memorial, and, as Ariès points out,169 it implies memorialisation or 

commemoration; call it a marker and it implies that it marks the burial, but does not 

necessarily glorify or even name the person buried. Marking the burial might be for six 

reasons.  

The first is to stop anyone else being buried there, in which case there is no need for any 

inscription; this can be seen in the ‘Great Stone’ at Santan, Isle of Man, (an early high-

status burial), or the small lumps of stone at Waxhaw, South Carolina, marking each end 

of burials. There was certainly a fear of oneself or a loved one being dug up by accident 

and Weever defines a monument as ‘a receptacle or sepulchre... built to receive a dead 

corps, and to preserve the same from violation.’170  McCormick quotes A treatise of mens 

rights to dispose of tombes which themselves have made and dedicated written in about 1700 by 

William Montgomery of Rosemount, Co. Down.171 Traditionally gravediggers had cut 

into old burials when digging new ones. Montgomery wants his own vault to be 

sacrosanct for ‘my dear wives[’] and my own’ bones, and he uses some rather dubious 

theology to try to justify it172.  Gray writes in similar vein that 

 .. even these bones from insult to protect  

Some frail memorial [is] still erected nigh173 

 

One might (based on the position for intramural monuments, often erected by the last 

of a line to mark the vault below and ‘stand guard over the deserted dead’ as ‘guardian 

of the vault’)174 speculate that marker-erection with this function might be most 

common when a family died out or was no longer locally-resident. A ledgerstone or 

wolfstone would be especially efficacious in this regard.175 

                                                           
169 Ariès, The Hour of our Death, p. 202. 

170 Weever, p. 5. 

171 McCormick, ‘Reformation, privatisation and the rise of the headstone’, p. 362. 

172 He cites I Corinthians 6:19, St Paul’s reference to the body as ‘the temple of the Holy Ghost’  

173 Gray, ‘Elegy’. 

174 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, pp. 200-01, 209-10. 

175 As Tarlow points out (Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 124). 
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The second function was so family members could be buried near each other, although, 

as discussed in Chapter 3, there were also, at least sometimes, paper records of who was 

buried where. There is an obvious sentimental basis for this, but it could also provide, 

on however humble a scale, the equivalent of the Roman practice, commended by 

Bolingbroke, of collecting together ancestral busts where they would see them regularly, 

to remember and be inspired by them.176 Tarlow’s  argument, discussed below, that 

headstones became popular as ‘a public expression of deep, personal feelings’ after 

economic independence allowed more emotional experiences,177 is hard to credit at least 

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

The third function was as a written record of dates and family relationships, potentially 

citable in Court, as intramural monuments had been;178 the compiler of one collection of 

Sussex churchyard monumental inscriptions, a barrister, produces it specifically for this 

reason.179  

The fourth function was to commemorate the person who had died, what Hobbes 

called ‘civill honoring’.180 Llewellyn takes it further in relation to intramural memorials, 

and describes their erection as ‘ritualised, permanent replacements for the deceased’,181 

‘a way to counter the potential damage to the social or communal fabric caused by the 

demise of a particular individual and by means of its siting and design, to suggest the 

continuity of the memory and of the subject’s lineage’,182 although this does not imply a 

lack of social movement in life.183 However, we must remember that other options were 

available to commemorate the dead, such as the printing of funeral sermons.184  

Both these last two reasons necessitate a design with room for an inscription long 

enough to give the required information or eulogy, and this seems to have been one of 

the principal reasons why pegs were replaced by headstones. Finch says of intramural 

                                                           
176 Henry, 1st Viscount Bolingbroke, Letters on the Study and Use of History (A. Millar, London, 1752) quoted 

in Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. 10. 

177 Tarlow, Bereavement, pp. 127-42. 

178 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. 213. 

179 Elliot, Monuments and Inscriptions. 

180 Thomas Hobbes, [    ] quoted in Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 300. 

181 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.14. 

182 Llewellyn, ‘Honour in Life’, p. 180. 

183 Marshal p. 287. 

184 Marshal p. 265. 
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monuments that by the eighteenth century they were ‘textual rather than visual’,185 and 

certainly inscriptions cover the majority of the surface of most gravemarkers. However, 

the extent to which the full inscription was read is problematic; Llewellyn points out 

that the lettering on intramural monuments was often too small to be read at any 

distance,186 and the same was true of some gravemarkers, especially chest tombs with 

iron railings round them. It is surely correct to apply to them the statement (made about 

intramural monuments) that ‘the initial visual understanding of the ... monument – 

perhaps at a distance – was as architecture’.187  

A fifth reason might be to glorify the person who erected the marker. This is rarely 

mentioned on the inscription, but in some areas, especially Scotland, it can be locally the 

norm.188 

A sixth reason, which may explain why Moravians and Quakers, hostile to glorification, 

and at least in the former case not burying in kinship groups, still marked graves with 

names and dates, may have been a perceived need for orderliness.  

The balance of these six reasons seems to have changed over time, although at no stage 

in our period can it be said that any of them was not valid in some cases. The tendency 

for the beginning of inscriptions to change from ‘Here lyeth the bodie of’ (in other 

words, ‘Don’t dig here’) to a commemorative ‘In memory of’ over the course of the 

eighteenth century suggests greater stress on the fourth rather than the first or second. 

Finch’s study of intramural monuments in Norfolk dates the crossover to about 1750,189 

and my fieldwork would not argue with this as a very broad-brush average date.  

Craske (dealing with intramural monuments) argues that most do not seem to have been 

designed for commemorative purposes but instead had a social purpose ‘in terms of 

rituals of tribute making’ or of marking the burial spot.190 This seems to fit better with 

                                                           
185 Finch, Church Monuments, p. 145. 

186 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 364. 

187 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 364. 

188 Tarlow on Orkney sees this as happening only after 1800 (Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 66). 

189 Finch, Church Monuments, pp. 169, 173. 

190 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. xi. 
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the position in the churchyard than some other arguments which postulate elite 

sentiments.191  

Fieldwork suggests that there was no difference in design between markers in public 

burial grounds and those in private family lots. This is perhaps surprising, as the latter 

would seem to be an exclusively private role, usually experienced either alone or in the 

company of family, while the former is on the face of it a public object, often 

experienced in the company of others.192   

 

Variation by age and gender 

 

There was sometimes variation between markers for different ages and genders. 

 

In some areas children and/or women were given smaller markers than men. Whether 

children’s markers were smaller than those for adults to mark the smaller size of the 

commemorated or just because they were cheaper is unclear; Garman’s study of the 

Common Burial Ground at Newport, Rhode Island, shows an average surface area of 

about 250 square inches for children as opposed to around 400 for adults (slightly larger 

for men than women).193 Wilson’s work on Ithamar Spauldin, already mentioned under 

pricing, shows that adult headstones were generally twenty to twenty-five inches wide 

and those for children fifteen to twenty. He found no difference between men and 

women.194 Garman’s study of the Common Burial Ground at Newport, Rhode Island, 

found little gender difference in the period 1720 – 1770 but in the next three decades a 

difference in average surface area of headstones between about 400 square inches for 

adult women and over 500 for adult men.195 Heinrich noted ‘a small number of more 

shallowly carved, two-dimensional cherubs’ on smaller sized markers for children and 

                                                           
191 Such as Llewellyn’s conclusion that ‘the tomb-makers and their patrons were committed to making 

monuments that exemplified virtue for the public benefit and improvement’ (Llewellyn, Funeral 

Monuments, p.374). 

192 Llewellyn points out that intramural monuments were public objects (Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 

225). Loach makes much the same distinction between emblems sees on paper and on buildings (Loach p. 

18). 

193 Garman p. 81 (these are figures for Euro-American burials). 

194 Wilson, ‘Purchase delay’, p. 108. 

195 Garman p. 86 (the format of the graphs do not allow precise figures to be read off). 
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some women.196 In New Hampshire Rainville found that markers for adults were bigger 

than those for children but did not otherwise differ.197  

 

However, in some places there are design differences. (As a comparison, Llewellyn 

found new kinds of intramural monument evolving specifically for children in the early 

seventeenth century).198 In parts of north-east Massachusetts, the effigial motif of a head 

within a niche is used mainly if not entirely for women, while men received a cherub 

(Plates 9.10b and 9.11a).199 In New Jersey the pseudo-effigial fan is associated with 

children up to five years old, 200 and the tulip with unmarried women and girls.201 

According to Benes, a variant of the Boston Bedhead shape with the head- and 

footstones tapering inwards, to give the outline of a cradle, was in some places (but not 

others) used exclusively for babies.202 Headstones marking the burial of several children 

might have multiple effigies, as discussed in chapter 5, thereby creating a distinctive 

form. Caulfield suggested that in parts of Connecticut winged skulls were the preferred 

effigy for children after 1740, even if adults had moved on from it,203 and Deetz and 

Dethlefsen found that in parts of Plymouth County, Massachusetts, a particular and 

seemingly-outdated effigial design of the Medusa variety was reserved for children under 

5.204 Their hypothesis for why this was the case was that 

 

children are a stylistically conservative element in the population of a 

cemetery...it may well be that small children, not having developed a strong, 

personal impact on the society, would not be thought of in quite the same way 

as adults, and would have their graves marked with more conservative, less 

explicitly descriptive stones.205  

                                                           
196 Heinrich, ‘Cherubs or Putti?’, 12th page. 

197 Rainville, ‘Hanover Deathscapes’, pp. 571-72. 

198 Nigel Llewellyn, ‘ “[An] Impe entombed here doth lie”: the Besford Triptych and Child Memorials in 

Post-Reformation England' in Gillian Avery and Kimberley Reynolds (eds), Representations of Childhood 

Death (Macmillan, Basingstoke, 2000) pp. 52-64. 

199 For example at Chelmsford, MA, compare William Procter †1767 and Ruth Goold †1785. 

200 Veit, ‘Consumerism and Iconographic Change’, p. 123. 

201 Veit, ‘Consumerism and Iconographic Change’, p. 123. 

202 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 43 and p. 227, n. 73. 

203 Ernest Caulfield, ‘Connecticut Gravestones: IV "The Glastonbury Lady"', Markers Vol. VIII (1991 

[1954]) pp. 50-57p. [106], cited in Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, pp. 227-28, n. 79. 

204 Deetz and Dethlefsen 1967 p.36. 

205 Deetz and Dethlefsen 1967 p. 36. 
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Could one not equally postulate that some at least of these old-fashioned designs might 

have been use for children because they would have been cheaper? 

Dethlefsen and Jensen make the point that while seventeenth- and eighteenth-century 

American markers are generally for only one person, they may have been shared by 

three categories: husband and wife, mother and child, and children206 (by which they 

must mean child-siblings). My fieldwork confirms this, and extends it to the study area 

generally, although I would say the last two categories are much commoner than the 

first. This is an example not so much of variation by age or sex as by familial 

relationship, that in some cases the grammar of the graveyard treated mother and child 

or infant siblings as one person. 

It may be significant that burials of particular ages or genders were marked at all. Craske 

notes ‘a marked absence of [intramural] monuments explicitly to the memory of dead 

children’ in the mid-eighteenth century.207  Fieldwork suggests that this was not the case 

in the churchyard, where even in times and places where the custom was strictly one 

name per headstone, some children were still commemorated, despite the expense of a 

headstone of their own (Plate 9.11b).208 Benes estimates that about half of all markers in 

New England between 1680 and 1770 were to children or infants.209 Tarlow concludes 

(based on scanty evidence in Orkney) that more markers were erected to men than to 

women, but as her table is of the name of the first inscriptional event, and husbands 

tend to die before wives, this is of dubious value.210  

I have come across no types of gravemarker specifically for older people. 

A different angle is whether there was variation between markers erected not for women 

but by women. At some periods there seems to have been such a difference for 

intramural monuments,211 but we do not have enough evidence on who erected 

                                                           
206 Dethlefsen and Jensen p. 35, 

207 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. 449, n. 84. 

208 For example Thomas Glover †1746 in his seventh year at Swithland, Leics., and Hopkins infant †1793 

at Wellfleet, MA 

209 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p.13. 

210 Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 62. 

211 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. 266. 
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gravemarkers to tell. Tarlow seems to assume that it was always the surviving spouse,212 

but it could just as easily be executors or (male or female) children or remoter family. 

Variation as a result of simple preference 

 

Choice of gravemarker may well often have been a matter simply of personal 

preference, as Heinrich suggests; his study shows families tending to have a repeated 

preference for a particular effigial or pseudo-effigial feature, or for a particular maker; 

sometimes they might give repeat business to a maker, but ask for (or be given) a 

different design.213 Craske (writing of intramural monuments) describes a market in 

starkly consumer terms, in which ‘certain conventional types of image rose and fell in 

accordance with client demand’.214 Welch notes that Thomas Brown, an Englishmen 

working in New York in the second half of the eighteenth century, ‘fashioned both 

resurrection symbols ... and mortality designs’ with the latter ‘having a slight numerical 

edge ...Since [he] could craft either symbol with facility, the preference for mortality 

images was apparently ... popular choice.’215 

 

This is not surprising. As we saw in Chapter 6, gravestone-making did not take place in 

isolation, and some change in design was due to changes in the general architectural, 

artistic or indeed economic environment. Craske aimed to write (for intramural 

monuments) an art history ‘which involves continuous reference to a broader cultural 

context’ which obliged him ‘to think in terms not of œuvres and the particular decisions 

of patrons but of a market for conventional objects, a system of exchange which was, in 

essence, the economic expression of social forces.’216 I would argue that variation in 

gravemarker design must include a human element, due to makers and 

patrons/purchasers, but undoubtedly the general cultural-economic environment was 

important, too.  

 

Sitwell argues that the mural tablet (which, as we have seen, influenced many 

headstones) ‘offered itself with peculiar aptitude to that degree of Baroque that the 

                                                           
212 Tarlow, Bereavement, pp. 76-79. 

213 Heinrich, ‘”Remember me’” pp. 49-50; Heinrich, ‘Cherubs or Putti?’, 13th page. Similarly families were 

often loyal to intramural tomb-makers (Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.187). 

214 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. ix. 

215 Welch, ‘Thomas Brown of New York City', p.12. 

216 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. ix. 
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Englishman admitted in his furniture and mirror frames.’217 Equally a patron who 

considered himself to have advanced taste might look down on what Lord Kames called 

the ‘hackneyed’ imagery ‘commonly found on tombstones’.218  

 

Llewellyn argues that we should be looking at monuments as ‘the products of two 

interacting groups of cultural participants or actors ... the makers and the patrons.’219 

Lynn Rainville has reminded us that ‘to understand gravestone symbols and values, we 

need to distinguish among the identities of the person buried, the survivor who ordered 

the memorial, and the carver.’220 In fact little documentation survives as to how markers 

came to be erected. This uncertainty as to the process makes it difficult to identify the 

person who ordered a marker; if it was specially commissioned, one should call him a 

patron, but if a ready-made marker was bought, just needing the insertion of an 

inscription, purchaser might be a more apt term.  

 

A very few are known to have been commissioned by the person commemorated in his 

own lifetime,221 as many intramural monuments were.222 If a will directed the erection of 

a monument, the deceased might be seen as a patron, but despite frequent 

commendations of the soul to the Almighty and the body to Christian burial, few 

testators in the period seem to have given such a direction (no more than one per cent 

of Essex and Suffolk wills tabulated by Peter Marshall).223  

 

After death, the two principal possible categories of patrons/purchasers are those 

administering the estate (who today would be called the personal representatives) or the 

close family or heirs (that is, the beneficiaries under the will or intestacy). Both of these 

offer the possibility of a significant level of female patronage, although the uniqueness 

                                                           
217 Sitwell, p. 33. 

218 Lord Kames, Elements of Criticism: In Three Volumes (Edinburgh, 1765), quoted in Craske, Silent Rhetoric, 

p. 55. 

219 Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.31. 

220 Lynn Rainville, ‘Hanover deathscapes: mortuary variability in New Hampshire, 1770-1920’, Ethnohistory 

Vol. 46 (1999) pp. 541-597 at p. 543. 

221 For example the headstone of the Rev:d Patrick Thompson at Braddan, IoM, which says, ‘Here 

underlyeth the / body of the Reverend / Mr Patrick Thompson / Minister of God’s Word / 40 Years, at 

present Vicar/ of Kk Bradan aged 67 / Anno 1673, Deceased / ye 24th of April Anno 1689.’  

222 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p. 47; Llewellyn, ‘Honour in Life’, p. 191 (up to 30%); Llewellyn, 

Funeral Monuments, pp. 53-58. 

223 Marshall p. 290. 
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of this should not be overstated; current scholarship suggests considerable female 

involvement in decision-making on many aspects of domestic material culture.224  

 

It may sometimes be possible to show who paid for a marker through entries in estate 

accounts filed in Court or through the makers’ account books, although these have 

more commonly been mined by historians seeking the identity of the maker, that is, the 

payee, rather than the payer, the patron. They cover only a small minority not only of 

estates (for of course, many people, as we have seen, did not have any gravemarker), but 

of people known to have had gravemarkers and whose estate accounts survive.225 The 

most likely explanation for this must be that most markers were paid for from outside 

the estate by relatives or other sources. 

 

It may be wrong always to seek to identify one patron; there may in fact have been 

different individuals playing different roles, such as perhaps a widow deciding on the 

design or inscription and an executor paying for the result.   

 

Very occasionally a marker might have been erected by a body of which the deceased 

had been a member, such as a friendly society, although examples which state this date 

from after our period.226 In parts of eighteenth-century New England, ministers’ 

markers were paid for by the town (Plate 9.12a),227 and a committee might be set up to 

arrange its commissioning and erection).228 A little more frequently a master might erect 

a marker for his servant; in North America, this can often mean a slave (Plate 9.12b).229 

 

                                                           
224 For example Marylynn Salmon, ‘Women and Property in South Carolina: The Evidence from Marriage 

Settlements, 1730-1830' in Robert Blair St George (ed), Material Life in America: 1600 – 1800 (Northeastern 

University Press, Boston, 1988) pp. 291-309. 

225  Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I p. 31; Ernest Caulfield, ‘Connecticut Gravestones XVIII: 

'Wanted: The Hook-And-Eye Man', Markers Vol. VIII (1991) pp. 311-37 at pp. 315-16. 

226 The commissioning of intramural tombs by confraternities was disrupted by the Reformation 

(Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 282). 

227 For parts of Massachusetts, Malloy and Malloy, ‘Congregational Ministers', pp. 34-85 at p. 35. For New 

Hampshire, see the marker to Timothy Walker †1782 at Concord, NH (my fieldwork). 

228 Malloy and Malloy, ‘Congregational Ministers’, p. 56. 

229 For example ‘Peg, a Negro Serv:t to Henry Bull Esq:r died July ye 25th 1740 Aged 6 Years’ in the 

African-American section of the Common Burial Ground, Newport, RI, who could scarcely have been a 

free servant at that age. 
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What these accounts entries do not show is who decided on the design – was it the 

patron, the maker, or a third party-designer such as an architect? – and how the various 

actors communicated to arrive at the final design. Even at the higher-status levels of 

intramural monument, Mrs Esdaile is uncertain ‘how often [patrons] influenced the 

design, or merely accepted the sculptor’s ideas’.230 

 

It seems that where pre-Reformation tomb-makers lived beside the quarries, orders 

were sent to them in writing or by messenger.231 Something similar may well have 

applied where stone was worked into gravemarkers near quarries. Some long-distance 

orders for gravemarkers do survive, and the wording suggests that the patron was 

interested only in the inscription and was content to leave the ornamental parts to the 

maker: 

 

Mr. Robert Mulican of Bradford Ser pray make; for me Two Gravestones; one 

for David Foster jeunier of Andover; who died the 22;day of Dec; in the year of 

our Lord 1736, in the 20th year of his age; the son of David and Lidea Foster of 

Andover. 

And one for Lidea Foster, the daughter of David and and Lidea Foster of 

Andover; who died in the 17th year of her age in the year of our Lord 1736 and 

when they are made; send me word; and I will come and pay you for them. 

[ signed] David Foster 

 

And one for Isaac Foster; the son of Joshua and Mary Foster of Andover who 

died in the third year of her age in the year 1738. Pray send me word when it is 

made; and I will satisfie you for it 

 

[signed] Joshua Foster 

 

Let them all be made; before you send us word the 3rd April 1739.232 

 

                                                           
230 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p. 50. 

231 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p. 46. 

232 Forbes, Gravestones of Early New England, p. 15. 
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As Forbes says, ‘Undoubtedly Robert Mullican made these three gravestones as well as 

his artistic sense and his working tools permitted, and David and Joshua Foster accepted 

and paid for them and were satisfied.’233 

 

However, this lack of design involvement by the patron/purchaser may have been a 

function of distance. Equally, in areas where there was only one active gravestone-

maker, potential patrons had to accept his style and the limitations of his skills, although 

by the same token he might be vulnerable to the arrival of competitors working in styles 

patrons may have seen as more up-to-date or otherwise more desirable; an example is 

north-central Massachusetts in the third quarter of the eighteenth century, where the 

fifty-year old Merrimack Valley Style (as used by Mullican, and described in Appendix 

H) was replaced by less vernacular, more polite styles (Plate 9.13).234  

 

In urban areas, especially the larger cities, patrons had more choice of manufacturers, 

and one can postulate that burial grounds could act like galleries from which a maker or 

style could be chosen; Rainville suggests that this is what may have happened when a 

patron ordered inscriptions ‘done in a style equal to those you finished for Mrs Smith’s 

three children at Hanover’,235 and Mrs Esdaile found evidence of potential patrons 

asking a family for the name of the maker of a particular intramural monument of 

theirs,236 although this could have been because they liked the quality rather than 

necessarily the design. Patrons may have been able to call at a stonecutter’s yard to see 

blank stones which many seem to have kept in stock.237 Gorman and DiBlasio postulate 

that it might have been easier to commission an innovative design from local rather than 

distant makers.238 

 

Drawings survive for some high-status intramural memorials;239 many remained in the 

workshop and, Mrs Esdaile thinks, encouraged continuities in design.240 I have not 

                                                           
233 Forbes Gravestones of Early New England, p. 15. 

234 Compare Samuel Willard †1752 (the old style) with John Dunsmoor  †1756 (the new), both at the Old 

Settlers Burying Ground, Lancaster, MA. 

235 Rainville, ‘Hanover Deathscapes’, p. 568 (this was actually in 1815, so just after our period). 

236 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p.49. 

237 Burgess, Churchyard Memorials, p. 285 n.19. 

238 Gorman and DiBlasio p. 91. 

239 Sitwell, p. 33. 

240 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, pp. 80-81. 
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found any designs on paper for a gravemarker, although one would expect some to have 

been made, at least for more elaborate or expensive examples. 

 

Patrons presumably went to those selling gravemarkers either because they had been 

recommended or because they were the only available option. However, it is noticeable 

that markers tend to be signed more when they are at a distance from the maker’s usual 

area of operation, which suggests they acted as advertisements.241 A very few actually 

have the price on them.242 

 

Design might move on as a maker exercised autonomy as artist or craftsman and altered 

his own style or built on or changed one he had inherited.243 The sculptor John Frazee 

(1790 – 1852), who made gravestones just after our period, left memoirs in which he 

wrote ‘nor was I in any way inclined to imitate [the] style or taste [of existing 

gravestones]. I was resolved to strike out a new path, both in ornament and 

lettering...’244 Benes puts at the head of his list of reasons for ‘the evolution of symbols 

and images’ ‘a carver’s personal vision’.245 Glassie argues that ‘while the elite artist may 

be willing to risk his standing to appear ahead of his times, it is only a rare folk artist 

who strives for innovation; his replication is an affirmation of a tradition.’246   

 

An alternative to change because of artistic impulse is change to satisfy popular taste or 

to provide a distinctive product to attract consumers; Heinrich suggests that a maker’s 

particular effigial or pseudo-effigial figure was his ‘public trade card or advertisement’.247 

Equally, copying high-status or high-fashion markers might reflect potential customers’ 

wish to emulate others or at least be vaguely with-it. Here belong what we might call 

country markers, adopting the term from furniture and taking on Glassie’s useful if 

disdainful definition of it: ‘nonacademic furniture, not necessarily rurally made, which 

                                                           
241 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, pp. 6-7. 

242 For example Lydia Bennitt †1791 at Columbia, CT (attributed to Zerubbabel Collins); “Pr. 7 Dollars”. 

243 Although Llewellyn argues that intramural sculptors were not ‘exponents of a personal style.’ 

(Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 20). 

244 Veit, ‘Consumerism and Iconographic Change’, p. 115. 

245 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 47. 

246 Glassie, ‘Folk Art’, p. 259. 

247 Heinrich, ‘Cherubs or Putti?’, 12th page. 
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echoes the academic styles of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries and/or has 

individualistic zing’.248 

 

It is important to realise (as many writers seem not to) that many markers were not 

made for a particular person but were produced either for resale (by a wholesaler to a 

retailer, as discussed in Chapter 7) or ‘on spec’, possibly in the winter when outdoor 

work was not possible; Burgess saw an eighteenth century blank which remained at an 

old masons’ yard.249 The significance, of course, is that if a marker is made on spec, with 

no-one particular in mind, any decoration on it cannot have any symbolic significance 

relating to the person buried (although conceivably it could in relation to the dead in 

general). 

 

One carver alone could make a great difference to the development of style. Veit 

suggests the ‘stunning transformation’ of New Jersey gravemarker design in the 1730s 

may have been due to the arrival of the Newport-trained Philip Stevens.250 The north-

east Massachusetts maker John Hartshorne changed the direction of eastern 

Connecticut gravestone design by moving there and taking the Essex County style with 

him.251 The peregrinations of the Soule family, originally from Plympton, Massachusetts, 

disseminated their ‘Medusa’ style into western Massachusetts and the area around 

Hinsdale, New Hampshire.252 Deetz and Dethlefsen are disturbed by this assertion of 

artistic autonomy (with shades of the great man theory of history): 

 

If, as archaeologists, we were confronted with the degree of style similarity seen 

between Hinsdale and Plympton in mortuary art, might we not infer a much 

greater influence than a single individual arriving in the community? After all, 

mortuary art would be about the only distinctively variable element in material 

culture over eighteenth-century New England, and such a close parallel could 

well be said to represent a migration from Plympton to Hinsdale. One man 

moved.253 

                                                           
248 Glassie, Pattern, p. 232 n. 352. 

249 Burgess, Churchyard Memorials, p. 285 n. 19. 

250 Veit, ‘Consumerism and Iconographic Change’, p. 119, citing Luti, Mallet and Chisel, pp. 165-77. 

251 See Appendix H, sub the Merrimack Valley Style. 

252 Blachowicz, from Slate to Marble II, pp. 331-70. 

253 Deetz and Dethlefsen 1967, p. 36; Deetz and Dethlefsen, 1978, p.88 . 
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Other variation 

 

Emotional variation 

 

Sarah Tarlow has sought to reinterpret gravemarkers ‘primarily in terms of their 

involvement in the expression and the creation of emotional relationships.’254 Her 

approach is problematic as it attempts to create a whole theoretical framework for 

interpreting markers based on her fieldwork in five kirkyards in Orkney.255 She argues 

that those not of high status began to erect gravemarkers only when they became 

sufficiently economically independent to allow themselves emotional experiences, 

whether by marrying for love or erecting markers as ‘a public expression of deep, 

personal feelings’.256 It is entirely conjecture, however, based on a small unrepresentative 

sample, and it is not right to see emotion as a preserve of the Romantic era; some 

seventeenth-century stones also have quite tender inscriptions.257 It is also worth noting 

that what she is considering is primarily a change in the emotional relations between 

living people, which carries on after the death of the first to die as one between a living 

person and a dead one, rather than considering the attitude of the living to the dead and 

death more generally.  

Variation as a result of mode of production 

 

Tarlow sees ‘a radical dislocation at the end of the eighteenth century when the number 

of memorials being erected begins abruptly and dramatically to increase’, reflected in a 

difference between ‘the memorial of poor or minimal artistry, produced in small 

numbers in the early modern period, and the industrially-produced stones of the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries’,258 although later she argues that her graveyard boom 

could not be a result of industrial mass-production as such markers did not appear in 

her study area until well into the boom.259 

                                                           
254 Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 25. 

255 Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 51  

256 Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 131. 

257 For example Eliner Christian †1699 at Lezayre, IoM a blacksmith’s wife ‘who was the careful mother 

of seven sons’.  

258 Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 108. 

259 Tarlow, Bereavement, p. 116. 
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Advances in technology certainly affected gravemarker design, especially in allowing 

harder stone to be carved, or carved more intricately. The water-powered multiple-stone 

saw was invented about 1748 by one Henry Watson of Ashford-in-the-Water, 

Derbyshire.260 Variation might also occur between products of different types of what 

one might call manufacturing culture, whether on the one hand ‘folk’ or ‘craft’ and on 

the other industrial. It is possible to avoid the full complexities of the arguments as to 

what exactly is folk; Benes says that folk should have some naïve, primitive or simplistic 

characteristics, in other words is ‘manifestly naïve’.261 The number of signed markers in 

the mid-Atlantic states was at its peak between 1770 and 1790, and Veit wonders if this 

was the result of larger-scale production and consequent more impersonal relationships 

between producers and consumers; he notes that at the same time furniture makers 

were beginning to put labels on their work.262 

 

Urban/rural variation 

 

Jonathan Finch points out that traditional scholarship on church monuments has tended 

to overlook any distinction between urban and rural churches.263 Was there a distinction 

between markers in town and country burial grounds? This is a problematic question as 

many urban grounds have been destroyed and so the evidence is largely lacking. 

However, one can consider a number of yards which survive seemingly reasonably 

complete, and which were urban at the time when the markers were erected, notably 

almost a complete complement in Lewes, Charleston and Boston, and others in Bury St 

Edmunds,264 Canterbury,265 Devizes,266 Edinburgh,267 Hartford, King’s Lynn,268 and New 

York.269 There seem, from fieldwork in these, to be more high status markers in urban 

centres (which, according to the local style might – as at Lewes (Plate 9.14a) – mean 

                                                           
260 Burgess, Churchyard Memorials, p. 273. 

261 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 8. 

262 Veit, ‘Consumerism and Iconographic Change’, p. 128. 

263 Jonathan Finch, Church Monuments, p. 2. 

264 Although many are illegible. 

265 St Dunstan’s, St Martin’s, St Mildred’s and St Paul’s. 

266 St John’s and St Mary’s. 

267 Canongate, Greyfriars and St Cuthbert’s. 

268 All Saints’, St Margaret’s and – although no longer fully intact - St Nicholas’. 

269 Principally Trinity and St Paul’s. 
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more altar tombs, or – as in Charleston (Plate 9.14b) – more portrait stones) and fewer 

of the most primitive types such as fieldstones. 

Variation compared 

Thus the architecture and design of gravemarkers varied for all manner of reasons, yet 

they also had much in common with each other. While it may be possible to see some 

of these suggested causes of variation (Tarlow’s emotional variation, for instance) as of 

little or no significance, most of the possible causes have some relevance, and we need 

to see how they relate to each other and to the wider grammar.  

Surprisingly (as it is by far the most popular cause among previous scholars, both as 

religion per se and in the guise of attitudes to death), we have seen that religious variation 

was of very limited importance. Some denominations did have definite styles of their 

own (the Moravians the most obvious example), and there is some variation in motifs 

(discreet crosses for recusants, for instance), but, as we have seen, for the mass of the 

population, religion did not affect gravemarker design.  

Socio-economic variation is perhaps the one most to be expected, as richer individuals 

by definition have more money to spend on purchasable items, and those of higher 

status will in most traditional societies be seen as entitled to items of higher status. Thus 

it is no surprise that we found individuals who are richer or of higher status having 

markers which are larger or more elaborate. What we did not necessarily find was their 

having markers which (other than in size or complexity of production) were different 

from those of their contemporaries of lower status or economic circumstances. In other 

words, we may see them as different but in the same style. Complicating the picture is 

that where we did find definite socio-economic variation, for instance in the choice of a 

chest tomb rather than a headstone, we might find that both were still susceptible of the 

same or different regional variation. 

Variation by function has been little considered hitherto, but as we have seen, it can be 

important – and that should be obvious; simply marking the location of a burial may 

well require a different product from providing a vehicle for a panegyric. Again, 

however, functionally-different markers were usually subject to regional variation (even 

if only as to the type of stone used as a fieldstone).  

We saw that age and gender variation did occur, but only locally and very much within a 

regional style. Ethnic variation occurred in North America, based on the traditions of 
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the homelands of immigrant groups who settled together, but as explained in the 

Introduction, they are largely outside the scope of this thesis. 

The most persuasive of all the possible non-regional variations is choice, whether that is 

the choice of the maker, the choice of the retailer, the choice of the consumer, or, as 

most likely, a combination. We have seen the extent to which markers were part of the 

general material culture of the period, and thus it is no surprise that choice or fashion or 

whatever we call it is affected by that general material culture. Now it was also related to 

regional variation, of course, and what was the choice of one region might not have 

been the choice of a different region (although we must remember that some areas did 

not really have a choice, if there was only one producer available, other than not to have  

marker at all). There was no one single reason why the architecture and design of 

gravemarkers varied. There was a combination of regional and non-regional factors 

tending to variation, but also other factors holding design together; the rest of this 

chapter will draw these together into a framework for ongoing analysis. 

Grammar 

Before starting to study the markers of the period, we might have assumed that we 

would find them to be more or less the same. After studying them, we found how much 

variation in fact there was. However, there were limits to variation; Glassie warns 

against ‘overlook[ing] similarities in searching for details that can be built into 

narratives.’270 In fact, the more we look, the more we realise how similar they were. This 

rest of this chapter will explain what form this similarity took and will then conclude the 

thesis by reviewing variation and uniformity as a whole and welding them into an 

analytical framework. 

The factors tending towards uniformity can best be understood by simplifying radically. 

Most markers are headstones, and if not, they are one of a limited number of other 

forms. If they are headstones, they are almost always carved on one side only, and 

decoration is either around the edge in a border or on the chief. There is a fairly limited 

repertoire of decoration. My argument is that all this amounts to a grammar within and 

through which the maker had freewill to design as he thought fit. 

The term grammar may first have been used in relation to vernacular architecture by 

Frank Lloyd Wright, who referred to a natural, human ‘grammar of architectural 

                                                           
270 Glassie, ‘Meaningful Things’, p. 76. 
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forms’.271 It was adopted by Glassie, who argued that the aim of analysing the ability to 

make artefacts (what he called artefactual competence) ‘is to create a systematic model 

that accounts for the design ability of an idealized maker – a sort of artefactual 

“grammar”’.272 This ‘must consist of rules that might have been used to generate 

perceivable things. These rules are the structure that binds distinct elements into a 

synochronic system’.273 His argument is that ‘the designer ... becomes free to fret about 

specific relations .. while, deeply, the rules to which he is unconsciously committed 

prevent that focus on detail from producing anarchy;’274 in other words, the maker can 

choose design details but the most important features are fixed. ‘These rules, precisely 

like those in a grammar, are unconscious, but they are not unconscious in the sense that 

they are unknown. They are known, as their proper use proves, and they can be brought 

into consciousness through questioning or contemplation. Normally, they remain as the 

unconsidered principles that guide a person’s actions throughout life.’275 

 

The concept has been persuasively enunciated in similar terms by a number of scholars. 

In Prown’s words ‘There is a language of form as there is a language of words; a naming 

through making as there is a naming through saying.’276 Glassie phrases it, ‘Formally the 

grammars of discourse and of artifacts are alike. At the surface we find complications 

that can be stripped away to expose simple essences.’277 Matthew Johnson, critical of 

Glassie in a number of respects, defines grammar in material culture as ‘a set of rules 

generating, first, a set of shapes or basic grammatical entities, and then manipulating 

those entities to form a set of artefacts..... it models the way the final form of a building 

is thought out in implicit stages in the mind of the builder. A grammar is therefore an 

explicit description of a competence held at an unspoken, intuitive level.’278 As Deetz 

said, ‘Any object ... can be given any of a wide variety of forms, yet the range of 

variation will be narrow within any given culture. It is this consistency which underlies 

the concept of type in archeology, and shared artefact form is clearly and unquestionably 

                                                           
271 Frank Lloyd Wright, ‘The Sovereignty of the Individual' in Edgar Kaufmann and Ben Raeburn (eds), 

Frank Lloyd Wright: Writings and Buildings (World, Cleveland, 1969) pp. 85, 89, 93 (quoted by Glassie, Folk 
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the reflection of shared thought, not only about what is appropriate, but what is 

unacceptable.’279 Brunskill seems to be talking about the same thing as a grammar when 

he writes that an amateur designer ‘will have been guided by a series of conventions 

built up in his locality.’280  

 

The literature scholar David H. Watters asked in 1980 whether Glassie’s ideas of 

grammar could be applied to gravemarkers:  

 

‘... such a study would reveal just what the relationships between design areas on 

stones are – what can or cannot appear in the tympanum, on the pilasters, in the 

body of the stone, and what happens when certain elements appear in each area. 

Was there a “grammar” in the mind of the carver which told him that only 

certain combinations of designs were appropriate on given stones? Can we 

detect a design grammar which could be related to person’s [sic] status, age or 

sex? Would it then be possible to consider changes in gravestone designs as the 

result of a changing “grammar” which could be related to cultural or religious 

principles? Glassie demonstrated that craftspersons take new design elements, 

whether from other carvers or from high style sources, and integrate them into 

the pre-existing conceptual framework. It would seem that we could then look 

at the similar process of integration of a new design element in a carver’s work 

as a way of understanding the carver’s own commentary on the design by his 

treatment of it.’281  

 

My answer to Watters’ question is that it can be, and that this thesis has started the 

process. 

At the level of ‘polite’ intramural monuments, Craske is talking about something close 

to grammar when he says that ‘both monuments and inscriptions represent the feelings 

and conduct of persons through formulaic abstractions [which] can, less flatteringly, be 

described as conventional fictions.’282 Benes refers to the development of ‘conventions 

and customs’ ‘which regulated a stone’s shape, its position in the burial ground, its 

                                                           
279 Deetz, ‘Material Culture’, p. 220. 

280 Brunskill, p. 28. 

281 David H. Watters, ‘Gravestones and Historical Archaeology: A Review Essay',  Markers Vol. I 

(1979/80) pp. 174-79 at p. 178. 

282 Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. 2. 
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inscription text, and its decorative and symbolic carvings. Most of these conventions 

were similar to ones followed throughout New England and some were continuations 

of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century English practices.’283 From my fieldwork and 

identification of regional styles on both sides of the Atlantic (thus covering a much 

wider area than Benes, who restricted himself to New England and parts of Kent), I 

think this downplays the extent to which there was a grammar common to all parts of 

the British Atlantic world. He describes the grammar of the effigial figure284 in 

eighteenth-century New England as ‘a core symbol (a skull, a geometric face, or an 

explicitly human face), to which was attached one or a pair of secondary symbols that 

suggested flight (birds’ wings, bats’ wings, feathers); eternal life (diamonds, hearts, 

books, and trees); radiance (suns, halos, or brightness markings); or heaven (suns, stars, 

and planets)’.285 

Grammar might well vary regionally, what in the context of his ‘grammar of carpentry’ 

for traditional English timber buildings Richard Harris calls regional dialects;286 for 

instance, in Scotland and north-east England it permitted the carving of the headstone 

on both sides. Similarly there was regional grammatical variation as to whether a 

headstone was complete in itself or required a footstone as well. In some areas (for 

example Norfolk) (Plate 9.15a) footstones are unknown,287 whereas Benes found that 

every marker produced in Plymouth County, Massachusetts, in the eighteenth century 

was in the form of headstone and footstone (Plate 9.15b).288 In New England, skulls 

and hourglasses have feathered (birds’) wings, while in Great Britain they are skin and 

bone only (bats’ wings) (Plate 9.16). As Watters suggested, grammars may also vary by 

other factors such as age and sex.  

 

                                                           
283 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 42. 

284 He calls it a spirit ideogram. 

285 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p.45. 

286 Richard Harris, ‘The grammar of carpentry’, Vernacular Architecture Vol. XX (1989) pp. 1-8. 

287 From my fieldwork. 

288 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 42. Many have now been separated (or the footstones discarded), but the 

effect can still be seen in some New England burial grounds still in an original condition, for example Old 

Saybrook, CT. 
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Grammar may be in stages, with different grammars, or rather different parts of 

grammar, for the whole or specific parts;289 in relation to gravemarkers, this might mean 

as to the general form but also as to the more detailed shape and as to individual motifs, 

the last being, as Glassie puts it, ‘the establishment and repetition of conventional 

designs. Just as people were drawn from the front, tulips were drawn from the side, 

sunflowers from the top, and four-legged beasts from the side, spread into a flying 

gallop.’290 Cherubs were almost always affronty not in profile. There is an argument that 

similarity of motifs arises because of similarity of sources, as shown in Chapter 6 (it 

does), but once that source has been used, it could become something fixed and 

grammatical.  

Benes argues that ‘the conventions that determined the artwork of a stone were distinct 

from those that determined its profile shape or its inscription’.291 Other grammars could 

be incorporated; the rules of heraldry were generally, although not always, observed 

when positioning images or attributes of husband and wife on a marker.292 It was 

permitted to take motifs from a range of decoration sanctioned by the wider grammar 

of material culture (the secondary decoration on gravemarkers was well described by 

Ludwig as ‘atmosphere’).293 As Laura Byers has written, 

 

Eighteenth century carvers considered themselves craftsmen rather than artists, 

and chose, by and large, to work within the tradition of their craft. The basis of 

this tradition was a set of organizational principles around which motifs were 

regularly structured. Stylistic transformations occurred within the limits of the 

tradition and were accommodated not by the radical reorganization of form, but 

by the substitution of symbols already a part of a general decorative art 

vocabulary. Motifs from a variety of decorative sources, classical and popular, 

                                                           
289 Johnson ‘propose[s] that an artefactual competence may be divided into subsets of rules, the beginning 

and end of each subset corresponding with a certain structural level of the creation of the artefact.’ 

(Matthew Johnson, p. 34).  

290 Glassie, ‘Folk Art’, p. 264. 

291 Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p. 47. 

292 The same applied to intramural monuments (Craske, Silent Rhetoric, p. 450, n. 13, although it was of 

longer standing than there suggested). 

293 Ludwig, Graven Images, p.14. 
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were unhesitatingly borrowed. The extraordinary number of motifs that made 

their way onto stone attests to the carvers’ artistic freedom.294  

 

We can see grammar evolving in relation to headstones as the new form became more 

widespread – indeed its adoption is a sign that material culture, like language, can 

change. Early markers are small, but as the eighteenth century went on, it became 

permissible for them to become much bigger, sometimes as tall as a man. On the effigial 

level, it is sometimes difficult to differentiate between a change of grammar and a 

change of fashion – or perhaps there is no difference. Rainville’s detailed study of one 

New Hampshire community found that no marker for a death after 1787 included a 

winged skull;295 grammar or fashion? The point is well summed-up by the same author: 

‘the stylistic decisions made by the carver can... be attributed to society-wide fashions in 

mortuary monuments, not as a unique tribute to the deceased individual’.296 ‘Religious 

affiliation, socioeconomic status, and emotional attachment to the deceased had 

significantly less impact on the choice of gravestone material, morphologies, and 

inscriptions than the community’s widely accepted ideas about death and the larger 

sphere of American beliefs.... For instance, while the stone carver often decided what 

motif to use, he was also influenced by society’s changing beliefs about death and the 

afterlife.’ Finch persuasively criticises Deetz and Dethlefsen for ‘concentrat[ing] upon 

ideological explanations for changes in the iconography of gravestones, to the exclusion 

of all other possibilities’, although, as he points out, by 1977 Deetz himself was 

backtracking and accepting that in the 1760s men ‘simply abandoned the older folk 

symbols and began carving cherubs on their stones.’297 It is especially compelling to 

attribute to fashion the emergence of neoclassical motifs in the last quarter of the 

eighteenth century.298 

This leads on to what is perhaps the most significant point, which is where choice and 

grammar come together. This is at the heart of our attempts to understand what is 

happening with gravemarkers in the period. Neither choice nor grammar can be said to 

dominate the other; instead they tended to work on each other. A new design variant, 

not hitherto part of the grammar, might prove popular and be accepted as part of the 

                                                           
294 Byers, p. 3. 

295 Rainville, ‘Hanover Deathscapes’, p. 576. 

296 Rainville, ‘Hanover Deathscapes’, p. 575. 

297 Finch, Church Monuments, p. 169, citing Deetz, In Small Things Forgotten, p. 81. 

298 Heinrich, ‘Cherubs or Putti?’, 6th page. 
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grammar from then on. Another variant might occur only once, be laughed to scorn and 

never seen again.  

The concept of a grammar has to build in the idea of consent. We might change our 

metaphor from the linguistic to the constitutional (if by constitution we mean the 

evolving English model not the written American one). Just as many forms of 

government are founded on the implicit or explicit consent of the governed, so 

grammar in material culture (certainly in gravemarker design) must presuppose the 

approbation or toleration of makers and consumers – most people must have been 

happy to have a headstone with the main decoration at the top of the front surface. This 

is too bald by itself, however; we have to bring regionality into the mix. This adds that 

most people in Norfolk were happy to have a headstone but no footstone, while most 

people in Devon would have felt short-changed by it. Many people in the Carolina Low 

Country or the Home Counties would have accepted a wooden graveboard, which most 

people in the Hebrides or the Carolina Piedmont would never have considered. All 

these variants, however, are within the accepted overall grammar of the British Atlantic 

World, and all would have been recognised as gravemarkers by the inhabitants of that 

world.299  

As this chapter and Chapter 8 have shown, gravemarker design evolves and varies from 

area to area, but it is restrained within the parameters of a grammar. The Conclusion will 

offer a way of analysing this and moving scholarship forwards. 

                                                           
299 Whether this grammar was valid outside the British Atlantic World is beyond the scope of this thesis, 

but, as indicated, a question for which it may provide some of the research framework.  
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Conclusion: the Framework 

 

The subject of this thesis is variation, and the last two chapters, armed with the firm factual 

equipment of the first seven chapters and the appendices, have analysed the types of 

variation, tried to ascertain causes and explanations for them, and discovered the 

framework within which they operate.  

Owing to the lack of any corpus of satisfactory supporting scholarship, this thesis has had 

to look at aspects of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century gravemarkers which are wider 

than variation per se. Similarly, in the absence of reliable studies of many burial grounds, it 

has also had to examine the main surviving evidence (the markers themselves) de novo and in 

very substantial quantity. For the first time, it is possible to have an evidence-based 

discussion on the markers of the period. 

Chapter 1 considered the existing literature and set out the bounds of the thesis in terms of 

time, geography and subject-matter. Chapter 2 considered the period this thesis covers, and 

the political, religious and demographic changes it saw, which were the background for its 

material culture. It noted that the study area, Great Britain and British North America, was 

part of a wider British Atlantic World, which in turn was part of the still-wider Atlantic 

World.  

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 demonstrated the most direct results of the very extensive fieldwork. 

We saw in Chapter 3 the setting for the gravemarkers, usually in a burying ground among 

others of their kind, and often with a place of worship nearby. Chapter 4 examined and 

classified the form they took (amplified in Appendix C, the Glossary). Chapter 5 surveyed 

the motifs and decoration they bore and analysed them by dividing them into effigial or 

pseudo-effigial figures on the one hand and non-effigial charges on the other. Chapter 6 

then put those motifs and decoration in their rightful place in the material culture of the 

age, and established that they are not some sort of discrete oddity but were a full part of the 

general material culture. 

Chapter 7 then looked at the men who made the markers – who they were, how they 

worked in terms both of technique and of organisation, and what their financial and social 

position may have been. It showed that it was possible to identify a number by name, and 
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this thesis has for the first time, in Appendix D, made a full list of all reasonably-provable 

makers. The chapter also saw that the majority of makers remain anonymous, but that 

bodies of work may still be attributable to them. Backing up the chapter, Appendices F and 

G explored the œuvres of a selection of makers (named and anonymous, respectively) and 

found marked differences in who they were and what they produced.  

Chapter 8 went on to see their corpora of work as part of wider styles, and that these could 

be organised regionally, not by preconceived regions but by bespoke areas, the results of 

detailed fieldwork. It was backed up by Appendix G which gave factual descriptions of a 

representative selection of regions and regional styles, which in most cases were being 

delineated and described for the first time. This created a basis for future scholarship. The 

chapter also established the vital importance of geology and transport.  

It was clear, however, that regional differences might not explain all the variation between 

markers or marker styles, and so Chapter 9 went through all other possible types of 

variation, both those suggested by previous writers and those not really properly explored 

hitherto. They were assessed in the round towards the end of the chapter, but in essence the 

conclusion to the exercise was that religious variation was surprisingly unimportant, that 

socio-economic variation and functional variation were both significant, and that variation 

as a result of choice was more significant. Chapter 9 concluded by looking at why markers 

were not more dissimilar to each other, and adopted the idea, put forward under different 

names by a number of scholars of material culture, that there was some structure like a 

grammar within which those responsible for design had leeway. It showed that these 

‘grammars’ were themselves divisible into smaller-scale, more restrictive grammars, for 

example regional ones, or as to what was appropriate for a child or some other member of 

society. 

This thesis is not, of course, the last word on variation. It is based on the most extensive 

fieldwork ever undertaken, but more fieldwork will produce better and more detailed 

results. What the thesis does do is to give a framework for future study – the framework it 

has itself used. That framework is first to sort markers into proven or attributed œuvres, of 

producers named or anonymous, second to combine these into styles, and third to use these 

to define stylistic regions. If similar studies are done on other types of material culture, it 

will be possible to plot how regional variations (both synchronic and diachronic) compare 

over these different types of material culture, and whether in fact it is possible to see general 
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cultural regions, or whether there are discrete regions for different cultural types (or perhaps 

collections of types, such as one pattern for large, generally immovable objects, and another 

for smaller, easily-portable ones; relevant here may be that some makers were responsible 

for more than one type of artefact, for example some stonecutters who were responsible for 

whole buildings and perhaps signpainting as well as gravemarkers). Such studies are ones 

which need to be done in the field. Gravemarkers may be able to lead the way because of 

their advantages in being named, dated, and generally still in situ. 

That is for the future. For the present, four key conclusions can be drawn from this thesis.  

First, pace many previous authors, religion was not important in determining gravemarker 

design. Few bore any motifs which can be described as in any way Christian (as the 

Tractarians recognised). Writers who argue that there was some sacred meaning do so by 

taking motifs which are not those of any religion (cherubs or skulls) and attributing to them 

made-up religious meanings not sanctioned by any contemporary authority; their construct 

is without foundation in scholarship. It seems to be based on a misconception that markers 

would be religious because they are often found near churches, mark burials often carried 

out as part of a religious service, and since the 1840s have often (at least in England) borne 

symbols of Christianity. None of these is a valid reason, especially when faced with the 

evidence of the appearance of the stones themselves. 

Such an attitude sees markers as somehow special – set apart as sacred. In that it is wrong. 

Gravemarkers were not some unique artistic or iconographic phenomenon. They were part 

of the quotidian material culture of their age. Motifs and other design elements found on 

them are also found on a wide range of other manifestations of material culture. The 

problem is that the people who have written books on markers have generally not looked at 

writings on material culture more generally, or indeed at surviving examples. This is 

probably principally because they have taken for granted the idea of the gravemarker as 

thing apart, but it may also to an extent be simply that markers have tended to survive 

better and to be more easily and publicly visible than, say, tradesmen’s signs. 

Once we have accepted gravestones as part of the general material culture, it is possible to 

look at factors which led to the selection of particular designs or motifs. As this thesis has 

shown, the most significant were (objectively unsurprisingly, surely) personal choice by 

customer or manufacturer, bound up with consideration of socio-economic position.  
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The second big point is that of the chronology of design and variation. The Reformation 

led to great changes in monumental culture. The position intramurally has been known for 

some time. For churchyard monuments it can now be seen that production greatly declined, 

and what survived lost its pre-Reformation iconography and refashioned itself, initially 

entirely plain.  A new iconography developed – that of general, non-funereal material 

culture – but what is important is that it did not develop in England, to be taken, fully-

formed, to the New World. Instead, it developed in parallel on both sides of the Atlantic.  

More than that, however, there was no immediate and inviolable bifurcation between the 

Old and New Worlds. What happened was that various regional cultures developed within 

what historians are now realising was a single British North Atlantic World. People moved 

within it, not just from England to New England but west to east as well as east to west, 

and up and down the Eastern Seaboard and into the Caribbean. One regional culture in 

North America might be closer to one in the British Isles than to one elsewhere in North 

America. There was one high-level grammar for this whole Atlantic world, but within it 

local grammar varied – a headstone would always be accompanied by a footstone in 

Massachusetts or Devon, but never in Norfolk or south-west of Philadelphia; the 

inscription on a headstone would be on the west side in Dorset or eastern Connecticut but 

on the east in the Isle of Man or the Carolina Piedmont.  

There is then (the third big point) the question of the creation of gravemarkers. Again there 

has been a tendency to see them in isolation, as the products of individual and independent 

‘carvers’ who need to be identified and to have constantly-changing clouds of gravestones 

more or less securely attributed to them. In fact, like many other goods, markers came to be 

created in different ways. Some were indeed the products of an isolated rural artisan, for 

whom it was either a full-time occupation or carried on in conjunction with another trade 

or profession. In other cases (probably the majority) the position was more complex. One 

man might shape a headstone, another might carve patterns or motifs on it, while another 

incised the inscription; they might all work in the same shop, or for different businesses and 

possibly miles apart. The earnest student of carver attribution may be perplexed that his 

carver has suddenly developed a different style of lettering, oblivious to the possibility that 

the lettering was put on by someone the carver had never met, many miles away and some 

years afterwards. 
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Fourth and finally, the only way to study gravemarkers is to see lots of them – lots and lots. 

Only then can it be seen how they vary and how they are similar, whether a particular one is 

remarkable and innovative or entirely par for the local course. Only then can one be free of 

enthusiasts for highly-ornamented or quirky stones who figuratively and perhaps literally 

trample over the majority of, to them, plainer and less interesting markers.  One must factor 

in everything - these aniconic stones, the fieldstones which are the easiest of all to overlook, 

and those which even the most extensive fieldwork cannot reach – those which have 

disappeared altogether, whether wood into a sexton’s bonfire or stone into a modernising 

vicar’s skip. If this thesis has no other value, it has established for the first time exactly what 

the whole gamut of seventeenth- and eighteenth- century extramural funerary monuments 

looked like and given them a taxonomy.There is no great mystical significance to 

gravemarkers. They are an integral part of the material culture and daily life of the Early 

Modern British Atlantic world, and share its values and conventions. They have not been 

given their due because their sheer numbers and their (in many ways fortunate) immobility 

have defeated scholars. Through the prism of a grammar, we can make sense of variation in 

the architecture and design of these artefacts which, by their universality and literal 

rootedness in the soil, give us a profound insight into the minds and tastes of contemporary 

men and women. 
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Appendix A: Glossary 

Entries in italics are synonyms 

Entries marked with an asterisk are new coinages for previously-unnamed forms. 

*Aedicule monument A floor-standing structure consisting of an aedicule (that is, a pair 

of columns topped by a pediment, with within them an inscription tablet) which is one-

sided and usually, but not always, against a wall. They are mainly found in Scotland and the 

northernmost counties of England. If double-sided, it would become a tall double- or four-

sided headstone. 

Example: Thomas Fargher †1781 at St Mark’s, Isle of Man (Plate A.1). 

Altar tomb A chest tomb with solid sides and a flat top (rather than the superstructure 

found in some other types).  

Example: Grace Stanford †1772, West Dean, Pevensey Rape, Sussex (Plate A.2a). 

Arca Described by Burgess as ‘a coffer in the shape of a truncated pyramid, with triglyph 

pilasters topped with acroteria and ending in lions’ feet’,1 although inspection of the 

example he illustrates reveals a rather different picture; it is a chest tomb with a triangular 

pediment to each of the four sides and behind them a pitched roof or lid; at each corner of 

the chest is a fluted pilaster tapering at its outside corner from top to bottom, and crowned 

with an acroterion. Curl defines arca as a ‘mortuary-chest, shrine, pyx or receptacle for 

relics’,2 which is rather too general to be much help. 

Example: Richard Norman †1813 at Worth, Sussex (Plate A.2b) 

*Arcade tomb A square or rectangle with the sides formed of open arches, either one arch 

per side or more. 

Example: Lady Elizabeth Norton †1715, Hampstead, Middx. (Plate A.3a).  

Bale tomb A type of simple barrel tomb, arising from an erroneous interpretation of the 

superstructure as bales of wool commemorating Cotswold wool merchants, and thus best 

not used. 

Example: Valentine Strong †1662, Burford, Oxon. (Plate A.3b). 

                                                           
1 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 133. 

2 Curl, Dictionary, p. 32. 
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Ball-topped chest. A variant of the urn-topped chest surmounted by a sphere rather than 

an urn. 

Example: an illegible breakfront, bombé tomb at Windrush, Glos.(Plate A.4a). 

Baluster-cornered altar tomb With a baluster at each corner and inscription tablets 

between.  

Example: Grace Stanford †1772, West Dean, Pevensey Rape, Sussex (see Plate A.2a). 

Barrel-topped tombs Chest tombs with a semi-cylinder lying the whole length of the top. 

(Curl defines barrel in an architectural sense as ‘a form ... like a half-cylinder or extruded 

semi-circular arch with a smooth underside’)3. This semi-cylinder may be completely plain, 

or may be ribbed transversely or diagonally, and in either case it may have plain or 

decorated bands at each end and halfway down. They are a speciality of the eastern 

Cotswolds.4  

Example: Margaret White †1686, Witney, Oxon.(Plate A.4b). 

Barrel vault The curved top of a barrel vault, intentionally visible above ground and either 

the only gravemarker or combined with another form; Gover illustrates one below a 

graveboard at an unidentified location in England.5 One at Beaufort, North Carolina, with 

no inscription, is cement-rendered and has rendered brick head- and footstones attached at 

each end. 

Example: one without an inscription at Dengie, Essex (Plate A.5a). 

Bed-head A type of headstone (q.v.), worth mentioning separately only because of how 

widespread it became in New England and the Mid-Atlantic. It has a segmental top with 

small round- or segmental-topped features either side which American gravemarker 

scholarship calls finials.6  

Example: Joshua Howes †1779, Old South Queen Anne Cemetery, Chatham, MA (Plate 

A.5b).  

 

                                                           
3 Curl, Dictionary, p.65. 

4 One is illustrated in Sitwell, p. 41. 

5 Gover, p. 224. 

6 Confusingly, Tarlow seems to call most upright markers bedheads (Tarlow, Bereavement, pp. 69-70). 
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Bed-head memorials – a synonym for graveboards, used by Pace.7 

Board mausoleum - a synonym for gravehouse. 

Bodystone A monument in shape rather like a shrouded body; Little defines it as ‘a body-

shaped stone mound’.8  Bodystones are most commonly found as middlestones in 

combination graves (q.v., infra), and may survive if the other elements have been lost. 

Sometimes, however, they do seem to be self-contained gravemarkers,9 in which case they 

will have an inscription carved on them.  

Example: Roger Poulton †1662 at Etchilhampton, Wilts. (Plate A.6a). 

*Bombé chests Rather than having straight sides, have more Baroque or Rococo curved 

sides.  

Example: Julia Dorcas ?Shelley †1782 at Epsom, Surrey (Plate A.6b). 

*Bow-ended chest Each end is curved. Predominantly West Country.  

Example: Thomas Knight †1715 at Kingston St Mary, Somerset (Plate A.7a). 

Box grave Consists of a headstone attached to a plain altar tomb, constructed of stone 

slabs held together by iron rods.10 The principal element is the box with the headstone as 

subordinate, and thus it differs from a combination grave with an altar tomb middlestone. 

Ball uses the term to mean an ordinary altar tomb, which in Middle Tennessee he sees as 

‘unusual’.11 Recorded principally from Overton County, Tennessee, and seemingly not 

before the 1840s. 

Box tomb is a confusing term. Burgess and Harvey12 use it to mean an altar tomb. Chase 

and Gabel consider it a synonym of chest tomb.13 Little defines it as ‘a ledger resting on a 

high, solid base of brick or stone’,14 which is best described as a tabletop tomb (q.v.).  It 

seems best to retire it from the nomenclature. 

                                                           
7 Pace, ‘Bed-head memorials’, passim. 

8 Little, p. 287. 

9 As Burgess surmises (Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 128). 

10 Cantrell, p. 94. 

11 Ball, ‘Types of Early Grave Decoration in Middle Tennessee', p. 120. 

12 Harvey, pp. 287-95.    

13 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I p. 261. 

14 Little, p. 287. 
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*Breakfront chest tomb (or any other form). Where the centre part of the long sides of a 

chest tomb breaks forward, like a breakfront bookcase.  

Example: Richard Cooke Shergold †1727 at Bishop’s Canning, Wilts. (Plate A.7b). 

Breast stone is the same thing as wolf stone, according to Chase and Gabel.15  

Brick-lined grave  For intramural burials, anything narrower than a burial vault, according 

to Litten16 

Burial aisle is a Scottish term meaning an extension made to a church by a high-status 

family consisting of a burial vault below and a loft (a private pew) above. It circumvented 

the Church of Scotland’s ban on intramural interments. However, what Litten calls 

funerary chapels might also be added on to English churches, housing monuments above 

and with a family vault beneath, generally where there was no room for monuments or a 

vault or both in the church as existing.17   

Burial ground Any place of burial, of whatever size and not necessarily connected to a 

place of worship. A neutral term.  

Burial vault According to Litten, ‘a subterranean chamber of stone or brick [under a 

church] capable of housing a minimum of two coffins side by side, and with an internal 

height of not less than 1.74 metres [5’7”]’.18 

Burying ground The eighteenth-century New England term for a burial ground; very 

much not a churchyard as it was town property. 

Cairn grave A pile of stones, without mortar, recorded by Little in Lee County, North 

Carolina, an area settled by Scottish Highlanders. They are presumably of late eighteenth-

century date.19 

Example: in the Cameron Family Graveyard, Beaver Creek, NC.20 

                                                           
15 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I p. 261. 

16 Litten, The English Way of Death, p. 207. 

17 Litten, The English Way of Death, p. 219. 

18 Litten, The English Way of Death, p. 207. 

19 Little, p. 65. 

20 Little, p. 65. 
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*Cassone A chest with a tall, hipped lid, like the Italian article of furniture; most common 

in the Cotswolds, where altar tombs form a lower proportion of chest tombs than 

elsewhere. It is related to a lidded chest but with a more complex top. 

Example: Robert Brindle †1776, Bibury, Glos. (Plate A.8a). 

Chest tomb. The name is best used as a generic one for all monuments consisting of a 

tablestone supported on a substructure which may read as a solid mass or as four walls. 

Some are hollow and others are solid, but in the latter case generally of emplection-work 

(with dressed stones on the surface but a brick or rubble-stone core).21 

Example: James Plumer †1751 at Chailey, Sussex (Plate A.8b). 

Churchyard A plot of land surrounding a church or chapel and used, partly or solely, for 

burials. 

Churchyard cross Many, perhaps most, mediæval churchyards were dominated by one tall 

churchyard cross which was not the memorial of any one burial but in some sense 

commemorated all those who lay there. A lot seem to have been destroyed or mutilated at 

the Reformation or later, and one would not expect any to have been erected in the 

crucophobic three centuries after the 1540s, but some survived and in many other yards the 

base and some of the shaft remained to give a scale to smaller, newer monuments, none of 

which, however, copied their form. 

Example: Stoke-sub-Hamdon, Somerset (Plate A.9a). 

*Coffin-ledger What Cantrell records as (but does not give the dates of) ‘coffin-

shaped...stone slabs laid directly over the grave’.22 They are memorials in their own right, as 

opposed to the coffinstone, which is a type of middlestone. 

Coffin-lid  A synonym for mediæval ledgerstones, and Laurence Butler’s preferred term 

for them.23 

 Coffin rail A synonym for graveboard, according to Forman.24 

Coffin-shaped tomb A synonym for coffin tomb.25 

                                                           
21 Neve. 

22 Cantrell, p. 95.    

23 Butler ‘Minor Medieval Monumental Sculpture in the East Midlands', p. 111. 

24 Forman, p. 129. 
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*Coffin tomb Like a plain altar tomb, but in the shape of a six-sided coffin.26 Some smaller 

versions are seemingly solid stone.  

Example: Largely-illegible ones at Weston Underwood, Bucks. (Plate A.9b).27 

Comb grave This consists of two large rectangular stone slabs, three to eight feet long, 

with the long sides leaning on each other like the ridge or crest of a gabled roof (which is 

one meaning of comb), although with one slightly overlapping the other; in some areas 

they are open at the ends but in others they are sealed with triangular stone blocks. They 

may rest on ledgerstones.  They are a speciality of the Upland South, notably Tennessee, 

Alabama, Arkansas and Texas. The earliest Cantrell records seem to be form the 1830s, and 

so they may all post-date our period.28 Other names include tent graves29 and comb 

tombs.30 

Comb tomb A synonym for comb grave.31 

*Composite grave Monuments which consist of a headstone in combination with other 

features. The simplest is a headstone and footstone; more complex forms are a headstone 

combined with a middlestone, with or without a footstone. 

Example: Edward Burt †1737, Bolney, Sussex (Plate A.10a). 

*Concave-sided chest tomb In the words of Burgess (who gets his concave and convex 

mixed up), ‘the supporting convex ends are joined together by a central slab, giving the 

illusion of a chest-tomb with deeply recessed sides’.32 Burgess felt they were a North Riding 

speciality, although there are in fact also nineteenth-century examples at Braddan, IoM, 

suggesting a wider distribution. 

Example:  Elizabeth Yeoman †1778 at Whitby, NR (Plate A.10b).  

                                                                                                                                                                          
25 Used and illustrated in Betty Willsher, How to Read Scottish Graveyards (ed. Edwina Proudfoot) (Council for 

British Archaeology Scotland, Edinburgh, 1985) at pp. 11-12. 

26 They are recorded in Tennessee from the 1860s (Cantrell, p. 94) 

27 They are largely illegible although one appears to say ‘Anthony’; Burgess mentions other examples 

(Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.130). 

28 Cantrell, pp. 93-94; Ball, ‘Types of Early Grave Decoration in Middle Tennessee', pp. 122-24. Little (at 

p.287) refers to them as nineteenth-century.   

29 Jabbour and Jabbour, p. 68. 

30 Frantom, pp.39-40. 

31 Frantom, pp.39-40. 

32 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.137. 
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*Coped ledger A Scottish speciality which has been called a coped stone33 although 

distinct from that monument as here defined. It is effectively a full-width ledgerstone with 

a low, often slightly rounded hipped roof, sometimes with a flat surface at the ridge, 

creating five planes in all. The whole is usually carved in high relief. Some (perhaps many) 

may be throughstanes (q.v.) which have lost their legs.34 

Example: Walter Allan †1732, Colinton, Midlothian (Plate A.11). 

Coped stone A mediæval form, rare in our period but successfully revived by the 

Tractarians. It is effectively a steeply-roofed half-width ledgerstone, sometimes hipped but 

generally gabled.35 It has some affinities with the early-mediæval hogback. 

Cradle The American term for a unified structure consisting of headstone, footstone and 

linking kerbs.36 Examples probably all post-date our period. 

Cross An upright cruciform marker of wood or stone. Very rare between the Reformation 

and the Oxford Movement.  

Example: Margery Lace †1675 at Andreas, Isle of Man (Plate A.12). 

Cross slab A pre-Reformation ledgerstone with a cross carved on it.37 

Discoid An upright stone in the shape of a disc on a stalk. Before the Reformation, the 

disc usually contained a cross. Post-Reformation examples are uncommon, and disappear 

totally with the rise of the headstone. They are rare in Scotland (Thomson knows of only 

seven),38 and there seems to be only one in North America, at Ipswich, Massachusetts.39 

Ariès illustrates what is clearly a discoid but calls it a ‘stela’.40 Little calls a discoid-headed 

headstone a discoid41 

                                                           
33 E.g. by George MacDonald, ‘Post-Reformation Tombstones in the Cathedral Graveyard, St Andrew's', 

Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, Vol. LXX (1935-6) pp. 40-119 at pp. 42-43 and by Willsher, 

How to Read Scottish Graveyards, p. 11. 

34 Davidson, p. ii. 

35 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 129. 

36 Adgent. 

37 Butler, ‘Minor Medieval Monumental Sculpture’ p. 111. 

38George Thomson, ‘A Discoid Marker from Collace, Perthshire', Scottish Archaeological Journal, Vol 31 no. ½ 

(2009), pp. 107-14 at p. 111.  

39 Kewley, ‘Behind the Bedheads’. 

40 Ariès, Images of Man and Death, p. 218. 

41 Little, p. 288. 
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Example: three †1696, †1697 and †1706 in Durham cathedral churchyard (Plate A.13a).  

Discoid-headed headstone A normal headstone with a discoid head, the overall effect 

that of a head and shoulders.  

Example: an anonymous one †1680 at Upleatham, NR (Plate A.13b).  

Double-header Any headstone or footstone with a distinct division of its top into two 

parts. There may be separate inscription panels for each half, or one running the full width 

of the stone. Rarely the stone may be triple-, quadruple- or more extensively multi-headed. 

Most types of gravemarker are susceptible to doubling, including chests and even 

gravehouses.42 

Example: John Emery †1733, Arundel, Sussex (separate inscription panels) and                   

George Bigham †1782, Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA (full-width inscription) (Plate 

A.14). 

Double-sided headstone In much of Scotland and in Northumberland and Co. Durham 

it was common, at least up until the middle of the eighteenth century, to carve both faces 

to produce a double-sided headstone. Sometimes the amount of decoration is equal, but in 

others, only one side is carved in relief while the other contains just an inscription. 

Example: IP IS dated 1732 at Holy Rude, Stirling (Plate A.15). 

Effigial chest A chest tomb with an effigy lying on top. Rare in the churchyard but a 

number are listed by Elliott and Lees.43  

Example: Anthony Wingfield †1715 at Stonham Aspal, Suffolk (Plate A.16a).  

*Enclosure An area for burial defined by stone walls which are themselves the only 

gravemarker. It might be a discrete area within a churchyard for use by a family or the 

proprietors of a particular estate, or an area for a non-churchyard burial. It may or may not 

have an inscription tablet.  

Example: the Corrin burial place on Peel Hill, German, Isle of Man (Plate A.16b). 

False crypt. An American term for a chest tomb, used on the basis that the tomb gives the 

erroneous impression that the body is actually within, rather than beneath, the chest.44 

                                                           
42 Frantom, p. 34. 

43 Elliott, ‘Chest-tombs and 'tea caddies' by Cotswold and Severn', p. 68; Lees, English Churchyard Memorials p. 

55. 
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Family vault ‘Often not much more than a double- or triple-width brick-lined grave 

[under a church] with its own barrelled roof’ - a type of intramural burial vault, according 

to Litten.45 

Fieldstone The simplest, and probably earliest, form of memorial, consisting of an 

unshaped stone placed to mark a grave. One stage on, initials and a date may be carved on 

it. In well-settled areas, this was a very early (and indeed mediæval) stage, but in more 

remote or newly-settled areas it could occur very late.  

Example: a stone to JD †1795 at Abbots Creek, NC (Plate A.17a). 

Flat slab A Scottish synonym for ledgerstone, used by Christison.46 

Flat stone A synonym for ledgerstone, used by Willsher.47 

Floor stone .Asynonym for a pre-Reformation ledgerstone48. 

Footboard A wooden footstone, according to Little.49 

Footstone A smaller version of a headstone, marking the foot of the grave. 

Example: John Gerley †1769, Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC (Plate 

A.17b). 

*Four-sided headstone A Scottish speciality, where the sides of the headstone are carved 

with figures or other motifs.  

Example: Thomas Walch †1705 at Tranent, East Lothian (Plate A.18). 

Frame Another name for a graveboard, according to Forman.50 

*Frame tomb A rare construction consisting of a chest or table tomb with an open arch 

stretching from head to foot over it. It may represent the funeral superstructure called the 

herse.  

                                                                                                                                                                          
44 Jabbour and Jabbour, p. 68. 

45 Litten, The English Way of Death pp. 211-12. 

46 Christison.  

47 Willsher, How to Read Scottish Graveyards, p. 11. 

48 Butler, ‘Minor Medieval Monumental Sculpture’, p. 111. 

49 Little, Sticks and Stones, p. 288. 

50 Forman, p. 127. 
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Example: one dated 1735 (the name illegible) with a later plaque to Hugh Jones †1770 at 

Beaumaris, Anglesey (Plate A.19). 

*Gabled chest A chest tomb with a pitched roof and gables on the shorter sides. They 

may be single or double. 

Examples: (single) Ann Neaghells †1672 at Weston Underwood, Bucks. (Plate A.20a). 

                    (double) Caldecott, Rutland †1686 (Plate A.20b). 

*Gabled vault – Like a barrel vault, but of triangular rather than semi-circular section. 

Example: ones with no inscription at Windsor, NC (Plate A.21a). 

*Gadrooned altar tomb An altar tomb in which the tablestone extends outwards as 

gadrooning, overhanging the sides. 

Example: John Cowell †1720, Witney, Oxon. (Plate A.21b). 

*Gadrooned barrel tomb. With gadrooning projecting out beyond the four sides of the 

chest, echoing but not precisely continuing the line of the ribbing on the bale; the effect is 

of a street-car.  

Example: Valentine Strong †1662, Fairford, Oxon. 

Graveboard Two more or less square posts with a long, flat board between them, 

positioned so that one post is at the head of the grave and the other at the foot. Sometimes 

the posts have finials, sometimes not. The board may be flat-topped, or flat but crowned 

by a capping board or some sort of cresting, or it may have the outline of a very shallow 

triangular pediment or of a hipped roof with the corners rounded. The tops of the posts 

generally have some sort of finial; Pace illustrates a selection.51 There are generally brackets 

supporting each end of the inscription board. Benes suggests, from references to ‘rails’ in 

the plural in late seventeenth-century Masachusetts, that there were sometimes two rails or 

inscription boards rather than one as in all surviving examples and illustrations.52 Lees 

refers to examples in Devon where the board is across the head of the grave.53  

                                                           
51 Pace, ‘Bed-head memorials of the Home Counties', passim. 

52 Benes, ‘Additional Light on Wooden Grave Markers', p.58. 

53 Lees, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 55. 
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Mytum makes a distinction between a grave-rail and a grave-board, although it is not clear 

from his illustration quite what this is,54 and in fact they seem to be synonyms. Gover uses 

the term leaping-board,55 while Pace calls them bed-head memorials.56 An account book 

from Topsfield, Massachusetts, has an entry from 1710 referring to ‘two fram[e]s set on 

fathers and mothers grave’, which Forman thinks is another name for a graveboard57. He 

thinks the same about a 1680 reference to a ‘coffin rail’;58 Benes cites a number of 

references to ‘rails’ (variously spelt) from 1658 to 1675.59. 

Example: Henry Martin †1798 at Ringmer, Sussex (Plate A.22a). 

Grave cover An alternative name for a ledgerstone among mediævalists.60 and also in 

western North Carolina.61 

Grave house A pitched-roofed, gable-ended structure erected over a grave. Sometimes 

they have solid brick or wooden walls but perhaps more typically they are open at the sides 

and ends save for a picket fence. They are usually about 4-5ft high although some are tall 

enough at the ridge to walk in, in which case they may be thought of as mausolea. Only in 

some cases are there gravemarkers inside or outside, which makes dating difficult.  

Gravemarker Any object or small structure marking a grave. An American term. 

Gravepost A wooden post which probably represents a pre-Reformation wooden cross 

with the cross-bar removed to avoid popish connotations. None seems to survive from the 

seventeenth or eighteenth centuries, although Pace suggests that three nineteenth-century 

examples at Carshalton, Surrey, are of similar design; two are plain (one with a blunt point, 

the other with a segmental top), while the third has a more elaborate finial. The initials and 

dates of death are on the west side of all three.62 Forman quotes expenses for a burial in 

Salem, Massachusetts, in 1669 including ‘posts for the graves’,63 and Benes ‘For ... posts’ in 

                                                           
54 Harold Mytum, Recording and Analysing Gravestones (Council for British Archaeology, 2000) at pp. 102 and 

104. 

55 Gover, p. 224. 

56 George G. Pace, ‘Bed-head memorials of the Home Counties', passim. 

57 Forman, p. 127. 

58 Forman, p. 129. 

59 Benes, ‘Additional Light on Wooden Grave Markers', p. 55. 

60 Butler, ‘Minor Medieval Monumental Sculpyure’ p. 111. 

61 Jabbour and Jabbour, p. 66. 

62 Pace, ‘Bed-head memorials of the Home Counties', p. 79. 

63 Forman, p. 129. 
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1657.64 Benes argues that as there was a substantial variation in the cost of graveposts as 

given in probate accounts, there must have been considerable variation in the degree of 

carving or painting on them.  

One stone example is known,65 presumably a skeuomorph, at Hadley, Massachusetts, with 

writing up each side of a post of square section.  

Example: Jacob Worner †1711, Hadley, MA (Plate A.22b). 

Grave rail  (pace Mytum) a synonym for graveboard. 

Grave shed  A synonym for gravehouse.66 

Grave-shelter  A synonym for gravehouse, although Little seeks to distinguish between 

them.67 

Graveslab  A mediævalist’s term for a ledgerstone.68 

Gravestone A mediævalist’s term for a ledgerstone, also used in western North Carolina.69 

Headboard A wooden headstone, according to Little,70 although Rauschenberg calls it a 

flat grave board,71 an estate receipt of 1813 in Shenandoah County, Virginia says tomb 

boards,72 and mortboard is the Scottish term.73  

Example: one in St Magnus’ Cathedral, Orkney. 

*Headed comb graves Like comb graves but have a headstone at one end, and 

sometimes a footstone, which may be connected to the main part with an iron reinforcing 

rod.  

Headstone An upright stone marker of varying shape, carved usually on one side only. 
                                                           
64 Benes, ‘Additional Light on Wooden Grave Markers',  Essex p. 55 (the date in the text is given as 

1675 but from the context it appears that this is a misprint for 1657). 

65 Benes refers to it (Benes, ‘Additional Light on Wooden Grave Markers',  pp. 57-58). 

66 Jabbour and Jabbour, p.72. 

67 Little, p. 288. 

68 Gittos and Gittos, ‘The English Medieval Churchyard’ p. 39. 

69 Jabbour and Jabbour, p. 66. 

70 Little, p. 288. Ball uses the same term (Ball, ‘Wooden Gravemarkers: Neglected Items of Material Culture', 

p. 167). 

71 Rauschenberg, ‘Coffin-making’  p. 52. 

72 Rauschenberg, ‘Coffin-making’ p.55. 

73 Love, p. 51. 
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Example: Elizabeth Kirkpatrick †1781, Basking Ridge, NJ (Plate A.23a). 

*High kerbs A brick or stone wall of rectangular shape, perhaps four or so courses of 

bricks tall, demarcating the size of the grave, and containing a headstone at one end and 

perhaps a footstone at the other; some cover two graves, with a dividing wall and separate 

head- and footstones. In some instances the principal feature may be a headboard 

sometimes little more than a gravepost. A structure illustrated by Jabbour and Jabbour and 

described by them as a box crypt74 seems to be an example of a high kerb.  

Example: Jacob Shepard †1773 at Beaufort, NC (Plate A.23b). 

High tomb  Used by Curl in the context that an altar tomb is a type of high tomb. He 

does not define it, but presumably it means a chest tomb.75  

Identification marker. Modern graves often have a metal or wooden identification marker 

put in place by the undertaker/funeral home and serving to identify the grave until 

permanent memorial is erected.76 If no permanent memorial materialises, the identification 

marker may remain for many decades. It is possible that something similar may have been 

done in our period, although not surviving. 

Incised slab A mediævalist’s term for a ledgerstone.77 

Kirkyard A Scottish word for a churchyard 

*Lair stone A Scottish speciality which Willsher describes as ‘a long low stone like the 

headstone of a double bed’.78 It is in fact like a ledgerstone turned on its side and half 

buried; the marker at South Malling, Sussex, to Margaret Cheal †1609 is exactly the same 

thing. Some have a shaped top.  

Example: IG MG 1753 at Tullibody, Clacks.(Plate A.24a). 

Large dynastic vaults ‘beneath [either] a sidechapel or [an] aisle’ – a type of intramural 

burial vault, according to Litten.79 

Lattice hut  A synonym for gravehouse. 

                                                           
74 Jabbour and Jabbour, pp. 67-68 and pl. 21. 

75 Curl, Dictionary of Architecture and Landscape Architecture, p. 20. 

76 Jabbour and Jabbour, p. 65. 

77 Gittos and Gittos, ‘The English Medieval Churchyard’, p. 39. 

78 Willsher, ‘Scottish Churchyard Memorials in the Eighteenth Century', p. 75. 

79 Litten, The English Way of Death, pp. 211-12. 
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Leaping-board A synonym for graveboard (used by Gover).80 

Ledgerstone A rectangular stone the size of an average grave, laid flat at ground level. 

Example: Alice Turner †1705, Barthomley, Cheshire (Plate A.24b). 

*Ledger tablet A stone, generally early-seventeenth-century, which is designed to lie flat 

on the surface of the grave but which is significantly smaller than a ledgerstone. In a 

contemporary account of the Roman Catholic burial ground known as the Harkirk at Little 

Crosby, Lancashire, some markers are described as ‘lesser stone[s]’.81 

Example: Faith Shaore †1645, Darley Dale, Derbys.(Plate A.25a) 

*Ledger tomb A structure consisting of one or more ledgerstones within a kerb or on an 

ashlar step.82 Usually it can be seen that there were originally railings around it, giving 

significant height and presence in the burial ground (the lack being one significant 

disadvantage of ordinary ledgerstones).  

Example: James Moore †1792, Malew, IoM.(Plate A.25b). 

*Lidded chest A chest tomb with what looks like a casket lid, generally slightly smaller 

than the top surface of the chest83. Variants are barrel tombs and cassones. 

Example:  William Hemming †1796 at Fairford, Glos. (Plate A.26a)  

*Lyre-console barrel tomb A barrel tomb with lyre-shaped ends. 

Example: Lees reports two †1677 and †1685 from Quenington, Glos.84 

Lyre-console tomb An altar tomb with lyre-shaped ends; the sides sometimes follow the 

end shape, and so are bombé, or may be straight as in a conventional altar tomb. They are a 

west Cotswold speciality, and presumably evolved from the corner balusters of many altar 

tombs. Lees calls them flamboyant tombs.85 

Example: Paul Mills †1795, Painswick, Glos. (Plate A.26b). 

                                                           
80 Gover, p. 224. 

81 Tyrer, ‘A Star Chamber Case’  pp. 27-28. 

82 Mytum refers to the latter as ‘Ledger on a base or step’ (Mytum, Recording and Analysing Gravestones, p. 103). 

83 Lees uses the term (Lees, English Churchyard Memorials, pp. 70-71) but seems to include what is here 

described as a cassone. 

84 Lees, English Churchyard Memorials, p.68. 

85 Lees, English Churchyard Memorials, pp. 63-66. 
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*Mansard chest A form found in the American South, which looks like a brick tabletop 

tomb but instead of having a tablestone on top, has the upper surface rendered, sloping 

back round the edge like a mansard roof. There are usually projecting corner piers, also of 

brick. Where the render has come off, there appears to be brick underneath, suggesting 

that they are either solid or, more likely, vaulted.  

Example: a number (all without any inscription) at Georgetown, SC (Plate A.27a). 

Marker A gravemarker. 

Mausoleum Defined by the Mausolea and Monuments Trust as ‘a house of the dead. 

Larger than tombs, these buildings are free-standing roofed structures erected to receive 

coffins’.86 Many mausolea are not in churchyards, and some may be converted 

summerhouses or the like.87 Some enterable structures may not contain a burial but may 

mark one nearby. 

Memorial Often used as a synonym for gravemarker, but implies a memorial function 

which may not always have been intended. 

Middlestone A term used by the complier of a transcription of monuments in the 

churchyard of St John-sub-Castro, Lewes, in 177888 for the stone element connecting 

headstone and footstone, forming what in this thesis is referred to as a composite grave. 

He does not specify types, but the following are found: 

a ledgerstone, sometimes full width, but often only the width of the headstone 

Example: Mary Blackman †1777 at Chailey, Sussex (Plate A.27b).  

a tapering ledgerstone 

Example: Thomas Blackman †1786 at Chailey, Sussex (Plate A.28a). 

a raised ledgerstone,  

full width 

Example: Thomas Price †1777 at Burwash, Sussex (Plate A.28b). 

                                                           
86 http://www.mmtrust.org.uk/about_us/the_trust, accessed 4th October 2015. 

87 Anon., ‘Garden Tombs', Monumental Journal Vol. IX no. 7 (1942) p. 164. 

88 Elliot, Monuments and Inscriptions etc within the Church and Church Yard of St John under the Castle of Lewes Anno 

1778, pp. 18, 29 and 31. 

http://www.mmtrust.org.uk/about_us/the_trust
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narrower  

Example: Elizabeth Card †1752 at Beckley, Sussex (Plate A.29a). 

a coffinstone, i.e a ledgerstone shaped like a traditional hexagonal coffin 

Example: Thomas Harmer †1763 at Ardingly, Sussex (Plate A.29b). 

a coffin-shaped plain altar tomb (again sometimes very low) 

Example: Frances Scott †1778 at St Mary’s, Bungay, Suffolk (Plate A.30a). 

a bodystone,89 i.e. one like the shape of a shrouded body, more or less stylised. 

Burgess describes the shape as ‘coped or semi-cylindrical’, making a permanent 

feature of the grave-mound.90  

Example: Mary Brooks †1790 at Boreham, Essex (Plate A.30b). 

a rail, i.e. a vertical member like a wooden graveboard, running lengthways between 

headstone and footstone 

Example: Edward Burt †1720 at Bolney, Sussex (plate A.31a). 

Monument Often used as a synonym for gravemarker, but implies a commemorative 

function which may not always have been intended. 

Mounding Placing a body, and even more so a coffin, in a newly-dug hole leaves a pile of 

earth to be disposed of. Traditionally this was heaped up over the grave surface, making its 

site (although not identity) clear for many years to come. In North Carolina this is termed 

‘mounding’.91 Eighteenth-century prints show brambles or willow-rods placed over the 

mound, and Thomas Parnell’s A Night-piece on Death refers to ‘Those Graves, with bending 

Osier bound, / That nameless heave the crumbled Ground’.92 This was the cheapest 

method of marking a grave and so the only option for the poorest, but in the time before 

gravemarkers became universal, it must have been a conscious choice for many of the 

middling sort. 

                                                           
89 Mytum seems to use the term for any broadly horizontal form lying in front of a headstone (Mytum, 

Recording and Analysing Gravestones, pp. 118-19) 

90 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 128. 

91 Jabbour and Jabbour, p. 66. 

92 Parnell. 
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Mort board A Scottish synonym for a headboard.93 

Mortsafe A (generally iron) structure which would be placed over a newly-buried body for 

as long as was necessary for the body to have decomposed to the extent that it was of no 

interest to bodysnatchers. It is therefore temporary rather than permanent architecture, but 

was permanently in the churchyard, just not permanently in the same place. A variant, or 

really a hybrid between a mortsafe and iron railings, was a structure erected permanently 

over a particular grave and railed not just around all the sides but also over the top, creating 

a cage. There are examples at Old Calton in Edinburgh and Ramshorn in Glasgow.94 

Mural monument is one fixed to the wall of a building. In England they are usually on the 

external wall of the church, but in Scotland may be on the interior face of the kirkyard 

wall;95 they are very rare in America. I have not seen any actually inscribed directly on the 

church wall, although this occasionally happened in the Middle Ages.96 There are two types, 

wall tablets and wall tombs (qqv.).97 

Mural tablet  A synonym for wall tablet, used by Davidson and Willsher98. 

Obelisk ‘A four-square Stone diminishing from the Basis to the Top. It differs from a 

Pyramid, in that ‘tis made of one Stone, and much narrower at the Base’.99 By the 

eighteenth century, there was a further difference, that a pyramid had a completely 

triangular section while an obelisk was shaped as though the top had been cut off and 

replaced by a much shorter, shallower hipped capping.  

Example: Thomas Falconer †1729, St George’s, Middx. (Plate A.31b). 

Obelisk on pedestal More common in our period than an obelisk directly on the 

ground,100 often mediated by a ball on each corner, in Burgess’ phrase ‘tempting gravity’.101  

                                                           
93 Love, p. 51. 

 

94 Mytum, ‘Combating Dublin Body-snatchers’ p. 25. 

95 Christison, p. 287; Willsher, How to Read Scottish Graveyards, p. 12. 

96 Gittos and Gittos, ‘The English Medieval Churchyard’ p. 41. 

97 Willsher seems to use mural monument to mean a wall tomb only and not a wall tablet (Willsher,  How to 

Read Scottish Graveyards p. 12). 

98 Davidson, p. i; Willsher, How to Read Scottish Graveyards p. 12. 

99 Neve. 

100 Hakewill, p. 8. 

101 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.135. 
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Example:  Whitworth family monument at Buckden, Hunts. (Plate A.32a). 

*Oval chest A late Georgian form, either flat-topped or with a superstructure. 

Example:  Jane Wardale †1791102 at Whitby, NR (Plate A.32b). 

Palisadoes or palisades Railings of iron (or perhaps sometimes wood) around a chest 

tomb or ledgerstone.103 

Parochial vaults ‘Extensive private and parochial vaults, specially constructed beneath 

some large town and city churches, generally erected between c. 1725 to 1850’, according 

to Litten.104 

Pedestal tomb In architecture a pedestal is ‘a square Body, with a Base and Cornice, 

serving as a Foot for the Columns to stand upon’.105 In the churchyard it may bear, rather 

than a column, an urn or pedestal, or may be simply roofed. It may also be circular or 

polygonal rather than square. If it is domed, it is termed a tea caddy (q.v.). 

Example: Thomas Smalldridge †1784, Linton, Herefs. (Plate A.33a). 

Peg  The principal upright form of marker to survive the Reformation was a small stone 

peg, perhaps eight or ten inches high, half that in width, and rather less in depth. Because 

of their size, there was no room for a full inscription, and so they bear only initials and a 

date (although this was an advance on the usually-anonymous mediæval marker). Pegs 

generally die out with the rise of the headstone, or perhaps more accurately morph into 

footstones.   

Example:  GL DL †1721 at Darley Dale, Derbys.(Plate A.33b).  

Pioneer grave The name given by Ball to a structure of roughly-dressed stone blocks piled 

onto the grave surface in two or three courses which diminish from side to side but not 

from end to end, so a section looking from head or foot is roughly pyramidal but from 

either side is roughly rectangular. One case is recorded of a monolithic coffin-shaped 

capstone. A number have headstones immediately to one end, and only on these is there 

any inscription. They are a speciality, it seems, of Middle Tennessee and the earliest Ball 

                                                           
102 Not necessarily the earliest commemoration; others are illegible. 

103 The term is widely used in contemporary documents, e.g. a faculty for the Lacon vault in South Walsham 

churchyard (NRO Y/D 22/31c) 

104 Litten, The English Way of Death, pp. 211-12. 

105 Neve. 
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records is dated 1827.106 They seem to be one stage on from cairn graves. Another name, 

from Louisiana, is a rock cairn.107 

Plaque The identical small, rectangular, briefly-inscribed stones laid directly on the ground 

and favoured by the Moravians who placed by them in orderly ranks in their large 

cemeteries, such as God’s Acre at Salem, North Carolina, where they are ‘landscape’ in 

orientation, and Staten Island, where they are ‘portrait’; the term is Little’s.108 

Example: Sarah Utley †1791, Salem, NC (Plate A.34a). 

Pyramid ‘Usually sharply pointed, following the Roman prototype of Caius Cestius’;109 the 

Egyptian taste does not reach the cemetery until after our period closes. Very large 

pyramids are probably mausolea; smaller ones are purely gravemarkers. 

Example: John Bryan †1787 at Painswick, Glos. (Plate A.34b). 

Pyramid on chest and pyramid on pedestal. The pyramid often stands on balls or skulls. 

Example: Edmund Waller †1687 by William Stanton at Beaconsfield, Bucks. (Plate A.35a). 

Raised ledger A ledgerstone raised on a few inches of stone (often rubblestone) or 

brick.110 It is a matter of degree when it becomes tall enough to be a tabletop tomb (q.v.).  

Example: William Turner †1765, Buckland Monachorum, Devon (Plate A.35b). 

Raised monument An eighteenth-century term for a chest tomb.111 

Raised vault A vault for several bodies with a stone, metal or wooden door at ground 

level, side walls and a roof usually but not always flat. It differs from a mausoleum in being 

too low to enter standing up, and from a wedding-cake tomb in having only one tier. It 

tends to be plain and cement-rendered, but may be more ornamental.  

Example: the Wallace vault, St George’s, Douglas, IoM (Plate A.36a). 

                                                           
106 Ball, ‘Types of Early Grave Decoration in Middle Tennessee', pp. 118-19. 

107 Frantom p. 40. 

108 Little, p. 289. 

109 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.135. 

110 Mytum refers to them as ‘ledger on a base’ (Mytum, Recording and Analysing Gravestones p.104). 

111 Elliot, Monuments and Inscriptions etc within the Church and Church Yard of St John under the Castle of Lewes Anno 

1778,. 
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Recessed wall tomb A mediæval form, the same as a recessed mediæval tomb inside a 

church but on the outside of the walls. It consists of an arched recess with a lifesize full-

length effigy, often now missing.112 (Gittos and Gittos refer to mediæval examples as 

external tomb recesses).113 

Recumbent grave slab A mediævalist’s term for a ledgerstone.114 

Recumbent slab The term Davidson in Angus, Scotland, and MacDonald in Fife use for a 

ledgerstone,115 as do some mediævalists. 

Sarcophagus Roman sarcophagi were above-ground stone coffins which actually 

contained the body. They were copied in Great Britain from the seventeenth century 

onwards, and more commonly in the early nineteenth, but were decorative only, the corpse 

being buried in the ground. In form they differ from other chests tombs in having a base 

much smaller than their widest part. Sometimes they have a flat top, at others a raised lid. 

They may also be on feet. 

Example: Rosee Forbes †1800 at Great Stanmore, Middx.(Plate A.36b). 

Sarcophagus on chest The sarcophagus may be full-size or smaller. 

Example: Edward Hughs †1670 at Melton Mowbray, Leics.(Plate A.37). 

Serpentine-topped chest tomb A chest with a top of serpentine profile. Seems unique to 

Connecticut. 

Example: Henry Wolcott †1655, at Windsor, CT (Plate A.38a). 

Serpentine-topped table tomb A table tomb with a roof of serpentine profile. Seems 

unique to Connecticut.   

Example: Lady Fenwick †1645 at Old Saybrook, CT (Plate A.38b).  

*Shrine tomb In the form of a mediæval shrine with a steeply-sloping lid. 

Example: Maria Gardiner †1649 at Bovey Tracey, Devon (Plate A.39a).116 

                                                           
112 As in examples at St Michael’s, St Alban’s, and All Saints’, Willian, referred to in Whitelaw, p. 64 

113 Gittos and Gittos, ‘The English Medieval Churchyard’ p.41. 

114 Gittos and Gittos, ‘The English Medieval Churchyard’ p. 39. 

115 Davidson, p. ii; MacDonald, p. 42.   

116 Mentioned, although not given a name, in Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p.129. 
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Sepulchral column ‘One erected on a Tomb or Sepulchre with an Inscription on its 

Base.’117  

Example: Robert Taylor, Godfrey Family, c. 1772, Woodford, Essex.118 

Shelter house A synonym for a gravehouse 

Slab A synonym for a legerstone 

Slabstone An alternative name for a ledgerstone.119 

Stele A form of ancient Greek tombstone (literally a pillar) which influenced Greek Revival 

headstones of the 1820s and 1830s. It is variable in form but has a generally-figurative relief 

on the area where we would expect the inscription, with the inscription right at the bottom, 

and some form of perhaps anthemion cresting at the top.  

Stone graveboard A skeuomorphic variant from Sussex. They have posts of greater 

section than wooden graveboards, often topped with polyhedrons rather like a Scottish 

sundial.  

Example: Sarah Gibson †1721 at Balcombe, Sussex (Plate A.39b). 

Table stone – an eighteenth-century term for the tops of altar tombs,120 although used by 

Christison,121 MacDonald122and Willsher123 as a synonym for table tomb.  

Table tomb A tablestone on supports; the edge is generally moulded. There are usually 

four, five, six or eight legs, but occasionally only two. They are often baluster-shaped, 

although they may be columns. They are found principally although locally in the North of 

England, in Scotland and in Connecticut. They are very vulnerable to collapse or the 

removal of their legs, appearing then as a ledgerstone on a base, as with Henry Rice †1687 

at Upleatham, recorded by Burgess124 supported on four posts but now flat on the ground. 

                                                           
117 Neve.. 

118 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p.81; Craske, Silent Rhetoric, pp. 187-88. 

119 Wasserman, p. 2. 

120 Elliot, Monuments and Inscriptions etc within the Church and Church Yard of St John under the Castle of Lewes Anno 

1778,. 

121 Christison, p. 486. 

122 MacDonald, p. 42. 

123 Willsher, How to Read Scottish Graveyards, p. 11. 

124 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 137. 
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The Jabbours use the term table gravestone,125 Chase and Gabel, and also Love, call them 

tablestones,126 and Little puts forward tomb-table.127 Confusingly, table tomb is sometimes 

used to mean an altar tomb.128 

Example: Mary Williamson †1774 at Bedale, NR (Plate A.40a). 

Tabletop tomb The expression used by Givens and Richardson to describe a tablestone 

(of Elizabeth Drummond †1699) placed on top of four walls, in their case of four courses 

of brick, bearing no decoration or shaping.129 It seems a useful one for a form consisting of 

a tablestone above brick or rubblestone which is taller than a raised ledgerstone but which 

differs from an altar tomb in not having any ashlar, decoration or shaping on the sides. 

Example: Susanna Ellis †1787, Holy Trinity, Bungay, Suffolk (Plate A.40b).  

*Tapering chest A very localised speciality of Kesteven and surrounding areas. The chest 

tapers in width from head to foot. The top is usually much thicker than normal, although 

in illegible examples at Averham, Nottinghamshire, the top appears to fit inside the sides, 

as though it were a stone coffin. The top is often, although not always, curved, giving a 

segmental profile from head on. This end of the top may project and is sometimes 

decorated, as in illegible examples at Belton, Lincolnshire, which have a scroll pediment 

and drapery. In other cases the head end is bowed. Sometimes the foot end is lower than 

the head end.130 The origin of the tapering is presumably based on the shape of coffins; 

cross labs were of tapering form from the twelfth century.131 

Example: illegible examples at Belton, Lincs. (Plate A.41a). 

*Tapering table tomb Like a tapering chest but with legs; the effect is rather like that of a 

grand piano. A variant at Brancepeth, Co. Durham has a hipped top with a large central flat 

area. 

Example: Jane Forster †1721 at Brancepeth, Co. Durham (Plate A.41b). 

                                                           
125 Jabbour and Jabbour, p. 68. 

126 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I p. 265; Love, p. 47. 

127 Little, p. 290. 

128 For instance by Gittos and Gittos, ‘The English Medieval Churchyard’  p. 41). 

129 Givens and Richardson, pp. 78-80. 

130 Burgess gives a description of tapering chests  and tapering table tombs (English Churchyard Memorials  p. 

129) although he does not name them. 

131 Gittos and Gittos, ‘The English Medieval Churchyard’  p. 39. 
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Tea caddy An upright circular, hexagonal or octagonal tomb with a domes or a ‘lid’, found 

principally in the Cotswolds.132 

Example: Sarah Smith †1714 at Painswick, Glos.(Plate A.42a). 

Tent grave A synonym for comb grave.133  

*Tent-pedestal tomb Pedestal tombs which appear in some mourning pictures with tent-

like superstructures of round section at the top, changing to square on the pedestal.134 

Throughstane A Scottish form, like a coped ledger on trestle-like stone supports at each 

end (and sometimes a central support as well). In the Middle Ages the expression (as 

through-stone) was used throughout Great Britain to mean a ledgerstone135, but later it 

became restricted to Scotland and north-east England as a monument on legs.136  

Example:  Andrew Ker †1724 at Pencaitland, East Lothian (Plate A.42b).  

Throwch stane A synonym for throughstane. 

Thruch stane A synonym for throughstane, used by Christison.137 

Tomb Used in Great Britain rather loosely for anything three-dimensional (a table tomb, 

for example), but according to Sprague reserved in North America for the place actually 

holding the body,138 although generally seeming to mean what is otherwise called a vault 

tomb (q.v.). However Chase and Gabel use tomb to mean an altar tomb.139 

*Top-carved headstone A thick headstone with carving on top; very rare. 

Example: a stone at Greyfriars, Perth, with no legible inscription except a later number 138 

(Plate A.43a). 

                                                           
132 Lees, English Churchyard Memorials p. 69. 

133 Jabbour and Jabbour, p. 68. 

134 For example that illustrated as Fig. 61 in Bishop and Atkins. 

135 Willsher uses it in this sense (Willsher, How to Read Scottish Graveyards, p. 11). 

136 ‘The muckle through-stane that stands on sax legs yonder’ in Walter Scott’s The Bride of Lammermoor of 

1817, and the Edinburgh Antiquaries’ Magazine’s reference in 1848 to ‘A group of beautiful ‘throoch-stanes’, i.e. 

the large flat stones on pillars’ (OED online, sub through-stone, accessed 10th December 2015). 

137 Christison, p. 286. 

138 Sprague, p. 146. 

139 Chase  and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I p. 5. 
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*Trestle tomb  A table tomb which, instead of having legs, has two or three transverse 

supports. 

Example: Edward Bucknall †1774 at Astley, Salop (Plate A.43b). 

Urn on pedestal The urn is generally smaller than the pedestal, although mourning 

pictures might reverse this for effect.140  

Example: Fanny Atwood †1802, All Saints’, Lewes, Sussex (Plate A.44a). 

Vault A subterranean chamber used for burial. It may be inside a church or outside. 

Urn-topped chest A rare and high-status variant of a lidded chest tomb with an urn on 

the middle of the top.  

Example: Matthew Hale †1706 at Alderley, Glos. (Plate A.44b). 

Vault tomb Principally subterranean but with an upright façade. It appears as a large 

mound of earth, on one side of which is a stone or metal door surrounded by massive 

masonry. It may take advantage of a natural hillside or be entirely artificially-created, and 

there may be just one, or several in a row. There is usually a brief rather petroglyphic 

inscription, often just the family name. The vault inside will be large enough to contain a 

number of burials.141 It is very rare in Great Britain. Some urban vaults, principally in 

Boston, Massachusetts, have elaborate stone plaques, much like headstones, affixed to the 

brick fronts, but like many monuments in Scotland, they mark the ownership of the tomb 

rather than any particular burial and so, rather than a name and date of death, they have 

only the surname or family arms. The name vault tomb is helpfully used by Chase and 

Gabel,142 although in  North America  the structure is, confusingly, generally called just a 

tomb.143. 

Example: Countess of Deloraine †1720 at Sandford St Martin, Oxon.(Plate A.45). 

Wall tablet A tablet affixed to the outside wall of a church or to a churchyard wall, not 

reaching the ground. They are called mural tablets by Davidson.144 

Example: Mary Vaughan †1779 at Llanfilo, Brecknockshire (Plate A.46a) 

                                                           
140 For example that illustrated as Fig. 145 in Bishop and Atkins. 

141 Little, p. 290. 

142 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I p.6. 

143 As by Little (p. 290). 

144 Davidson, p. i. 
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Wall tomb Rarer than a wall tablet. It is full height and stands on the ground. It may be an 

aedicule tomb (q.v.) or it may have a pyramid or urn on a chest-base.  

Example: George Fenwicke †1760 at Hallaton, Leics. (Plate A.46b).145 

*Wedding-cake tomb A monument which may be as large as a mausoleum but cannot be 

entered. It consists of two or more square or rectangular levels, the top sometimes a 

normal, but skied, altar tomb. The inscription is often on a relatively small, plain stone 

plaque. The sides and top surfaces of the monument may be stone but may equally be 

rendered brick or rubble-stone.  

Example: †1741 at South Mimms, Herts., illustrated by Burgess.146  

Wolf stone The most basic slab, a flat, uninscribed and largely unshaped stone about the 

size of a ledgerstone, laid on the grave surface, presumably to prevent disturbance by 

animals (or gravediggers)147.  

Example: several at Lonan Old Church, IoM. (Plate A.47). 

 

                                                           
145 It is illustrated in Burgess, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: [Large Churchyard Monuments]', p. 83. 

146 Burgess, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: [Large Churchyard Monuments]', p. 83. 

147 Chase  and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I at p. 5. 
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Appendix B: List of regional studies 

England 

Bedfordshire: 

Mytum, Harold, and Kate Chapman, ‘The origin of the graveyard headstone: some 17th-century 

examples in Bedfordshire', Church Archaeology Vols. 7-9 (2006) pp. 67-78. 

Buckinghamshire: 

Burgess, Frederick, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: Gravestones in the Newport Pagnell 

Hundred, N. Bucks', Monumental Journal  Vol . XV (1948) no. 9 pp. 471-76; no. 12 pp. 655-59. 

Burgess , Frederick, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: Churchyard Monuments in 

Buckinghamshire', Monumental Journal Vol. XVII (1950) no. 6 pp. 365-6; no. 7 p. 434. 

Cardiganshire: 

Chater,  A. O., ‘Early Cardiganshire Gravestones. Part I', Archaeologica Cambrensis Vol. CXXV 

(1976) pp.140-161; ‘Early Cardiganshire Gravestones. Part II', Archaeologica Cambrensis Vol. 

CXXVI (1976) pp. 116-38.  

Cornwall: 

Beament, Justin, and Esther Dudley, In Blessed Memory…..: Incised Headstones of North and West 

Devon and North Cornwall 1650 - 1860 (Exeter School of Art and Design, Faculty of Arts 

and Education, University of Plymouth, ?Plymouth, nd). 

Bizley, A. C., The Slate Figures of Cornwall (privately printed, Marazion, [1965?]) 

Brown, Eric, and Enid Everard, ‘The Cornish Engraver', Architectural Review Vol. 95 (1944) pp. 

98-105. 

Cockerham, Paul, '"On my Grave a Marble Stone": early Modern Cornish Memorialisation', 

Cornish Studies 2nd Series Vol. 8 (2000) pp. 9-39 (almost entirely intramural). 

Lees, Hilary, Cornwall's Churchyard Heritage (Twelveheads, Truro, 1996) 

Cotswolds (v. also Gloucestershire) 

Lees, Hilary, Hallowed Ground: Churchyards of Gloucestershire and the Cotswolds (Thornhill Press, no 

place of publication, 1993). 

Denbighshire: 

Shoesmith, R., ‘Llangar Church’,  Archaeologica Cambrensis Vol. CXXIX (1980) pp. 64-132. 

Devon: 

Beament, Justin, and Esther Dudley, In Blessed Memory…..: Incised Headstones of North and West 

Devon and North Cornwall 1650 - 1860 (Exeter School of Art and Design, Faculty of Arts 

and Education, University of Plymouth, ?Plymouth, nd). 
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Dorset 

Connor, T. P., ‘"A Standing Tombe Of Stone": Early modern chest tombs in churchyards of 

west Dorset and south Somerset', Church Monuments Vol. XXIX (2014) pp. 72-111. 

Gloucestershire:  

Elliott, W. R., ‘Chest-tombs and 'tea caddies' by Cotswold and Severn', Transactions of the Bristol 

and Gloucestershire Archaeological Society Vol. 95 (1977) pp. 68 – 85. 

Owen, Kirsty, ‘Iconographic Representations of Mortality and Resurrection in 17th-Century 

Gloucestershire', Church Archaeology Vols. 7-9 (2006) pp. 79-95 (mainly intramural). 

Herefordshire 

Whiffen, Marcus, ‘Some Herefordshire Headstones', Architectural Review, April 1941, pp. 83-84. 

Kent: 

Bennett , F. J., ‘Notes on the carved gravestones in Ightham and other Kentish Churchyards' in 

F. J. Bennett, Ightham: The Story of a Kentish Village and its Surroundings (The Homeland 

Association, London, 1907) pp. 76-79. 

Hart, Innes, ‘Rude Forefathers', Architectural Review Vol. LXXXVI (July-Dec 1939), pp 185-188. 

Vincent, W. T., ‘Curious Gravestones in Kent', The Kent Magazine Vol. I (1896) no. 5(?), pp. 399-

408. 

Lincolnshire (v. also sub Swithland): 

Russell Rex C., Headstones in Lincolnshire as works of art and as evidence of craftsmanship (Barton 

Branch, Workers' Educational Association, Barton-on-Humber, 1981). 

Russell, Rex C., Headstones in Lincolnshire, Part Two (Barton Branch, Workers' Educational 

Association, Barton-on-Humber, 1982). 

Russell, R. C., Headstones near Horncastle - Popular Art (E & R C Russell, Barton-on-Humber, 

1983). 

London: 

Bowdler, Roger, ‘Wisdom's School: London's pre-Victorian Cemeteries', The London Gardener 

Vol. I no. 1 (1995) pp. 28-33. 

Man, Isle of: 

 Kewley, Jonathan, ‘Henry Quayle: a Georgian "Stonecutter" and his Work', Georgian Group 

Journal Vol. XIX (2011) pp. 94-105. 

Northamptonshire: 

Hill, Peter, A History of Death and Burial in Northamptonshire (Amberley, Stroud , 2011). 
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Northumberland 

Morgan, Alan, Beyond the Grave: An Exploration of Newcastle's Churchyards, Cemeteries and Burial 

Grounds (Tyne Bridge Publishing, Newcastle, 2004) (descriptive). 

Rutland: 

Burgess, Frederick, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: The work of the Ketton School', 

Monumental Journal Vol. XV (1948) no. 4 pp. 187-92; no. 5 pp. 237-41. 

Somerset 

Connor, T. P., ‘"A Standing Tombe Of Stone": Early modern chest tombs in churchyards of 

west Dorset and south Somerset', Church Monuments Vol. XXIX (2014) pp. 72-111. 

Johnson, Martin C. P., The Churchyard Carver's Art (Elmcrest Publishing, Bristol, 1984) 

(descriptive) 

Staffordshire: 

Wager,  Andrew J., ‘Three centuries of death: a study of attitudes reflected in gravestones in 

Shenstone (Staffs.) churchyard', South Staffordshire Archaeological and Historical Society Transactions 

Vol. XIX (1977-78), pp. 47-55. 

Suffolk 

Halliday, Robert , Suffolk Graves: A History of Suffolk Gravestones (Arima Publishing, Bury St 

Edmunds, 2013). 

Sussex: 

Bareham, Tristan, ‘Recording and Interpreting the Churchyards of Lewes' in David Rudding 

(ed), The Archaeology of Sussex to AD 2000, (Heritage Marketing & Publication Ltd. on behalf of 

the Centre for Continuing Education, University of Sussex; King's Lynn, 2003) pp. 217-26. 

Swithland Slate Area 

Burgess, Frederick, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: [Swithland Slate]', Monumental Journal Vol. 

XVII (1950) no. 11 pp. 683-88; Vol. XVIII (1951) no. 1 pp. 33-6; no. 3 pp. 175-80; no. 4 pp. 

239-42; no. 6 pp. 379-81; no. 7 pp. 441-4; no. 9 pp. 577-80. 

Burgess, Frederick, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: Swithland Slate Carvers', Monumental Journal 

Vol. XXI (1954) no. 11 pp. 686-90; no. 12 pp. 747-51; Vol. XXII (1955) no. 1 pp. 35-8; no. 2 

pp. 101-5; no. 3 pp. 173-6; no. 4 pp. 239-42; no. 5 pp. 312-5; no. 9 pp. 578-81; no. 10 pp. 655-8; 

no. 11 pp. 722-5; no. 12 pp. 782-5; Vol XXIII (1956) no. 1 pp. 45-8; no. 2 pp. 102-5; no. 3 pp. 

173-6; no. 4 pp. 239-42; no. 5 pp. 302-5; no. 6 pp. 367-70; no. 7 pp. 433-6; no. 10 pp. 619-22; 

no. 12 pp. 746-9; Vol XXIV (1957) no. 3 pp. 164-7; no. 4 pp. 223-6; no. 5 pp. 291-4; no. 6 pp. 

357-60; no. 8 pp. 478-81; no. 9 pp 544-45. 

Herbert, Albert, ‘Swithland Slate Headstones', Transactions of the Leicestershire Archaeological Society 

Vol. XXII Part 3 (1944) pp. 215-240. 

W. Samuel Weatherley, ‘A Description of the Tombs and Monuments having Sculptured 

Effigies up to the close of the Seventeenth Century. With a Digression upon the Swithland 
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Local Headstones of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries' in Alice Dryden (ed,) 

Memorials of Old Leicestershire (Geo. Allen & Sons, London, 1911) 

(Kesteven): David Neave and Vanessa Heron, ‘Kesteven Slate Headstones and their Engravers 

1700 – 1825’, Lincolnshire History and Archaeology No. 4 (1969) pp. 3-18. 

Neave, David, and Vanessa Heron, ‘Slate Headstones and their Engravers', The Local Historian 

Vol. 8, No 6, (1969) pp. 213-217. 

(Loughborough): [White, P. M.,] ‘An Introduction to the Tombstones' in Loughborough & 

District Archaeological Society, Tombstones in the Graveyard of Loughborough Parish Church of All 

Saints, (Loughborough & District Archaeological Society, Loughborough, 1989). 

(Market Harborough area):  

Davies, J.C., ‘Harborough Slate Engravers', Transactions of the Leicestershire Archaeological Society Vol. 

LXI (1987) pp. 24-33.  

Davies,  J. C., ‘The "Tulip Slates" of south Leicestershire and north-west Northamptonshire' , 

The Leicestershire Historian Vol. 4 (1993) no. 1, pp. 10-20. 

Green, Adrian (comp), The Harold Jones Collection of Memorial Rubbings: a catalogue (Leics Museums, 

Arts and Records Service, Harborough, 1993 [revised ed]). 

(Nottinghamshire):  

M. W. Barley, ‘Slate Headstones in Nottinghamshire', Transactions of the Thoroton Society

 Vol. LII (1948) pp. 69-86. 

M. W. Barley, ‘Swithland Slate Headstones', Monumental Journal Vol. XV (1948) no. 7 pp 351-6; 

no. 8 pp. 409-15.  

Wiltshire 

Lees, Hilary, Hallowed Ground: The Churchyards of Wiltshire  (Picton Publishing (Chippenham) Ltd, 

Chippenham, 1996). 

Worcestershire: 

Blake, Canon J. E. H., ‘Gravestones in Midland Churchyards', Transactions and Proceedings of the 

Birmingham Archaeological Society Vol. LI for 1925 and 1926, pp 10-18. 

Yorkshire: 

Brears, Peter C. D., ‘Heart Gravestones in the Calder Valley', Folk-Life: A Journal of Ethnological 

Studies Vol. 19 (1981) pp. 84-93. 

Scotland 

Christisson, D., ‘The Carvings and Inscriptions on the Kirkyard Monuments of the Scottish 

Lowlands , particularly in Perth, Fife, Angus, Mearns and Lothian', Proceedings of the Society of 

Antiquaries of Scotland, Vol. XII 3rd ser (1901-2) pp. 280 - 
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di Folco, John, ‘Some Aspects of Funerary Monuments in Lowland Scotland' in G. W. S. 

Barrow (ed), The Scottish Tradition: Essays in Honour of Ronald Gordon Cant (Scottish Academic 

Press, Edinburgh, 1974) pp. 147-54. 

Graham, Angus, ‘Headstones in Post-Reformation Scotland', Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries 

of Scotland Vol. 91 for 1957-58, pp. 1-91. 

Love, Dane, Scottish Kirkyards (Robert Hale, London, 1989) 

Spicer, Andrew, ‘"Defyle not Christ's kirk with your carrion": burial and the development of 

burial aisles in post-Reformation Scotland' inBruce Gordon and Peter Marshall (eds), The Place of 

the Dead: Death and Remembrance in late Medieval and Early Modern Europe (Cambridge University 

Press, Cambridge, 2000) pp. 149-69. 

Willsher, Betty, Understanding Scottish Graveyards: An interpretative approach (Council for British 

Archaeology Scotland, Edinburgh, 1985) 

Willsher, Betty, ‘Scottish Churchyard Memorials in the Eighteenth Century', The Local Historian 

Vol. 23, no. 2 (May 1993), pp. 66-84. 

Willsher, Betty, and Doreen Hunter, Stones: A Guide to Some Remarkable Eighteenth Century 

Gravestones (Canongate, Edinburgh and Vancouver, 1978). 

Angus 

Davidson, Flora, An Inventory of the Seventeenth Century Tombstones of Angus (Arbroath, 1977). 

Midlothian 

Donaldson, Islay, Midlothian Gravestones (Midlothian District Library Service, [no place given], 

1994) (descriptive). 

Morayshire 

di Folco , John, ‘Kirkyards in the Laich of Moray: An Illustrated Survey', Proceedings of the Society of 

Antiquaries of Scotland Vol. XCIX (1966-67) pp. 211-18. 
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1. Ascertained and proved makers 

Maker   Dates Location1 Evidence 

Ablewhite  fl. 1783 - 

1850 

Louth, Lincs signed (RCR H) 

Acken Jonathan 1760 - 1800 Elizabeth, NJ mentioned V&N 

p. 276; signed 

(JDRK 

                                                           
1 If in square brackets, means location of known work, where place of residence not known. 
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fieldwork) 

Adams Bartlett 1776 - 1828 Kingston, MA, then 

Quincy, MA, then 

Portland, ME 

signed (K&W); 

probated and 

documented 

(JBII) 

Adams Francis 1769-1839 Kingston, MA, then 

Charlestown, MA 

probated (JBII) 

Adams Sampson 

B. 

1779 - 

c.1815  

Rockingham, VT signed (K&W) 

Ainsworth S. fl. 1797 - 

1803 

[Loughborough, Leics] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; 

Herbert p. 228; 

White p. 188) 

Alldridge Samuel fl. 1783 [Alamance, NC] signed2 

Allen Gabriel 1749 - 1824 Providence, RI signed and 

probated3  

Allen George, sr. c.1696 - 

1774 

Rehoboth, MA signed (K&W); 

probated (HMF 

p. 127)4 

Allen George, jr.  1743 – 

c.1764 

Rehoboth, MA probated5 (Luti G 

Jr. pp.91-92) 

Allen Jonathan 1766 - 1836 Bernardston, MA probated and 

advert6 

Amiss John  Ludlow, Salop signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

                                                           
2 Jones, Andrea, ‘ "Here Lies the Body": Eighteenth-Century Gravestones in the Alamance Presbyterian 

Churchyard and their Symbolic Meanings', North Carolina Folklore Journal Vol. 43 (1996) no. 1 pp. 47-68 at 

pp. 64-65. 

3 Vincent Luti, ‘Eighteenth-Century Gravestone Carvers of the Upper Narragansett Basin: Gabriel Allen', 

Markers Vol. XX (2003) pp. 6-109. 

4 Vincent F. Luti,'Eighteenth-century Gravestone Carvers of the Upper Narragansett Basin: George 

Allen', Markers Vol. XXII (2005) pp. 108-59 at p. 157-58. 

5 Vincent F. Luti, ‘Eighteenth-century Gravestone Carvers of the Upper Narragansett Basin: The Real 

George Allen Jr’, Markers Vol. XXVII (2011) pp. 88-113. 

6 Bob Drinkwater, ‘Portraits in slate: The Gravestone Art of Jonathan Allen', paper at AGS Conference, 

Franklin, IN, 21st June 2014. 
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Andrews Samuel fl. 1797 - 

1841 

Wisbech, Cambs. signed (FB EA) 

Angel John 

Anthony 

1701 - 1756 Providence, RI probated7 

Arthur John fl. 1790 Egloshayle, Cornwall signed (Bizley p. 

174) 

Ashley Solomon 1754 - 1823 Deerfield, MA probated 

(Sweeney p. 30; 

JBII) 

Aston R. fl. 1804 [Brilley, Herefs] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Atkin Jonathan fl. 1760 - 

1800 

Elizabeth, NJ signed (Welch M 

p. 14)  

Atkins John 1745 - 1803 Great Bowden, Leics signed (FB SSC 

p. 749; Green) 

Attewell  fl. 17928 Maidenhead, Berks signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

B. C. fl. 1717 [Great Harrowden, 

N’hants] 

signed9 

B. I. fl. 1758 - 

1763 

[Great Gonerby, Lincs] signed (IBS) 

(JDRK 

fieldwork) 

B J. fl. 1750 - 

1754 

[Berkley, Dighton, 

Taunton and Morton, 

MA] 

signed (K&W)10 

B S. fl. 1806 [Loughborough, Leics] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

B T. fl. 1810 [Disserth, Rads] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

                                                           
7 Vincent F. Luti, ‘John Anthony Angel (1701-1756)', Newsletter of the Association of Gravestone Studies Vol. 4 

no. 3 (Summer 1980) pp. 7-8. 

8 May be backdated. 

9 Frederick Burgess, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: The work of the Ketton School', Monumental Journal 

Vol. XV (1948) no. 4 pp. 187-92; no. 5 pp. 237-41 at pp. 238-39 at p. 238. 

10 Updated by K&W 2 
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Babcock Lemuel Sr. 1748 – 

1835 or Jr. 

1775 - ?? 

Quincy, MA probated (JBI 

p.68, but only 

one) 

Bagley Joseph 1778 - 1811 Providence, RI probated (JBII) 

Baldwin Asa fl. 1790 - 

1800 

Dorset, VT [Harding BG] 

Baldwin Jedidah 1724 - 1808 Southbury, CT signed (if ‘done 

by’ means carved 

by)11 

Baldwin Michael 1719 - 1787 Guilford and New 

Haven, CT 

signed (Welch p. 

60) 

Ball John 1759 - 1840 Hollis, NH probated (C&G) 

Ball Nathaniel fl. 1730s Concord, MA probated (HMF 

notes; C&G) 

Ballard  fl. 1772 [Leicester, Leics] signed (FB SSC 

p. 750) 

Ballard F. fl. 1792 - 

1805 

Littleton, Worcs signed (Blake p. 

15) 

Barber Calvin 1772/3 - 

1846 

Simsbury, CT account books 

(Petke, passim) 

Barbur Joseph 1731 - 1812 West Medway, MA signed and 

probated (HMF 

p. 127) 

Barker Peter fl. 1750 - 

1760 

Montville, CT probated (JAS) 

Barlow 

family 

 fl. 1760s - 

1859 

Rothwell, N’hants signed? (Hill p. 

142) 

Barnatt Thomas fl. 1810 - 

1840 

[Sleaford, Lincs] signed (FB SSC 

p. 35) 

Barnes William fl. 1762 - 

1798 

Long Clawson, Leics signed (Barley 

Thoroton p. 85; 

FB SSC p. 35; 

N&H) 

                                                           
11 Laurel K. Gabel, ‘Three women gravestone carvers' , AGS Quarterly Vol. 11 no. 2 (Spring 1987), pp. 

5-6. 
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Bartlett Gershom 1723 - 1798 Bolton, Ct, then 

Windsor, CT, then 

Pompanoosuc, VT 

probated (JAS) 

Barton  fl. 1808 [Folkingham, Lincs] signed (N&H) 

Baskerville     

Bass   fl. 1773 - 

1776 

[Nuneaton, Warks] signed (FB SSC 

p. 36) 

Bater J. fl. 1774 [Gaulby, Leics] signed (Green) 

Bass  fl. 1776 Wimeswold, Leics signed (FB SSC 

p. 36) 

Bates 12 fl. 1799 - 

1818 

[Great Easton, Leics]  signed (Green) 

Bearcock John 1682 - 1745 Chatteris, Cambs. signed (FB EA) 

Bell 13 fl. 1747 - 

1795 

[Leicester, Leics/ 

Gilmorton, Leics] 

signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; 

Herbert p. 228; 

FB SSC p. 37; 

Green) 

Bennett William 1780 - 1835 Boston, MA probated and 

signed  (JBII) 

Benton J. fl. 1805 [Belmont, SC] signed (Little p. 

274) 

Bett George ?? - 1795 Harlaxton, Lincs signed (N&H) 

Bett William 1770 - 1834 Harlaxton, Lincs signed (N&H) 

Bettoney Edward 1765 - 1829 Oadby, Leics. signed14 (FB SSC 

p. 38) 

Bigham Hugh c.1766 – 

c.1845 

Mecklenburg County, 

NC 

probated 

(Patterson p.95) 

Bigham Samuel, Sr. c.1717 - 

1804 

PA, then Mecklenburg 

County, NC 

probated 

(Patterson pp. 

86-87) 

Bigham Samuel, Jr. c.1750-53 –  Lancaster County, PA, signed and 

                                                           
12 Stone dated 1812 signed by J. Bates (Green)  

13 Possibly Thomas and his son Henry 

14 But only as Bettoney, Oadby. 
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c.1821 then Mecklenburg 

County, NC 

probated(Patters

on pp. 79, 91) 

Bigham William, Sr. ?? - 1798 Lancaster County, PA, 

then Mecklenburg 

County, NC 

Court papers 

(Patterson p. 84) 

Billyeld James fl. 1754 [Enderby, Leics] signed (FB SSC 

p. 38) 

Bingham William, Jr. 

II 

1756 - 1842 Mecklenburg County, 

NC 

probated 

(Patterson p. 93) 

Birks John fl. 1750 - 

1778 

Donington, Leics signed (N&H; FB 

SSC p. 101) 

Birtchnell Joseph 1778 - 1826 Leicester, Leics signed (FB SSC 

p. 101) 

Birtchnell Thomas fl. 1784 - 

1806 

Wymondham, Leics signed (FB SSC 

p. 101; N&H) 

Bitter D. fl. 1790s New Haven, CT signed (KPH, 

citing Caulfield 

MSS) 

Bland William 1658 - 1703 Maidwell, N’hants signed? (Hill p. 

142) 

Bliss Aaron 1739 - 1776 Wilbraham, MA probated 

(Sweeney p. 18-

19, 43 n.28) 

Bonser  fl. 1742 - 

1745 

[North Kilworth, Leics] signed (Green) 

Bonser William fl. 1789 

onwards 

Burton Overy , Leics, 

later Clipston, Leics 

signed (FB SSC 

p. 102; Green) 

Booth Edward fl. 1803 - 

1849 

[Loughborough, Leics] signed (White p. 

188) 

Booth Roger ? – 1849  Bennington, VT signed (K&W) 

Booth & 

Johnson 

 fl. 1780 - 

1813 

Nottingham, Notts signed (FB SSC 

p. 101) 

Boswick Jonathan  Boston, MA C&G p. 433 

Braddow George fl. 1779 - 

1833 

West Hallam, Derbys. signed (FB SSC 

pp. 102-03) 
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Brainard Silas fl. late C18, 

early C19 

East Haddam account book 

(JAS) 

Brazer Christophe

r 

prob. c. 

1773 - 1821 

Boston, MA probated (JBII) 

Brewer Daniel 1699 - 1763 Middletown, CT Hempstead diary 

(Tucker HD p. 

142) 

     

Brewer Seth 1738 - ? [Cheshire, CT] signed (K&W) 

Brewin John 1737 - 1791 Grantham, Lincs signed (N&H; FB 

SSC p. 103) 

Brewin Thomas 1733 - 1782 Great Ponton, Lincs signed (N&H) 

Brewster John 1727 - 1797 Grantham, Lincs signed (FB SSC 

p. 103) 

Bromfield Charles fl. 1770 New York, NY advert (Welch p. 

77; RSG p. 228) 

Bromley John c. 1772 - 

1840 

Keswick, Cumberland contemporary 

record15 

Broughton George fl. 1795 - 

1839 

Walton and Gilmorton, 

Leics 

signed (FB SSC 

p. 104) 

Brown & 

Knox 

 fl. 1785 Philadelphia, PA advert (APC 

PMC pp. 312-13) 

Brown H. fl. 1800 - 

1845 

Sleaford, Lincs signed (N&H) 

Brown Joseph 1777 - 1843 Westmoreland, NH signed and 

probated (JBII) 

Brown M. fl. 1768 [Asfordby, Leics] signed (FB SSC 

p. 104) 

Brown Nathaniel fl. 1764 - 

179616 

New York, NY mentioned in 

directories17  

                                                           
15 B. L. Thompson, ‘The Leathes family of Dalehead’, Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmorland 

Antiquarian and Archaeological Society (1960) Series: 2, Volume 60 (1960) pp. 109-19 at p. 118.. 

16 Welch M p. 52 

17 Richard F. Welch, ‘Thomas Brown of New York City', Newsletter of the Association of Gravestone Studies 

Vol. 9 no. 1 (Winter 1984/85) pp.12-13. 
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Brown R. fl. 1774 - 

1790 

Whatton, Notts. signed (Barley 

Thoroton p. 85; 

N&H) 

Brown18 Thomas fl. 1764 - 

1794 

New York, NY mentioned in 

directories19 ; 

advert (RSG pp. 

228-29) 

Brunt Thomas fl. 1757 - 

1768 

[Chellaston and 

Swarkestone, Derbys] 

signed (FB SSC 

p. 104) 

Brush J. H. fl. 1802 - 

1808 

Bergen County, NJ signed (V&N p. 

277)20 

Buckerfield Jonathan., 

Jr. 

fl. 1719 - 

1744 

Leicester, Leics. signed (FB Sw p. 

33; FB SSC pp. 

689 and 105) 

Buckland Peter 1738 - 1816 East Hartford, CT signed (K&W) 

Buckland William, Jr. 1727 - 1795 East Hartford, CT signed (K&W) 

Bull Henry fl. 1797 - 

1800 

Newport, RI signed (K&W) 

Bull John 1734 - 1808 Newport, RI signed (K&W); 

probated  and 

account book 

(Luti pp. 268-69) 

Bull William fl. 1765 - 

1795 

Leicester, Leics. signed (FB SSC 

p. 105) 

Burditt (?) Abel fl. 1810 Rockingham, VT signed (Hosely p. 

76) 

Burgoyne J. fl. 1801 - 

1843 

[Belper and Kirkhallam, 

Derbys] 

signed (FB SSC 

p. 173) 

Burt John fl. 1742 - 

1753 

Callington, Cornwall signed (Bizley pp. 

27, 174; FB CM 

p. 282 n.2) 

                                                           
18 Previously described by Welch as the Pencil-Sketch Man 

19 Richard F. Welch, ‘Thomas Brown of New York City', Newsletter of the Association of Gravestone Studies 

Vol. 9 no. 1 (Winter 1984/85) pp.12-13. 

20 Signed examples 1802 and 1818 
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Burton John fl. 1784 - 

1827 

Somerby, Leics. signed (FB EA; 

FB SSC p. 173) 

Button Benjamin fl. 1771 - 

183521 

Kimcote and Crick, 

Leics 

signed (FB SSC 

pp. 173-74; 

Green) 

C22 W. fl. 1711 - 

1715 

[Marblehead, Boston, , 

Plymouth and West 

Tisbury, MA, and 

Fairfield and East 

Norwalk, CT] 

signed (K&W); 

C&G 

C W. fl. 1788 - 

1810 

[Loughborough/ Market 

Harborough, Leics] 

signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; White 

p. 188) 

Calah (or 

Caley) 

Francis fl. 1761 - 

1768 

Shelford, Notts. signed (Barley 

Thoroton p. 83) 

Campbell Alexander fl. 1803 New York, NY adverts (Welch M 

p. 47) 

Carrington W. fl. 1801 - 

1850 

[Loughborough, Leics] signed (White p. 

188) 

Carter  fl. 1730 Horncastle, Lincs. signed (FB EA) 

Carver  fl. 1751 - 

1797 

[Loughborough, Leics] signed (Herbert 

p. 228; FB SSC p. 

239) 

Cartwright [William] fl. 1751 Clyro, Rads. signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Casswell Richard 1746 - 1829 Rippingale, Lincs signed (N&H) 

Castledine Henry 1739 - 1818 Syston, Leics. signed (FB SSC 

pp. 689 and 239; 

Green) 

Caveny John 1778 - 1853 York County, SC signed and 

probated (Fairey 

p. 12) 

Challis John fl. 1790 - Braintree, Essex signed and 

                                                           
21 Presumably represents more than one generation 

22 Possibly William Custin (Gabel 1986) 
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1820 documentary 

evidence (FB 

EA) 

Charles William 1708 - 1764 Wymeswold, Leics.  signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; Barley 

Thoroton pp. 78-

79; FB SSC p. 

241; Green) 

Charlton William fl. 1756 - 

1761 

Wisbech, Isle of Ely signed (FB EA) 

Cheere Sir Henry, 

1st Bart. 

1703 - 1781 London newspaper; 

faculty record 

(Craske pp. 123-

24, 454 nn. 58 

and 62) 

Clark  Enos  Middletown Springs, VT signed E.C. 

(K&W) 

Clark John fl. 1770 Market Harborough, 

Leics. 

signed (Davies p. 

29) 

Clarke  fl. 1783  [Loughborough, Leics] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Clarke 

family23 

 fl. 1766 - 

1871 

Liddington, Wilts (?) signed? (Hill p. 

143) 

Clarke John 1738 - 1792 Market Harborough, 

Leics 

signed (FB SSC 

p. 312) 

Clarke William, Sr. fl. 1754 - 

1773 

Market Harborough, 

Leics 

signed (Green) 

Clarke William, Jr. 1755 - 1831 Market Harborough, 

Leics 

signed (FB SSC 

p. 312; Green) 

Clay Henry 1765 - 1826 Leicester, Leics signed (FB SSC 

p. 312; White p. 

188) 

Clay John fl. 1776 - Leicester, Leics signed (JDRK 

                                                           
23 Given by Hill as John, Joseph, Robert and Robert, Jr. 
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1820 fieldwork; 

Herbert p. 228; 

FB SSC p. 312) 

Cockshaw John fl. 1737 - 

1803 

Leicester, Leics signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; FB 

SSC pp. 689 and 

313) 

Codman Ebenezer fl. 1771 [Boston, MA] probated (HMF 

p. 127) 

Codner Abraham 1750 – 

c.1814 

Boston, MA, then 

Stockbridge,MA 

signed (K&W); 

probated (JBII) 

Codner John ? – 

1769/1782 

Boston, MA  probated (HMF 

p. 127) 

Codner William 1709 - 1769 Boston, MA signed (K&W); 

probated (HMF 

p. 127, Gabel 

1986) 

Colburn Paul 1761 - 1825 Hollis, NH probated (C&G) 

Coles Isaac 1762 - 1802 Meriden, CT signed (K&W) 

Coles James fl. 1800 - 

1840 

Thrapston, N’hants signed? (Hill p. 

142) 

Coles John 1736 - 1816 Thrapston, N’hants. signed (FB EA; 

Hill p. 142) 

Colley William fl. 1749 Fenchurch St., London signed24 

Collingwoo

d 

James 

Henry 

1779 - ?? Grantham, Lincs signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; N&H; 

FB SSC p. 314) 

Collingwoo

d 

William 1741 - 1805 Grantham, Lincs signed (N&H) 

Collins Benjamin 1691 - 1759 Columbia25, CT signed (K&W) 

Collins Julius 1728 - 1758 Lebanon, CT signed (K&W) 

Collins Zerubbabel 1733 - 1797 Lebanon, CT, later signed (K&W) 

                                                           
24 Elizabeth A. Crowell and Norman Vardney Mackie III, ‘The Funerary Monuments and Burial Patterns 

of Colonial Tidewater Virginia, 1607-1776', Markers Vol. VII (1990) pp. 103-138 at p. 113. 

25 Then Lebanon Crank 
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Shaftesbury, VT 

Cooke Charles 1743 - 1809 Rothwell, N’hants signed (FB SSC 

p. 314; Green; 

Hill p. 142) 

Cooley Chauncey c.1768 - 

1821 

 probated (JBII) 

Cooper  fl. 1783 [Fenny Drayton, Leics] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Cooper Charles fl. 1809 - 

1856 

Ashby-de-la-Zouch, 

Leics 

signed (FB SSC 

p. 315) 

Cope William fl. c.1770 Threadneedle St, 

London 

trade card (maker 

of inter alia 

tombs)26 

Cortis  fl. 1809 Horncastle, Lincs signed (RCR H) 

Coulman  fl. 1800 [Staverton, Devon] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Coulson Henry fl. 1779 Derby, Derbys signed (FB SSC 

p. 315) 

Coulson Thomas fl. 1726 - 

1760 

Barwell. Leics signed (FB SSC 

p. 315) 

Cowles Elisha 1750 - 1799 Meriden, CT probated (JAS) 

Cowles Roswell 1780 - ? [Meriden, CT] signed (K&W) 

Coye William 1750 - 1816 Providence, RI, then 

Plymouth, MA 

signed, probated 

and documented 

(JBII) 

Cox Henry 1725 - 1810 Northampton, N’hants commissioned to 

make gravestones 

under a will (Hill 

pp. 141-42) 

Cragg Thomas 1752  - 

1798 

Foston, Lincs signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; N&H; 

FB SSC p. 578) 

Crawford James 1775 - 1842 York County, SC probated (Fairey 

                                                           
26 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p.72. 
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p. 12)  

Crisp Thomas fl. 1755 Badsey, Worcs. signed (Blake p. 

11) 

Crosby William 1764 - 1801 Middletown, CT probated (JAS) 

Cross  fl. 1807 Horncastle, Lincs signed (RCR H) 

Cross William fl. 1763 [Long Sutton, Lincs] signed (FB EA) 

Cufaude Matthew fl. 1754 - 

1778 

Great Yarmouth, 

Norfolk 

advert27 

Cullen John fl. 1804 - 

1855 

Sleaford, Lincs. signed (FB EA; 

N&H) 

Cushing Benjamin   probated (Benes 

MO p. 196) 

Cushman Noah 1745 – 

1818 

Middleboro, MA probated (JBII) 

Cushman William, Sr. 1715 - 1768 Middleboro, MA probated (JBII) 

Cushman William, Jr. 1741 -  Middleboro, MA probated (JBII) 

D28  fl. 

1780s/1790

s 

[Stillwater, NJ] signed (V&N p. 

279) 

Daft Robert fl. 1803 - 

1816 

Nottingham, Notts signed (FB SSC 

p. 578) 

Dams Richard fl. 1763 – 

1807 

[Ashley, N’hants/ 

Brampton Ash, 

N’hants/ Deene, 

N’hants/ Desborough, 

N’hants/ Foxton, Leics/ 

Kettering, N’hants/ 

Little Bowden, Leics/ 

Lubbenham, Leics/ 

Market Harborough, 

Leics/ Stoke Albany, 

N’hants/ Welford, 

N’hants/ Wilbarston, 

signed (FB SSC 

p. 578; Green) 

                                                           
27 Norfolk Chronicle 14th November 1778 

28 Possibly Jacob Dodderer (1742 - 1813) of Stillwater, Sussex County, NJ (Veit p. 131) 
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N’hants] 

Daniells  fl. 1779 [Blaby, Leics] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Darbyshire F. fl. 1805 [Kegworth, Leics] signed (FB SSC 

p. 578) 

Darby Jonathan   probated (Benes 

MO p. 196) 

Darley Arthur.  New York, NY advert (Welch M 

p. 52) 

Darley John.  New York, NY advert (Welch M 

p. 52) 

Daugherty Samuel c.1778 - 

1861 

Whately and 

Belchertown 

mentioned in 

RDH p. 45 

Davies  fl. C18 Bidford, Warks signed (Blake p. 

15) 

Davis Abel ? JB has 

1798 – 

1834 but 

many 

stones pre-

1814 

 signed and 

probated (JBII) 

Davis George 1761 - 1837 York County, SC probated 

(Patterson p. 105) 

Davis R. fl. 1810 [Brilley, Herefs] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Dawkins George 1731 - 1791 Rothwell, Leics signed (FB SSC 

p. 578; Green; 

Hill p. 142) 

Dawkins William 1773 - 1800 Rothwell, Leics signed (FB SSC 

p. 578; Hill p. 

142) 

Day Moses 1778 - 1839 Groton, MA probated (JBII) 

Daykin  fl. end of 

C18 

Nottingham, Notts. signed (Barley 

Thoroton p. 86) 

Dean(e) Cyrus fl. 1761 - [Berkley, Mansfield and signed (K&W) 
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1787 West Medway, MA] 

De Carle Robert 

Brettingha

m 

1748 - 1791 London signed29  

Deeve Thomas fl. 1674 - 

1716 

Bury St Edmunds, 

Suffolk 

signed (FB EA) 

Dewey  fl. 1795 Bourne, Lincs signed (N&H) 

Dexter George fl. 1733 - 

1766 

Coleorton, Leics signed (FB SSC 

p. 579; FFB CM 

p. 282 n.2) 

Dexter John fl. 1771 Breedon-on-the-Hill, 

Leics 

signed (FB SSC 

p. 579) 

Diamond Robert fl. 1676 [Brenchley, Kent] signed (FB CM p. 

282 n.2) 

Dickinson G.    

Dickinson J. fl. 1738 [Osbournby, Lincs] signed (N&H) 

Dicon Johne fl. 1663 Ayr, Ayrshire signed30  

Diman Thomas 1746 - 1836 Bristol, RI probated (JBII) 

Dodane Anthony fl 1768 - 

1769 

New York, NY adverts (Welch p. 

77; RSG p. 229) 

Dolman Joseph fl. 1801 - 

1815 

[Melbourne, Derbys.] signed (FB SSC 

p. 579) 

Dolph Charles 1776 - 1815 Saybrook, CT probated31 

Drake Ebenezer 1739 – 

c.1803 

South Windsor, CT probated (JAS) 

Drake Nathaniel, 

Jr. 

fl. 1768 Windsor, CT [Caulfield cg] 

Dunicliff  fl. 1777 [Shepshed, Leics] signed (Herbert 

                                                           
29 Signed only one Code stone lunette on a headstone and no evidence he did other churchyard work 

(Frederick Burgess, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: Monumental Masons of East Anglia', Monumental 

Journal Vol. XXI (1954) no. 2 pp. 107-10; no. 3 pp. 168-72; no. 4 pp. 230-4; no. 5 pp. 294-7; no. 6 pp. 356-

60; no. 7 pp. 419-22; no. 8 pp. 487-90; no. 9 pp. 550-3; no. 10 pp. 612-6 at p. 108). 

30 Dane Love, Scottish Kirkyards (Robert Hale, London, 1989) p.51.  

31 Ernest Caulfield, ‘Connecticut Gravestones X: Charles Dolph (1776-1815)', Markers Vol VIII (1991) pp. 

141-52 at pp. 149-150. 
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p. 228) 

Dunicliff Charles fl. 1807 - 

1845 

Melbourne, Derbys signed (FB SSC 

p. 580) 

Dunicliff Thomas 1781 - 1832 Melbourne, Derbys signed (FB SSC 

p. 580) 

Dutton William fl. 1803 Atherstone, Warks signed (FB SSC 

p. 580) 

Dwight Francis 1780 - 1816 Shirley, MA probated (JBII) 

Dwight John 1740 - 1816 Shirley, MA probated (JBII) 

Dwight Samuel 1743 – c. 

1810 

Bennington, VT signed (K&W) 

Dyer Benjamin 1778 - 1856 White Creek, NY probated32 

E N. fl. 1708 [Boston, MA] signed (Gabel 

1986) 

Edwards  fl. 1753 Chatham, CT Hempstead diary 

(KPH) 

Eglinton Samuel fl. 1766 - 

1780 

Ashbourne, Derbys. signed (FB SSC 

p. 580) 

Elliott William fl. 1778 - 

1838 

Peatling, Leics signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; FB 

SSC p. 581) 

Ely John 1735 - ?? West Springfield, MA probated (HMF 

p. 127) 

Emmes Henry 1716/17 - 

1767 

Boston, MA, then 

Newport, RI 

signed (K&W); 

probated (Gabel 

1986) 

Emmes Joshua 1719 - 1772 Boston, MA probated (Gabel 

1986) 

Emmes Nathaniel 1690 - 1750 Boston, MA signed (K&W); 

probated (Gabel 

1986); C&G 

Essex  fl. 1750 - Rothwell, N’hants signed? (Hill p. 

                                                           
32 William E. Harding, ‘Zerubbabel Collins' successor and his work in Bennington County, Vermont' in 

Peter Benes (ed), Puritan Gravestone Art (Boston University, Boston, 1977) pp. 14-21. 
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family 1850 142) 

Evarard  fl. 1785 - 

1816 

Attleborough Quarry, 

Warks 

signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; FB 

SSC p. 655) 

F D. fl. 1780 - 

1803 

[Norwood, Wrentham 

and Walpole, MA] 

signed (K&W) 

F L. fl. 1796 [Franklin, MA] signed (K&W) 

Farnsworth William 1780 - 1828  signed and 

probated (JBII) 

Farrington Daniel 1733 - 1807 Wrentham, MA signed and 

probated (JBII) 

Faxon Caleb 1758 - 1823 Quincy, MA employer of 

carvers (JBI pp. 

71-72); probated 

(JBII) 

Felton Ebenezer c.1741 – 

post 1800 

New Salem, MA probated (HMF 

p. 127) 

Felton Robards c. 1771 - 

1825 

New Salem, MA neighbour’s 

account book33 

Fenner Joseph J. 1781 - 1856 Providence, RI probated (JBII) 

Ferriman 

family 

 fl. c. 1715 - 

1780 

Leics signed? (Hill p. 

143) 

Field  fl. 1797 Loughborough, Leics signed (FB SSC 

p. 656) 

Firmadge William, Sr. ?? - 1790 Scraptoft, Leics signed (FB SSC 

p. 656; Green) 

Firmadge William, Jr. 1755 - 1836 Leicester, Leics signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; FB 

SSC p. 656) 

Fish Joseph fl. 1790 - 

1846 

Lincoln and Lincoln, 

Lincs 

signed (N&H) 

Fisher Jeremiah fl. 1770 Wrentham, MA probated (HMF) 

Fisher Lewis   signed and 

                                                           
33 Robert Drinkwater, ‘The Feltons of New Salem, Massachusetts', Markers Vol. IV (1984) pp. 169-73. 
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probated (JBII) 

Fisher Samuel, Sr. 1732 - 1816 Wrentham, MA signed (K&W); 

probated (JBII) 

Fisher Samuel, Jr. 1768 - 1815 Wrentham, MA signed and 

probated (HMF 

p. 128) 

Fisher William fl. 1797 - 

1856 

Loughborough, Leics signed 

(Loughborough 

MIs no. 470; FB 

Sw p. 34; White 

p. 188) 

Fobes Nathan 1761 - 1814 Plympton, MA probated (JBII) 

Foottit  fl. 1798 Tattershall, Lincs signed (RCR H) 

Ford James, Sr. 1721 - 1781 Marblehead, Ma, then 

Salem, MA 

probated (C&G 

pp. 373-402; 

JBII) 

Foster Hopestill 1701 - 1773 Dorchester, MA probated (HMF 

p. 128) 

Foster James, I 1651 - 1732 Dorchester, MA attributed by 

Forbes 

Foster James, II 1698 - 1763 Dorchester, MA probated (HMF 

p. 128) 

Foster James, III 1732 - 1771 Dorchester, MA probated (HMF 

p. 128) 

Fosters Thomas fl. 1746 Barnstable, MA probated (HMF 

p. 128) 

Fountains James fl. 1783 [Great Gonerby, Lincs] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; N&H) 

Fowle Robert 1743 - 1805 Boston, MA, then 

Charlestown, MA, then 

Newburyport, MA, then 

Boston, MA 

probated (JBII) 

Fox Asa 1771 - 1801 Providence, RI probated (Luti, 

v.s.) 

Frogott  fl. 1804 - [Loughborough, Leics] signed (White p. 
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1848 189) 

Fullalove Richard fl. 1750s Belton, Lincs signed (N&H; FB 

SSC p. 658) 

Fuller Nathaniel 1687 - 1750 Plympton, MA probated (Benes 

MO  p. 234 n. 

16) 

G. V. fl. 1780 [Great Dalby, Leics] signed (Green) 

Gale Walter fl. 1750-58 Mayfield, Sussex his diary (FB CM 

p. 283 n.4) 

Games [Thomas] fl. 1772 - 

1801 

[Talgarth, Brecks] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Gaud John 1693 - 1750 Boston, MA, then 

Milford, CT 

probated (Gabel 

1986); C&G 

Gauge ? fl. 1718 Boston probated (HMF 

p. 128) 

George ? fl. 1727 Boston, MA probated (HMF 

p. 128) 

Geyer George 

Ludwig 

c.1725 - 

1778 

Quincy, MA one probated, 

otherwise 

circumstantial 

(JBII p. 14-16) 

Geyer Henry 

Christian 

c. 1727 –  

1785 

Boston, MA signed (K&W); 

probated (Gabel 

1986; JBII) 

Geyer John Just, 

Sr. 

1758 - 1808 Boston, MA signed (K&W)34; 

probated (Gabel 

1986, JBII pp. 

28-35) 

Gilchrist James 1689 - 1722 Boston signed and 

probated (HMF 

p. 128); Gabel 

198635 

Gold Thomas 1733 - 1800 New Haven, CT signed (K&W) 

                                                           
34 Updated by K&W 2 

35 Identifying Gilchrist as ‘J. G.’ who signed stones listed by K&W. 
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Granger John fl. 1804 - 

1825 

Sneinton, Notts signed (FB SSC 

p. 722) 

Grant William 1694 - ? 

1726 

[Quincy] probated36 (Gabel 

1986); signed 

(K&W)37; C&G 

Grant William fl. 1740 – 

1800 

New York, NY, then 

Newark, NJ 

adverts (Welch 

pp. 51-52, RSG 

pp. 229-30); 

signed (Welch M 

p. 13); V&N p. 

280 

Grea... Thomas fl. 1775 [Sibson, Leic] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Green George 1744 - 1827 Denton, Lincs signed (N&H; FB 

SSC p. 722) 

Green Inigo fl. 1805 - 

1828 

Great Ponton, Lincs signed (FB SSC 

p. 723) 

Green James 1781 - 1858 Denton, Lincs signed (N&H; FB 

SSC p. 722) 

Green John 1775 - ?? Great Ponton, Lincs signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; N&H) 

Green William 1751 - 1817 Denton, Lincs signed (N&H; FB 

SSC p. 722) 

Grice Elias ?? - 1684 Boston, MA listed by HMF p. 

128 but not s or 

p 

Grills W. fl. 1783 - 

1800 

Plymouth Dock, Devon signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Griswold George 1633 - 1704 Windsor, CT letters38 

Griswold Matthew, 

Jr. 

1653 - 1715 Lyme, CT probated (HMF 

p. 128) 

                                                           
36 But do not survive 

37 Signed W G 

38 Ernest Caulfield, ‘Connecticut Gravestones I: George Griswold (1633-1704)’, Markers Vol. VIII (1991) 

pp. 8-16 at pp. 12-13. 
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Guess V. fl. 1780 - 

1785 

Great Dalby, Leics signed (FB SSC 

p. 723) 

Gumb Daniel 1703 - 1776 Linkinhorne, Cornwall signed (Bizley p. 

174; Lees p. 4) 

H. J. fl. 1791 - 

1793 

[Loughborough, Leics] signed (White p. 

189) 

H...lop S. fl. 1805 Whitehaven, 

Cumberland 

signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Hack  fl. 1794 - 

1849 

[Loughborough, Leics] signed (White p. 

189) 

Haines John fl. 1803 Stamford, Lincs. signed (FB EA) 

Hale Gideon 1712 - 1776 Middletown, CT, and 

Northampton, MA 

Sweeney 

Hall James ?? - 1823 Charleston, SC signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Hall Joel 1753 - 1818 Portland, CT probated (JAS) 

Hamlett  fl. 1791 Stroud, Glos signed (Elliott p. 

84; also39 ) 

Hamlin Isaac 1742 - 1810 Barnstable, MA probated (HMF 

p. 128) 

Harbert (or 

Herbert) 

William fl. 1775 - 

1817 

Willoughby, Warks (by 

1817) 

signed (FB Sw p. 

35; FB SSC p. 

782) 

Hardwick J. fl. 1752 [Desborough, N’hants] signed (FB SSC 

p. 724) 

Harlow Amaziah, 

Jr. 

1747 - 1803 Plymouth, MA probated (JBII) 

Harmer Jonathan 1762 - 1841 Heathfield, Sussex papers40 

Harrington Stephen 1777 - 1812 Simsbury, CT Calvin Barber’s 

account book 

(Petke p. 27) 

                                                           
39 Hilary Lees, Hallowed Ground: The Churchyards of Wiltshire (Picton Publishing (Chippenham) Ltd, 

Chippenham, 1996) p. 43. 

40 Frederick Burgess, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: [Sussex Masons]' , Monumental Journal Vol. XVIII 

(1951) no. 10 pp. 645-8; no. 11 pp. 711-5 at pp. 645-48.   1951 
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Harris I. fl. 1744 - 

1777 

[Fenny Drayton, Leics] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Harston E. fl. 1779 [Croxton Kerrial, Leics] signed (FB SSC 

p. 725) 

Harston James fl. 1785 

onwards 

Newark, Notts. signed (Barley 

Thoroton p. 85) 

Harston John fl. 1783 - 

1808 

[Croxton Kerrial, Leics] signed (FB SSC 

p. 725; N&H) 

Harston Robert fl. 1779 - 

1833 

Newark, Notts signed (FB SSC 

p. 725; N&H) 

Hart W. fl. 1788 - 

1815 

Bassingham, Lincs. signed (FB SSC 

p. 725) 

Hartley Robert fl. 1771 New York, NY adverts (RSG p. 

230; Welch p. 77) 

Hartshorn Charles 1765 - 1832 Providence, RI signed (K&W) 

Hartshorne John 1650 – 

1738 

Rowley, MA, and 

Franklin, CT 

 

Hartshorn Richard late C18 RI/NY signed (Little p. 

277)  

Hartshorn Samuel 1725 - 1784 Franklin, CT signed (HMF p. 

128) 

Hartshorn Stephen 1737 - 1812 Providence, RI signed (K&W) 

Harvey John fl. end of 

C18 

Nottingham, Notts. signed (Barley 

Thoroton p. 86) 

Harvey S. fl. 1758 - 

1765 

[Fenny Drayton/ 

Breedon-on-the-Hill, 

Leics] 

signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; FB 

SSC p. 725) 

Haskins Aaron 1752 - 1795 Bolton, CT probated (JAS) 

Hastings Daniel, Sr. 1749 - 1803 Newton, MA probated (JBII) 

Hastings Nathan 1782 - 1854 Newton, MA signed (K&W); 

probated (JBII) 

Haward R[oger] fl. 1777 [Disserth, Rads] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Hawley Edward fl. 1784 - 

1794 

Eye Kettelby, Leics, 

then Melton Mowbray, 

signed (FB SSC 

p. 725; N&H) 
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Leics 

Hawley John 1767 - ?? Colsterworth, Lincs signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; N&H) 

Hay James fl. 1776 - 

1793 

Scotland (then Nova 

Scotia) 

probated in NS 

and advert 

‘stonecutter and 

carver lately from 

Scotland’41 

Hayward John fl. 1767 - 

1802 

Lincoln, Lincs. signed (FB EA; 

RCR H) 

Hayward Nathan 1720 - 1794 Bridgewater, MA probated (Benes 

MO p. 238 n. 1)42 

Hayward 

(or 

Haywood) 

William fl. 1731 - 

1763 

SW Notts signed (Barley 

Thoroton p. 78; 

FB SSC pp. 688 

and 782; Green) 

Hazelgrove James fl. 1714 Shoreham, Sussex diaries (FB Sx p. 

714; FB CM p. 

307) 

Hazelgrove William fl. 1727 - 

1729 

Shoreham, Sussex diaries (FB Sx p. 

714; FB  CM p. 

307) 

Heathcote  fl. 1770 - 

1805 

Whitwick, Leics signed (FB SSC 

p. 782) 

Hempstead Joshua 1678 - 1758 New London, CT diary (carved 

inscriptions only) 

(Tucker HD 

passim) 

Henderson John 1761 - 1800 Loughborough, Leics signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; FB 

SSC p. 782; 

White p. 189) 

                                                           
41 Trask,  Deborah E., Life How Short, Eternity How Long: Gravestone Carving and Carvers in Nova Scotia (Nova 

Scotia Museum, Halifax NS, 1978) pp. 58-69. 

42 Three in total of which only one survives 
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Henworth  fl. 1731 [Quorndon, Leics] signed (FB SSC 

pp. 688 and 782) 

Higgins Ichabod d. 1758 Durhamm, CT own estate a/cs43 

Hill Ithuel c.1769 - 

1821 

Sag Harbor, NY signed (Welch 

pp. 71-73) 

Hill James fl. 1727 – 

1763, son 

of Wm. 

Great Easton, Leics signed (FB CM 

pl. 2; Hill p. 143) 

Hill Phineas fl. 1800 - 

post 1820 

Danbury CT, later Long 

Island 

newspaper 

advert44  

Hill William fl. 1727 – 

1763, father 

of Jas. 

Great Easton, Leics signed (FB CM 

pl. 2; Hill p. 143) 

Hind  fl. 1741 - 

184345 

[Leics] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; 

Herbert p. 228; 

Green sub 

Carrick) 

Hind Henry 1691 - 1773 Swithland, Leics signed (FB SSC 

pp. 783-85; 

JDRK fieldwork; 

Green) 

Hind, Jr.46  fl. 1781 [Loughborough, Leics] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; White 

p. 189) 

Hind Robert 1735 - 1812 Whetstone, Leics signed (FB Sw 

pp. 683-84; FB 

SSC pp. 783-85) 

                                                           
43 Ernest Caulfield, ‘Connecticut Gravestones XVIII: 'Wanted: The Hook-And-Eye Man', Markers Vol. 

VIII (1991) pp. 311-37 at p. 315. 

44 Richard Welch, ‘Careers in Stone: Ithuel and Phineas Hill', Long Island Forum (Jan. 1983). 

45 Clearly represents more than one generation; the following are in Swithland churchyard, but not 

necessarily the stonecutters: Thomas Hind d. 1748 ae. 84; Henry Hind d. 1801 ae. 75; Henry Hind d. 1820 

ae. 60. 

46 Possibly Henry Hind, Jr. (1726 – 1801) 
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Hinsdale Samuel 1722 - 1787 Medfield, CT probated (HMF 

p. 128) 

Hobday Samuel 1752/53 - 

1848 

Honeybourne, Worcs signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; Blake 

pp. 13-14) 

Hodgkins Nathaniel 1761 - 1839 Hampton, CT signed (K&W) 

Hodkinson 

& Fisher 

 fl. 1807 - 

1825 

Loughborough, Leics signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; FB 

SSC p. 657) 

Holland William fl. 1750s - 

1767 

Middletown, CT, then 

Longmeadow, MA 

probated (JAS; 

Sweeney p. 16) 

Holliman John 1704 – 

c.1750 

Salem, MA probated (HMF 

p. 128)] 

Holmes John 1695 - ?? Woodstock, CT probated (JAS) 

Holmes John fl. 1791 [Great Casterton, 

Rutland] 

signed (FB CM 

pl. 8) 

Holmes Nathaniel 1783 - 1869 Plymouth, MA probated (JBII) 

Holworthy J. fl. 1767 - 

1783 

Market Bosworth, Leics signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; FB 

SSC p. 45) 

Homer John 1736 –  

1817 

Boston, MA probated (Gabel 

1986; JBII) 

Homer William 1769 - 1822 Boston, MA probated (HMF 

p. 128), but JBII 

pp. 107-08: not a 

carver. 

Hope Robert 1771/72 -  

1818 

England, then Portland, 

ME, then Boston, MA 

advertisements 

and own estate 

(JBI pp. 51-53); 

probated (JBII) 

Horn Charles fl. 1808 - 

1818 

Thrapston, Leics signed (FB SSC 

p. 45) 

Hovey James fl. 1740 - 

1754 

Mansfield, CT signed (K&W) 

Howard Ebenezer 1734 - ? Newton, MA probated (HMF 
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notes); C&G 

Hubbard Luther 1782 - 1857 Hollis, NH probated 

(C&G)47 

Hughes Thomas fl. 1777 - 

1779 

[Felinfach, 

Brecknockshire] 

signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Hull S. fl. 1761 - 

1834 

[Loughborough, Leics] signed (White p. 

189) 

Hull & 

Pollard 

 fl. 1795 - 

1831 

[Thurcaston, 

Leics/Leicester, Leics] 

signed (Herbert 

p. 228) 

Hunt Daniel fl. 1774 Philadelphia, PA patron’s diary 

(V&N, p. 34) 

Huntington John 1705/6 - 

1777 

Lebanon, CT probated48 

(Shepardson p. 

145) 

Iles  fl. 1761 Minchinhampton, Glos signed (Elliott p. 

84) 

Ingraham Joseph fl. 1745 [Boston, MA] probated (HMF 

p. 128) 

Isham John 1757 - 1834 Colchester and East 

Haddam, CT 

probated (JAS) 

J.49 W. fl. 1730 [Kirkby Bellars, Leics] signed (FB SSC 

p. 47) 

Jackson Henry fl. 1788 - 

1856 

Lincoln, Lincs. signed (FB EA; 

RCR H) 

Jackson Joseph fl. 1770 [Boston, MA] probated (HMF 

p. 128) 

James  fl. 1790 Helston, Cornwall signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

James T. fl. 1809 [Fayetteville, NC] signed (Little p. 

278) 

                                                           
47 Probated stones are post-1800, but he appears to have been an apprentice (to John Ball) within our 

period. 

48 Ann F. Shepardson, ‘John Huntington, Gravestone Carver of Lebanon, Connecticut', Markers Vol XIII 

(1996) pp. 142-222 at p. 145. 

49 Suggested by Burgess to be William Jackson of Kirkby Bellars. 
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Jeffries David fl. 1760 - 

1800 

Elizabeth, NJ signed (V&N p. 

280; Welch M p. 

14) 

Joanes Ralph fl. 1778 - 

1801 

Horsham, Sussex signed (FB Sx pp. 

714-15) 

Johnson John 1748 - 1826 Durham and Haddam, 

CT 

JAS 

Johnson Joseph 1698 - 

?1783 

East Windsor, CT JAS 

Johnson Thomas, I 1690 - 1761 Middletown, CT probated (HMF 

p. 128; Sweeney 

p. 6) 

Johnson Thomas, II  1718 - 1774 Middletown, CT and 

Cromwell, CT 

probated 

(Sweeney p.15, 

42) 

Johnson Thomas, 

III 

1750 - 1789 Middletown, CT  

Johnson Thomas fl. 1790 [Durham, CT] signed (K&W) 

Johnson Valentine fl. 1803 Nottingham signed (FB SSC 

p. 102) 

Jones John 1772 - 1837 Bingham, Notts signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; Barley 

Thoroton p. 84; 

FB SSC p. 102; 

N&H) 

Jones Ebenezer fl. 1744 - 

1768 

Mountsorrel signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; FB 

SSC p. 102) 

Kell William 1757 - 1839 Woodbridge, Suffolk obituary (FB EA) 

Kelsey Hugh 1754 - 1817 Chester County, SC probated 

(Patterson p. 110; 

Fairey pp. 3-5) 

Kemp  fl. 1796 - 

1860 

[Market Harborough] signed (Green) 

Kimball Chester 1763 - 1824 Lebanon and New signed (K&W) 
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London, CT 

Kimball Lebbeus 1751 - 1839 Pomfret, CT signed (K&W) 

Kimball Richard 1722 - 1810 Pomfret, CT signed (K&W) 

Kinnes Robert fl. 1755 - 

1761 

Leicester, Leics signed (Herbert 

p. 228; FB Sw p. 

35; FB SSC p. 02) 

Kirk 50 fl. 1739 - 

1851 

Wigston, Leics51 signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; 

Herbert p. 228; 

FB SSC p. 104; 

Green) 

Kirk Charles fl. 1810 Leicester, Leics signed52 (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Kirk Dios. fl. 1760 - 

1768 

Humberstone, Leics signed (N&H; FB 

SSC p. 104) 

Kirk William fl. 1810 Narborough, Leics signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Kirk William fl. 1810 Leicester, Leics signed53 (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Kirk William fl. 1791 - 

1841 

Sleaford, Lincs. signed (FB SSC 

p. 104) 

Kittredge Elisha fl. 180 - 

1812 

Westminster, VT signed (Hosely 

pp. 77-78) 

Knight  fl. 1804 - 

1843 

Bulwell, Notts signed (FB SSC 

p. 105) 

Knowles Thomas 1754 - 1826 Oxford apparently 

documentary 

records (FB CM 

p. 278) 

Knox v. Brown & Knox 

Knox George fl. 1803 - New York, New York adverts (Welch M 

                                                           
50 Some probably William Kirk (1748 – 1821) of Wigston. 

51 Wigston only on two 1797 stones.  

52 W & C Kirk 

53 W & C Kirk. 
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1804 p. 47) 

L B. fl. 1703 [Milford, CT] signed (K&W) 

Lagoe  fl. 1789 Atherstone, Warks signed (FB SSC 

p. 105) 

Lamb David, I 1724 - 1773 Norwich, CT signed (K&W) 

Lamb David, II 1750 - 1788 Norwich, CT probated (JAS) 

Lamb Francis, Sr. 1705 - 1789 Bottesford, Leics. signed (Barley 

Thoroton pp. 82-

83; FB Sw p. 175; 

N&H) 

Lamb Francis, Jr. 1738 - 1817 Bottesford, Leics signed (FB SSC 

p. 105) 

Lamb George 1743 - 1770 Bottesford, Leics. signed (Barley 

Thoroton p. 83; 

FB SSC p. 105; 

N&H) 

Lamson Caleb 1697 - 1760 Medford MA, 

Charlestown, MA 

signed and 

probated (HMF 

p. 128) 

Lamson Caleb, II 1760 - 1824 Medford, MA,  

Charlestown, MA 

probated (JBII 

pp. 74-85) 

Lamson David fl. 1798  probated (HMf p. 

129) 

Lamson John 1732 - 1776 Charlestown, MA, 

Woburn, MA 

probated (JBII 

pp. 46-50) 

Lamson Joseph 1658 - 1722 Charlestown, MA probated (HMF 

p. 129) 

Lamson Joseph, II 1728 - 1789 Charlestown, MA probated (JBII 

pp. 40-46) 

Lamson Joseph, III 1760 - 1808 Charlestown, MA probated (HMF 

p. 129) 

Lamson Nathaniel 1693 - 1755 Malden, MA signed and 

probated (HMF 

p. 129) 

Lamson Samuel 1773 - 1818 Charlestown, MA probated (JBII 
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pp. 85-87) 

Lamson William, Sr. 1694 - 1755 Stratford, CT circumstantial 

only (JBII pp. 88-

89) 

Lamson William, Jr. 1719 - 1795 Stratford CT, then New 

Milford, CT 

circumstantial 

only (JBII pp. 90-

91) 

Lane Charles fl. 1780 - 

1810 

Plymouth, CT probated (Benes 

MO p. 196) 

Lane Jeremiah 1732 - 1806 Hampton Falls, NH probated 

(Knoblock p. 85) 

Langton W. fl. 1693 [Shearsby, Leics] signed (Green) 

Langton William fl. 1779 - 

1821 

Gilmorton, Leics. signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; FB Sw 

p. 35; FB SSC p. 

173) 

Lathrop Thatcher 1734 - 1806 East Windsor and 

Wapping, CT 

probated54  

Lane William fl. 1796 Norwich, Norfolk advert55 

Laughton John fl. 1746 Cleeve Prior, Worcs signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; Blake 

pp. 11-12) 

Laughton Thomas fl. 1769 - 

1808 

Cleeve Prior, Worcs signed (Blake pp. 

11-12) 

Legge R. fl. 1810 Windsor, Berks signed (N&H) 

Leighton Ezekiel 1656 - 1723 Rowley, MA signed (K&W) 

Leighton Richard 1686 - 1749 Rowley, MA probated (HMF 

p. 128) 

Leonard Barney, Sr. 1757 - 1821 Bridgewater, MA probated (JBII) 

Lewin J. fl. 1749 - 

1778 

Evington, Leics, then 

South Croxton, leics 

signed (FB SSC 

p. 173) 

Lewin J. fl. 1782 - Hinckley, Leics signed (FB SSC 

                                                           
54 Caulfield, Ernest, (ed. Peter Benes) ‘Connecticut Gravestones XV: Three Manning Imitators', Markers 

Vol. VIII (1991) pp. 227-42 at p. 235. 

55 Norfolk Chronicle 23rd April 1796 
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1813 pp. 173-74) 

Lewitt James fl. 1780 – 

1791 

[Humberstone, Leics] signed (FB SSC 

p. 174; Green) 

Lindsay George fl. 1785 - 

1804 

New York, NY adverts (Welch M 

p. 52) 

Locke Henry fl. 1798 - 

?1830 

Brattleboro, VT adverts (Hosely 

pp. 71-72) 

Locke John 1752 - 1837 Deerfield, MA, then 

Brattleboro, VT 

probated 

(Sweeney p. 32; 

JBII) 

Loomis Amasa c.1773 - 

1840 

Coventry, CT signed (K&W) 

Loomis Jonathan 1722 - 1785 Coventry, CT own probate56 

Lyman Abel 1749 - 1828 Portland, CT, later 

Durham, CT 

probated (JAS) 

M. H. fl. 1802 [Loughborough, Leics] signed (White p. 

189) 

M. T. fl. 1779 - 

1809 

[Loughborough, Leics] signed (White p. 

189) 

McKinley William 1779 - 1854 Mecklenburg County, 

NC 

probated 

(Patterson p. 101) 

Mackrill William fl. 1774 - 

180? 

Barton-on-Humber, 

Lincs 

signed (RCR H) 

Manning Frederick 1758 - 1810 Windham, CT signed (K&W); 

adverts57 

Manning Josiah 1725 - 1806 Windham, CT signed (K&W) 

Manning Rockwell 1760/1 - 

1806 

Norwich, CT, then 

Canterbury, CT 

signed (K&W); 

adverts58 

                                                           
56 James A. Slater, ‘John and Jonathan Loomis of Coventry, Connecticut', Markers Vol. IV (1984) pp. 131-

38 at p. 135. 

57 Alfred M. Fredette, ‘The Manning Family Carvers’ in Alfred M. Fredette (ed), The Age of Angels: 

Windham Gravestone Carvers of the Eighteenth Century (Windham Historical Society, Willimantic, CT, 1981) pp. 

8-18 at p. 13. 

58 Alfred M. Fredette, ‘The Manning Family Carvers’ in Alfred M. Fredette (ed), The Age of Angels: 

Windham Gravestone Carvers of the Eighteenth Century (Windham Historical Society, Willimantic, CT, 1981) pp. 

8-18 at p. 14 
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Marble David c.1758 - 

1824 

Bradford, MA attributed by JBII 

pp. 261-64 

Marble John 1764 - 1844 Bradford, MA signed and 

probated (JBII) 

Marble Joseph 1726 - 1805 Bradford, MA signed (K&W); 

probated (JBII) 

Marshall & 

Thorpe 

 fl. 1809 - 

1812 

Newark, Notts signed (FB SSC 

p. 176) 

Martin  fl. 1794 - 

1800 

Rattle, Derbys signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Mason  fl. 1795 - 

1832 

Leicester, Leics signed (FB SSC 

p. 239) 

Maxcy Levi 1770 - 1822 Salem, MA signed (K&W); 

probated (JBII) 

May & 

Parsons59 

 fl. 1800 

onwards 

Lewes, Sussex papers60 

Metcalf Savil ?? - 1737 Bellingham, MA probated (HMF 

p. 129) 

Middleton John 1749 - 1805 Towcester, N’hants signed? (Hill p. 

142) 

Miller v. Traquair & Miller 

Miller David 1718 - 1789 Middlefield, CT JAS; Shapleigh-

Brown p. 6 

Mitchell H.  fl. 1784 - 

1804 

[Loughborough, Leics] signed (Herbert 

p. 229; FB SSC p. 

240; White p. 

189) 

Mooney J. C. fl. 1793 Union, NJ61 signed (Ogden p. 

55) 

Moore Abel 1766 - 1839 Shirley, MA probated (JBII) 

                                                           
59 Edward May (c. 1750 – 1803) and Latter Parsons (1773 – 1848). 

60 Frederick Burgess, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: [Sussex Masons]', Monumental Journal Vol. XVIII 

(1951) no. 10 pp. 645-8; no. 11 pp. 711-5 at p. 712; Colin Brent, Georgian Lewes 1714-1830: The Heyday of a 

County Town (Colin Brent Books, Lewes, 1993) p. 217.   

61 Then Connecticut Farms 
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Morris John, Sr. 1715 - 1792 Lewes, Sussex papers62 

Morris John, Jr. 1745 - 1822 Lewes, Sussex papers63 

Mortin Ellis fl. 1788 - 

1813  

Leicester, Leics, by c. 

1800 

signed (FB SSC p. 

241) 

Mortin Thomas fl. 1798 - 

1838 

[Loughborough, Leics] 

later Leicester, Leics 

signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; FB 

SSC p. 241) 

Mullicken John 1690 - 1737 Bradford, MA probated (Tucker 

p. 37) although 

possibly not 

primarily a 

stonecutter 

(Tucker p. 38) 

Mullicken Joseph 1703/4 - 

1768 

Bradford, MA probated (Tucker 

p. 39)’ 

Mullicken Robert, Sr. 1663? – 

1741 

Bradford, MA probated (Tucker 

p. 32) 

Mullicken Robert, Jr. 1688 - 1756 Bradford, MA probated (Tucker 

p. 36) 

Mumford William 1641 - 1718 Boston probated (HMF 

p. 129) 

Murry David fl. 1736 Charleston, SC advert (ACP 

PMC p. 310)64 

N65 J. fl. 1700 - 

1718 

[Duxbury/Boston/ 

Roxbury/Quincy/Newt

on 

/Marshfield/Dedham, 

MA] 

signed (K&W); 

C&G 

                                                           
62 Colin Brent, Georgian Lewes 1714-1830: The Heyday of a County Town (Colin Brent Books, Lewes, 1993) 

pp. 210-11. 

63 Colin Brent, Georgian Lewes 1714-1830: The Heyday of a County Town (Colin Brent Books, Lewes, 1993) 

pp. 216-17. 

64 Cut letters on tombstones. 

65 May be John Noyes (?1674 – 1749); David Watters, ‘The JN Carver', Markers Vol. II (1982) pp. 

115-32.  
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Nace James fl. 1782 [Stoughton, MA] probated (HMF 

p. 129) 

Nash Joseph 1664 - 1740 Hadley, MA probated (HMF 

p. 129; Sweeney 

p. 4; RDH p. 43) 

Neale Edward 1753 - 1819 Lutterworth, Leics signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; FB 

SSC p. 242) 

Neale George fl. 1798 - 

1820 

Grantham, Lincs signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; Barley 

MJ p. 414-15; 

N&H; FB Sw p. 

442; FB SSC p. 

241) 

Neale James 1756 - 1805 Lutterworth, Leics signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; FB 

SSC p. 242) 

Neale Richard 1781 - ?? Foston, Lincs signed (N&H) 

Neale Simon ?? - 1799 Foston, Lincs signed (N&H) 

Neale William, Sr. fl. 1793 - 

1830 

Melton Mowbray, Leics signed (FB SSC p. 

241; N&H) 

Neale W. fl. 1788 Broughton, Lincs signed (N&H) 

New James, II 1751 - 1832 Attleboro, MA, later 

Grafton, MA 

signed (K&W); 

probated (HMF 

p. 129, Luti New 

p.65) 

New John 1722 - 1811 Wrentham, MA, later 

North Attleboro, MA 

signed (K&W); 

probated (Luti 

New p. 36) 

Newell Hermon 1774 - 1833 Longmeadow, MA signed (HMF p. 

129) 

Newton 66 fl. 1764 [Leicester, Leics] signed (FB SSC p. 

242) 

                                                           
66 Burgess suggests either John Newton or his son William Cartwright Newton. 
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Norris Noah fl. 1801 - 

1814 

Elizabeth, NJ signed (V&N p. 

283; Ogden p. 57) 

North Richard fl. 1785 Philadelphia, PA advert (APC 

PMC p. 313) 

Norton Thomas ?? - 1799 Stanton, N’hants. newspaper 

notice67 

Noyes Paul 1741 - 1810 Newburyport, MA signed (K&W); 

probated (JBII) 

Noyes Enoch 1773 - 1832 Newburyport, MA signed (K&W); 

probated (JBII) 

Oliver Solomon fl. 1735 [Buckland 

Monachorum, Devon] 

signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Orme J.  fl. 1763 - 

1781 

[Breedon-on-the-Hill, 

leics/ Chellaston, 

Derbys/ Stapleford, 

Notts/Swarkestone, 

Derbys] 

signed (FB SSC p. 

242) 

Orton Thomas fl. 1776 - 

1782 

[Cosby, Leics] signed (FB SSC p. 

302) 

Osborn Henry fl. 1776 - 

1825 

Woodbridge, NJ signed (V&N p. 

283) 

Osborn Jonathan 

Hand 

fl. 1779 - 

1810 

Scotch Plains, NJ signed (V&N p. 

283) 

Osborne C. fl. 1791 [Arnold, Notts] signed (FB SSC p. 

302) 

Osborne T. fl. end of 

C18 

Nottingham, Notts. signed (Barley, 

Thoroton p. 86; 

FB SSC p. 302) 

Osman Richard fl. 1764 (?) Truro, Cornwall signed (Lees pp. 

19, 39) 

P. A. fl. 1767 [Slawston, Leics] signed (Green) 

P. E. fl. 1761 - 

1786 

Barkby, Leics signed (FB SSC p. 

305) 

                                                           
67 Northampton Mercury 1st June 1799. 
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Park John, Sr. 1731 - 1793 Groton, MA probated (HMF 

p. 129) 

Park John, Jr.  1761 - 1811 Groton, MA probated (HMF 

p. 129) 

Park Thomas 1745 - 1806 Groton, MA probated (HMF 

p. 129) 

Park William, Sr. 1705 - 1788 Groton, MA probated (HMF 

p. 129) 

Park William, Jr. 1763 - 1795 Groton, MA probated (HMF 

p. 129) 

Park William 1779 - 1854 Harvard, MA probated (HMF 

p. 129) 

Parker J. fl. late C18 Navenby, Lincs signed (FB EA) 

Peach John fl. 1764 [Deal, Kent] signed (FB CM p. 

282 n.2) 

Peck68 John 1752 - 1807 Loughborough, Leics signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; 

Herbert p. 229; 

FB SSC p. 302) 

Peck Samuel 1785 - 1815 Loughborough, Leics signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; FB 

SSC p. 302) 

Person George fl. 1743 [Market Harborough, 

Leics] 

signed (FB CM p. 

282, n.2) 

Phelps Elijah 1761 - 1842 Lanesborough, MA signed (K&W) 

Phelps Nathaniel 1721 - 1789 Northampton, MA probated (HMF 

p. 129) 

Phelps Rufus c.1766 - 

1826 

Northampton, MA advert (Sweeney 

p. 45 n.54), 

mentioned in 

RDH p. 44  

Philips  fl. 1778 [Billesdon, Leics] signed (Green) 

Phillips Thomas 1767 - 1813 Bourne, Lincs signed (N&H) 

                                                           
68 Others just Peck 1784 – 1804 [Loughborough] 
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Phipps John fl. 1751 - 

1775 

Leicester, Leics signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Phipps W. fl. 1750 [Little Stretton, Leics] signed (Green) 

Phips  fl. 1702 - 

1766 

[Foston/ Burton Overy, 

Leics] 

signed (Green) 

Pile R. fl. 1810 Ilfracombe, Devon signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Platt William, Sr. 1744 - 1811 Market Harborough, 

Leics. 

signed (FB SSC p. 

303, Green) 

Platt William, Jr. 1777 - 1846 Market Harborough, 

Leics 

signed (FB SSC p. 

303) 

Pollard Benjamin fl. 1777 - 

1826 

[Quorndon/ 

Loughborough, Leics] 

signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; White 

p. 26) 

Pollard  fl. 1751 - 

1799 

Quorndon, Leics signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Pollard  fl. 1794 - 

185069 

Swithland, Leics signed (FB SSC p. 

304) 

Pollard & 

Shenton 

 fl. 1803 - 

1809 

Leicester signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Powell John fl. 1717 Westbury, Glos. signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Pratt Noah, Sr. 1731 - 1781 Abington, MA probated (Tucker 

Pratt  p. 149) 

Pratt Noah, Jr. 1758 – 

1825 

Abington, MA, for a 

time Freeport, ME 

probated (JBII) 

Pratt Robert 1753 – 

1791 

Abington, 

MA/Hanover, MA 

probated (JBII) 

Price Ebenezer 1728 - 1788 Elizabeth, NJ signed (V&N p. 

283; Little p. 279; 

Welch p. 51) 

Prichard E. fl. 1794 Longbourn signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

                                                           
69 Clearly represents more than one generation. Benjamin Pollard of Swithland died 1796 ae. 72 (Quorn 

Baptist registers); John Pollard of Swithland d. 1832 ae. 68 (Woodhouse Eaves Baptist registers). 
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Prince  fl. 1782 Eccup, WR signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Pulford P. fl. 1810 Market Harborough, 

Leics 

signed (FB SSC p. 

305) 

Pulford William 1761 - 1845 Market Harborough, 

Leics 

signed (FB SSC p. 

305) 

Quayle Henry ?? - 1765 Castletown, IoM church accounts70 

Radcliff James fl. 1755 - 

1778 

Nottingham signed (Barley 

Thoroton pp. 83-

84) 

Rainey  fl. 1780 - 

1782 

Bourne, Lincs signed (N&H) 

Rawlstone F. fl. 1804 Derby, Derbys. signed (FB SSC p. 

367) 

Rawson Jonathan, 

Sr. 

1762 - 1819 Quincy, MA probated (JBII) 

Read  fl. 1808 Diptford, Devon signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Rearsby W. fl. 1792 [Loughborough, Leics] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Redeken  fl. 1792 Salem, NC Moravian minutes 

(Little p. 88) 

Rennie George fl. 1799 Charleston, SC signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; also71) 

Riley Thomas fl. 1766 – 

1829 

Leicester, Leics. signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; 

Herbert p. 229; 

FB SSC pp. 367-

68; Green) 

Risley Asa  NH  

Risley Gershom  NH  

                                                           
70 for an intramural monument (Jonathan Kewley, ‘Henry Quayle: a Georgian "Stonecutter" and his 

Work', Georgian Group Journal Vol. XIX (2011) pp. 94-105 at p. 97). 

71 Diana Williams Combs, Early Gravestone Art in Georgia and South Carolina (University of Georgia Press, 

Athens GA, 1986). 
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Risley Stephen fl. 1806 Brattleborough, VT advert (Hosely p. 

75) 

Ritter Daniel 1746 - 1828 East Hartford, CT signed (K&W) 

Ritter J. fl. late 

C18/early 

C19 

New Haven, CT V&N p. 284 

Ritter Thomas c.1720 - 

1770 

East Hartford, CT account book of 

customer (JAS) 

Roberts Hosea 1768 - 1815 Chatham, CT probated (HMF 

p. 129; JAS) 

Roberts Jonathan fl. 1753 - 

1775 

Putnam/ South 

Killingly/ Oneco, CT 

signed (K&W) 

Roberts Joseph fl. 1753 [Putnam, CT] signed (HMF p. 

130) 

Rose  fl. 1768 Nottingham, Notts signed (FB SSC p. 

368) 

Rowe & 

White 

 fl. 1785 Charleston, SC signed (Little p. 

280) 

Rowbotham S. fl. end of 

C18 

Nottingham, Notts. signed (Barley 

Thoroton p. 86) 

Rowland72  fl. 1787 Horsham, Sussex diary (FB Sx p. 

715) 

Roworth Joseph fl. 1783 - 

185973 

Wimeswold, Leics signed (FB SSC p. 

368; White p. 

190) 

Rudkin Matthew? fl. 1734 - 

1754 

Groby, Leics signed Rudkin & 

Moore (FB SSC 

p. 369) 

Russel David 1765 - 1831 Cabarrus County, NC signed (Patterson 

p. 103) 

Russel John ?? – c.1819 Cabarrus County, NC signed (Patterson 

p. 103) 

S. J. fl. 1802 - [Asfordby/ Frisby, signed (FB SSC p. 

                                                           
72 Possibly Abraham Rowland (1738 – 1789) (FB Sx p. 715). 

73 May represent two generations. 
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1835 Leics] 435) 

Samson Giles fl. 1755 Westbury, Glos signed (Elliott p. 

84; Roscoe) 

Sanderson William 1763 - 1803 Yarwell, N’hants signed? (Hill p. 

142) 

Savery Lemuel 1757 - 1797 Plymouth, MA signed and 

probated (JBII) 

Scarboroug

h 

John fl. 1795 - 

1822 

Grantham, Lincs signed (N&H; FB 

SSC p. 434) 

Scott John fl. 1794 Weston, Leics signed (FB SSC p. 

434) 

Scott Joseph fl. 1780 - 

179274 

Market Harborough, 

Leics 

signed (Davies p. 

29; FB SSC p. 

434; Green) 

Seager William fl. 1807 - 

1871 

Coventry, Warks signed (FB SSC p. 

434) 

Seagrave John fl. 1760 - 

1780 

Frisby, Leics signed (FB SSC p. 

434-35) 

Seal & Gill  fl. 1808 [Melbourne, Derbys] signed (FB SSC p. 

435) 

Shepherdso

n 

 fl. 1794 - 

1813 

Frisby, Leics signed (FB SSC p. 

435) 

Sheppard 75 fl. 1805 - 

1832 

Newark, Notts signed (FB SSC p. 

435) 

Sherwood  fl. 1768 - 

1778 

Nottingham, Notts signed (FB SSC p. 

435) 

Shillibeer William 1756?? – 

1827?? 

[Buckland 

Monachorum, Devon] 

signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Sikes C. fl. 1793 Tolland, CT? signed (HMF p. 

130) 

Sikes Elijah c. 1772 -  Belchertown, MA signed (K&W) 

Sillcock Joseph fl. 1805 - New Brunswick, NJ signed and 

                                                           
74 Later markers are signed ‘Scott’ only. 

75 Some later signed stones are G. Sheppard or W. & G. Sheppard. 
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1809 probated (V&N 

p. 284) 

Simpkin John 1749 - 1816 Bottesford, Leics signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; Barley 

Thoroton p. 85; 

FB SSC p. 436; 

N&H) 

Simpkin William fl. 1795 - 

1811 

Bottesford, Leics signed (FB SSC p. 

436) 

Sims Thomas fl. 1776 - 

1795 

Leicester, Leics. signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; FB 

SSC p. 436; 

Green) 

Singleton  fl. 1783 - 

1811 

[Bottesford, Leics] signed (FB SSC p. 

436) 

Slarcy G. fl. 1800 Nottingham signed (Herbert 

p. 229) 

Slater Thomas 1779 - 1831 Shepshed, Leics signed (FB SSC p. 

436) 

Sloan James ?? - 1808 Mecklenburg County, 

NC 

probated 

(Patterson p.96) 

Smith Henry 1764 - 1836 Elton, Hunts signed? (Hill p. 

143) 

Smith R. fl. 17?? Sussex diary (FB Sx p. 

714) 

Smith Thomas fl. 1754 - 

1777 

Grantham, Lincs signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; N&H; 

FB SSC p. 619) 

Smyth Robert 1763 - 1837 Ufford, N’hants signed? (Hill p. 

142) 

Sneath  fl. 1801 [Baston, Lincs] signed (N&H) 

Somerby  fl. 1791 [Kirkby Bellars, Leics] signed (FB SSC p. 

619) 

Soule Asaph 1739 - 1823 Plympton, MA probated (JBII) 

Soule Beza, Sr. 1750 - 1835 (inter alia) Plympton, signed (K&W); 
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MA, western, MA, 

Bennington, VT 

probated (JBII) 

Soule Coomer, 

Sr. 

1747 - 1777 (inter alia) Plympton, 

MA, western MA, 

Bennington, VT 

probated (JBII) 

Soule Coomer, 

Jr. 

1777 - 1861 Plympton, MA, then 

West Glocester, RI 

signed and 

probated (JBII) 

Soule Ebenezer, 

Sr. 

1711 - 1792 Plympton, MA, then 

Hinsdale, NH 

probated (JBII) 

Soule Ebenezer, 

Jr. 

1737 - 1817 Plympton, MA probated (JBII) 

Soule Ivory 1760 - 1846 Hinsdale, NH signed and 

probated (JBII) 

Soule Joseph  [Tarkiln, RI] signed76 

Spalding Stephen fl. 1790 - 

1808 

Killingly, CT signed (K&W) 

Sparrow George c. 1740 - 

1822 

Radcliffe-on-Trent, 

Notts, then Grantham, 

Lincs77 

signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; Barley 

MJ p. 411; FB 

SSC p. 621; 

Green) 

Sparrow George fl. 1787 - 

1812 

Nottingham, Notts78 signed (FB SSC p. 

621) 

Sparrow James fl. 1720 [Carcolston, Notts] signed (FB CM p. 

282 n.2) 

Sparrow James 1716 – post 

1787 

Radcliffe-on-Trent, 

Notts. 

signed (Barley 

Thoroton pp. 79-

82; JDRK 

fieldwork; FB 

SSC pp. 619-21) 

Spauldin Ithamar 1767 -  Concord, MA,  then account book and 

                                                           
76 Dickran and Ann Tashjian, ‘Gravestones of Rhode Island', Rhode Island History Vol. 27 (1968) pp. 33-44 

at pp. 40 and 44, although he is not mentioned in K&W, JBI or JBII, so quaere?. 

77 Appears to have had a works at Stamford 

78 Is this  George Sparrow of Grantham with another branch works, or George b. 1769?  
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Norridgewock, ME probated79 

Squire W. fl. 1800 - 

1828 

Heckington, Lincs signed (N&H) 

Stafford Francis ?? – c. 1744 Norwich, Norfolk. advert (FB EA) 

Stanclift James, I 1634 - 1712 Portland, CT probated80 

Stanclift James, II 1692 - 1772 Portland, CT probated81 

Stanclift James, 

Ygst82 

1756 -  Southbury, CT  

Stanclift James, Jr.83 1712 - 1785 Chatham, CT probated84 

Stanclift William 1687 - 1761 Middletown, CT probated (HMF 

p. 130) 

Staveley Christophe

r, Sr. 

1726 - 1801 Melton Mowbray, 

Leics85 

signed (FB CM p. 

308; Green) 

Staveley Christophe

r, Jr. 

1759 - ?? Loughborough, Leics. signed (initials) 

(FB Sw p. 381) 

Staveley John fl. 1767 [Horbling, Lincs] signed (N&H) 

Staveley Stephen 1705 - 1775 Melton Mowbray, Leics. signed (Barley 

Thoroton p. 780; 

N&H; FB Sw p. 

241) 

Stebbins Ebenezer 1773 - 1826 Wilbraham JAS 

Stebbins Ezra 1731-1796 Longmeadow, MA probated 

(Sweeney p. 22) 

Stevens Daniel 1724 - 1778 Barnwell St. Andrew, 

N’hants 

signed (FB SSC p. 

164; Hill p. 142) 

                                                           
79 John S. Wilson, ‘Purchase Delay, Pricing Factors, and Attribution Elements in Gravestones from the 

Shop of Ithamar Spauldin', Markers Vo.l IX (1992) pp. 104-31 

80 Ernest Caulfield, ‘Connecticut Gravestones II: The Stanclift Family (1643-1785)’, Markers Vol. VIII 

(1991) pp. 16-38 at pp. 18-20 (although only of one which was not in fact made because Stanclift died). 

81 Ernest Caulfield, ‘Connecticut Gravestones II: The Stanclift Family (1643-1785)’, Markers Vol. VIII 

(1991) pp. 16-38 at pp. 28-30. 

82 Son of James, Jr.  

83 Son of William. 

84 Ernest Caulfield, ‘Connecticut Gravestones II: The Stanclift Family (1643-1785)’, Markers Vol. VIII 

(1991) pp. 16-38 at p. 32. 

85 Entered for that town in the Leicestershire Poll Book, 1741. 
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Stevens John, I 1646 - 1736 Newport, RI probated (Luti 

pp. 35, 53) 

Stevens John, II86 1702 - 1778 Newport, RI probated (HMF 

p. 130; Luti p. 90) 

Stevens John, III 

(Jr.) 

1753/54 - ? Newport, RI signed (K&W); 

probated (HMF 

p. 130) 

Stevens Pompe fl. 1765 - 

1768 

Newport, RI signed (K&W) 

Stevens William 1710 – 

c.1784-90 

 probated (Luti 

pp. 94-95, 136-

37) 

Stewart Abner fl. 1760 - 

1815  

Elizabeth and 

Marksboro, NJ 

signed (V&N p. 

285; Welch M p. 

14) 

Stewart David fl. 1804 - 

1812 

[New Providence, NJ] signed (V&N p. 

285) 

Stewart & 

Ross 

 fl. 1798 Elizabeth, NJ signed (V&N p. 

285) 

Stiles William fl. 1783 Philadelphia, PA advert (APC 

PMC p. 312) 

Strehle Rudolf fl. 1790 Salem, NC Little p. 88 

(Moravian 

minutes) 

Stretton William 1755 - 1828 Nottingham, Notts advert (Barley 

Thoroton p. 86; 

FB GM p. 229); 

signed (FB SSC p. 

164) 

Stubington James  Bishop’s Waltham, 

Hants 

87 

Sturgis William 1772 - 1858 Lee, MA probated (JBII) 

Surplice T. fl. 1795 - Chilwell, Notts. signed (Barley 

                                                           
86 = Luti’s Slit-Eye Carver (Luti p. 23) 

87 Esdaile, English Church Monuments, p.71. 
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1800 Thoroton p. 86; 

FB SSC p. 165) 

Tatem Edward fl. 1785 - 

1805 

Grantham, Lincs signed (N&H) 

Tatham John fl. 1790 Newport Pagnell, Bucks. newspaper 

notice88 

Teetzel John 

Solomon 

1762 - 1836 Hardwick, NJ, later 

Trafalgar County, ON 

signed (V&N p. 

286) 

Tempany   Arlington, Glos signed (Elliott p. 

84) 

Thompson C. fl. 1758 - 

177489 

[Billesdon, Leics] signed (Green) 

Thompson Cephas 1775 - 1856 Middleboro, MA signed (K&W) 

Thompson Isaac, Sr. 1746 - 1819 Middleboro, MA probated (HMF 

p. 130; Benes 

MO pp. 141-42); 

JBI pp. 88-91 

(sceptical) 

Thompson Isaac, Jr. 1781 - 1835 Middleboro, MA probated (JBII) 

Thompson Joseph 1726 - 1781 Kibworth, Leics signed (FB SSC 

pp. 166-67) 

Thompson T. fl. 1777 Brinklow, Warks signed (FB SSC p. 

167) 

Thompson William 1762 - 1832 Market Harborough, 

Leics 

signed (FB SSC p. 

166) 

Thompson William fl. 1800 - 

1828 

Brinklow, Warks signed (FB SSC p. 

167) 

Thompson W. fl. 1799 - 

1834 

Lutterworth, Leics signed (FB SSC p. 

167) 

Thomson Thomas fl. 1773 Southwark, PA advert (AMC 

PMC p. 311) 

Thopson William fl. 1717 [Ingleby Arncliffe and 

East Harlesey, NR] 

signed (FB GM p. 

231; FB CM p. 

                                                           
88 Northampton Mercury 29th May 1790. 

89 1758 is just ‘C. T.’ 
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282, n.2) 

Thornton R. fl. 1766 - 

1768 

[Kibworth Harcourt, 

Leics] 

signed (FB SSC p. 

223) 

Throop Lt. William 1739 - 1817 Bristol, RI signed (K&W); 

probated (JBII) 

Tildon Joshua   probated (Benes 

MO p. 196) 

Tilly William fl. 1729 [Sutton-in-the-Elms, 

Lincs] 

signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Tingley Samuel, I 1689 – 

1765 

South Attleborough, 

MA 

listed by HMF p. 

130 but no s or p 

Tingley Samuel, II 1714 - 1784 South Attleborough, 

MA 

listed by HMF p. 

130 but no s or p 

Tingley Samuel, III 1752 - 1848 South Attleborough, 

MA 

signed (K&W); 

probated (JBII) 

Tinkham Seth 1703 - 1751 Middleboro, MA probated (Benes 

MO p. 237 n. 45) 

Tinley W. fl. 1780 - 

1783 

[Bottesford, Leics] signed (FB SSC p. 

223; N&H) 

Tomlin John fl. 1781 - 

1805 

Melton Mowbray, Leics signed (FB SSC p. 

223; N&H) 

Tompkin  fl. 1750 – 

1778 

[Kibworth Beauchamp, 

Leics] 

signed (Green) 

Tompson  fl. 1795 – 

1811 

Rushton, N’hants signed (FB SSC p. 

167) 

Toop J. fl. 1809 - 

1819 

[Buckland 

Monachorum, Devon] 

signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Traquair & 

Miller 

 fl. 1778 Philadelphia, PA advert (APC 

PMC p. 312) 

Tucker Abner fl. 1780s [New Providence, NJ] signed (V&N p. 

286) 

Tucker J. fl. 1780s Westfield, NJ signed (V&N p. 

286) 
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Tucker Joseph 1735 - 1800 Bolton, CT probated and 

advert90 

Turner Samuel 1716/17 - 

1784 

Market Harborough, 

Leics 

signed (Davies p. 

28; FB SSC pp. 

223-5; Green) 

Valentine William fl. 1774 - 

1776 

New York, NY signed (Welch M 

p. 42) 

Vanstone J. fl. 1735 [Buckland Filleigh, 

Devon] 

signed91 

Varley S. fl. 1806 [Breedon-on-the-Hill, 

Leics] 

signed (FB SSC p. 

225) 

Vice William, Jr. fl. 1718 (d. 

1743?) 

[Blaby, Leics]92 signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; FB 

SSC p. 225) 

Vinal Jacob, Jr. 1700 – 

1788 [HMF 

has 1719 – 

1764] 

Scituate, MA probated (HMF 

p. 130; Benes 

MO p. 233 n. 36) 

Vincent T. fl. 1754 - 

1785 

Bottesford, Leics signed (FB SSC p. 

225) 

Vinrace Mark fl. 1806 - 

1828 

Ashby-de-la-Zouch, 

Leics 

signed (FB SSC p. 

225) 

W... J. fl. 1786 - 

1798 

[Loughborough, Leics] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

W. T. fl. 1719 [Stretton, Rutland] signed93 

Waddington Robert 1717 - 1791 Clipston, N’hants signed (FB SSC p. 

226; Green) 

Wagden  fl. 1800 Trent Lock, Derbys signed (FB SSC p. 

                                                           
90 Caulfield, Ernest, (ed. Peter Benes) ‘Connecticut Gravestones XV: Three Manning Imitators', Markers 

Vol. VIII (1991) pp. 227-42 at pp. 229-30. 

91 Beament, Justin, and Esther Dudley, In Blessed Memory…..: Incised Headstones of North and West Devon and 

North Cornwall 1650 – 1860 (Exeter School of Art and Design, Faculty of Arts and Education, University 

of Plymouth, ?Plymouth, nd) p. 12. 

92 Perhaps the William Vice of Wigston Magna entered in the Leicestershire Poll Book 1741. 

93 Frederick Burgess, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: The work of the Ketton School', Monumental Journal 

Vol. XV (1948) no. 4 pp. 187-92; no. 5 pp. 237-41 at pp. 238-39. 
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226) 

Walden John, III 1734 - 1807 Scotland, CT signed (K&W) 

Walden John, IV 1754 - 1824 Scotland, CT signed (K&W) 

Walker  fl. 1793 - 

1854 

Nottingham, Notts signed (FB SSC p. 

226) 

Walker George fl. 1778 - 

1783 

Market Harborough, 

Leics 

signed (FB SSC p. 

291; Green) 

Walker John fl. end of 

C18 

Nottingham, Notts. signed (Barley 

Thoroton p. 86) 

Walker Thomas ?? - 1838 Charleston, SC signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Walker William 1716 - 1793 Market Harborough, 

Leics 

signed (Davies p. 

28; FB SSC p. 

226, 291; Green) 

Walker & 

Evans 

 fl. 1801 [Washaw, SC] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Walker & 

Rose 

 fl. 1778 Nottingham, Notts signed (FB SSC p. 

226) 

Wallace A. fl. 1795 [Samptown, NJ] signed94  

Wallis James 1747 - 1824 Melton Mowbray, Leics., 

later Newark, Notts. 

signed (Barley 

Thoroton p. 85; 

FB SSC 291-92; 

N&H) 

Ward I (? John) fl. 1731 Orston, Notts. signed (FB SSC p. 

292) 

Ward Richard fl. 1790 - 

1848 

Licoln, Lincs signed (FB SSC p. 

293) 

Ward Uzal c.1726 –  

1793 

Newark, NJ signed (Welch p. 

48) 

Warren  fl. 1805 Derby, Derbys signed (FB SSC p. 

293) 

Warren Jotham 1759 - 1852 Plainfield, CT, then signed (K&W) 

                                                           

94 Richard F. Veit, ‘"Resolved to Strike out a New Path": Consumerism and Iconographic Change in New 

Jersey Gravestones, 1680-1820', Historical Archaeology Vol. 43 no. 1 (2009) pp. 115-141 at p. 134. 
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Lisbon, CT 

Washburn Bildad 1762 - 1832 Kingston, MA probated (JBII) 

Watson John ?? - 1790 Folkingham, Lincs signed (N&H) 

Watson Samuel 1754 - 1838 York County, SC signed (Patterson 

p. 107; Fairey pp. 

6-7) 

Watson White 1760/61 - 

1835 

Bakewell, Derbys signed (FB SSC 

pp. 293-94) 

Webster Abel 1726 - 1801 Hollis, NH signed (K&W) 

Webster Nicholas c. 1716 - 

1782 

Loughborough, Leics95. signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; 

Herbert p. 229; 

FB SSC p. 294; 

N&H; White p. 

22) 

Webster Stephen 1718 - 1798 Chester, NH signed (K&W) 

Weight  fl. 1798 Thurcaston, Leics] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Welch Thomas 1655 – 

1703/4 

Charlestown probated (HMF 

p. 130) 

West  fl. 1809 - 

1823 

[Loughborough, Leics] signed (White p. 

190) 

Wheat Josiah 

Coolidge 

1775 - 1815 Hollis, NH C&G 

Wheeler Obadiah 1673 – 

c.1749 

Lebanon, CT probated96 

Whitacker C. fl. 1749 [Nottingham, Notts] signed (FB SSC p. 

357) 

White v. Rowe & White 

White Samuel, Jr. prob. 1775 

- 1827 

Boston, MA probated (JBII) 

     

                                                           
95 No town stated, but v. Nicholas Webster of Loughborough in the Leicestershire Poll Book, 1741. 

96 James A. Slater and Ernest Caulfield, ‘Connecticut Gravestones XVII: The Colonial Gravestone 

Carvings of Obadiah Wheeler’, Markers Vol VIII (1991) pp. 271-310 at pp. 272-73. 
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Whittemore

97 

Joseph 1666/7 - 

1745 

Charlestown Gabel 1986 

(HMF p. 130 

probated but as 

d. 1666/67) 

     

Wilcox G. fl. 1791 [Great Gonerby, Lincs] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Wilder James 1741 - 1794 Lancaster, MA probated (HMF 

p. 130) 

Wilkinson Brian fl. 1774 Philadelphia, PA advert (ACP 

PMC p. 311) 

Wilkinson 98 fl. 1774 Philadelphia, PA advert (ACP 

PMC p. 311) 

Williams Thomas fl. 1741 - 

1769 

  

Williston Joseph 1732-1768 Springfield, MA probated 

(Sweeney p. 43 

n.27) 

Wilson R. fl. 1780 - 

1781 

[South Witham, Lincs] signed (N&H) 

Winfield John, Sr. 1744 - 1809 Wimeswold signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; 

Herbert p. 229; 

Barley MJ p. 411; 

FB SSC pp. 758-

59) 

Winfield John, Jr. 1769 - 1815 Wimeswold, Leics signed (N&H) 

Wing  fl. 1791 [Shearsby, Leics] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

Wing John, Sr. ?? - 1794 Hallaton, Leics, later 

Bedford, Beds 

signed (FB SSC 

pp. 359-60; 

Roscoe) 

Wing John, Jr. 1756 - 1826 Bedford, Beds signed  (FB SSC 

                                                           
97 No documented stones survive 

98 Son of Brian (advert refers to Brian Wilkinson and Son) 
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p. 360; Roscoe) 

Wing Simon fl. 1789 Folkingham, Lincs signed (N&H) 

Wing Thomas fl. 

1780s/1790

s 

Folkingham, Lincs signed (N&H) 

Winslow Deacon 

Ebenezer 

1737 - 1824 Berkley, MA signed and 

probated (JBII) 

Winslow Ebenezer 1772 - 1841 Uxbridge, MA signed (K&W) 

Winslow B. L. fl. 1792 [East Thompson, CT] signed (K&W) 

Wohlfarth  fl. 1792 - 

1799 

Salem, NC Moravian 

minutes (Little p. 

88) 

Wood Samuel 1731 - 1805 Newton, Notts signed (FB SSC 

p. 360; Green) 

Wood Thomas 1759/60 - 

1841 

Bingham, Notts signed (JDRK 

fieldwork; FB 

SSC pp. 360, 478; 

N&H); own 

gravemarker 

(Bingham MIs) 

Wood Ebenezer, 

Sr. 

1771 - 1862 Halifax, MA probated (JBII) 

Woodcock Thomas fl. 1756 - 

1772 

Hinckley, Leics signed (FB SSC 

p. 480) 

Woodward Edward c.1697 - 

1766 

Chipping Camden, Glos (Roscoe) 

Woolerton  fl. 1792 - 

1808 

Rearsby, Leics/Melton 

Mowbray, Leics 

signed (N&H; 

White p. 191) 

Wootton Benjamin fl. 1794 - 

1802 

[Breedon-on-the-Hill, 

Leics/ Kegworth, Leics/ 

Lockington, Leics] 

signed (FB SSC 

p. 481) 

Wootton William 1736 - 1819 Kegworth, Leics signed (FB SSC 

pp. 480-81) 

Worcester Jonathan 1707 - 1754 Harvard, MA probated (HMF 

p. 130) 
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Worcester Moses 1739 - ?? 

[HMF has 

d. 1739] 

Harvard, MA probated (HMF 

p. 130) 

Wright John fl. 1771 - 

1830 

Hickling, Notts. signed (Barley 

Thoroton p. 85; 

FB SSC p. 544) 

Wright Moses, Jr. c. 1758 - ? Rockingham, VT signed (K&W) 

Wright Solomon 1785 - ?? Rockingham, VT signed (Hosely p. 

76) 

Young Robert fl. 1766 Charleston, SC advert (ACP 

PMC p. 310)99 

Young William 1711 - 1795 Worcester, MA probated (HMF 

p. 130; JBII) 

Zuricher John ?? - 1784100 New York, NY signed (K&W) 

... Isaac fl. 1775 [Leicester, Leics] signed (JDRK 

fieldwork) 

 

2. Men to who have been suggested to have been 

makers of gravemarkers, but without proof 

Maker   Dates Location101 Evidence 

Adams Joseph c.1750 - 1815 Killingly, CT, and 

Rockingham, VT 

‘field and probate 

notes’: Benes MO 

p. 205; Hosley 

contra (p. 67) 

Andrews James 1735 - 1817 Olney, Bucks. signed interior 

work102 but no 

proof did any 

churchyard 

                                                           
99 Cut inscriptions. 

100 But John Zuricher, stone-cutter, reported drowned, March 10 1768 (Caledonian Mercury 25th April 1768) 

101 If in square brackets, means location of known work, where place of residence not known. 

102 Frederick Burgess, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: Churchyard Monuments in Buckinghamshire', 

Monumental Journal Vol XVII (1950) no. 6 pp. 365-6; no. 7 p. 434 at p. 366. 
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markers, although 

Burgess attributes 

many103  

Bigham William, Jr. c.1739 - ?? Mecklenburg 

County, NC 

attributed by 

Patterson (pp. 88-

89 but no s or p) 

Bliss Aaron 1730 - 1810 Longmeadow, MA confused in HMF 

p. 127 with the 

next, but may 

have been a 

stonecutter 

(Sweeney p. 18) 

Bower Andrew fl. 

1780s/1790s 

Philadelphia, PA  

Brainard Isaac fl. 1782 Middletown, CT [Caulfield Papers 

per Benes MO p. 

206] 

Braisted P. D. fl. 1810 - 

1820 

New York, NY mentioned but no 

proof (Welch M 

p. 52) 

Brewer David 1746 - ?? Portland, CT [Caulfield Papers 

per Benes MO 

p.206] 

Brewer Solomon 1746 - 1824 Springfield, MA mentioned by 

RDH p. 44 

Bryan John 1716 - 1787 Painswick, Glos. ‘probably’ FB 

GM 

Bryan Joseph 1718 – 1780 Painswick, Glos. ‘probably’ FB 

GM 

Buckland John 1748 - 1793 East Hartford, CT mentioned by 

Sweeney p. 18 but 

no s or p 

Buell Benjamin fl. 1760 New London, CT [Caulfield Papers 

                                                           
103 Frederick Burgess, ‘English Sepulchral Monuments: Gravestones in the Newport Pagnell Hundred, N. 

Bucks', Monumental Journal Vol XV (1948) no. 9 pp. 471-6; no. 12 pp. 655-9 at pp. 471-73. 
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per Benes MO p. 

206] 

Burbank Nehemiah 1777 - 1814 Plymouth, MA circumstantial 

(JBI pp. 154-64) 

Burbank Samuel 1774 - 1816 Plymouth, MA circumstantial 

(JBI pp. 154-64) 

Chandler Daniel 1729 - 1790 East Hartford, CT [Caulfield Papers 

per Benes MO p. 

206] 

Chandler Daniel 1764 - 1853 East Hartford, CT [Caulfield Papers 

per Benes MO p. 

206] 

Cheatle Richard  Ashby-de-la-Zouch, 

Notts 

FB SSC p. 689, 

but no proof 

given 

Clark John 1704 – 

c.1750 

Hadley, MA by Sweeney p. 4 

but no p or s 

Colecom  fl. late C18 Merstham, Surrey FB CM p. 134 but 

no source 

Cowles Seth 1766 - 1843 Kensington, CT [Caulfield Papers 

per Benes MO p. 

206] 

Darby Elias fl. late C18th Elizabeth, NJ V&N p. 279; 

Welch M p. 50, 

but no proof 

Dawes Thomas 1731 - 1809 Boston, MA listed by HMF, p. 

127, but no s or p 

Drake Silas fl. 1766  [Caulfield cg] 

Forbes James, Jr.  East Hartford, CT [Caulfield Papers 

per Benes MO p. 

206] 

Ford James, Jr. 1748/49 - ?? Salem, MA possibly a carver 

(JBII pp. 216-17) 

Frazee John fl. 1810 - 

1820 

Rahway, NJ mentioned but no 

proof (Welch M 
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p. 510 

Frisby family  C17? Weldon, N’hants were masons but 

no proof made 

own tombs (Hill 

p. 141) 

Gibbs  fl. 1709 [Windsor, CT] 104 

Gill Ebenezer 1678 - 1751 Middletown, CT probated but 

probably an agent 

not a carver105 

Gleason Joseph 1765 - ?? Middletown, CT [Caulfield Papers 

per MO p. 206] 

Griswold Matthew, Sr. ?? - 1698 Lyme, CT listed by HMF p. 

128 but no s or p 

Grumbold 

family 

 C17 Weldon, N’hants were masons but 

no proof made 

own tombs (Hill 

p. 141) 

Hamlin John 1658 - 1733 Middletown, CT listed by HMF 

but no s or p 

Hargraves Isaac c. 1738 - 

1822 

Lewes, Sussex 106 

Hartshorn Jonathan 1703 - 

?c.1776 

Methuen, MA, then 

Newburyport, MA 

mentioned by 

Knoblock pp. 75-

76 but no s or p 

Higgins Ichabod c.1738 - 1773 Durham, CT [Caulfield Papers 

per MO p. 206] 

Hill Asa 1719 - 1809 Farmington, CT [Caulfield Papers 

per MO p. 206]; 

Benes MO p. 206 

                                                           
104 Ernest Caulfield, ‘Connecticut Gravestones II: The Stanclift Family (1643-1785)’, Markers Vol. VIII 

(1991) pp. 16-38 at p. 37 (n. 1). 

105 Ernest Caulfield, ‘Connecticut Gravestones II: The Stanclift Family (1643-1785)’, Markers Vol. VIII 

(1991) pp. 16-38 at p. 37 n. 2.. 

106 Colin Brent, Georgian Lewes 1714-1830: The Heyday of a County Town (Colin Brent Books, Lewes, 1993) p. 

216. 
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‘field and probate 

notes’ 

Hill John c. fl. 1810 Sag Harbor, NY mentioned but no 

proof (Welch M 

p. 52) 

Hill Phineas 1778 - 1844 Harwinton, CT [Caulfield Papers 

per Benes MO p. 

206; Welch p.73, 

but no s or p] 

Horsford Aaron c.1738 - 1804 Wethersfield, CT, 

and East Poultney, 

VT 

[Caulfield Papers 

per Benes MO 

pp. 206-07] 

Huntington Caleb c.1749 - 1842 Norwich, CT [Caulfield Papers 

per Benes MO p. 

207] 

Hurlbutt Orange ?? - 1814 Portland, CT probated sed 

quaere (JAS) 

Janes Ebenezer 1736 - 1808 Northfield, MA Sweeney pp. 28-

30 (no p or s?); 

JBII 

Keid Andrew ?? - 1802 Boston, MA listed by HMF 

but no s or p 

King Joseph fl. 1792 Middletown, Ct [Caulfield Papers 

per Benes MO p. 

206] 

Kingsbury Philip 1761 - 1834 Chesterfield, NH  

Lathrop Loring 1770 - 1842 Windsor, CT probated sed 

quære107 

Lathrop Luther 1766 - 1851 Windsor, CT mentioned by 

Caulfield but no 

proof108 

                                                           
107 Caulfield, Ernest, (ed. Peter Benes) ‘Connecticut Gravestones XV: Three Manning Imitators', Markers 

Vol. VIII (1991) pp. 227-42 at p. 236. 

108 Caulfield, Ernest, (ed. Peter Benes) ‘Connecticut Gravestones XV: Three Manning Imitators', Markers 

Vol. VIII (1991) pp. 227-42 at p. 
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Leighton Jonathan 1715 - ?? Rowley, MA [Benes, MO p.207 

‘field and probate 

notes’ ] 

Loomis John 1745 - 1791 Coventry, CT [Caulfield Papers 

per Benes MO p. 

207] but no proof 

Ludlum Ezekiel fl. 1810 - 

1820 

NJ mentioned but no 

proof (Welch M 

p. 51) 

Luther Seth 1709 - 1783 Providence, RI attrib by Luti109 

but no s or p 

Lyman Noah 1714 - 1756 Durham, CT [Caulfield Papers 

per Benes MO p. 

207] 

Marshall John 1664 - 1732 Braintree, MA listed by HMF 

but not s or p 

Merrel Peter ?? - 1787 Salem, NH Benes MO p. 207 

‘field and probate 

notes’ 

Merryman James fl. 1776 - 

1800 

Windsor, Berks FB CM p. 122, 

but no evidence 

given 

New James, I 1692 - 1781 Wrentham, MA listed by HMF p. 

129 but not s or p 

and doubted in 

Luti New p. 8 

Page Gregory  Horsham churchyard scenes 

‘probably’ by him 

(FB CM p. 47) 

Parham William, Jr. ?? - 1666 Boston listed by HMF 

but no s or p 

Pelham 

Stoneworks 

 late C18  mentioned by 

RDH p. 45 

                                                           
109 Vincent F. Luti, ‘Seth Luther, Stonecarver of the Narragansett Basin', Rhode Island History Vol. 39 no. 1 

(February 1980)pp. 2-13. 
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Phipps Robert fl. 1741 -  Leicester, Leics Burgess says 

signed (FB SSC p. 

303), but unclear 

if by Robert or 

his son John (v.s.) 

Platt John 1780 - 1874 Market Harborough may have been 

responsible for 

some stones 

signed just ‘Platt’ 

but no proof; 

Burgess lists two 

as his 1868 and 

1869, sed quære? 

(FB SSC p. 303) 

Pratt Nathaniel 1702 - 1779 Abington, MA probated (Benes 

MO pp. 241-42 n. 

13; Tucker Pratt 

p. 149) but 

Tucker thinks not 

a carver (Tucker 

Pratt p. 136) 

Pratt Seth Jones 1762 - 1838 Abington, MA JBI; Tucker Pratt 

mentions him but 

no s or p (pp. 

144-46) [is this 

Benes’ Late Pratt 

Portrait Carver fl. 

1790-1810?] 

Pryce Nathaniel fl. 1661 New London, CT listed in HMF but 

not s or p 

Ritter David c.1778 - ?? East Hartford, CT [Hayward; 

Caulfield Papers 

per Benes MO p. 

206] 

Ritter John 1750 - 1802 East Hartford, CT unproved (JAS) 
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Ross Aaron fl. 1790 - 

1810 

New Brunswick, NJ, 

later Rahway, NJ 

V&N p. 284; 

Welch M p. 50 

but no proof 

Ross Isaac fl. 1790 - 

1810 

Elizabeth, NJ Welch M p. 50 

but no proof 

Savage Ashael c.1770 - ?? Wethersfield, CT [Caulfield Papers 

per MO p. 206] 

Schenk110     

Shaler Nathaniel 1747 - 1817 Portland, CT no evidence a 

carver himself 

(JAS) 

Sikes Joseph 1743 - 1801 Bristol, ME attrib only111 

Smith Justin 1755 - 1835 Bridgeport, CT [KPH; Caulfield 

Papers per MO p. 

206] 

Smith Thomas fl. 1800 - 

1810 

Rockland County, 

NY 

mentioned but no 

proof (Welch M 

p. 52) 

Soule Luther 1754 – 

c.1777 

Plympton, MA attributed JBII 

pp. 407-13 

Sparrow George 1769 - ?? Grantham, Lincs no proof he made 

headstones 

(N&H) 

Stanclift Comfort ?1731 - ?1810  112 

Stanclift George ?? - 1776 Southbury, CT ‘also made 

gravestones’113 

but no proof 

given 

                                                           
110 Given by Welch (Welch M p. 51) as William Schenk, Newark, fl. 1820 

111 Ralph Tucker, ‘Gravestones of Joseph Sikes, 1743 - 1801', AGS Quarterly Vol. 20 nos. 3 & 4 

(Summer/Fall 1996), pp. 12-13. 

112 Ernest Caulfield, ‘Connecticut Gravestones II: The Stanclift Family (1643-1785)’, Markers Vol. VIII 

(1991) pp. 16-38 at p. 38 (by J. A. Slater). 

113 Ernest Caulfield, ‘Connecticut Gravestones II: The Stanclift Family (1643-1785)’, Markers Vol. VIII 

(1991) pp. 16-38 at pp. 36-37. 
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Stanclift James, III 1728 - 1772 Chatham, CT ‘said to have 

carved 

gravestones’ but 

no proof114   

Stebbins Ezra 1760 - 1819 Longmeadow, MA probated (HMF 

p. 130) but 

Sweeney p. 44 n. 

36 says no proof 

he made 

gravestones 

Stevens George fl. 1791 Boston, MA listed by HMF 

but no s or p 

Stevens Henry 1611 - 1690 Boston, MA listed by HMF p. 

130 but no s or p 

Stevens James 1708 - 1766 Newport, RI Luti suggests he is 

the Bristol 

Carver, but no 

proof (pp. 201-

12) 

Stevens Philip 1706 - 1736 Newport, RI attributed by Luti 

pp. 141-77 but no 

s or p115 

Stewart Jonas fl. 1775 - 

1795 

Dorset 

VT/Claremont, NH 

listed by HMF p. 

130 but no s or p; 

Benes MO p. 208 

‘field and probate 

notes’; JAS 

Stewart Robert fl. 1785 Baltimore, MD advert (says only 

‘the Stonecutting 

Business in all its 

various 

Branches’) (APC 

                                                           
114 Ernest Caulfield, ‘Connecticut Gravestones II: The Stanclift Family (1643-1785)’, Markers Vol. VIII 

(1991) pp. 16-38 at p. 31. 

115 Previously described by Luti as BOBBSS (Big-O Bulb-Skull Square-Skull Carver) 
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PMC p. 313) 

Sweetland Isaac fl 1799 Hartford, Ct listed by HMF p. 

130 but no s or p; 

Shapleigh-Brown 

p. 8 

Tainter Benjamin 1753 - 1844 Newton, MA listed by HMF p. 

130 but no s or p 

Thompson George 1770 - 1845 Middleboro, MA Benes MO p. 208 

‘field and probate 

notes’ 

Topliff Nathaniel 1757 - 1819 Dorchester, MA one probated but 

JBI (pp. 25-27) 

sceptical 

Tunnicliff William  Ilkeston, Derbys. FB SSC p. 689, 

but no proof 

given 

Turner  fl. 1730 - 

1740 

NJ mentioned but no 

proof (Welch M 

p. 51) 

Vinal Jacob, Sr. 1670 - 1736 Scituate, MA circumstantial 

(Benes MO p. 

231 n. 20) 

Walden John, II 1682 – ?? Scotland, CT signed (JAS), but 

doubted to be a 

carver by 

Caulfield116 and 

Ladd117 

Walker John 1750 - 1788 Market 

Harborough, Leics 

no stones signed 

by him, although 

some signed just 

                                                           
116 Caulfield, Ernest, (ed. Peter Benes) ‘Connecticut Gravestones XV: Three Manning Imitators', Markers 

Vol. VIII (1991) pp. 227-42 at p. 232. 

117 Norma Ladd, ‘John Walden, John Walden' in Alfred M. Fredette (ed), An Age of Angels: Windham 

Gravestone Carvers of the Eighteenth Century (Windham Historical Society, Willimantic, CT, 1981) pp. 

19-21 
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‘Walker’ (FB SSC 

p. 291; Green) 

White William ?? - 1673 Boston, MA listed by HMF 

but no s or p 

Wight John 1701/2 - 

1775 

Londonderry, NH Benes MO p. 208 

‘field and probate 

notes’ 

Willcox A. fl. 1810 New Providence, 

NJ 

mentioned but no 

proof (Welch M 

p. 51) 

     

Winfield William 1763 - 1832 Wimeswold, Leics may have made 

some stones 

signed just 

‘Winfield’ but no 

proof (FB SSC p. 

358) 

 

 

3. Anonymous Stonecutters with an identified corpus of 

work  

Adams Master 

 

fl. 1788 - 

1800 

Rockingham, VT 118 

Angle Wing Carver 

 

fl. 1713 - 

1727 

Cley area, Norfolk JDRK 

Anno Domini Carver 

 

fl. 1727 Middleborough, MA Benes MO p. 

195 

Ashford’s Charley 

Brown 

fl. 1752 [Ashford/ Eastford, CT] JAS 

                                                           
118 Peter Benes, ‘The Rockingham Carvings: Folk Ecclesiology in the Upper Connecticut River Valley, 

1786-1812', New England Historical and Genealogical Register Vol. CXXXII (Apr. 1978) pp 97-114 at pp. 97 – 

103. 
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Atcham Angled-scroll 

Carver 

 

fl. 1736 - 

1742 

Atcham, Salop JDRK 

Bat Carver  Simsbury, CT Sweeney p.9; 

Caulfield119 

Bingham Craftsman fl. 1698 - 

1736 

Bingham, Notts Barley Thoroton 

p. 76 

Bolton Pudgy Matron 

Carver 

 

 [Bolton, CT] JAS 

Bolton Sharp-Collar 

Carver 

 

fl. 1791 [Bolton, CT] JAS 

Boston Master 

 

fl. 1715 - 

1719 

Newport, RI Luti pp. 1-2 

Bozrah Devil Carver 

 

second half 

C18th 

[Bozrah/ Lebanon, CT] JAS 

Braintree Vinal Imitator 

 

fl. 1750 - 

1760 

Braintree, MA Benes MO p. 

195 

Bridgewater Carver, 

First 

 

fl. 1720 - 

1730 

Bridgewater, MA Benes MO p. 

195 

Bristol Carver120 

 

fl. 1733 Bristol, RI Luti pp. 22-23 

Butterfly-Wing Carver121 

 

fl. 1756 - 

1798 

New York, NY Welch pp. 55-57. 

Canaan Floral-border 

Carver 

 

fl. 1790s Canaan, CT JDRK 

Cat-Face Carver fl. 1737-46 Bridgewater, MA Benes MO pp. 

109-14. 

                                                           
119 Ernest Caulfield, ‘Connecticut Gravestones VII: "The Bat"', Markers Vol. VIII (1991) pp. 101-8 

120 Luti (pp. 201-12) suggests he is James Stevens 

121 My name; Welch does not christen him. 
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Catsfield Volute Carver 

 

fl. 1781 Catsfield, Sussex JDRK 

Circle-Skull Carver 

 

fl. 1737 Bridgewater, MA Benes MO p. 

109 

Coggeshall Carver 

 

fl. late 1680s Newport, RI Luti p. 1 

Columbia Nun Carver 

 

 CT Shapleigh-Brown 

p. 8 

Common Jersey Carver fl. 

1720s/1760s 

Newark or Elizabeth, 

NJ? 

V&N p. 275 

Connecticut Imitator 

 

fl. 1730s-40s coastal CT Luti pp. 179-99 

Cookham Ship’s Stern 

Carver 

 

fl. 1780s-90s Cookham, Berks JDRK 

Dove Carver fl. 1761 - 

1785 

Burnham Market area, 

Norfolk 

JDRK 

Drake Imitator late C18, 

early C19 

Scantic, CT JAS pp. 80-82 

Eastford Dot Carver fl. mid-C18th [Eastford/ Ashford 

/Hampton, CT] 

JAS 

False John Huntington fl. 1733 Plinfield/ Sterling/ 

Canterbury, CT 

JAS 

Glastonbury Lady 

Carver122 

 

fl. 1730s CT JAS 

Glastonbury Profile 

Carver 

 

fl. 1790s Glastonbury, CT JAS 

Griswold Imitator fl. early 

C18th 

[Coventry/ Bolton / 

Tolland, CT] 

JAS 

Hampton Indian 

 

fl. mid-C18th Hampton, CT  

                                                           
122 Possibly John Marvin (d. 1741) (JAS) 
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Hanover Old-Neck 

Carver 

 

fl. 1790-1808 Canterbury, CT  

Hickling Carver, First123 fl. 1701 Hickling, Notts and 

surrounding area 

Barley Thoroton 

pp. 70-74 

Hickling Carver, 

Second124 

fl. 1700 - 

1735 

SW Notts Barley Thoroton 

pp. 74-75 

Hickling Carver, Third125 fl. 1720 - 

1760 

SW Notts Barley Thoroton 

p. 75 

Jamaica Style Carver 

 

fl. 1744 - 

1754 

NY/NJ Welch pp. 47-48 

Killingly Egg Carver 

 

fl. 1757 Kilingly, CT JAS 

Lakenham Spider Man fl. 1720 - 

1727 

Plympton, MA Benes MO pp. 

87-103 

Longmeadow Shop fl. 1760s – 

1790s 

Longmeadow, MA Shapleigh-Brown 

p.5 

Lowestoft Heart and 

Skull Carver 

 

fl. 1708 - 

1714 

Lowestoft area, Suffolk JDRK 

Master of the Little 

Angels 

 

fl. 1795 - 

1811 

Middletown, PA 126 

Middleborough Carver, 

First 

 

fl. 1695– 

1727 

Middleborough, MA Benes MO pp. 

83-87 

Newport Master 

 

fl. 1720 - 

1734 

Newport, RI, then CT Luti pp. 179-97 

North Norfolk Dove 

Carver 

fl. 1772 - 

1798 

Blakeney area, Norfolk JDRK 

                                                           
123 My name; Barley does not christen him. 

124 My name; Barley does not christen him. 

125 My name; Barley does not christen him. 

126 Yvonne J. Milspaw, ‘Plain Walls and Little Angels: Pioneer Churches in Central Pennsylvania', Pioneer 

America Vol. 12, no. 2 (May 1980) pp. 76-96. 
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North River Carver, 

First 

 

fl. 1700 - 

1730 

Marshfield, MA Benes MO pp. 

57-65 

North River Carver, 

Second 

 

fl. 1730 - 

1778 

Marshfield, MA Benes MO pp. 

57-65 

Northampton Griswold 

Imitator127 

 

fl. 

1710s/1720s 

Northampton, MA Sweeney p. 4 

Norwich Ovoid Carver 

 

fl. early 

C18th 

Norwichtown, CT JAS 

Old Elizabethtown 

Carver I 

fl. 

1720s/1730s 

Elizabeth, NJ V&N p. 275 

Old Elizabethtown 

Carver II 

fl. 

1720s/1730s 

Elizabeth, NJ V&N p. 275 

Old Stonecutter, The fl. 1670s – c. 

1695 

Boston/Charlestown, 

MA 

attributed body 

of work (, HMF; 

Gabel 1986) 

Oneco White-Stone 

Carver128 

 

fl. 1759 -

1765 

Oneco, CT JAS 

Orb Carver 

 

fl. 1770s Newark or Orange, NJ? V&N p. 275 

Pells Carver 

 

fl. 1779 Columbia, CT JAS 

Pembroke Carver 

 

fl. 1715 - 

1727 

Pembroke, MA Benes, MO p. 

195 

Philadelphia Column 

Carver 

fl. 

1700s/1710s 

Philadelphia, PA V&N p. 275 

Polite Holt Hundred 

Carver 

 

fl. 1772 - 

1821 

Holt Hundred, Norfolk JDRK 

                                                           
127 My name 

128 Possibly Benjamin Wheeler (JAS p. 93, quoting Fred Fredette) 
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Providence Carver129 

 

fl. late C18 [Providence, NC] Patterson p. 82 

Rockingham Master 

 

fl. 1790 - 

1800 

Rockingham, VT Hosley pp. 67-69 

Roman Haircut Carver 

 

fl. 1770s [Orange and Succasunna, 

NJ] 

V&N p. 276 

Rosette Carver fl. 

1720s/1730s 

Middlesex County, etc, 

NJ 

V&N p. 275 

Rounded Pear-head 

Carver 

 

fl. late C18 NJ Ogden pp. 59-60 

Sandwich-

Middleborough Carver 

 

fl. 1730 Sandwich, MA Benes MO p. 

195 

Schenk Carver130 

 

fl. 1764 - 

1770 

New York, NY Welch p.55 

Scituate North River 

Carver 

fl. 1727  Benes MofO pp. 

59-65 

Stafford Greek Girl 

Carver 

 

 Stafford, CT JAS 

Tolland Ghost Carver fl. 1774 Wilbraham, CT, and 

West Brookfield, MA 

JAS 

Tulip Carvers   Davies [  ]Green, 

passim 

Unidentified Dot-over-

Triangle Carver 

 

fl. 1732 - 

1761 

Lancaster County, PA Patterson p. 86 

Upswept-Wing Carver fl. lateC18 – 

early C19 

[Bolton/ Hebron/ 

Vernon/ Tolland/ 

Andover] 

JAS 

Warrenville Sad-faced 

Carver 

fl. 1792 Ashford, CT JAS 

                                                           
129 My name; Patterson does not christen him. 

130 My name; Welch does not christen him. NB Schenk of Newark, fl. 1820s (V&N p. 284) 
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West Kent Fleur-de-lys 

Carver 

 

fl. 1746 - 

1760 

Brasted, Kent JDRK 

Westminster Carver fl. 1790s – 

1800s 

Westminster, VT 131 

York County 

Unidentified Carver 

fl. late 

C18/early 

C19 

York County, SC Patterson p. 107 

 

 

                                                           
131 Peter Benes, ‘The Rockingham Carvings: Folk Ecclesiology in the Upper Connecticut River Valley, 

1786-1812', New England Historical and Genealogical Register Vol. CXXXII (Apr. 1978) pp 97-114 at pp. 103-

04.. 
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Appendix E: Burial grounds visited 

This appendix is a complete list of all the burial grounds visited as part of the fieldwork for 

this thesis which proved to contain surviving markers from the seventeenth or eighteenth 

centuries; grounds visited which did not contain any markers of the period are not included 

in the list. 

 

When a burial ground was visited, all markers which looked as though they might possibly 

date from the seventeenth or eighteenth centuries were inspected. Where an inscription 

was difficult to read, recourse was often had to printed or manuscript collections of 

monumental inscriptions, generally in the Library of the Society of Genealogists. 

 

The burial grounds are arranged alphabetically under the name of the place (at 

parish/village/town level) where they are situated. There follows the name of the county 

(in Great Britain) or state (in the United States) where the place is found; the county 

boundaries used, as in the body of the thesis, are the traditional (pre-1844) ones. 

 

Most British villages or parishes, and US towns in areas which had an Established church, 

have only one pre-1800 churchyard, and in such cases only the place-name is given. Where 

there is more than one, the ones visited are specifically named. 

 

The total number of burial grounds on this list is 873, made up geographically as follows: 

 

England 625   

Wales 29   

Scotland 20   

Isle of Man 21   

Total for Great Britain  695  

 

New England 

 

83 
  

Mid-Atlantic 47   

South 48   

Total for North America  178  

 

Total for whole study area 
  

 

873 
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Abbotsbury, Dorset  

Abbots Creek, NC  

Aberdaron, Carnarvonshire – St Hywyn’s Old Church Churchyard  

Aberford, WR  

Abingdon, VA  

Adel, WR 

Alderley, Glos. 

Aldermaston, Berks. 

Aldwark, NR 

Aldwincle, Northants. - All Saints’ Churchyard  

Aldwincle, Northants. - St Peter's Churchyard     

Alamance, NC – Presbyterian Churchyard 

Alexandria, VA - Christ Church Churchyard       

Allexton, Leics.          

Almer, Dorset           

Alne, NR         

Althorne, Essex          

Amberley, Sussex          

Amherst, MA 

Ampney St Peter, Glos.         

Andreas, IoM           

Annapolis, MD - Episcopal         

Apethorpe, Northants.          

Aquia, VA           

Arbory, IoM           

Ardingly, Sussex          

Arnesby, Leics.           

Arundel, Sussex          

Ashford, CT – Old Burying Ground 

Ashford, Devon          

Ashwell, Herts.           

Astley, Salop           

Atcham, Salop           

Attleboro, MA – Old Kirk Yard Cemetery 

Ault Hucknall, Derbys.          
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Austerlitz, NY           

Avebury, Wilts           

Averham, Notts.          

Avon Dassett, Warks  

Aycliffe, Co. Durham          

Aylesbury, Bucks.          

Aylsham, Norfolk 

         

Baddesley Clinton, Warks.         

Balcombe, Sussex          

Bale, Norfolk 

Ballaugh, IoM -  old churchyard        

Ballure, IoM           

Barbecue, NC 

Barcombe, Sussex          

Barford, Warks.          

Barmston, ER           

Barnack, Soke of Peterborough        

Barnham, Sussex          

Barningham, Suffolk          

Barnoldswick, WR          

Barnstable,MA 

Barnstaple, Devon          

Barthomley, Cheshire          

Barton, NR  

Barton-on-Humber, Lincs. – St Mary’s Churchyard 

Barton-on-Humber, Lincs. – St Peter’s Churchyard 

Barwick-in-Elmet, WR      

Basking Ridge, NJ - Presbyterian       

Battle, Sussex         

Beaconsfield, Bucks.         

Beaudesert, Warks.        

Beaufort, NC          

Beaumaris, Carnarvonshire (Anglesey)        

Beckermet, Cumberland – St Bridget       
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Becket, MA 

Beckley, Sussex          

Bedale, NR           

Beersheba, SC 

Bellingham, Northumberland         

Belton, Lincs.          

Benington, Herts.          

Berkeley, Glos.           

Berkswell, Warks.          

Berry Pomeroy, Devon         

Bethany, SC 

Bethnal Green, Middx. - St Matthew’s Churchyard      

Betws-yn-Rhos Denbighshire         

Bexhill, Sussex           

Bibury, Glos.           

Biddenden, Kent          

Billingshurst, Sussex          

Binham, Norfolk 

Bisham, Berks.           

Bishop’s Canning, Wilts. 

Bishop's Stortford, Herts.         

Blaby, Leics.           

Black Notley, Essex          

Blakeney, Norfolk          

Blandford, MA 

Blandford Forum, Dorset 

Blisworth, Northants.          

Bloomsbury, Middx.          

Bocking, Essex           

Bolney, Sussex           

Bolton, MA           

Boreham, Essex          

Bosham, Sussex          

Boston, MA - Common Burial Ground       

Boston, MA-  Copp's Hill        
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Boston, MA - Granary          

Boston,  MA - King's Chapel 

Boughton Monchelsea, Kent         

Bourton-on-the-Water, Glos.         

Bovey Tracey, Devon          

Baddan, IoM – Old Kirk Braddan        

Bradfield, WR           

Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts.         

Bramber, Sussex          

Brancaster, Norfolk 

Brancepeth, Co. Durham         

Brandeston, Suffolk          

Brasted, Kent           

Brede, Sussex           

Bredon, Worcs           

Bretforton, Worcs.          

Brewster, MA           

Brickerville, PA          

Bride, IoM           

Bridlington, ER – Old Baptist Burial Ground       

Brightling, Sussex          

Brighton, Sussex          

Brilley, Herefs.           

Bristol, RI – Congregational Churchyard 

Bristol, RI – St Michael’s Churchyard 

Brixworth, Northants.          

Broadway, Worcs.          

Brookland, Kent          

Broughton Astley, Leics.         

Bruton, Somerset 

Bryngwyn, Rads.          

Buckden, Hunts.          

Buckfastleigh, Devon          

Buckland Monachorum, Devon        

Buffalo, NC 

Bulmer, NR           
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Bungay, Suffolk – Holy Trinity Churchyard 

Bungay, Suffolk – St Mary’s Churchyard       

Burford, Oxon.          

Burnham Deepdene, Norfolk 

Burnham Market or Westgate, Norfolk 

Burnham Norton, Norfolk 

Burnham Overy, Norfolk 

Burnham Ulph, Norfolk 

Burwash, Sussex          

Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk         

Bury, Sussex          

   

Caldecott, Rutland          

Cambridge, Cambs. - St Peter's        

Cambridge MA  

Canaan, CT           

Canterbury, Kent - St Dunstan's        

Canterbury, Kent - St Martin's         

Canterbury, Kent - St Mildred's        

Canterbury, Kent - St Paul's         

Cardington, Salop          

Carlton-in-Lindrick, Notts.         

Catsfield, Sussex          

Chadshunt, Warks.  

Chailey, Sussex           

Chalk, Kent           

Charles, Devon          

Charleston, SC - Catholic Churchyard        

Charleston, SC - Circular Congregational Churchyard      

Charleston, SC - Huguenot Churchyard       

Charleston, SC - Lutheran Churchyard        

Charleston, SC - Presbyterian Churchyard       

Charleston, SC - St Michael’s Churchyard       

Charleston, SC - St Philip’s Churchyard  

Charleston, SC - Unitarian Churchyard      
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Charlestown, MA  

Charlotte, NC - Sprat Family Burial Ground (stones now at Steele Creek)   

Chatham, MA - Old North Queen Anne Cemetery      

Chatham, MA - Old South Queen Anne Cemetery 

Chatteris, Isle of Ely          

Chebsey, Staffs.  

Cheddon Fitzpaine, Somerset         

Chedworth, Glos. 

Chelmsford, MA 

Chelsea, Middx.          

Cheraw, SC – St David’s Episcopal Churchyard 

Cheriton, Hants.          

Chester, MA – Eastman Cemetery 

Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA        

Chidham, Sussex          

Chipping Camden, Glos.         

Chiselborough, Somerset         

Chiswick, Middx. 

Church Langton, Leics.         

Church Norton, Sussex         

Churchstow, Devon          

Cirencester, Glos. 

Cismont, VA           

City of London – St Mary-at-Hill        

Clare, Suffolk           

Cley, Norfolk           

Cliffe, Kent           

Clifton Reynes, Bucks.          

Climping, Sussex          

Clynnog Fawr, Carnarvonshire         

Clyro, Rads.           

Cobham, Kent  

Coble’s Lutheran Churchyard, Guilford Co., NC      

Cockayne Hatley, Beds.         

Cockermouth, Cumberland        
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Cockthorpe, Norfolk 

Colinton, Midlothian          

Collingham, WR          

Colston Bassett, Notts.          

Columbia, CT           

Colva, Rads.           

Combe Martin, Devon          

Comrie, Perthshire 

Concord, MA - Old Hill Burying Ground       

Concord, MA - South Burying Place        

Concord, NH - Old North Cemetery        

Constantine, Cornwall          

Conway, Carnarvonshire         

Cookham, Berks.          

Cooling, Kent           

Coombe, Sussex          

Corstophine, Midlothian         

Cotesbach, Leics.          

Coughton, Warks.          

Cowick, Devon          

Crain’s Creek, NC – Baptist Burial Ground 

Cranbrook, Kent          

Cranoe, Leics.           

Cregrina, Rads.           

Cretingham ,Suffolk          

Croft, Leics.           

Crosscanonby, Cumberland         

Crowdieknowe, Dumfries-shire        

Crudwell, Glos.          

Cruwys Morchard, Devon         

Cuckfield, Sussex          

Culross, Perthshire 

          

Danbury, Essex          

Darley Dale, Derbys.          

Dartington, Devon          
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Dartmouth, Devon - St Petrox         

Dearham, Cumberland          

Deene, Northants.          

Deerfield, MA 

Deerhurst, Glos. 

Dengie, Essex           

Denton, Lincs.           

Denton, WR           

Deptford, Kent - St Paul's         

Devizes, Wilts. - St John’s Churchyard 

Devizes, Wilts. - St Mary’s Churchyard        

Disserth, Rads.           

Ditchling, Sussex          

Dore Abbey, Herefs.          

Douglas, IoM - St George's Churchyard       

Dover, DE - Christ Episcopal Churchyard       

Dover, DE - First Presbyterian Churchyard       

Duddingston, Midlothian         

Dulwich, Surrey          

Dunton Bassett, Leics.          

Durham, Co. Durham -  Cathedral churchyard      

Durham, Co. Durham - St Giles       

Durham, Co. Durham - St Margaret of Antioch      

Durham, Co. Durham - St Mary the Less       

Durham, Co. Durham - St Oswald's  

        

Earl Soham, Suffolk          

Earl's Barton, Northants.         

Earl's Croome, Worcs.          

Eartham, Sussex       

East Chinnock, Somerset         

East Farleigh, Kent 

East Grinstead, Sussex          

East Haddam (otherwise Little Haddam), CT       

East Hampton, NY         
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East Hartford, CT          

East Meon, Hants.          

East Peckham, Kent          

East Ruston, Norfolk          

Eastbourne, Sussex          

Eastbury, CT           

Eastham, Worcs.          

Easton, MD - Quaker Burial Ground        

Ecclefechan, Dumfries-shire         

Eccleshall, Staffs,          

Edburton, Sussex          

Edenton, NC           

Edinburgh, Midlothian - Canongate        

Edinburgh, Midlothian - Greyfriars        

Edinburgh, Midlothian - St Cuthbert's        

Elizabeth, NJ - First Presbyterian Churchyard       

Elkesley, Notts.          

Elsham, Lincs.           

Emley, WR           

Ephrata, PA           

Epsom, Surrey           

Etchilhampton, Wilts.          

Exeter, Devon – Bartholomew St. Old Burial Ground 

Eye, Herefs.  

          

Fairford, Glos.           

Fakenham, Norfolk          

Falstone, Northumberland         

Faversham, Kent          

Fayetteville, NC – Cross Creek Old Cemetery 

Felbrigg, Norfolk          

Fenny Drayton, Leics.          

Field Dalling, Norfolk 

Finchley, Middx.          

Finedon, Northants.         
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Fishing Creek, SC          

Fishkill, NY           

Fleckney, Leics.          

Fletching, Sussex          

Ford, Sussex           

Fotheringay, Northants         

Framlingham, Suffolk          

Friern Barnet, Middx          

Frittenden, Kent          

Fylingdales, NR 

           

Geddington, Northants 

Georgetown, SC - Beth Elohim Cemetery 

Georgetown SC – Churchyard 

Glandford, Norfolk 

Glascwm, Rads.          

Glaston, Rutland          

Glastonbury, CT          

Gloucester, Glos. – St Mary de Crypt Churchyard 

Goring, Oxon.           

Goudhurst, Kent          

Granby, Notts.           

Grantham, Lincs. 

Graveney, Kent 

Great Ayton, NR 

Great Bedwyn, Wilts – the Post Office, formerly the Stone Museum – all ex situ 

Great Conewago, Hunterstown, PA 

Great Easton, Leics. 

Great Gonerby, Lincs. 

Great Rissington, Glos. 

Great Sampford, Essex 

Great Snoring, Norfolk 

Great Stanmore, Middx. 

Greatham, Sussex 

Green River, NY 

Greenford, Middx. 
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Groton, CT - Avery Morgan Burial Ground 

Groton, MA 

Guilden Morden, Cambs. 

Guildford, Surrey 

Gunthorpe, Norfolk 

Gyffin, Carnarvonshire 

 

Hackney, Middx. 

Hadley, MA 

Hadlow, Kent 

Hale, Lancs. 

Hallaton, Leics. 

Halsham, ER 

Haltwhistle, Northumberland 

Hambleton, Rutland 

Hampstead, Middx. 

Hampton, CT – Hammond Hill Burial Ground 

Hamsey, Sussex 

Hanover, NH – Dartmouth College Cemetery 

Harlaxton, Lincs. 

Harringworth, Northants. 

Harrogate, WR 

Hartburn, Northumberland 

Hartford, CT 

Haselor, Warks. 

Hastings, Sussex 

Hatfield Broad Oak, Essex 

Heanton Punchardon, Devon     

Hendon, Middx.      

Henfield, Sussex      

Hereford, Herefs.- Cathedral Churchyard      

Hessett, Suffolk      

Hickling, Notts.      

High Halstow, Kent      

Higham Ferrers, Northants.      

Hillsborough, NC – Old Town Cemetery 
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Hillsdale, NY      

Hinderclay, Suffolk      

Hingham, MA 

Hinton Ampner, Hants.      

Holborn, Middx. – St Andrew’s New Churchyard      

Hollym, ER      

Holt, Norfolk      

Holywell, Flintshire      

Honeybourne, Worcs.      

Honiley, Warks.      

Hope Bowdler, Salop      

Hopewell, NC – Presbyterian Churchyard 

Horley, Surrey      

Hornsey, Middx.      

Horsted Keynes, Sussex      

Houghton, Hants.      

Hullavington, Wilts.      

Hungerford, Berks.      

Huntersville, NY – Baptist Cemetery      

Huntley, Glos.      

Hurley, Berks.      

Husbands Bosworth, Leics. 

      

Ide, Devon      

Iford, Sussex      

Ipswich, MA – Old North Burial Ground      

Isleham, Cambs.      

Isleworth, Middx.      

Ivychurch, Kent      

Jersey, NC      

Jurby, IoM      

Kelling, Norfolk 

Kemble, Glos.      

Kempley, Herefs. - St Mary's Churchyard      

Kenilworth, Warks.      

Kennebunkport, ME      
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Kentisbury, Devon      

Ketton, Rutland      

Kew, Surrey 

Kilby, Leics.      

Kilpeck, Herefs.      

Kineton, Warks.      

Kings Lynn, Norfolk - All Saints’ Churchyard      

Kings Lynn, Norfolk - St Margaret’s Churchyard      

Kings Lynn, Norfolk - St Nicholas’ Churchyard      

Kingston St Mary, Somerset      

Kingston-juxta-Lewes, Sussex      

Kirk Merrington, Co. Durham      

Kirkby Mallory, Leics.      

Knowle, Warks.      

Knutsford, Cheshire       

 

Lacock, Wilts.      

Lamberhurst, Kent      

Lamport, Northants.      

Lancaster, Lancs. - Priory      

Lancaster, Lancs. - St John's      

Lancaster, MA – Middle Cemetery 

Lancaster, MA – Old Common Burial Ground 

Lancaster, MA – Old Settlers’ Burial Ground 

Lancaster, PA - St James' Churchyard      

Landsford, SC – Stone Cemetery 

Lanesborough, MA 

Langar, Notts.      

Langford, Essex      

Langham Episcopi, Norfolk      

Lapworth, Warks.      

Lathbury, Bucks.      

Lavenham, Suffolk      

Laxton, Northants.      

Ledbury, Herefs.      

Ledsham, WR      
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Lee, MA – Fairmount Burial Ground 

Leebotwood, Salop        

Leeds, Kent        

Leicester, Leics. - St Margaret's  Churchyard       

Leicester, Leics. -St Mary de Castro Churchyard      

Leicester, Leics. - St Nicholas’ Churchyard       

Leith, Midlothian        

Lenox, MA 

Letheringsett, Norfolk 

Lewes, Sussex – All Saints’ Churchyard 

Lewes, Sussex – Quaker Burial Ground 

Lewes, Sussex – St Anne’s Churchyard 

Lewes, Sussex – St John-sub-Castro Churchyard 

Lewes, Sussex – St Michael’s Churchyard       

Lezayre, IoM        

Liberton, Midlothian        

Lightcliffe, WR        

Limpsfield, Surrey        

Lincoln, MA        

Lindfield, Sussex        

Linton, Herefs.        

Lismore, Argyllshire 

Little Abington, Cambs.        

Little Baddow, Essex – Presbyterian Churchyard 

Little Baddow, Essex – St Mary the Virgin Churchyard     

Little Barrington, Glos.        

Little Dean, Glos.        

Little River, NC 

Little Snoring, Norfolk 

Little Stanmore, Middx.        

Littleham, Devon        

Litton Cheney, Dorset        

Llanbedr-y-Cennin, Carnarvonshire        

Llanbister, Rads.        

Llandewednack, Cornwall        

Llandwrog, Carnarvonshire        
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Llandygwnning, Carnarvonshire        

Llanfaglan, Carnarvonshire         

Llanfaredd, Rads.          

Llanffinan, Carnarvonshire (Anglesey)        

Llanfilo, Brecknockshire         

Llanrhychwyn, Carnarvonshire         

Llansanffraid GlanConwy, Denbighshire       

Llyswen, Brecknockshire         

Logierait, Perthshire          

Lonan IoM – Lonan New Church Churchyard      

Lonan IoM – Lonan Old Church Churchyard       

Long Bredy, Dorset          

Long Sutton, Lincs.          

Longborough, Glos.          

Longmeadow, MA 

Loughborough, Leics.          

Loversall, WR           

Lower Saucon, PA          

Lowestoft, Suffolk          

Lowick Northants.          

Luddesdown, Kent          

Ludford, Salop           

Lutterworth, Leics.          

Lutton, Lincs. 

            

Magnolia Plantation, SC         

Maidstone, Kent    

Malew, IoM           

Malmesbury, Wilts.          

Marblehead, MA – Old Burial Hill 

Marion, MA - Little Neck Cemetery        

Market Harborough, Leics. (now at St Mary in Arden, Leics.)     

Marlborough, Devon          

Marlborough, Wilts.          

Marown, IoM – Marown Old Church Churchyard     
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Martinstown, Dorset          

Martock, Somerset          

Marton-in-the-Forest, WR         

Maughold, IoM          

Mavesyn Ridware, Staffs.         

Mayfield, Sussex          

Meavy, Devon           

Medbourne, Leics.          

Melksham, Wilts.          

Melton Mowbray, Leics.         

Mereworth, Kent          

Merston, Sussex          

Metuchen, NJ - Old Colonial Cemetery       

Michael, IoM           

Michaelchurch-on-Arrow, Rads.        

Michelmarsh, Hants.          

Middleton Place, SC          

Middleton Tyas, NR          

Middletown, NJ          

Mildenhall, Suffolk          

Minchinhampton, Glos. 

Monk Fryston, WR          

Montacute, Somerset          

Moosup, CT – Union Burial Ground 

Moretonhampsted, Devon         

Morston, Norfolk          

Much Marcle, Herefs.          

Mullion, Cornwall          

Mundon, Essex          

Munslow, Salop          

 

Narborough, Norfolk          

Nettlestead, Kent 

New Bern, NC           

New Brunswick, NJ - Christ Church Episcopal Churchyard    
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New Brunswick, NJ - First Reformed Churchyard      

New Brunswick, NJ - Three Mile Run Burying Ground     

New Castle, DE – Episcopal Churchyard       

New Castle, DE - Presbyterian  Churchyard       

New Castle, NH          

New Haven, CT - Grove St Cemetery        

New Hope, NC 

New London, CT          

New Salem, MA 

New Shoreham, Sussex 

New York, NY - St Paul's, Churchyard, Manhattan      

New York, NY – Trinity Churchyard, Manhattan      

Newchurch, Rads.          

Newick, Sussex          

Newport, RI - Arnold Family Burying Ground      

Newport, RI - Common Burying Ground       

Newport, RI - Common Burying Ground, African-American Section    

Newport, RI - Trinity Churchyard  

Newton, Norfolk 

Newton, NC – Old St Paul’s Lutheran Churchyard 

Newton Blossomville, Bucks.         

Newtown Linford, Leics.         

North Creake, Norfolk 

North Kilworth, Leics.  

North Stoke, Sussex          

Northampton, MA          

Northfield, MA 

Northiam, Sussex          

Northleach, Glos.          

Norton-sub-Hamdon, Somerset        

Norwichtown, CT         

  

Odcombe, Somerset          

Old Bluff, NC – Presbyterian Churchyard 

Old Lyme, CT          
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Old Romney, Kent          

Old Salem, NC – God’s Acre 

Old Saybrook, CT          

Old Shoreham, Sussex          

Olney, Bucks.           

Ombersley, Worcs          

Onchan, IoM           

Oneco, CT 

Ormskirk, Lancs.          

Osmington, Dorset          

Owermoigne, Dorset          

Oxford, Oxon. - St Giles         

Oxford, Oxon. - St Mary Magdalene        

Oxford Township, PA – Trinity Churchyard       

Oxhill, Warks.           

Ozleworth, Glos. 

 

Painswick, Glos.          

Pakefield, Suffolk          

Pakenham, Suffolk          

Parracombe, Devon          

Patrick, IoM           

Peckleton, Leics.          

Peel, IoM – St Peter’s Churchyard        

Pencaitland, East Lothian         

Penhurst, Sussex          

Pennypack, PA           

Perth Amboy, NJ - St Peter's Episcopal Churchyard      

Perth, Perthshire – Greyfriars Kirkyard       

Petersham, Surrey          

Peterstow, Herefs.          

Petworth, Sussex          

Philadelphia, PA - Christ Church – area around the church building    

Philadelphia, PA - Christ Church Churchyard       

Philadelphia, PA -  Christ Church New Burial Ground     

Philadelphia, PA  - Gloria Dei Churchyard       
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Philadelphia, PA - Mikveh Israel Burial Ground      

Philadelphia, PA - Old Pine St Presbyterian Churchyard     

Philadelphia, PA - Old St Mary's Roman Catholic Churchyard 

Philadelphia, PA - St Paul's Churchyard       

Philadelphia, PA - St Peter's Churchyard       

Piscatawaytown, NJ  - St James’ Churchyard       

Pitchcombe, Glos.          

Plainfield, CT – Old Burying Ground 

Plymouth, MA           

Plympton, MA – Hillcrest Cemetery 

Poplar Tent, NC – Presbyterian Churchyard 

Portesham, Dorset          

Portslade, Sussex          

Portsmouth, NH          

Potton, Beds.           

Pulborough, Sussex          

Puncknowle, Dorset          

Purleigh, Essex           

 

Quorndon, Leics.          

 

Raunds, Northants.          

Ravenstone, Bucks.          

Reforne, Dorset          

Rehoboth, MA – Burial Place Hill 

Rhulen, Rads.           

Richmond, Surrey          

Ringmer, Sussex          

Ripple, Worcs.           

Rochester, Kent - St Margaret's        

Rochester,MA - First Parish Cemetery        

Rodmell, Sussex          

Rothley, Leics.           

Rothwell, WR           

Rowley, MA 

Roxbury, MA           
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Rushen, IoM           

Rye, Sussex 

           

Saintbury, Glos.          

Salem, MA – Broad St. Cemetery 

Salem, MA – Charter St. Cemetery    

Salem, NC           

Salisbury, NC – Old English Cemetery 

Salthouse, Norfolk          

Sandford St Martin, Oxon.         

Santan, IoM           

Saxlingham, Norfolk 

Scarborough, NR          

Scawby, Lincs.           

Scituate, MA – Men of Kent Cemetery 

Sculthorpe, Norfolk 

Sedgebrook, Lincs.          

Sevenoaks, Kent          

Shaftesbury Center, VT         

Sharon, SC 

Shearsby, Leics.          

Sheepy Magna, Leics.          

Sheriff Hutton, NR 

Sheringham, Norfolk          

Sherington, Bucks.          

Shermanbury, Sussex          

Shipley, Sussex           

Shoreditch, Middx.          

Shorne, Kent           

Shrewsbury, NJ          

Sibson, Leics.           

Sidestrand, Norfolk          

Sidlesham, Sussex          

Simonburn, Northumberland         

Sleepy Hollow, NY - Old Dutch Churchyard       

Sompting, Sussex          
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South Acre, Norfolk          

South Anston, WR          

South Creake, Norfolk 

South Killingly, CT          

South Littleton, Worcs.         

South Malling, Sussex          

South Windsor, CT - Edwards Burial Ground       

South Wraxhall, Wilts.          

Southminster, Essex          

Southover, Sussex         

Sparta, NY           

St Asaph, Flintshire – Cathedral Churchyard 

St. Asaph, Flintshire – St Kentigern’s Churchyard      

St Endellion, Cornwall          

St Giles’-in-the-Fields, Middx. 

St John Lee, Northumberland         

St Kew, Cornwall          

St Mark's, IoM           

St Pancras, Middx.          

St Teath, Cornwall          

St Weonards, Herefs.          

Stamford, Lincs. - All Saints' Churchyard       

Stamford, Lincs. - St Mary's Churchyard       

Stamford, Lincs. - St Michael's Churchyard       

Standish, Lancs.          

Stanmer, Sussex          

Stanton St Quentin, Wilts         

Staplehurst, Kent          

Stapleton Fitzpaine, Somerset         

Staten Island, NY - Moravian Cemetery       

Staverton, Devon          

Steele Creek, NC          

Steeple Bumpstead, Essex         

Stepney, Middx          

Steyning, Sussex          

Stiffkey, Norfolk 
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Stirling , Stirlingshire - Holy Rude Kirkyard       

Stockbridge, MA          

Stockleigh Pomeroy, Devon         

Stoke Newington, Middx.         

Stoke-by-Clare, Suffolk         

Stoke-sub-Hamdon, Somerset         

Stokesay, Salop           

Stokesley, NR           

Stonham Aspal, Suffolk         

Stonington, CT - Wequetequock Burial Ground      

Stopham, Sussex          

Stourhead, Wilts.          

Stow Bardolf, Norfolk          

Stowe-by-Chartley, Staffs.         

Strasburg, PA           

Stratford, CT - Old Congregational Burial Ground 

Streatley, Berks.          

Sturbridge, MA          

Sutton-in-the-Elms, Leics – Baptist Chapelyard      

Swaffham, Norfolk          

Swithland, Leics.          

 

Tadcaster, WR           

Taunton, Somerset - St Mary Magdalene Churchyard      

Taynton, Oxon.          

Tenterden, Kent          

Teston, Kent           

Tetbury, Glos.           

Teynham, Kent          

Thakeham, Sussex          

Thaxted, Essex           

Thorner, WR           

Thorp Arch, WR          

Thurcaston, Leics.          

Thurlaston, Leics.         

Thyatira, NC           
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Ticehurst, Sussex          

Tillington, Sussex          

Tittleshall, Norfolk          

Todwick, WR           

Toftrees, Norfolk 

Totnes, Devon           

Tranent, East Lothian          

Tulliallan, Perthshire          

Tullibody, Clacks.          

Turkdean, Glos.          

Twickenham, Middx.          

Twineham, Sussex – Parish Churchyard 

Twineham, Sussex – Quaker Burial Ground      

  

Up Marden, Sussex          

Upleatham, NR          

Upper Marsh Creek, PA - Black's Graveyard       

Uppingham, Rutland          

Upton Bishop, Herefs.          

Upwaltham, Sussex          

Upwell, Norfolk 

           

Vancortlandtville, NY  

          

Wadhurst, Sussex          

Wakerley, Northants.          

Walberton, Sussex          

Walkhampton, Devon          

Walpole, Suffolk – Old Chapelyard        

Walsoken, Norfolk         

Ware, VA           

Warham All Saints, Norfolk 

Warham St Mary, Norfolk 

Warmington, Warks.          

Warwick, Warks.          

Washaw (or Waxhaw), SC         
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Wateringbury, Kent          

Waterstock, Oxon.          

Weasenham All Saints, Norfolk 

Wellesbourne, Warks.          

Wellfleet, MA - Duck Creek Cemetery        

Wells-next-the-Sea, Norfolk 

Welwick, ER           

Wem, Salop           

West Barnstaple, MA          

West Charleton, Devon         

West Dean, Pevensey Rape, Sussex        

West Dean, Chichester Rape,Sussex        

West Farleigh, Kent 

West Firle, Sussex          

West Grinstead, Sussex         

West Hoathly, Sussex          

West Runton, Norfolk          

West Springfield, MA – Old Meadow Burial Ground 

West Springfield, MA – Park St. Cemetery 

West Tarring, Sussex          

Westbury-on-Severn, Glos.         

Westerham, Kent          

Westfield, MA – Old Burial Ground 

Westfield, NJ - Presbyterian Burial Ground       

Westminster, MA – Woodside or Lower Cemetery 

Weston Bamfylde, Somerset         

Weston, Notts.           

Weston Underwood, Bucks.         

Weston-sub-Edge, Glos.         

Westwood, Wilts.          

Wethersfield, CT          

Weybourne, Norfolk 

Weymouth, MA – Old North Burial Ground 

Whalley, Lancs.          

Whitby, NR          
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White Notley, Essex          

Whitehaven, Cumberland - St James' Churchyard      

Whitehaven, Cumberland - St Nicholas’ Churchyard      

Whitmore, Staffs.          

Whitworth, Co. Durham 

Willey. Warks.           

Williamsburg, VA - Bruton Churchyard       

Wilmington, NC          

Winchester, Hants - Cathedral Close        

Windrush, Glos.          

Windsor, CT - Palisado Cemetery        

Windsor, NC           

Winterbourne Monkton, Dorset        

Winterbourne Steepleton, Dorset        

Wisbech, Isle of Ely          

Wistow, Leics.           

Witham, Essex           

Withernsea, ER          

Withyham, Sussex          

Witney, Oxon.           

Wiveton, Norfolk          

Woodhouse, Leics.          

Woodstock, CT          

Woodstock, Oxon.          

Wootten Wawen, Warks.     

Workington, Cumberland - St John's Churchyard 

Workington, Cumberland - St Michael's Churchyard      

Worth, Sussex           

Wotton-under-Edge, Glos. – Baptist Chapelyard 

Wotton-under-Edge, Glos. – Parish Churchyard 

Wrestlingworth, Beds.          

Wrotham, Kent          

Wroxeter, Salop          

Wyke Regis, Dorset 

Wythesville, VA – St John’s Lutheran Churchyard 
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Yapton, Sussex           

York, ME           

Yorktown, NY - First Presbyterian Churchyard      

Yorktown, VA           

Ysgeifiog, Flintshire         
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Appendix F:  

Case Studies of Named Gravemarker Makers 

 

This appendix contains case studies of a representative selection of a dozen known makers 

of gravemarkers from both sides of the Atlantic. Those from America are described largely 

from published work; in England, they are based on primary sources as no individual full 

studies have been written except one article (by me).1 I will base a detailed case study on 

the last, and then follow it with eleven shorter case studies.  

Case Study in detail: Henry Quayle 

Henry Quayle of Castletown on the Isle of Man seems to have first become a stonecutter 

in the mid-1720s. In 1724 he and his family travelled off the Island, ‘having now’, 

according to a deed by which they borrowed money for the journey, ‘occasions and 

concerns which call us out of this Island to live in another Country’.2 We do not know 

where they went or for how long, but they must have been back by the time of their son 

John’s death at the age of two the next year,3 unless of course he had been left behind. It 

was intended to be a stay of some length, not just a short business trip, as Mrs Quayle was 

going (the deed is emphatically in the plural, and their mortgagee was given the right to live 

in their house while they were away). However they did not sell the house and so were 

presumably planning to return.  

Money had first been borrowed four years before (for repayment five years thence) and so 

the journey could have been in connection with some long-term venture. The export of 

local stone for flooring or tombstones, sporadic under Queen Anne, became more 

frequent in the years 1710-22 (after which there is, frustratingly, a break in the records).4 

Perhaps Quayle was involved in this. If so, it must at least initially have been in a 

subordinate capacity, as his name does not appear as a consignor of stone for export in the 

period 1717-22. The main exporter was a London mason called Thomas Allen who came 

to the Island about 1717, and left sometime before the death of his wife ‘who was 

                                                           
1 Kewley, ‘Henry Quayle’, from which the next few paragraphs are adapted. 

2 MML, SSM/OD/88.  

3 His burial appears in the MML, Malew Burial Register. 

4 Eva Wilson, ‘Bishop Wilson and the Steps of St Paul’s’ in Proceedings of the Isle of Man Natural History and 

Antiquarian Society 12(1) (2005-07) p. 133. 
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grievously burnt with gunpowder on St Stephen’s Day’ 1724.5 Mrs Allen’s demise brought 

forth a good number of creditors, and so Allen may have been staying away to avoid taking 

responsibility for trading debts (there was ‘no appearance or probability of his return’).  

Can one postulate that Quayle was involved in this export business and went to London to 

see Allen, either at the latter’s request or to track him down? The business appears 

effectively to have folded, and after the mid-1720s at the latest there was no serious export 

of ledgerstones from the Island.  

It seems likely that while he was away Quayle learned new skills, as on his return he 

produced the surviving headstone to his son John in the churchyard at Malew (the parish 

church of Castletown) (Plate F.1a).6 There is no documentary evidence that it is his work, 

but it seems reasonable to assume that he would have carved his own son’s memorial, and 

that he would have made it something special, no doubt out of fatherly affection, but 

perhaps, too, as a showcase for his talents, for in the local context it was something quite 

special. 

The inscription is on a plain rectangular tablet which forms the entire lower two-thirds. 

The top third is carved in relief with an outline strongly shaped, the top a double 

(segmental) hood and the sides concave and scrolling back at the lower end. The valley in 

the centre of the double hood is partly filled with a small segmental-headed feature; it is 

difficult to see if it ever bore any carving. In the centre of the main top section is a cherub’s 

head, without wings. The space on each side, extending into the hoods, is fluted, largely 

vertically but to an extent, at the top, following the line of the hoods in such a way as 

conceivably to suggest the wings of the cherub. There appears to be some foliage in relief 

across the dexter ‘wing’.  

Two things are immediately striking. The first is the presence of the ubiquitous angel’s or 

cherub’s head. The second, however, is the extent to which it is a London design with the 

shape of the stone a key feature. In the Stone Belt, what more usually mattered was the 

carving in high relief all over the face of the stone, the overall shape of which was often 

amorphously but unemphatically rectangular; if there was any shaping to the top, it was 

only because one of the carved figures escaped above the line. The distinct outline of the 

John Quayle stone, in contrast, seems to have been the standard design, or at least one of 

the commonest designs, in the London area, where many memorials were of Portland 

                                                           
5 Malew Burial Registers 8th January 1724/5 

6 John Quayle †1724 at Malew, IoM (Plate F.1a).   
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stone – a limestone just like the Castletown stone used at Malew. This suggests that it was 

to London, or at least south-east England, that Quayle travelled; if he was indeed London-

trained, it would be an interesting parallel to Alice Friedman’s argument that provincial 

intramural tomb-making workshops could compete if they had metropolitan training or 

contacts.7 

The only documentation linking Quayle to a stone memorial comes from the accounts for 

the rebuilding of Arbory Church in the Isle of Man, for he is paid for lettering a stone ‘to 

ye Memory of our Benefactors’.8 It survives, although now painted white and behind glass 

in what has become a lavatory. It is entirely plain, with no ornament. It is worthwhile 

comparing the lettering on it with that on the John Quayle stone. The inscription on the 

latter is vigorous and well laid-out, but not sophisticated. There are very few narrow 

strokes, the lower-case r being just a slightly concave upright with a tear-shaped horizontal. 

The figure 2 is distinctive, with the hook to the left of the rest of the letter, as though the 

whole thing is falling to the left; it may indicate that the curve has been drawn with the aid 

of compasses, although some writing-masters advocated such a form too.9 1 and 7 are in 

the form common in the North of England with both ending in curves like a J.10  

By the time of the Arbory stone, Quayle’s skill had increased. Many of the letters are very 

similar, but they have become more refined, often with narrower strokes, and the last 

paragraph is an attempt at a script. In the more than three decades between the two stones, 

there are three intramural works which may be attributed to Quayle,11 and three 

headstones.12 (Plates F.1b, F.2a and F.2b).He is an example, if an unusual one, of the 

dissemination of styles and skills from London in the half-century or so after the Great 

Fire. He produced the most significant sculptural works of his day in the locality, and he 

appears to have been the principal progenitor of a school of monumental design which 

dominated the area for half a century after his death. 

                                                           
7 Alice T. Friedman, ‘Patronage and the production of tombs in London and the provinces: the Willoughby 

monument of 1591',  Antiquaries' Journal, Vol. 65, no. 2 (1985), pp. 390-401 at p. 397. 

8 MML, Arbory Red File 

9 E.g. Shelley’s Manual of 1709, illustrated in Alan Bartram, The English Lettering Tradition from 1700 to the present 

day (London 1986) 

10 Bartram (The English Lettering Tradition, fig. 122) illustrates an example at Barnard Castle. 

11 John Cæsar †1739 in Malew Church, IoM, Henry Clucas †1732 in Marown Old Church, IoM and Jane 

Livingstone †1752, also in Malew Church ; the evidence is discussed in Kewley, ‘Henry Quayle’, pp. 98-99. 

12 Edward Moore †1751 at Malew, IoM, (Plate F.1b), Mary Moore †1749 (his wife) at Michael, IoM, (Plate 

F.2a), and John Riddyard †1738 at Michael, IoM (Plate F.2b); the evidence is discussed in Kewley, ‘Henry 

Quayle’, pp. 99-101. 
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He made little money from his work. The administration papers of ‘Henry Quayle 

stonecutter’13  show that he died intestate on 30 August 1765.14 His two surviving sons, 

Thomas and Henry, and his daughter Christian were appointed administrators. His effects 

were, in the usual way, valued by a jury, and amounted in total to £3.12.10.  ‘3 Old Wigs’ 

and ‘3 pare of Stockings’ to go with two sets of ‘Coat, Waistcoat and Breeches’ and ‘1 Big 

Coat’ suggest a level of respectability. Eight years beforehand the census had shown him 

and his wife living by themselves, without servants.15 By the time of his death he may, as a 

widower, have been living in lodgings or with a member of his family as there are very few 

domestic utensils or items of furniture, although there are ‘2 Books’. We know from 

various deeds he signed that he was literate, as indeed a letterer in practice had to be. He is 

always just ‘Henry Quayle’ and never receives the ‘Mr’ of a gentleman. 

 

Case Study 2: William Shillibeer 

Hitherto entirely unpublished is a Devonshire stonecutter called William Shillibeer. There 

were a number of men of this name in the county in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries, but the most likely candidate is one who died in 1827 aged 71 and 

was, according to his own monumental inscription, schoolmaster of the parish of 

Walkhampton in south-west Devon for about forty-eight years, and son-in-law of the vicar 

of the neighbouring parish of Buckland Monachorum.16 The registers of the latter have a 

man of his name christened there in 1756, which would fit the age at death. 

Significantly his signed work appears only in one of these two churchyards, Buckland 

Monachorum, and so far as I can ascertain, nowhere else. It consists of five signed 

headstones bearing dates between 1779 and 1791, and one signed footstone (Plates F.3a- 

F.5b);17 these footstones in accordance with local custom bear only an epitaph with no 

initials or date, and so it is often unclear to which headstone they refer. A number of 

features can immediately be seen: clocks (Plate F.6a),18 distinctive cherubs (Plate F.6b),19 

                                                           
13 MML, Episcopal 1766/1 Malew  

14 The Malew burial registers (Isle of Man Family History Society transcripts) give this as his burial date, too, 

which seems unlikely. Perhaps by the time his estate came to be administered six months later the dates of the 

two events got confused. 

15 This was carried out by the church authorities; it is available on www.manxroots.com 

16 See the inscription on his tomb in Walkhampton churchyard. 

17 ‘Farewell vain world’ †1778 (Plate F.3a); Joan Wyer †1779 (Plate F.3b); Richard Corter †1783 (Plate 

F.4a); Richard Corter †1786 (Plate F.4b); Mark Blanchard †1787 (Plate F.5a); Robert Manning †1791 (Plate 

F.5b). 

18 ‘Farewell vain world’ †1778 at Buckland Monachorum, Devon (Plate F.6a).  
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columns (Plate F.7a),20 and a combination (Plate F.7b).21 His lettering has some 

distinctive features. This all allows us to attribute to him a number of other markers with 

these motifs and lettering (Plate F.8a),22 and to add others with what seems the same 

lettering and related features, such as winged hourglasses, which seem to be from the same 

hand (Plate F.8b).23  

This corpus is different from work which is either signed by or can be attributed to other 

local makers, named or anonymous. One earlier headstone in Walkhampton churchyard 

(Plate F.9a)24 which is not by Shillibeer – the carving and lettering is far too good – may be 

the work of his master as it includes elements which it looks as if he copied. There are also 

a number of later works with similar motifs but different lettering. Two are signed by J. 

Toop, who may have been trained by Shillibeer, or at any event took over from him; he 

also signed Shillibeer’s own tomb at Walkhampton. As is shown in Chapter 8, the works of 

Shillibeer and some of the other local makers can be seen as part of a regional style. 

Case Study 3: John Powell 

One signed stone at St Weonard’s in Herefordshire to Edward Cotton †1717 allows the 

identification of a distinctive corpus of work in the Forest of Dean and southern 

Herefordshire (Plate F.9b). It is signed ‘John Powell, Westbury’, which must mean 

Westbury-on-Severn, a few miles away. I have managed to find some nine other 

headstones in nearby churchyards which are almost identical and can only be by the same 

man (Plates F.10a-F.11a)25. They date from 1716 to 1745. The chief of the headstones 

usually contains some sort of cherub (sometimes clearly related to the Forest of Dean 

Disembodied Head Style, as described in Appendix H), but the most notable feature is a 

circular inscription panel surrounded by a frame. Circular frames were not uncommon, and 

as mentioned in Chapter 6, they probably originate from Le Sueur’s Thomas Richardson. 

The frame seems to be a country stonecutter’s attempt at a scrollwork frame, and the 

lemon-shaped objects forming an outer row are his attempt at a laurel wreath. One related 

marker, that to Sarah Pimble †1726 at Linton, Herefordshire (Plate F.11b), was seen by 

                                                                                                                                                                          
19 Richard Corter †1783 at Buckland Monachorum, Devon (Plate F.6b). 

20 Robert Manning †1791 at Buckland Monachorum, Devon (Plate F.7a). 

21 Mark Blanchard †1787 at Buckland Monachorum, Devon (Plate F.7b). 

22 ‘Farewell my wife’ at Buckland Monachorum, Devon. (Plate F.8a). 

23 ‘Weep not’..., probably the footstone for Richard Corter †1783 at Buckland Monachorum. (Plate F.8b). 

24 Betty Creber †1759 at Walkhampton, Devon. (Plate F.9a). 

25 For example William Rock †1716 at Little Dean, Glos (Plate F. 10a), Mary Dobbs †1720 at Linton Herefs. 

(Plate F.10b) and William ---field †1745 at Little Dean, Glos. (Plate F.11a). 
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Ludwig on his visit to England while working on Graven Images. He suggests it is a survival 

of the Romanesque style.26 An adaptation of high-status monument or picture frames is 

much more likely. Nothing else is at present known about Powell, but his presumed œuvre 

shows how closely a stonecutter might stick to an individual design. 

Case Study 4: Bartlett Adams 

A maker from the end of the period who has been studied very recently is Bartlett 

Adams.27 He was born in Kingston, Massachusetts, in 1776 to a family which had arrived 

from England in the 1680s. When he was fifteen, his elder sister married a stonecutter 

called Bildad Washington, and Adams became his apprentice. On finishing his time in 1796 

he moved north to the vicinity of Quincy and Milton and worked for a stonecutter called 

Jonathan Rawson; one marker is probated to Rawson but signed by Adams.28 In 1800 he 

moved on and seems to have tried, unsuccessfully to set up on his own account in 

Portsmouth, New Hampshire, before arriving in Portland, Maine, where on 15th September 

he placed a notice in the Eastern Argus: 

B. ADAMS 

SCULPTOR AND STONECUTTER 

Respectfully acquaints the public, that he has commenced business in Federal-

Street, near the head of Fish-Street, where he has an assortment of Connecticut and 

Quincy SLATE STONES, suitable for hearths, jambs, and mantels – Also, TOMB-

STONES and GRAVE-STONES. Likewise, a few Italian MARBLE TABLE 

SLABS. 

   Portland, Sept. 15, 1800 

 

This is a useful reminder of the range of work a stonecutter did. In this context, tomb-

stones will mean flat ledgerstones and grave-stones will mean head- and footstones; marble 

table slabs would probably be raised on legs, as table-tombs, rather than on bricks. It is 

noteworthy that his stone was all imported, something that was easy with a regular packet 

to Boston; he did not need to look for local quarries. 

Adams was the first stonecutter to establish himself in Portland and, as must always have 

been the case in such circumstances, it created demand not only for markers for those who 

                                                           
26 Ludwig, Graven Images, pp. 263-68. 

27 Ron Romano, Early Gravestones in Southern Maine: The Genius of Bartlett Adams (The History Press, Charleston 

SC, 2016), on which this account is based. 

28 Enoch Fenno †1796 in Milton Cemetery, illustrated by Romano, p. 25. 
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died from then on, but also for those who had died in the recent past but not been 

memorialised because, presumably, of the cost or bother of obtaining a stone from Boston. 

Romano has found some seventy markers in the (main) Eastern Cemetery with dates of 

death before Adams’ arrival, the earliest being 1772.29 Equally, with him in place, Romano 

finds an almost complete absence of Boston-made markers in the Portland area after 

1800.30 Adams continued to live and work in Portland until his death in 1828, except for a 

couple of breaks (one farming further north, the other making gravestones in 

Charlestown), during which times he left his shop in the care of various younger 

stonecutters. 

Adams’ work shows considerable skill. His designs are lightly but carefully incised onto 

slate. Usually the effigial feature was an urn or urn and willow but sometimes a portrait 

stone, a sun, umbrellas or, earlier on, a cherub.31 They are, however, very much in the 

prevailing style of contemporary eastern Massachusetts, and there is little originality in 

them. They are polite and safe, perhaps just what was needed by a developing town, very 

much in communication with the metropolis. 

Case Study 5: Hugh Kelsey 

In contrast to Adams, Hugh Kelsey was an archetypal backwoods stonecutter. Little 

describes his type: 

Typically, the backcountry gravestone carver cut local stone into traditional forms 

and decorated it with designs meaningful to the community. He carved inscriptions 

that often exhibited uneven lettering, misspellings, and grammatical errors. He 

rarely thought to sign his work as would an artist, and so is generally anonymous 

today. He was usually part-time, his main occupation being farming. His method of 

advertisement was word-of-mouth, his clientele generally consisted of members of 

his own family or neighbors, and his products were rarely sold outside of his own 

geographic region.32  

He was born in Ireland in 1754 and emigrated with his parents and other family members 

to Chester County, South Carolina, in about 1772, when his father received a land grant. 

                                                           
29 Mary Noyes †1772 (Romano p. 29). 

30 Romano, p. 29. 

31 See the illustrations in Romano, p. 33-36.  

32 Little, pp. 107-08. 
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He served in the Revolutionary Wars on the American side.33 When he first arrived in the 

area, he was described in documents as a shoemaker who made holsters, scabbards and 

harness for the Revolutionary Army. His estate accounts on his death in 1817 show him to 

have been a farmer (of about 100 acres, we learn from land records),34 but with tools for 

stonecutting, shoemaking, tanning, wood-working, spinning, weaving and general 

farming.35 He was from a Presbyterian background but seems to have been a member of a 

denomination called the Seceders who opposed slavery.36  

Kelsey was discovered by Daniel W. Patterson who in 1982 attributed to him twenty-eight 

stones in one burial ground (not named by him but clearly Fishing Creek, South Carolina) 

and ‘possibly’ ten more markers at two other sites.37 These ten are at Buffalo and Alamance 

Presbyterian Churchyards in Guilford County, North Carolina, some 130 miles away.38 

Little is bullish and includes them as Kelsey’s.39 By 2012 Patterson had reduced his tally at 

Fishing Creek to twenty-three and gave the Guilford County work to a man he dubs the 

Guilford County Unidentified Carver. I would also attribute to the latter the one Fishing 

Creek stone with good lettering40 which is, as Patterson acknowledges, the same as that on 

the Guilford carver’s stones. 

At the time of his death, Kelsey’s estate included eleven gravestones in different stages of 

preparation, which may seem surprising if his lifetime’s work is only just more than double 

that. Patterson makes the point that Kelsey (unlike the Bighams, a large family firm nearby) 

had if not a low-status, then definitely not a high-status clientele.41 

Kelsey’s markers are generally squarish with a central lunette above. The carving is shallow 

and while it looks now as if some lunettes are blank and others decorated, it is possible that 

all were once carved but some have now eroded away (Plate F.12b).42 Only one is 

                                                           
33 Patterson, The True Image, pp. 111-12. 

34 Patterson, The True Image, p. 347. 

35 Daniel W. Patterson, ‘Upland North and South Carolina Stonecarvers', Newsletter of the Association of 

Gravestone Studies, No. 6 (Summer 1982) pp. 3-4 at p. 3.. 

36 Patterson, The True Image, p. 348. 

37 Patterson, ‘Upland Stonecarvers’, p. 3. 

38 Google Maps. 

39 Little, p. 117. 

40 James White †1774 at Fishing Creek, SC (Plate F.12a). 

41 Patterson, The True Image, p. 350. 

42 For example John Allan †1787 at Fishing Creek, SC (Plate F.12b). 
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probated;43 it is of the shape just described, with poor lettering of a type found on all but 

one of the markers attributed to Kelsey, with minuscule ascenders much higher than 

majuscule letters.  Some of the motifs are copies of the work attributed to the more highly-

skilled Guilford County Unidentified Carver, notably profile heads (Plate F.13),44 doves 

(Plate F.14)45 and rosettes (Plate F.15).46 His more elaborate scenes seem to be his own, 

notably the male and female angels dressed in Georgian costume and supporting a profile 

head.47  

Case Study 6: Gershom Bartlett 

An example of a maker of a distinctive corpus of gravemarkers who was initially 

anonymous but identified by probated stones is Gershom Bartlett (1723 – 1798). His life 

and work is described in an article by Caulfield and a short section in Slater’s Colonial 

Burying Grounds.48 Maddeningly, Slater gives lists of how many stones in each burying 

ground are by each maker represented there, but does not actually give the names on the 

stones so they can be identified.  

Bartlett came from Bolton in central Connecticut, but lived at Windsor during the 1740s 

when Caulfield thought he was trained by Joseph Johnson, a member of a prominent local 

stonecutting family. He moved back to Bolton about 1751 and farmed as well as making 

gravestones; he also owned a gristmill for a while, and saw militia service in the French and 

Indian Wars. Then, when he was about 50, he moved north to Pompanoosuc, Vermont, 

where he occupied a prominent position locally and served in the Revolutionary War. The 

markers for his two wives both describe him as ‘DD’, although Caulfield could find no 

record of the award of such a degree, and the inventory of his estate did not leave a single 

book.  

                                                           
43 Thomas Gill †1808 at Fishing Creek, SC. 

44 Samuel McCance †1792 at Fishing Creek, SC (Plate F.13a), copying James Blear †1776 at Alamance, NC 

(Plate F.13b). 

45 The reverse of Agnus Drennan †1783 at Fishing Creek, SC (Plate F.14a), copying Mary Starrat †1775 at 

Buffalo, NC (Plate F.14b). 

46 Mary Brown †1779 at Fishing Creek, SC (Plate F.15a), copying Mary Stuart †1774 at Alamance, NC (Plate 

F.15b). 

47 Agnus Drennan †1783 at Fishing Creek, SC; there is a good image of it in Patterson, ‘Upland Stonecarvers’, 

p. 4. 

48 Slater, Colonial Burying Grounds, pp. 15-17, and Ernest Caulfield, Connecticut Gravestones XVIII: 'Wanted: 

The Hook-And-Eye Man', Markers Vol VIII (1991) pp. 311-37 (originally Vol I [1979/80] pp. 12-50). 
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The most idiosyncratic feature of his work (Slater calls them ‘bizarre and strikingly 

original’) are his winged skulls. The skull itself is in the shape of a lightbulb with a roughly-

dentilled base (indicating the teeth of a skull without a lower jaw). Like many rural winged 

skulls, they also have some features of a living creature, notably eyes, eyebrows, a nose and 

a mouth; the shape of the last two led Forbes, before Caulfield identified Bartlett, to call 

him the ‘hook-and-eye man’. The wings vary; some are not actually attached to the skull, 

and look rather like three snakes on each side (Plate F.16)49 (reminiscent of some early 

Merrimack valley cherubs with bird-like abstract wings),50 while others look like 

strawberries acting as windsocks (Plate F.17).51 He also used a distinctive, old-fashioned 5. 

Caulfield lists some of the prominent people for whom Bartlett made markers,52 which 

shows that although to modern eyes his work appears cartoonish, it was accepted by 

contemporaries. 

Bartlett’s work in Windsor is on the fine red sandstone from the local quarries, in Bolton is 

on grey schist from the Bolton quarries, and in Vermont is on slate or soapstone. The 

designs remain pretty constant although Caulfield believes he was more imaginative 

(‘reinvigorated’) in Vermont. 

Case Study 7: William Codner 

In contrast, William Codner typifies the urban stonecutters of Newport or, in his case, 

Boston, who form an intermediate layer between the vernacular stonecutters on the one 

hand and the true statuaries, who never developed in the New World. He was born in 

1709, the son of a Boston cooper. Through his marriage he acquired good connections in 

the form of three brothers-in-law who were ministers and (later) a nephew who was 

Governor of the colony.53 He died in 1769. 

He is believed by Chase and Gabel to have been apprenticed to Nathaniel Emmes, one of 

the principal Boston stonecutters of his day. He was followed as apprentice in the early 

1730s by Emmes’ son Henry. Codner in turn took on apprentices including his son 

Abraham and John Homer. 54 What is unclear from published accounts is the extent to 

                                                           
49 Esther Edwards †1770 at the Edwards Burying Ground, South Windsor, CT (attributed by Caulfield, 

‘Wanted’, p. 328).  

50 And also of some markers by Jonathan Loomis (Slater, Colonial Burying Grounds, p. 17). 

51 Thomas Welles †1767 at Glastonbury, CT (attributed by Caulfield, ‘Wanted’, p. 328).. 

52 Caulfield, ‘Wanted’, pp. 328-29. 

53 Forbes, Gravestones, p. 59. 

54 Blachowicz, from Slate to Marble II, p. 98. 
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which the Emmes and Codner shops were rival entities or ones which co-operated. 

Certainly the Codner shop in Boston did not long survive William’s death; Abraham 

moved west, to Stockbridge, and continued making gravestones there, before moving on to 

Vernon, New York. 

Both Forbes and Chase and Gabel find the works of Codner and the two Emmeses often 

impossible to distinguish.55 They were all making their entry-level headstones in a bedhead 

shape with borders of assured if rather characterless mantling and a large, rather pumpkin-

like skull with a small jaw, wavy downward-pointing wings.56 Some can be identified by 

means of probating; Forbes traced payments from seventy-five estates.57 Chase and Gabel 

see Codner’s miniscule e as a reasonably-safe distinguishing mark;58 they also see his faces 

as having noses with wide bridges. Blachowicz adds other pointers.59 The cherub stones 

(the middle of the range)60 are a little easier to distinguish as the Emmes cherubs are more 

realistic. 

The highest of the three normal levels of gravestone available was the portrait stone, 

usually found only in South Carolina. The carving on Codner’s (Plate F.18a) is not as good 

as a proper sculptor would have done, but is workmanlike; Chase and Gabel see his 

portraits as inferior to those by Henry Emmes.61 Both they and Blachowicz believe Forbes 

attributed too much to Codner and that much of the highest-quality work was Henry 

Emmes’.62  

At the top end of his range, Codner was capable of very high-quality carving, such as one 

tomb in Boston, with an achievement of arms flanked by swags of fruit in a rather 

Gibbonian manner (although dated 1743)(Plate F.18b); as we have seen, the arms at least 

were drawn by a painter (the record of the payment to him survives), so Codner was 

                                                           
55 Forbes, Gravestones, p. 59; Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles. Vol I p. 85. 

56 For example Abigail Cheever †1733 at the Granary, Boston, MA (Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles, 

Vol. I p. 85). 

57 Forbes, Gravestones, p. 59. 

58 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles, p. 85. 

59 Blachowicz, from Slate to Marble II, pp. 96-99. 

60 For example Shearjashub Bourne †1768 at Roxbury, MA. 

61 For example Isaac Holmes †1763 at the Circular Congegational Church, Charleston, SC. Probated to 

Codner (Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles pp. 87 and 106) (Plate F.18a). 

62 Blachowicz, from Slate to Marble II, pp. 96-99. 
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responsible only for the physical execution, not the concept.63 A number of his 

contemporaries have been written about in more detail; there may be more to discover 

about Codner in the future. 

Case Study 8: The Hind family 

Another family of skilled carvers who worked exclusively on slate were the Hinds, based at 

Swithland, a quarry village just north-west of Leicester. Like most Swithland makers, they 

often signed their work, and so a corpus can be arrived at; White found twenty-eight at 

Loughborough alone.64 They were one of the most prominent families in the trade, not 

least because they owned important quarries which were used not just for gravemarkers but 

for roofing-slates, chimneypieces and all sorts of other purposes.65 The firm’s records 

survived into the twentieth century but were unfortunately lost.66 

There were Hinds in Swithland at least by 1687.67 Burgess gives a somewhat confusing 

account of the family, from which it seems that John Hind was apprenticed to William 

Heafford, slater of Leicester, and held office in the Slaters, Plasterers and Tallow-Chandlers 

Guild in Leicester at dates from 1718 to 1740. His brother, Henry, of Swithland (1691-

1773) had two sons, Henry (1725/26 – 1801) and Robert (1735 – 1812);68 Henry junior’s 

son Benjamin (1784/85 – 1822) moved from Swithland to Quorndon.69  Henry Hind 

(1759/60 – 1820) of Swithland was presumably his cousin. The family achieved gentry 

status at the turn of the century and built (mainly of slate) a house called Whetstone 

Pastures, with in the grounds a 17ft.6in. obelisk, claimed to be the largest single piece of 

slate quarried; the inscription apparently read: 

I, William Hind, of Whetstone Pastures 

Went through life with sore disasters 

But in spite of all my fate 

                                                           
63 William Clark at Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA. (documented to Codner; Forbes, Gravestones, pp. 59-61; Chase 

and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles, p. 87) (Plate F.18b). 

64 [P. M. White,] ‘An Introduction to the Tombstones' in Loughborough & District Archaeological Society, 

Tombstones in the Graveyard of Loughborough Parish Church of All Saints (Loughborough & District 

Archaeological Society, Loughborough, 1989). 

65 Herbert p. 237, 

66 Herbert, p. 239. 

67 Swithland MIs (Alice wife of Robert Hind, d.1687).  

68 Burgess, ‘Swithland Slate Carvers’, pp. 783-84. 

69 Quorn MIs. 
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I bought these lands by selling slate.70 

 

Quite where this William fits in to Burgess’ genealogy is unclear.  

The earliest marker the family signed is dated 1728.71 I have found markers by them dated 

from 1752 to 1797(Plate F.19).72 They seem to have concentrated their work on the 

western half of the slate country; Neave and Heron found only one stone signed by them 

in Kesteven.73  

Like the American slate carvers, the Hinds’ work has different grades. The simple ones 

were what in Appendix H are called the Swithland Trompe l’œuil Style.74 They also 

favoured the Swithland Mummy Style (also described in Appendix H); it may perhaps have 

been their speciality (Plate F.20a).75 

Their more expensive stones were presumably, earlier on, the same but with more carving 

in the ‘background’, such as one filled with all sorts of religious motifs, including Romish 

ones, which generally Swithland makers were not shy of including; some of the carving, 

however, is pretty poor, especially the cherubs (Plate F.20b).76  Another has in the 

background Death, Father Time and a cross-bearing angel looking rather as if being 

pursued by a sideways sunburst. The carving again is not very good (Plate F.21).77 Later 

the higher-cost markers seem to have been ones with a roundel in the centre of the 

tympanum, carved in what for slate is quite deep false relief. One signed example has a 

female figure sitting by an urn and willow, the former inscribed, ‘The Righteous shall be in 

everlasting Remembrance’ (Plate F.22a).78 Another has a roundel with Hope and her 

anchor; her expression is presumably intended to convey grief, but it looks rather more as 

though she has impaled herself on one of the flukes (Plate F.22b).79 A similar headstone 

                                                           
70 Herbert p. 237 

71 At Whetstone, Leics., according to Burgess (Burgess, ‘Swithland Slate Carvers’, p. 783). 

72 The Douse children †1752 at St Mary-de-Castro, Leicester (Plate F.19a) and William Blunt †1797 at 

Loughborough (Plate F.19b)(as well as others, later, outside the period). Burgess refers to, but does not 

name, a marker dated 1741; if it is Thomas Carrick †1741 at Blaby, Leics., it surely dates from 1755, the date 

of the second death on it. 

73 Neave and Heron, p. 16 (at Folkingham). 

74 The Douse children †1752 at St Mary-de-Castro, Leicester. (signed) (see Plate F.19a) 

75 Such as Hannah Cawrey †1787 at Woodhouse, Leics. (signed) 

76 Thomas Carrick †1741 †1755 at Blaby, Leics. (signed) 

77 William Starling †1787 at Newton Linford, Leics. (signed). 

78 Ann Blunt †1797 at Loughborough, Leics.  

79 Ann Simpkin †1793 at Sutton-in-the-Elms Baptist Chapel, Leics. 
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from 1781 is signed ‘Hind jr.’, implying that two generations were working at that time but 

that the older generation had died or retired by 1797. 

Although the Hind of the turn of the eighteenth century was described in Nichols’ History 

and Antiquities of the County of Leicester  as ‘a gentleman well known for his ingenious devices 

on these slate stones’,80 presumably, in view of the scale of the business and the family’s 

arrival at gentility, most at least of the later markers will have been carved by assistants, 

perhaps to the proprietor’s designs. 

Case Study 9: Samuel Hobday 

In a generally much worse state of preservation is the work of a Worcestershire carver, 

Samuel Hobday. He is known because, as was the custom in the area, he signed quite a 

number of his markers. He was first mentioned in print in Canon J. E. H. Blake’s paper to 

the Birmingham Archæological Society, published in 1928,81 and also receives a few 

mentions from Burgess.82 Blake considered him the most talented of a number of makers 

(his contemporaries or a little older) who made gravestones in the Vale of Evesham. He 

refers to some seven signed stones; Burgess adds another couple.83 Further attributions are 

difficult, given the similarity of the work of a number of local stonecutters and the poor 

condition of much of the stone today. 

He was born about 1753. He married one Ann Bagg at Bretforton in 1790, but seems to 

have lived at Honeybourne84 and later at Evesham.85 He is described on his death certificate 

as a ‘Grave-stone cutter’. He seems to have retired to live with what was presumably his 

grandson (another Samuel Hobday) in West Bromwich,86 but in extreme old age he ended 

up in Hampton Workhouse near Evesham where he died in 1848 at the age of 95.87 

                                                           
80 John Nichols, The History and Antiquities of the County of Leicester (John Nichols and Son, London, 1811), 

quoted in W. Samuel Weatherley, ‘A Description of the Tombs and Monuments having Sculptured Effigies 

up to the close of the Seventeenth Century. With a Digression upon the Swithland Local Headstones of the 

Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries' in Alice Dryden (ed.), Memorials of Old Leicestershire (Geo. Allen & Sons, 

London, 1911) pp. 275-78 at p. 277. 

81 Canon J. E. H. Blake, ‘Gravestones in Midland Churchyards', Transactions and Proceedings of the Birmingham 

Archaeological Society Vol. LI for 1925 and 1926 (1928), pp. 10-18 at pp. 13-14, 17. 

82 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, pp. 180, 194, 196, 234, 238 and 246. 

83 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, pp. 196 and 238. 

84 The headstone at Bretforton to Sarah Ford †1797, is signed ‘Sam:l Hobday, Honeybourne’. 

85 Blake p. 14. 

86 1841 census, Greens Lane, West Bromwich, Worcs. 

87 Death certificate Evesham District AMJ 1848, Vol. 18 p. 297, line 61. 
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The main characteristics of his work can be seen in one of his signed markers, that to Sarah 

Ford †1797 at Bretforton, Worcestershire (Plate F.23). The marker is tall and quite wide. 

There is a border around the top and both sides (deeper at the top) with carving in false 

relief, giving the inscription area the appearance of a trompe l’oœuil headstone. In the 

middle of the chief is an oval panel, here vertical but sometimes horizontal, on which is 

carved a scene, in this case an apotheosis, with the deceased, encircled with drapery, rising 

towards a crowned sunburst supported by two angels holding trumpets which point 

downward in line with the sun’s rays. The borders are taken up with mantling or scrollwork 

of the rather thin type categorised by Boutell as the gas-bracket school of heraldic 

support.88 Amongst it, as well as flowers, are two trumpeting angels (aiming their sound at 

the apotheosis), and two flaming urns of an inventive type with heads reguardant on the 

tops of the side handles. Another headstone signed by Hobday and illustrated by Blake 

presents a problem, as it is to Richard Clayton †1763 when Hobday would have been only 

about ten. It is possible that his father or some other kinsman was also a stonecutter, but it 

is so similar to Sarah Ford that it has to be assumed that it is our man’s work and 

backdated. Also creating uncertainty are some unsigned stones which have false-relief 

roundels rather like Hobday’s but much shallower carving to the rest of the stone (what in 

Appendix H are referred to as the Marches Shallow Mantling Style). Did he carve in two 

styles, perhaps offering, like a number of Massachusetts makers, more than one design 

option, with the deeper carving being the more expensive? 

Case Study 10: Jotham Warren 

Of the same generation as Hobday was Jotham Warren, born in Plainfield in eastern 

Connecticut in 1759. He served as a musician in the Continental Army during the 

Revolutionary War. He married before 1793 and in the first decade of the nineteenth 

century moved to Norwich, Connecticut, where he lived until his death in 1852. Slater has 

written about him;89 the evidence that he made gravestones is two signatures and one 

probated stone. 

He used a local hard, dark slate for all his markers, which Slater categorises into five 

different design types. He then usefully lists them all, in his categories; there are some 233 

up in all, bearing dates from 1765 (obviously backdated) to 1818, in twenty burial grounds, 

all in north-east or central-east Connecticut. If we ignore what Wilson calls the tail90 and 

                                                           
88 Brooke-Little, p. 180. 

89 Janes Slater, ‘Jotham Warren, The Plainfield Trumpeter', Markers Vol. XIII (1996) pp. 1-43. 

90 John S. Wilson, ‘Purchase Delay’, p.123. 
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start at 1778 (a year in which there are four stones) and stop at 1815 (when he seems to 

have stopped regular carving), this makes a career of thirty-seven years and 222 markers, 

which is an average of six a year.  

Most of the markers are bed-head shaped (so in the Massachusetts rather than Merrimack 

Valley tradition)91 with in the tympanum a circular-faced cherub with facial features in false 

relief and wings portrayed as semi-circles rising from the bottom of the tympanum, like 

setting suns (Plate F.24).92 The most distinctive feature of some is the presence, either 

below each finial (Plate F.25a)93 or above the cherub’s head (Plate F.25b),94 of trumpeting 

angels, presumably the result of Warren’s having been a musician himself. 

Case Study 11: James Wilder 

From a higher social stratum came James Wilder, whom Forbes described as ‘the son of a 

gentleman and the grandson of a more important gentleman, who followed the trade of 

stonecutter because it was what he liked best to do.’95 He was born in Lancaster, 

Massachusetts, in 1741, and his antecedents are perhaps a little more varied than Forbes 

implied. His father, Major James Wilder farmed and kept a shop in Lancaster, and his 

father, yet another James Wilder, was a carpenter who became a deacon and J.P. James III’s 

younger brother went to Yale, but he stayed at home and at the age of 22 was found in 

bastardy proceedings to be father of his 24-year-old cousin’s recent baby. He seems to have 

farmed and occupied various petty roles in the community, including churchwarden, 

highway surveyor and a member of the workhouse committee. On his father’s death in 

1780 he inherited all the family property but soon lost much of it for reasons which may 

have been no more than not being good with money; he died in reduced circumstances in 

1794.96 

Chase and Gabel think that what prompted him to make gravestones may have been that a 

quarry of good, almost black slate lay on his family’s land.97 It is unclear where or from 

whom he learned to carve. Chase and Gabel suggest that he may have learned from 

imported Boston markers such as that at Lancaster to his great-uncle Joseph Wilder which 

                                                           
91 As explained in Appendix H. 

92 For example Eunice Spalding †1792 at Moosup, CT. 

93 For example Hannah Montgomery †1797 at Oneco, CT. 

94 For example Phinehas Parkhurst †1778 at Moosup, CT. 

95 Forbes, Gravestones, pp. 78-79. 

96 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol I, pp. 179-92.  

97 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I, pp. 182-84. 
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they attribute to William Codner’s shop.98 Certainly Wilder’s œuvre has nothing of any 

existing style of the Lancaster region such as the Merrimack Valley Style (described in 

Appendix H), and it is highly-skilled work. It mostly consists of the vestigial Boston 

Bedhead style with narrow borders of mantling or scrollwork, good lettering on a square 

inscription tablet, and three successive cherub types, from younger to older (Plates F.26 

and F.27).99 Footstones and children’s headstones had what Chase and Gabel describe as a 

double bracket which seems to have been a local speciality.100     

 

                                                           
98 At the Old Common Burying Ground, Lancaster, MA;  Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles, p. 204. 

99 Isaac Rugg †1758, Lydia Phillips †1760 and Anna Wilder †1778, respectively, all in the Old Settlers Burial 

Ground, Lancaster, MA. 

100 Chase and Gabel, Gravestone Chronicles Vol. I, pp. 192-203; they illustrate the footstone for Ephraim Wilder 

†1770, Lancaster, MA, probated to Wilder. 
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Appendix G:  

Case Studies of Anonymous Gravemarker Makers 

It is not possible to include descriptions of all identified anonymous makers, but this 

appendix will give short assessments of seven, first two short American case studies, 

written from published sources and fieldwork inspecting their attributed work, followed by 

a more detailed case study made ab initio of an anonymous English maker, and four shorter 

British case studies, again compiled largely from fieldwork and other primary sources. 

Anonymous Case Study 1: The Old Stonecutter 

The foremost anonymous gravestone-maker in North America is the man called by Forbes 

the Stonecutter of Boston1 and by Ludwig the Charlestown Carver but now more generally 

known as the Old Stonecutter. The body of work attributed to him is found in the Boston 

area from the early 1670s into the 1690s; it was first identified by Forbes.2  His work is 

remarkably uniform over this time with no sign of stylistic or technical development. His 

carving is in low relief which has led to plausible suggestions that he might have been a 

woodcutter. He used a variety of shapes for his markers: tripartite round-topped with equal 

thirds (Plate G.1a),3 triangular-pedimented with buttressed sides (Plate G.1b),4  trapezoidal 

(Plate G.2a),5 with side and top S-scrolls to the chief (Plate G.2b),6 and using the outline 

of the Boston Bedhead (Plate G.3a);7 this may have contributed to the popularity of this 

emerging style, but many of his productions were unconventional, for example using 

columns for the side borders. Some of his markers have ambitious subject-matter, such as a 

Quarles emblem of Death and Father Time snuffing out a candle (Plate G.3b).8 All his 

attributed work is on the local slate. Forbes thought that Joseph Lamson, founder of a 

long-running family shop at Charlestown, Massachusetts, must have been his pupil.9 

 

                                                           
1 Forbes, Gravestones, p.21. 

2 Forbes, Gravestones, pp. 21-28. 

3 The Cutler children †1680 at Charlestown, MA. 

4 The Neal children †1671 at The Granary, Boston, MA.  

5 The Turrill children †1682 †1687 at the Granary, Boston, MA. 

6 Joseph Tapping †1678 at the King’s Chapel, Boston, MA. 

7 Mary Fowle †1676 †1682 at Charlestown, MA. 

8 For example Joseph Tapping †1678 at the King’s Chapel, Boston, MA 

9 Forbes, Gravestones, p. 41. 
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Anonymous Case Study 2: The Killingly Egg Carver 

Very different was a small-scale gravestone-maker in a remote rural area of eastern 

Connecticut towards the end of the eighteenth century. He was named by Slater who 

described his ‘rather primitive’10 œuvre as ‘a series of very attractive stones in which the 

lunette area bears a simple, often elliptical or egg-shaped cherub without wings or elaborate 

decoration. The craftsman used a hard white stone that weathered extremely well.’11 Slater 

lists his work as thirty-three markers found in six burying grounds, all near each other, but 

as usual does not name any but a handful. Of the thirty-three, Slater has nineteen in South 

Killingly burying ground, which contains a wide variety of stones by a number of different 

makers. Fieldwork allowed me to identify eighteen there in 2014 which seem to represent 

the maker Slater describes. 

The most obvious feature is indeed the egg-like head, with no hair and very simple, pared-

down features (Plate G.4a).12 A few earlier stones have a more lightbulb-shaped head 

(Plate G.4b),13 one has no effigy, and another (the earliest of all by date of death) has an 

upright coffin as the effigial feature (Plate G.5a).14 Eight of the eighteen are triangular-

topped (Plate G.5b),15 thus placing them within the broader East Connecticut Gabled Style 

described in Appendix H. Slater describes the heads as unwinged. I am not so sure; a 

number have dotted areas partitioned off at each end of the tympanum which may well be 

wings (Plate G.6a)16 (they have something in common with the strawberry-like wings of 

some Connecticut Valley cherubs). Slater attributes to the Killingly Egg Carver one 

headstone with what he calls ‘upraised arm and abstract torso’; on inspection it clearly 

belongs within the œuvre, with an egg-shaped head (Plate G.6b).17      

Anonymous Case Study 3 in detail: The Angled-Wing Carver 

The Angled-Wing Carver was from Norfolk.,18 which is not a county noted for its stone. 

Its buildings are of brick, flint or timber, and all stone has to be imported. Perhaps because 

                                                           
10 Slater, Colonial Burying Grounds, p. 197. 

11 Slater, Colonial Burying Grounds, p. 93. 

12 For example Nathaniel Blanchard †1749 at South Killingly, CT. 

13 For example John Huchens †1756 at South Killingly, CT. 

14 Spaulding son †1745 at South Killingly, CT. 

15 For example Elizabeth Wadsworth †1756 at South Killingly, CT. 

16 For example Mary Spaulding †1749 at South Killingly, CT. 

17 Nathaniel Pattin †1757 at South Killingly, CT. 

18 This section is based on Kewley, ‘Angled wings’. 
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of this, the first post-Reformation gravestones do not appear until the end of the 

seventeenth century, two or three decades later than some other parts of England; there 

may, however, have been wooden markers which have not survived. On the north coast, 

there is one headstone of 1682 at Stiffkey, presumably either greatly-backdated or imported 

from elsewhere, and then a number appear over the first two decades of the new century. 

They are within the accepted grammar, as Henry Glassie calls it,19 of contemporary 

markers: they are upright, of stone, with all carving on one side and motifs (if any) at the 

top and lettering below. They also have more specific features that suggest a regional style; 

the iconography is either mortality motifs or cherubs, and there is no sense of the 

inscription being framed. 

Many appear to be the work of one man, whom I have called the Angled-Wing Carver after 

their most distinctive feature. It was common for the chief of a headstone to contain a 

winged motif, and the commonest two throughout England were a cherub (that is, a 

winged head) and a winged hourglass (time flying). Usually cherubs’ wings were like those 

of birds, with feathers, while hourglasses had bats’ wings. With the Angled-Wing Carver, 

the wings are so stylised they are just ribs. Most distinctively, they rise, straight and unbent, 

at an angle of about 45°.   

There are four designs. One, which I have called Design 1, used on four stones (Plate 

G.7)20 has the wings attached to a cherub’s head which is carved in the round, forming the 

top of the stone between either two scrolls or conventional mortality symbols. This use of 

a cherub in the round as the top of a headstone is found fairly widely from the 1690s 

onwards. What is distinctive here are the angled wings, and also the narrow-eyed, puffy-

cheeked expression with almost key-pattern hair.  

The other three designs all feature winged hourglasses. In the most common, Design 2, 

used on seven stones, it is in a roughly shield-shaped compartment, topped in one case 

(Plate G.8a)21  with a coronet-like charge, and in the others (Plate G.8b)22 with a vestigial 

scroll pediment. Between the pediment and the hourglass is a wavy line which may, as on 

                                                           
19 Henry Glassie, Folk Housing in Middle Virginia: A Structural Analysis of Historical Artefacts (Knoxville: 

University of Tennessee Press, 1975). See Chapter 9. 

20 Thomas Coe †1713 and Modesty Jeness †1718, both at Morston, and John Fiddeman †1718 and Andrew 

Fiddeman †1720, both at Cley.  

21 Elizabeth Barker †1722 at Cley. 

22 John Camell and Thomas Cooke, both †1714 at Cley, Thomas Towell †1718 at Holt, Philip Cooke †1719 at 

Cley, Martha Seames †1722 at Salthouse and Susan Thompson (date illegible) at North Creake. 
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mediæval bosses, represent the heavens.23 In the third design, Design 3, used on four 

stones (Plate G.9a)24, a three-quarter-face skull sits on top of the hourglass. Design 4, on 

one stone only (Plate G.9b),25 combines Designs 1 and 2, having a winged hourglass under 

a vestigial scroll pediment and wavy line, but on a chief between scrolls rather than in a 

shield-shaped compartment.   

These sixteen headstones comprise a tight, credible body of work. The lettering on all of 

them is reasonably consistent. The dates of death cover a period of eleven years,26 which is 

short for a stonecutter’s career, but quite possible if he died or moved away at the end. 

However, identification by one feature alone (the angled wings) does potentially rule out 

any work either containing alternative features, or dating from before the one feature was 

developed, or fully developed. Subsidiary features from the known, angled-winged work 

may be found on other stones which can extend the corpus of work.  

The most distinctive subsidiary feature here is the way the inscription goes on each side of 

the winged hourglass on almost all the Design 2 stones, what we would today call wrapping 

the text tightly round the image. This can be found on one stone at Fakenham (Plate 

G.10a)27 which, while it does not have angled wings, does have a skull on top of a winged 

hourglass in the same way as Design 3.  Surely by the same hand, although again with 

conventional bat-wings, is another of the same year at Salthouse (Plate G.10b).28 Other 

distinctive features can confirm the connection of angled-wing stones with each other; for 

instance, the hourglasses have very rounded, almost heart-like glass parts, and mortality 

motifs are similar.29  

It can be easy, at least superficially, to attribute headstones containing decorative or 

symbolic motifs. Stones which are entirely plain except for the inscription can be attributed 

only by the lettering – and of course by geography, in being found in an area the 

stonecutter in question worked in. One distinctive lettering feature found on most, but not 

all, the stones we have been looking at is a dot over the number 1, as though it was a 

minuscule i. Another is an axe-shaped minuscule t. On this basis we may tentatively 

                                                           
23 I am indebted to Dr Gabriel Byng for this insight. 

24 Edward Gay †1718 at Gunthorpe, Robert Brigham †1721 at Warham All Saints, Frances Stirges †1723 at 

Cley and William Haydon †1724, also at Cley. 

25 Andrew Fiddeman †1717 at Cley. 

26 1713 – 1724. 

27 Henry Glendenny †1711. 

28 Robert Stanforth †1711. 

29 Andrew Fiddeman †1720 (see Plate G.7b) and Elizabeth Barker †1722 (see Plate G.8a). 
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attribute one plain headstone (Plate G.11a)30 to the Angled-Wing Carver, and also two with 

different iconography – one a ‘one-off’, with tools of the deceased’s trade, (Plate G.11b)31 

and the other with an alternative mortality symbol, a skull (Plate G.12a).32   

There is also one stone (Plate G.12b)33 from 1710 which may be an example of the earlier 

work of the Angled-Wing Carver, although one must remember how often markers were 

backdated, especially when the first maker came to an area. It features a bald cherub (not 

an uncommon variant) with facial features not dissimilar to those of the Angled-Winged 

Carver’s cherubs, and wings which, while horizontal, are, like his, just ribs; the lettering is 

credible.   

The corpus thus arrived at, of twenty-two headstones, is geographically fairly limited in 

range and very much centred on Cley, now a village but then a town and significant port. 

His earliest stone are inland, at the southern edge of his range, and one could speculate that 

he first came to the area from the south; this could explain the carving of cherubs in the 

round at the top of stones, which was a feature of Cambridgeshire and Bedfordshire. While 

most Cley stones of the first two decades of the eighteenth century seem to be the work of 

the Angled-Wing Carver, most others in the vicinity are clearly not by him, but many are 

part of the regional style which are be identified in Appendix H.  

Anonymous Case Study 4: The Trailing-Cloud Carver 

Three-quarters of a century after the Angled-Wing Carver, another distinctive stonecutter 

appears in the same area; I have called him the Trailing-Cloud Carver, as his most 

distinctive feature is the trail of wave-like clouds which follow his cherubs and angels.34 His 

repertoire of charges is wide, but generally more than one appears on the same stone, so 

rather like playing dominoes one can link them up.  His cherubs are very definitely adult, 

with pronounced features and often a rather disapproving expression (Plate G.13).35 The 

bottom of the chief of many stones contains a representation of a disturbed graveyard with 

a skull, bones and a coffin protruding from the earth. The bones might equally be 

                                                           
30 Elizabeth Dowell †1717 at Cley. 

31 Thomas Smith †1725 at Wiveton. 

32 Richard Crisp †1712 at Cley. 

33 Catherine Cubit †1710 at Holt. 

34 This is not a design unique to him, but it is rare on gravemarkers (an intramural example, far away, is on the 

monument to Matthew Godwin †1586 in Exeter Cathedral, illustrated in Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 

329).  

35 Elizabeth Morgan †1782 at Blakeney, and an illegible example (with skull, torches and orouboros) at Holt. 
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accompanied by an open book and torches, one blazing but the other extinguished (Plate 

G.14).36 A made-up mariner’s coat of arms (Plate G.15a)37 attests to the coastal location, in 

one case with cherubs and the boneyard, or with torches, book and orouboros (Plate 

G.15b).38 As well as cherubs, there are full-length trumpeting angels, in a familiar Georgian 

gravestone pose, with torches, a closed book and a skull but no other bones (Plate 

G.16a),39 or just with cherubs (Plate G.16b).40 Trailing clouds adorn a resurrection scene 

(Plate G.17a),41 and also back up a cherub above an hourglass and closed book (Plate 

G.17b).42 Many of the cherubs have distinctively-upturned wings (Plate G.18a);43 in an 

alternative design (Plate G.18b),44 these latter support an hourglass, over the usual 

boneyard. A one-off depicts the tools of a bricklayer’s trade as well as a fine cherub with 

trailing clouds (Plate G.19a).45 

Most of these headstones are the same shape, with carving in false relief on a chief with E-

scrolls at either end. The lettering on most of the Trailing-Cloud Carver’s work is 

distinctive, with majuscule As extended markedly leftwards, like a slipping stepladder, and 

sometimes curling back. These can also be found on some plain stones (Plate G.19b)46 

which can therefore be attributed to him.  

Many of the features of the Trailing-Cloud Carver’s work are more reminiscent of north-

east England than of East Anglia, notably the open books which are a speciality of 

Northumberland (Plate G.20a),47 and also the fairly random collection of charges in the 

chief, including ouroboruses. Stone was imported to the East Anglian coast from the 

north-east coast, and it is possible the Trailing-Cloud Carver came down with it. It is even 

                                                           
36 John Spaul †1786 and Winn Funell †1794, both at Blakeney. 

37 Thomas Bond †1781 at Blakeney, Ann Boardman †1782 at Blakeney, Mary Isaack †1789 at Blakeney 

38 Thomas Cooper †1786 at Blakeney. 

39 James Hanson †1791 at Cley 

40 John Barker †1772 at Blakeney. 

41 Philip Edmunds †1791 at Burnham Deepdene 

42 William Garrett †1782 at Langham Episcopi. 

43 Although not two early examples, Hannah Funnel †1776 †1785 at Morston and Jane Taylor †1777 at 

Langham Episcopi. 

44 Mary Brown †1776 at Burnham Norton. 

45 Michael Jackson †1798 at Blakeney. 

46 John Hurrell †1792 and Henry Smith †1794, both at Blakeney, and John Smith †1787 and James Ram 

†1798 at Wiveton . 

47 Augustine Spaul †1797. They are also a speciality of Berwickshire, according to Betty Willsher (Willsher, 

‘Scottish Churchyard Memorials in the Eighteenth Century', p. 79). 
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conceivable that he worked in Northumberland and sent his stones down carved but 

uninscribed. A few stones where the carving is clearly by the Trailing-Cloud Carver have 

lettering not by him – or at least not the same as that on most of his work. As is described 

in Chapter 7, blanks were sometimes sold for someone else to inscribe, but it would be 

slightly odd if this was happening so close to what we presume was home. It is just possible 

that all the inscriptions with the distinctive A were by someone other than the Trailing-

Cloud Carver (who was perhaps in Northumberland), and that occasionally the latter’s 

imported work was inscribed by someone else. In support of this, one stone from 1772 

(Plate G.20b)48 is clearly inscribed by the A-carver but has a cherub which is not the 

Trailing-Cloud Carver’s. 

The Trailing-Cloud Carver’s work is restricted largely to the coast. Of his thirty-three 

attributed stones, twenty are in Blakeney, and only one49 is more than a couple of miles 

from the sea, suggesting a strong reliance on marine transport, but also perhaps 

competition from stonecutters working in other centres.  

Anonymous Case Study 5: The West Kent Fleur-de-Lys Carver 

Another anonymous carver I will call the West Kent Fleur-de-lys Carver because of the 

terminal feature of many of his markers (Plate G.21a).50 I have found his work in two 

churchyards in western Kent, south-east of London, and one over the border into Surrey. 

The local style, especially to the east and south, was what Roger Bowdler first called 

‘camels’ – stones with one hump or – for a couple – two (described in Appendix H). What 

makes our man so distinct is first, the finials, second distinctive cherubs, third a stippled 

background to the tympanum, fourth the forming of the hump with opposed scrolls and 

fifth, elaborate frames like contemporary picture-frames (Plate G.21b).51 One early marker 

has different cherubs, presumably before the final design was worked out (Plate G.22a).52 

A variant uses an hourglass instead of a cherub (Plate G.22b).53 The carver also generally 

                                                           
48 Robert Moutain †1772 at Blakeney. Sarah Wells †1774 at Blakeney seems to be an example of him trying to 

find his style. Paul Symonds †1776 at Langham Episcopi has a much more conventional cherub than usual on 

a more conventionally-shaped stone, but the usual A-lettering.Ann Groom †1768 at Burnham Norton has a 

cherub more like his mature work, but perhaps it is backdated. 

49 An illegible one at Holt. 

50 For example Reginall Hooker †1754 at Brasted, Kent. 

51 For example John Costidell †1750 (?), Westerham, Kent. 

52 Mary Ward †1741 at Westerham, Kent. 

53 For example Jane Allingham at Westerham, Kent. 
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uses a different stone from other carvers in the same yards; it needs looking at by a 

geologist, but I think it is fairly local. 

Anonymous Case Study 6: The Lowestoft Skull-on-Heart Carver 

My next christening is the Lowestoft Skull-on-Heart Carver. His markers, of which I have 

found five from the first two decades of the eighteenth century in the two adjacent Suffolk 

coastal parishes of Lowestoft and Pakefield (Plates G.23, G.24 and G.25a),54 are entirely 

plain apart from, in the chief or tympanum, a depression containing one or more mortality 

motifs;55 in two the depression is vaguely circular56 but in the others it is heart-shaped.57  

They come within the general East Anglian coastal styles described in Appendix H but are 

distinct by virtue of the heart shape of the effigial area. They also come within a more local 

tradition, and are clearly related to other headstones in the same yard (Plates G.25b and 

G.26),58 but it is important to stress that there are other headstones in Lowestoft 

churchyard of similar date which are clearly by other makers (Plate G.27)59 to attribute to 

an anonymous carver it is helpful to be able to show synchronic as well as sequential 

difference.   

Anonymous Case Study 7: The Cookham Ship’s Stern Carver  

The last case study in this appendix I will call the Cookham Ship’s-stern Carver, for his 

most distinctive head- and footstones are in a shape reminiscent of the stern of a 

contemporary warship, topped by a rather dyspeptic-looking cherub (Plate G.28a).60 These 

are found, so far as I can say, only in one churchyard, Cookham in Berkshire, in the 1780s 

and 1790s. They are in Portland stone except one late example which is in York stone with 

an urn as the effigial feature rather than a cherub (Plate G.28b).61  Where there are 

                                                           
54 John Bacon †1714 at Pakefield, Suffolk (hourglass and crossbones) and John Sanderson probably †1708  

(three-quarter-face skull and crossbones; round depression), John Houell †1710 (three-quarter-face skull), 

Margery Andick †1714 (three-quarter-face skull, spade, scythe and crossbones) and Francis Bridges †1711 or 

1717 (three-quarter-face skull, hourglass and crossbones), all at Lowestoft, Suffolk. 

55 For example John Houell †1710 at Lowestoft, Suffolk. 

56 For example John Bacon †1714 at Pakefield, Suffolk. 

57 For example Margery Andick †1714 at Lowestoft, Suffolk. 

58 For example Thomas Tye †1681 with a conventional chief (possibly backdated), Judith Baker †1728 with a 

conventional chief and different lettering, and Ann Manning †1741 with a heart verging on a shield. All at 

Lowestoft, Suffolk. 

59 For example John Smith †1710 and Ann Watson †1722, both at Lowestoft, Suffolk. 

60 For example Sarah Poulton †1791 

61 James King †1799. 
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footstones they are the same shape as the headstone (Plate G.29).62 Many are grouped 

together in an area to the north of the church; does this indicate a patronage network, or 

were these just plots brought into use at the time this carver was carving this design? He 

was probably responsible for a number of conventionally-shaped markers as well.  

What is especially interesting here is why, a new headstone shape having been invented, 

neither its maker nor anyone else seems ever to have used it elsewhere. Was it not liked, or 

thought somehow inappropriate? It may say something to us about what Henry Glassie has 

called the grammar of material culture within which the maker’s language is contained.63 

Was this ungrammatical? 

 

                                                           
62 For example Richard Holderness †1786. 

63 See Chapter 9. 
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Appendix H:  

Case Studies of Regional Gravemarker Styles 

 

This appendix contains case studies of a representative selection of regional styles I have 

identified. As the great majority of markers in the period are headstones, the great majority 

of styles are of headstones, and so these form the majority of the studies, followed by case 

studies of other forms: chests, ledgerstones and wooden styles. 

Like the œuvres of individual but anonymous stonecutters, regional styles need names, and 

one cannot use the name of the region alone because, as explained, more than one style 

might occupy the same territory. I have tried to coin names which combine the region with 

something identifiably descriptive. 

Case Study 1: the Devon Clock Style 

One of the stonecutters mentioned in Appendix F is William Shillibeer of Walkhampton, 

Devon. In the wider context, his work can be seen as part of what I call the Devon Clock 

Style. It includes not only his work but that of other stonecutters in the surrounding 

villages in south-west Devonshire. They include the rather more accomplished maker who 

carved the stone, mentioned in the account of Shillibeer, to Betty Creber †1759 at 

Walkhampton. The distinguishing features of the style are that it consists of headstones 

and often footstones of the local slate, usually with a semi-circular or segmental top and 

shoulders of some sort (Plate H.1a). In the tympanum is an array of motifs; the most 

distinctive of these is a clock, of course an updated version of an hourglass, but there are 

also skulls, sometimes with crossbones (Plate H.1b),1 hourglasses, winged and unwinged 

(Plate H.2a),2 cherubs, sometimes on hearts (Plate H.2b),3 and tulips (Plate H.3a).4 One 

marker has a sun in his splendour (Plate H.3b).5 Imagery connects well across the years, 

for example the heads and shoulders which are presumably in fact skulls as they have a 

triangular void instead of a nose, and which appear first on the headstone at Buckland 

Monachorum to the Corter children †1745 – 59 (Plate H.4a), and the footstone for Oliver 

                                                           
1 For example Mary Giles †1749 at Meavy, Devon. 

2 For example Elizabeth Dawe †1743 at Buckland Monachorum, Devon. 

3 For example Oliver Atwill †1781 at Walkhampton, Devon. 

4 For example Betty Creber †1759 at Walkhampton, Devon. 

5 The appropriately-named Richard Light †1763 at Walkhampton, Devon. 
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Atwill †1781 at Walkhampton (Plate H.4b). The lettering tends to have pretensions, with 

elaborate calligraphic first letters. There is one headstone at Dartington, dated 1719 (Plate 

H.5a),6 which has similarities to this style, but otherwise I have found markers dated from 

1735 to 1800.7 They are in the villages south-west of Dartmoor but inland of Plymouth; 

similar characteristics are found in some markers in the South Hams, but the slate is much 

poorer and so they have not survived so well. (Plate H.5b)8 

Case Study 2: the Newport Hundred Bicorn Style 

One of the most local styles, as mentioned in Chapter 8, was the Newport Hundred Bicorn 

Style. It is found (so far as I can see) only in its eponymous hundred in northern 

Buckinghamshire. The local stone delaminates quite badly and many of the inscriptions are 

no longer fully legible, but subject to this, examples have a date range from 1696 (possibly a 

little backdated) to 1759 and are found in churchyards at Clifton Reynes, Lathbury, 

Newton Blossomville, Olney, Ravenstone and Weston Underwood. Burgess writes about 

the area (mainly about a local stonecutter who taught the poet Cowper to draw) but does 

not mention these markers. Their distinctive feature is that they have a serpentine top, the 

lower ends of which extend out an inch or so wider than the body of the stone, like a 

bicorn hat (Plate H.6a).9 A marker at Weston Underwood to Mary Tripp †1715 is topped 

by two cherubs with a cross between them (this is recusant territory), and behind all, 

drapery gathered into bunches at each corner, rather like an heraldic robe of estate (Plate 

H.6b).10 The overall outline is similar to that of the bicorn style, and it is tempting to see it 

as an early, ‘polite’ marker, the shape of which has later been copied by local stonecutters.11 

In support of this, the next in date after Tripp (Sarah Brightman †1715, at Olney) is of an 

intermediate complexity; it is heavily encrusted with lichen but appears to be topped by a 

single cherub (its head defined in outline) with wings sweeping down and beyond the 

bounds of the main stone (Plate H.7a). Two other markers at Olney (the dates not now 

legible) have gathered drapery forming the projections. Three others have a slightly more 

complex outline, with a central projection analogous to the cherub’s head on Brightman. 

Otherwise they are an homogenous group. They are replaced in the second half of the 

                                                           
6 Joan Williams †1719. 

7 John Drake†1735  at Buckland Monachorum, Devon, and William Creber †1800 at Meavy, Devon. 

8 For example Mary Cleife †1800 at West Charleton, Devon. 

9 For example Thomas Palmer †1746 at Lathbury, Bucks. 

10 Burgess illustrates it with a drawing which does not show this projection. 

11 The only earlier one I have found is Richard Brittan †1696 at Olney, which seems, by virtue of two 

decades’ seniority over other examples, to have been backdated. 
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eighteenth century by more conventional segmental-topped markers (often of an inferior 

stone). 

Case Study 3: the Marches Shallow Mantling Style 

A style covering a wider area was the Marches Shallow Mantling Style, which I have found 

with dates from 1722 to 179912 in Worcestershire, north-eastern Gloucestershire, northern 

Herefordshire, southern Shropshire and Radnorshire (Plate H.7b).13 As the earlier 

examples come only from Worcestershire, the implication must be that the style spread up 

the river valleys towards and then into Wales. Its most distinctive feature is the shallowness 

of the carving – almost engraving and best comparable to work on slate in other areas, 

although on a brownish stone which has begun to delaminate. The headstone is most often 

rectangular with a segmental top and an inscription space in the middle. The whole area 

between this and the edge of the stone is covered in what is best described as heraldic 

mantling, although some versions could also be described as scrollwork or foliate 

decoration, and neoclassical elements appear in the later part of the period (Plate H.8a).14 

It should be remembered, as seen in Chapter 6, how widespread heraldic decoration was in 

many aspects of material culture. There is often stippling behind the mantling. Sometimes 

the effect can be rococo (Plate H.8b).15 One marker is signed (Plate H.9a);16 it is one of a 

variant sub-style in which the surrounding decoration includes, as well as mantling, 

architectural elemets, usually an aedicule, but still all engraved very shallowly. The variant 

seems to be associated principally with the Worcestershire Cotswolds. 

Case Study 4: the Herefordshire High-Relief Style and the South Herefordshire 

Putto Style 

Distinct from this (and quite a lot earlier) was the Herefordshire High-Relief Style. This 

had four main characteristics: it was carved in high relief, on the local red sandstone, using 

mainly plant-based motifs, and with the inscription panel substantially recessed. It is an 

early style; I have found examples dated from 1671 to 1712 (Plates H.9b and H.10a),17 

although right at the beginning the relief consisted only of the recessed inscription, and the 

                                                           
12 Cornelius Moore †1722 at Ripple, Worcs., and Thomas Roberts †1800 at Dore Abbey, Herefs. 

13 A typical example is Hester Reynolds †1726 at Earl’s Croome, Worcs. 

14 For example Sarah Neale †1777 at Bretforton, Worcs. 

15 For example Samuel Shepard †1760 at Bretforton, Worcs. 

16 That to Elizabeth Hunt †1746 at Bretforton, Worcs., by John Laughton of Cleeve. 

17 Richard Abrahill †1671 and Sarah Prossor †1712 both at Linton, Herefs. 
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plant designs were shallowly incised.18 One design repeated more than once is of a fleur-de-

lys in the chief above the recessed inscription with on each side of the latter a flower on a 

leafed stalk (Plate H.10b);19 another had fruit in the chief (grapes or hops) and more 

architectural side borders (Plate 11a).20  

It is noteworthy that when this style fell out of use, the Marches Shallow Mantling Style, 

which had been advancing through northern Herefordshire, did not take its place. Instead, 

a more three-dimensional style arose, the South Herefordshire Putto Style, involving 

rococo borders and high-relief cherubs very much at the putto end of the spectrum, even 

if, in execution, sometimes veering more towards the ploughboy. The heads are sometimes, 

especially later on, unwinged. I have found examples from 1717 (Plate 11b) until the end 

of the century (Plate 12a).21 The earliest examples are generally polite putti and the latest 

distinctly rustic (Plates 12b and 13a).22  

The fact that they were unwinged was presumably through the influence of an earlier style, 

the Forest of Dean Disembodied Head Style, which overlapped with the South 

Herefordshire Putto Style both geographically and chronologically. It occurs on the 

Gloucestershire/Herefordshire borders. Its main characteristic is that the principal charge, 

in the middle of the top of the chief, is not a cherub but a wingless, bodiless head. In some 

cases, however, there is a book below the head, supported by hands and parts of arms, 

although not visibly connected to the head. The style is an example of makers deciding that 

the wings of the popular cherub were not necessary, and therefore omitting them; other 

examples of this occur in the Essex County Style (q.v,).  I have found examples of the style 

bearing dates from 1684 to 1756 (Plates 13b and 14a),23 together with a number where the 

dates are no longer visible; some are in a very hard, very hardwearing stone, but others are 

in a sandstone which delaminates badly.   

 

                                                           
18 Richard Abrahill †1671 and John Colier †1684, both at Linton, Herefs. 

19 Charles Prosser †1682 (with a rather odd fleur-de-lys) at Peterstow, James Apperley †1689, Daniel Teagie 

†1690 and Mary Dobes †1691, all at Linton, and (without the side flowers) Sarah Voice †1700 at Linton and 

James Cope †1704 at Peterstow. 

20 Mary Jacob †1688,  James Morgan †1694,  Mary Cole †1700 and Sarah Prossor †1712, all at Linton. 

21 Anne Thomas †1717 at St Weonard’s, Herefs., and John Tayler †1799 at Much Marcle and Elizabeth 

Edwards †1799 at Peterstow, both Herefs.  

22 Compare Joseph Williams †1759 at Upton Bishop, Herefs., and Richard Hood †1780 at Peterstow, Herefs. 

23 Roger Webb †1684 at Linton, Herefs., and William Trigge †1756 at Little Dean, Glos. 
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Case Study 5: the Allerdale Scroll-Pediment Style 

The Herefordshire High Relief Style was one of a number making use of the easily-carvable 

red sandstone which runs down the western side of Great Britain. Further north it is used 

by the Allerdale Scroll Pediment Style, which is characterised by a quite tall, plain headstone 

with a pediment (generally a scroll pediment) at the top and a charge pendant from it, but 

not forming a differentiated chief. This charge is most commonly a scallop shell, but also 

sometimes an urn,24  a thistle25 or in one case a head (Plate 14b).26 The scrolls of the 

pediment are mainly in the form of roses with stamens represented by pin-prick incisions, 

giving the effect of the rose of a watering-can (Plate 15a).27 The markers are usually of the 

local red (St Bees) sandstone but some examples are in a local pale yellow sandstone (Plate 

15b).28 I have found examples dated from 1746 to 1790 (Plate 16)29 in an area of the west 

coast of Cumberland in the vicinity of Whitehaven and St Bees; study of the style is 

impeded by the destruction of the historic churchyards in the two largest towns, 

Whitehaven and Workington, where someone’s selection of stones have been laid flat or 

against walls and the remainder presumably destroyed. I have also found one example 

within the period at Onchan on the Isle of Man to which it was no doubt shipped from 

Whitehaven (then the main port for shipping to that island)(Plate 17a).30   

Case Study 6: the Dorset Romanesque Style 

Another stone giving rise to a number of different styles is Portland, quarried principally on 

the isle of that name, and coming to national notice when used for the rebuilding of 

London after the Great Fire. Its gravemarker use was of two kinds, first as the local stone 

in much of Dorset, and second as an imported stone in much of south-east England, 

whither it was carried by sea. 

One local use was in the Dorset Romanesque Style, used for a number of markers in some 

south Dorset churchyards. The style is referred to by Connor,31 although not named. Two 

                                                           
24 William Watson †1785 at St James’s, Whitehaven, Cumberland. 

25 For example Clement Mossop †1781 at Beckermet St Bridget, Cumberland. 

26 John Sibson †1779 at Crosscanonby, Cumberland. 

27 For example Jeremiah Pattinson †1783 at St Nicholas’, Whitehaven, Cumberland. 

28 For example Bridget and Frances Sewell †1777 at St Michael’s, Workington, Cumberland. 

29 Clement Mossop †1746 at Beckermet St Bridget and John Spencer †1790 at St Michael’s, Workington, 

Cumberland. 

30 William Harriman †1760. It seems to have had little immediate influence locally although a number of 

markers in this tradition appear at Onchan and nearby in the early nineteenth century. 

31 Connor, pp. 75 – 77. 
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are single headstones (Plate H.17b),32 one is a double headstone (Plate H.18a),33 one is a 

mural monument in a porch,34 one appears to be a side panel from a disassembled altar 

tomb,35 three have been mutilated so it is not clear what they originally were,36 and the rest 

are altar tombs (Plate H.18b)37. They consist of a flat surface (the side of the altar tombs 

and the face of the headstone) bearing in relief what looks like part of a Romanesque 

arcade: one arch for the headstone, two arches otherwise. They have presumably been 

copied by their makers from local Romanesque churches. The majority have Romanesque 

mouldings around the arches, nailheaded or dentilled. (This dentilling is carried on as a 

motif in one other more conventional headstone) (Plate H.19a).38 Four, however, do not 

have mouldings round the arches but have what looks like the outline of a simple capital 

and also a cusp at the top of the round-headed arch, conceivably intended to represent a 

keystone (Plate H.19b).39 One marker also has Gothic ornament in the form of two cusp-

topped lancet windows carved to the left of the arcade (Plate H.20a),40 while another has a 

scroll pediment and top and hourglasses to the sides (Plate H.20b).41 I have found nine 

examples bearing dates from 1669 to 1691,42 but there may be more in churchyards I have 

not visited.43  

Case Study 7: the Worth Flower Style 

In Sussex the use of Portland stone seems to have spread from the coast inland and from 

west to east. Neither the plain south of Chichester nor the South Downs have any stone 

and so were early fertile territory for the new import. There is, however, stone in the 

Weald, and there it was used for the first markers; it is a soft, brown stone and erodes 

badly, so that many of the earliest are illegible and undatable. It hung on latest in the 

                                                           
32 The more distinct is ffrancis Bartlet †1671 at Litton Cheney, Dorset, where the ‘columns’ are actually half-

bobbins. 

33 John and Hippolty Bartlet (no date visible) at Litton Cheney, Dorset. 

34 Joan Deering †1682 at Portesham, Dorset. 

35 Andrew Churchill †1691 at Litton Cheney, Dorset. 

36 At Wyke Regis, Dorset, where many old stones have been cut down into rectangular shapes to line a path.  

37 For example Henry Barlew †1669 at Long Bredy, Dorset. 

38 Christian Diker †1699 at Long Bredy, Dorset. 

39 For example Richard Deavonish †1684 at Wyke Regis, Dorset. 

40 On Andrew Churchill †1691 at Litton Cheney, Dorset. 

41 Jone Parkar †1689 at Portesham, Dorset. 

42 Henry Barlew †1669 at Long Bredy, Dorset, and Andrew Churchill †1691 at Litton Cheney, Dorset. 

43 Connor (p. 77) illustrates some examples but does not consider them as a style as such. 
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eastern half of the Sussex Weald, in the far east in the form of Camels (q.v.) and in the 

mid-Sussex Weald as what I call the Worth Flower Style.  

This last is always on the local dark brown stone, in the form of headstones without 

footstones. They are upright with all but the top used as an unframed inscription surface. 

The chief is shaped and bears motifs in false relief, generally on a stippled background.  

The motifs include cherubs with wings upraised in the shape of arms (Plate H.21a),44 

torches flaming or not (but never inverted) (Plate H.21b)45 and, most distinctly, large 

flowers sometimes on sparsely-leaved stems (Plate H.22a).46 I have found examples dated 

from 1734 to 179547 in a number of mid-Sussex parishes, but principally at Worth. The 

style may have started at Horsted Keynes, where the earlier markers have a very shallow 

chief with either flowers or torches. One at Worth has all the elements (plus a skull) but is 

clearly from a hand not responsible for any others I have seen, thus confirming that at least 

two makers were involved (Plate H.22b).48 

Case Study 8: the Boston Bedhead 

The most successful regional style, if by success we mean wide geographical spread and 

longevity, was what I have called the Boston Bedhead.49 It consists of a stone, roughly 

square or wider than high, with a segmental top between two small, round-topped caps or 

finials. In its classic form it has a square or rectangular inscription area with a border on all 

four edges or just down each side, usually some sort of vine or fruit design. There is almost 

always a motif incised or in false relief in the tympanum, in the vast majority of cases a 

bird-winged skull or, especially later, a cherub (Plate H.23a).50 There are sometimes 

footstones, to the same design but smaller and sometimes with a foliate motif in the 

tympanum (Plate H.23b).51 The very first markers in this style were plain, without any 

                                                           
44 For example Joseph Oliver †1775 at Worth, Sussex. 

45 For example John Allingham †1774 at Worth, Sussex. 

46 For example Ann Starley †1782 at Balcombe, Sussex. 

47 Hannah Warnett †1734 at Horsted Keynes, Sussex, and Sarah Glazebrook †1795 at Worth, Sussex. The 

former is the earliest of the style by two decades and so the possibility does need to be considered that it is 

backdated. 

48 Henry Payne †1766 at Worth, Sussex. 

49 Kewley, ‘Behind the Bedheads’, passim. 

50 A good example of the classic Boston Bedhead is John Goodwin †1712 at Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA. 

51 For example Nathaniel Bosworth †1690 at the Congregational Churchyard, Bristol, RI. 
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decoration (Plate H.24a), 52 and so the decoration postdates the shape; during the last 

quarter of the seventeenth century, there were many in between the fully-decorated and the 

totally plain (Plates H.24b and H.25a).53  

As the eighteenth century went on, in eastern Massachusetts the inscription tablet got 

bigger and the borders narrowed so that they no longer lined up with the finials; I call this a 

Vestigial Bedhead (Plate H.25b).54 A more elaborate variant I call the Luxury Vestigial 

Bedhead, in which the tympanum takes on a serpentine outline and is shouldered; it may 

bear a cherub in relief but more often a portrait, again in relief (Plate H.26a).55 All the 

examples I have seen have been in Charleston or Georgetown, South Carolina, whither 

they had been imported from Boston or Newport; they are thus a regional style really of 

coastal South Carolina, not of New England, although made there. Those I have seen bear 

dates from 1738 to 1773 (Plates H.26b and H.27a).56  

By the end of the century both borders and finials had disappeared from quotidian 

bedhead markers, leaving a lunette atop a square-ish stone, still with the inscription on the 

square part and a motif (a cherub or a bird-winged skull) on the lunette; I call these Postless 

Bedheads (Plate H.27b).57 From the 1790s onwards in most places cherubs and winged 

skulls were often replaced by either an urn or an urn under a weeping willow (Plate H. 

28).58 

The Boston Bedhead first appears in the Boston area in plain form in the 1660s and fully-

formed and decorated by the 1680s (Plate H.29a).59 Within a decade or so it had become 

the dominant style throughout eastern Massachusetts and Rhode Island (Plate H.29b).60 

With variations it remained so until the rise of marble in the early nineteenth century.  In 

                                                           
52 The earliest I have found is John Foster †1659 at Charlestown, MA; some with earlier dates seem 

backdated. 

53 For example Ruth Eger †1679 at Cambridge, MA, at the more decorated end of the scale, and Lydia Broun 

†1680 at Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA., at the plainer. 

54 For example Nathaniel Brown †1759 at Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA. 

55 For example John Stannyarne †1749 at the Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC. 

56 Nathan Bassett †1738 at the Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC, and Francis Le Baron 

†1773 at Georgetown, SC. 

57 For example Isaac Higgins †1775 at Wellfleet, MA. 

58 For example Charles Jarvis Larkin †1796 at the Common Burial Ground, Boston, MA (urn alone) and  

Jemima Proud †1792 at St Paul’s, New York, NY (urn and weeping willow) 

59 For example Thomas Rand †1683 at Charlestown, MA. 

60 Early examples include Sarah Mayes †1683, Katharin Avars †1685 and Mary Arnold †1690, all at the 

Common Burial Ground, Newport, RI. 
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those areas it was carved on local slate which was generally long-lasting and capable of 

being carved in fine detail. During the last quarter of the seventeenth century it moved west 

and took over the Connecticut Valley (both the southern part in the eponymous state 

(Plate H.30a)61 and the northern half in Massachusetts), but here was carved on local 

stone, principally a red or brown sandstone (Plate H.30b).62 This allowed headstones here 

to be, by the end of the century, much taller than was generally possible with the eastern 

Massachusetts slates (Plate H.31a).63 The design spread further south by the beginning of 

the eighteenth century, taking in New York (Plate H.31b)64 and New Jersey (Plate 

H.32a),65 on brownstones.66 Markers in the style shipped from Boston and Newport, 

Rhode Island, to Charleston meant that it became the principal design found in that city 

and its immediate hinterland (Plate H.32b).67 The basic outline, although not the internal 

layout or motifs, also informed other styles, such as the Bigham Bedheads of the Carolina 

Piedmont (q.v.). It was thus a very successful style, although not recognised as such. Until I 

showed that it was an invention of the Boston area,68 it had been thought by many 

gravestone scholars to be just the normal form of headstone brought from England. 

Case Study 9: the Philadelphia Style 

The Philadelphia Style needs no descriptive qualification as it was from the mid-eighteenth 

century the only style produced by the largest city of British North America. It is well-

known but has not been properly studied,69 possibly because the Pennsylvania marble of 

which it was generally made has performed very poorly and most are now illegible and thus 

impossible to date,70 but perhaps also because the markers generally lack the motifs which 

attracted many scholars to gravestones in the second half of the twentieth century.71 They 

                                                           
61 For example Susanna Lynde †1685 at Old Saybrook 

62 For example Jerusha Edwards †1729 at the Edwards Burying Ground, South Windsor, CT. 

63 For example John Taylor †1787 at Park St. Cemetery, West Springfield, MA. 

64 Ann Churcher †1691 is the first bedhead in Trinity Churchyard, New York, NY. 

65 An early example is Mary Jones †1693 at Piscatawaytown, NJ.  

66 These are the southernmost locations for making markers in the style (Veit, ‘Consumerism and 

Iconographic Change’, p. 119). 

67 For example Mary Peronneau †1741 at the Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC. 

68 Kewley, ‘Behind the Bedheads’, passim. 

69 The main work to date is Elizabeth A. Crowell,  ‘Philadelphia Gravestones, 1760-1820’, Northeast Historical 

Archaeology Vol. X (1981) pp. 23-39. 

70 This is why Veit excludes them from his study of New Jersey (Veit, ‘Consumerism and Iconographic 

Change’, p. 119). 

71 Veit and Nonestied refer to it briefly (for its incursions into southern New Jersey) at pp. 70-72. 
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were exported to other parts of the eastern seaboard, notably Delaware and Charleston, 

and my fieldwork has produced a corpus of some eighty-seven dated markers which 

provides an adequate basis for study. The Philadelphia Style is very simple, and must be a 

development of the Boston Bedhead. It consists of a high segmental (sometimes semi-

circular) centre, usually shouldered, with pronounced bedpost-type finials each side, 

sometimes themselves shouldered, taller than on a Boston Bedhead but shorter than the 

centre. The great majority are completely plain, but there are some in which there is false 

relief carving in the tympanum: a skull and crossbones;72 a cherub (Plate H.33a);73 masonic 

setsquare and compasses (Plate H.33b);74 a cross (Plate H.34a);75 something looking in its 

weathered state like some sort of anthemion (Plate 34.b);76 and something which has 

eroded too much to be understood but seems to be an urn or cartouche.77 It may be 

significant that most of these are in the South; New England markers made for the 

Charleston trade were more elaborate than those made for domestic consumption, and the 

same may have been the case with Philadelphia exports. 

Some markers from the 1730s and 1740s show what seems to be the style developing. The 

earliest-dated I have found is John Bowyer †1732 at Christ Church New Burial Ground, 

Philadelphia; the centre is low and yoked, but the finials are there (Plate H.35a); ten years 

later, Grace Howard †1742 in the same yard is quite similar, although the centre is a scroll 

pediment not a yoke; a further three years on, Gabriel Bunbury †1745 at St Philip’s, 

Charleston, has a tall (but unshouldered) centre, with rather than finials, vestigial halves of 

a widely-spaced scroll pediment (Plate H.35b), and the Mullan daughters †1747 is very 

similar in outline. With John Hodsden Ellis †1761 in Charleston (Plate H.36a)78 comes a 

closer approach to the Philadelphia shape but with a lower central segment; the first marker 

with the full shape I have found is to Catharine Ramsey in the Episcopal Churchyard in 

New Castle, Delaware, dated 1765 (Plate H.36b).  

The material used for the Philadelphia Style is almost always the white marble quarried 

west of the city, but occasionally other stone was used, principally mottled marble from the 

                                                           
72 Sarah Brunlow †1770 at Cross Creek Old Cemetery, Fayetteville, NC. 

73 Isabella .... †1778 at Old Pine Street Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, PA, and Maria Mayer †1795 at St 

Philip’s, Charleston. 

74 William Worlock Green †1794 at Trinity Churchyard, Oxford Township, PA. 

75 [Name illegible] †179- at Old St Mary’s Roman Catholic Church, Philadelphia, PA. 

76 Thomas Lamboll Thomas †1770 at the Circular Congregational Church, Charleston, SC.  

77 William Hall †1767 at St Philip’s, Charleston, SC. 

78 Circular Congregational churchyard. 
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same area (Plate H.37a)79 and a black slate probably from around Quarryville (Plate 

H.37b)80. Why this latter was not used more is unclear, as it survives much better than the 

marble, but presumably the defects of the latter were not known in time. The Philadelphia 

shape was not used much in New Jersey, but where it was, it was in the local brownstone 

(Plate H.38a).81 The New Jersey speciality, of a Boston-type bedhead with an extra high 

central segment crested with several segments, may have been influenced by the 

Philadelphia shape. It is also worth noting that the outline of the Luxury Vestigial 

Bedheads, the most expensive products of Boston and Newport sent out to Charleston, 

have an outline which is very close to the Philadelphia Style. 

Case Study 10: the Quarryville Plain Style, the Appalachian Decorated Style and the 

Appalachian Romanesque Style 

It is, however, the Philadelphia Style, not the Pennsylvania Style, for further west there 

were other styles. One, the Quarryville Plain Style, was confined within the state to the slate 

country west of Philadelphia, settled in the first half of the eighteenth century by Ulster 

Protestants. The headstone is a plain, almost black slate with just a single quirk moulding all 

round. The shape varies, usually some variation on a yoke (plain [Plate H.38b],82 

shouldered or double-shouldered,83 or with a gable in the middle [Plate H.39a]),84 but in 

one late example a waisted bedhead (Plate H.39b).85 I have found examples dated between 

1736 and 1769, chiefly at Chestnut Level Burial Ground at Quarryville, but also elsewhere 

in the locality. After many migrants from the area travelled down the Appalachians to the 

Carolina Piedmont after mid-century, the style disappears; only a very few examples recur 

in the Carolinas. 

The Appalachian Decorated Style is the same as the Quarryville Plain but has a variety of 

motifs either incised or carved in (true) relief in the chief. It is initially found in a more 

even distribution in south central Pennsylvania. It was then taken south to the Piedmont 

but disappears completely in its original home. This suggests that the makers were among 

the migrants south; Daniel W. Patterson has identified some as the work of the Bigham 

                                                           
79 Patrick Carson †1767 at Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA. 

80 For example Charles Edgar †1769 at St Peter’s, Philadelphia, PA. 

81 Rachel Swan †1792 at St James’s, Piscatawaytown, NJ; it has the typical Jersey feature of initials in the 

tympanum. 

82 For example Mary Duff †1757 at Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA. 

83 For example the McSparran children †1763 at Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA. 

84 For example William Baxter †1760 at Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA. 

85 George Leckey †1784 at Great Conewago, PA. 
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family, who did migrate,86 although he does not identify the style. Examples I have seen 

range in date from 1732 to 1779 in Pennsylvania and from 1772 to 1798 in the Carolinas.                     

Motifs include cherubs (Plate H.40),87 a skull and crossbones (Plate H.41),88 a cherub and 

crossbones (Plate H.42a),89 a hand and sword,90 tulips (Plate H.42b),91 thistles,92 other 

flowers,93 doves (mainly in the Piedmont) (Plate H.43),94 and (later on) decoration which 

looks like a curved quarter fan but is probably acanthus-based (Plate H.44a).95 Heraldry is 

rare on this style,96 although some motifs found loose on the headstone are probably 

derived at more or less close remove from heraldry, including a dragon (Plate H.44b)97 

and a double-headed eagle.98 Sometimes the top of the stone is rounded and the motif 

extends onto it (Plate H.45a).99 A few chiefs have quite elaborate carving, such as the 

scales, flagon and urn on one in Pennsylvania.100  

It was not, however, the only style among the Scots-Irish of the Carolina Piedmont. The 

other principal one I call the Appalachian Romanesque Style. It is characterised by a round- 

or segmental-topped headstone with, carved in relief, an aedicule consisting of pilasters or 

half-columns supporting an arch which often bears a rope or dentilled moulding, giving a 

Romanesque effect. The style is reminiscent of some in Great Britain, notably the Dorset 

Romanesque (q.v.). It seems to have started its New World existence in the Philadelphia 

area; the headstone to James Bingham †1714 (Plate H.45b), apparently dug up in Christ 

Church churchyard,101 already bears the characteristic features: half columns and a round-

                                                           
86 Patterson, True Image, pp. 21-29, 79-88.  

87 For example Hannah Gordon †1764 at Great Conewago, PA, and Joseph Hart †1773 at Thyatira, NC. 

88 For example John Clark †1776 at Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA, and some anonymous markers (possibly 

footstones) at Thyatira, NC. 

89 McIlroy †1744 at Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA (I am not aware of this combination in the Carolinas). 

90 For example James Ross †1741 at Great Conewago, Hunterstown, PA. 

91 Elizabeth King †1732 at Chestnut Level new burial ground, Quarryville, PA. 

92 Mary Hughey †1787 at Thyatira, NC. 

93 For example Alexander Stirling †1759 at Great Conewago, PA. 

94 Vilot Porter †1753 at Black’s Graveyard, Upper Marsh Creek, PA, and  James Carruth Green †1777 at 

Steele Creek, NC. 

95 For example Zaccheus Wilson Calhoun †1781 at Steele Creek, NC. 

96 An example is Andrew Thompson †1759 at Great Conewago, PA (a shield with a stag’s head).  

97 John Midlton †1739 at Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA. 

98 Thomas Miller †1774 at Thyatira, NC. 

99 For example Mary Orr †1754 at Black’s Graveyard, Upper Marsh Creek, PA. 

100 Rebekah Erwin †1763 at Black’s Graveyard, Upper Marsh Creek, PA. 

101 According to a docent on duty there; I have not been able to confirm the story. 
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headed arch with zig-zag decoration. It also bears a cherub, in high relief, in the tympanum, 

and a foliate border outside the aedicule. Other contemporary headstones from the area 

around Philadelphia share some characteristics with this (Plate H.46a).102 Veit and 

Nonestied refer to the Bingham stone and associate it with a maker they call the 

Philadelphia Column Carver, with further work in southern New Jersey.103 I have not 

found any other examples until some years later, after the Presbyterian settlers had moved 

down the Appalachians to the Carolina Piedmont. Headstones with these features appear 

there with dates from 1756 to 1781. The mouldings on the arches may be purely dentilled 

(Plate H.46b),104 both dentilled and zig-zag (Plate H.47a)105 or both dentilled and rope-

moulded. Some columns survive the journey south (Plate H.47b)106 but most in the 

Carolinas are broken up with balls, looking more like newel-posts (Plate H.48a); 107 they 

are sometimes reeded.108 Eventually the columns disappeared and the style turns into one I 

call the Piedmont Residual Romanesque with just the mouldings on the arch remaining 

(Plate H.48b),109 although in one case the reverse has happened.110  

The style which became most popular in the Piedmont in the last decade of the eighteenth 

century is associated with the Bigham family of Mecklenburgh County and I will call it the 

Bigham Style  although they did not make them all. It takes the Appalachian Decorated 

Style and puts it onto taller markers of soapstone, often double-sided, with updated, more 

elegant lettering and layout (Plate H.49a).111 From the Piedmont Residual Romanesque it 

takes the idea of a moulding and, in a minority of cases, retains it in the form of a 

chequerboard, alternately flat and in false relief (Plate H.49b).112 The grandest and 

presumably most expensive markers have an heraldic achievement taking up half the front 

of the headstone, often with raised lettering below (Plate H.50a).113 The heraldry seems 

always to be fake, or rather, true heraldry but not the arms of the person commemorated; 

                                                           
102 Notably Ann Hood †1708 at Trinity Churchyard, Oxford Township, PA. 

103 Veit and Nonestied, pp. 72-73. 

104 James Carruth †1775 at Steele Creek, NC. 

105 For example Jean Hagin †1776 at Thyatira, NC. 

106 For example John Lock †1764 at Thyatira, NC. 

107 For example John Knox †1758 at Thyatira, NC. 

108 Alexander Cathey †1766 at Thyatira, NC. 

109 For example Robert McNight †1778 at the Spratt Family Cemetery, Charlotte, NC (now moved to Steele 

Creek, NC). (with both dentilled and rope mouldings) and James Crow †1775 at Waxhaw, SC.  

110 Sarah Knox †1765 at Steele Creek, NC. 

111 For example Margery Irvin †1788 at Hopwell Presbyterian Church, Huntersville, NC. 

112 For example Samuel Dunlap †1791 at Waxhaw, SC. 

113 For example Joseph Davis †1790 at Steele Creek, NC. 
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some may have been copied from coins, for instance the royal arms of Portugal (Plate 

H.50b).114 

Looking at styles rather than only at makers (which latter is largely what Patterson did) 

makes it easier to identify distribution patterns – and of course it is easier to identify a 

particular marker as being in a particular style than to prove it to be the work of a particular 

carver. In Pennsylvania, the Appalachian Decorated Style is distributed around the York 

and Lancaster area, while the Quarryville Plain style is much more closely limited to its 

eponymous location. As it was near the quarry, perhaps the stone was more readily 

available and so more could afford it, or perhaps there were more men able to work it; 

quarry villages usually have large, early churchyards. It is interesting that in the Piedmont 

the Appalachian Decorated Style is found mainly in Mecklenburgh County (around the 

present-day metropolis of Charlotte, NC) while the Appalachian Romanesque appears 

earlier but is more common further north-east, in Rowan County, half-way to (Old) Salem. 

The suggestion must be two centres of production. The role of the Bighams may need 

more investigation, although it has been extensively treated by both Little and Patterson. 

What is especially puzzling is why, if they were the masterminds behind the Appalachian 

Decorated Style, it becomes more Ulster after they get to the Carolinas, when Scots-Irish 

influence should be receding. Quite what happened to Appalachian Romanesque between 

its early outings in the Philadelphia area and its relatively brief ubiquity in Rowan County 

after the migration is also unclear.  

Case Study 11: the Merrimack Valley Style 

An instance where it seems clear that one stonecutter did, by moving, transplant a regional 

style to another region, is that of the Merrimack Valley Style.115 In origin it is a stylised, 

streamlined version of the Boston Bedhead. Its characteristics in its earliest form are a 

bedhead shape with an inscription tablet in the usual place and a border at the sides. In the 

tympanum is a cherub of stylised form consisting of a circular, cartoon-like head with lines 

either side which the eye of faith can see as representing his wings (Plate H.51a).116 It was 

initially restricted to Essex County, Massachusetts, north of Boston, from about 1700 

onwards (Plate H.51b).117 Ludwig, in the first edition of Graven Images, takes a backdated 

marker at face value and so assumes this style dates from the 1660s; in the preface to his 

                                                           
114 Hannah Greer †1788 at Steele Creek, NC. 

115 So christened by Peter Benes (Benes, Masks of Orthodoxy, p.12). 

116 For example Moses Bradstreet †1690 (but made a lot later) at Rowley, MA  

117 For example Abigail Dutch †1713 at Ipswich, MA.  
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third edition he admits the error, which demolishes much of his argument,118 although the 

main text has not been corrected. Many of the early stones are attributed to a stonecutter 

called John Hartshorne.119 He moved to Lebanon, Connecticut, in the early 1720s, and 

soon similar markers begin appearing there.120 The style then diverges. In Connecticut the 

faces continue round but have more refined features, while the shape of the marker moves 

away from the bedhead norm (Plate H.52a);121 the East Connecticut Gabled Style (q.v.) is 

one development of this. Meanwhile in north-east Massachusetts the shape remains 

generally constant but the cherubs lose their wings altogether, leaving disembodied heads 

which become even more stylised, with strips outlining round eyes, a slit mouth and the 

ridge of the nose, as well as the shape of the face; they are flanked not by wings but by 

spirals, sexfoils in circles or similar ornament (Plate 52b).122 This style lasts in Essex 

County in the hands of the Mullicken and Leighton families into the 1750s (Plate 53a)123 

and in Middlesex and Worcester Counties in the hands of the Worcester family into the 

1780s (Plate 53b).124  

Case Study 12: the Manx Crouchback and Swan Styles 

Another case of the founding of a regional style by one stonecutter is that of Henry Quayle 

on the Isle of Man; his own career has been described in Appendix F. He established a 

style there which outlived him and, in the hands of others as yet unidentified, developed 

into two successive styles I have called the Crouchback and the Swan.125 The tradition 

comes in two phases before being lost in nationwide movements in the years after 

Waterloo. The first (the Crouchback Group) starts before the middle of the eighteenth 

                                                           
118 Ludwig, Graven Images, p. xxxviii. 

119 Ernest Caulfield, ‘Connecticut Gravestones XII: John Hartshorn (1650-c.1738) vs Joshua Hempstead 

(1678-1758)', Markers Vol. VIII (1991), pp. 165-88;  Peter Benes, ‘Lt. John Hartshorn: Gravestone Maker of 

Haverhill and Norwich', Essex Institute Historical Collections, Vol. 109 (April 1973) pp. 152-64; Stephen C. 

Foster, ‘Gravestone Carving and Artistic Intent in Essex County', Old Time New England Vol. 64 (1973) pp. 

42-54; James A. Slater and Ralph L. Tucker, ‘The Colonial Gravestone Carvings of John Hartshorne' in Peter 

Benes (ed), Puritan Gravestone Art II (Boston University, Boston, 1979), pp. 79-146, passim. 

120 Slater & Tucker, ‘Hartshorne’, p. 112. 

121 For example Priscilla Huntington †1743 at Norwichtown, CT. 

122 For example Samuel Willard †1752 at the Old Settlers’ Burial Ground, Lancaster, MA, 

123 Ralph L. Tucker, ‘The Mullicken Family Gravestone Carvers of Bradford, Massachusetts 1663-1768', 

Markers Vol. IX (1992) pp. 22-57 at p. 49; Ralph L. Tucker, ‘Merrimac Valley Style Gravestones: The 

Leighton and Worster Families', Markers Vol. XI (1994) pp. 142-67 at p. 152-54.  Judah Trumble †1751 at 

Ipswich MA is a late example of the style in Essex County. 

124 Forbes, pp. 77-78, Tucker, ‘Merrimac Valley’, p 166. Ann West †1757 at Bolton MA is an example. 

125 Kewley, ‘Henry Quayle’, passim. 
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century and thus overlaps with Quayle’s own stones. The second (the Swan Group) 

gradually develops from it and runs in parallel for a couple of decades before taking over 

more or less completely. The distinguishing and most important feature of each is its 

silhouette.  

Both types have two curved elements, in the Crouchback two shallow segments126  and in 

the Swan the outline of a swan-necked pediment. Neither of those is by any means 

unknown in many other parts of the British Isles. What defines them both, however, is that 

they invariably have, in the space between the two curves, a small round patera bearing one 

of a range of designs. It is this patera, hunkered down between the two segments, which 

gives the crouchback effect (Plate H.54a).127  

These paterae include a number of designs, such as rosettes (Plate H.54b),128 a star (Plate 

H.55a),129 a scallop shell (Plate H.55b)130 something reminiscent of the Japanese Imperial 

mon (Plate H.56a),131 a flower with one row of petals, possibly a marigold, 132 a simple 

incised quatrefoil (Plate H.56b),133 or hexfoil,134 or a neoclassical web (Plate H.57a).135  

The majority of surviving examples of the Crouchback are unornamented except for patera 

and quirk. Where there is carved ornament, however, it is almost invariably a spray of 

foliage, presumably intended as either classical laurel or biblical olive (Plate 57b).136 The 

sprays are always slightly arched, with one spray in each segment and the base of the stem 

on the outside; there is substantial variation in the width of the leaves. They are carved in 

relief in all but a couple of cases, where they are incised only. Except in remote Jurby these 

                                                           
126 For example John Kelly †1795 at Marown Old Church, IoM, and like John Riddyard †1738 at Michael, 

IoM (attributed to Quayle). 

127 For example Richard Hutchen †1793 at Arbory, IoM. 

128 For example Catherine Corrin †1794 at Arbory, IoM. 

129 For example Mary Dixon †1779 at Rushen, IoM. 

130 For example John Kewley †1781 at Marown Old Church, IoM,  

131 For example John Quinney †1793 at Malew, IoM. 

132 For example John Corrin †1775 at Arbory, IoM. 

133 For example Luke Christian †1778 at Old Kirk Braddan, IoM. 

134 For example Nicholas Gelling †1776 at Malew, IoM. 

135 For example Thomas Clague †1794 at Lonan Old Church, IoM 

136 For example James Clague †1764 at Marown Old Church, IoM. 
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foliate stones come to an end by 1780 and leave no trace in subsequent Manx 

iconography.137 

By the 1780s external influences seem to have made local stonecutters see the Crouchbacks 

as lacking elegance. They gradually adopted instead the Swan shape, which dominated 

Manx churchyards until replaced by national styles by 1820. With that, the distinctive Manx 

school, and Quayle’s influence, comes to an end. 

Case Study 13: the Canaan Slate Chairback Style 

A small, local style is that I will call the Canaan Slate Chairback. Unlike bedheads, which are 

principally horizontal (‘landscape’), chairbacks are vertical (‘portrait’), a shape which 

becomes more generally popular towards the end of the eighteenth century. Stones in this 

particular style are thus a lot taller than wide. They are in the broad bedhead tradition, 

being round- or segmental-topped, but instead of finials on each side they have low, 

rounded shoulders. They are of a hard, almost black stone which looks like a slate but is 

clearly not easy to work (Plate H.58a).138 In almost all cases there is a motif in the 

tympanum; in nine it is a sexfoil in false relief (Plate H.58b),139 in two more it is a variant 

(a six-legged fylfot [Plate H.59a]140 and what looks like an asterisk)141 and in four it is a 

pendant flower with recurved outer petals and downward-pointing inner ones, vaguely 

reminiscent of a fuchsia (Plate H.59b).142 A more ambitious design is essayed only once, in 

the form of a bald head and neck with clouds, wings or perhaps curly hair behind (Plate 

H.60a).143 All the carving is made up of part or whole circles – in other words set out using 

compasses. I have found them only at Canaan in north-west Connecticut but it is possible 

they exist elsewhere nearby. They may well represent the œuvre of only one stonecutter. 

They bear dates from 1772 to 1795, with one other dated 1755 which, because of the gap 

before the next oldest, is probably backdated.  They are interesting as a small, local style. 

Much more elaborate tall white marble stones start to appear at Canaan in the 1790s and 

seem to have seen off the Canaan Slate Chairbacks. 

                                                           
137 It is worth noting that similar though not identical foliage is known in Scotland e.g. Elizabeth McKittrick 

†1751 at Kirkmaiden, Wigtownshire, illustrated in Betty Willsher, ‘Scottish Churchyard memorials in the 

Eighteenth Century’,  The Local Historian Vol 23 No. 2 (May 1993)  fig. 17. 

138 For example William Peet †1795 at Canaan, CT 

139 For example Benjamin Green †1783 at Canaan, CT. 

140 William Marsh †1781 at Canaan, CT. 

141 Samuel Marsh †1787 at Canaan, CT. 

142 For example William Peet †1795 at Canaan, CT. 

143 Hannah Holcomb †1789 at Canaan, CT. .  
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Case Study 14: Swithland styles 

Gravemarkers were first made from the slate quarried in and around Swithland, north-west 

of Leicester, in the last quarter of the seventeenth century. Its use gradually spread so that 

by 1800 it was providing gravestones in most of Leicestershire and much of 

Nottinghamshire, Northamptonshire, Lincolnshire and Derbyshire. In places this 

colonisation is evident; the later stones are Swithland, the earlier a more local stone, 

generally limestone. Occasionally the same style is used for both types of stone, for 

example Vale of Belvoir Angels, normally in slate, appear in one case in limestone (Plate 

H.60b),144 but more usually the limestone is in a limestone style (deeply carved) and the 

slate in a manner customarily used for it. This makes sense given the very different 

properties of the two materials. 

The first Swithland gravemarkers are very plain. The first distinctive style is the Early 

Swithland Square Style, in which the slates were squared off into a square or rectangular 

shape without any ornament save a decorated first letter of the inscription. They are found 

mainly in the first quarter of the eighteenth century (Plate H.61a).145 

Another early-eighteenth century style, and one of the few which can be ascribed to only 

one part of the area where Swithland slate was used, was the style, briefly mentioned in 

Chapter 4, christened the Vale of Belvoir Angels by Pauline and Bernard Heathcote.146 It 

consists of more or less square headstones with a chief containing a distinctive cherub with 

wings which rest on the flat bottom of the chief and are divided vertically into a flat inner 

half and a strongly ribbed outer section which comes to a point on the bottom of the chief. 

The hair is curly, stylised to the extent of being almost key pattern. The face is nearly round 

with small features. The field of the stone, below the chief, is filled up with an inscription 

in lettering decorated with curlicues (Plate H.61b).147 There are variants with, for example, 

a canted top (Plate H.62a)148 or one cherub in each spandrel of a stone with an arched 

inscription tablet (Plate H.62b).149  

                                                           
144 Mary Bonser 1729 at Colston Bassett, Notts. 

145 For example Anne Bryan †1712 at Church Langton, Leics. 

146 Heathcote and Heathcote, passim. 

147 A typical example is Sarah Rick †1721 at Granby, Notts. 

148 Robert Quinnborough †1708 at Grantham, Lincs.  

149 William Leeson †1700 at Denton, Lincs. This is in fact a precursor of the Swithland Trompe l’Oeuil Style 

described shortly.  
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A style which tried to work around what a stonecutter used to limestone must have seen as 

the intractable nature of the slate was the Swithland Trompe l’Oeuil Style. This allows a 

‘normal’ rounded headstone shape without actually having to shape the slate to it. Instead, 

the marker is rectangular (and upright) with carved on it, in low relief or incised, a round- 

or segmental-topped headstone. Usually the spandrels are fairly plain, but sometimes they 

included a cherub or mortality symbols (Plate H.63).150 The earliest example I have found 

is dated 1739 (Plate H.64a)151 and the latest 1787 (Plate H.64b);152 they are found 

throughout the Swithland region. The incised headstone shape is in most cases a plain, 

fairly standard segmental-topped, single-shouldered one (Plate H.65a);153  occasionally it 

bears a motif such as a cherub,154 or may be more stylised in shape (Plate H.65b).155 I 

found one example where the incised headstone was a doubleheader.156 

One other Swithland slate variant may, like the Swithland Trompe l’Oeuil, have arisen in an 

effort to shape a stone which did not naturally respond to geometric curves. It was what I 

will call the Swithland Mummy Style; it has an outline rather as though a semi-circular-

topped shouldered headstone has melted to leave  a much gentler, more freeform outline 

like that of an Egyptian mummy. Examples come from the second half of the eighteenth 

century, from a range of locations within the Swithland slate area; one is signed by the 

known maker Wood of Bingham (Plate H.66a),157 and two others by Hind (Plate 

H.66b).158 The decoration is typical lightly engraved Swithland work. 

Case Study 15: Camels 

One of the first distinct styles to be identified was that consisting of the headstones Dr. 

Roger Bowdler has more recently christened camels.159 It is one of the few styles which has 

been written about – first by W. T. Vincent in 1896,160 then by F. J. Bennett in 1907161 

                                                           
150 John Wright †1751 at Husbands Bosworth, Leics. (cherubs); Abigail Sleight †1746 at Colston Bassett, 

Notts (mortality motifs). 

151 Elizabeth Savidge at Loughborough, Leics. 

152 John Snelson at Husbands Bosworth and William Twelch at Denton, Lincs. 

153 Thomas Footman †1747 at Lutterworth, Leics. 

154 Mary Coleman †1763 at Church Langton, Leics. 

155 Jane Pare †1765 at Hickling, Notts. 

156 Leonard Clow †1772 at Great Easton, Leics. 

157 Mary Draper †1799 at Colston Bassett, Notts. 

158 Ann Blunt and William Blunt, both †1797 at Loughborough, Leics. 

159 Roger Bowdler, pers. comm. 

160 W. T. Vincent, ‘Curious Gravestones in Kent', The Kent Magazine Vol. I (1896) no. 5(?), pp. 399-408. 
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(both non-academic but perceptive – Vincent was the self-styled ‘gravestone rambler’) and 

later by Innes Hart in 1939, although she covers other ‘curious’ stones as well. 162 Burgess 

also mentioned them, principally for the motifs in the tympana, which were clearly much 

more legible in his day.163 His mention was picked up by the American folk-life scholar 

Peter Benes who christened them ‘the Maidstone carvers’ (presumably because Maidstone 

was the largest town in the area they cover) but again was more interested in the incised 

decoration than anything else, seeing them as related to some of the more outré headstones 

of Plymouth County, Massachusetts.164 

 

They are headstones, generally quite short, with at least half their height taken up by a 

semi-circular-topped hood which tapers from the radius of the circle until it joins the lower 

part of the headstone – in other words, very like a camel’s hump. The resemblance is 

stronger for about half of them being double-headers (Plate H.67a)165, Bactrian camels to 

the single-humped dromedaries (Plate H.67b)166. At Wrotham in Kent there are a couple 

of headstones with three humps for which zoology does not seem to have a name (Plate 

H.68a). More than half have a plain, raised outer border, although this gets less common 

later on.167 A variant has lugs on each side (Plate H.68b).168  Some have a primitive incised 

motif in the hood – most commonly a mortality symbol such as an hourglass (Plate 

H.69a)169 or a skull and crossbones170 but also heads (Plate H.69b).171 Occasionally the 

carving is not incised but in false relief; an exceptional one shows the Flight into Egypt 

(Plate H.70a).172 In general Bactrians tend to name two people and dromedaries only one, 

                                                                                                                                                                          
161 F. J. Bennett, ‘Notes on the carved gravestones in Ightham and other Kentish Churchyards' in F. J. 

Bennett, Ightham: The Story of a Kentish Village and its Surroundings (The Homeland Association, London, 1907) 

pp. 76-79. 

162 Innes Hart, ‘Rude Forefathers', Architectural Review Vol. LXXXVI (July-Dec 1939), pp 185-188. 

163 Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, pp. 118-20. 

164 Peter Benes, The Masks of Orthodoxy: Folk Gravestone Carving in Plymouth County, Massachusetts, 1689-1805, 

(University of Massachusetts Press, Amherst, 1977) at pp. 75, 105, 185-90; they are also mentioned by Allan I. 

Ludwig in Graven Images: New England Stonecarving and its Symbols, 1650-1815 (Wesleyan University Press, 

Middletown CT 3rd ed 1999) at pp. 268-71. 

165 For example Sam Yorkton †1666 at Cranbrook, Kent. 

166 For example George Hurt †1667 at Boughton Monchelsea, Kent. 

167 A few borders are incised rather than raised (for example Katherine Hornden †1734 at Limpsfield, Surrey). 

168 For example William French †1733 at Luddesdown, Kent. 

169 For example Mary Barton †1708 at Hadlow, Kent. 

170 For example Ann Lonhurst †1732 at Westerham, Kent. 

171 For example Thomas Godfrey †1666 at Faversham, Kent. 

172 Mary Sully †1784 at East Peckham, Kent. 
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but the inscription on the former usually goes the whole width of the headstone rather than 

having separate inscription panels for each under each hump.173 I have not found any 

footstones. 

I have found camels with dates from 1666 to 1786.174 They range over the border between 

Sussex and Kent in the eastern Weald, and then north to the Thames estuary and south 

almost to the Channel coast. They are all in Kentish rag or some similar Wealden stone; I 

have not seen them in Portland stone. They are thus important as an exemplar of how 

geology affects design schools, and indeed trumps transport; some of the areas in which 

they are found would have been easily accessible to Portland stone arriving by water had 

that been desired, and indeed some yards on the edge of the camel area do have some 

Portland markers as well, but in a different style. It is noteworthy that there is a 

concentration of camels around the Kentish rag quarries near Boughton Monchelsea, and 

some markers (finished or as stone) will presumably have been transported up or down the 

Medway from Maidstone. However, transport to the Wealden villages must have been 

overland. 

The work of the Weald Fleur-de-lys Carver, mentioned in Appendix G, is clearly a variant 

of this style at the westernmost extent of its range. 

Case Study 16: the Clackmannanshire Incised Style 

A local and distinct Scottish style is the Clackmannanshire Incised Style, which is unusual 

among North British styles in eschewing high-relief carving. Examples are entirely plain 

and of simple squared or segemental-topped outline. The inscription consists of the initials 

of the first owners of the lair and a date, presumably that of purchase or erection. The only 

motifs are incised and are either mortality symbols, the usual Scottish trade symbols, or 

both. I have found stones in this style at Tullibody, Clackmannanshire; it is possible they 

occur elsewhere in the county. Those I have seen bear dates from 1698 to 1797 (Plates 

H.70 b and H.71a),175 all in a dark brown stone, presumably local.  

 

 

                                                           
173 An exception, with separate panels, is Thomas Smith †1694 at Ticehurst, Sussex. 

174 Sam Yorkton and Thomas Godfrey, both †1666, at Cranbrook and Faversham, both Kent, respectively, 

and Mary Bishop †1786 at East Peckham, Kent. 

175 IS MA 1698 and Mitchell 1797, both at Tullibody, Clacks. 
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Case Study 17: the Central Scottish Bold Mortality Style and the Perthshire Trade 

Style 

The main feature of most Scottish gravemarker styles is bold carving in very high relief. 

This is exemplified in the Central Scottish Bold Mortality Style, which consists of mortality 

symbols in high relief on a plain architectural background. The latter can be opposed S-

scrolls at the top (Plate H.71b),176 a bold, raised moulding all round (Plate H.72a),177  or 

an aedicule (Plate H.72b).178 The mortality symbols include skulls, with179 or without 

crossbones,180 hourglasses, winged (Plate H.73a)181 or unwinged,182 or more rarely a 

skeleton (Plate H.73b);183 the skulls are, in the Scottish tradition, usually at the very 

bottom of the stone (Plate H.74a).184 There may also be cherubs (Plate H.74b).185 Most 

markers are double-sided,186 sometimes carved on both (Plate H.75),187 sometimes with 

only a plain inscription on the reverse, although this can be a lot later.188 

I have found examples dated from 1656 to 1789,189 principally in central Scotland 

(Stirlingshire, Perthshire and Clackmannanshire) but also in Dumfries-shire;190 more 

fieldwork is needed before a fully detailed distribution would be possible. 

Sharing many features of this style is the Perthshire Trade Style, which again consists of 

high relief carving on a plain architectural background. This time, however, the main 

feature is not a mortality symbol but the conventional emblem of a trade or occupation, 

presumably that of the head of the family. These have been discussed more fully in Chapter 

5, but examples include bakers (Plate H.76a),191 fleshers (butchers) (Plate H.76b)192  and 

                                                           
176 For example FK RY 1713 at Holy Rude, Stirling. 

177 For example RA ID 1767 at Tullibody, Clacks. 

178 For example AR IY IB 1725 at Tulliallan, Perthshire. 

179 For example JM MD 1734 at Tullibody, Clacks. 

180 For example IL II at Tullibody, Clacks. 

181 For example Thomas Thomson †1698 at Holy Rude, Stirling. 

182 For example IM IS 1752 at Tullibody, Clacks. 

183 For example RK IC IC 1734 at Holy Rude, Stirling. 

184 For example FK RY 1713 at Holy Rude, Stirling. 

185 For example GT IK 1718 at Tulliallan, Perthshire. 

186 Those at Tullibody, Clacks, are almost all single-sided. 

187 For example IS IC 1728 at Holy Rude, Stirling. 

188 For example  IR IY IB 1725 at Tulliallan, Perthshire. 

189 AA 1656 at Leith, Midlothian, and GF IH 1789 at Holy Rude, Stirling. 

190 For example John Dalglish †1763 at Ecclefechan, Dumfries-shire. 

191 Muddle 1739 at Culross, Perthshire. 
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mariners. 193 Most are double-sided and many bear mortality motifs as well. I have found 

examples dated from 1670 to 1792.194 It is tempting to see it as the same style as the Central 

Scottish Bold Mortality Style, but it does, unlike the latter, seem much more restricted to 

Perthshire. 

Two other styles move out from this last in opposite directions. In the direction of 

plainness, the Scottish Plain Relief Style is just that; headstones bear either trade emblems, 

mortality symbols or both on a stone otherwise entirely plain but for the inscription. I have 

found examples, mainly in southern Perthshire, from 1695 to 1791 (Plate H.77).195 Trades 

include weavers (Plate H.78a)196 and gardeners (Plate H.78b).197 The plainness is 

reminiscent of the almost-overlapping Clackmannanshire Plain Incised Style, but the relief 

makes it so much more striking. 

Going in the opposite direction, further north in Perthshire the Perthshire Carpet-Covered 

Style covered every part of the front of a headstone with high-relief carving; the effect is 

rather indigestible. I have found examples dated from 1651 to 1788 (Plate H.79).198 Some 

examples include figurative scenes such as Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden, but 

much of the carving is of a space-filling, mantling type (Plate H.80a).199 

Case Study 18: the Lothian Architectural Style 

In contrast to the trade emblems on fairly simple backgrounds of central Scotland, the 

dominant style in the Lothians combined mortality symbols with classical architectural 

carving in high relief. I call this style the Lothian Architectural. I have found examples 

bearing dates from 1616 to 1765 (Plates H. 80b and 81a);200 earlier examples are at 

Greyfriars in Edinburgh and restricted to high-status families. Many are mural monuments 

against the wall of a church or kirkyard, and where they are free-standing they are often 

carved on all available surfaces. Cherubs are common (Plate H.81b).201  A double-sided 

headstone has, amidst much drapery, a cherub atop a skull on one side and the Flight into 

                                                                                                                                                                          
192 DE IP 1774 at Tulliallan, Perthshire. 

193 II KS 1760 at Tulliallan, Perthshire. 

194 John Muirhead †1670 at Pencaitland, East Lothian, and John Stephen †1792 at Culross, Perthshire. 

195 Thomas Hall †1695 and Agnes Guthrie †1791, both at Tulliallan, Perthshire. 

196 WM IF 1780 at Culross, Perthshire. 

197 RI BT 1778 at Tulliallan, Perthshire. 

198 John Neasmith †1651  and William Clement †1788, both at Greyfriars, Perth. 

199 For example McFarland 1782 at Logierait, Perthshire.  

200 Alexander Miller †1616 at Greyfriars, Edinburgh, and John Nicol †1765 at Liberton, Midlothian. 

201 For example DM ND at Tranent, East Lothian (five on the front and two more on the back). 
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Egypt on the other (Plate H.82).202 One quite chaste, triangular-pedimented aedicule has a 

frieze containing, between two cherubs, a putto sitting on a crown and holding a skull and 

hourglass, and with below and outside the cherubs a globe, a skull and bones in a 

graveyard, a collapsed building, four more small cherubs with a sunburst, and a trumpeting 

angel (Plate H.83a).203 Another mural aedicule is topped with trumpeting angels reclining 

on the slopes of the pediment; there is a skull and crossbones at the base, and the 

inscription panel is framed with egg-and-dart moulding (Plate H.83b).204 Another aedicule 

(freestanding but single-sided) has a broken segmental pediment, Corinthian columns, a 

cherub at the top of the inscription panel, and trumpeting angels again lying on top of the 

pediment, this time supporting a cartouche (Plate H.84a).205 Trade emblems are 

sometimes found.206 The style could also be applied to throughstanes (Plate H.84b).207 

Case Study 19: the Bernician Double-sided Style  

At first sight, double-sided headstones seem to be a purely-Scottish phenomenon. In fact, 

the position is rather more complicated. Many Scottish headstones are double-sided, and 

are either fully carved on both surfaces or carved on one surface only with just an 

undecorated inscription on the back. These latter often appear to be a lot later than the 

marker itself, suggesting that they were originally intended to be single-sided. As explained 

in Chapter 3, when lairs were first sold, the marker put up tended to bear the date of 

erection and the initials of family members, but no full names or dates of death. Later 

generations seem to have wanted to add this sort of information for later burials, hence the 

lettering on the back. If, as seems correct, the idea of double-sidedness is restricted to 

originally-intended double-sidedness, the area it covers seems to be mainly, but not 

exclusively, the south-east quarter of Scotland. However, the southern boundary was not 

the Tweed. Double-sided headstones are found quite commonly in north-east England as 

well. The latest I have seen is 1757 (Plate H.85),208 and the furthest south at Aycliffe, Co. 

                                                           
202 James Smith †1733 at Liberton, Midlothian. 

203 John Nicol †1765 at Liberton, Midlothian. 

204 William Walker †1748 at Corstophine, Midlothian. 

205 William Ramsay †1729 at Pencaitland, East Lothian. 

206 For example Thomas Walch †1705 at Tranent, East Lothian. 

207 For example Andrew Ker †1724 at  Pencaitland. East Lothian. 

208 Thomas Hewison †1757 at St John Lee, Northumberland (although there is a largely-illegible one at 

Falstone, Northumberland which may be dated 1770 or 1778). 
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Durham (Plate H.86).209 Thus the region for what might be called the Bernician Double-

sided Style is the Lothians, the eastern Borders, Northumberland and Co. Durham.   

Case Study 20: the Sussex Doubleheader Style 

An alternative way to double the area for inscription and decoration, rather than using 

front and back, is to place two surfaces together in the same plain, in other words to make 

a doubleheader. This is not the same as a headstone with the inscription tablet divided 

vertically; it includes two separate top features, often segmental (Plate H.87a),210 although 

sometimes more elaborate (Plate H.87b).211 It is common in Sussex where, in Portland 

stone, it may be seen as a regional style, the Sussex Doubleheader Style. The tympana or 

chiefs usually contain mortality or other motifs (Plate H.88a)212 but may be plain (Plate 

H.88b).213 

Case Study 21: the Griswold Style 

While the stylistic history of much of New England is of greater or lesser variations on the 

Boston Bedhead, Connecticut displays much more stylistic variety. It early had its own 

tradition, sometimes called the Griswold Style after the stonecutter to whom many of the 

earliest examples are attributed.  They are relatively small, with round tops and a small, low, 

square shoulder. There are no decorative motifs except a simple border usually expressed 

by a single quirk near the edge, but occasionally by a plain, raised frame. Early examples 

include Mary Gayler †1657 at Windsor (Plate H.89a) and Benet Welltarton †1664 at 

Hartford. The style (whether actually made by Griswold or not) spread up the valley, 

reaching Westfield MA with the stone to Abigail Noble †1683 (Plate H.89b). Similar to 

the Griswold Style but generally even plainer is the body of work attributed to James 

Stanclift I (ob. 1712). He was apparently born in England but where is not known. He 

arrived in Connecticut about 1684 after some four years in Nevis, meaning he must have 

left home about 1680. In an English context his work would be rather rétardataire for that 

date. His headstones are round- or segmental-topped, with old-fashioned lettering with 

canopied As. Most are entirely plain but a few have a very stylised (or very primitive) 

                                                           
209 John Gibson †170- is one. 

210 For example Frances Grover †1736 †1773 at Sompting, Sussex. 

211 For example John Noakes †1741 at Beckley, Sussex. 

212 For example John Emery †1733 at Arundel, Sussex. 

213 Thomas Smart †1728 at Petworth, Sussex 
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cherub at the top (Plate H.90a).214 The style did not last: after his death his son and 

successor, William, began using a bedhead outline215. 

It is noteworthy that the Griswold Style is principally one of the inland Connecticut valley 

and that contemporary stones at New Haven216 tend to be less developed, essentially 

roughly squared blocks of sandstone bearing nothing but a continuous inscription (Plate 

H.90b).217 John Chadsey †1688 has had the top corners cut off, perhaps the best the maker 

could do to get towards a rounded top (Plate H.91a), while John Heynes †1689 (Plate 

H.91b) has a top shaped to the outline of a triangular pediment. Shortly afterwards, as we 

have seen, the influence of the eastern Massachusetts bedhead becomes apparent with –eth 

Alsup †1693, plain red sandstone, but of bedhead shape. William Peck †1694 is a square 

stone with gently rounded shoulders and a small lunette at the top; effectively a bedhead 

without the finials.  

Case Study 22: the East Connecticut Gabled Style 

In rural eastern Connecticut, stonecutters took the bedhead tradition in new directions, 

creating new styles. The most distinct is the East Connecticut Gabled Style, the most 

obvious feature of which is that the headstones have tops of triangular outline which could 

be interpreted either as gables or triangular pediments, but the steepness of which tends 

towards the former (Plate H.92a).218 They are generally of fairly intractable stone, which 

may have caused a preference for an angle at the top not a curve, although one which 

seems otherwise to belong to the style has a top in the shape of a depressed arch (Plate 

H.92b),219 one in a fully round top,220 three have a squared top (Plate H.93a),221 two are 

ogee-topped (Plate H.93b),222 and another has a segmental top with a gable-shape carved 

on it (Plate H.94a),223 perhaps suggesting the importance of that shape in the maker’s 

mind. Many are extensively decorated with shallowly-incised foliate forms forming a border 

                                                           
214 For example Richard Smith 1703 at Glastonbury, CT. 

215 Slater, Colonial Burying Grounds, pp. 53 and 179. 

216 Now gathered together in Grove St. Cemetery. 

217 Examples include Samuel Hodshon †1673, Elizabeth Winston †1680, I H †1683, Elisabeth Tulle †1684, 

with good cursive script, Elizabeth Chedsey †1687, Elizabeth Holt †1689 and Joseph Allsupp †1691. 

218 For example Samuel Wadsworth †1762 at South Killingly, CT 

219 Mary Waterman †1736 at Norwichtown, CT. 

220 Samuel --- †1742 at Columbia, CT and John Chandler †1743 at Woodstock, CT. 

221 Simeon Mearitt †1739, Samson Bayley †1743, and Saxson Bayley †1743, all at Columbia, CT.  

222 Elizabeth Goodkins †1732 and Thomas Adgate †1736, both at Norwichtown, CT. 

223 Richard English †1748 at Columbia, CT. 
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round a rectangular inscription area (Plate 94b).224 There is often a cherub in the gable, 

sometimes with hearts and sexfoils below it. The most distinct feature of some is a false-

relief face on the cherub (Plate 95a).225 However, some, especially at South Killingly, and 

which represent the œuvre attributed by Slater to the Killingly Egg Carver, have no or 

minimal decoration except for a cherub in the form of the eponymous egg, with facial 

features but wingless and bald (Plate 95b).226 One very primitive headstone at Plainfield, 

inscribed only ‘Simon S/1754’ has been roughly shaped to a rectangle with a gabled top, 

suggesting that in that area and at that time, it was seen as the default shape for headstones 

(Plate 96a). 

I have found the style in six burial grounds (Columbia, Norwichtown, Oneco, Plainfield,227  

South Killingly and Woodstock) but it is probably present in others in this fairly small 

region. The ones I have seen bear dates from 1725 to 1794. Three are signed by the local 

stonecutter Benjamin Collins.228 Slater attributes one headstone to the putative but 

unproved stonecutter Obadiah Wheeler,229 and attributes others to the men he dubbed 

respectively the Killingly Egg Carver230 and the Oneco Whitestone Carver.231 

Case Study 23: the North Kent Skull Style 

Mortality motifs are commoner in the south-east quarter of England than elsewhere. A 

particular manifestation of this occurs in the eastern half of Kent, east of the Medway, in 

the form of the North Kent Skull Style. In it, headstones are plain except for a deeply-

recessed chief containing false relief mortality symbols. The stone is often shaped to fit 

these motifs (Plate H.96b),232 which are mainly skulls, often more than one (Plate 97a).233 

There are also, as subsidiary motifs, bones (Plate 97b),234 hourglasses and spades. 

Examples I have found bear dates between 1708 and 1758, and spread over an area of the 

                                                           
224 For example Benjamin Collins †1749 at Columbia, CT. 

225 For example Richard Lyman †1746 at Columbia, CT. 

226 For example William Blanchard 1749 at South Killingly, CT. 

227 The Old Burial Ground. 

228 According to Slater: Elizabeth Gager †1730 and Simeon Mearitt †1739, both at Columbia, CT, and Abigail 

Griswold †1754 at Norwichtown, CT. 

229 Sarah Lessingwell †1730 at Norwichtown.  

230 For example Nathaniel Pattin †1757 at South Killingly 

231 For example Samuel Wadsworth †1762 at South Killingly, CT 

232 Notably for Humphrey Emptage †1744 at St Martin’s, Canterbury. 

233 Five for Daniel Gillett †1738 at Faversham, Kent. 

234 For example Thomas Wellard †1709 at Cobham, Kent. 
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north half of Kent from Cobham and Cliffe in the west to Canterbury in the east. They are 

not found in the Weald and scarcely overlap with the Camel Style. Significantly, they are 

made of Portland stone, imported by sea either directly from Dorset or from London, and 

occur in areas either on the banks of the Thames estuary or on the (chalk) North Downs, 

while the Camel Style occurs in stone country. It has a certain amount in common with the 

East Anglian Coastal Style, and Phythian-Adams’ cultural province of the Thames Estuary 

joins Kent and Essex. 

Case Study 24: the East Anglian Coastal Style 

The East Anglian Coastal Style itself is found from the north-western tip of Norfolk round 

the coast to south-east Suffolk, where it peters out into the muddy Essex littoral where 

wood seems to have been the principal material used.235 The style can best be described as 

being a plain, unbordered stone with a recessed chief containing false relief carving. The 

recessed part is usually shaped in some way, often relating to the shape of the charges 

within, and sometimes this affects the shape of the top of the stone as well. They are 

usually of a sandstone, probably imported from Yorkshire down the coast, although some 

are Portland stone. The principal charges are often accompanied in the recessed part of the 

chief by a small amount of mantling. These principal charges are generally mortality motifs 

such as a skull,236 (which might be crowned and winged [Plate H.98a]),237 bones (Plate 

H.98b),238 an ouroborus, 239 or an hourglass,240 but there might be other charges such as a 

book (with or without a hand holding it [Plate H.99a]),241 a flaming heart (Plate H.99b)242 

(perhaps surprising in Protestant Norfolk), a cherub (Plate H.100a)243 or flowers,244 or 

combinations of them. Anchors also occur.245 In parts of Suffolk around Bungay, mortality 

motifs do not seem to be present and the charges in the chief are mainly cherubs or urns 

                                                           
235 At Mundon, Essex, a number of wooden markers survive. 

236 For example Susannah Bayfield †1764 at West Runton 

237 For example  Edmund Goodwin †1757 at Framlingham, Suffolk. 

238 For example Rose Nurse †1771 at Cley, Norfolk (a book and two [uncrossed] bones). 

239 For example Thomas Sheldrake †1758 at Framlingham, Suffolk. 

240 For example Henry Tompson †1737 at Holt, Norfolk (winged) and Ann Manning †1741 at Lowestoft, 

Suffolk (unwinged).  

241 For example John Fearmsby †1761 at Cley, Norfolk, (with) and John Sawer †1761 at Framlingham, 

Suffolk (without). 

242 For example Mary Mann †1751 at Cley, Norfolk. 

243 For example Elizabeth Russen †1770 at Burnham Norton, Norfolk.  

244 For example Ann Mendham †1739 at Cley Norfolk (a crowned skull with tulips) 

245 For example Andrew Loose †1761 at Field Dalling, Norfolk. 
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(Plate H.100b).246 Doubleheaders are almost unknown (I have found only one [Plate 

H.101a])247 and I have not seen any footstones. It seems to get into its established form by 

the early 1720s248 and lasts until the end of the century and beyond,249 but other forms 

appear earlier with the basic idea of a mortality symbol in false relief at the top of a plain 

stone: the works, mentioned in Appendix G, of the Angled-Wing Carver and the Lowestoft 

Heart and Skull Carver fit in here. Outlines vary, but in the southern part of the style’s 

range the commonest was one which can be best described as that of a small scroll 

pediment with a very large segmental-headed piece between the two halves; it is 

occasionally found entirely plain without any motif in the chief (Plate H.101b).250 

Non-headstone Forms 

Non-headstone Case Study 1: chest styles 

Many early altar tombs in the eastern Weald of Sussex and Kent are in what I call the 

Wealden Millefeuille Style because they have projecting tops and bases with all four sides 

horizontally ribbed (except for a rectangular inscription tablet on one of the longer sides) 

(Plate H.102.a).251 I have found them dated from 1664 to 1713.252 A transitional form 

found later reduces the number of ribs in such a way as to approach the national corner-

baluster style (Plate H.102b).253 

A distinctive chest-tomb style is that of the so-called bale tombs, which I have called barrel 

tombs and described in Chapter 4. They are found only in the eastern half of the Cotswold 

with quite precise distribution boundaries which Elliott has traced.254 He shows that there is 

virtually no overlap with what I will call the West Cotswold Flamboyant Style which 

consists of elaborate chest tombs, often with lyre ends (as described in Chapter 4) and 

                                                           
246 For example Ann Gooch †1787 at Holy Trinity, Bungay, Suffolk, and James Sexton †1799 at St Mary’s, 

Bungay, Suffolk (an urn with trumpets). 

247 John Syd... (date illegible) at Warham All Saints’, Norfolk. 

248 For example Francis Smith †1724 at Wiveton, Norfolk. 

249 Susanna Law... †1797 at Little Snoring, Norfolk. 

250 For example Henry Scarle †1787 at Holy Trinity, Bungay, Suffolk. 

251 For example Thomas Maddox †1682 at Boughton Monchelsea, Kent.  

252 John ...., clothier, †1664 at Cranbrook, Kent, and Sarah Tilden †1713, also at Cranbrook.  

253 For example George Worsley †1738 at Goudhurst, Kent. 

254 Elliott, ‘Chest Tombs’,  p. 76. 
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much Baroque scrollwork, but rarely with any superstructure or ‘lid’. Elliott cannot explain 

this sudden stylistic divide.255 It might relate to the watershed and thus to water transport. 

Another West Cotswold speciality were tea caddies, again explained in Chapter 4 and again 

high-status memorials, and thus, while a regional style, one which only applied to a 

particular socio-economic strand within that region (Plate H.103a).256 In the same 

category, and not dissimilar in other ways are the Somerset Bow-ended Altar Tombs, found 

principally in that county. I have found examples dated from 1689 to 1782 (Plate 

H.103b).257 They were curved at both ends, and the top followed the shape, although 

projecting out. The surface of the bow end was usually occupied by a simply-moulded 

panel which provided a possible subsidiary inscription surface. Connor suggests that it was 

derived from pedestals of equestrian statues in London.258   

Non-headstone Case Study 2: Ledgerstone styles 

A south Devon speciality was the continued use of an old-fashioned ledgerstone design. As 

explained in Chapter 4, ledgerstones up to the mid-seventeenth century had the inscription 

running round the outer parts of the ledger. In the South Devon Ledger Style, this 

continued into the eighteenth century. There is nothing particularly unusual about the 

ledgers except their date; they are all on local slate, and the latest I have found is 1739 

(Plate H.104a).259 

In some areas the most marked feature of the local style was the use of ledgerstones as the 

dominant form of gravemarker. It occurs in some areas with brittle or intractable slate such 

as parts of the east of the Isle of Man260 and the Hebrides (Plate H.104b),261 in the latter 

into the nineteenth century; in north Devonshire there is a similar phenomenon except that 

they are raised ledgers (Plate H.105a). 262 Ledger dominance also occurs in an area of 

northern England consisting of much of Cheshire (Plate H.105b),263 southern Lancashire 

                                                           
255 Elliott, ‘Chest Tombs’, p. 73. 

256 Examples include Sarah Smith †1714 and Parsons’ widow †1800, both at Painswick, Glos. 

257 Thomas Prankard †1689 at Stoke-sub-Hamdon, Somerset and William Strode †1782 at East Chinnock, 

Somerset. 

258 Connor, p. 78. 

259 Margaret Leane †1739 at Buckland Monachorum, Devon. 

260 For example William Kissag †1735 at Lonan Old Church, IoM. 

261 For example William Noble †1799 at Lismore, Argyllshire. 

262 For example Richard Dovell †1793 at Parracombe, Devon. 

263 For example John Loden †1790 at Knutsford, Cheshire. 
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(Plate H.106a)264 and parts of the West Riding (Plate H.106b),265 which I will call the 

North Country Ledger Area. Here good freestone was abundant, and one can speculate 

that its survival over the headstone was due to the availability, presumably relatively 

cheaply, of large slabs.   

Some ledgerstones in the area were totally plain. Others were in a style I call the Northern 

Arched Ledger Style, the defining feature of which is that the whole surface of the stone is 

taken up by an aedicule with the inscription in the middle. These appear in both Cheshire 

and the West Riding, and I have found examples with dates from 1664 to 1794.266 The 

arches of the aedicule vary from the classically-correct (Plate H.107a)267 to freeform 

vernacular, where it seems more a pattern than anything which could represent a structural 

form (Plate H.107b).268 Other motifs accompany the more freeform arches, notably 

cherubs,269 hearts,270 lozenges (Plate H.108a),271 skulls and crossbones,272 and 

trelliswork.273All these ledgers are incised quite shallowly. 

In the Calder Valley in the West Riding Peter Brears has identified a further group of 

ledgerstones without any arched design and instead characterised by hearts (often of 

elaborate form) with the initials of the deceased on either side. I suggest these are called the 

Calder Valley Heart Style (Plate H.108b).274 

Ledgerstones which have something in common with these various styles are found in 

Radnorshire, notably at Llanfaredd (Plate H.109a)275 which suggests that the area for the 

wider style extended further south-west than I originally thought, although whether in 

terms of an area where they were made or one to which they were imported is unclear. The 

                                                           
264 For example Jenny Walker †1787 at Ormskirk, Lancs. 

265 For example Henry Portington †1757 at Adel, WR. 

266 Elizabeth Alsager †1664 and Richard Peover †1794, both at Barthomley, Cheshire. 

267 For example Ann Drabble †1768 at Bradfield, WR. 

268 For example Mary Skerrett †1721 at Barthomley, Cheshire. 

269 For example Elizabeth Kent †1713 at Barthomley, Cheshire. 

270 For example John Sherwin †1729 at Barthomley, Cheshire. 

271 For example Robert Pickeren †1720 at Barthomley, Cheshire. 

272 For example George Steele †1722 at Barthomley, Cheshire. 

273 For example Sarah Wood †1678 at Bradfield, WR. 

274 For example Robert Goodall †1710 at Lightcliffe, WR; Brears, pp. 84-93 

275 For example Ann Probert †1709 (an incised aedicule with a cherub in it) 
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motifs suggest that it may have been a precursor of a later, local style (predominantly of 

headstones) the Radnorshire Three-quarter Roundel Style (Plate H.109b).276 

                                                           
276 James Davies †1732, now upright but possibly originally a ledgerstone, has the three-quarter circles typical 

of that style. 
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Plate 2.1a Little Barrington, Glos. 

Plate 2.1b John Bacon †1513 and Robert Bacon †1548, Hessett, Suffolk 
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Table 1: Numbers of  different types of  gravemarker in the 

seventeenth century in Great Britain and British North America, by 

decade. 

 
Too much should not be read into this table; all it does is tabulate my list of  all 

the seventeenth-century markers I discovered in my fieldwork, and the data upon 

which it is based is very far from comprehensive. The pattern it shows is, 

however, probably reasonably accurate. 
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Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 2.3 Ann Davis †1516, Broadway, Worcs. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 2.4a Seventeenth-century headstones at Ripple, Worcs. 

Plate 2.4b Lina Mirrick †1799, Park St. Cemetery, West Springfield, MA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 2.5a Mikel Foxe †1659, Chadshunt, Warks.. 

Plate 2.5b Alice Turner †1705, Barthomley, Cheshire 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 2.6a John Watson †1799, Long Sutton. Lincs. 

Plate 2.6b Sarah Firth †1775, Loversall, WR 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 2.7a John Noakes †1741, Beckley, Sussex 

Plate 2.7b Sarah Rogers †1794, Llanbister, Rads. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 2.8a William Lonsdale  †1798, Hartburn, Northumberland 

Plate 2.8b William Monks †1823, Eccleshall, Staffs. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 2.9a William Stephens †1836, Fotheringhay, Northants. 

Plate 2.9b Richard Kitching †1857, Aldwark, WR 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 2.10 John Clinton †1884, German, IoM 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 3.1a Quaker burial ground, Lewes, Sussex 

The legible stones all postdate 1800. 

Plate 3.1b Bunhill Fields, Middx. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 3.2a Longmeadow, MA 

Plate 3.2b Amberley, Sussex. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 3.3a Eastbury, CT. 

Plate 3.3b  RD AR 1748, Culross, Perthshire 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 3.4a Thomas Gardiner †1738, Kew, Surrey 

Plate 3.4b  Aylesbury, Bucks. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 3.5a Watch-house, Bradfield, WR 

Plate 3.5b  Mortsafes, Logierait, Perthshire 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 3.6a Sundial, Newton Linford, Leics., 1706 

Plate 3.6b  Susanna Burbridge †1700, Newton Linford, Leics. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 3.7a Railings around Georgian graves, Marown Old Church, IoM 

Plate 3.7b  Family enclosures at the Old Town Cemetery, Hillsborough, NC 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 3.8 Cross base, Chadshunt, Warks. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.1a Lonan Old Church, IoM 

Plate 4.1b EB †1629, Ormskirk, Lancs. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.2a Margaret Leane †1739, Buckland Monachorum, Devon 

Plate 4.2b Grace Palmer †1690 

Wequetequok Burying Ground, Stonington, CT 
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Plate 4.3a John Crang †1793, Parracombe, Devon 

Plate 4.3b Illegible coped ledger, Holy Rude, Stirling 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.4a Percival Pott †1652 Darley Dale, Derbys. 

Plate 4.4b Ledger tomb, Jurby, IoM. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.5a plaque: Anna Perine†1785 , Moravian Cemetery, Staten Island, NY 

Plate 4.5b Barrel vault: Margaret Christian †1778, Malew, IoM 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.6a Matthew Whaley †1705, Bruton Churchyard, Willimsburg, VA 

Plate 4.6b John Leverett †1724, and later, Cambridge, MA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.7a coffinstone, Weston Underwood, Bucks. 

Plate 4.7b Mansard chests, Georgetown churchyard, SC 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.8a Frances Armitage †1791, Bradfield, WR 

Plate 4.8b Table tomb to Wilkinson family, Upleatham, NR. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.9a Tabletop tomb: Francis Lock †1712, Parracombe, Devon 

Plate 4.9b Tapering chests, Averham, Notts. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.10a Tapering table tombs, Belton, Lincs. 

Plate 4.11b William Carter †1794 Fairford Glos. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.11a Thomas Irm-- †1731, Burford, Oxon.. 

Plate 4.11b Richard Marchant †1675 Bibury, Glos. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.12a Robert Pankridge †1725, Bibury, Glos. 

Plate 4.12b Jasper Warren †1684, Bibury, Glos. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.13a Elizabeth Minchin †1712, Burford, Oxon. 

Plate 4.13b Anthony Wingfield  †1715, Stonham Aspal, Suffolk 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.14a John Baxter †1675, Laxton, Northants. 

Plate 4.14b Andrew Ker †1715, Pencaitland, East Lothian 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.15a Elizabeth Hayes †1764, Cobham, Kent 

Plate 4.15b Edward Lawrence †1789, Atcham, Salop. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.16a Mary Joynes †1746, Hendon, Middx. 

Plate 4.16b Maria Forbes †1649, Bovey Tracey, Devon 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.17a Elizabeth Cox †1695, Norton-sub-Hamdon, Somerset 

Plate 4.17b John Harris †1683, Ozleworth, Glos. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.18a Christopher Leak †1799, Scarborough, NR 

Plate 4.18b John Greenhow †1787, Bruton Churchyard, Williamsburg, VA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.19a Barrel-vault at Beaufort, NC. 

Plate 4.19b Roger Poulton †1662 and others, Etchilhampton, Wilts. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.20a HH †165- or 163-, Windrush, Glos. 

Plate 4.20b RF †1704, Windrush, Glos. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.21a Fieldstones, Waxhaw, SC 

Plate 4.21b One stage on from a fieldstone:  

Thomas Sawer  †1706, Old Settlers Burial Ground, Lancaster, MA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.22a Margery Lace †1675, Andreas, IoM  

Plate 4.22b Mounded graves with crosses at each end, on an English 

broadside on the death of  Benedict Spinola, a Genoese  merchant, 1580 
(Lemon p. 25) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.23a EL †1647, Ipswich, MA 

Plate 4.23b Discoid headstone in wood, Beaufort, NC. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.24a Gravepost, Beaufort, NC 

Plate 4.24b Jacob Worner †1711, Hadley, MA. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.25a Mary Luyten †1770, St Michael’s, Charleston, SC (modern copy)  

Plate 4.25b  Thos Dutnall 1757, St John-sub-Castro, Lewes, Sussex 
(from Elliot, ESRO) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.26a Henry Haslegrove †1748, Bolney, Sussex 

Plate 4.26b  John Griffiths †1799, Bryngwyn, Rads. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.27a Sarah Gamble †1735, Bishops Canning, Wilts. 

Plate 4.27b  John Chester †1778, Beckermet St Bridget, Cumberland 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.28  Jane Harle †1737, Hartburn, Northumberland 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.29  John McFarland dated 1744, Tulliallan, Perthshire 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.30  James Baxter †1737, Liberton, Midlothian 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.31a Top-carved headstone, Greyfriars, Perth 

Plate 4.31b Margaret Cheal †1609, South Malling, Sussex 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.32a Marie Buckland †1631, St Michael’s, Lewes, Sussex 

Plate 4.32b Edward Christian †1660, Maughold, IoM 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.33a John Thomas †1633, Warmington, Warks. 

Plate 4.33b John Alcock †1634, Boughton Monchelsea, Kent 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.34a John Small †1666, Bovey Tracey, Devon. 

Plate 4.34b Nathaniel Newington  †1638, South Malling, Sussex 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.35a Mikel Foxe †1659, Chadshunt, Warks. 

Plate 4.35b Margaret Jackson †1656, Westerham, Kent 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.36a headboard, Mundon, Essex 

Plate 4.36b  John Decoster †1773, the Granary, Boston, MA - headstone 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.37a  John Decoster †1773, the Granary, Boston, MA - footstone. 

Plate 4.37b John Emery †1733, Arundel, Sussex 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.38a James Standen†1755, Beckley, Sussex 

Plate 4.38b Langley children †1771 – 1785, Common Burial Ground, Newport, RI 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.39a Lair stone: Thomas Hutchison, Tulliallan, Perthshire 

Plate 4.39b Thomas Peacock †1745, Liberton, Midlothian 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.40a John Ray †1706, Black Notley, Essex 

Plate 4.40b David Bray †1731 Bruton Churchyard, Williamsburg, VA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.41a Corrin burial place, Peel Hill, Patrick, IoM 

Plate 4.41b Lady Ramsay †1789, Greyfriars, Edinburgh 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.42a Gravehouse to Elizabeth Nicholson c.1865, New Hope, NC 

Plate 4.42b Jacob Shepard †1773, Beaufort, NC 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.43a Vault tombs, Chelmsford, MA. 

Plate 4.43b Ezekiel Cheever †1744, Charlestown, MA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.44a Mary Riley †1724, Granby, Notts. 

Plate 4.44b Mary Bonser †1729, Colston Bassett, Notts. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.45a A brick wedding-cake tomb, St George’s, Bloomsbury 

Plate 4.45b David White †1723, Epsom, Surrey 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.46 Elizabeth Newington †1829, Burwash, Sussex 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.47a Sarah Wake †1725, Painswick, Glos. 

Plate 4.47b Daniel Foord  †1682, Scarborough, NR 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.48 Thomas Owen †1763, Beaumaris, Anglesey 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.49a Nicholas Russel †1744, Brightling, Sussex 

Plate 4.49b Elizabeth Playstead †1799, Wadhurst, Sussex 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.50a William Wright †1722, Barthomley, Cheshire 

Plate 4.50b John Hadfeild  †1665, Darley Dale, Derbys. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 4.51a William Moss †1765, Walsoken, Norfolk 

Plate 4.51b Hall Grainger †1779 

former Stone Museum, Great Bedwyn, Wilts. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.1a  Rebecca Sweat †1791, Wellfleet, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.1b  Nathaniel Desborough †1724, Buckden, Hunts. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.2a  William Whatman †1789, Beckley, Sussex (detail) 

Plate 5.2b  John Wells †1762, Faversham, Kent (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.3a  Elizabeth Nash †1760, Cley, Norfolk (detail) 

Plate 5.3b  Lucy Pearson †1707, Clifton Reynes, Bucks. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.4a  John Noakes †1741, Beckley, Sussex (detail) 

Plate 5.4b  Ann Curtis †1694, Chipping Camden, Glos. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.5a  Elizabeth Lomas †1721, Beckley, Sussex (detail) 

Plate 5.5b  Laurence Hearne †1703 St Martin’s, Canterbury, Kent (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.6a  Elizabeth Sears †1764  

Old South Queen Anne Cemetery, Chatham, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.6b  Ann Mendham †1739 Cley, Norfolk (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.7a  Henry Ridgley †1700, Annapolis, MD (detail) 

Plate 5.7b  Sarah Atkinson †1703,  Potton, Beds. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.8a  Benjamin Parker †1769, the Granary, Boston, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.8b  Nathaniel Brown  †1761,  Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.9a  Thomas Pool †1754, St Philip’s, Charleston, SC (detail) 

Plate 5.9b  Susanna Jayne †1776,  Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.10a  Annice Pratt †1760, Plympton, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.10b  Samuel Hopkins †1761,  Brewster, MA (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.11a  Mercy Cushman †1738, Plympton, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.11b  William Page †1672,  Boughton Monchelsea, Kent (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.12a  Rebecca Riches †1766, Holt, Norfolk (detail) 

Plate 5.12b  Joseph Hepple †1754,  Hartburn, Northumberland (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.13a  Robert Curtis †1747, Michelmarsh, Hants.(detail) 

Plate 5.13b  John Littell †1778,  Simonburn, Northumberland (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.14a  James Halkerston †1721, the Granary, Boston, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.14b  Thomas McIllroie †1747,  Chestnut Level, PA (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.15a  Ann Curtis †1694, Chipping Camden, Glos. (detail) 

Plate 5.15b  Mary Dickins †1676,  Broadway, Worcs. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.16a  Sarah Worton †1698, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk  

Plate 5.16b  Sari Beel †1725,  Allexton, Leics. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.17a  Elizabeth Gager †1730, Columbia, CT (detail) 

Plate 5.17b  Dorothy Parkin  †1759,  Middleton Tyas, NR (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.18a  Mary White †1783, Colston Bassett, Notts. (detail) 

Plate 5.18b  Jane Callow †1763,  Maughold, IoM (reverse) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.19a  Sarah Poulton †1758, Cookham, Berks. (detail) 

Plate 5.19b  William Bennett †1776,  Linton, Herefs. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.20a  George Stephenson †1789, St John Lee, Northumberland 

(detail) 

Plate 5.20b  Rose Musset †1781,  Cley, Norfolk (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.21a  Elizabeth Edwards †1799, Peterstow, Herefs.(detail) 

Plate 5.21b  William Rock †1716,  Little Dean, Glos. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.22a  Andrew Finlay †1749, Colinton, Midlothian (reverse, detail) 

Plate 5.22b  John Marshall †1719,  the Granary, Boston, MA (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.23a  Susanna Howell †1781, Cley, Norfolk (detail) 

Plate 5.23b  Nathaniel Band †1773,  King’s Chapel, Boston, MA (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.24a  Sarah Clark †1754, Hartburn, Northumberland (detail) 

Plate 5.24b  James Ivory †1767, Liberton, Midlothian (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.25a  Mary Warnet †17?? and Thomas Warnet †1770 

Horsted Keynes, Sussex 

Plate 5.25b  John Roberts †1800 †1814 †1816, St Weonard’s, 

Herefs.(detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.26a  Elizabeth Mackers †1768, Belton, Lincs. (detail) 

Plate 5.26b  John Neve †1751, Catsfield, Sussex(detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.27a  Margaret Barron †1772, Trinity Churchyard, New York, NY(detail) 

Plate 5.27b Henry Graham †1772, Upwell, Norfolk (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.28a  Isaac Holmes †1763  

Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston(detail) 

Plate 5.28b Alexander Peronneau †1747 

Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.29a  Henry Peronneau †1743  

Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston(detail) 

Plate 5.29b Solomon Miller †1757 

Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.30a  William Hutson †1761  

Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston(detail) 

Plate 5.30b Elizabeth Simmons †1740 

Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.31a  Thomas children †1776 †1786, Hope Bowdler, Salop (detail) 

Plate 5.31b Sarah Wier †1793, Eastbury, CT (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.32a  Priscilla Adams †1734 

Old Hill Burying Ground, Concord, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.32b  Mary Melven †1754, Old Hill Burying Ground, Concord, MA 

(detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.33a  Elizabeth Musgrove †1738, Boughton Monchelsea, Kent (detail) 

Plate 5.33b  Frances Drake †1755, Church Langton, Leics. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.34a  Sarah Pimble †1726, Linton, Herefs. (detail) 

Plate 5.34b  Hannah Parish †1713, Clifton Reynes, Bucks.  (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.35a  Betty Temple †1738, Old Hill Burying Ground, Concord, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.35b  Thomas Prue †1747 and Frances Prue †1769 

St Philip’s Churchyard, Charleston 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.36a  William Christian †1756, Andreas, IoM  (detail) 

Plate 5.36b  Philip Cooke †1719, Cley, Norfolk (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.37a  Jonathan Ordway †1680, Kineton, Warks. (detail) 

Plate 5.37b  Abigail Williams †1754, Deerfield, MA (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.38a  John Frissell †1787, Ballure, IoM 

Plate 5.38b  James Abbott †1799, Columbia, CT (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.39a  James Oldershaw †1789, Rothley, Leics. (detail) 

Plate 5.39b  Henry Mossop †1783 

Beckermet St Bridget, Cumberland (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.40a  Mary Gregory †1781, Arundel, Sussex (detail) 

Plate 5.40b  Mary Rhodes †1797 Church Langton, Leics. (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.41a  Thomas Lamboll †1774 

Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC(detail) 

Plate 5.41b  Thomas Moore †1794, St Philip’s, Charleston, SC  (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.42a  Mary Smith †1787, Bishops Canning, Wilts. (detail) 

Plate 5.42b  Gorham children †1790 †1793, the Granary, Boston, MA 

(detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.43a  Asaph Elliott †1685, the Granary, Boston, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.43b  Benjamin Hills †1683, the Granary, Boston, MA (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.44a  Nathaniel Lawrence †1800, Canaan, CT (detail) 

Plate 5.44b  Erastus Wolcott †1797 

Edwards Burial Ground, South Windsor, CT (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.45a  Abigail Morton  †1791, the Granary, Boston, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.45b  Phebe Woodruff  †1766 

First Presbyterian Churchyard, Elizabeth, NJ (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.46a  Mary Barber †1788, Common Burial Ground, Newport, RI (detail) 

Plate 5.46b  Daniel Cooper †1795, Basking Ridge, NJ (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.47a  Elias Dunritch †1759, Buckland Monachorum, Devon (detail) 

Plate 5.47b  George Lettin †1747, Lowick, Northants (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.48a  John Kelley †1800, Ballaugh Old Church, IoM (detail) 

Plate 5.48b  Anna Ladew †1795, Sparta, NY(detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.49a  Mary Alleson †1772 

First Presbyterian Churchyard, Elizabeth, NJ (detail) 

Plate 5.49b  William Lellyett †1767 and Sarah Lellyett †1778 

West Tarring, Sussex (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.50a  Brewster children †1784, Becket, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.50b  Wood children  †1703, Broadway, Worcs. (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.51a  Corter children †1745 - 1759, Buckland Monachorum, Devon (detail) 

Plate 5.51b  Phelps brothers and sisters †1792-1794 

Edwards Burial Ground, South Windsor, CT (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.52a  Langley children †1771 – 1785 

Common Burial Ground, Newport, RI  

Plate 5.52b  Huntington children †1796-1798, Norwichtown, CT   



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.53a  Arnett children †1758 – 1770 

First Presbyterian Burial Ground, Elizabeth, NJ  

Plate 5.53b  Bond children †1798 

First Presbyterian Burial Ground, Elizabeth, NJ 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.54a  Alice Cornford †1757, Battle, Sussex (detail) 

Plate 5.54b  Birchard children †1789 – 1792, Becket, MA   



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.55a  Gove children  †1721 - 1723, Cambridge, MA  

Plate 5.55b  Frothingham children †1772 – 1783, Charlestown, MA  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.56a  Cutler children †1680, Charlestown, MA 

Plate 5.56b  Hannah Fletcher  †1778,  Chelmsford, MA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.57a  Seymore children †1736, King’s Chapel, Boston, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.57b  Muter children †1788-1793, Wilmington, NC 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.58a  Sarah Illenden  †1739, Brookland, Kent 

Plate 5.58b  Thomas Noakes †1750, Battle, Sussex 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.59a  Nicolas Fox †1730, Wroxeter, Salop 

Plate 5.59b  Daniel Dickinson  †1770, St Margaret’s, King’s Lynn, Norfolk 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.60a  John Lothrop †1716, the Granary, Boston, MA 

Plate 5.60b  Alexander Henderson †1783, Portsmouth, NH 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.61a  Rachel Meeker †1760 

First Presbyterian Church Burial Ground, Elizabeth, NH 

Plate 5.61b  Alexander Attwooll †1770, Reforne, Dorset 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.62a Henry Rugeley †1796, Potton, Beds 

Plate 5.62b  Henry Wood †1630, Wateringbury, Kent . 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.63a Samuel Gill †1683, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA 

Plate 5.63b  Ann Pitt †1782, Hurley, Berks. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.64a Joseph Selman †1761, Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA (detail)  

Plate 5.64b  Jane Cooper †1772, Blakeney, Norfolk (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.65a Rebekah Carle †1770, Basking Ridge, NJ 

Plate 5.65b  Christey Biset †1747, Greyfriars, Perth (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.66a Samuel Winslow †1680, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.66b  William Clarke †1741, Blaby, Leics. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.67a John Bell †1774, Bellingham, Northumberland (detail) 

Plate 5.67b  probably the footstone to Richard Corter †1786 

Buckland Monachorum, Devon (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.68a Ann Boardman †1782, Blakeney, Norfolk (detail) 

Plate 5.68b  Sarah Wells †1774, Blakeney, Norfolk (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.69a Mary Upchurch †1735, Arundel, Sussex (detail) 

Plate 5.69b  William Mowat  †1770, Warebeth, Orkney (detail) 
(Photograph: Gillian Hatch) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.70a John Weekes †1768, Northiam, Sussex (detail) 

Plate 5.70b  Isaac Peckham †1767 

Common Burial Ground, Newport, RI (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.71a Susanna Jayne †1776, Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.71b  James Waterman †1793 

Common Burial Ground, Boston, MA (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.72a Ann Fison †1773, Barningham, Suffolk (detail) 

Plate 5.72b  William Cobley †1770, Church Langton, Leics. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.73a Rebecca Gerrish †1743, King’s Chapel, Boston, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.73b  Anthony Green †1786, Brixworh, Northants. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.74a Rebecca Sanders †1745, King’s Chapel, Boston, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.74b  Edward Elliott †1786, Boughton Monchelsea, Kent (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.75a Ann Anthony †1753, Beaconsfield, Bucks. (detail) 

Plate 5.75b  William Storkes †1761, Belton, Lincs.(detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.76a Anthony Green †1786, Brixworth, Northants (detail) 

Plate 5.76b  Richard Marchant †1675, Bibury, Glos. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.77a Amie Balston †1695, Martinstown, Dorset 

Plate 5.77b  Sarah Tuck †1798, Lacock, Wilts. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.78a Mark Linskill †1790,  Bedale, NR (detail) 

Plate 5.78b  Robert Curtis †1747, Michelmarsh, Hants. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.79a John Hood †1747,  Peterstow, Herefs. (detail) 

Plate 5.79b  Thomas Stratton  †1747, Hurley, Berks.  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.80a Ann Phipps †1714, Potton, Beds. (detail) 

Plate 5.80b  Thomas Deudney †1795, Bexhill, Sussex (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.81a  Sarah Knight †1785, Berkeley, Glos. (detail) 

Plate 5.81b  Mary Grant  †1732, Brightling, Sussex (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.82a  William Sisson †1796, Barnack, Soke of  Peterborough (detail) 

Plate 5.82b  JS TH 1764, Tulliallan, Perthshire (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.83a  Susanna Jayne  †1776, Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.83b  Betsey Tracy †1792, Norwichtown, CT (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.84a  Elizabeth Patterson †1774, Basking Ridge, NJ  

(detail, with a cloud above the cherub’s head)) 

Plate 5.84b  William Mann †1771, Cley, Norfolk (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.85a  Thomas Carrick †1741 †1755, Blaby, Leics. (detail) 

Plate 5.85b  Mary Carr †1787, Aylsham, Norfolk (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.86a  John Barker †1772, Blakeney, Norfolk (detail) 

Plate 5.86b  William Barker  †1788, West Tarring, Sussex (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.87a  Richard Haydon †1729, Cley, Norfolk (detail) 

Plate 5.87b  EP †1759, Little Dean, Glos. (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.88a  Robert Norris †1800, Buckland Monachorum, Devon (detail) 

Plate 5.88b  William Earle †1703 †1741, Barcombe, Sussex (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.89a  John Skuce  †1737, Bibury, Glos.(detail) 

Plate 5.89b  Ann Watson †1798,  Church Langton, Leics.(detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.90a  Sarah Ridge †1789, Billingshurst, Sussex (detail) 

Plate 5.90b  Patience Haffenden  †1733,  Biddenden, Kent   



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.91a  Hans Sloane †1753, Chelsea Old Church, Middx.(detail) 

Plate 5.91b  Thomas Tempany †1780,  Bibury, Glos. (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.92a  Elizabeth Russell †1690, Broadway, Worcs. (detail) 

Plate 5.92b  Mary Tripp †1715, Weston Underwood, Bucks. (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.93a  Anna Church †1775, Colston Bassett, Notts. (detail) 

Plate 5.93b  Sarah Austin †1761, Colston Bassett, Notts. (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.94a  William Tabberer †1769, Brixworth, Northants. (detail) 

Plate 5.94b  James Smith †1790, Belton, Lincs. (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.95a  Thomas Carrick †1741 †1755, Blaby, Leics. (detail) 

Plate 5.94b  Thomas Carrick †1741 †1755, Blaby, Leics.  (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.96a  William Cobley †1770, Church Langton, Leics. (detail) 

Plate 5.96b  Jane Weston †1782, Brixworth, Northants. (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.97a  John Nicholls †1597, St Teath, Cornwall 

Plate 5.97b  Robert Meriam †1681, Hill Burying Ground, Concord, MA. 

(detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.98a  Hannah and Mary Shutt †1709, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.98b  Margaret Connachar †1784, Logierait, Perthshire. (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.99a  John Jervis †1771, Church Langton, Leics. (detail) 

Plate 5.99b  John Jordan  †1771, Bourton-on-the-Water, Glos. (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.100a  Maria Forbes †1655, Bovey Tracy, Devon  (detail) 

Plate 5.100b  Elizuar Holyoke  †1711, the Granary, Boston, MA (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.101a Benjamin Hills †1683, the Granary, Boston, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.101b John Parmetar †1711, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.102a  John Hipkins  †1741, Cley, Norfolk (detail) 

Plate 5.102b  Rebekah Carle †1770, Basking Ridge, NJ (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.103a  John Midlton †1739, Chestnut Level, PA (detail) 

Plate 5.103b  Sarah Murrell †1763, Bolney, Sussex (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.104a  IA EM †1726, Tullibody, Clacks. (detail) 

Plate 5.104b  George Steele †1722, Barthomley, Cheshire (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.105a  Jonathan Hascall †1784, New Salem, MA. (detail) 

Plate 5.105b  Benjamin Hills †1683, the Granary, Boston, MA(detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.106a  John Cross †1796, Basking Ridge, NJ (detail) 

Plate 5.106b  Mary Moore †1749, Michael, IoM (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.107a  John Watkies †1760, Cardington, Salop (detail) 

Plate 5.107b  James Waterman †1793  

Common Burial Ground, Boston, MA (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.108a  William White  †1789, Bretforton, Worcs. (detail) 

Plate 5.108b  Manning children †1750-1759, Norwichtown, CT. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.109a  John Jervis  †1771, Church Langton, Leics. (detail) 

Plate 5.109b  AW AW 1787, Tulliallan, Perthshire  (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.110a  Baker Walton †1798, Barningham, Suffolk (detail) 

Plate 5.110b  John Kelley †1800, Ballaugh Old Church, IoM (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.111a  William Peacock †1748, Aycliffe, Co. Durham (detail) 

Plate 5.111b  Eunice Colton  †1763, Longmeadow, MA (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.112a  Richard White †1777, Berkeley, Glos. (detail) 

Plate 5.112b  Rebecca Gerrish †1743, King’s Chapel, Boston , MA (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.113a  Thomas Smith †1693, King’s Chapel, Boston, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.113b  Mary Bliss †1757, Longmeadow , MA (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.114a  Margaret Kelsall †1729, Barthomley, Cheshire (detail) 

Plate 5.114b  Martha Fearmsby  †1731, Cley, Norfolk (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.115a  John Higg †1784, Tulliallan, Perthshire (detail) 

Plate 5.115b  Thomas Seward †1800, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.116a  John Blackwell †1797, Arnesby, Leics. (detail) 

Plate 5.116b  James Dwar (sic) †1773, Tulliallan, Perthshire  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.117a  Michael Jackson †1798, Blakeney, Norfolk  (detail) 

Plate 5.117b  Mark Sharp  †1747 (footstone) 

St John-sub-Castro, Lewes, Sussex (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.118a  Thomas Johnson †1799, Brancepeth, Co. Durham (detail) 

Plate 5.118b  John Wilson †177?, Pencaitland, East Lothian (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.119a  John Muirhead †1670, Pencaitland, East Lothian (detail) 

Plate 5.119b  AS ND 1784, Tulliallan, Perthshire 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.120a  GC CR 1787, Tulliallan, Perthshire  (detail) 

Plate 5.120b  John Sims †1774, Columbia, CT (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.121a  John Acton †1702, Barthomley, Cheshire (detail) 

Plate 5.121b  Elizabeth Page †1693, Rosewell Plantation, VA  

(now at Abingdon, VA) (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.122a  John Clarke †1728, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.122b  Joseph Prigg †1784, Stoke-sub-Hamdon, Somerset   



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.123a  Tawley children †1737 

Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA 

Plate 5.123b  Ruth Carter †1698, the Granary, Boston   



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.124a  †1714, Sandford St. Martin, Oxon. 

Plate 5.124b  Mary Dunn †1778 

St Mary-de-Crypt, Gloucester, Glos.   (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.125a  John Weston  †1787, Brixworth, Northants. (detail)  

Plate 5.125b  Sarah Smith †1769 

Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA    (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.126a  Richard Lyman †1746, Columbia, CT (detail)  

Plate 5.126b  John Corlett †1788, Ballaugh Old Church, IoM (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.127a  Ichabod Freeman †1782, Columbia, CT (detail)  

Plate 5.127b  Joseph Oliver †1775, Worth, Sussex  (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.128a  Robert Jackson †1657, Rushen, IoM (detail)  

Plate 5.128b  Margery Lace  †1675, Andreas, IoM  (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.129a  John Small †1666, Bovey Tracey, Devon 

Plate 5.129b  Thomas Butler †1671, Greenford, Middx. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.130a  Henry Cheesman  †1707, East Peckham , Kent (detail) 

Plate 5.130b  Thomas Hall  †1695, Tulliallan, Perthshire (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.131a  John Hadfeild †1665, Darley Dale, Derbys.  

Plate 5.131b  John Shewel †1657, Ripple, Worcs.  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.132a  Sarah Miles †1756 

South Burying Ground, Concord, MA (detail) 

Plate 5.132b  Martha Houlbrook  †1775, Wellfleet, MA (detaila).  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.133a  Pompey Brenton  †1772, Common Burying Ground 

(African-American Section), Newport, RI (detail) 

Plate 5.133b  Ruth Conant †1770 

South Burying Ground, Concord, MA (detail).  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 5.134  Job Brooks †1788 

Hill Burying Ground, Concord, MA (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.1a  George Chapman †1634, St Giles’-in-the-Fields, Middx.,  

by Inigo Jones 

Plate 6.1b  Sir Thomas Cornwallis, Portchester, Hants, 1616 (intramural) 

by Nicholas Stone (detail) 
(Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 320) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.2a  Sir Tomas Richardson †1635, Westminster Abbey,  

by Le Sueur 
(Courtauld Institute) 

Plate 6.2b  Sarah Hathaway †1700, Kineton, Warks. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.3a  John Colet †1519, Old St Paul’s, London (intramural, 

destroyed), from the engraving by Hollar. 
(Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.113)) 

Plate 6.3b  Ann Poulson †1713, Hendon, Middx. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.4a  Thomas Smith  †1696,  St Peter’s, Cambridge, Cambs. 

(intramural) 

Plate 6.4b  Alice Knight †1696, Isleham, Cambs. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.5a  John Batteley   †1708,  Canterbury Cathedral , Kent  

(intramural) 

Plate 6.5b  Cordelia Denny †1698, Bishop’s Stortford, Herts. (intramural) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.6a  George Fenwick †1760,  Hallaton, Leics. 

Plate 6.6b  John Chester †1778, Beckermet St Bridget, Cumberland 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.7  Sir Anthony Browne †1548 but c. 1540 at Battle, Sussex  
(Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 316). 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.8a  Margaret Kaighin †1697, Michael, IoM. 

Plate 6.8b  Christian Norris †1695, Michael Old Church, IoM 

 (originally intramural) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.9  Sir John Constable †1627, Ibsley, Hants. (intramural) 

(Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 308). 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.10a  Joan Deering †1682, Portesham, Dorset (in the church porch). 

Plate 6.10b  Jone Parkar †1689, Portesham, Dorset. 

 (originally intramural) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.11a  Valentine Strong †1662,  Fairford, Glos. 

Plate 6.11b  Mary Stangar †1742, Ketton, Rutland 
 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.12a  Mary Shaw †1742,  Crosscanonby, Cumberland. 

Plate 6.12b  Arthur Gilbert †1683, Swithland, Leics. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.13a  Henry Barlew †1669, Long Bredy, Dorset (detail0. 

Plate 6.13b  John Burkinshaw †1774, Atcham, Salop (detail). 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.14a  Henry Nicholson †1795,  Bedale, NR 

Plate 6.14b  John Christian †1768 (but later), Bexhill, Sussex (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.15a  Rachel Sisson †1784,  Barnack, Soke of  Peterborough 

Plate 6.15b  George Long †1796, Bisham, Berks. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.16a  Samuel Sharpe †1799,  Beckermet St Bridget, Cumberland 

(detail) 

Plate 6.15b  George Long †1796, Bisham, Berks. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.17a  William Cripps †1803,  Lamberhurst, Kent (detail) 

Plate 6.17b  Richard Revis †1807, Olney, Bucks. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.18a  Ann Pitt †1782,  Hurley, Bucks. (detail) 

Plate 6.18b  Christiana Hudson †1780, St Mary-de-Castro, Leics. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.19a  Thomas Ellis †1798, East Peckham, Kent 

Plate 6.19b  Sarah Rogers †1794, Llanbister, Rads.(detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.20a  Datestone dated 1729 at Broadclough, Lancs. 

(Taylor, Rossendale) 

Plate 6.20b  Datestone dated 1707, south Lancs. 
(W. F. Price) 

 
 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.21a  Plate CXXXVII from Batty Langley’s City and Country Builder’s 

Treasury of  Designs of  1756, showing an altar tomb. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.22a  David Ross †1767, Onchan, IoM 

Plate 6.22b  Doorway from Alexandria, VA, 1792-93. 
(From Charles O. Cornelius, ‘Some early American Doorways’) 

 
 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.23  Plate VIII in the Rules .. of  the Carpenters’ Company  … of  

Philadelphia 1786 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.24a  Plate XXIX in the Rules .. of  the Carpenters’ Company  … of  

Philadelphia 1786 

Plate 6.24b  Phillips daughters †1789 at Old Burial Hill, Marblehead, MA 
 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.25a  Thomas Williams †1724, Bryngwyn, Rads.  

(in the church porch). 

Plate 6.25b  Theodosia Aston †1752 at Chebsey, Staffs. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.26a  Charles Cooke †1767, Walberton, Sussex (detail) 

Plate 6.26b  Fireback dated 1772  

from the Principio Furnace, Cecil County, MD 
(MESDA) 

 
 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.27a  Fireback dated 1767  

from the Principio Furnace, Cecil County, MD 
(MESDA) 

Plate 6.27b  Eighteenth-century fireback with barleysugar columns 
(Mainwaring Baines) 

 
 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.28a  Fireback dated 1730, probably from the Weald 

 (Hodgkinson) 

Plate 6.28b  Fireback at Stratford Hall Plantation, Virginia, dated 1745 and 

attributed to the Massaponax Furnace, Spotsylvania County 
(MESDA) 

 
 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.29a  Fireback dated 1758 from Spotsylvania County, PA 

(fragment). 

 (MESDA) 

Plate 6.29b  Stoveplate from Virginia, c.1797. 
(MESDA) 

 
 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.30a  Wealden blacksmith’s forgeback 1655 

 (Hodgkinson) 

Plate 6.30b  Wealden fireback, mid-eighteenth century 
(Hodgkinson) 

 
 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.31a  lead cistern from Fenton House, Hampstead, 1723 

Plate 6.31b  the trade card for Isaac Dalvy, glover in Soho, c.1730  
(Lewis, Ephemera) 

 
 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.32a  Sign of  John Victory, haberdasher, of  Cheapside, c. 1700 
(Heal, Sign Boards) 

Plate 6.32b  Trumpeting angel weathervane, American, 19th century  
(Bishop and Marx Atkins) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.33a  The Good Woman, the sign of  Joseph Pitcher of  St Giles’s, 

1764 
(Heal, Sign Boards) 

Plate 6.33b  The Crown and Slipper, the sign for Ralph Aldersey, boot and 

shoemaker, the Minories, 1733 
(Heal, Sign Boards) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.34a  The Three Plains (sic),  

the sign of  John Jennion, toolmaker, of  Cheapside, c.1730  
(Heal, Sign Boards) 

Plate 6.34b  The Black Swan and Parrat (sic), the sign of  John Short, 

woollen draper of  Cannon St., 1654 
(Heal, Sign Boards) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.35a  The Crane & Anchor (the sign of  John Sage & John Gopp, 

haberdashers, of  Cheapside, 1748 
(Heal, Sign Boards) 

Plate 6.35b  Sign of  the sun (origins unknown) 
(Kenny, McMillan and Myrone) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.36a  Joined half-headed bedstead dated 1669 
(Chinnery) 

Plate 6.36b  English armchair, oak, 1580-1630 
(Chinnery) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.37a  Longcase clock  by Nathan Cushing, Providence, RI 
(Nutting) 

Plate 6.37b  Longcase clock, Rhode Island school 
(Nutting) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.38a  Double-arched bureaus, 1720-40 (left Philadelphia, right 

Delaware) 
(Nutting) 

Plate 6.38b  Sconce glass, walnut,  1785-95 
(Nutting) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.39a  Thomas Mayhew †1797, Holy Trinity, Bungay, Suffol 

Plate 6.39b  Looking-glass, moulded pine c. 1720-40, 

 stencilling probably 19th century. 
(Nutting) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.40a  Marquetry looking-glass 1700-20 
(Nutting) 

Plate 6.40b  Looking-glass1800 – 10 by Nathan Cushing, 
(Nutting) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.41a  Cellaret believed to come from the Guilford-Randolph 

County area of  North Carolina 
(MESDA) 

Plate 6.41b  Samuel Hartt †1791, Steele Creek, NC (detail) 
 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.42a  Andrew Churchill †1691 Litton Cheney, Dorset) 

Plate 6.42b  Wooden panels, probably from a bedhead, in Portesham 

Church , Dorset  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.43a  Miniature chest c.1700 
(Nutting) 

Plate 6.43b  Jonas Pridham †1678, Bovey Tracey, Devon, from East 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.44  Dennis family deed box, Essex County, MA, seventeenth 

century 
(Tashjian and Tashjian) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.45a  Two-drawer oak chest from Hadley, MA, before 1704 
(Nutting) 

Plate 6.45b  Martha White †1787, Hadley, MA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.46  Floral decoration on New England chest and headstones. 
(Tashjian and Tashjian) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.47a  Sarah Tilden †1714, Cranbrook, Kent 

Plate 6.47b  Oak chest with banded imbrications 1670 
(Nutting) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.48a  A Declaration for the certaine Time of  Drawing the Great 

standing Lottery for Virginia…….1615 

(Lemon) 

Plate 6.48b  Pewter goblet or chalice 

(Museum of Fine Arts, American Pewter in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston [Museum of Fine 

Arts, Boston, 1974]) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.49a  Pewter cups with handles 

(Christopher A. Peal, Pewter of Great Britain [John Gifford, London, 1983]) 

Plate 6.49b  Sign of  the Golden Cup & Crown, the sign of  Anthony 

Blackford of  Lombard St., 1702 

(Heal, Sign Boards) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.50a  Martha Johnson †1783, Warham St Mary, Norfolk (detail) 

Plate 6.50b  William Hart †1717, Hampstead, Middx. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.51  Library ceiling at Balkaskie House, Fife 
(Beard) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.52a  Trade card of  John Clark, lamplighter 
(Heal, London Tradesmen’s Cards) 

Plate 6.52b  Pin wrapper, c. 1700  

(Lewis) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.53a  embroidered picture of  the third quarter of  the seventeenth 

century depicts (framing two representations of  King Charles the Martyr) 
(Nevinson) 

Plate 6.53b  Hatchment of  Edward Weld †1755  

at East Lulworth Castle Chapel, Dorset  

(John C. Titterton, ‘Dorset' ) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.54a  Hatchment to the Very Rev:d John Barwick †1664  

in Witherslack Church, Westmorland 

 (Robert S. Boumphrey, ‘Cumberland') 

Plate 6.54b  Hatchment to Catherine Coke †1719 at Trusley, Derbys., (John 

R. Pierrepont, ‘Derbyshire' ) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.55a  Funeral invitation, Boston, MA, 1743 (detail) 

 (Tashjian and Tashjian') 

Plate 6.55b  English Funeral broadside for George Cokayn, 1691 

(Tashjian and Tashjian ) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.56a  Title page, Cologne, 1601 

 (Nesbitt') 

Plate 6.55b  Title page c. 1614 (detail) 

(Nesbitt) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.57a  Title page of  the Irish statute book for 1635 

 (McKerrow and Ferguson) 

Plate 6.57b  Massachusetts paper 2d 1744 

(Storer) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.58a  Massachusetts paper 6d 1744 (detail) 

(Storer) 

Plate 6.58b  Ball ticket, Mile End, 1780s 

(Lewis) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.59a  Trade card for Edward Butling, hanging-maker, c. 1720 

 (Lewis) 

Plate 6.59b  Trade card for Thomas Tronsdale, cap-maker, c.1740  

(Lewis) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.60a  Trade card for John Hannam, fancy-goods dealer,  

late 17th century 

 (Carrington) 

Plate 6.60b  Trade card for Thomas Collyer, 

 hat-haberdasher, temp. William III 

 (Heal, London Tradesmen’s Cards)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.61a  Trade card for W. Insley, sedan-chairmaker 

 (Heal, London Tradesmen’s Cards) 

Plate 6.61b  Tea label 

 (Lewis)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.62a  Hannah Harrison †1784, St Mary-de-Castro, Leicester 

Plate 6.62b  Sarah Chater †1783 at Market Harborough  

(now removed to St Mary’s in Ardern), Leics 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.63a  Eunice Freeman †1791, Old Colonial Burying Ground, 

Metuchen, NJ (detail) 

Plate 6.63b  Pennsylvania Dutch devotional text with deer 

(Bishop and Atkins) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.64a  Joseph Davis †1790, Steele Creek, NC 

Plate 6.64b  Margaret Connachar †1784, Logierait, Perthshire 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 6.65a  Adam and Eve, crewel-work, c.1770, Newport, RI 
(Tashjian and Tashjian) 

Plate 6.65b  Iron fireback, Massachusett, 1770 
(Tashjian and Tashjian) 
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Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 7.1  The churchyard of  St John-sub-Castro, Lewes, Sussex, from 

Francis Grose’s  The Antiquities of  England, 1787, showing the three 

categories of  marker: wooden graveboards, stone headstones and stone 

altar tombs. 
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Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 7.2 
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Plate 7.3 
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Plate 7.4 
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Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 7.5 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 7.6  Mary Cox †1789, Minchinhampton, Glos., signed Cook. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 8.1 Sarah Compton †1791, Metuchen Old Colonial Cemetery, NJ. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 8.2a  Graveboards at Ardingly, Sussex 

Plate 8.2b Mary Luyten †1770, St Michael’s, Charleston, SC  

(a replica of  the original, lost to a late-twentieth-century hurricane) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 8.3a  Sarah Gibson †1721, Balcombe, Sussex  

(one end-post missing) 

Plate 8.3b Elizabeth Stedman  †1762, Balcombe, Sussex 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 8.4a  Henry Cooper †1775, St Mary’s, Little Baddow, Essex 

Plate 8.4b John Rolls †1820, Bisham, Berks. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 8.5  Walling Materials: Stone 
(Brunskill, p. 199) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 8.6  Roofing Materials: Stone Flags and Stone Tiles 
(Brunskill p. 207) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 8.7 Timber Walling 

  (Brunskill, p. 204) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 8.8a  Richard Marchant †1675, Bibury, Glos. 

Plate 8.8b Dorithie Pirkin †1678,  Swithland, Leics. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 8.9a  James Morgan †1694, Linton, Herefs.. 

Plate 8.9b Jonas Pridham †1678, Bovey Tracey, Devon 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 8.10a  Thomas Tye †1681, Lowestoft, Suffolk 

Plate 8.10b Daniel Teagie †1690, Linton, Herefs. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 8.11  Mary Dickins †1676, Broadway, Worcs. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 9.1a Walpole Old Chapel, Suffolk 

Plate 9.1b Little Baddow Presbyterian Chapel, Essex 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 9.2a God’s Acre, Salem, NC 

Plate 9.2b Benjamin Bagge †1792, Salem, NC 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 9.3a Quaker Burial Ground (next to the churchyard) 

 Twineham, Sussex 

Plate 9.3b Quaker marker †1792, Easton, MD 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 9.4a Joan Stringer †1697, Wandsworth Friends’ Meeting House, 

Surrey. 

Plate 9.4b Isaac Teller †1768, Huntersville, NY 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 9.5a Walter Brett  †1686, St Michael’s, Lewes. 

Plate 9.5b Mary Sumner †1762, Colston Bassett, Notts. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 9.6a Moses Cohen †1790 †1800, Beth Elohim Cemetery, 

Georgetown, SC 

Plate 9.6b St George’s Gardens, Bloomsbury, Middx., formerly the 

detached churchyards of  St George the Martyr, Queen Square, and St 

George’s, Bloomsbury. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 9.7a St Michael’s Churchyard, Workington, Cumberland 

Plate 9.7b Loughborough Churchyard 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 9.8a Fieldstones at Waxhaw, SC 

Plate 9.8b Mary Scott †1757 

African-American Section, Common Burial Ground, Newport, RI. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 9.9a Pompey Brenton †1772 

African-American Section, Common Burial Ground, Newport, RI 

Plate 9.9b Slaves’ Burial Ground, Drayton Hall, SC 

The gate is later 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 9.10a The Great Stone, Santan, IoM 

Plate 9.10b William Procter †1767, Chelmsford, MA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 9.11a Ruth Goold †1785, Chelmsford, MA 

Plate 9.11b Hopkins infant  †1793, Wellfleet, MA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 9.12a Timothy Walker †1785, Concord, NH 

Plate 9.12b Peg, a Negro Servant to Henry Bull  †1740, African-American 

Section, Common Burial Ground, Newport, RI 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 9.13a Samuel Willard †1752, Old Settlers Burying Ground, 

Lancaster, MA 

Plate 9.13b John Dunsmoor †1756, Old Settlers Burying Ground, 

Lancaster, MA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 9.14a St Michael’s Churchyard, Lewes, Sussex 

Plate 9.14b Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 9.15a Burnham Market Churchyard, Norfolk 

Plate 9.15b Old Saybrook, CT. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate 9.16a Nathaniel Donnell †1780, York, ME. 

Plate 9.16b Thomas Smith †1738, Lowestoft, Suffolk. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.1:  Thomas Fargher †1781 at St Mark’s, IoM. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.2a Grace Stanford †1772, West Dean, Pevensey Rape, Sussex 

Plate A.2b Richard Norman †1813, Worth, Sussex.  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.3a Lady Elizabeth Norton†1715, Hampstead, Middx. 

Plate A.3b Valentine Strong †1662, Burford, Oxon.  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.4a Windrush, Glos. (inscription illegible). 

Plate A.3b Margaret White †1686, Witney, Oxon.  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.5a Dengie, Essex 

Plate A.5b Joshua Howes †1779  

Old South Queen Anne Cemetery, Chatham, MA  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.6a Roger Poulton †1662, Etchilhampton, Wilts. (right) 

Plate A.6b Julia Dorcas ?Shelley †1782, Epsom, Surrey  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.7a Thomas Knight †1715, Kingston St. Mary, Somerset 

Plate A.7b Richard Cooke Shergold †1727, Bishop’s Canning, Wilts. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.8a Robert Brindle †1776, Bibury, Glos. (left) 

Plate A.8b James Plumer †1751, Chailey Sussex  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.9a Churchyard cross, Stoke-sub-Hamdon, Somerset 

Plate A.9b Weston Underwood, Bucks. (illegible) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.10a Edward Burt †1737, Bolney, Sussex 

Plate A.10b Elizabeth Yeoman †1778, Whitby, NR  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.11 Walter Allan†1732, Colinton, Midlothian (now wall-mounted) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.12 Margery Lace †1675, Andreas, IoM 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.13a †1696, Durham Cathedral churchyard 

Plate A.13b †1680, Upleatham, NR  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.14a John Emery †1733, Arundel, Sussex 

Plate A.14b George Bigham †1782, Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.15a IP IS dated 1732, Holy Rude, Stirling 1733, obverse 

Plate A.15b IP IS dated 1732, Holy Rude, Stirling (reverse) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.16a Anthony Wingfield †1715, Stonham Aspal, Suffolk 

Plate A.16b Corrin burial place, Peel Hill, IoM 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.17a JD †1795, Abbots Creek, NC 

Plate A.17b John Gerley †1769  

Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.18a Thomas Walch †1705, Tranent, East Lothian  

(from north-west) 

Plate A.18b Thomas Walch †1705, Tranent, East Lothian  

(from east) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.19:  †1735, Beaumaris, Anglesey 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.20a Ann Neaghells †1672, Weston Underwood, Bucks. 

Plate A.20b †1686, Caldecott, Rutland 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.21a Windsor, NC. 

Plate A.21b John Cowell †1720, Witney, Oxon. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.22a Henry Martin †1798, Ringmer, Sussex 

Plate A.22b Jacob Worner †1711, Hadley, MA. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.23a Elizabeth Kirkpatrick, †1781, Basking Ridge, NJ 

Plate A.23b Jacob Shepard †1773, Beaufort, NC 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.24a IG MG 1753, Tullibody, Clacks. 

Plate A.24b Alice Turner †1705, Barthomley, Cheshire 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.25a Faith Shaore †1645, Darley Dale, Derbys. 

Plate A.25b James Moore †1792, Malew, IoM 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.26a William Hemming †1796, Fairford, Glos.. 

Plate A.26b Paul Mills †1795 (but earlier), Painswick, Glos. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.27a  Georgetown, SC 

Plate A.27b Mary Blackman †1777, Chailey, Sussex 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.28a Thomas Blackman †1786, Chailey, Sussex 

Plate A.28b Thomas Price †1777, Burwash, Sussex 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.29a Elizabeth Card †1752, Beckley, Sussex 

Plate A.29b Thomas Harmer †1763, Ardingly, Sussex 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.30a Frances Scott †1778, St Mary’s, Bungay, Suffolk 

Plate A.30b Mary Brooks †1790, Boreham, Essex 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.31a Edward Burt †1720, Bolney, Sussex 

Plate A.31b Thomas Falconer †1729, St George’s, Middx. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.32a Whitworth family monument, Buckden, Hunts. 

Plate A.32b Jane Wardale †1791,  Whitby NR 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.33a Thomas Smalldridge †1784, Linton, Herefs. 

Plate A.33b GL DL †1621, Darley Dale, Derbys. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.34a Sarah Utley †1791, Salem, NC. 

Plate A.34b John Bryan †1787, Painswick, Glos.. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.35a Edmund Waller †1687, Beaconsfield, Bucks. 

Plate A.35b William Turner †1765, Buckland Monachorum, Devon 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.36a Wallace vault, St George’s, Douglas, IoM. 

Plate A.36b Rosee Forbes †1800, Great Stanmore, Middx. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.37:  Edward Hughs †1670, Melton Mowbray, Leics. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.38a Henry Wolcott †1655, Windsor, CT 

Plate A.38b Lady Fenwick †1645, Old Saybrook, CT. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.39a Maria Forbes †1649, Bovey Tracey, Devon 

Plate A.39b Sarah Gibson †1721, Balcombe, Sussex 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.40a Mary Williamson †1774, Bedale, NR. 

Plate A.40b Susanna Ellis †1787, Holy Trinity, Bungay, Suffolk 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.41a Belton, Lincs. 

Plate A.41b Jane Forster †1721, Brancepeth, Co. Durham 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.42a Sarah Smith †1714, Painswick, Glos. 

Plate A.42b Andrew Ker †1724, Pencaitland, East Lothian 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.43a Greyfriars, Perth. 

Plate A.43b Edward Bucknall †1774, Astley, Salop. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.44a Fanny Atwood †1802, All Saints’, Lewes, Sussex 

Plate A.44b Matthew Hale †1706 Alderley, Glos. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.45 Countess of  Deloraine †1720, Sandford St Martin, Oxon. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.46a Mary Vaughan †1779, Llanfilo, Brecknockshire 

Plate A.46b George Fenwicke †1760, Hallaton, Leics. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate A.47 Lonan Old Church, IoM 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.1a  John Quayle †1724, Malew, IoM, attributed to Henry Quayle  

Plate F.1b  Edward Moore †1751, Malew, IoM, 

 attributed to Henry Quayle (detail) 

 



2 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.2a  Mary Moore †1749, Michael, IoM, attributed to Henry Quayle  

Plate F.2b  John Riddyard †1738, Michael, IoM, attributed to Henry 

Quayle  



3 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.3a  ‘Farewell Vain world’ (footstone) †1778 

Buckland Monachorum, Devon, signed by  William Shillibeer.  

Plate F.3b  Joan Wyer †1779, Buckland Monachorum, Devon 

signed by William Shillibeer  



4 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.4a  Richard Corter †1783, Buckland Monachorum, Devon, 

 signed by  William Shillibeer.  

Plate F.4b  Richard Corter †1786, Buckland Monachorum, Devon 

signed by William Shillibeer  



5 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.5a  Mark Blanchard  †1787, Buckland Monachorum, Devon, 

signed by  William Shillibeer.  

Plate F.5b  Robert Manning †1791, Buckland Monachorum, Devon 

signed by William Shillibeer  



6 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.6a  ‘Farewell Vain world’ (footstone) †1778 

Buckland Monachorum, Devon, signed by  William Shillibeer (detail).  

Plate F.6b Richard Corter †1783, Buckland Monachorum, Devon, 

signed by  William Shillibeer (detail) 



7 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.7a  Robert Manning †1791, Buckland Monachorum, Devon 

signed by William Shillibeer  (detail).  

Plate F.7b Mark Blanchard  †1787, Buckland Monachorum, Devon, 

signed by  William Shillibeer. (detail) 



8 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.8a  ‘Farewell my wife’ (possibly footstone for Richard Corter 

†1786), Buckland Monachorum, Devon,  

here attributed to William Shillibeer 

Plate F.8b ‘Weep not…’ (probably the footstone for Richard Corter  

†1783, Buckland Monachorum, Devon,  

here attributed to  William Shillibeer. (detail) 



9 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.9a  Betty Creber †1759, Walkhampton, Devon 

Plate F.9b Edward Cotton †1717, St Weonard’s, Herefs.,  

signed ‘John Powell, Westbury’.  



10 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.10a  William Rock †1716, Little Dean, Glos.,  

here tentatively attributed to John Powell.  

Plate F.10b Mary Dobbs †1720, Linton, Herefs.,  

here tentatively attributed to John Powell.  



11 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.11a  William ---field †1745, Little Dean, Glos.,  

here tentatively attributed to John Powell.  

Plate F.11b Sarah Pimbley  †1726, Linton, Herefs.  



12 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.12a  James White †1774, Fishing Creek, SC,  

here attributed to the Guilford County Unidentified Carver.  

Plate F.12b John Allan †1787, Fishing Creek, SC, 

attributed to Hugh Kelsey.  



13 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.13a  Samuel McCance †1792, Fishing Creek, SC,  

attributed to Hugh Kelsey.  

Plate F.13b James Blear †1776, Alamance, NC, 

attributed to the Guilford County Unidentified Carver.  



14 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.14a  Agnus Drennan †1783, Fishing Creek, SC, (reverse)  

attributed to Hugh Kelsey.  

Plate F.14b Mary Starrat †1775, Buffalo, NC, 

attributed to the Guilford County Unidentified Carver.  



15 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.15a  Mary Brown †1779, Fishing Creek, SC,  

attributed to Hugh Kelsey.  

Plate F.15b Mary Stuart †1774, Alamance, NC, 

attributed to the Guilford County Unidentified Carver.  



16 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.16a  Esther Edwards †1770,  

Edwards Burying Ground, South Windsor, CT 

attributed to Gershom Bartlett.  

Plate F.16b  Esther Edwards †1770,  

Edwards Burying Ground, South Windsor, CT  

attributed to Gershom Bartlett (detail)  

.  



17 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.17a  Thomas Welles †1767, Glastonbury, CT  

attributed to Gershom Bartlett.  

Plate F.17b  Thomas Welles †1767, Glastonbury, CT  

attributed to Gershom Bartlett (detail).  

.  

.  



18 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.18a  Isaac Holmes †1763,  

Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC, by William Codner.  

Plate F.18b  William Clark †1745, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA,  

by William Codner 



19 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.19a  Douse children †1752, St Mary-de-Castro, Leicester, Leics.,  

by Hind. 

Plate F.19b  William Blunt †1797, Loughborough, Leics., by Hind 



20 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.20a  Hannah Cawrey †1787, Woodhouse, Leics., by Hind. 

Plate F.20b  Thomas Carrick †1741 †1755, Blaby, Leics., by Hind 



21 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.21a  William Starling †1787, Newton Linford,  Leics., by Hind. 

Plate F.21b William Starling †1787, Newton Linford,  Leics., by Hind 

(detail) 



22 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.22a  Ann Blunt †1797, Loughborough, Leics., by Hind (detail). 

Plate F.22b Ann Simpkin †1793, Sutton-in-the-Elms Baptist Chapelyard, 

Leics., by Hind (detail) 



23 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.23a  Sarah Ford †1797, Bretforton, Worcs., by Samuel Hobday. 

Plate F.23b Sarah Ford †1797, Bretforton, Worcs., by Samuel Hobday 

(detail). 



24 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.24a  Eunice Spalding †1792, Moosup, CT,  

attributed to Jotham Warren. 

Plate F.24b Eunice Spalding †1792, Moosup, CT,  

attributed to Jotham Warren (detail) 



25 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.25a  Hannah Montgomery †1797, Oneco, CT,  

attributed to Jotham Warren. 

Plate F.25b Phinehas Parkhurst †1778, Moosup, CT,  

attributed to Jotham Warren (detail) 



26 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.26a  Isaac Rugg  †1758, Old Settlers’ Burial Ground, Lancaster, MA, 

attributed to James Wilder  

Plate F.26b Lydia Phillips  †1760, Old Settlers’ Burial Ground, Lancaster, 

MA, attributed to James Wilder 



27 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.27a  Isaac Rugg  †1758, Old Settlers’ Burial Ground, Lancaster, MA, 

attributed to James Wilder  

Plate F.26b Lydia Phillips  †1760, Old Settlers’ Burial Ground, Lancaster, 

MA, attributed to James Wilder 



28 

Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate F.26a  Anna Wilder †1778, Old Settlers’ Burial Ground, Lancaster, MA, 

attributed to James Wilder  

Plate F.28b Anna Wilder †1778, Old Settlers’ Burial Ground, Lancaster, 

MA, attributed to James Wilder (detail)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.1a Cutler children †1680, Charlestown, MA,  

attributed to the Old Stonecutter 

Plate G.1b  Neal children †1671, the Granary, Boston, MA,  

attributed to the Old Stonecutter 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.2a Turrill children †1682 †1687, the Granary, Boston, MA,  

attributed to the Old Stonecutter 

Plate G.2b  Joseph Tapping †1678, King’s Chapel, Boston, MA,  

attributed to the Old Stonecutter 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.3a Mary Fowle  †1676 †1682, Charlestown, MA,  

attributed to the Old Stonecutter 

Plate G.2b  Joseph Tapping †1678, King’s Chapel, Boston, MA,  

attributed to the Old Stonecutter (detail) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.4a Nathaniel Blanchard †1749, South Killingly, CT,  

attributed to the Killingly Egg Carver 

Plate G.4b  John Huchens †1756, South Killingly, CT,  

attributed to the Killingly Egg Carver 

(detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.5a Spaulding son †1745, South Killingly, CT,  

attributed to the Killingly Egg Carver (detail) 

Plate G.5b  Elizabeth Wadsworth †1756, South Killingly, CT,  

attributed to the Killingly Egg Carver 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.6a Mary Spaulding  †1749, South Killingly, CT,  

attributed to the Killingly Egg Carver (detail) 

Plate G.6b  Nathaniel Pattin †1757, South Killingly, CT,  

attributed to the Killingly Egg Carver 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.7a  Modesty Jeness  †1718, Morston, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver (detail) 

Plate G.7b  Andrew Fiddeman †1720 Cley, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.8a  Elizabeth Barker  †1722, Cley, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver (detail) 

Plate G.8b  Martha Seames †1722, Salthouse, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver (detail) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.9a  Robert Brigham †1721, Warham All Saints, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver (detail) 

Plate G.9b  Andrew Fiddeman †1717, Cley, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver (detail) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.10a  Henry Glendenny  †1711, Fakenham, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver (detail) 

Plate G.10b  Robert Stanforth †1711, Salthouse, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver (detail) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.11a  Elizabeth Dowell †1717, Cley, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver 

Plate G.11b  Thomas Smith †1725, Wiveton, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver (detail) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.12a  Richard Crisp †1712, Cley, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Angled-Wing Carver (detail) 

Plate G.12b  Catherine Cubit †1710, Holt, Norfolk,  

possibly attributable to the Angled-Wing Carver (detail) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.13a  Elizabeth Morgan †1782, Blakeney, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver 

Plate G.13b  Elizabeth Morgan †1784, Blakeney, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver (detail) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.14a  John Spaul †1786, Blakeney, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver (detail) 

Plate G.14b  Winn Funell †1794, Blakeney, Norfolk,  

attributrd to the Trailing-Cloud Carver (detail) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.15a  Thomas Bond †1781, Blakeney, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver (detail) 

Plate G.15b  Thomas Cooper †1786, Blakeney, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver (detail) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.16a  James Hanson  †1791, Cley, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver (detail) 

Plate G.16b  John Barker †1772, Blakeney, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver (detail) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.17a  Philip Edmunds †1791, Burnham Deepdene, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver (detail) 

Plate G.17b  William Garrett †1782, Langham Episcopi, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver (detail) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.18a  Hannah Funnel †1776 †1785, Morston, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver (detail) 

Plate G.18b  Mary Brown †1776, Burnham Norton, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver (detail) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.19a  Michael Jackson †1798, Blakeney, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver (detail) 

Plate G.19b  James Ram †1798, Wiveton, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver  

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.20a  Michael Jackson †1798, Blakeney, Norfolk,  

attributed to the Trailing-Cloud Carver (detail) 

Plate G.20b  Robert Moutain †1772, Blakeney, Norfolk  

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.21a  Reginall Hooker †1754, Brasted, Kent,  

attributed to the West Kent Fleur-de-lys Carver 

Plate G.21b  John Costidell  †1750, Westerham, Kent, 

attributed to the West Kent Fleur-de-lys Carver (detail)  

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.22a  Mary Ward †1741, Westerham, Kent,  

attributed to the West Kent Fleur-de-lys Carver (detail) 

Plate G.22b  Jane Allingham (no date visible), Westerham, Kent, 

attributed to the West Kent Fleur-de-lys Carver  (detail) 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.23a  John Bacon †1714, Pakefield, Suffolk,  

attributed to the Lowestoft Skull on Heart Carver 

Plate G.23b  John Sanderson  †probably1708, Lowestoft, Suffolk, 

attributed to the Lowestoft Skull on Heart Carver  

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.24a  John Houell †1710, Lowestoft, Suffolk,  

attributed to the Lowestoft Skull on Heart Carver 

Plate G.24b  Margery Andick †1714, Lowestoft, Suffolk, 

attributed to the Lowestoft Skull on Heart Carver  

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.25a  Francis Bridges †1711, Lowestoft, Suffolk,  

attributed to the Lowestoft Skull on Heart Carver 

Plate G.25b  Thomas Tye †1681, Lowestoft, Suffolk, 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.26a  Judith Baker  †1728, Lowestoft, Suffolk  

Plate G.26b  Ann Manning †1741, Lowestoft, Suffolk, 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.27a  John Smith †1710, Lowestoft, Suffolk  

Plate G.27b  Ann Watson †1722, Lowestoft, Suffolk, 

 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.28a  Sarah Poulton †1791, Cookham, Berks., 

attributed to the Cookham Ship’s Stern Carver 

Plate G.28b  James King †1799, Cookham, Berks.,  

attributed to the Cookham Ship’s Stern Carver 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate G.29  Richard Holderness †1786, Cookham, Berks., 

attributed to the Cookham Ship’s Stern Carver 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.1a  Betty Creber †1759, Walkhampton, Devon 

Plate H.1b  Mary Giles †1749, Meavy, Devon 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.2a  Elizabeth Dawe †1743, Buckland Monachorum, Devon (detail) 

Plate H.2b  Oliver Atwill †1781, Walkhampton, Devon (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.3a  Betty Creber †1759, Walkhampton, Devon (detail) 

Plate H.3b  Richard Light †1763, Walkhampton, Devon (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.4a  Corter children †1745-49, Buckland Monachorum, Devon 

(detail) 

Plate H.4b  Oliver Atwill †1781, Walkhampton, Devon (footstone, detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.5a  Joan Williams †1719, Dartington , Devon (detail) 

Plate H.5b  Mary Cleife †1800, West Charleton, Devon 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.6a  Thomas Palmer †1746, Lathbury, Bucks. 

Plate H.6b  Mary Tripp †1715, Weston Underwood, Bucks 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.7a  Sarah Brightman  †1715, Olney, Bucks. 

Plate H.7b  Hester Reynolds  †1726, Earl’s Croome, Worcs. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.8a  Sarah Neale †1777, Bretforton, Worcs. (detail) 

Plate H.8b  Samuel Shepard †1760, Bretforton, Worcs. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.9a  Elizabeth Hunt †1746, Bretforton, Worcs., by John Laughton 

Plate H.9b  Richard Abrahill †1671, Linton, Herefs. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.10a  Sarah Prossor †1712, Linton, Herefs. 

Plate H.10b  Mary Dobes †1691, Linton, Herefs. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.11a  Mary Jacob †1688, Linton, Herefs. 

Plate H.11b  Anne Thomas †1717, St Weonard’s, Herefs. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.12a  John Tayler †1799, Much Marcle, Herefs. 

Plate H.12b  Joseph Williams †1759, Upton Bishop, Herefs. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.13a  Richard Hood †1780, Peterstow, Herefs. (detail) 

Plate H.13b  Roger Webb †1684,  Linton, Herefs. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.14a  William Trigge †1756, Little Dean, Herefs. 

Plate H.14b  John Sibson †1779,  Crosscanonby, Cumberland 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.15a  Jeremiah Pattinson †1783, St Nicholas’, Whitehaven, 

Cumberland (detail) 

Plate H.15b  Bridget and Frances Sewell †1777, St Michael’s, Workington 

Cumberland 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.16a  Clement Mossop †1746, Beckermet St Bridget, Cumberland 

(detail) 

Plate H.16b  John Spencer †1790, St Michael’s, Workington Cumberland 

(detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.17a  William Harriman  †1760, Onchan, IoM (detail) 

Plate H.17b  ffrancis Bartlet †1671, Litton Cheney, Dorset 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.18a  John and Hippolyt Bartlet, nd, Litton Cheney, Dorset 

Plate H.18b  Henry Barlew  †1669,  Long Bredy, Dorset 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.19a  Christian Diker †1699, Long Bredy, Dorset 

Plate H.19b  Richard Deavonish †1684,  Wyke Regis, Dorset 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.20a  Andrew Churchill  †1691, Litton Cheney, Dorset (detail) 

Plate H.20b  Jone Parkar †1689, Portesham, Dorset (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.21a  Joseph Oliver †1775, Worth, Sussex 

Plate H.21b  John Allingham †1774, Worth, Sussex (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.22a  Ann Starley †1782, Balcombe, Sussex (detail) 

Plate H.22b  Henry Payne †1766, Worth, Sussex (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.23a  John Goodwin †1712, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA 

Plate H.23b  Nathaniel Bosworth †1690 

Congregational Churchyard, Bristol, RI 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.24a  John Foster †1659, Charlestown, MA 

Plate H.24b  Ruth Eger †1669, Cambridge, MA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.25a  Lydia Broun †1680, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA 

Plate H.25b  Nathaniel Brown †1759, Copp’s Hill, Boston, MA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.26a  John Stannyarne †1749 

Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC 

Plate H.26b  Nathan Bassett †1738 

Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.27a  Francis LeBaron †1773, Georgetown, SC 

Plate H.27b  Isaac Higgins †1775, Wellfleet, MA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.28a  Charles Jarvis Larkin †1796 

Common Burial Ground, Boston, MA (detail) 

Plate H.28b  Jemima Proud †1792, St Paul’s, New York (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.29a  Thomas Rand †1783, Charlestown, MA 

Plate H.29b  Mary Arnold  †1690, Common Burial Ground, Newport, RI 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.30a  Susanna Lynde †1685, Old Saybrook, CT 

Plate H.30b  Jerusha Edwards  †1729 

Edwards Burying Ground, South Windsor, CT 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.31a  John Taylor †1787, Park St. Cemetery, West Springfield, MA 

Plate H.31b  Anne Churcher †1691, Trinity Churchyard, New York, NY 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.32a  Mary Jones †1693, Piscatawaytown, NJ 

Plate H.32b  Mary Peronneau †1741 

Circular Congregational Churchyard Charleston, SC 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.33a  Isabella … †1778, Old Pine St. Presbyterian Churchyard, 

Philadelphia, PA (detail) 

Plate H.33b  William Worlock Green †1794 

Trinity Churchyard, Oxford Township, PA (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.34a  [name illegible] †179-, Old St Mary’s Roman Catholic 

Churchyard, Philadelphia, PA (detail) 

Plate H.34b  Thomas Lamboll Thomas †1770 

Circular Congregational Churchyard, Charleston, SC (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.35a  John Bowyer †1732,  Christ Church New Burial Ground, 

Philadelphia, PA  

Plate H.35b  Gabriel Bunbury †1745, St Philip’s, Charleston, SC 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.36a  John Hodsden Ellis †1761 Circular Congregational 

Churchyard,  Charleston, SC  

Plate H.36b  Catharine Ramsey †1765 

Episcopal Churchyard, New Castle, DE 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.37a  Patrick Carson †1767, Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA 

Plate H.37b  Charles Edgar †1769, St Peter’s, Philadelphia, PA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.38a  Rachel Swan †1792, Piscatawaytown, NJ 

Plate H.38b  Mary Duff  †1757, Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.39a  William Baxter †1760, Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA 

Plate H.39b  George Leckey †1784, Great Conewago, PA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.40a  Hannah Gordon †1764, Great Conewago, PA (detail) 

Plate H.40b  Joseph Hart †1773, Thyatira, NC (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.41a  John Clark †1776, Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA (detail) 

Plate H.41b  Uninscribed markers (footstones?), Thyatira, NC 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.42a  McIlroy †1744, Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA (detail) 

Plate H.42b  Elizabeth Green †1732 

Chestnut Level new burial ground, Quarryville, PA (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.43a  Vilot Porter †1753 

Black’s Graveyard, Upper Marsh Creek, PA(detail) 

Plate H.43b  James Carruth Green †1777, Steele Creek, NC (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.44a  Zaccheus Wilson Calhoun †1781, Steeele Creek, NC (detail) 

Plate H.44b  John Midlton  †1739, Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.45a  Mary Orr †1754, Black’s Graveyard, Upper Marsh Creek, PA 

(detail) 

Plate H.45b  John Bingham  †1714, Christ Church, Philadelphia, PA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.46a  Ann Hood  †1708, Trinity Churchyard, Oxford Township, PA 

Plate H.46b  James Carruth †1775, Steele Creek, NC 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.47a  Jean Hagin †1776, Thyatira, NC 

Plate H.47b  John Lock †1764, Thyatira, NC 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.48a  John Knox †1758, Thyatira, NC 

Plate H.48b  Robert McNight †1778, Spratt Family Burying Ground, 

Charlotte, NC (now at Steele Creek, NC) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.49a  Margery Irvin †1788, Hopewell Presbyterian Church, 

Huntersville, NC 

Plate H.49b  Samuel Dunlap †1791, Waxhaw, SC 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.50a  Joseph Davis †1790, Steele Creek, NC 

Plate H.50b  Hannah Greer †1788, Steele Creek, NC 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.51a  Moses Bradstreet †1690 (but marker later), Rowley, MA 

Plate H.51b  Abigail Dutch †1713, Ipswich, MA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.52a  Priscilla Huntington †1743, Norwichtown, CT 

Plate H.52b  Samuel Willard †1752, 

Old Settlers’ Burying Ground, Lancaster, MA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.53a  Judah Trumble  †1751, Ipswich, MA (detail) 

Plate H.53b  Ann West †1757, Bolton, MA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.54a  Richard Huchen  †1793, Arbory, IoM 

Plate H.54b  Catherine Corrin †1794, Arbory, IoM (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.55a  Mary Dixon †1779, Rushen, IoM (detail) 

Plate H.55b  John Kewley †1781, Marown , IoM (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.56a  John Quinney †1793, Malew, IoM (detail) 

Plate H.56b  Luke Christian †1778, Braddan , IoM (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.57a  Thomas Clague †1794, Lonan Old Churchyard, IoM (detail) 

Plate H.57b  James Clague †1764, Marown , IoM (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.58a  William Peet †1795, Canaan, CT 

Plate H.58b  Benjamin Green †1783, Canaan, CT (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.59a  William Marsh †1781, Canaan, CT (detail) 

Plate H.59b  William Peet  †1795, Canaan, CT (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.60a  Hannah Holcomb †1789, Canaan, CT (detail) 

Plate H.60b  Mary Bonser †1729, Colston Bassett , Notts 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.61a  Anne Bryan †1712, Church Langton, Leics. 

Plate H.61b  Sarah Rick †1721, Granby , Notts 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.62a  Robert Quinnborough †1708, Grantham, Lincs. 

Plate H.62b  Wm Leeson †1700, Denton, Lincs. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.63a  John Wright †1751, Husbands Bosworth, Leics.(detail) 

Plate H.63b  Abigail Sleight †1746, Colston Bassett, Notts. (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.64a  Elizabeth Savidge †1739, Loughborough, Leics. 

Plate H.64b  William Twelch †1787, Denton, Lincs. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.65a  Thomas Footman †1747, Lutterworth, Leics. 

Plate H.65b  Jane Pare †1765, Hickling , Notts. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.66a  Mary Draper †1799, Colston Bassett, Notts. 

Plate H.66b  Ann Blunt †1797, Loughborough, Leics. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.67a  Sam Yorkton †1666, Cranbrook, Kent 

Plate H.67b  George Hurt  †1667, Boughton Monchelsea, Kent 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.68a  Triple-humped camel, Wrotham, Kent 

Plate H.68b  William French  †1733, Luddesdown, Kent 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.69a  Mary Barton †1708, Hadlow, Kent (detail) 

Plate H.69b  Thomas Godfrey †1666, Faversham, Kent (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.70a  Mary Sully †1784, East Peckham, Kent (detail) 

Plate H.70b  IS MA 1698, Tullibody, Clacks. 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.71a  Mitchell 1797, Tullibody, Clacks. 

Plate H.71b  FK RY 1713, Holy Rude, Stirling  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.72a  RA ID 1767,  Tullibody, Clacks. 

Plate H.72b  AR IY IB 1725, Tulliallan, Perthshire 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.73a  Thomas Thomson †1698, Holy Rude, Stirling. (detail) 

Plate H.73b  RK IC IC 1734, Holy Rude, Stirling  (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.74a  FK RY 1713, Holy Rude, Stirling  (detail). 

Plate H.74b  GT IK 1718, Tulliallan, Perthshire (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.75 IS IC 1728, Holy Rude, Stirling (obverse and reverse)  



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.76a  Muddle children, 1739, Culross, Perthshire 

Plate H.76b  DE IP 1774, Tulliallan, Perthshire 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.77a  Thomas Hall †1695, Tulliallan, Perthshire 

Plate H.77b  Agnes Guthrie †1791, Tulliallan, Perthshire 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.78a  WM IF 1780, Culross, Perthshire 

Plate H.78b  RI BT 1778, Tulliallan, Perthshire 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.79a  John Neasmith †1651, Greyfriars, Perth (detail) 

Plate H.79b  William Clement †1788, Greyfriars, Perth 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.80a  McFarland 1782,  Logierait, Perthshire 

Plate H.80b  Alexander Miller †1616, Greyfriars, Edinburgh 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.81a  John Nicol †1765, Liberton, Midlothian 

Plate H.81b  DM ND, Tranent, East Lothian 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.82  James Smith  †1733, Liberton, Midlothian 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.83a  John Nicol †1765, Liberton, Midlothian (detail) 

Plate H.83b  William Walker †1748, Corphostine, Midlothian 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.84a  William Ramsay †1729, Pencaitland, East Lothian  

Plate H.84b  Andrew Ker †1724, Pencaitland, East Lothian 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.85  Thomas Hewison †1757,  St John Lee, Northumberland 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.86  John Gibson †171-, Aycliffe, Co. Durham 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.87a  Frances Grover †1736 †1774, Sompting, Sussex 

Plate H.87b  John Noakes  †1741, Beckley, Sussex 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.88a  John Emery †1733, Arundel, Sussex (detail) 

Plate H.88b  Thomas Smart †1728, Petworth, Sussex 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.89a  Mary Gayler †1657, Windsor, CT 

Plate H.89b  Abigail Noble †1683, Westfield, MA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.90a  Richard Smith †1703, Glastonbury, CT 

Plate H.90b  Elisabeth Chedsey  †1687, New Haven, MA 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.91a  John Chadsey †1688, New Haven, CT 

Plate H.91b  John Heynes †1689, New Haven, CT 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.92a  Samuel Wadsworth  †1762, South Killingly, CT 

Plate H.92b  Mary Waterman †1736, Norwichtown, CT 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.93a  Simeon Mearitt  †1739, Columbia, CT 

Plate H.93b  Elizabeth Goodkins †1732, Norwichtown, CT 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.94a  Richard English †1748, Columbia, CT (detail) 

Plate H.94b  Benjamin Collins †1749, Columbia, CT 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.95a  Richard Lyman †1746, Columbia, CT (detail) 

Plate H.95b  William Blanchard †1749, South Killingly, CT 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.96a  Simon S †1754, Plainfield, CT (detail) 

Plate H.96b  Humphrey Emptage †1744, St Martin’s, Canterbury, Kent 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.97a  Daniel Gillett †1738, Faversham, Kent (detail) 

Plate H.97b  Thomas Wellard †1709, Cobham, Kent 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.98a  Edmund Goodwin †1757, Framlingham, Suffolk 

Plate H.98b  Rose Nurse †1771, Cley, Norfolk (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.99a  John Fearmsby  †1761, Cley, Norfolk (detail) 

Plate H.99b  Mary Mann †1751, Cley, Norfolk (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.100a  Elizabeth Russen †1770, Burnham Norton, Norfolk (detail) 

Plate H.100b  Ann Gooch †1787, Holy Trinity, Bungay, Suffolk (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.101a  John Syd… [date illegible] , Warham All Saints, Norfolk 

(detail) 

Plate H.101b  Henry Scarle †1787, Holy Trinity, Bungay, Suffolk 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.102a  Thomas Maddox †1682, Boughton, Monchelsea, Kent  

Plate H.102b  George Worsley †1738, Goudhurst, Kent 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.103a  Parson’s widow †1800, Painswick, Glos. 

Plate H.103b  William Strode †1782, East Chinneock, Somerset 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.104a  Margaret Leane †1739, Buckland Monachorum, Devon 

Plate H.104b  William Noble  †1799, Lismore, Argyllshire 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.105a  Richard Dovell †1793, Parracombe, Devon 

Plate H.105b  John Loden †1790, Knutsford, Cheshire 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.106a  Jenny Walker †1787, Ormskirk, Lancs. 

Plate H.106b  Henry Portington †1757, Adel, WR 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.107a  Ann Drabble †1768, Bradfield, WR (detail). 

Plate H.107b  Mary Skerrett  †1721, Barthomley, Cheshire (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.108a  Robert Pickeren †1720, Barthomley, Cheshire (detail) 

Plate H.108b  Robert Goodall †1710, Lightcliffe, WR (detail) 



Kewley: Variation in the architecture and design of gravemarkers Plates 

Plate H.109a  Ann Probert †1709, Llanfaredd, Rads. (detail) 

Plate H.109b  James Davies †1732, Llanfaredd, Rads. 
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Index of Places appearing in the List of Illustrations 

Numbers in the format 2.1a refer to plate numbers. Numbers in brackets are of the page on 

which the illustration is mentioned in the text. 

All photographs are by Jonathan Kewley unless otherwise credited. 

 

England  

Adel, WR - Henry Portington †1757 – H106b (532) 

Alderley, Glos. - Matthew Hale †1706 – A.44b (337) 

Aldwark, WR - Richard Kitching †1857 – 2.9b (81) 

Allexton, Leics. - Sari Beel †1725 (detail) – 5.16b (154) 

Amberley, Sussex – 3.2b (91) 

Ardingly, Sussex  

– graveboards - 8.2a (246) 

- Thomas Harmer †1763 – A.29b (329) 

Arnesby, Leics. - John Blackwell †1797 (detail) – 5.116a (170) 

Arundel, Sussex  

- John Emery †1733 – 4.37b (130);  A.14a (321); H88a (526) 

- Mary Gregory †1781 (detail) – 5.40a (159) 

- Mary Upchurch †1735 (detail) – 5.69a (163) 

Astley, Salop - Edward Bucknall †1774 – A.43b (337)  

Atcham, Salop  

- Edward Lawrence †1789 – 4.15b (116)  

- John Burkinshaw †1774 – 6.13b (191) 
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Averham, Notts. - tapering chests – 4.9b (113) 

Aycliffe, Co. Durham  

- John Gibson †171- - H86 (526) 

- William Peacock †1748 (detail) – 5.111a (169) 

Aylesbury, Bucks. – 3.4b (97) 

Aylsham, Norfolk - Mary Carr †1787 (detail) – 5.85b (165) 

Balcombe, Sussex  

- Ann Starley †1782 – H.22a (508) 

- Elizabeth Stedman †1762 – 8.3b (246) 

- Sarah Gibson †1721 – 8.3a  (246);  A.39b (334) 

Barcombe, Sussex - William Earle †1703 †1741 (detail) – 5.88b (166) 

Barnack, Soke of Peterborough  

- Rachel Sisson †1784 – 6.15a (191) 

- William Sisson †1796 (detail) – 5.82a (165) 

Barningham, Suffolk  

- Ann Fison †1773 (detail) – 5.72a (164) 

- Baker Walton †1798 (detail) – 5.110a (169) 

Barthomley, Cheshire  

- Alice Turner †1705 – 2.5b (79); A.24b (327) 

- George Steele †1722 - 5.104b (168)  

- John Acton †1702 – 5.121b (171) 

- Margaret Kelsall †1729 – 5.114a (170) 
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- Mary Skerrett †1721 – H107b (532) 

- Robert Pickeren †1720 H108a (532) 

- William Wright †1722 – 4.50a (139) 

Battle, Sussex  

- Alice Cornford †1757(detail) – 5.54a (161) 

- Sir Anthony Browne †1548 but c. 1540 (Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 316) – 6.7 (188) 

- Thomas Noakes †1750 (detail) – 5.58b (161) 

Beaconsfield, Bucks. 

- Ann Anthony †1753 (detail) – 5.75a (164) 

- Edmund Waller †1687 – A.35a (332)  

Beckermet St Bridget, Cumberland  

- Clement Mossop †1746- H.16a (506) 

- Henry Mossop †1783 (detail) – 5.39b (159) 

- John Chester †1778 – 4.27b (126); 6.6b (188) 

- Samuel Sharpe †1799 – 6.16a (191) 

Beckley, Sussex  

- Elizabeth Card †1752 – A.29a (329) 

- Elizabeth Lomas †1721 (detail) – 5.5a (150) 

- James Standen†1755 – 4.38a (130)  

- John Noakes †1741 – 2.7a (79); 5.4a (150); H87b (526) 

- William Whatman †1789 (detail) – 5.2a (150) 

Bedale, NR - Henry Nicholson †1795 – 6.14a (191) 
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Bedale, NR 

- Mark Linskill †1790 (detail) – 5.78a (165) 

- Mary Williamson †1774 – A.40a (335)  

Bellingham, Northumberland John Bell †1774 (detail) – 5.67a (163) 

Belton, Lincs.  

– A.41a (335) 

- Elizabeth Mackers †1768  – 5.26a (156) 

- James Smith †1790 – 5.94b (167) 

- tapering table tombs – 4.10a (114)  

- William Storkes †1761 – 5.75b (164) 

Berkeley, Glos.  

- Richard White †1777   – 5.112a (169) 

- Sarah Knight †1785 – 5.81a (165) 

Bexhill, Sussex  

- John Christian †1768 (but later) – 6.14b (191) 

- Thomas Deudney †1795 – 5.80b (165) 

Bibury, Glos  

- Jasper Warren †1684 – 4.12b (115)  

- John Skuce †1737 (detail) – 5.89a (166) 

- Richard Marchant †1675 – 4.11b (114); 8.8a (253); 5.76b (164) 

- Robert Brindle †1776 – A.8a (318) 

- Robert Pankridge †1725 – 4.12a (115)  
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- Thomas Tempany †1780 – 5.91b (166) 

Biddenden, Kent - Patience Haffenden †1733 – 5.90b (166) 

Billingshurst, Sussex - Sarah Ridge †1789 – 5.90a (166) 

Bisham, Berks.  

-  George Long †1796 – 6.15b (191) 

- John Rolls †1820 – 8.4b (247)  

Bishop’s Canning, Wilts. 

 - Mary Smith †1787 (detail) – 5.42a (159) 

- Richard Cooke Shergold †1727 – A.7b (317) 

- Sarah Gamble †1735 – 4.27a (125) 

Bishop’s Stortford, Herts. - Cordelia Denny †1698 (intramural) – 6.5b (187) 

Blaby, Leics.  

- Thomas Carrick †1741 †1755 – F.20b (488); 5.85a (165); 5.95a (167);  5.95b (167) 

- William Clarke †1741 (detail) – 5.66b (163) 

Black Notley, Essex - John Ray †1706 – 4.40a (132)  

Blakeney, Norfolk  

- Ann Boardman †1782 – 5.68a (163) 

- Elizabeth Morgan †1782 – G.13 (498) 

- Jane Cooper †1772  – 5.64b (163) 

- John Barker †1772 – G.16b (498);  5.86a (165) 

- John Spaul †1786 G.14a (498) 

- Michael Jackson †1798 –5.117a (170); G.19a , G.20a (498);   
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- Robert Moutain †1772 - G.20b (499) 

- Sarah Wells †1774 (detail) – 5.68b (163) 

- Thomas Bond †1781 – G.15a (498) 

- Thomas Cooper †1786 – G.15b (498) 

- Winn Funell †1794 – G.14b (498) 

Bloomsbury, Middx. – St George’s Gardens 

- a brick wedding-cake tomb – 4.45a (136) 

- Thomas Falconer †1729 - A.31b (330)  

-  9.6b (279) 

Bolney, Sussex  

- Edward Burt †1720 – A.31a (329) 

- Edward Burt †1737 – A.10a (319) 

- Henry Haslegrove †1748 – 4.26a (124) 

- Sarah Murrell †1763 – 5.103b (168) 

Boreham, Essex -  Mary Brooks †1790 – A.30b (329) 

Boughton Monchelsea, Kent  

- Edward Elliott †1786 – 5.74b (164) 

- Elizabeth Musgrove †1738– 5.33a (158) 

- George Hurt †1667 – H67b (521) 

- John Alcock †1634 – 4.33b (128) 

- Thomas Maddox †1682 – H102a (530) 

- William Page †1672 (detail) – 5.11b (151) 
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Bourton-on-the-Water, Glos. - John Jordan †1771 – 5.99b (168) 

Bovey Tracey, Devon  

- John Small †1666 – 4.34a (128); 5.129a (172) 

- Jonas Pridham †1678 – 8.9b (253); 6.43b (205) 

- Maria Forbes †1649 – 4.16b (117); A.39a (333);  5.100a (168) 

Bradfield, WR  

- Ann Drabble †1768 – H107a (532) 

- Frances Armitage †1791 – 4.8a (112) 

 – watch-house – 3.5a (97)  

Brancepeth, Co. Durham  

- Jane Forster †1721 – A. 41b (335) 

- Thomas Johnson †1799 – 5.118a (170) 

Brasted, Kent - Reginall Hooker †1754 – G.21a (499) 

Bretforton, Worcs. 

 - Elizabeth Hunt †1746 – H.9a (504) 

- Samuel Shepard †1760 – H.8b (504)   

- Sarah Ford †1797 – F.23 (490) 

- Sarah Neale †1777 – H.8a (504) 

- William White †1789 (detail) – 5.108a (169) 

Brightling, Sussex  

- Mary Grant †1732 (detail) – 5.81b (165) 

- Nicholas Russel †1744 – 4.49a (138) 
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Brixworth, Northants  

- Anthony Green †1786 – 5.76a (164); 5.73b (164) 

- Jane Weston †1782 (detail) – 5.96b (167) 

- John Weston †1787 (detail) – 5.125a (171) 

- William Tabberer †1769 (detail) – 5.94a (167) 

Broadclough, Lancs.- datestone dated 1729 (Taylor, Rossendale)- 6.20a (194)  

Broadway, Worcs. 

 - Ann Davis †1516 – 2.3 (78) 

- Elizabeth Russell †1690 (detail) – 5.92a (166) 

- Mary Dickins †1676 – 5.15b (154); 8.11 (254)  

- Wood children †1703 – 5.50b (160) 

Brookland, Kent - Sarah Illenden †1739 – 5.58a (161) 

Buckden, Hunts.  

- Nathaniel Desborough †1724 – 5.1b (150) 

-  Whitworth family monument – A.32a (331)  

Buckland Monachorum, Devon  

- ‘Farewell my wife’ (possibly footstone for Richard Corter †1786) –5.67b (163); F.8a (480) 

- ‘Farewell Vain world’ (footstone) †1778 – F.3a (479); F.6a (479)  

- ‘Weep not...’ (probably the footstone for Richard Corter †1783) – F.8b (480) 

- Corter children †1745 - 1759 (detail) – 5.51 (160); H.4a (502) 

- Elias Dunritch †1759 (detail) – 5.47a (160) 

- Elizabeth Dawe †1743 – H.2a (502) 
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- Joan Wyer †1779 – F.3b (479) 

- Margaret Leane †1739 – 4.2a (106); H104a (531) 

- Mark Blanchard †1787 – F.5a (479); F.7b (480) 

- Richard Corter †1783 – F.4a (479); F.6b (479) 

- Richard Corter †1786 – F.4b (479) 

- Robert Manning †1791 – F.5b (479); F.7a (480) 

- Robert Norris †1800 (detail) – 5.88a (166) 

- William Turner †1765 – A.35b (332) 

Bungay, Suffolk – Holy Trinity  

- Ann Gooch †1787 – H100b (530) 

- Henry Scarle †1787 – H101b (530) 

- Susanna Ellis †1787 – A.40b (335) 

- Thomas Mayhew †1797 – 6.39a (204)  

Bungay, Suffolk – St Mary’s - Frances Scott †1778 – A.30a (329) 

Bunhill Fields, Middx.- 3.1b (88) 

Burford, Oxon  

- Elizabeth Minchin †1712 – 4.13a (115) 

- Thomas Irm-- †1731 – 4.11a (114) 

- Valentine Strong †1662 – A.3b (314)  

Burnham Deepdene, Norfolk - Philip Edmunds †1791 - G.17a (498) 

Burnham Market, Norfolk – churchyard – 9.15a (306) 

Burnham Norton, Norfolk  
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- Elizabeth Russen †1770 H100a (529) 

- Mary Brown †1776 – G.18b (498) 

Burwash, Sussex  

- Elizabeth Newington †1829 – 4.46 (136) 

- Thomas Price †1777 – A.28b (328) 

Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk - Sarah Worton †1698 – 5.16a (154) 

Caldecott, Rutland - †1686 – A.20b (323) 

Cambridge, Cambs. - Thomas Smith †1696, St Peter’s (intramural) – 6.4a (187) 

Canterbury Cathedral , Kent - John Batteley †1708 (intramural) – 6.5a (187) 

Canterbury, Kent – St Martin’s  

- Humphrey Emptage †1744 – H96b (528) 

- Laurence Hearne †1703 – 5.5b (150) 

Cardington, Salop - John Watkies †1760 (detail) – 5.107a (169) 

Catsfield, Sussex - John Neve †1751 (detail) – 5.26b (156) 

Chadshunt, Warks.  

- Cross base – 3.8 (98) 

- Mikel Foxe †1659 – 2.5a (79); 4.35a (128) 

Chailey, Sussex  

- James Plumer †1751 – A.8b (318) 

- Mary Blackman †1777 – A.27b (328) 

- Thomas Blackman †1786 – A.28a (328) 

Chebsey, Staffs. - Theodosia Aston †1752 – 6.25b (197) 
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Chelsea, Middx – Old Church - Hans Sloane †1753  – 5.91a (166) 

Chipping Camden, Glos. - Ann Curtis †1694 – 5.15a (153); 5.4b (150) 

Church Langton, Leics  

Anne Bryan †1712 H61a (519) 

- Ann Watson †1798 – 5.89b (166) 

- Frances Drake †1755 (detail) – 5.33b (158) 

-  John Jervis †1771– 5.109a (169); 5.99a (168) 

- Mary Rhodes †1797  – 5.40b (159) 

- William Cobley †1770 (detail) – 5.72b (164); 5.96a (167) 

Cley, Norfolk  

- Andrew Fiddeman †1717 – G.9b (496) 

- Andrew Fiddeman †1720 – G.7b (495) 

- Ann Mendham †1739 (detail) – 5.6b (150) 

- Elizabeth Barker †1722 G.8a (495) 

- Elizabeth Dowell †171- G.11a (497) 

- Elizabeth Nash †1760 (detail) – 5.3a (150) 

- James Hanson †1791 – G.16a (498) 

- John Fearmsby †1761 – H99a (529) 

- John Hipkins †1741 (detail) – 5.102a (168) 

- Martha Fearmsby †1731 (detail) – 5.114b (170) 

- Mary Mann †1751 – H99b (529) 

- Philip Cooke †1719 (detail) – 5.36b (159)  
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- Richard Crisp †1712 – G.12a (497) 

- Richard Haydon †1729 (detail) – 5.87a (165) 

- Rose Musset †1781 (detail) – 5.20b (155) 

- Rose Nurse †1771 – H98b (529) 

- Susanna Howell †1781 (detail) – 5.23a (155) 

- William Mann †1771 (detail) – 5.84b (165) 

Clifton Reynes, Bucks.  

- Hannah Parish †1713 (detail) – 5.34b (158) 

- Lucy Pearson †1707 (detail) – 5.3b (150) 

Cobham, Kent  

- Elizabeth Hayes †1764 – 4.15a (116) 

- Thomas Wellard †1709 – H97b (528) 

Colston Basset, Notts  

- Abigail Sleight †1746 – H63b (520) 

- Anna Church †1775 (detail) – 5.93a (167) 

- Mary Bonser †1729 – 4.44b (136); H60b (519) 

- Mary Draper †1799 – H66a (520) 

- Mary Sumner †1762 - 9.5b (266) 

- Mary White †1783 (detail) – 5.18a (154) 

- Sarah Austin †1761 (detail) – 5.93b (167) 

Cookham, Berks 

 - James King †1799 – G.28b (500) 
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- Richard Holderness †1786 – G.29 (501) 

- Sarah Poulton †1758 (detail) – 5.19a (154) 

- Sarah Poulton †1791 – G.28a (500) 

Cranbrook, Kent  

- Sam Yorkton †1666 – H67a (521) 

- Sarah Tilden †1714 – 6.47a (206) 

Crosscanonby, Cumberland  

- John Sibson †1779 – H.14b (506) 

- Mary Shaw †1742 – 6.12a (189) 

Darley Dale, Derbys  

- Faith Shaore †1645 – A.25a (327)  

- GL DL †1621 – A.33b (331)  

- John Hadfeild †1665 – 4.50b (139); 5.131a (172) 

- Percival Pott †1652  - 4.4a (108) 

Dartington, Devon - Joan Williams †1719 – H.5a (503) 

Dengie, Essex  - A.5a (315) 

Denton, Lincs.  

- William Leeson †1700 – H62b (519) 

- William Twelch †1787 – H64b (520) 

Durham, Co. Durham - Cathedral Churchyard - †1696 – A.13a (321) 

Earl’s Croome, Worcs. - Hester Reynolds †1726 – H.7b (504) 

East Chinneock, Somerset - William Strode †1782 – H103 (531) 
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East Peckham , Kent  

- Henry Cheesman †1707 (detail) – 5.130a (172) 

- Mary Sully †1784 – H70a (521) 

- Thomas Ellis †1798 – 6.19a (193) 

Eccleshall, Staffs. - William Monks †1823 – 2.8b (80) 

Epsom, Surrey  

- David White †1723 – 4.45b (136) 

- Julia Dorcas ?Shelley †1782 – A.6b (316) 

Etchilhampton, Wilts - Roger Poulton †1662 and others – 4.19b (119); A.6a (316) 

Fairford, Glos.  

- Valentine Strong †1662 – 6.11a (189) 

- William Carter †1794 – 4.10b  

- William Hemming †1796 – A.26a (327) 

Fakenham, Norfolk - Henry Glendenny †1711 G.10a (496) 

Faversham, Kent 

- Daniel Gillett †1738 – H97a (528) 

- John Wells †1762 (detail) – 5.2b (150) 

- Thomas Godfrey †1666 – H69b (521) 

Fotheringhay, Northants - William Stephens †1836 – 2.9a (80) 

Framlingham, Suffolk - Edmund Goodwin †1757 – H98a (529) 

Gloucester, Glos. - Mary Dunn †1778, St Mary-de-Crypt (detail) – 5.124b (171) 

Goudhurst, Kent - George Worsley †1738 – H102a (530) 
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Granby, Notts. 

 - Mary Riley †1724 – 4.44a (136) 

- Sarah Rick †1721 – H61b (519) 

Grantham, Lincs. - Robert Quinnborough †1708 – H62a (519) 

Great Bedwyn, Wilts. - Hall Grainger †1779 former Stone Museum – 4.51b (143) 

Great Stanmore, Middx. - Rosee Forbes †1800 – A.36b (333) 

Greenford, Middx. - Thomas Butler †1671 (detail) – 5.129b (172) 

Hadlow, Kent - Mary Barton †1708 – H69a (521) 

Hallaton, Leics. - George Fenwick †1760 – 6.6a (187); A.46b (338)  

Hampstead, Middx.  

- Lady Elizabeth Norton†1715 – A.3a (314)  

- William Hart †1717 – 6.51b (207) 

Hartburn, Northumberland  

- Jane Harle †1737 – 4.28 (127) 

- Joseph Hepple †1754 (detail) – 5.12b (153) 

- Sarah Clark †1754 (detail) – 5.24a (156) 

- William Lonsdale †1798 – 2.8a (80) 

Hendon, Middx  

- Ann Poulson †1713 – 6.3b (187) 

- Mary Joynes †1746 – 4.16a (117) 

Hessett, Suffolk - John Bacon †1513 and Robert Bacon †1548 – 2.1b (74) 

Hickling, Notts. - Jane Pare †1765 – H65b (520) 
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Holt, Norfolk  

- Catherine Cubit †1710 G.12b (497) 

- Rebecca Riches †1766 (detail) – 5.12a (153) 

Hope Bowdler, Salop - Thomas children †1776 †1786 (detail) – 5.31a (157) 

Horsted Keynes, Sussex - Mary Warnet †17?? and Thomas Warnet †1770 – 5.25a (156) 

Hurley, Berks.  

- Ann Pitt †1782 – 5.63 b (163);  6.18a (193) 

- Thomas Stratton †1747 – 5.79b (165) 

Husbands Bosworth, Leics. - John Wright †1751 – H63a (520) 

Ibsley, Hants. - Sir John Constable †1627 (intramural) (Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 

308) – 6.9 (188)  

Isleham, Cambs. - Alice Knight †1696 – 6.4b (187) 

Ketton, Rutland - Mary Stangar †1742 – 6.11b (189) 

Kew, Surrey - Thomas Gardiner †1738 – 3.4a (93) 

Kineton, Warks.  

- Jonathan Ordway †1680 (detail) – 5.37a (159) 

- Sarah Hathaway †1700 – 6.2b (185) 

King’s Lynn, Norfolk – St Margaret’s - Daniel Dickinson †1770 – 5.59b (162) 

Kingston St Mary, Somerset - Thomas Knight †1715- A.7a (316) 

Knutsford, Cheshire - John Loden †1790 – H105b (531) 

Lacock, Wilts. - Sarah Tuck †1798 (detail) – 5.77b (164) 

Lamberhurst, Kent - William Cripps †1803 (detail) – 6.17a (193) 

Langham Episcopi, Norfolk - William Garrett †1782 – G.17b (498) 
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Lathbury, Bucks. - Thomas Palmer †1746 – H.6a (503) 

Laxton, Northants. - John Baxter †1675 – 4.14a (116) 

Leicester – St Mary de Castro  

- Christiana Hudson †1780 (detail) – 6.18b (193) 

- Douse children †1752 – F.19a (488) 

- Hannah Harrison †1784– 6.62a (215) 

Lewes, Sussex – All Saints’ - Fanny Atwood †1802 – A.44a (337) 

Lewes, Sussex - St John-sub-Castro  

- from Francis Grose’s The Antiquities of England, 1787 – 7.1 (226) 

- Mark Sharp †1747 (footstone) (detail) – 5.117b (170) 

- Thos Dutnall 1757– 4.25b (124) 

Lewes, Sussex - St Michael’s  

– 9.14a (301) 

- Marie Buckland †1631 – 4.32a (128) 

- Walter Brett †1686 – 9.5a (266) 

Lightcliffe, WR - Robert Goodall †1710 – H108b (532) 

Linton, Herefs. 

- Daniel Teagie †1690 – 8.10b (254)  

- James Morgan †1694 – 8.9a (253)  

- Mary Dobbs †1720- F.10b (480) 

- Mary Dobes †1691 – H.10b (505)  

- Mary Jacob †1688 – H.11a (505) 
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- Richard Abrahill †1671 – H.9b(504)   

- Roger Webb †1684 – H.13b (505)    

- Sarah Pimble †1726 (detail) – 5.34a (158) 

- Sarah Pimbley †1726 – F.11b (480) 

- Sarah Prossor †1712 – H.10a (504)  

- Thomas Smalldridge †1784 – A.33a (331)  

- William Bennett †1776 (detail) – 5.19b (154) 

Little Baddow, Essex - Presbyterian Chapel – 9.1b (263) 

Little Baddow, Essex – St Mary’s -Henry Cooper †1775 – 8.4a (247) 

Little Barrington, Glos. – 2.1a (74) 

Little Dean, Glos.  

- EP †1759 (detail) – 5.87b (165) 

- William ---field †1745 – F.11a (480) 

- William Rock †1716 (detail) – 5.21b (155); F.10a (480) 

- William Trigge †1756 – H.14a (505) 

Litton Cheney, Dorset  

- Andrew Churchill †1691 – 6.42a (205); H.20a (507) 

- ffrancis Bartlet †1671 – H.17b (507) 

- John and Hippolyt Bartlet, nd – H.18a (507) 

London (City) - John Colet †1519, Old St Paul’s (intramural, destroyed), from the 

engraving by Hollar. (Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p.113) – 6.3a (186) 

Long Bredy, Dorset  

- Christian Diker †1699 – H.19a (507) 
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- Henry Barlew †1669 – 6.13a (190); H.18b (507) 

Long Sutton, Lincs. - John Watson †1799 – 2.6a (79) 

Loughborough, Leics.  

- Ann Blunt †1797 – F.22. (488); H66b (520) 

– churchyard - 9.7b (279) 

- Elizabeth Savidge †1739 – H64a (520) 

- William Blunt †1797 – F.19b (488) 

Loversall, WR - Sarah Firth †1775 – 2.6b (79) 

Lowestoft, Suffolk  

- Ann Manning †1741 – G.26b (500) 

- Ann Watson †1722 – G.27b (500) 

-  Francis Bridges †1711 – G.25a (500) 

-  John Houell †1710 – G.24a (500) 

-  John Sanderson †probably1708 – G.23b (500) 

- John Smith †1710- G.27a (500) 

-  Judith Baker †1728 – G.26a (500) 

-  Margery Andick †1714 – G.24b (500) 

-  Thomas Tye †1681 – 8.10a (253); G.25b (500) 

- Thomas Smith †1738 – 9.16b (306)  

Lowick, Northants - George Lettin †1747 (detail) – 5.47b (160) 

Luddesdown, Kent - William French †1733 – H68b (521) 

Lutterworth, Leics. - Thomas Footman †1747 – H65a (520) 
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Market Harborough, Leics. - Sarah Chater †1783 (now removed to St Mary’s in Ardern, 

Leics.) – 6.62b (215)  

Martinstown, Dorset - Amie Balston †1695 – 5.77a (164) 

Meavy, Devon - Mary Giles †1749 – H.1b (502) 

Melton Mowbray, Leics. - Edward Hughs †1670 – A.37 (333) 

Michelmarsh, Hants. - Robert Curtis †1747 (detail) – 5.13a (153);  5.78b (165) 

Middleton Tyas, NR - Dorothy Parkin †1759 (detail) – 5.17b (154) 

Minchinhampton, Glos. -  Mary Cox †1789, signed Cook – 7.6 (236) 

Morston, Norfolk  

- Hannah Funnel †1776 †1785 – G.18a (498) 

- Modesty Jeness †1718 – G.7a (495) 

Much Marcle, Herefs. - John Tayler †1799 – H.12a (505)    

Mundon, Essex - headboard – 4.36a (129) 

Newton Linford, Leics.  

- sundial 1706 – 3.6a (98) 

- Susanna Burbridge †1700 – 3.6b (98) 

- William Starling †1787- F.21(488) 

Northiam, Sussex - John Weekes †1768 (detail) – 5.70a (164) 

Norton-sub-Hamdon, Somerset - Elizabeth Cox †1695 – 4.17a  

Olney, Bucks.  

- Richard Revis †1807 (detail) – 6.17b (193) 

- Sarah Brightman †1715 – H.7a (503) 

Ormskirk, Lancs. 
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 - EB †1629 – 4.1b (106)  

- Jenny Walker †1787 – H106a (532) 

Ozleworth, Glos - John Harris †1683 – 4.17b  

Painswick, Glos.  

- John Bryan †1787 – A.34b (332) 

- Parson’s widow †1800 – H102b (530) 

-  Paul Mills †1795 – A.26b (327)  

- Sarah Smith †1714 – A.42a (336)  

- Sarah Wake †1725 – 4.47a (138) 

Pakefield, Suffolk -  John Bacon †1714 – G.23a (500) 

Parracombe, Devon  

- Francis Lock †1712 – 4.9a (113) 

-  John Crang †1793 – 4.3a (108)  

- Richard Dovell †1793 – H105a (531) 

Peterstow, Herefs 

- Elizabeth Edwards †1799 (detail) – 5.21a (155) 

- John Hood †1747(detail) – 5.79a (165) 

-  Richard Hood †1780 – H.13a (505) 

Petworth, Sussex - Thomas Smart †1728 – H88b (526) 

Portchester, Hants - 6.1b Sir Thomas Cornwallis, 1616 (intramural) by Nicholas Stone 

(detail) (Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments, p. 320) – 6.1b (185) 

Portesham, Dorset  

- Joan Deering †1682 (in the church porch) - 6.10a (189)  
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- Jone Parkar †1689 – 6.10b (189); H.20b (507) 

Potton, Beds  

- Ann Phipps †1714 (detail) – 5.80a (165) 

- Henry Rugeley †1796 – 5.62a (162) 

- Sarah Atkinson †1703 (detail) – 5.7b (150) 

Reforne, Dorset - Alexander Attwooll †1770 – 5.61b (162) 

Ringmer, Sussex - Henry Martin †1798 – A.22a (324) 

Ripple, Worcs.  

- John Shewel †1657- 5.131b (173) 

- seventeenth-century headstones – 2.4a (79)   

Rothley, Leics. - James Oldershaw †1789 (detail) – 5.39a (159) 

Salthouse, Norfolk  

- Martha Seames †1722- G.8b (495) 

- Robert Stanforth †1711 – G.10b (496) 

Sandford St Martin, Oxon.  

- Countess of Deloraine †1720 – A.45 (337)  

- †1714 – 5.124a (171)  

Scarborough, NR  

- Christopher Leak †1799 – 4.18a (118) 

- Daniel Foord †1682 – 4.47b (138) 

Simonburn, Northumberland - John Littell †1778 (detail) – 5.13b (153) 

Sompting, Sussex - Frances Grover †1736 †1774 – H87a (526) 
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South Lancs. - datestone dated 1707 (W. F. Price) – 6.20b (194) 

South Malling, Sussex 

 - Margaret Cheal †1609 – 4.31b (127) 

- Nathaniel Newington †1638 – 4.34b (128) 

St Giles’-in-the-Fields, Middx.- George Chapman †1634, by Inigo Jones – 6.1a (184)  

St John Lee, Northumberland  

- 5.20a George Stephenson †1789 (detail) – 5.20a (154) 

- Thomas Hewison †1757 – H85 (525) 

St Teath, Cornwall - John Nicholls †1597 – 5.97a (167) 

St Weonard’s, Herefs  

- Anne Thomas †1717 – H.11b (505)    

- Edward Cotton †1717 – F.9b (480) 

- John Roberts †1800 †1814 †1816 (detail) – 5.25b (156) 

Stoke-sub-Hamdon, Somerset  

-  churchyard cross – A.9a (318) 

- Joseph Prigg †1784 (detail) – 5.122b (171) 

Stonham Aspal, Suffolk - Anthony Wingfield †1715 – 4.13b (115); A.16a (321) 

Sutton-in-the-Elms, Leics. – Baptist Chapelyard  - Ann Simpkin †1793 – F.22b (488) 

Swithland, Leics.  

- Arthur Gilbert †1683 – 6.12b (190) 

- Dorithie Pirkin †1678 – 8.8b (253)  

Twineham, Sussex - Quaker Burial Ground – 9.3a (264) 
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Upleatham, NR  

- †1680, Upleatham, NR – A.13b (321) 

- table tomb to Wilkinson family – 4.8b (112)  

Upton Bishop, Herefs. -  Joseph Williams †1759 – H.12b (505)   

Upwell, Norfolk - Henry Graham †1772 (detail) – 5.27b (157) 

Wadhurst, Sussex - Elizabeth Playstead †1799 4.49b (138) 

Walberton, Sussex - Charles Cooke †1767 (detail) – 6.26a (198) 

Walkhampton, Devon 

-  Betty Creber †1759 – F.9a (480); H.1a (502); H.3a (502) 

- Oliver Atwill †1781 – H.2b (502); (footstone, detail) – H.4b (503) 

- Richard Light †1763 – H.3b (502) 

Walpole Old Chapel, Suffolk – 9.1a (263) 

Walsoken, Norfolk - William Moss †1765- 4.51a (142) 

Wandsworth, Surrey – Friends’ Meeting House - Joan Stringer †1697 – 9.4a (265) 

Warham All Saints, Norfolk  

- Robert Brigham †1721 – G.9a (496) 

- John Syd... [date illegible] – H101a (530) 

Warham St Mary, Norfolk - Martha Johnson †1783 (detail) – 6.51a (207) 

Warmington, Warks . - John Thomas †1633 – 4.33a (128) 

Wateringbury, Kent - 5.62b Henry Wood †1630 – 5.62b (163)  

West Charleton, Devon - Mary Cleife †1800 – H.5b (503) 

West Dean, Pevensey Rape, Sussex - Grace Stanford †1772 – A.2a (314)  
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West Tarring, Sussex  

- William Barker †1788 (detail) – 5.86b (165) 

- William Lellyett †1767 and Sarah Lellyett †1778 (detail) – 5.49b (160) 

Westerham, Kent  

-  Jane Allingham (no date visible) Westerham, Kent -  G.22b (499) 

-  John Costidell †1750 – G.21b (499) 

- Margaret Jackson †1656 – 4.35b (128) 

-  Mary Ward †1741 – G.22a (499) 

Westminster Abbey, Middx. - Sir Thomas Richardson †1635, by Le Sueur (Courtauld 

Institute) – 6.2a (185) 

Weston Underwood, Bucks.  

-  coffinstone – 4.7a (112) 

– A.9b (319) 

- Ann Neaghells †1672 – A.20a (323) 

- Mary Tripp †1715 – 5.92b (167); H.6b (503) 

Whitby, NR  

- Elizabeth Yeoman †1778 - A.10b (319) 

- Jane Wardale †1791 – A.32b (331) 

Whitehaven, Cumberland – St Nicholas’ - Jeremiah Pattinson †1783 – H.15a (506) 

Windrush, Glos.  

- HH †165- or 163- - 4.20a (121) 

- RF †1704 – 4.20b (121) 

- (inscription illegible) – A.4a (315) 
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Witney, Oxon. 

 - John Cowell †1720 – A.21b (323) 

- Margaret White †1686 – A.4b (315)  

Wiveton, Norfolk  

- James Ram †1798 – G.19b (498) 

- Thomas Smith †1725 – G.11b (497) 

Woodhouse, Leics. - Hannah Cawrey †1787 – F.20a (488) 

Workington, Cumberland – St Michael’s   

- Bridget and Frances Sewell †1777 – H.15b (506) 

- John Spencer †1790 – H.16b (506) 

– 9.7a (279) 

Worth, Sussex  

- Henry Payne †1766 – H.22b (508) 

- John Allingham †1774 – H.21b (508) 

- Joseph Oliver †1775 – 5.127b (172); H.21a (508) 

- Richard Norman †1813 – A.2b (314) 

Wrotham, Kent - Triple-humped camel – H68a (521) 

Wroxeter, Salop - Nicolas Fox †1730 – 5.59a (162) 

Wyke Regis, Dorset -  Richard Deavonish †1684 – H.19b (507) 

 

Isle of Man 

Andreas, IoM  
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- Margery Lace †1675 – 4.22a (122); A.12 (320);  5.128b (172) 

- William Christian †1756 (detail) – 5.36a (159) 

Arbory, IoM  

- Catherine Corrin †1794 – H54b (517) 

- Richard Huchen †1793 – H54a (517) 

Ballaugh, IoM  

- John Corlett †1788 – 5.126b (171) 

- John Kelley †1800 – 5.110b (169);  5.48a (160) 

Ballure, IoM - John Frissell †1787 – 5.38a (159) 

Braddan, IoM - Luke Christian †1778 – H56b (517)  

Douglas, IoM – St George’s - Wallace vault- A.36a (332) 

German, IoM - John Clinton †1884 – 2.10 (81) 

Jurby, IoM - Ledger tomb – 4.4b (108)  

Lonan, IoM – Old Churchyard 

- 4.1a (106); A.47 (338) 

-  Thomas Clague †1794 – H57a (517) 

Malew, IoM  

- Edward Moore †1751 – F.1b (478) 

- James Moore †1792 – A.25b (327) 

- John Quayle †1724 – F.1a (477) 

- John Quinney †1793 – H56a (517) 

- Margaret Christian †1778 – 4.5b (109)  
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Marown, IoM  

- James Clague †1764 – H57b (517) 

- John Kewley †1781 – H55b (517) 

- railings around Georgian graves – 3.7a (98) 

Maughold, IoM  

- Edward Christian †1660 – 4.32b (128) 

- Jane Callow †1763 (reverse, detail) – 5.18b (154) 

Michael, IoM  

- Christian Norris †1695, Old Church (originally intramural) – 6.8b (188) 

- John Riddyard †1738 – F.2b (478) 

- Margaret Kaighin †1697 – 6.8a (188) 

- Mary Moore †1749 – F.2a (478);  5.106b (169) 

Onchan, IoM  

- David Ross †1767 – 6.22a (197) 

- William Harriman †1760 – H.17a (506) 

Peel Hill, IoM - Corrin burial place – A.16b (321); 4.41a (133)  

Rushen, IoM  

- Mary Dixon †1779 – H55a (517) 

- Robert Jackson †1657 (detail) – 5.128a (172) 

Santan, IoM – the Great Stone - 9.10a (287) 

St Mark’s, IoM - Thomas Fargher †1781 - A.1 (314) 
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Scotland. 

Colinton, Midlothian  

- Andrew Finlay †1749 (reverse, detail) – 5.22a (155) 

- Walter Allan†1732 – A.11 (320) 

- William Walker †1748 – H83b (525) 

Culross, Perthshire  

- Muddle children, 1739 – H76a (523) 

- RD AR 1748 – 3.3b (93)  

- WM IF 1780 – H78a (524) 

Edinburgh, Midlothian  

– Greyfriars - Alexander Miller †1616 – H80b (524) 

- Greyfriars - Lady Ramsay †1789 – 4.41b (133) 

Liberton, Midlothian  

- James Baxter †1737 – 4.30 (127) 

- James Ivory †1767 (detail) – 5.24b (156) 

- James Smith †1733 – H82a (525) 

- John Nicol †1765 – H81a (524) 

- John Nicol †1765 - H83a (525) 

- Thomas Peacock †1745 – 4.39b (131) 

Lismore, Argyllshire - William Noble †1799 – H104b (531) 

Logierait, Perthshire  

- Margaret Connachar †1784 – 6.64b (217); 5.98b (168) 
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- McFarland 1782 – H80a (524) 

- mortsafes – 3.5b (97) 

Pencaitland, East Lothian  

- Andrew Ker †1715 – 4.14b (116) 

- Andrew Ker †1724 – A.42b (336); H84b (525) 

- John Muirhead †1670 (detail) – 5.119a (170) 

- John Wilson †177? (detail) – 5.118b (170) 

- William Ramsay †1729 – H84a (525) 

Perth, Perthshire -  Greyfriars  

– A.43a (336) 

- Christey Biset †1747 (detail) – 5.65b (163) 

- John Neasmith †1651 – H79a (524) 

- Top-carved headstone – 4.31a (127) 

- William Clement †1788 – H79b (524) 

Stirling, Stirlingshire – Holy Rude  

- FK RY 1713 – H71b (523); H74a (523)  

- illegible coped ledger– 4.3b (108) 

- IP IS dated 1732, obverse – A.15a (321), reverse – A.15b (321) 

- IS IC 1728 – H75 (523) 

- RK IC IC 1734 – H73b (523) 

- Thomas Thomson †1698 – H73a (523) 

Tranent, East Lothian  
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- DM ND – H81b (524) 

- Thomas Walch  †1705 - A.18 (322)  

Tulliallan, Perthshire  

- Agnes Guthrie †1791 – H77b (524) 

- AR IY IB 1725 – H72b (523) 

- AS ND 1784 – 5.119b (170) 

- AW AW 1787 (detail) – 5.109b (169) 

- DE IP 1774 – H76b (523) 

- GC CR 1787 (detail) – 5.120a (170) 

- GT IK 1718 – H74b (523) 

- James Dwar (sic) †1773 – 5.116b (170) 

- John Higg †1784 (detail) – 5.115a (170) 

- John McFarland dated 1744 – 4.29 (127) 

- JS TH 1764 (detail) – 5.82b (165) 

- Lair stone: Thomas Hutchison – 4.39a (130) 

- RI BT 1778 – H78b (524) 

- Thomas Hall †1695 – H77a (524) 

- Thomas Hall †1695 (detail) – 5.130b (172) 

Tullibody, Clacks. 

- IA EM †1726 (detail) – 5.104a (168) 

- IG MG 1753 – A.24a (326)  

- IS MA 1698 – H70b (522)  
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- Mitchell 1797 – H71a (522) 

- RA ID 1767 – H72a (523) 

Warebeth, Orkney - William Mowat †1770 (Photograph: Gillian Hatch) – 5.69b (164) 

United States 

Abbot’s Creek, NC - JD †1795 – A17a (322)  

Alamance, NC  

- James Blear †1776 – F.13b (484) 

- Mary Stuart †1774 – F.15b (484) 

Annapolis, MD - Henry Ridgley †1700 (detail) – 5.7a (150) 

Basking Ridge, NJ  

- Daniel Cooper †1795 (detail) – 5.46b (160) 

- Elizabeth Kirkpatrick, †1781 – A.23a (326) 

- Elizabeth Patterson †1774 (detail) – 5.84a (165) 

- John Cross †1796 (detail) – 5.106a (169) 

- Rebekah Carle †1770 – 5.65a (163); 5.102b (168) 

Beaufort, NC  

- barrel-vault – 4.19a (119) 

- discoid headstone in wood – 4.23b (122) 

- gravepost – 4.24a (122) 

- Jacob Shepard †1773 – 4.42b (134); A.23b (326) 

Becket, MA  

- Birchard children †1789 – 1792 – 5.54b (161) 
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- Brewster children †1784 (detail) – 5.50a (160) 

Bolton, MA - Ann West †1757 – H53b (516) 

Boston, MA – Common Burial Ground  

- Charles Jarvis Larkin †1796 – H.28a (509) 

- James Waterman †1793 – 5.71b (164);  5.107b (169) 

Boston, MA – Copp’s Hill 

- Hannah and Mary Shutt †1709 – 5.98a (167) 

- John Clarke †1728 – 5.122a (171) 

- John Goodwin †1712 – H.23a (508) 

- John Parmetar †1711 – 5.101b (168) 

- Lydia Broun †1680 – H.25a (509) 

- Nathaniel Brown †1759 – H.25b (509) 

- Nathaniel Brown †1761 – 5.8b (150) 

- Samuel Gill †1683- 5.63a (163) 

- Samuel Winslow †1680 – 5.66a (163) 

- Thomas Seward †1800 - 5.115b (170)  

- William Clark †1745 – F.18b (486) 

Boston, MA – Granary  

- Abigail Morton †1791 – 5.45a (160) 

- Asaph Elliott †1685 – 5.43a (160) 

- Benjamin Hills †1683 – 5.101a (168); 5.105b (169); 5.43b (160) 

- Benjamin Parker †1769 – 5.8a (150) 
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- Elizuar Holyoke †1711 – 5.100b (168) 

- Gorham children †1790 †1793 – 5.42b (159) 

- James Halkerston †1721 – 5.14a (153) 

- John Decoster †1773, footstone – 4.37a (130);  headstone – 4.36b (130) 

- John Lothrop †1716 – 5.60a (162) 

- John Marshall †1719 – 5.22b (155) 

- Neal children †1671 – G.1b (493) 

- Ruth Carter †1698 – 5.123b (171) 

- Turrill children †1682 †1687 – G.2a (493) 

Boston, MA – King’a Chapel  

- Joseph Tapping †1678 – G.2b, G.3b (493) 

- Nathaniel Band †1773 – 5.23b (155) 

- Rebecca Gerrish †1743 – 5.112b (169);  5.73a (164) 

- Rebecca Sanders †1745 – 5.74a (164) 

- Seymore children †1736 – 5.57a (161) 

- Thomas Smith †1693 – 5.113a (170) 

Brewster, MA - Samuel Hopkins †1761 (detail) – 5.10b (151) 

Bristol, RI – Congregational Churchyard - Nathaniel Bosworth †1690 – H.23b (508) 

Bruton Churchyard, Williamsburg, VA  

- David Bray †1731- 4.40b (132)  

- John Greenhow †1787 – 4.18b  

- Matthew Whaley †1705 – 4.6a (111)  
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Buffalo, NC - Mary Starrat †1775 – F.14b (484) 

Cambridge, MA  

- Gove children †1721 – 1723 – 5.55a (161) 

- John Leverett †1724, and later  - 4.6b (111) 

- Ruth Eger †1669 – H.24b (509) 

Canaan, CT  

- Benjamin Green †1783 – H58b (518) 

- Hannah Holcomb †1789 – H60a (518) 

- Nathaniel Lawrence †1800 (detail) – 5.44a (160) 

- William Marsh †1781 – H59a (518) 

- William Peet †1795 – H58a (518);  H59b (518) 

Charleston, SC - Circular Congregational Churchyard  

– 9.14b (302) 

- Alexander Peronneau †1747 – 5.28b (157) 

- Elizabeth Simmons †1740 – 5.30b (157) 

- Henry Peronneau †1743 – 5.29a (157) 

- Isaac Holmes †1763 – 5.28a (157); F.18a (486) 

- John Gerley †1769 – A.17b (322) 

- John Hodsden Ellis †1761 – H36a (511) 

- John Stannyarne †1749 – H.26a (509) 

- Mary Peronneau †1741 – H.32b (510) 

- Nathan Bassett †1738 – H.26b (509) 
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- Solomon Miller †1757 – 5.29b (157) 

- Thomas Lamboll †1774 – 5.41a (159) 

- Thomas Lamboll Thomas †1770 – H.34b (511) 

- William Hutson †1761 – 5.30a (157) 

Charleston, SC – St Michael’s - Mary Luyten †1770- 8.2b (246); 4.25a (123) 

Charleston, SC – St Philip’s  

- Gabriel Bunbury †1745 – H35b (511) 

- Thomas Moore †1794 – 5.41b (159) 

- Thomas Pool †1754 – 5.9a (151) 

- Thomas Prue †1747 and Frances Prue †1769– 5.35b (158) 

Charlestown, MA  

- Cutler children †1680 – 5.56a (161);  G.1a (493) 

- Ezekiel Cheever †1744 – 4.43b (134) 

- Frothingham children †1772 – 1783 (detail) – 5.55b (161) 

- John Foster †1659 – H.24a (509) 

- Mary Fowle †1676 †1682 – G.3a (493) 

- Thomas Rand †1683 – H.29a (509) 

Charlotte, NC - Spratt Family Burying Ground (now at Steele Creek, NC) - Robert 

McNight †1778 – H48b (514) 

Chatham, MA - Old South Queen Anne Cemetery  

- Elizabeth Sears †1764 – 5.6a (150) 

- Joshua Howes †1779 – A.5b (315) 

Chelmsford, MA  
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- Hannah Fletcher †1778 (detail) – 5.56b (161) 

- Ruth Goold †1785 – 9.11a (291) 

- vault tombs – 4.43a (134) 

- William Procter †1767- 9.10b (291) 

Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA  

- George Bigham †1782 – A.14b (321) 

- John Clark †1776 – H41a (513) 

- John Midlton †1739 – 5.103a (168); H44b (513) 

- Mary Duff †1757 – H38b (512) 

- McIlroy †1744 – H42a (513) 

- Patrick Carson †1767 – H37a (512) 

- Thomas McIllroie †1747 (detail) – 5.14b (153) 

- William Baxter †1760 – H39a (512) 

Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA – new burial ground - Elizabeth Green †1732 – H42b 

(513) 

Columbia, CT  

- Benjamin Collins †1749 – H94b (528) 

- Elizabeth Gager †1730 – 5.17a (154) 

- Ichabod Freeman †1782 – 5.127a (172) 

- James Abbott †1799 – 5.38b (159) 

- John Sims †1774 – 5.120b (171) 

- Richard English †1748 – H94a (527) 

- Richard Lyman †1746 – H95a (528); 5.126a (171) 
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- Simeon Mearitt †1739 – H93a (527) 

Concord, MA - Old Hill Burying Ground  

- Betty Temple †1738 – 5.35a (158) 

- Job Brooks †1788 – 5.134 (180) 

- Mary Melven †1754 – 5.32b (157) 

- Priscilla Adams †1734 – 5.32a (157) 

- Robert Meriam †1681 – 5.97b (167) 

Concord, MA - South Burying Ground  

- Ruth Conant †1770 – 5.133b (180)  

- Sarah Miles †1756 – 5.132a (179) 

Concord, NH - Timothy Walker †1785 – 9.12a (295) 

Deerfield, MA - Abigail Williams †1754 – 5.37b (159) 

Drayton Hall, SC - Slaves’ Burial Ground – 9.9b (286) 

Eastbury, CT - Sarah Wier †1793 (detail) – 5.31b (157) 

Eastbury, CT. – 3.3a (91) 

Easton, MD - Quaker burial ground  

– 3.1a (88)  

- Quaker marker †1792 – 9.3b (265) 

Elizabeth, NJ - First Presbyterian Burial Ground  

- Arnett children †1758 – 1770– 5.53a (161) 

Bond children †1798 – 5.53b (161) 

- Mary Alleson †1772 – 5.49a (160) 
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- Phebe Woodruff †1766 – 5.45b (160) 

- Rachel Meeker †1760 – 5.61a (162) 

Fishing Creek, SC  

- Agnus Drennan †1783 (reverse) – F.14a (484) 

- James White †1774 – F.12a (483) 

- John Allan †1787 – F.12b (483) 

- Mary Brown †1779 – F.15a (484) 

- Samuel McCance †1792- F.13a (484) 

Georgetown, SC – Beth Elohim Cemetery - Moses Cohen †1790 †1800 – 9.6a (268) 

Georgetown, SC - churchyard  

- A.27a (328) 

- Francis LeBaron †1773 – H.27a (509) 

- Mansard chests – 4.7b (112) 

Glastonbury, CT  

- Richard Smith †1703 – H90a (527) 

- Thomas Welles †1767 - F.17 (485)  

Great Conewago, PA  

- George Leckey †1784 - H39b (512) 

- Hannah Gordon †1764 – H40a (513) 

Hadley, MA  

-  Jacob Worner †1711 – 4.24b (123);  – A.22b (325)  

- Martha White †1787 – 6.45b (205) 
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Hillsborough, NC - family enclosures at the Old Town Cemetery – 3.7b (98) 

Huntersville, NC - Hopewell Presbyterian Church - Margery Irvin †1788 – H49a (514) 

Huntersville, NY - Isaac Teller †1768 – 9.4b (265) 

Ipswich, MA  

- Abigail Dutch †1713 – H51b (515) 

- EL †1647 – 4.23a (122) 

- Judah Trumble †1751 – H53a (516) 

Lancaster, MA – Old Settlers’ Burial Ground  

- Anna Wilder †1778 – F.28 (492) 

- Isaac Rugg †1758 – F.26a, F.27a (492) 

- John Dunsmoor †1756 – 9.13b (297) 

- Lydia Phillips †1760 – F.26b, F.27b (492) 

- Samuel Willard †1752 – 9.13a (297); H52b (516) 

- Thomas Sawer †1706– 4.21b (121) 

Longmeadow, MA  

– 3.2a (91) 

- Eunice Colton †1763 – 5.111b (169) 

- Mary Bliss †1757 – 5.113b (170)  

Marblehead, MA  

- Joseph Selman †1761, Old Burial Hill (detail) – 5.64a (163)  

- Phillips daughters †1789 at Old Burial Hill – 6.24b (197) 

- Sarah Smith †1769, Old Burial Hill – 5.125b (171) 
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- Susanna Jayne †1776, Old Burial Hill – 5.9b (151);  5.71a (164); 5.83a (165) 

- Tawley children †1737, Old Burial Hill – 5.123a (171) 

Metuchen Old Colonial Cemetery, NJ  

- Eunice Freeman †1791 – 6.63a (216) 

- Sarah Compton †1791 – 8.1 (243) 

Moosup, CT  

- Eunice Spalding †1792 – F.24 (491) 

- Phinehas Parkhurst †1778 – F.25b (491) 

New Castle, DE – Episcopal Churchyard - Catharine Ramsey †1765 – H36b (511) 

New Haven, CT  

- Elisabeth Chedsey †1687 – H90b (527) 

- John Chadsey †1688 – H91a (527) 

- John Heynes †1689 – H91b (527) 

New Hope, NC - Gravehouse to Elizabeth Nicholson c.1865 – 4.42a (133) 

New Salem, MA. - Jonathan Hascall †1784 (detail) – 5.105a (168) 

New York, NY – St Paul’s - Jemima Proud †1792- H.28b (509) 

New York, NY – Trinity Churchyard  

- Anne Churcher †1691 – H.31b (510) 

- Margaret Barron †1772 – 5.27a (156) 

Newport, RI – Common Burial Ground  

- Isaac Peckham †1767 – 5.70b (164) 

- Langley children †1771 – 1785–4.48b (130); 5.52a (161)  
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- Mary Arnold †1690 – H.29b (509) 

- Mary Barber †1788 – 5.46a (160) 

Newport, RI – Common Burial Ground, African-American section  

- Mary Scott †1757 – 9.8b (285) 

- Peg, a Negro Servant to Henry Bull †1740 – 9.12b (295)  

- Pompey Brenton †1772 – 5.133a (180); 9.9a (285) 

Norwichtown, CT  

- Betsey Tracy †1792 (detail) – 5.83b (165) 

- Elizabeth Goodkins †1732 – H93b (527) 

- Huntington children †1796-1798 – 5.52b (161) 

- Manning children †1750-1759 (detail) – 5.108b (169) 

- Mary Waterman †1736 – H92b (527) 

- Priscilla Huntington †1743 – H52a (516) 

Old Saybrook, CT  

– 9.15b (306) 

- Lady Fenwick †1645 – A.38b (333)  

- Susanna Lynde †1685 – H.30a (510) 

Oneco, CT - Hannah Montgomery †1797 – F.25a (491)  

Oxford Township, PA – Trinity Churchyard 

 - Ann Hood †1708 – H46a (514) 

- William Worlock Green †1794 – H.33b (511) 

Philadelphia, PA – Christ Church - John Bingham †1714 – H45b (513) 
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Philadelphia, PA - Christ Church New Burial Ground - John Bowyer †1732 H.35a (511) 

Philadelphia, PA – Old Pine St Presbyterian Churchyard - Isabella ... †1778 – H.33a (511) 

Philadelphia, PA – Old St Mary’s Roman Catholic Churchyard - [name illegible] †179-  - 

H.34a (511) 

Philadelphia, PA – St Peter’s - Charles Edgar †1769 – H37b (512) 

Piscatawaytown, NJ 

 - Mary Jones †1693 – H.32a (510) 

- Rachel Swan †1792 – H38a (512) 

Plainfield, CT - Simon S †1754 – H96a (528) 

Plympton, MA  

- Annice Pratt †1760 (detail) – 5.10a (151)  

- Mercy Cushman †1738 (detail) – 5.11a (151) 

Portsmouth, NH - Alexander Henderson †1783 – 5.60b (162)  

Rosewell Plantation, VA - Elizabeth Page †1693 (now at Abingdon, VA)  – 5.121b (171) 

Rowley, MA - Moses Bradstreet †1690 (but marker later) – H51a (515) 

Salem, NC – God’s Acre 

- 9.2a (264) 

- Benjamin Bagge †1792 – 9.2b (264) 

- Sarah Utley †1791 – A.34a (332)  

South Killingly, CT 

- Elizabeth Wadsworth †1756 – G.5b (494) 

-  John Huchens †1756 – G.4b (494) 

-  Mary Spaulding †1749 – G.6a (494) 
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-  Nathaniel Blanchard †1749 – G.4a (494) 

-  Nathaniel Pattin †1757 – G.6b  (494) 

- Samuel Wadsworth †1762 – H92a (527) 

- Spaulding son †1745 – G.5a (494) 

- William Blanchard †1749 – H95b (528) 

South Windsor, CT – Edwards Burying Ground  

- Erastus Wolcott †1797 – 5.44b (160) 

- Esther Edwards †1770 – F.16 (485) 

- Jerusha Edwards †1729 – H.30b (510) 

- Phelps brothers and sisters †1792-1794 – 5.51b (160) 

Sparta, NY - Anna Ladew †1795 (detail) – 5.48b (160) 

Staten Island, NY - Anna Perine†1785, Moravian Cemetery – 4.5a (109)  

Steele Creek, NC  

- Hannah Greir †1788 – H50b (515) 

- James Carruth †1775 – H46b (514) 

- James Carruth Green †1777 – H43b (513) 

- Joseph Davis †1790 – 6.64a (217); H50a (514) 

- Samuel Hartt †1791 (detail) – 6.41 (205) 

- Zaccheus Wilson Calhoun †1781 – H44a (513) 

Stonington, CT - Grace Palmer †1690 Wequetequok Burying Ground – 4.2b (108) 

Thyatira, NC  

- Jean Hagin †1776 – H47a (514) 
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- John Knox †1758 – H48a (514) 

- John Lock †1764 – H47b (514) 

- Joseph Hart †1773 – H40b (513) 

- Uninscribed markers (footstones?) – H41b (513) 

Upper Marsh Creek, PA – Black’s Graveyard  

- Mary Orr †1754 – H45a (513) 

- Vilot Porter †1753 – H43a (513) 

Waxhaw, SC  

- fieldstones – 4.21a (121); 9.8a (285) 

- Samuel Dunlap †1791 – H49b (514) 

Wellfleet, MA  

- Hopkins infant †1793 – 9.11b (292) 

- Isaac Higgins †1775- H.27b (509) 

- Martha Houlbrook †1775 (detail) – 5.132b (180)  

- Rebecca Sweat †1791 (detail) – 5.1a (149) 

West Springfield, MA – Park St Cemetery  

- John Taylor †1787 – H.31a (510) 

- Lina Mirrick †1799 – 2.4b (79) 

Westfield, MA - Abigail Noble †1683 – H89b (526) 

Wilmington, NC - Muter children †1788-1793 (detail) – 5.57b (161) 

Windsor, CT  

- Henry Wolcott †1655 – A.38a (333) 
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- Mary Gayler †165 – H89a (526) 

Windsor, NC. – A.21a (323) 

York, ME - Nathaniel Donnell †1780 – 9.16a (306)  

 

Wales 

Beaumaris, Anglesey  

- †1735 – A.19 (323) 

- Thomas Owen †1763 – 4.48 (138) 

Bryngwyn, Rads. 

- John Griffiths †1799 – 4.26b (125) 

- Thomas Williams †1724 (in the church porch) – 6.25a (197) 

Llanbister, Rads.  

- Sarah Rogers †1794 – 2.7b (79); 6.19b (193) 

Llanfaredd, Rads. 

 - Ann Probert †1709 – H109a (532) 

- James Davies †1732 – H109b (533) 

Llanfilo, Brecknockshire - Mary Vaughan †1779 – A.46a (337)  
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Appendix J: Burial grounds visited, by country 

This appendix contains the same names as Appendix E, but at the examiners’ direction is 

arranged first by country and then alphabetically by place. The initial notes to Appendix E 

also apply to this appendix. 

 

England 

 

Abbotsbury, Dorset  

Aberford, WR  

Adel, WR 

Alderley, Glos. 

Aldermaston, Berks. 

Aldwark, NR 

Aldwincle, Northants. - All Saints’ Churchyard  

Aldwincle, Northants. - St Peter's Churchyard   

Allexton, Leics.          

Almer, Dorset           

Alne, NR         

Althorne, Essex          

Amberley, Sussex          

Ampney St Peter, Glos.         

Apethorpe, Northants.        

Ardingly, Sussex          

Arnesby, Leics.           

Arundel, Sussex          

Ashford, Devon          

Ashwell, Herts.           

Astley, Salop           

Atcham, Salop           

Ault Hucknall, Derbys.          

Avebury, Wilts           

Averham, Notts.          

Avon Dassett, Warks  

Aycliffe, Co. Durham          

Aylesbury, Bucks.          
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Aylsham, Norfolk 

         

Baddesley Clinton, Warks.         

Balcombe, Sussex          

Bale, Norfolk 

Barcombe, Sussex          

Barford, Warks.          

Barmston, ER           

Barnack, Soke of Peterborough        

Barnham, Sussex          

Barningham, Suffolk          

Barnoldswick, WR          

Barnstaple, Devon          

Barthomley, Cheshire          

Barton, NR  

Barton-on-Humber, Lincs. – St Mary’s Churchyard 

Barton-on-Humber, Lincs. – St Peter’s Churchyard 

Barwick-in-Elmet, WR      

Battle, Sussex         

Beaconsfield, Bucks.         

Beaudesert, Warks.        

Beckermet, Cumberland – St Bridget       

Beckley, Sussex          

Bedale, NR           

Bellingham, Northumberland         

Belton, Lincs.          

Benington, Herts.          

Berkeley, Glos.           

Berkswell, Warks.          

Berry Pomeroy, Devon         

Bethnal Green, Middx. - St Matthew’s Churchyard      

Bexhill, Sussex           

Bibury, Glos.           

Biddenden, Kent          

Billingshurst, Sussex          

Binham, Norfolk 
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Bisham, Berks.           

Bishop’s Canning, Wilts. 

Bishop's Stortford, Herts.         

Blaby, Leics.           

Black Notley, Essex          

Blakeney, Norfolk          

Blandford Forum, Dorset 

Blisworth, Northants.          

Bloomsbury, Middx.          

Bocking, Essex           

Bolney, Sussex           

Boreham, Essex          

Bosham, Sussex          

Boughton Monchelsea, Kent         

Bourton-on-the-Water, Glos.         

Bovey Tracey, Devon          

Bradfield, WR           

Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts.         

Bramber, Sussex          

Brancaster, Norfolk 

Brancepeth, Co. Durham         

Brandeston, Suffolk          

Brasted, Kent           

Brede, Sussex           

Bredon, Worcs           

Bretforton, Worcs.         

Bridlington, ER – Old Baptist Burial Ground       

Brightling, Sussex          

Brighton, Sussex          

Brilley, Herefs.           

Brixworth, Northants.          

Broadway, Worcs.          

Brookland, Kent          

Broughton Astley, Leics.         

Bruton, Somerset 
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Buckden, Hunts.          

Buckfastleigh, Devon          

Buckland Monachorum, Devon        

Bulmer, NR           

Bungay, Suffolk – Holy Trinity Churchyard 

Bungay, Suffolk – St Mary’s Churchyard       

Burford, Oxon.          

Burnham Deepdene, Norfolk 

Burnham Market or Westgate, Norfolk 

Burnham Norton, Norfolk 

Burnham Overy, Norfolk 

Burnham Ulph, Norfolk 

Burwash, Sussex          

Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk         

Bury, Sussex          

   

Caldecott, Rutland          

Cambridge, Cambs. - St Peter's        

Canterbury, Kent - St Dunstan's        

Canterbury, Kent - St Martin's         

Canterbury, Kent - St Mildred's        

Canterbury, Kent - St Paul's         

Cardington, Salop          

Carlton-in-Lindrick, Notts.         

Catsfield, Sussex          

Chadshunt, Warks.  

Chailey, Sussex           

Chalk, Kent           

Charles, Devon          

Chatteris, Isle of Ely          

Chebsey, Staffs.  

Cheddon Fitzpaine, Somerset         

Chedworth, Glos. 

Chelsea, Middx.          

Cheriton, Hants.          

Chidham, Sussex          
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Chipping Camden, Glos.         

Chiselborough, Somerset         

Chiswick, Middx. 

Church Langton, Leics.         

Church Norton, Sussex         

Churchstow, Devon          

Cirencester, Glos. 

City of London – St Mary-at-Hill        

Clare, Suffolk           

Cley, Norfolk           

Cliffe, Kent           

Clifton Reynes, Bucks.          

Climping, Sussex          

Cobham, Kent  

Cockayne Hatley, Beds.         

Cockermouth, Cumberland        

Cockthorpe, Norfolk 

Collingham, WR          

Colston Bassett, Notts.          

Combe Martin, Devon          

Constantine, Cornwall          

Cookham, Berks.          

Cooling, Kent           

Coombe, Sussex          

Cotesbach, Leics.          

Coughton, Warks.          

Cowick, Devon          

Cranbrook, Kent          

Cranoe, Leics.           

Cretingham ,Suffolk          

Croft, Leics.           

Crosscanonby, Cumberland         

Crudwell, Glos.          

Cruwys Morchard, Devon         

Cuckfield, Sussex          
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Danbury, Essex          

Darley Dale, Derbys.          

Dartington, Devon          

Dartmouth, Devon - St Petrox         

Dearham, Cumberland          

Deene, Northants.          

Deerhurst, Glos. 

Dengie, Essex           

Denton, Lincs.           

Denton, WR           

Deptford, Kent - St Paul's         

Devizes, Wilts. - St John’s Churchyard 

Devizes, Wilts. - St Mary’s Churchyard        

Ditchling, Sussex          

Dore Abbey, Herefs.          

Dulwich, Surrey          

Dunton Bassett, Leics.          

Durham, Co. Durham -  Cathedral churchyard      

Durham, Co. Durham - St Giles       

Durham, Co. Durham - St Margaret of Antioch      

Durham, Co. Durham - St Mary the Less       

Durham, Co. Durham - St Oswald's  

        

Earl Soham, Suffolk          

Earl's Barton, Northants.         

Earl's Croome, Worcs.          

Eartham, Sussex       

East Chinnock, Somerset         

East Farleigh, Kent 

East Grinstead, Sussex          

         

East Meon, Hants.          

East Peckham, Kent          

East Ruston, Norfolk          

Eastbourne, Sussex          

Eastham, Worcs.          
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Eccleshall, Staffs,          

Edburton, Sussex          

Elkesley, Notts.          

Elsham, Lincs.           

Emley, WR           

Epsom, Surrey           

Etchilhampton, Wilts.          

Exeter, Devon – Bartholomew St. Old Burial Ground 

Eye, Herefs.  

          

Fairford, Glos.           

Fakenham, Norfolk          

Falstone, Northumberland         

Faversham, Kent          

Felbrigg, Norfolk          

Fenny Drayton, Leics.          

Field Dalling, Norfolk 

Finchley, Middx.          

Finedon, Northants.         

Fleckney, Leics.          

Fletching, Sussex          

Ford, Sussex           

Fotheringay, Northants         

Framlingham, Suffolk          

Friern Barnet, Middx          

Frittenden, Kent          

Fylingdales, NR 

           

Geddington, Northants 

Glandford, Norfolk 

Glaston, Rutland          

Gloucester, Glos. – St Mary de Crypt Churchyard 

Goring, Oxon.           

Goudhurst, Kent          

Granby, Notts.           

Grantham, Lincs. 
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Graveney, Kent 

Great Ayton, NR 

Great Bedwyn, Wilts – the Post Office, formerly the Stone Museum – all ex situ 

Great Easton, Leics. 

Great Gonerby, Lincs. 

Great Rissington, Glos. 

Great Sampford, Essex 

Great Snoring, Norfolk 

Great Stanmore, Middx. 

Greatham, Sussex 

Greenford, Middx. 

Guilden Morden, Cambs. 

Guildford, Surrey 

Gunthorpe, Norfolk 

 

Hackney, Middx. 

Hadlow, Kent 

Hale, Lancs. 

Hallaton, Leics. 

Halsham, ER 

Haltwhistle, Northumberland 

Hambleton, Rutland 

Hampstead, Middx. 

Hamsey, Sussex 

Harlaxton, Lincs. 

Harringworth, Northants. 

Harrogate, WR 

Hartburn, Northumberland 

Haselor, Warks. 

Hastings, Sussex 

Hatfield Broad Oak, Essex 

Heanton Punchardon, Devon     

Hendon, Middx.      

Henfield, Sussex      

Hereford, Herefs.- Cathedral Churchyard      

Hessett, Suffolk      
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Hickling, Notts.      

High Halstow, Kent      

Higham Ferrers, Northants.      

Hinderclay, Suffolk      

Hinton Ampner, Hants.      

Holborn, Middx. – St Andrew’s New Churchyard      

Hollym, ER      

Holt, Norfolk      

Honeybourne, Worcs.      

Honiley, Warks.      

Hope Bowdler, Salop      

Horley, Surrey      

Hornsey, Middx.      

Horsted Keynes, Sussex      

Houghton, Hants.      

Hullavington, Wilts.      

Hungerford, Berks.      

Huntley, Glos.      

Hurley, Berks.      

Husbands Bosworth, Leics. 

      

Ide, Devon      

Iford, Sussex      

Isleham, Cambs.      

Isleworth, Middx.      

Ivychurch, Kent      

      

Kelling, Norfolk 

Kemble, Glos.      

Kempley, Herefs. - St Mary's Churchyard      

Kenilworth, Warks.      

Kentisbury, Devon      

Ketton, Rutland      

Kew, Surrey 

Kilby, Leics.      

Kilpeck, Herefs.      
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Kineton, Warks.      

King’s Lynn, Norfolk - All Saints’ Churchyard      

King’s Lynn, Norfolk - St Margaret’s Churchyard      

King’s Lynn, Norfolk - St Nicholas’ Churchyard      

Kingston St Mary, Somerset      

Kingston-juxta-Lewes, Sussex      

Kirk Merrington, Co. Durham      

Kirkby Mallory, Leics.      

Knowle, Warks.      

Knutsford, Cheshire       

 

Lacock, Wilts.      

Lamberhurst, Kent      

Lamport, Northants.      

Lancaster, Lancs. - Priory      

Lancaster, Lancs. - St John's      

Langar, Notts.      

Langford, Essex      

Langham Episcopi, Norfolk      

Lapworth, Warks.      

Lathbury, Bucks.      

Lavenham, Suffolk      

Laxton, Northants.      

Ledbury, Herefs.      

Ledsham, WR      

Leebotwood, Salop        

Leeds, Kent        

Leicester, Leics. - St Margaret's  Churchyard       

Leicester, Leics. -St Mary de Castro Churchyard      

Leicester, Leics. - St Nicholas’ Churchyard       

Letheringsett, Norfolk 

Lewes, Sussex – All Saints’ Churchyard 

Lewes, Sussex – Quaker Burial Ground 

Lewes, Sussex – St Anne’s Churchyard 

Lewes, Sussex – St John-sub-Castro Churchyard 

Lewes, Sussex – St Michael’s Churchyard       
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Lightcliffe, WR        

Limpsfield, Surrey        

Lindfield, Sussex        

Linton, Herefs.        

Little Abington, Cambs.        

Little Baddow, Essex – Presbyterian Churchyard 

Little Baddow, Essex – St Mary the Virgin Churchyard     

Little Barrington, Glos.        

Little Dean, Glos.        

Little Snoring, Norfolk 

Little Stanmore, Middx.        

Littleham, Devon        

Litton Cheney, Dorset        

Llandewednack, Cornwall        

Long Bredy, Dorset          

Long Sutton, Lincs.          

Longborough, Glos.          

Loughborough, Leics.          

Loversall, WR           

Lowestoft, Suffolk          

Lowick Northants.          

Luddesdown, Kent          

Ludford, Salop           

Lutterworth, Leics.          

Lutton, Lincs. 

           

Maidstone, Kent    

Malmesbury, Wilts.          

Market Harborough, Leics. (now at St Mary in Arden, Leics.)     

Marlborough, Devon          

Marlborough, Wilts.          

Martinstown, Dorset          

Martock, Somerset          

Marton-in-the-Forest, WR         

Mavesyn Ridware, Staffs.         

Mayfield, Sussex          
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Meavy, Devon           

Medbourne, Leics.          

Melksham, Wilts.          

Melton Mowbray, Leics.         

Mereworth, Kent          

Merston, Sussex          

Michelmarsh, Hants.          

Middleton Tyas, NR          

Mildenhall, Suffolk          

Minchinhampton, Glos. 

Monk Fryston, WR          

Montacute, Somerset          

Moretonhampsted, Devon         

Morston, Norfolk          

Much Marcle, Herefs.          

Mullion, Cornwall          

Mundon, Essex          

Munslow, Salop          

 

Narborough, Norfolk          

Nettlestead, Kent 

New Shoreham, Sussex 

Newick, Sussex          

Newton, Norfolk 

Newton Blossomville, Bucks.         

Newtown Linford, Leics.         

North Creake, Norfolk 

North Kilworth, Leics.  

North Stoke, Sussex          

Northiam, Sussex          

Northleach, Glos.          

Norton-sub-Hamdon, Somerset        

           

Odcombe, Somerset          

Old Romney, Kent          

Old Shoreham, Sussex          
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Olney, Bucks.           

Ombersley, Worcs          

Ormskirk, Lancs.          

Osmington, Dorset          

Owermoigne, Dorset          

Oxford, Oxon. - St Giles         

Oxford, Oxon. - St Mary Magdalene        

Oxhill, Warks.           

Ozleworth, Glos. 

 

Painswick, Glos.          

Pakefield, Suffolk          

Pakenham, Suffolk          

Parracombe, Devon          

Peckleton, Leics.          

Penhurst, Sussex          

Petersham, Surrey          

Peterstow, Herefs.          

Petworth, Sussex          

Pitchcombe, Glos.          

Portesham, Dorset          

Portslade, Sussex          

Potton, Beds.           

Pulborough, Sussex          

Puncknowle, Dorset          

Purleigh, Essex           

 

Quorndon, Leics.          

 

Raunds, Northants.          

Ravenstone, Bucks.          

Reforne, Dorset          

Richmond, Surrey          

Ringmer, Sussex          

Ripple, Worcs.           

Rochester, Kent - St Margaret's        
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Rodmell, Sussex          

Rothley, Leics.           

Rothwell, WR           

Rye, Sussex 

           

Saintbury, Glos.          

Salthouse, Norfolk          

Sandford St Martin, Oxon.         

Saxlingham, Norfolk 

Scarborough, NR          

Scawby, Lincs.           

Sculthorpe, Norfolk 

Sedgebrook, Lincs.          

Sevenoaks, Kent          

Shearsby, Leics.          

Sheepy Magna, Leics.          

Sheriff Hutton, NR 

Sheringham, Norfolk          

Sherington, Bucks.          

Shermanbury, Sussex          

Shipley, Sussex           

Shoreditch, Middx.          

Shorne, Kent           

Sibson, Leics.           

Sidestrand, Norfolk          

Sidlesham, Sussex          

Simonburn, Northumberland         

Sompting, Sussex          

South Acre, Norfolk          

South Anston, WR          

South Creake, Norfolk 

South Littleton, Worcs.         

South Malling, Sussex          

South Wraxhall, Wilts.          

Southminster, Essex          

Southover, Sussex         
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St Endellion, Cornwall          

St Giles’-in-the-Fields, Middx. 

St John Lee, Northumberland         

St Kew, Cornwall          

St Pancras, Middx.          

St Teath, Cornwall          

St Weonards, Herefs.          

Stamford, Lincs. - All Saints' Churchyard       

Stamford, Lincs. - St Mary's Churchyard       

Stamford, Lincs. - St Michael's Churchyard       

Standish, Lancs.          

Stanmer, Sussex          

Stanton St Quentin, Wilts         

Staplehurst, Kent          

Stapleton Fitzpaine, Somerset         

Staverton, Devon          

Steeple Bumpstead, Essex         

Stepney, Middx          

Steyning, Sussex          

Stiffkey, Norfolk 

Stockleigh Pomeroy, Devon         

Stoke Newington, Middx.         

Stoke-by-Clare, Suffolk         

Stoke-sub-Hamdon, Somerset         

Stokesay, Salop           

Stokesley, NR           

Stonham Aspal, Suffolk         

Stopham, Sussex          

Stourhead, Wilts.          

Stow Bardolf, Norfolk          

Stowe-by-Chartley, Staffs.         

Streatley, Berks.          

Sutton-in-the-Elms, Leics – Baptist Chapelyard      

Swaffham, Norfolk          

Swithland, Leics.          
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Tadcaster, WR           

Taunton, Somerset - St Mary Magdalene Churchyard      

Taynton, Oxon.          

Tenterden, Kent          

Teston, Kent           

Tetbury, Glos.           

Teynham, Kent          

Thakeham, Sussex          

Thaxted, Essex           

Thorner, WR           

Thorp Arch, WR          

Thurcaston, Leics.          

Thurlaston, Leics.         

Ticehurst, Sussex          

Tillington, Sussex          

Tittleshall, Norfolk          

Todwick, WR           

Toftrees, Norfolk 

Totnes, Devon           

Turkdean, Glos.          

Twickenham, Middx.          

Twineham, Sussex – Parish Churchyard 

Twineham, Sussex – Quaker Burial Ground      

  

Up Marden, Sussex          

Upleatham, NR          

Uppingham, Rutland          

Upton Bishop, Herefs.          

Upwaltham, Sussex          

Upwell, Norfolk 

            

Wadhurst, Sussex          

Wakerley, Northants.          

Walberton, Sussex          

Walkhampton, Devon          

Walpole, Suffolk – Old Chapelyard        
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Walsoken, Norfolk         

Warham All Saints, Norfolk 

Warham St Mary, Norfolk 

Warmington, Warks.          

Warwick, Warks.          

Wateringbury, Kent          

Waterstock, Oxon.          

Weasenham All Saints, Norfolk 

Wellesbourne, Warks.          

Wells-next-the-Sea, Norfolk 

Welwick, ER           

Wem, Salop           

West Charleton, Devon         

West Dean, Pevensey Rape, Sussex        

West Dean, Chichester Rape, Sussex        

West Farleigh, Kent 

West Firle, Sussex          

West Grinstead, Sussex         

West Hoathly, Sussex          

West Runton, Norfolk          

West Tarring, Sussex          

Westbury-on-Severn, Glos.         

Westerham, Kent          

Weston Bamfylde, Somerset         

Weston, Notts.           

Weston Underwood, Bucks.         

Weston-sub-Edge, Glos.         

Westwood, Wilts.          

Weybourne, Norfolk 

Whalley, Lancs.          

Whitby, NR          

White Notley, Essex          

Whitehaven, Cumberland - St James' Churchyard      

Whitehaven, Cumberland - St Nicholas’ Churchyard      

Whitmore, Staffs.          

Whitworth, Co. Durham 
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Willey. Warks.           

Winchester, Hants - Cathedral Close        

Windrush, Glos.          

Winterbourne Monkton, Dorset        

Winterbourne Steepleton, Dorset        

Wisbech, Isle of Ely          

Wistow, Leics.           

Witham, Essex           

Withernsea, ER          

Withyham, Sussex          

Witney, Oxon.           

Wiveton, Norfolk          

Woodhouse, Leics.          

Woodstock, Oxon.          

Wootten Wawen, Warks.     

Workington, Cumberland - St John's Churchyard 

Workington, Cumberland - St Michael's Churchyard      

Worth, Sussex           

Wotton-under-Edge, Glos. – Baptist Chapelyard 

Wotton-under-Edge, Glos. – Parish Churchyard 

Wrestlingworth, Beds.          

Wrotham, Kent          

Wroxeter, Salop          

Wyke Regis, Dorset 

           

Yapton, Sussex           

           

Isle of Man 

 

Andreas, IoM 

Arbory, IoM 

 

Ballaugh, IoM - old churchyard        

Ballure, IoM  

Braddan, IoM – Old Kirk Braddan  
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Bride, IoM 

 

Douglas, IoM - St George's Churchyard 

 

Jurby, IoM 

 

Lezayre, IoM 

Lonan IoM – Lonan New Church Churchyard      

Lonan IoM – Lonan Old Church Churchyard 

 

Malew, IoM 

Marown, IoM – Marown Old Church Churchyard 

Maughold, IoM 

Michael, IoM 

 

Onchan, IoM 

 

Patrick, IoM 

Peel, IoM – St Peter’s Churchyard 

 

Rushen, IoM 

 

Santan, IoM 

St Mark's, IoM 

 

Scotland 

 

Colinton, Midlothian 

Comrie, Perthshire 

Corstophine, Midlothian 

Crowdieknowe, Dumfries-shire 

Culross, Perthshire 

 

Duddingston, Midlothian 
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Ecclefechan, Dumfries-shire 

Edinburgh, Midlothian - Canongate        

Edinburgh, Midlothian - Greyfriars        

Edinburgh, Midlothian - St Cuthbert's 

 

Leith, Midlothian 

Liberton, Midlothian 

Lismore, Argyllshire 

Logierait, Perthshire 

 

Pencaitland, East Lothian 

Perth, Perthshire – Greyfriars Kirkyard 

 

Stirling , Stirlingshire - Holy Rude Kirkyard  

 

Tranent, East Lothian          

Tulliallan, Perthshire          

Tullibody, Clacks.  

 

United States 

Abbots Creek, NC 

Abingdon, VA  

Alamance, NC – Presbyterian Churchyard 

Alexandria, VA - Christ Church Churchyard 

Amherst, MA 

Annapolis, MD - Episcopal  

Aquia, VA 

Ashford, CT – Old Burying Ground 

Attleboro, MA – Old Kirk Yard Cemetery 

Austerlitz, NY 

 

Barbecue, NC 

Barnstable,MA 

Basking Ridge, NJ – Presbyterian 

Beaufort, NC  
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Becket, MA 

Beersheba, SC 

Bethany, SC 

Blandford, MA 

Bolton, MA 

Boston, MA - Common Burial Ground       

Boston, MA-  Copp's Hill        

Boston, MA - Granary          

Boston,  MA - King's Chapel 

Brewster, MA           

Brickerville, PA 

Bristol, RI – Congregational Churchyard 

Bristol, RI – St Michael’s Churchyard 

Buffalo, NC 

 

Cambridge MA  

Canaan, CT  

Charleston, SC - Catholic Churchyard        

Charleston, SC - Circular Congregational Churchyard      

Charleston, SC - Huguenot Churchyard       

Charleston, SC - Lutheran Churchyard        

Charleston, SC - Presbyterian Churchyard       

Charleston, SC - St Michael’s Churchyard       

Charleston, SC - St Philip’s Churchyard  

Charleston, SC - Unitarian Churchyard      

Charlestown, MA  

Charlotte, NC - Sprat Family Burial Ground (stones now at Steele Creek)   

Chatham, MA - Old North Queen Anne Cemetery      

Chatham, MA - Old South Queen Anne Cemetery 

Chelmsford, MA 

Cheraw, SC – St David’s Episcopal Churchyard 

Chester, MA – Eastman Cemetery 

Chestnut Level, Quarryville, PA 

Cismont, VA 

Coble’s Lutheran Churchyard, Guilford Co., NC  

Columbia, CT 
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Concord, MA - Old Hill Burying Ground       

Concord, MA - South Burying Place        

Concord, NH - Old North Cemetery  

Crain’s Creek, NC – Baptist Burial Ground 

Deerfield, MA 

Dover, DE - Christ Episcopal Churchyard       

Dover, DE - First Presbyterian Churchyard 

 

East Haddam (otherwise Little Haddam), CT       

East Hampton, NY          

East Hartford, CT 

Eastbury, CT 

Easton, MD - Quaker Burial Ground 

Edenton, NC           

Elizabeth, NJ - First Presbyterian Churchyard 

Ephrata, PA  

 

Fayetteville, NC – Cross Creek Old Cemetery 

Fishing Creek, SC          

Fishkill, NY  

 

Georgetown, SC - Beth Elohim Cemetery 

Georgetown SC – Churchyard 

Glastonbury, CT 

Great Conewago, Hunterstown, PA 

Green River, NY 

Groton, CT - Avery Morgan Burial Ground 

Groton, MA 

 

Hadley, MA 

Hampton, CT – Hammond Hill Burial Ground 

Hanover, NH – Dartmouth College Cemetery 

Hartford, CT 

Hillsborough, NC – Old Town Cemetery 

Hillsdale, NY 

Hingham, MA 
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Hopewell, NC – Presbyterian Churchyard 

Huntersville, NY – Baptist Cemetery 

 

Ipswich, MA – Old North Burial Ground 

 

Jersey, NC 

 

Kennebunkport, ME 

 

Lancaster, MA – Middle Cemetery 

Lancaster, MA – Old Common Burial Ground 

Lancaster, MA – Old Settlers’ Burial Ground 

Lancaster, PA - St James' Churchyard      

Landsford, SC – Stone Cemetery 

Lanesborough, MA 

Lee, MA – Fairmount Burial Ground 

Lenox, MA 

Lincoln, MA 

Little River, NC 

Longmeadow, MA 

Lower Saucon, PA 

 

Magnolia Plantation, SC 

Marblehead, MA – Old Burial Hill 

Marion, MA - Little Neck Cemetery  

Metuchen, NJ - Old Colonial Cemetery 

Middleton Place, SC 

Middletown, NJ 

Moosup, CT – Union Burial Ground 

 

New Bern, NC           

New Brunswick, NJ - Christ Church Episcopal Churchyard     

New Brunswick, NJ - First Reformed Churchyard      

New Brunswick, NJ - Three Mile Run Burying Ground     

New Castle, DE – Episcopal Churchyard       

New Castle, DE - Presbyterian  Churchyard       
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New Castle, NH          

New Haven, CT - Grove St Cemetery        

New Hope, NC 

New London, CT          

New Salem, MA 

New York, NY - St Paul's, Churchyard, Manhattan      

New York, NY – Trinity Churchyard, Manhattan 

Newport, RI - Arnold Family Burying Ground      

Newport, RI - Common Burying Ground       

Newport, RI - Common Burying Ground, African-American Section    

Newport, RI - Trinity Churchyard 

Newton, NC – Old St Paul’s Lutheran Churchyard 

Northampton, MA          

Northfield, MA 

Norwichtown, CT 

 

Old Bluff, NC – Presbyterian Churchyard 

Old Lyme, CT 

Old Salem, NC – God’s Acre 

Old Saybrook, CT 

Oneco, CT 

Oxford Township, PA – Trinity Churchyard 

 

Pennypack, PA           

Perth Amboy, NJ - St Peter's Episcopal Churchyard 

Philadelphia, PA - Christ Church – area around the church building    

Philadelphia, PA - Christ Church Churchyard       

Philadelphia, PA -  Christ Church New Burial Ground     

Philadelphia, PA  - Gloria Dei Churchyard       

Philadelphia, PA - Mikveh Israel Burial Ground      

Philadelphia, PA - Old Pine St Presbyterian Churchyard     

Philadelphia, PA - Old St Mary's Roman Catholic Churchyard 

Philadelphia, PA - St Paul's Churchyard       

Philadelphia, PA - St Peter's Churchyard       

Piscatawaytown, NJ  - St James’ Churchyard  

Plainfield, CT – Old Burying Ground 
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Plymouth, MA           

Plympton, MA – Hillcrest Cemetery 

Poplar Tent, NC – Presbyterian Churchyard 

Portsmouth, NH 

 

Rehoboth, MA – Burial Place Hill 

Rochester,MA - First Parish Cemetery 

Rowley, MA 

Roxbury, MA  

 

Salem, MA – Broad St. Cemetery 

Salem, MA – Charter St. Cemetery    

Salem, NC           

Salisbury, NC – Old English Cemetery 

Scituate, MA – Men of Kent Cemetery 

Shaftesbury Center, VT         

Sharon, SC 

Shrewsbury, NJ 

Sleepy Hollow, NY - Old Dutch Churchyard 

South Killingly, CT 

South Windsor, CT - Edwards Burial Ground 

Sparta, NY 

Staten Island, NY - Moravian Cemetery  

Steele Creek, NC 

Stockbridge, MA 

Stonington, CT - Wequetequock Burial Ground 

Strasburg, PA           

Stratford, CT - Old Congregational Burial Ground 

Sturbridge, MA 

 

Thyatira, NC 

 

Upper Marsh Creek, PA - Black's Graveyard 

 

Vancortlandtville, NY 

Ware, VA 
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Washaw (or Waxhaw), SC 

Wellfleet, MA - Duck Creek Cemetery 

West Barnstaple, MA 

West Springfield, MA – Old Meadow Burial Ground 

West Springfield, MA – Park St. Cemetery 

Westfield, MA – Old Burial Ground 

Westfield, NJ - Presbyterian Burial Ground       

Westminster, MA – Woodside or Lower Cemetery 

Wethersfield, CT 

Weymouth, MA – Old North Burial Ground 

Williamsburg, VA - Bruton Churchyard       

Wilmington, NC 

Windsor, CT - Palisado Cemetery        

Windsor, NC  

Woodstock, CT 

Wythesville, VA – St John’s Lutheran Churchyard 

 

York, ME           

Yorktown, NY - First Presbyterian Churchyard      

Yorktown, VA 

Wales 

 

Aberdaron, Carnarvonshire – St Hywyn’s Old Church Churchyard  

 

Beaumaris, Carnarvonshire (Anglesey)   

Betws-yn-Rhos, Denbighshire  

Bryngwyn, Rads. 

 

Clynnog Fawr, Carnarvonshire         

Clyro, Rads. 

Colva, Rads. 

Conway, Carnarvonshire 

Cregrina, Rads.  

 

Disserth, Rads.  
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Glascwm, Rads. 

Gyffin, Carnarvonshire 

 

Holywell, Flintshire 

 

Llanbedr-y-Cennin, Carnarvonshire        

Llanbister, Rads 

Llandwrog, Carnarvonshire        

Llandygwnning, Carnarvonshire        

Llanfaglan, Carnarvonshire         

Llanfaredd, Rads.          

Llanffinan, Carnarvonshire (Anglesey)        

Llanfilo, Brecknockshire         

Llanrhychwyn, Carnarvonshire         

Llansanffraid GlanConwy, Denbighshire       

Llyswen, Brecknockshire  

 

Michaelchurch-on-Arrow, Rads. 

 

Newchurch, Rads. 

 

Rhulen, Rads. 

 

St Asaph, Flintshire – Cathedral Churchyard 

St. Asaph, Flintshire – St Kentigern’s Churchyard 

 

Ysgeifiog, Flintshire  

 

           

           

           

           

      


